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PREFACE

The 21St EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics was
organized on behalf of the European Physical Society (EPS) by "Association
EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion". Following the guidelines of the EPS Plasma
Physics Division, the 1994 Conference included topics from other areas of
plasma physics in addition to fusion research (topics 9 to 14).

This year the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division agreed to an
important change in the arrangements for contributed papers. The
Proceedings were printed after the meeting allowing a later submission
date for the abstracts and giving authors the opportunity to include latest
results in the four-page papers. Because of this new arrangement, the
authors of contributed papers were requested to hand in the four—page
papers to the Conference Secretariat during the conference.

According to the EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those
contributions for which at least one author was registered at the
Conference. There are 383 papers which satisfy this qualification. The three
volumes of the Proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of
the Conference.

The papers of the 9 review lectures and 18 topical lectures will be
published in a special issue of "Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion",
which will also be mailed to the participants.

Cadarache, July 1994 The Editors
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The Density Limit in JET Diverted Plasmas

D J Campbell, S Clement, N Gottardi, C Gowers, P Harbour, A Loarte, L Horton, H Lingertat,

C G Lowry, R Monk', G Saibene, M Stamp, D Stork

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon,.0xon, 0X14 3EA, UK

1 Dept of Physics, Royal Holloway College, University of London, Surrey, TW20 OEX, UK

1. Introduction

In JET limiter plasmas the density limit is associated with radiated power fractions of 100%

and, in plasmas with carbon limiters, it is invariably disruptive. However, in discharges with

solid beryllium limiters the limit is identified with the formation of a MARFE and disruptions

are less frequent. In addition, the improved conditioning of the vessel arising from the use of

beryllium has significantly improved the density limit scaling, so that the maximum density

rises with the square root of the input power [1,2]. In diverted plasmas several confinement

regimes exist, making the characterization of the density limit more complex. While the

density limit in L-mode plasmas is generally disruptive, the limit in ELMy and ELM-free H-

modes generally prompts a return to the L~mode and a disruption is not inevitable. The

density limit does rise with increasing power, but the L-to-H transition complicates the

analysis. Nevertheless, at low plasma currents (<2MA), densities significantly above the

Greenwald limit [3] can be achieved, while at higher currents power handling limitations have

constrained the range of density which can be achieved.

2. Phenomena at the Density Limit

In L-mode plasmas, the density could be raised until the radiated power fraction was ~60%, at

which point the temperature in the divertor had fallen to ~10eV [4]. Subsequently a MARFE

entered the main plasma from the divertor, the radiated power fraction rose to 100%, and mhd

activity grew, leading to a disruption. in ELM-free H-modes, which were normal in the old

JET configuration, the density rose monotonically, impurities built up in the plasma edge and

the radiated power rose until it was approximately equal to the input power, with the major

fraction arising from the bulk plasma. At this point, a transition back to the L—mode occurred,

leading to a rapid fall in density and radiated pOWer. In the majority of cases the fall in

radiated power was sufficient to permit a return to a stable L—mode plasma and, if the input

power was maintained, the H—mode could re-occur. In other cases, for example in the presence

of strong gas-puffing or ifthe input power fell too rapidly, an L-mode density limit disruption

occurred. This general behaviour was independent of whether CFC or beryllium targets were

used.

ELMy H-modes, which could be established under limited conditions in the old JET



configuration [5,6], were sustained in steady-
state conditions on the CFC targets at

radiated power fractions of up to 70%. In W
addition, a series of steady-state plasmas . 5% $331131" Dismpfion

. >
with radiated power fractions of ~100% were 3 1
established using the beryllium targets [7],
but in these confinement fell to L-mode
levels. In high density steady-state H-modes,
such asthat in figure 1, small fluctuations in

io'
gm

‘3

input power or radiation could lead to a
r)“ l", JW]

transition in which the total radiated power [WNW
8.1

.1.
fraction rose to 100% and the plasma 10_ Pm. fiYVNWV
returned to the L-mode, causing the ,density g SWM

to decay as particle confinement fell. This is, 0 PW" 1 ‘ :
therefore, interpreted as representing the 10 12 TENS) ‘6 ‘8 2"
density limit for steady-state H—modes.

. Figure 1.‘ Overview ofELMy steady-state H-
During the H-mode, the radiation was made, terminating in a density limit disruption.
emitted predominantly from a region of
~20cm at the plasma edge. When the radiation rose to 100%, the additional radiation came
mainly from the X-point region, but after a period of several lOOms, a MARFE entered the
main plasma, the plasma detached fully from the divertor and evolved towards a disruption.
The final disruption was not inevitable, but depended on the rate at which the plasma density
and input power fell. In these plasmas the plasma density and level of radiation could be
adjusted by variation of the gas-puff rate. The density limit appears, therefore, to be associated
with a power imbalance, with the limiting density being determined by the input power level
and radiation losses.

3. Density Limit Scaling

Following the introduction of beryllium into JET, the density limit was found to rise as P2,?
[1,2]. However, in some devices, the density limit is not found to scale with input power, but
follows the ‘Greenwald’ scaling [3]. Comparison of JET data with the predictions 01" this
scaling (figure 2) shows that at low currents (<2MA) the JET limit exceeds the Greenwald
limit, but at high currents (>3MA) it falls below this. It is likely that the behaviour at high
currents was caused by limitations in the power handling of the divertor targets, which
restricted the duration of high power heating experiments.

For a device in which the density limit is determined by a power imbalance, such as JET, the
power required to exceed the Greenwald limit increases quadratically with current, so that it is



, easiest to exceed the Greenwald limit at low
currents. Moreover, in experiments prior to

“Iii—T the recent upgrade, the majority of high

Greenwaldlirnit / power heating experiments were constrained

fittiu= fi 7/ to be of short duration by the occurrence of

7i; / the carbon bloom. This limited the period
a; 0' °/ over which the density could be raised,

i g i. thereby limiting the final density which
a / . 1 could be achieved. It is noticeable that the

E ' 1/ a l’ 'o majority of points plotted in figure 2 were

g 5— i /: non~disruptive. This indicates that, in many

/ i AL-mode,non-disruptive cases, the density ‘limit’ was the highest
0 L-mode. disruptive ,

9/ - ELM—tree H-mode. non-disruptive

/ 0 ELMy H»mode. nonhisruptive
0
0 1 2 3 4 5

Plasma current (MA)

density which could be achieved during the

heating phase, rather than that at which

ion
aim

density limit phenomena occurred. A similar

pattern is found in comparing diverted

Figure 2: Comparison ofdensities achieved in plasmas with limiter plasmas: at low currents

JET diverted discharges with Greenwald (and, therefore, moderate power), the
scaling. achievable densities are similar; at high

currents the ‘limit’ in diverted plasmas falls some 30% below that achieved in equivalent

limiter plasmas, essentially because the heating experiments in diverted plasmas were of

shorter duration.

4. Initial Experiments with the Pumped Divertor

Initial experiments in X-point plasmas following the recent upgrade have shown that the

ohmic density limit is comparable with that observed previously, with helium plasmas

reaching densities ~30% higher than comparable deuterium discharges. Figure 3 shows a

ZMA plasma in which the density limit occurred with he z 3 x 1019 m‘3. It can be seen that

the major disruption is preceded by a rise in the radiated power fraction to 100%, the

occurrence of a MARFE and the growth of an nil mode, all typical of disruptive density limit

phenomena in previous experiments.

Figure 4 illustrates the observations made in the divertor during the approach to the limit. The

central panels Show measurements of the ion saturation current in the inner and outer strike

regions. The modulation of the currents correspond to sweeping of the strike points at 41-12,

essentially to reduce the time averaged power deposition. This modulation, therefore,

represents a sequence of time resolved profiles of ion saturation current at the inner and outer

strike points during the approach to the limit. Also shown are the Du and C-III signals for the

two strike points. It can be seen that at ~12s there is a sudden reduction in the peak value of
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Figure 3 .‘ Overview afZMA ohmic density Figure 4: Divertor measurements during the
limit shot in the Pumped Divertor approach to the density limit offigure 3.
configuration.

ion saturation current which persists until 12.83, at which time the modulation disappears and
the Du and C-III signals fall precipitately. This corresponds to the final detachment from the
divertor and the entry of a MARFE into the main plasma, which is responsible for the
subsequent large fluctuations on the Da and C-III signals. However, the period between 125
and 12.85 appears to correspond to a stable period of detachment during which the X-point
configuration is maintained but very little power flows to the target. These results suggest
that, as in previous JET experiments [7], there may be a stable window of operation below the
density limit in which the exhaust power is dissipated by radiation and charge exchange. The
focus of future JET experiments will be to explore and expand this regime at high levels of
auxiliary power.
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Introduction
The operational regime of tokamaks is limited towards high densities. Beside the

empirical dependence of the maximum achievable density on the plasma current

(Greenwald limit [1]), a strong dependence upon the level of impurities is found.

Investigations on ASDEX [2] already showed a distinct correlation between the value
of Zeff and the density limit.
In ASDEX Upgrade [3] the main impurities are carbon and oxygen due to the covering
of the walls with graphite tiles. The Lymana—radiation of H—like ions of both elements

is monitored routinely in the central plasma by two Bragg crystal spectrometers (C»

0 Monitor). The local concentration of carbon and oxygen is deduced from the

line—of-sight integrated line radiation by corona equilibrium and impurity transport

calculations.
The availability of the C and 0 concentrations for a large number of discharges offers a

unique tool to examine the dependence of the density limit on these impurity species.

Therefore a statistical evaluation including all standard density limit discharges at

ASDEX Upgrade (BT : 2 T7 1,, : 600 kA, (195 = 5.5) has been performed.

Experimental Setup
The C—O Monitor consists of two Bragg spectrometers placed in one housing which is

located on the top of the vessel. The line of sight of the monitor is given in Fig. 1. A

KAP—crystal (2d=2.658 nm) and a PbSt-crystal (2d=10.04 nm) are used for the Bragg
reflection of the 0 VIII (A = 1.897 um) and the
C VI (A = 3.374 nm) line radiation, respectively.
The x»rays are detected by gas flow proportional
counters, which limit the sampling rate to 1 kHz.
The angles of the crystals can slightly be adjusted
to find the maximum of the rocking curve, whereas
the proportional counters are mounted under fixed
position. Due to the collimator opening and the widths

c-o i A of the rocking curves the spectral resolutions (AA/A)
Monitor are 350 in case of the KAP crystal and 50 in case of

the PbSt crystal.
The absolute calibration of the O-channel is performed
with the help of the FKa—line (A = 1.831 nm) from
a calibrated large area x-ray tube with a LiF anode
[4]. This x—ray tube can be mounted in front of the
collimator to reach exactly the same geometry as in

Fig. 1: Poloidalcross-section the experiment. The carbon monitor is calibrated
of the ASDEX Upgrade tokar indirectly by comparison with carbon concentrations
mak with the vertical line of derived from bremsstrahlung measurements and charge
sight of the 070 Monitor. exchange recombination spectroscopy.



Determination of Carbon and Oxygen Concentrations
For the determination of the concentrations the emitted line radiation In, is compared
to the calculated intensity IE for the actual plasma conditions:

IC =//Lunx71c(ove)dl
i

where 1! denotes the line of sight, hy the energy of the emitted photon, nI the impurity
density of the H—like ionisation stage, nc the electron density and finally (cm) the
temperature-dependent excitation rate coefficient [5] The electron density profiles
are measured by DON-interferometry, the electron temperature profiles by Thomson
scattering or ECE. For a fast interpretation of the data, the assumption of corona
equilibrium for the ionisation stages is made. impurity transport calculations for some
typical shots were performed to confirm these results.

A. Corona Equilibrium Calculations

In the corona equilibrium nI is given as:

77»: : Cimp 'fz: 'nc

where Gimp gives the total concentration of the impurity species and fI is the purely
temperature dependent corona fraction of the H»like ionisation stage [6]. Since the
impurity concentration usually is not spatially constant the extracted value for Cimp
is only valid for the region of the emission of the measured line radiation. To account
for this the radius of the radiation shell is computed. Typical values are ppol = 0.7 for
O and ppo, = 0.8 for C (ppol: flux surface radius). The results of these calculations are
shown in Fig. 2 as dotted lines.
B. Impurity Transport Calculations
Measurements of Zeff show hollow impurity density profiles under normal ohmic
discharge conditions. Therefore the validity of the assumption of corona equilibrium is
checked by time-dependent transport calculations with the one—dimensional impurity
transport code ZEDIFF [7] For these analyses the T6- and 17...; profiles are taken from
the experiment for a few selected timepoints. Between these points the evolution of
the profiles is linearly interpolated. The transport coefficients were set to

DID! : Dan + DMD with Dan : 0.4 m2/s and vd : 1),,“ .
The neoclassical terms DMD and um“, are calculated according to [8]. The neutral
impurity influx is adjusted in such a way that the measured lineeintegrated intensity
of the Lymanavradiation is reproduced. Due to the transport processes the emission
shell of the line radiation is shifted relative to the temperature profile, leading to up
to 40% lower concentrations compared to the corona equilibrium value in the whole
range of observed plasma parameters. The results of the calculations for the measured
intensities as well as the concentrations are plotted in Fig.2 as dashed lines. The
radiated power from carbon and oxygen comprises approximately half of the total
radiated power.
The consistency of these calculations is checked by comparing the results with the
VUV—line radiation of lower ionization states. Although the intensities of the VUV
lines are not individually adjusted a good description of the temporal behaviour is
obtained.
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Influence of Carbon and Oxygen on the Density Limit

The measured maximum line-averaged densities fiDL range from 4.2- 1019 [m3 to

8.3 - 1019 /m37 the extracted impurity concentrations taken at 1‘;: z 2.8 - 1019 /m3 vary

from 0.05% - 1% for oxygen and 0.3% — 2% for carbon. For simplicity the following

regression ansatz for the maximum density was used:

77'4DLV = const ' Czar ' sy

Good agreement between the measured values and the regression could be achieved

with:

const : 4.44, lo : —0.05(4),‘[3 = -—0.17(2)

There is almost no dependence of the density limit on the carbon concentration. In

contrast the influence of the oxygen concentration is comparably strong. Both can

be seen from Fig. 3 where the result of thevregression is shown. The regression is

eventually hampered by the fact that because of chemical erosion [9] no discharges

with C concentrations below 0.3% are available.

The influence of the impurities on the onset of MARFEs is rather weak for the

discharges under consideration. The densities for which the MARFEs appear vary

only in the order of 10%, although the density limits are different by 60% and the

impurity concentrations vary largely. The transport calculations already described

in the previous section also provide the contribution of the entire line radiation of

the impurity species. For the plasma parameters under consideration the radiation

potential for oxygen is larger by a factor of 3 compared to that of carbon, but this fact



alone can not explain the strongly difierent behaviour, because the concentration of O
is also lower by about the same factor. Another reason can be found in the different
radiation profiles of both impurities: Carbon radiates at lower temperatures and thus
at larger radii compared to oxygen. Therefore the oxygen radiation can influence the
current profile nearer to the q = 2 flux surface. Stability calculations are under way to
study this effect.
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Fig. 3: The density limit as function of O and C concentration (dots). Since a very
weak dependence on the C—concentration is found, all discharges under consideration
are plotted in the left part of the figure. In the right part only the discharges in the
indicated range of O—concentrations are shown.

Conclusions
The C—O Monitor on ASDEX Upgrade routinely allows the measurement of the
Lymanwradiation of the H-like ions of carbon and oxygen. The local concentrations,
deduced from the line—of-sight integrated line-radiation under the assumption of corona
equilibrium and by impurity transport calculations, compare very well for the plasma
parameters under consideration.
A statistical evaluation including all standard density limit discharges at ASDEX
Upgrade shows almost no dependence of the density limit on the carbon concentration
but a quite remarkable influence of the oxygen concentration.
The influence of the impurity level on the onset of MARFES is rather weak for the
discharges under consideration. Stability calculations are under way to study the
influence of the different radiation characteristic of C and O on the current profile.
Experimentally the q—dependence (IP constant) of the effect will be investigated in the
near future.
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ADVANCED FUSION IN ICRF INJECTED PLASMAS*
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ABSTRACT
Fusion burning of a D-SHe mixture in a high density, high magnetic field, compact toroidal
experiment (Ignitor) with a high injected power density at the ion cyclotron frequency
(ICRF) is investigated. A superthermal tail (with energies exceeding 1 MeV in the central
part of the plasma column) is induced in the distribution of the minority 3He population
(,5 15%) that undergoes fusion reactions with the Deuterium nuclei for relatively high
plasma densities (n0 5 3 X 1020 m'a). This stems from the high value of the peak RF power
density absorbed by the minority species (pRF z 60 MW/ma) that should be obtained in
Ignitor when the total injected power is about 18 MW. This experiment is suitable to

begin the study of advanced fusion burning, because of the high plasma currents (IF 5. 12
MA) it is designed to produce and of the high densities that it can confine. The 14.7
MeV protons produced by the fusion reactions can be contained while their slowing down
time is shorter than the plasma replacement time. Numerical simulations are performed
using the FPPRF code that combines a ray-tracing package (for the wave propagation
and energy deposition) with the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for the
minority species. The fusion reactivity is also evaluated from an approximate analytical
form of the minority distribution function so as to identify the optimal parameters that
maximize the total fusion power. Results indicate that D-SHe fusion powers of the order
of 1 MW should be attained.

lNTRODUCTlON

The Ignitor experiment [1] involves an advanced compact high magnetic field machine (major radius of
the plasma column R0 2 1.32 m, minor radii a X b 2 0.47 X 0‘87m2, triangularity 6.; 2' 0.4, vacuum
toroidal field at [to Br 5 13 T) that uses normal conductor magnets at cryogenic temperature (30 K),
and whose main purpose is to investigate D~T fusion burning plasmas and their ignition conditions.
The main components of the machine are shown in Figure l. The low temperature and the low current
densities in the toroidal magnet (< 100 MA/mz) make lgnitor suitable for considerably long plasma
current pulses that. can exceed 10mg:I TE being the expected plasma energy replacement time at ignition.
The main goals of the machine are to attain ohmic-T fusion burning and ignition at relatively low
peak temperatures (Te:o = Tia Z! 11 keV), while studying the containment of the produced (Dz—particles
and their heating of the plasma. The adopted ICRF system [2], with a peak power Pm: 2 18 MW and
100 5 u .5. 210 MHz, is to be used to accelerate the approach to D-T ignition conditions, to control the
evolution of the current‘density profile and to produce significant power from D»3l‘le fusion reactions as
well as to access the highefl second stability region.

lgnitor was conceived on the basis of the favorable properties of high density plasmas, in terms
of good confinement and high degree of purity, that had been discovered by the high magnetic field
Alcator machinm [3] at MIT and confirmed by the FT experiments in F‘rascati and by other advanced
experiments. High magnetic field and density experiments were the first [4] to be proposed in order
to achieve fusion ignition conditions on thebasis of existing technology and of known properties of
magnetically confined plasmas. Thus the reference parameters of the Ignitor Ult machine have been
chosen in order to obtain a peak plasma density (no 5 1 X 1021 m‘s), high mean poloidal fields
(1:3,, 5» 3.75 T). high toroidal plasma current (Ip f. 12 MA) with relatively small voluma of the region
where the “unwinding" parameter q = (rBfl/(REP) is 16$ than unity, and ignition at low value of the
poloidal beta (3,, : sum/B; i 0.15),

* Supported in part by the US. Department of Energy by ElN.E.A. of Italy and by A.S.P. of Piedmont
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D—3He FUSION BURNING WITH ICRF MINORITY HEATING
Ignitor has been designed to satisfy the conditions where the 14.7 MeV protons and the 36 MeV 01-
particlcs produced by the D—3He reactions can supply thermal energy to a well confined plasma. The
reason is that it sustains a plasma current exceeding that required (Ipi 6 MA) to confine the proton
orbits at birth and it can operate with more than sufficiently high densitim so that the slowing down time
of both the protons and the car-particles is comparable with the expected electron energy replacement
time of thermal plasma in which they are produced. '
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(9 EQUATORIAL PORT
(D CENTRAL more
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® C-CLAMP
® BRACING RING
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Ro- I320 mm

a = 470mm

b . 870mm

Figure 1. Main components of the lgnitor machine

The highfit D—3He fusion reaction rate, is obtained by ion—cyclotron “heating” of a 3He minority
in a D plasma and in particular by creating a tail in velocity space for the 3He distribution function [5]
with an optimal mean energy. Note that the D—3He fusion cross section has a maximum near E 2 650
keV.

A preliminary analysis of the fusion power Pp that may be produced in Ignitor by this method
indicatw that about 1 MW may be reached, thanks primarily to the high value of RF power density
that can be coupled to the helium nuclei. We recall that in previous experiments, fusion power levels
of 1.5 kW and 140 kW have been obtained in PLT [6] and in JET [7], respectively. However, neither
of these experiments had the currents and the particle densities required for the confinement and the
slowing-down of the 147 MeV protons.

Numerical simulations for this scenario in Ignitor have been performed using the FPPRF [8] code,
that combines a ray tracing package with the solution of the Fokkcr~Planck equation for the minority
species. Typical RF parameters were PEP: 18 MW, 1/: 132 MHz, (kn): 5 - 10 m‘l. The parallel
wavelength (kn) is estimated on the basis of the size of the adopted ICRF antennas. The ray tracing
routine (SPRUCE) solves the dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves propagating in a hot plasma,
while another set of routines evolves the distribution function of the minority ions in time, by solving
the bounce-averaged Fokker~Planck equation (if/(9t : (Q) + (C) + (3), where (Q) represents
the power deposition by the wave and is a quasilinear operator which computes the (spatially varying)
resonant wave—particle energy exchange, (C) is the standard collision operator (involving pitch angle
scattering, slowing down by electrons and background ions and energy exchange with other specim),
and (S) reprments the combination of relevant sourcs and sinks (charge exchange, prompt losses of
fast ions,...).

The code returns wave dispersion properties (in particular Ni(r), where [‘7 = [Sc/w is the index
of refraction); the RF power deposition profile asa function of r and 0, the minority ion distribution
function f(r, E, p), the mean energy of the RF heated minority as a function of r, as well as an estimate
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of the beam—target fusion reaction yield (i.e., number of protons per second, for the case of D~3He
where the “beam" is composed of 3He ions and the “target” of D ions). The code is able to treat the
interaction with the minority species at either to = Que or w = 29m-

When the lCRF wave is first launched into the “cold" plasma (i.e. VT.“c << w/k), its power is
transferred to the Helium ions by cyclotron resonance damping at alocation, R: R0, that is away from
the mrface where the wave is left-hand polarized (the optimal polarization for cyclotron damping). This
is the Irv-cutoff surface , RL, where (clan/w)2 = E;(wP;/Qd)29d/(Qd —w) and the subscript i denotes the
principal ion species (not Helium). As the He nuclei are energized, broadening of the cyclotron resonance
region occurs, as 63 : (kHV/wflto, vhere l7 is the mean velocity of a Helium ion, until this region spans
the distance AR : Ru — RL. Accordingly the peak in Im(kJ_), associated with the damping of the wave
movts from its original position at the cyclotron resonance towards the cutoff surface, thereby increasing
the efficiency of the RF power deposition.

The Helium distribution function is obtained, at several times during the simulation, and the
relevant level lines in the (0",ui) plane, show the characteristic [8] two—born shape with values of
the relevant pitch angle about 60—80 degrees Analytically, f can be dscrihed by a combination of a
core Maxwellian and an anisotropic tail with a characteristic perpendicular mean «may [5] given by
T,” = T¢[1+(3/2)Emr]. Here {RF 2 (pRF)T,/(3YIH¢T¢), T, is the slowing down time of the helium
nuclei and (pm) the local value of RF power density coupled to them. Therefore

5 _ ‘_’ (E)“F raga,“ in/‘i MW/ms

when written in practical units (7" = T/lO keV, 7‘! = n/ 1020 m‘a, lnli : in (VIC).
Figure 2 shows the RF power deposited into the plasma and the helium mean energy as functions

of the minor radius for the case of maximum fusion reactivity referring to a plasma with n“, : 2.5 x 1020
m‘a, Tw : 20 keV, Tia : 15 keV, mine/nan = 7 % and nTo/nw = 5 %. Generally, over 95 % of the
RF power is deposited (promptly) into the helium. A substantial fraction of this power (up to 50 %)
is then transferred to the electrons by collisional processes The fusion power output is estimated with
several simplifying assumptions and the quoted value PF : 1 MW should be considered as tentative at
this time.
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Figure 2. (a) RF power deposition profile for minority D—SHe acceleration and (b) mean energy acquired
by the minority (3116.) nuclei. The RF power input is of 18 MW.
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Alternatively, we have also Computed the D-alle reactivity parameter (012)}: for a 3He distribu—

no“ memo" as given by 5“" [5] The ”law“ ‘WHimenSiona! velocity Space integral is computed
numerically. In Figure 3’ we show (610‘: as a. function 0f far for different values of the bulk Plasma
temperatures, Ta and Ti.

3.

2.

1,; I.. .
#505-.9 ‘

3
02.

Figure 3. Reactivity parameter (av)p as a function of the {RF that characterizes the 3He distribution
function; diflerent valus for the bulk plasma temperatures Tt are considered._

We note that for a given set of temperatures, there is an optimal value of Eflp for which (au)p
is maximum, and this value can be lowered considerably by increasing Tc and T.- as shown in Figure
3. An analytic estimate of the total fusion power can be obtained from (cw)p by selecting for given
temperatures, an optimal density product flange. This is evaluated in such a way that the corresponding
value of ERF is the one for which (011)}: is maximum, Le. (au)?" 2 2.0 x 10'22 m2/5_ Then assuming
that these optimal conditions can be produced only in a small fraction Vt” of the total plasma volume
(say Va” 2 (1/25) V), we stimate Pp : 6(r313r‘1;,r¢)°"fi"“’I X (Vgu/ma) MW. In the case where T: = 20
keV, T.- = 15 keV, and (pflp) : 65 MW/m3 over Va”, we find fifipfim“ : 2.5 and fifig'mal 2 0.2, so that
PF 2 1 MW. This value is in agreement with that obtained from the code FPPRF.
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We focus on the plasma performance after
the start of neutral beam heating. Deuterium
neutral beams of constant power were injected
into deuterium plasmas starting a few confine<
ment times after current flattop was reached.
The beam power was scanned from 4 to 15 MW
for safety factors (q95) of 3.3. 4.3 and 5.3. The
plasma major radius. minor radius and toroidal
field were held constant for all experiments
The discharges have two distinct performance
phases: an initial transient phase in which per-
formance steadily improves until a Maximum
Performance (MP) peak is reached. followed by
evolution to a lower performance Quasi station~
ary State (QS) phase. The initial high per?
formance phase starts with an ELM-free
H—mode. which in high triangularity discharges
becomes VH—mode.3 This phase typically ends
with the onset of the first ELM. In some low tri-
angularily dlSChflFEES MP was reached after Fig. 'l. The present RDP design has similar upper
ELMing began. Details of initiation and ter~ and lower divertor hardware with X-point to outer

mination 0f VH—mode can be found in Raf 2. strike point poloidal distances of 23 cm.
The Q5 Phase is characterized by an ELMing Independent cryopumping is provided for all four
H—mode with essentially constant plasma den- divertor legs. The purpose of the curved divertor

sity. stored energy and internal inductance. QS baffles which form the slot-like appearance is to
dam is lYPlcallY lake“ am” a 5650'“ after ”‘3 allow SOL plasma to plug the slot and prevent reflux
MP Peak is 753mm? this imETVal i5 eqvalcm of recycled neutrals back up to the plasma midplane
l0 seVeffll Q5 confinemem times. region where the SOL is relatively thin.

Pumping of either inner
or outer strike points

Flexible design-vary slot
width by changing tiles,
height can also be changed

Results

We use the product {31:}; as the measure of absolute performance. and the scaled product BNH for comparison
belween different shapes, “E is measured from W. the plasma thermal energy, which is determined from time
dependent EFIT calculations of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stored energy minus the energy of fast ions

and rotation. In most cases these corrections are less than 10%. W is then divided by the loss power. PL = PTO, —

dW/dt. to gel 15. For all shots PTm = POhrn+ PNBI- In all MP casesldW/dtl/PL S 1/3; for Q5 data this ratio is
less than 5%, Our results confirm and extend the MP results of the previous studies. and show that high
triangularity shapes lead to superior normalized MP performance independent of elongation for the elongations
studied. Discharges in both high triangularity shapes reach BNH 2 l2 compared to BNH S 7 for both low

triangularity shapes. Similarly the best absolute performance of 5 5 0.9 discharges is about twice the best of 8 E

0.3 discharges for both elongations. The absolute and scaled MP results are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. (Not all
discharges reach the maximum performance in a given shape due to several factors such as variations in the

Ohmic density. q95, Prm, and MHD activity. etc). This result is very important to the AT and RDP programs.

since it means that the RDP must accommodate a high triangularity shape and the AT program can use a lower
elongation shape and still achieve high performance. A detailed discussion of these results and their implications
for stability and confinement in any given shape will be reported elsewhere.4

The absolute and normalized QS results (Figs. 4 and 5). show little if any improvement in performance
with triangulan'ty at constant elongation. The normalized QS performance is significantly different between the
two elongations for 6 E 0.9 shapes but not for 5 E 0.3 shapes, The performance differences between the 8 5 0.9
shapes can be explained by differences in power density (PTm/V) if the discharges in these shapes are power
limited; that is. ifinsufficient power keeps B in these discharges below the B saturation limit. Figure 6 shows this
seems to be the case for the high triangularity discharges but not necessarily for the low triangularity discharges.

For power limited discharges, normalizing BN by the power density provides a more accurate comparison

between plasmas of different volumes. Note H contains volume normalization. In Fig. 7 we plot flNH formed by

power density for the 5 a 0.9 QS data. The power density normed performances in both elongations seem

identical. The low triangularity data in Fig. 5 and the formed high triangularity data in Fig. 7 both indicate that
the quasi stationary BNH is at most weakly dependent on elongation. The data for the two triangularities are not

directly comparable since the low triangularity discharges are probably in the saturated B regime while the high

triangularity discharges are not_ However, the data shown in Fig. 5 indicates that any triangularity dependence is

probably weak.
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PLASMA SHAPE Elfl’ERIMENTS FOR AN OPTIMIZED TOKAMAK“
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In this paper we present results from recent experiments at DUI—D which measured the plasma stability
and confinement performance PTOdUCL BYE. in one previously studied and three new plasma shapes. One
impertant goal of these experiments was to identify performance vs shape trends which would identify a shape
compatible with both high performance and the planned effort to decrease the power flux to the divenor floor
using a closed “slot" divenor geometry. power flux to the divenor floor using a closed “slot“ divertor geometry.
The closed divertor hardware must be designed for a reduced set of plasma shapes. so care must be taken [0
choose the shape that optimizes fit}; and divertor performance. The four shapes studied form a matrix of
moderate and high elongations (tr E. 1.8 & 2.1) and low and high triangularities (5 a 0.3 & 0.9). All
configurations were double-null diverted (DND), held fixed during a shot, with neutral beam heating. The
shapes span a range of X-point locations compatible with the envisioned closed divenor. We findTittl‘gil {Erin
shape to shape. a shot‘s transient normalized performance. flNH, where 5N E B/(Ip/aB-r) and H 5 'VE/ E - ,
incrcaSCS strongly With triangularity, bl“ depends Only weakly on elongation. However. the normalized
performance during quasi stationary ELMing H—mode. to which these discharges eventually relax, is insensitive
to both triangulatity and elongation. The moderate elongation, high triangularity DND shape is shown to be near
optimum for future studies on DID—D.

Background

The DIH—D Advanced Tokamak (AT) program goal is to demonstrate a 2 MA, noninductively driven
(RF + bootstrap), quasi stationary high performance (BN = 6; H = 4) double-null diverted (DND) discharge. The
program will build on existing data and theoretical understanding which indicate that BN and H can be
substantially increased by optimizing the plasma current. pressure and rotational velocity profiles. The current
profile will be controlled using RF current drive systems, the velocity profile will be controlled using error coil
magnetic braking and neutral beam injection (NBI). and the temperature and density profiles will be controlled
using RF heating systems, cryopumps for particle removal in the divertor, and combined gas puff and pellet
injection fueling.

The goal of the Radiative Divertor Program (RDP) is to demonstrate both a tenfold reduction in heat flux
to the divenor floor and particle recycling control in a high performance BNH = 24 discharge. The RDP will
develop the physics and technology of creating an enhanced radiation zone in the scrape-off layer (SOL) to
greatly reduce the heat flux to the divertor floor while controlling recycling to prevent reflux back into the core
plasma. Figure 1 shows the RDP divertor geometry. The slotlikc divertor hardware surrounds the divenor legs
from the X-point to the divenor floor. with continuous toroidal pumping ducts leading to cryopumps located
beneath the divertor plates. To simultaneously achieve the AT and RDP goals requires that the plasma shape
chosen for the RDP hardware design must be capable of attaining high plasma performance. Previous results
from DID—D have indicated that high triangularity DND plasmas outperform single—null (5ND) plasmas by
about a factor of two for the same engineering parameters and heating conditions. High triangularity SND
plasmas outperform low triangularity SND plasmas by roughly the same amount.2

Experiment

The experimental procedure included every effort to maximize plasma performance in each shape.
Following the prescription of Osborne and Jackson for access to VH—mode, the experiments were performed
in a boronized and well conditioned vessel with the Ohmic phase density held near the low density locked mode
limit. Experimental conditions were closely constrained and shots were taken in each shape until all known
conditions for VH—mode access were repeatedly met. Discharges in the previously studied K s 2.1. 8 a 0.9
shalpc were used to benchmark the results and machine conditions. We find that independent of elongation high
triangularity discharges clearly enter VH—mode while low triangularity discharges do not.

‘Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—AC03-89E161 1 l4 and DE—ACOS-
840R21400.

TOak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Optimization

The shape chosen for the RD? and AT programs must provide adequate room for the necessary RDP hardware.
The high performance high elongation. high triangularity shape's X~points are located only a few centimeters
away from the vessel walls, which leaves little room. One of the critical issues for the RDP is determining Lp.
the length of the poloidal distance from X-point to the outer divertor strike point. 11 must be long enough to
support a high neutral density, low temperature. high recycling divertor while providing enough upstream
shielding to reduce neutral reflux fueling down to a level comparable to NBI fueling. Experimental results by
Petrie5 in the present open DHl—D divertor configuration suggest that as Lp increases the natural divertor plasma
shielding which hinders recycling divenor-bom neutrals from returning to the core also increases. This effect
saturates at Lp = lO~20 cm. Recent computational results from Fenstennacher6 with the UEDGE fluid and
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DEGAS Monte Carlo particle transport codes suggest that a closed slot~like divertor geometry similar to that
shown in Fig. 1 with Lp = 20 can reduce the neutral particle reflux current from the divertor back to the core
plasma by more than a factor of 10 over the present open divertor geometry (65 A vs. 880 A neutral current).
This level is comparable to neutral beam fueling. Further reflux reductions are probably unnecessary as NBl
fueling will dominate. Also. flux expansion. which is a major factor determining heat flux, decreases as Lp
incrmes. An Lp = 20 cm is also just sufficient to allow installation or” a cryopump in the private region which
can pump the inner divenor leg while maintaining high triangularity. Diagnostic access is a moderate but not
insoluble problem which becomes much worse as L]: increases beyond 20 cm.

The high performance high triangular-ity. low elongation shape (K 5 1.8; 5 E 0.9) has Lp 5 20 cm. If the
triangularily is slightly reduced to 0.78 from the study average of 0.84. this shape will accommodate an inner
cryopump. This small reduction in triangularity will probably not significantly affect performance; note that
there are some high performance shots with K E 1.8 and lriangularities less than 0.8 shown in Fig. 3. Numerical
studies7 in the K a 2.1. 8 E 0.9 shape have demonstrated equilibria which are stable up to 5N = 6 with H = 3.5.
Our results lead us to expect similar high normalized performance in the moderate elongation shape. While a
complete investigation has not yet been accomplished, a limited set of EFIT numerical equilibria runs have
shown that the existing DIII—D poloidal field shaping coils are capable of controlling this shape for internal
inductance values ranging down to 0.6 at q95 = 3.0. and for normalized beta values up to 8. Thus we find that a
moderate elongation, high triangulafity shape (K E 1.8. 5 E 0.8) is an optimal choice which can meet the needs
of the AT and RD? programs in DIII—D.

'E.A Lazarus. et a]. in Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics (Free. 20m Eur. Conf.. Lisboa. 1993). EPS.
2Geneva.1993.Vol 17C. Part1 p. 319.
gT.H Osborne. et 21].. General Atomics Report GA—AZl 182 (1992).
2.0L. Jackson. J Wiitter. T..S Taylor. etal.. Phys. Fluids4(1992)2181.

E.A. Lazarus. et a] Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 38(1993) 1936; further analysis willbepublished later.
:WTW Petrie,eta1..Bull Am. Phys. Soc 36(1991)247l-
2M .E Fenstermacher. et a] Bull. Am Phys. 38(1993) 2060.
T.S. Taylor this conference proceedings
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1. Introduction. The Tokamak Fusion .Test Reactor began operations with

deuterium and tritium mixtures in November 1993. A series at high power DT

experiments injected about 13.3'TBq (360 Ci) of tritium into the torus by 21 D—T neutral

beam heated pulses, interspersed with 55 0—D pulses. As a result, some tritium was

implanted into the walls and limiters. These experiments were tollowed by a short

tritium cleanup experiment, which had to comply with operational constraints and with
the need to maintain the high level of machine conditioning achieved. In the cleanup
experiment, a series of deuterium ohmic shots interspersed with deuterium neutral
beam injection shots was used to study the removal of tritium from the vessel.

2. Experimental. Table 1 lists the discharge parameters in the cleanup experiment.

The discharge se—
quence consisted of PARAMETER UNIT VALUE
two deuterium neu—
tral beam fueled 1, Plasma current, 19 MA 1.70
shots, for tritium _ ,
diagnostic purposes, 2. Major radius, Flp m 2.62

TOHOYVGd ' by four 3 Minor radiUS, ap m 0.97
ohmic shots, for
cleanup, This se— 4. Toroidal field, Bl T 4.50

quence was repeat— - _
ed 5 times. In 5. Deuterium beam power, PNB MW 0 7.5

beam—fueled shots, 6. Beam pulse length, 1mm s 1.0
the beam power .
was varied between 7. Flat—top duration, t" s 1.8

2-5 and 7-5 MW.The 8. Deuterium pre—fill presswe, pm Pa 8 x 10“
number ot DT—neu—

trons produced by Table 1: Discharge parameters 01 the cleanup experiment.
the D neutral beam
imrlijection was measmed by a calibrated neutron—activation detection system, based on

Si(n,p) activity, with 10 % accuracy, 7% shot—by—shot precision and a dynamic range

of five decades [1]. This activation reaction with an energy threshold of 4.1 MeV, allows
the rejection of any DD neutrons present. The ohmic discharges were adapted from
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standard TFTR He cleanup Sh°t5 to have a mal'or radius of 2.62 m. For both beam and
ohmic ShOIS, "19 pre—fill gas was deuterium, to increase the tritium cleanup efficiency
by isotopic exchange and desorption of DT molecules. The plasma major and minor
radii were such that a very large plasma was created, so to '50,“). the largest possible

area inside the torus. Figure 1 is a schematic of the TFTFt vacuum system_
Following the high pew—
er D—T experiments, the
c o nels of beam line
nLynr 1, (NBL 1 in
figure 1), were regener—
ated. During the cleanup
experiment only NBL t
was open to the torus
for injection and to pro—
vide pumping by the

CP =CIRCULATION PUMPcryopanels. At the end GHT ”As mmrmx
of the cleanup discharg— NBL = mtmm ”NE
es, NBL 1 was isolated up aflOO'rs [3q
from the torus and the 7A5 ITRITIUH ANALYSIS STATION. . . . TF'I'RsTFI'R TORIJSbeam "”9 liquid—hellum TIV =1'onus INTERFACEVALVE
cryopanels were regen— nae - Tunaomoucuun PUMP
erated by putting about v :VALVE
600 torr liters of He at 20
°C into the beam line.
This raised the cryopa—
nels temperature to
above 20 K and relea—
sed most of the molecu—
Iardeuterium and tritium.
The pressure in the sealed beam box raised to about 1 ton in this period. The beam
box was evacuated in about 1 hour and the gas routed, through the pump HP, to one
of the two Gas Holding Tanks (GHT) of the tritium system. The vacuum lines to the
GHTs were purged with nitrogen to increase the tritium recovery efficiency. The gas
received in the GHT was analyzed for quantity by PVT measurements, for gas
composition by a calibrated quadrupole mass analyzer and for tritium content by
means of an in—sifu calibrated ionization chamber [2], placed in the Tritium Analysis
Station TAS.

Figure 1: Schematic view of TFTFi's vacuum system in use
for this experiment.

3. Results. After 34 pulses, about 1 TBq i 1.8 TBq (28 Ci i 50 Ci) of tritium
was recovered from the beam line cryopanels. The high estimated uncertainty (1.8
TBQ) is typical of measuring the amount of tritium recovered as difference between the
tritium content of the GHT before and after regenerating the cryopanels. This amount
represents about 8% of the amount of tritium previously injected by neutral beams into
the torus during the high power DT experiments. The measurement of the amount of
tritium recovered is however strongly influenced by the following factors: 1) efficiency
of NB cryopanel regeneration, 2) efficiency in recovering tritium from vacuum lines by
nitrogen purges, 3) accuracy of tritium sampling and analysis in the dynamic system
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associated with operation of the GHTs. The importance of these factors is unknown

for the present measurements. The experience of this experiment suggests that in

order to carry out measurements of tritium inventory in the torus based on differences

between input and exhaust, a dedicated system is needed, comprising more than one

plasma exhaust tank to receive only effluents from the torus and the beam lines. in
addition, the amount of tritium retained in the torus is much smaller than that

processed through the GHTs, i.e. on the order of 3%, hence such system must have
an accuracy of the order of 1% or better.

Figure 2 shows the variation of beam poWer PNB expressed in MW, of the plasma

effective charge Zn" and of the electron central density n“, as functions of the shot

number. The cleanup was executed at n80 = 2.7 x 1019 m'], except for one shot where
the beam power was 2.5 MW. The effective charge Z," increased during the experiment

from 2.5 to about 4.3, indicating that the plasma composition was passing from

deuterium— to carbon—dominated. This was confirmed by the fact that the carbon Cl]

light increased slightly while the Hn+Du light decreased. The H/(H+D) ratio measured

spectroscopically, remained constant around 12—14%, a value typical of a well-

conditioned vessel in TFTFt. As a consequence the Do light decreased, an indication

of a decreased deuterium influx from the wall and limiters.

Figure 3 is a plot of the number of DT neutrons, NOT, generated by the 1—second beam

pulse and of the ratio NEH/PW The latter accounts for beam power variations and has
the same decreasing trend as that of NDT. The value of NW, indicative of the tritium
concentration in the plasma, decreased during the experiment from 4 x 10“ to about

1 x 10”, remaining well above the expected T—burnup level of 1 x 10“. This decrease
indicated that the amount of tritium available to the plasma from wall and limiters had
diminished by the end of the cleanup experiment. After a fast initial decay in the

number of neutrons, the rate of decay diminished. The tritium concentration in the
plasma was too small to be detected spectroscopically, i.e. was below 2%. This kind

of discharge is useful to diminish the tritium recycling for fueling control, but is not
efficient in removing tritium from low flux, co—deposition areas where most of the tritium

retained in the torus is expected to be located [3]. For that task, other methods such
as Halo glow discharge cleaning, are necessary. This conclusion is very important for

all—carbon machines and for TFTR, especially in view of tritium-abatement needs
which may arise before decommissioning.

4. Summary. A simple tritium cleanup experiment was carried out in TFTFt
following the initial high power deuterium—tritium discharges in December 1993. A
series of 34 ohmic and deuterium neutral beam fueled shots was used to study the
removal of tritium implanted into the wall and limiters. A very large plasma was created
in each discharge to "scrub" an area as large as possible. Beam—fueled shots at 2.5
to 7.5 MW of injected power were used to monitor tritium concentration levels in the
plasma by detection of DT—neutrons. The neutron signal decreased by a factor of 4
during the experiment, remaining well above the expected T—bumup level. The amount
of tritium recovered at the end of the cleanup was about 8% of the amount previously

inlected with high power DT discharges. The experience gained suggests that
measurements of tritium inventory in the torus are very difficult to execute and require
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dedicated systems with overall accuracy of 1%.
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Abstract. Plasma formation for ultra-low aspect ratio ("spherica ") tokamak devices

may appear problematical, due to the limited space available for a conventional

inductor solenoid, Two methods of current induction have been successfully

demonstrated in the START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) device [1].

Comparison of the two methods of formation is presented, and the applicability for

filture devices is discussed. Both methods provide stable hot low-aspect ratio plasma

with a wide range of plasma parameters. The combination of induction-compression

from external coils, followed by current-ramp-up using the central solenoid, is shown

to be an especially effective method for producing large currents in spherical

tokamaks.

Low aspect ratio plasma formation in START.
Three specific features required for low-aspect ratio plasma formation may

produce additional complications compared with plasma formation in a conventional

tokamak, First, due to the limited space available for a central solenoid, the start-up

must be performed so as to minimise the use of the solenoid flux. The second problem

is break-down at a comparatively low (in a low-aspect ratio tokamak) toroidal field,

which would be expected to require a very low level of stray field and an increase in

the applied toroidal electrical field. These two contradictory requirements for the initial

stage of the discharge may narrow the operational regime region in a low-aspect ratio

tokamakl '
Two methods of plasma formation are used in START. With a conventional

pure induction method, breakdownis obtained near the inner limiter (central column)

at loop voltages as low as 0.4 V produced by the central solenoid (with the assistance

of 0.4 - 1 kW of 14 GHz ECR preionization). Afier breakdown the plasma increases

both in size and elongation, Fig.1a, attaining plasma currents up to 160 kA, with

efficient use of solenoid flux, giving up to 10 kA/mVsec. CCD visible light images

indicate high plasma elongation b/a s 4 which persists for several milliseconds without

vertical disruption and without an active feedback system. The persistence of skin

currents may indicate that configurations having high bootstrap current fractions may

be more stable in the spherical tokamak configuration than in conventional tokamaks.

At the current "flat-top" stage, plasmas with elongations S 2 were also vertically

stable. Measured electron temperature profiles imply a skin current evolution during

the start—up phase.
Using the compression-induction method of plasma formation, the plasma is

initially formed around two poloidal coils at a large radius, evolves into an elongated
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double-null configuration on the median plane at R ~ 0.35 - 0.45 m,, and is then
compressed along the major radius to lower aspect ratio, Figlb. Plasma currents of
100 - 180 kA have been obtained from the compression phase alone, which saves
central solenoid flux. A further current rise or current flat-top are available by applied
induction voltage from the central solenoid. In contrast to the pure induction formation
method, the electron temperature and density profiles in the compressed plasma
suggest a broad, but not a skin current distribution, and the plasma has stationary
elongations ofl 5— 2.0.

To investigate the initial breakdown stage, special experiments to form
elongated plasmas using the coalescence of two vertically separate plasma rings
carrying up to 60kA toroidal current each have been carried out. These two toroidal
plasmas afier formation move towards each other and merge via a doublet
configuration into an elongated plasma column (K ~ 3) with total flux reconnection in
time Trec ~ 50 us. During the reconnection a negative voltage spike on the loop
voltage of ~ 4 - 6 V is seen, while the plasma current after the reconnection is equal to
the sum of the plasma currents in the two rings, Fig.2.

START modifications and operational regimes.
START has been recently upgraded. A new inductor solenoid, wound around

the central TF rod, has been installed increasing volt-second capacity from 20 to ~ 80
mVsec and the position of the poioidal field coils has been changed to provide larger
plasmas (R0 3 0.4m, a < 0.34m, K: 1. 2- 4), higher plasma currents (Ip1 ofover 250
kA have been achieved using only one-half the maximum available volt-speconds) and a
longer pulse duration up to 50 ms with a plasma current flat-top up to 30 ms. It is
possible to form two types of configuration, Fig.3: a double null (conventional)
configuration and an extended exhaust ("natural divertor") configuration.

A list of the main plasma parameters is presented in Table 1. Typical current
traces are shown in Fig 4 These demonstrate (a) the "optimal" plasma formation with
maximum achieved Ip_l — 250 kA, (b) a 200 M flat--top discharge, (c) 20 msec 100 kA
flat--top and (d) the largest plasma in the present START assembly R~ 40 cm and a ~
34 cm. Values of the qcyl (=SabBTIRIp1) as low as 1.25 (q95 = 3.9) have been
achieved, corresponding to an Ipl/Irod ratio of 0.76, Fig.5, where it is desired
ultimately to obtain a ratio greater than unity to exploit the economic advantages of a
spherical tokamak reactor. Values of IplIN down to 10'14Am (where N=n1tab) have
been achieved, for "e: l. 2 x 1020m'3 and I 1 = 100 kA. The operational regime
(Ip1IN) plot is presented in Fig.6. So far "hard" limits - i.e. current temiination
disruption at low aspect ratio have not been met

Conclusions. Two methods of low-aspect ratio plasma formation have been
demonstrated in START, with breakdown voltages as low as 0 4 V and the solenoid
flux consumption up to 10 MA/Vs. Both methods provide stable hot low-aspect-ratio
plasma with a wide range of plasma parameters.

The recently achieved plasma parameters are close to the best possible in the
present START assembly. Some improvements are expected in the double-null
divertor regime, in bias experiments [2] and in experiments with auxiliary heating.
ECR auxiliary heating on the second harmonic of the 60 GHz (Pm<_ 0.2 MW) has
been recently installed.
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harm. ECRH) power, Pam:

Major radius, R0 0.2 - 0.4 m
Minor radius, a 0.13 - 0.34

Aspect ratio, A 1.2 — 1.5
Elongation, K 1.2 - 40
Plasma current, In] 60 - 250 kA
Central solenoid ‘Vsec capacity 0.08 Vsec
Toroidal field, B! 0.3 - 0.6 T

Safety factor, qw 4 - 20

Pulse duration, 1mm) 5 50 ms
Electron density,lfic 0.03 - 2x1020m'3
Electron temperature, Ten 0.] — 1.8 keV
Ion temperature, Tin 0,1 — 0.17 keV

Zeff 2 - 3
Auxiliary heating (60 GHz second 02 MW

Divertor type "natural", double/single null
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Fig.1. Two methods of plasma formation in START. Plasma current, major radius and
elongation evolution.
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Abstract: The relationship between the current density distribution and the electron density
profile during the flat-top phase of Ohmic discharges in TEXTOR has been investigated by
means of far-infrared interferometry and polarimetry. It is found that neither gradual nor
rapid changes of the electron density distribution (induced by continuous gas feed or pellet
injection) alter the current profile significantly. The conclusion is drawn from the temporal
evolution of the measured Faraday rotation signals a“,(x,t) which are proportional to the
line integrals of n, times the poloidal magnetic field component BK along the probing beam
paths (x is the distance of a chord from the plasma centre). By taking into account the
known variation of the density profile but keeping the current distribution fixed, theoretical
signals afloat) can be calculated which match the observed waveforms very well without
any need to readjust the poloidal field. Under conditions of severe impurity contamination
and additional ICR heating, aw(x,t) and a,i,,,(x,t) show systematic deviations indicative of
flattened current density distributions.

Measurements and Data Analysis

The experiments reported here have been performed during the current flat-top phase of
Ohmic discharges in TEXTOR under standard operational conditions (R0=1.75 m, a=0.48
m, B,=2 T, Ip~0.35 MA). The main diagnostic has been a far-infrared interferometer and
polarimeter [1] which comprises nine vertical probing beams for simultaneous measurements
of phase shifts and Faraday rotation angles

Atp(R) = cw f n‘(R,z) dz and a(R) = ca f n‘(R,z)s(R,z) dz (1)
:(R) :0?)

with time resolutions of 0.1 ms and 3-10 ms, respectively (n¢ is the electron density and By:
denotes the magnetic field component along a beam trajectory whose line element is dz).
The data analysis is based on the assumptions of eccentric circular magnetic Surfaces and
constant density on a given surface. Writing 1311,z in terms of the poloidal magnetic flux \If(p)
and substituting the variable 2 by the surface radius p, the line integrals in equ. (1) can be
transformed into [2]

M, '.2 " ”WM at)
(X) 0091(1)“) [F’z‘lx‘Npllzll’z p

“(1) _C"_ I n'(b)fl—x_A(-EL——dp (2b)
= moan“) d9 [pi-[x—Atpm‘”
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where A02) is the displacement along R of the contour of radius p with respect to the centre
of the outermost surface, and pm-‘(x) is the radius of that surface which is just touched by a
probing chord located at R=Ro+x. Fach of these expressions represents two integral
equations covering the inner and the outer half of the plasma cross»section. So, knowing the
function A<p(x) in the full range -a5xs+a from measurements on both sides of the
magnetic axis, equ. (2a) can be solved to obtain the local density n,(p) and the surface
diSplacement A(p) (for details See, 6. g. [3]). This information is then used in equ. (2b) to
compute theoretical Faraday rotation angles a,,,,,(x) for a given radial dependence of the flux
change d‘I’ldp. The latter is calculated from

_ = — — (3)dp (1(9) dp
where c13(p) = 21TROB,[R0+ MP) r ([RD+ A(p)]2— p2)m] is the toroidal magnetic flux. The
safety factor (10)) is chosen to conform to a standard current density distribution as found in
a broad variety of quasi—stationary TEXTOR plasmas without additional heating [4] (the
corresponding profile with p in units of (troRoIp/l'il)”Z is shown in Fig. 1). Following this
procedure we model the Faraday rotation signals of a given discharge in time steps of 5 ms,
thereby taking into account the measured variation of n,(p) and A(p) but keeping q(p) fixed.
A perfect match of a,-,,,,(x,r) and aup(x,t) would thus prove the constancy of the current
density distribution, whereas systematic discrepancies would point to deviations from the
assumed standard profile.

Experimental Results

The analysis outlined before has been applied to discharge conditions with constant plasma
current and strongly varying electron density brought about by (i) pellet injection, (ii) a non-
destructive disruption, and (iii) continuous gas feed in combination with an ICR heating
pulse. The results are displayed in Figures 2-4 and can be summarized as follows:

(i) pellet injection (Fig. 2)
A hydrogen pellet (1.5 mm in length and diameter, vi=800 m/s) is injected at t=l.54 s
into a quasi-stationary OH-discharge exhibiting regular sawtooth activity. After a sudden
broadening and subsequent peaking, the electron density profile relaxes to its original shape
and size within ~400 ms. The sawteeth disappear for about 80 ms when the 7:, profile
changes from hollow to peaked. However, the current density distribution remains
practically constant as demonstrated by the fairly close coincidence of measured and
simulated Faraday rotation signals.

(ii) non-destructive disruption (Fig. 3)
In this example, at t=0.8 s the plasma undergoes a spontaneous transition from a non-
sawtoothing state of relatively high metal contamination and almost triangular electron
density profile into a cleaner discharge with ordinary sawtooth activity and flattened 71,
distribution. Here the simulated Faraday rotation signals match the experimental data only
in the post—disruptive phase. Prior to this event there are systematic deviations as one would
Expect in case of a lower central current density jo. The conclusion is corroborated by
detailed reconstructions of the current distribution before and after the disruption, yielding
a difference Ajoz20% (explicit profiles for this particular discharge may be found in [4]).
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(iii) continuous gas feed and [CR heating (Fig. 4)
During the current flat top the density is continuously raised by gas injection. At t=0.8 5

additional ICR heating of 1.2 MW is applied which causes a significant broadening of the

nt distribution and a concomitant reduction of the central value 11:0. The latter recovers in

the course of the heating pulse while the profile retains its broad shape. For this shot the

experimental Faraday rotation signals are somewhat distorted by low-frequency noise.

Nevertheless, throughout the time of continuous gas feed the simulated data reproduce the

experimental ones reasonably well, For 120.8 5 there appears to be a reduction of the

absolute amounts of a“, for the central probing chords at R=165 cm and 185 cm. This

effect would point to a decrease of the central current density in consequence of the heating

pulse, although the evidence is much less conclusive than in case (ii).
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CURRENT DENSITY PROFILE
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lntr u ion.
The knowledge of current density profile inside the q=isurface and its evolution are

crucial to understand the phenomenology of normal sawteeth as well as the stabilization of
monster sawteeth. On Tore Supra (a=0.8m, R=2.36m), about 300 monster sawteeth of up
to 950 ms have been achieved with ion cyclotron frequency heating combined with lower
hybrid current drive [1]. They are exhibiting strong variations of the central current
density at the sawtooth crash. The Tore Supra polarimeter is particularly suitable to study
the current density profile evolution inside the q=1 surface because of the central location
of its five chords (R=l .97 m; 2.135 m; 2.3 m; 2.46 m; 2.63 m).

In this paper, we briefly describe the Tore Supra polarimeter used to measure the
poloi'dal field distribution. The current density profiles are computed in two different ways
using the interferometric and polarimetric data in conjunction with the magnetic data and
the location of the inversion radius determined by the soft X—ray camera. The current
density inside the q=1 surface is investigated for normal and monster sawteeth. lts
variation are also measured by the polarimeter and compared with that predicted by the
current diffusion equation assuming complete reconnection. Finally, the safety factor
profile is compared with that obtained with the striation data of the pellet ablation. The
results of the evolution of the q profile during sawteeth are in good agreement with those
obtained in other devices such as JET [2]. and PBX-M [3].

W
The five vertical chords of the Tore Supra far-infrared (7.:195pm) interferometer

[4] have been modified in order to measure the polarization changes of the probing beams.
The rotation of the polarization vector is dominantly produced by Faraday effect. With
respect to this effect, the linearly polarized infrared beams are experiencing a rotation of
their polarization induced by the parallel component of the poloi‘dal magnetic field 3,, along
the beam path. The Faraday rotation angle is given by:

d(x)[rd] = 2.615 10‘1 3 f ne(x,z) . B” (x,z). dz where ne is the electron

density and (x,z) the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively.
The Tore Supra polarimeter measures the Faraday rotation angles with a maximum

time resolution of s and a sensitivity of the order of 0.05”. The absolute error made on a.
is mainly systematic and does not excess 0.5".

Identification of the current density profile is realized with the equilibrium code
lDENT-D [] by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation, and by minimizing a cost function to
obtain the best fit of the measured quantities (Le. 17 measurements of the tangential
magnetic field and 14 measurements of the polo‘idal flux, and the five measurements of the
line-integrated densities and of the Faraday angles). The minimizing function also contains
regularising terms on the current and density profiles. The weights of the regularising
terms are chosen so as to allow a fit of the data within their error bars. The code is using
first or second order Finite Elements according to the desired accuracy on the polo‘idal flux.
In steady state, current density profiles and q profiles can be inferred with an accuracy of
about 1-1 0%. despite the lack of data outside the r=a/2 surface.
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The second method assumes a geometry of non-concentric circular flux surfaces. The
Shafranov shift is assumed to be parabolic with a central value determined by the zero of
the (1(X) function [5]. The density profile is first calculated using the interferometric or
Thomson scattering measurements, and then the Faraday angles are Abel-inverted to carry
out the poloidal field distribution Be with an error bar close to that of IDENT-D (~15%).
The current density profile is deduced from 39 with respect to the total current.

In addition, the evolution of the q on axis (qo) is calculated with the two central
chords (R=2.3 and 2.46 m) by a differential method [5]. The qo value calculated by this
method exhibits a strong absolute error bar (10.2). However, like the error bar on the
Faraday angles, the error bar on qo is mainly systematic over the duration of a discharge.

urr ntd n'it r fil insid =1 a h saw 0 hcolla s .
Several sawtoothing discharges exhibiting monster sawteeth have been investigated.

The time evolution of the parameters of a typical monster sawteeth is presented on
figure 1. When the lCRH power (resonant position at 2.30 m) is turned on the sawteeth
begin to lengthen and eventually some are stabilized for a few hundreds of milli-seconds.
For normal sawtooth. the excursion of qo is of the order of 0.02 in ohmic phase to 0.07
with RF power. During monster sawteeth qo varies linearly with time from about qo=0.87
to 0.75. The temperature reaches 4.5 keV and stabilizes after 140 ms. At the sawtooth
crash the central safety factor increases by about 0.10 to 0.15 for monster sawteeth.
Simultaneously, the magnetic axis moves by about 4 cm and the q=1 surface determined by
soft X-rays moves inwards by about 5 to 8 cm. Such a displacement of the current density
profile occurs in about ‘lOOps which is very small compared to the resistive diffusion time
(;:55) calculated on the q=1 surface. This gives support to the hypothesis that a shear
plateau of a few centimeters could exist on the q=1 surface prior the crash.

Shot 8871(Ip=l.5MA, BT=3.9T, PRF=3.5MW)

4
35 q profile before the crash (plain line)

3 and after the crash (dashed).
\ ' ' . ' .'
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Time [sec] Fig 2: q profiles before the crash

(10.45), and after the crash (10.5)Fig 1: Evolution of the temperature, magnetic determined with [DENT-Q The filled
aXiS 30d £70 for 3 typical monster SflWtOOth (top circles are the values of q determined by
to bottom respectively). The calculations of qo Abel inversion at the location of the 5
and of the magnetic axis made with lDENT—D at chords. The positions of the q=1 surface
10.4 and 10.5 s are also shown with their (crosses) measured by the soft X—rays
error bars. (filled circles) at both times are also indicated.
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Current density profiles have been carried out with lDENT-D for discharge 8871 at

10.4 s (before the crash) and 10.5 3 (Le. 24 ms after the sawtooth crash) using

polarimetric and magnetic data (fig 2). At 10.5 s, the q profile calculated with lDENT-D is

in agreement within the error bars with the profile determined by Abel inversion. Both are

indicating that qo remains below unity. qo exhibits a variation of the order of 0.1 at the

sawtooth crash (fig 1) consistent with the variation calculated with the simplified method.

In order to assess the accuracy of the q profile at 10.5 s, the lDENT-D code has been

run for different values of the regularising weighting factor of the current density profile.

This study shows that the data are fitted within the error bars for a large range (0.05 to

0.001) of weighting factor. Correspondingly,’ qo varies between 0.81 and 0.88 confirming

again the result that qo remains less than one after the sawtooth crash.

To characterize the rate of current diffusion between sawteeth, the change in qo at the

sawtooth collapse is plotted as function of the sawtooth period ’t for normal and monster

sawteeth in the current flat-top in ohmic and RF phase (fig 3). These data are compared

with the change of qo calculated with the diffusion equation [2] assuming neoclassical

resistivity and complete reconnection inside q=l at the sawtooth crash. This comparison

shows that the measured Aqo is not high enough to be explained by complete reconnection.

0.16
A q
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i Fig 3: Measured
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Comparison with striations data.
Another possibility of identifying the q profile is proposed by the analysis of the Ho:

light emitted by the ablation of a deuterium or hydrogen pellet injected into the plasma. The

ablation cloud exhibits dark striations corresponding to dips in the Ho signal. The largest

striations can be interpreted by the presence of rational surfaces along the pellet

trajectory [8].
Rational surfaces related to the experimental set of depth and location of all most

visible striations are identified by minimizing a functional. This functional is constrained

on a monotonic q profile and on theoretical striation deeper than the measured depth [9]. A

given q profile close to unity inside the q=1 allows to discriminate between multiple choice
of rational surface when it is required.

The rational surfaces have been identified by this method for several sawtoothing

discharges in ohmic phase in which the pe||et reached the center. The q=1 surface

determined by the striation method matches the location of the inversion radius given by

the soft X-rays. The q profile obtained by striations is compared with the profile
determined by IDENT-D using polarimetric data and the location of the q=1 surface from
the soft X-rays (Fig 4). For the presented discharge. the sawtooth period was about 70 ms

and the variation of qo did not exceed 0.03. The agreement between both methods is very
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good inside the q=1 surface-Both are indicating independently that the q profile remains
well below unity for sawtoothlng discharge. This again confirms that complete reconnection
does not occur on Tore Supra.

rofile for choc TS 10537

3 - —- {DENT-D _
+ q with striations .

2'5 _ o q=l surface from soft X—rays . Fig 4: Comparison of the profile
determined with the striation
data with the q profile computed

2 ‘ with iDENT-D. Fair agreement is
obtained between these two

15 - methods.
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Conclusions.
Perturbation to the q profile induced by normal and monster sawteeth has been

analysed using polarimetric measurements. The evolution of qo and the calculation of q(r)
with IDENT-D and Abel inversion are both indicating that the q profile remains below unity
during the sawtooth crash. This is also confirmed by the measurements of q profiles with
the ablation data. These results implie that complete reconnection does not occur in Tore
Supra. They are also in agreement with those found in other devices such as JET [2] and
PBX-M [3].

Further studies will concentrate on the detailed evolution of the q profile during the
sawtooth crash by increasing the sample time of the polarimeter to 100 us and by
modelizing the Faraday angles evolutions.
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ABSTRACT : Fast Analysis of diagnostic signals of a tokamak discharge is demonstrated by
uSing 4 fundamentally different techniques. A comparison between Function Parametrization
(FP). Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and a particular Neural Network (NN)
configuration known as the Multi Layer Perceptron (ML?) is carried out, thereby taking a
unique linear model based on a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as a reference. The
various techniques provide all functional representations of characteristic plasma parameters in
terms of the values of the measurements and are based on an analysis of a large, experimentally
achieved database. A brief matematical description of the various techniques is given here,
followed by two particular applications to TORE SUPRA diagnostic data. The first problem is
concerned with the identification of the plasma boundary parameters using the poloidal field
and differential poloidal flux measurements. A second application involves the interpretation of
line integrated data from the multichannel interferopolarimeter to obtain the central value of the
safety factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Successfull high performance long pulse operation. of large tokamak devices
has increased the need for ‘on-line’ interpretatlon of diagnostic si als.
Espec1ally during long pulse operation, feedback on characteristic asrna
parameters has to provrde efficient heating and current drive schemes, ereby
conttmously assuring safe operation of the machine Presented here are four
general methods for fast fittm of two multidimenswnal aces. Once
obtained, the mappings can be r ormed directly on new data an they are all
sufficiently fast to serve in tea time control 100 s. A further advantage of this
approach of data interpretation is that it ows a fast analysis between
Successwe d1charges allowrng a fast setting of the next discharge parameters.

11. MA THEM/l TICAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Creation of the Database . ,
Since an fast data analysrs methods described here. rely on an analysrs of a
large'database,.spec1a1 attention should be given to tts creauon. The database
contains a n dtrnensronal input matrix X.(t_tsually measurements) and a_ m
d1mensronal output matrix Y (usually contamm the results of a slow ‘off Ime’
data interpretation code). For a ood statrstr treatment the database should
contain a large number (Ni) of atapomts. Further, it should cover a large
variety of plasmas and, pre erably, have a uniform distributlon. It IS the aim
of a fast approxrmatron to find that srmple Sfast) mapping F between X and Y
which approxrmates best the com licated (s ow) mapgtng F’ between X and Y
used to generate the database. oth precrston an speed _of the algorttm
performing the map in F in real time are limited by the available computing
caprcrt and so one s on (1 find a suitable agreement. _
Two I in 5 should be noted in particular : 1) The Input matrix X is nearly
always ad conditioned’ due to multicolltneartty (1.e. near linear
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dependencies) in the measurements and 2) The mapping F should reduce the
dimenSion m of the input matrix X tothe dime'nSion n of the output matrix Y
thereby . retaining all relevant _1nformation. 'A reduction of the
multicollinearit canlalread be obtained b normalism the data matrices to
uint standard evration an _zero mean, enoted as N 0 1). In general, asim le linear mappingY(obtained usrng the Singular Value Decomposmon,
s) between X and is not expected to suffice, but can serve as a good
reference.

2.2F n in P r metriz io
E detaileii description of i7P can be found elsewhere 1-3] The FP technique is
based on the Principal Component Anal Sis §PC ), which consists of a
projection _of the matrices X and Y fiboth (0, )) on two sets of orthogonal
axis (the eigenvectors of the dispersmn or covariance matrices of X an Y).
The dimenswn of the new matrix X’, .containin the transformed
measurements, can be reduced b an examination 0 the correspondingeigenvalues (the PrinCipal Values). e dunesron reduction provides a matrixX , which can now be fitted Witha set of ortho onal polynomials to the
matrix Y’. The physrcal interpretation of the trans ormation is that the PCA
is taking those linear combinations of the input Signals which show the largest
variance throughout the database.

2.3 Canonical Correlation Ana] is _
A dimensmn reduction based on variance is a rather crude one. Crucial
information aboutthe plasmadparameters might be hidden in measurements
that show little variation over e range of the database. Canonical Correlation
Analaysis (CCA)_ [3] prov1des a much more appropriate technique for
dimensron reduction than a PCA smce it conSiders both input and output at thesame time. With a CCA, two matrices AT and BT are obtained to ether each
definin a transformation of the data to an ortho onal set of axis 0 dimensionIn : X =AT*X and Y’=BT*Y. The matrices A an B are constructed in such away that the transformed measurements X’ and Y’ have the largest posstblecorrelation. Now the parameters of Y’. are those linear combinations of the
output parameters that are best predicted by linear combinations of themeasurements in .matrix- X. A imenSion reduction can be obtained bne lecting. two .81 rials havin a_ very low corre ation. When the CC
tec ique is applie to the pseu 0 input matrix Q" X , X3) one obtains a fullthird order non linear mapping between X and .

4 ul i L r P r r n
A NEF-l lone hidden ia er) neural network was trained on usin the ‘GAR'error minimising algori described in detail elsewhere Kt] e MLP iscapable of producin a non-linear ma ping between X and and has beenimplemented_at the ORE SUPRA to amal; to produce an 'on me (openloop) determination of plasma parameters usmg magnetic measurements.
III. RESULTS
3.1 Ma n tic Measurements .Fast determination of the lasma boundary, the Shafranov parameter Bp+lz[2
and e boundary safety actor, q(a), is carried out by usmg 30 magneticmeasurements-as input Signals. Since the circular TOR_E SUPRA plasmas arelimited by 3 displacable limiters, the posmon of these limiters shou d be addedto the measurement vector. As. can be seen from fi ure 1 & 2, the neural netprov1des the best approximation to the. coderesu ts and so the MLl3 wasChosen to be har wired in the polordal field control system usmg a
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INTEL80/386 33 MHz card. Preliminary results indicate a cycle speed of 65
Hz for the 34:12:6 MLP.

3.2 Interferometrv & Polarimetrv
Once an accurate plasma posmon has been obtained, the Faraday rotation
an les and the line integrated densny signals of the 5 cordal interfero-
po arimetry diagnostic can serve as additlonal input to a second mapBini
erformin a fast SBBroxmation of the central value of the safetyfactor q .
arge data ase (5 datapomts) was created using the equilibrium code
IDENT D. Figure 3 shows the two best candidates for performmg such a fast
approximation : FF and a Neural Net.

1. Comparison 9% 4 last data interpretation methods for identifying the .
outermost pomt of the plasma.(1n meters). Code results are plotted against
the result of the 4_ fast approxunation methods described here above._

2. Fasw roxrmation of the safety on the plasma boundary, q(a), obtained by
FIFEMP 113' and {he off line plasma boundary identification code

3. Fast Approximation of the Central value of the safety factor Q using the
magnetic measurements, the interferometry and polanmetry. iagnostic The
results of FF ---) and the NN (---) approac are compared to the results
obtained by I ENT D (—).
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BIASED DIVERTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER AUXILIARY HEATING
CONDITIONS ON THE TdeVTOKAMAK'

R. Décoste LL. Lachambre, Y. Demers, A. core, G. Abel, T.Fall,
LL. Gauvreau, B. Gregory, J. Mailloux, F. Martin, D. Michaud,
B. Quirion, N. Richard, A. Sarkissian, B. Stansfield, W. Zuzak.

Centre canadien de fusion magne’tique, Varennes, Quebec, Canada 13X 1S1

INTRODUCTION

Plasma biasing has been shown on TdeV in the ohmic regime to be very promising
for divertor applications.‘ Negative biasing, with shortened SOL density gradients, improves
the divertor performance, whereas positive biasing, with longer gradients, does not do much
for the divertor. The next objectives were to extrapolate those results to auxiliary heated
plasmas and optimize/simplify the biasing geometry for future upgrades. New results are now
available with an improved divertor geometry and auxiliary heating/current drive provided by
a new lower hybrid (LH) system. The new geometry, optimized for positive biasing with
predictably acceptable negative biasing performances, allows for a fair comparison between
the two polarities.

Fig. 1 Biasing
geometry used
until recently on
TdeV, favouring

- best geometry for "-” aafive bia—d
Sing. "p" an

w W{IL—L "w" refer to the
ne ! ! beginning of the

(10‘Bm‘3) \|\ slanted plate
1% i !\. and the throat

_. u - late wall res-
E‘ (kV/m) Ipectiv(ely )

‘1 ‘0 I 8 O I "Throughput"
i distance from separatnx (cm) - and "sputtering"

"+" bias —’ .34 . .36 _43 ! _31 are defined in
bias » .63' .10 .57' .04 the text.

throughput —J Lsputtering throughput —~‘ Lsputtering

Supported by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Hydro-Quebec and the Institut national de la
recherche scientifique.
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WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT BIASING ON TdeV

The biasing geometry used until recently on TdeV is shown schematically in Fig. l
for two different positions or" the separatrix on the divertor plate. The induced radial electric
field is predicted from a model2 based on a non—ambipolar radial current with ion mobility

and sheath controlled parallel currents. Perturbations from pure exponential density profile
(measured 11:25 cm) by the radial field are also shown, assuming that nu at the separatrix
remains constant. Divertor "throughput" and "sputtering" are arbitrarily defined integrals of
nfl/Br from the separatrix strike point "0" to "w" and from “w" to infinity respectively.
Throughput and sputtering figures are normalized to the best case scenario (positive biasing
in Fig. 3). With the sheath in front of the biased plate for negative biasing, Fig. 1
demonstrates that a large E, field can be obtained with good E,xBT flow toward the divertor,
specially for the case with the separatrix farthest from the floated plate. For positive biasing,
substantial E, is built up outside the divertor region (past "w"), where the sheath is located,
giving rise to sputtering in the main chamber and poor throughput Figure l is in good
agreement with measurements reported elsewhere.”

Past experiments in the ohmic regime have demonstrated significantly improved
divertor performances with negative biasing: higher divertor pressures, increased particle
retention, higher pumping/exhaust efficiencies and power loss from the core plasma going
preferentially to the "active" divertor (in the E,><BT flow direction). Results obtained with
auxiliary heating are similar and in fact even better, as shown in Fig. 2. Heating and
simultaneous current drive is provided by a new lower hybrid system2 at 3.7 GHZ. The system
can deliver up to 1.3 MW via a multijunction antenna which can launch two narrow (AN,,=

' 0.4 FWHM) spectra adjusted in-
dependently within 2.03 N” S

15 _ V. . €50 kW LH I r _ 3.3. The higher divertor recycling
and pressure with heating alone in
Fig. 2 stems largely from the
particle confinement degradation
of the main plasma with auxiliary
heating. Helium, first injected
into the main plasma, is ex-
hausted through the single null
active divertor with cryosorption
pumps. The objective tfijkc-lO
is achieved for the case with LH
and biasing in Fig. 1, even at this
low density.

I
l
l
l
l
i
l

l
l
l
l
l

. . . no 168,00 I"' ' I ' ' ' l

l
l
l
l
i
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
i
l
l

A BETTER, EASIER
BIASH‘IG GEOMETRY0

0

CD -175 v bias 1-0
(sec) Recent modifications to

TdeV’s divertor led to the biasing
Fig- 2 Divertor exhaust Cryosorption pumping ( geometry shown in Fig. 3_ From
1113/8 HM Lt OlnIrA h . 1 ET \r , an — n .q‘ntn .1

injection
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a good compromise for 0 best geometry for "+“

5:, - Fig. 3
n

. .
we _ , - - - Brasrng

(‘0 m3) ‘ geometry,

1?; optimired

E, (kV/rn) for b9?!
1: ‘ I * polarities,

3 l . 3 0 l 8 now used
.. .. ' \ distance from separatnx(cm) , on TdeV.

+ bias—v .43. .35 .75- .25
bias—u .54! o .17‘ o

throughput —’ l—sputtering throughput ——’ Lsputtering

an electrical point of view. the major difference is the grounding of the slanted plate in the
outer divertor. Mechanically however, this new plate, made of CFC, has a much improved
toroidal coverage (40 %) compared to the former and is intended to take the full power load
of the divertor if required. As shown in Fig. 3, the model predicts that this biasing geometry
is optimized for the positive polarity although negative biasing should also perform reasonably
well. Much of the improvement for positive biasing comes from the sheath now inside the
divertor in front of the grounded plate. An imponant advantage of this geometry is that the
radial electric field location in the SOL and the retum current are now entirely controlled
from within the divertor, leaving the throat plate and protection limiters to their separate
function of baffling the divertor. The electric field location ("p" in Fig. 3) is controlled by the
position of the separatrix on the biased plate. As shown before, the inner plate must be floated
for negative biasing, but can be put to ground for positive biasing, insulated by the sheath,
with the penalty of a slightly higher current from the biasing power supply.

Figures 4 and 5 summarize results obtained for both biasing polarities with the new
geometry. Divertor coil currents were adjusted according to Fig. 3 to optimize each biasing
polarity and the toroidal field was chosen to maintain the E,xBT direction toward the outer
divertor. Negative biasing performs as well as before with the floated plate in the outer
divertor. Similar results for negative biasing were routinely obtained with the former geometry
at similar biasing currents but with higher voltages (impedance typically around .6 9, rather
than .3 9 reported here). Positive biasing results are more surprising and disappointing.
Impurity accumulation in the plasma edge and core is much reduced compared to the old
geometry, but the divertor pressure increase, although slightly higher than before, is still much

less than expected based on Fig. 3. Plasma rotation velocity measurements confirm the
presence of a radial field in the SOL, and floating potential measurements verify that the
separatrix is indeed at the expected potential. However, the pressure build-up expected from
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-120 V bias, 360 A => 0.33 Q
3x101

(ms)
120

(kW)
1(rel.) C

16
(kW)

(Pa) . div. pressu
(ozeqUJ o1 .

(re|.) Du d'”
1 .(re|.) C II l.

0.2 (sec) 1.2
Fig. 4 Negative biasing with the new geometry.
E,xBT toward the pumped divertor (6 mils D2). The
pressure measurement is response limited.

the E,xBT flow or J,xB, force is
still not observed in the divertor.
Further detailed measurements
and modelling will be required to
understand the flow limitation to
the positively biased divertor.

CONCLUSIONS

Biased divertor perfor-
mance is even better with auxi-
liary heating. He exhaust with
1’;(He)~1015 has been achieved
even at low densities, and LH
antenna coupling is compatible
with biasing.

The new simplified bia-
sing geometry with a grounded
plate inside the divertor can be
more easily extrapolated to a
"deep slot" design, efficient for

radiative divertor scenarios. Easily controlled and efficient E,xBT flow toward the active
divertor has been demonstrated with negative biasing. The poor performances of positive

+140V 190 A => 0.73 9
3x16

-3(m ) Q
120

(kW) 0 P core

(rat) 1 CIV
16 P divrad '(kW) 0

(Pa) .06 .pressure
(Dzequ.)

(rat) 1

(rat) 1

0.2 (sec) 1.2

Fig. 5 Positive biasing with the new geometry. E,xB,.
toward the pumped outer divertor (6 mils D,). The
pressure measurement is time-response limited.

biasing with low divertor pressure
increases is not understood at
present
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IMPURITY BEHAVIOR DURING ION-BERNSTEIN
WAVE HEATING IN PBX-M

R. C. Isler, A. P. Post-Zw-icker
Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA

S. F. Paul, W. Tighe, M. Ono, B. P. LeBlanc, H. W. Kugel, R. Kaita
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, New Jersey 08543, USA

1. Introduction

Ion-Bernstein—wave heating (IBWH) has been tested in several tokamaks. In some
cases the results have been quite positive, producing temperature increases [1-4] and also
improving both energy and particle confinement times [1-5], Whereas in others, no distinc-
tive changes were observed [6]. Most recently, IBWH has been utilized in the Princeton
Beta Experiment-Modified (PBX-M) where the long-range goal is the achievement of op-
eration in the second stable region by current and pressure profile control. Investigations
have been performed in this machine using IBWH as the sole source of auxilliary power
or using IBWH in conjunction with neutral—beam injection (NBI) or with lower-hybrid
current drive (LHCD). Impurity studies seem particularly important for IBWH since not
only have influxes often been observed to increase, but the global impurity confinement
time has also been shown to lengthen as the confinement of the working gas improves. We
present here a set of characteristic experimental results regarding the impurity behavior
in PBX—M; in general, these are consonant with previous observations in other tokamaks.

2. IBW without NBI

In PBX-M it is usually observed that influxes of both low-Z and hit impurities
increase during IBW injection in all types of operation, although the rates can be minimized
by boronization of the vacuum vessel. For example, 340 kW of IBWH power can raise
the iron and nickel concentrations by more than an order of magnitude above the levels
detected without such auxilliary heating. The central confinement of the working gas also
increases, as evidenced by the narrowing of the electron density profiles [4]. Figures 14
illustrate typical behavior of the radiated power and of the spectral lines during IBWH
unaccompanied by NBI. The radiated power profile, as determined from a 15 channel
bolometer array, tends to be hollow prior to the introduction of IBWH at 350 ms but
becomes continually more peaked until a soft disruption occurs at 665 ms. The peripheral
carbon and oxygen emissions grow by factors of 5 while the metals increase to the point
where their lines are the dominant features in the vacuum ultraviolet spectrum. The data
indicate that the strong increases in radiation from ions such as Fe XVI and Ni XVIII occur
not only because of the increased influx but also as a result of the impurities becoming
more centrally concentrated. This inference is based on comparing the strength of the
unresolved lines from low ionization stages in the region around 200 A to the strengths
of the sodium-like and magnesium—like ions. The former increase by about a factor of 5
during IBWH while the latter rise by factors of at least 20.

3. IBW with NBI

Two distinct behaviors of the impurity transport are observed when IBWH is used in
conjunction with NBI depending on whether the discharges are in the L—mode or H-mode.
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In a typical L-mode discharge it is observed that 2.5 MW of NBI raises the radiation
from metallic ions by about a. factor of 2 over the levels observed with ohmic heating alone.
The addition of 340 kW of IBWH further increases the metallic emissions by about another
factor of 5, but the transport coefficients are not distinctly altered. That is, no central
impurity buildup is induced; the plasma remains in the L-mode. If a discharge makes a
transition to an H-mode during NBI, the impurity confinement time appears to increase
at the onset, but strong central peaking of the radiation and of the metal profile: does
not occur (although such an evolution ha been observed in H—moda in PBX-M under
different operating conditions [7]). However, the addition of IBWH dramatically alters
the radiation pattern as the losses increase by a factor of 4, and the profile becomes very
narrow; the electron temperature profile frequently evolves to a. flat or sli tly hollow shape
in these cases. These observations are illustrated by Figs 5 and 6. whi show the effects
of 410 kW of IBWH in a discharge with 1.5 - 2.5 MW of NBI. Shortly after the beams
are introduced at 350 ms the plasma makes a transition to the H-mode, and emissions
from the peripheral ions, such as O V and C III drop as the electron temperature gradient
steepens. The signals then rise to pre-H-mode levels as the IBWH apparantly induces a
greater influx of impurities starting around 450 ms.

In contrast, the metallic emissions show only minor changes until IBWH is initiated;
the intensities of lines of Fe XVI and Ni XVIII then grow rapidly up to 525 ms. The
subsequent sharp drop in signal strength appears to occur because of the strong pinch that
compresses the iron and nickel toward the center rather than being caused by a decreasing
influx. This interpretation is evident from the Fe XXIII and Ni XXV resonance lines
(not depicted) which increase during this interval, although the central temperature is
decreasing somewhat. Late in the discharge the behavior reverses most likely because of
cooling of the plasma. The tendency toward central peaking of impurities is also observed
in the profiles of 05+ ions as deduced from charge-exchange excitation (CXE). The circles
in Figs 7(a. and 7(b) illustrate memurements of the 2977 A line before and after the IBWH
is started the magnetic axis is at 165 cm). Clearly the peak moves inward during IBWH.
The solid lines in these figures are fittings calculated from an impurity code in which the
transport coefficients have been adjusted to give a reasonably accurate match to the data.
The fully ionized oxygen profiles that produce the fittings are illustrated in Fig. 7(c).
From these it can be seen that the impurity pinching during IBWH is also evident for the
low-Z ions.

Acknowledgement: This work was sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U. S.
Department of Energy, under contracts No. DE—ACOS-840R21400 with Martin Mari—
etta Energy Systems Inc. and No. DE—ACO2—76—CHO-33073 with the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory.
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Abstract:
We present the first results of non-disruptive fuelling of a tokarnak plasma by CF-

spheromak injection. CI‘ plasma injection from the Compact Toroid Fueller (CI'F) device
successfully increased the particle inventory of the TdeV tokamak by more than 30%.
Multichord interferometer data shows central penetration for a 1.0 T toroidal field and
partial penetration at 1.5 T. For central penetration, the electron density increases in about
0.5 ms followed by large Mirnov oscillations ( m=2, n=1). These oscillations decay as the
tokamak particle inventory decreases to the pre-CT injection value.

Introduction:
For steady-state or long-pulse operation of a tokamak reactor,'on-line particle fuelling

is needed. Conventional particle fuelling schemes such as continuous gas puffing or edge
fuelling by low velocity pellets are not adequate for profile control in reactors. These
fuelling schemes will also result in greater tritium inventory in the fuel cycle and possible
accumulation of large amounts of tritium in the vessel walls. For central penetration of an
ITER class reactor, frozen pellet velocities of up to 100 km/s may be needed while only
about 3 krn/s has been attained and about 10 ltm/s seems possible with advanced fuellers
[1,2]. Theoretical work by Perkins [1], Parks [3] and Newcomb [4] indicate that central
fuelling of a tokamak reactor may be possible by Compact Toroid (CD—spheromak
injection. CI‘ velocities sufficient for center fuelling of a reactor (> 400 inn/s) have been
demonstrated on the RACE device [5,6,7]. Previous work on the injection of a relatively
large non-accelerated CT (CALTECH device, CI‘ velocity = 30 inn/s, CT diameter =
8 cm) into the small and relatively cold ENCORE tokamak (R = 38 cm, a =12 cm, 1],:
2 ltA, BT = 0.07 T, To ~ 12 eV,1ms discharge) resulted in a factor of ten increase in the
tokamak particle inventory and a quenching of the discharge [8,9]. We present the first
results of non—disruptive center fuelling of a tokarnak by injection of an accelerated CT.
CI‘ injection using the Compact Toroid Fueller (CI'F) device increased the particle
inventoryofthemediumsizedeVtokamak(R=86cm,a=27¢m,BT=1T,Ip= 120
kA) by more than 30% in non—disruptive discharges. Central penetration has been attained
for tomidal fields (ET) in the range of 0.73 to 1 T.

Experimental results:
The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 1. In C'I'F the CI' spheromak is

formed and accelerated in a coaxial electrode configuration [10]. CT diagnostics include
two poloidal magnetic probes in the accelerator region, separated by 65 cm, used to
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measuIB the average CT velocity and a He-Ne interferometer locatednear the end of the
accelerator, used to measure the average CT density. Typical CI‘ parameters measured in
the accelerator are: average velocity of 120 to 220 kin/s, density of2 to 7 x 1015 m1'3.
mass of 10 to 30 pg and a poloidal magnetic field of 0.4 to 0.8 T. In CI'F there is a final
compression in the focus cone that should increase the CT density by a factor of three due
to self similar compression [11].

For these experiments, TdeV was operated in the poloidal double null configuration
with an average electron density between 1 and 2 x 101 cm' . Injecn'on of such a CI‘ into
'1‘c is expected to provide between 30% and 90% particle fuelling. Diagnostic traces
from a typical tokamak discharge after CT fuelling are shown in Figure 2. Events related
to CT injection occur on three different time scales. Penetration of a 200 kin/s CI‘ is
estimated take about 2 us while CI‘ dissociation is estimated at less than 100 us based on
Park5’ model. The dissipated fuel disperses along field lines on a density equilibration
time scale of 0.25 to 1.0 ms for our experiment. All the effects reported here occur on this
time scale. This is the time scale for increase of the tokamak particle inventory in the case
of central penetration. Analysis of the SM interferometer traces shows that for central
penetration, the particle inventory increases in less than 0.5 ms. That a fast rising (~ 0.5
ms) density signal is observed on all the outer interferometer chords (figure 1) for central
CI‘ penetration is a consequence of the CI‘ length, estimated to be about 12 to 25 cm,
being of the same order as the TdeV minor radius.

The fast rise in density is followed by a decrease in the total number of particles
(’l'p~ 2 ms) concurrent with a high level of MHD fluctuations (n1=2, n=1) which start at
this time. These oscillations may be the result of the large increase in the central density.
Similar MHD activity was observed in the ISX-A tokamak where pellet fuelling increased
the tokamak particle inventory by 30% [12]. These MHD oscillations are accompanied by
a sudden drop in the electron temperature. Thomson scattering measurements made within
100 to 400 [is after CT injection indicate a strong cooling of the central plasma (600 cV to
< 400 eV). The associated increase in resistivity causes the plasma current (IP) to decrease
on a shorter UR time scale. The control system eventually responds to restore the plasma
current by increasing the OH drive and hence the loop voltage. The decrease in
temperature is also responsible for the drop in soft Xeray signal from the exp(—Ev/Te)
dependence where Ev is the mean energy of the sampled x-rays. At least three
mechanisms can cause the plasma temperature to decrease. First is the large addition of
cold fuel, which for the case of ~80% fuelling can cause a factor of two decrease in
temperature. Second is impurities contained in the CI‘ which could lower the temperature
due to line radiation. While oxygen and carbon lines have been observed in CTF, these as
well as metal impurities were not quantified Finally enhanced electron thermal
conductivity (xc) resulting from high levels of MHD oscillation [13], can also lower the
electron temperature.

The second increase in density is attributed to post—CT edge fuelling. Several sources
can contribute to this fuelling: the ionized plasma trailing the CI‘, neutral gas umd for CT
formation which has not been ionized and increased recycling. Post-CT edge fuelling
builds up the central density to about 2.5 x 1013 m3, which is the density limit for these
low cm'rent, high edge q discharges, producing the sudden drop in central density observed
~70 msec after CI‘ injection. For CI‘ injection into a low initial electron density1 x 1013 cm‘3, the build up never reaches the density limit.

For the case of partial penetration (1.5 T), the interim interferometer chords do not
respond on a fast time scale (figure 3). It takes about 12 ms for the central density to peak
indicating that none of the CT fuel is deposited at this depth within the tokamak. The
chord at r/a = 0.7 shows a 30% increase in density within about 0.5 ms after CT injection
but continues to increase on a slower time scale, indicating that the bulk of the fuel was
deposited outside the r/a = 0.7 Sin-face. When only the CI‘ gas valves are fired, the
increase in central density is negligible on these time scales. Note that there is essentially
no increase in density during the fnst 2 ms after the Cl‘ gas valves are pulsed. In stark
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contrast, for the central penetration case (0.73 T), all the increase in central density occurs
within 0.5 ms of the CT injection time.

Figure 4 shows a plot the kinetic energy density (ICE) of the CI' versus the magnetic
field energy density at the location of maximum CT penetration inferred from the location
of the interferometer chord that does not show any further increase in density past 0.5 ms
after CT injection. The measured data is in agreement with the penetration model of
Perkins et al., Parks and Newcomb. CI‘ slowing down and tilting could not be observed
since our measurements cannot resolve events occurring on the usec time scale. Thus the
detailed aspects of the Perldns et al. and Parks models cannot be validated at present.
Interferometry measurements also indicate that the bulk of the CI‘ fuel (> 50% ) is
deposited within the tokamak. Because of the relatively long length of these CPS
(compared to the TdeV minor radius) it is conceivable that part of the CI‘ fuel may not be
deposited inside the last closed flux surface. This high CT fuelling efficiency confirms the
postulated short CT dissipation time [3].

In conclusion we have demonstrated non-disruptive fuelling of a medium sized
tokamak by CT-spheromak injection. Central penetration was attained for toroidal fields
up to 1 T with a tokamak particle inventory increase of > 30%. Since the estimated
fuelling per pulse for a reactor is anticipated to be on the order of 0.5%, much less
perturbation should result afterCI‘ fuelling. Impurities in the CT were not quantified, but
CI'F did not push the Zefi' in TdeV beyond the limit for tokamak disruption.
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TOROIDAL GLOBAL EIGENMODES IN ION-ION HYBRID RANGE OF

FREQUENCIES

V.E.Moiseenko

Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov

Institute of Physics and Technology", Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

INTRODUCTION. As it is known, Alfven wave forms a

continuum spectrum in nonuniform plasma. In a tokamak plasma

this continuum have gaps in which specific global modes

—Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAB) — have been found [1]. These

modes are localized near a magnetic surface and weakly damped.

Therefore, they can be responsible for the instabilities,

driven by alpha particles in a fusion reactor. The

characteristic frequencies of TAE are much lower than ion

cyclotron frequencies. For higher frequencies, near the ICRF,

gaps in continuum spectrum become very thin and TAB do not

exists. However, in a plasma with two ion species (for

example, deuteriunt and tritium) in Ion-Ion Hybrid Range of

Frequencies (IIHRF, wCl< w (wcz) continuum spectrum has other

properties. They are studied in the papers [2,3]. Examining

the dispersion relation for IIHRF continuum spectrum [3] one

can found large gaps and suggest the existence of localized

global TAB-like modes. The problem of existence of such modes

is studied in the present report.

In order to solve this problem, a general equation

describing continuum and global eigenmodes as well in the

whole frequency range in appropriate magnetic trap having

magnetic surfaces has been derived. Using this equation global

modes of two type have been found in IIHRF: TLE — TAE-like

mode and CHE — original hybrid eigenmode.

MASTER EQUATION. Let us introduce a function of magnetic
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surfaces (for example magnetic flux function) w and three
orthogonal unit vectors linked to it: 3. =vw/lvw, éll=fi/B,
gtsgnxéw. Main assumption are as follows: en'e-e“= m (S is a
dielectric tensor) and, therefore, E“:O; ew-grad(...) »
g".grad(...), er-grad(..i). The first one mean that zero
electron mass approximation is used. The second one means that
in the vicinity of magnetic surface under investigation the
variations of electromagnetic fields across magnetic surfaces
are considered to be more rapid than along them. In these
assumptions, one can reduce Maxwell equations to a form:

vI-diwéu-t é..-grad(Ew/vl)~rv'.oI21}+(w2/c2>vw-é-vw EfF'”)
Here F is an integration constant being smooth function of w.
For F=0, eigenvalues of this equation form a continuum in
frequency range up to ICRF and IIHRF. When Fso it describes a
case of local resonance excitation.

In a tokamak the Fourier expansion along toroidal angle
can be performed and the equation (1) turns to ordinary
differential equation in a variable of poloidal angle.

Because the main effects in IIHRF are caused by poloidal
inhomogeneity of ei=vw-é-vw / IVWIZ, we consider the model of
straight plasma cylinder with identical ends. In this model,
equation (1) can be written in a form:

dzu maelr2
——— + ————— u = F.
doe czsinza

Here a is the angle between the magnetic field and z axis,

(2)

u=exp(in/R cotana r w) Ew, n is a toroidal mode number.
TAB-LIKE EIGENHODES (TLE). Comparing Alfven Range of

Frequencies (ARF) and IIHRF one can find that the smaller
value of frequency w in ARF can be compensated by the smaller
value of 51 in IIHRF and, therefore, note straight analogy in
these two cases. It means that continuum spectrum and TAB—like
modes take place in IIHRF but maybe in smaller spatial scale
(near magnetic axis). These TAB—like modes have low toroidal
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and poloidal numbers, as in ARF.

It is expected that new effects in IIHRF can be caused by

more strong poloidal inhomogeneity of 81' However, Si

inhomogeneity alone cannot cause ,TAE—like modes. As it is

known, the main reason of TAE is coupling between different

poloidal modes, or, in other words, resonant reflection of

continuum wave which travels along magnetic field line.

Equation (2) describes this process. If the coefficient before

u is rather high, WBK approximation is valid for its solution

and no reflections occur even if cl change its value

significantly on a magnetic surface. However, a reflections of

continuum wave may occur if Cl is close to zero or become

negative. This cannot be realized in ARF, but is possible in

IIHRF. The mentioned mechanism of reflection is more strong

than small periodic modulation of cl in ARF. Therefore,

coupling between modes with very different poloidal numbers is

possible. Like TAE, the dispersion relation consists in a

combination of two equations:

J % Eififi VfEIfi do = n(m1-m2); 2n/R cotana r = —(m1+m2)' (3)

Cl>0

where m1 and m2 are coupled poloidal mode numbers. It would be

mentioned, ‘that the optic depth of zone where WBK

approximation breaks is assumed to be thin.

ORIGINAL HYBRID EIGENMODE. The case of thick region where

cl<o needs special consideration. Note that general solution

of equation (2) can be written in a form:

13w: EF+AE1+BE2 , (4)
where EF is a special solution, driven by right-hand part of

equation (2), E1 and E2 are linearly independent solutions of

uniform equation. Coefficients A and B can be defined after

superimposing periodic boundary conditions on w. They reveal
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resonant behavior on r coordinate due to the denominator:
D =exp(P_ )-cos(I‘+ )—cos(2nn/R cotana r), (5)

*V cldw, = J” V ldw. It is assumedI“cs1na 1—‘+
C(O €>0J. J.

here that WBK approximation is valid both in 8 <0 and 8 >0

Where F_— c51na

zones. Zeros of D give continuum spectrum (see [3]). Global
modes can appear in the specific case when D have minimum
(maximum) very close to zero:

D=t0, aD/ar=o, 82D/6r2=t I constl . (6)
Taking into account that exp(F_)»1 the dispersion relation for
OHE can be written in the form:

r+=n(1+1/2), 1=1,2,3...,- ar+/ar=o. (7)
It would be mentioned that for any combination of parameters
r+ has one maximum in a plasma column. Mention also a high
degeneracy of spectrum (7): the uncoupled modes with different
poloidal and toroidal numbers have the same eigenfrequency and
occupy the same magnetic surfaces.

CONCLUSIONS. The localized eigenmodes found in Ion-Ion
Hybrid Range of Frequencies can be distributed in two groups —
TAE—like modes and original ones. Like TAE both of them weakly
damped in a tokamak plasma and , therefore, can be the reason
of instabilities driven by fusion fast charged particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
JET H-modes exhibit a considerable range of confinement enhancement. About 50 ELM free H-

modes obtained in JET during 1991—2 were designated as VH modes, defined by the condition
IE/IITER_93HP> 1.4 where the ITER-93HP scaling is given by [1]. In JET VH modes, there is a
distinct confinement transition following the cessation of ELMs [2], observed in a wide variety of
tokamak operating conditions, using both NBI and ICRF heating methods. Important factors which
influence VH mode accessibility such as magnetic configuration and vessel conditions have been
identified. The new JET pumped divertor configuration has much improved plasma shaping control
and power and particle exhaust capability and should permit exploitation of plasmas with VH
confinement properties over an even wider range of operating regimes, particularly at high plasma
current; first H-modes have been obtained in the 1994 JET operating period and initial results are
reported.

2. GLOBAL CONFINEMENT
Fig.1 plots diamagnetic energy versus loss power for all VH modes in the old JET configuration

up to 1992 at different 1p values. For comparison, H-mode data for I 23MA from the 1991-2
operating period are given in Fig.2. VH modes have not been obtained or lp>3MA; the best H-
mode confinement above 3MA scales more weakly than linearly with I , and whilst the record
stored energy of 12.7MJ is obtained in an ELM-free H-mode at 4MA with 22MW combined
NBI+ICRF heating, the high-current H-modes do not qualify as VH due to the approximately
linear Ip dependence of the lTER93—HP benchmark. A characteristic of the hot-ion VH-mode is
near constant dWDIA/dt maintained until the termination phase; the maximum attainable stored
energy corresponds to a common limiting value of normalised toroidal B which is less than the
Troyon limit [3]. At low ET the VB termination therefore occurs sooner after the VII transition at a
lower value of WDIA and is a more gradual process than the more violent collapse from very high
stored energies (WDIA>12M]) observed at high BT ('X-event' phenomenon).

3. OPERATION AND HEATING REGIMES FOR VII MODE ACCESS
I - Er parameter space. The VH mode has been accessed in the range of plasma current

KI) <3MA and 1.9<BT<3.3T, corresponding to a wide range of safety factors in single and
doublle null X-point plasmas in the old JET configuration. In the JET pumped divertor configuration
the value of qC 1 at 4.5MA/3.4T would correspond approximately to the present low q limit for
JET VH mode existence (3MA/1.9T). '

Heating mix. VH confinement is observed under both NBI and ICRI-I heating, individually and
in combination.The predominant ion versus electron heating effects of NBI and ICRH are evident in
the VH dataset, demonstrating VH access over a wide range of Time A large variation in Ti in
VH modes with NB heating is partly attributable to the range of electron densities in the dataset;
for PNBI/<ne> > z2.5 x 10‘19 MWrn3 the hot-ion regime is readily accessed; at the VB
transition thermal transport in the ion channel is everywhere strongly reduced such that neither the
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stored energy nor Ti(0) saturate within the duration of the VH phase, but increase continuously at
approximately constant plasma loss power [2].

4. FACTORS INFLUENCING H-MODE QUALITY AND VII MODE FORMATION
Vessel conditioning. Whilst the causal role of high edge bootstrap current density and

ballooning mode stability on VH formation is not absolutely established, there does appear to be a
link between factors influencing the former and VH.mode access, e.g. low edge density and
collisionality and high plasma purity.The historically earliest JET VH mode occurred in the 1988
operating period prior to the introduction of beryllium following a series of helium conditioning
tokamak plasmas; the particular discharge (#15894) was one of a number of similar 3MA/2.8T H—
modes at moderate NBI power (zSMW) but was distinguished from the others by lower Zeff of
the target plasma and lower edge “e throughout the heating. These and other results, obtained
particularly during an assessment of the reproducibility of the hot-ion scenario selected for the
preliminary tritium experiment (PTE) [4], point to the primary importance of clean vessel
conditions and low particle recycling for VH mode formationr Following a repetitive series of high
power pulses of identical configuration in preparation for the PTE, one discharge with predominant
ICRH formed a 'hot-electron' VH mode of long duration; low Zeff of the target plasma and slow
rate of ne rise are particular features of this discharge whose time evolution is shown in Fig3.

Magnetic configuration. During 1991 the top single—null X-pt (SNX) was established as the best
high»performance plasma configuration to take most advantage of the CFC upper X—pt target tiles
which were of an optimised power handling geometry. The toroidal field direction was usually
chosen such that the ion VB drift was away from the target tiles in order to help equalise the in/out
tile power loading. VH modes were also obtained in the updown symmetric double—null X-pt
(DNX) configuration which allowed better matching of the plasma shape to the RF antenna
geometry. In particular, the VB confinement enhancement using ICRI-I alone at I =1MA led to
high values of poloidal B with large bootstrap current fraction [5]. Large separation of the X-pt null
from the tiles resulted in easier VH mode access and generally lower values of Zeff during the
heating (Fig.4) Difficult VH access in marginal X-pt configurations, including all experiments with
Ip> 3.0MA, is attributed to lack of screening of impurities generated at the X—pt target plates and
increased penetration of recycled neutrals beyond the separatrix resulting in higher edge ne.

5. FIRST H—MODE RESULTS IN THE JET PUMPED DIVERTOR CONFIGURATION
To date during 1994 up to l6MW of NB heating has been applied at plasma currents in the range

1.5-4MA in divertor configurations giving good clearance (> 5cm) of the separatrix from all
surfaces. ELMing H-modes of long duration (> 3.55) have been readily obtained, with confinement
enhancement (so-called 'H-factor') relative to e.g. Goldston L—mode up to H=2. ELM-free periods
occur at heating power sufficiently above a threshold level (which exhibits the usual BT dependence
[6]), but at the time of writing the duration of the ELM-free phase is limited to about 1.35. Time
traces for a 2.5MA/2.8T, l6MW H-mode discharge are given in Fig.5; in this case the target
plasma density was pumped out by inner-wall limiter contact prior to heating in order to create a
moderately peaked density profile and the hot-ion regime was established during the 0.55 ELM—free
phase. From their global confinement these transient hot‘ion plasmas have not been classed as VH
modes but more detailed confinement analysis is still required. The rate of density increase during
the ELM free phase corresponds to 2-3 x beam fuelling, to be compared with near—correspondence
to the beam fuelling observed in the best hot-ion VH modes previously.The ELM free phase is
terminated by a sudden very large onset of Ha radiation, indicating the generation of a large
amount of gas originating in the divertor but also seen at other remote locations, e.g on Penning
gauges in the NB ducts. These results suggest more‘intensive conditioning may be required in order
to deplete the CFC target plates of bound gas in order to prolong the ELM-free phase. Data for a
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4MA/3.4T, 12MW discharge are also shown (Fig.6); in this case the power margin above the
threshold is smaller, but following a burst of ELMs an ELM-free period does then develop and
lasts until the power is stepped down. Apart from a short duration burst of divertor ClIl radiation
which coincides with the spike observed on bolometers, there is no evidence of large impurity
influxes to the bulk plasma during ELM-free or ELMy phases; measured target tile temperatures
remained <1200°C (no sweeping,4OMJ NBI input) and < 850°C (with sweeping, 90M] NBI input).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The VH mode has been accessed over a wide range of previous JET operation and heating

regimes, spanning a range ofl and ET which includes low q values corresponding to high plasma
current operation up to :4.5MA in the JET pumped divertor configuration There is evidence that
maximum attained stored energy is dictated by a limiting value of normalised toroidal [3. Therefore
opening up VH access at high plasma current (lp =5MA Bt=3. 4T) should allow a factor '-2 fold
increase in maximum attainable stored energy over existing best values proportional to IpBTv in
both high density Ti: Te and hot-'-ion regimes, provided that favourable Vl-l confinementpcurrent
scaling is recovered above 3MA. See also [7]. This represents a major experimental goal and has
important implications for future DT and tit—particle heating experiments. Improved control of
impurities and more favourable magnetic configurations with the pumped divertor are expected to
overcome the limitations to VH access identified in the present work. Preliminary H-mode results
have already been obtained.
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High fusion performance pulses have been obtained at JET in the hot ion H—mode regime

during the 1991—1992 experimental campaign. The energy confinement time of these pulses is

found to be enhanced by at least a factor 1.5 over the value predicted by H-mode scaling

expressions [1]. However this enhanced phase (VH phase) is transient and is thought to be

limited at high beta by an MHD instability. This results in a large heat flux to the voint target

tiles and is followed by a large carbon influx. The new pump divertor installed at JET should

allow high performance pulses of a few seconds duration by both preventing the impurity

influx and controlling the density evolution. The TRANSP code [2] has been used in a

predictive mode to assess the possible fusion performance of such plasmas fuelled with a 50:50

mixture ofD and T, and the effect of alpha particle heating on Tc and Ti. These predictions are

based on the best D-D pulse # 26087 (singlenull, 2.8T, 3.1MA) [1], [3], assuming: 1) The

density and impurity profiles of pulse # 26087; 2) The profiles of the ion and electron thermal

diffusivities x; and x6 obtained from the reference TRANSP D—D run are used to predict the

evolution of Ti and Te; 3) For the D—T case, half the beamlines inject tritium with the actual

powers and energies used in pulse # 260871 Several cases are considered below.

CASE A : 50:50 D-T MIX This case corresponds to what would have been obtained in

the actual experiment if one NBI box injected tritium into a 50:50 D—T target plasma. The total

and central power transfers to the thermal plasma from NBI and alpha particles are compared in

Table I for the two predictive TRANS? runs at the time of maximum neutron yield. Alpha

particles mostly heat the plasma electrons because their energy is so much greater than the

critical energy for slowing down. However, it is interesting to note that the total and central

power transfers from NB and the equipartition term are lower in the D—T case than in the D-D

case; this is due to the‘increased T5 in the D—T case. This latter effect therefore cancels out most

of the alpha particle heating. The net result is a lkeV increase of the maximum Tc(o) over the

DD case. There is no significant effect of the alpha particle heating on Ti. Such a plasma
would transiently achieve QDT ~ 1, and release some IIMW of fusion power but would not

permit unambiguous observation of alpha particle heating.

CASE B : 50:50 D-T MIX, NO C BLOOM Assuming that the carbon bloom can be

avoided the previous TRANS? predictions are continued for a further 53. The input data to the

code are the same as previously up to the' time of maximum neutron yield (t = 13.355). For

later times, the input data are kept constant at their 'pre-bloom‘ values except the electron
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density which continues to increase linearly. The Ti and Te profiles are therefore predicted up

to 185 using Xi and Xe profiles obtained at 13.355. For the whole continuation period, the full
input power is maintained. Table I shows that, in the central region at the time of maximum
D—T neutron yield (t = 14.55), the transfer from alpha particles to the electrons at 128.3 kW/m3

for the D—T case exceeds by ~ a factor 2 that from beams to electrons for the DD case

(62.3 kW/m3 ). Consequently Te(o) in the DT case would exceed by some 2.7 keV its value in

the D-D case (14.5 keV versus 11.8 keV). In this no bloom scenario, the D-T predictive
TRANSP run shows that a maximum fusion power of 12.3 MW (with 8.5 MW from thermal-

thermal reactions) would be reached at 14.55. This corresponds to a total QDT = 0.93 with a
thermal QDT = 0.67. However, steady state is not reached in such scenario.

CASE C : 50:50 D-T MIX, VH PHASE, DENSITY CONTROL The analysis of
the energy transport of pulse # 26087 [1] shows that this discharge enters a regime of enhanced
confinement (VH-mode). It is also shown that the enhanced confinement is lost at 13.25 prior

to the roll—over of the neutron yield which occurs at 13.355. In this scenariO, the profiles of xe,
Xi and Zeff are fixed at the lower values in the VH—phase and the density is controlled at the

value just after the carbon bloom (he ~ 4 1019 m3). By contrast to the previous case, this
scenario results in a quasi-steady state for t > 15s with [5 values such that B/BTROYQN 2 1.
The thermal energy saturates at ~ 14.5 M] for the DT case and ~ 13 M] for the DD case. The
increase of the total central power transfer to the electrons in the DT case over the DD case (see
Table 1) leads to a significant effect of the alpha heating on Te(o) which is ~24% higher than in
the DD case (see Fig.1). In this scenario, a QDT = l steady state is achieved and 14.3 MW of
fusion power are obtained. Another way to detect unambiguous electron heating by alpha
particles in such a scenario would be to switch off the neutral beam injection at 165. The
TRANSP predictions show that, after 15 without beam heating, Te (0) in the DT case would
exceed by some 4. keV its value in the DD case (see Fig. 2).

CASE D : 50:50 D-T MIX; VH PHASE, DENSITY CONTROL, 6MA Increased
plasma current should be able to support a much larger plasma energy content at the same
B/BTRQYON, thus leading to higher fusion performance. The predictions now assume the same
conditions as for case C extended up to 26s but at a higher plasma current of 6.3 MA. Note
that qw (p = 0.9) = 2.4 is lower than the normal range of JET operation for these high
performance pulses. If the thermal diffusivities in the VH-mode scale as 1/11) [4], such a DT
discharge would reach steady state after 85 of full beam power heating, achieving a thermal
energy of 28 MJ and a total fusion power of 37.3 MW (with 32 MW from thermal-thermal
reactions, see Fig.3). This corresponds to a total QDT = 2.6 and a thermal QDT = 2.25; a total
QDT = 2.is reached after 35 of full beam power heating. In this scenario, the alpha heating
clearly dominates the electron power balancein the D-T case (see Table I) and leads to a 74%
increase in Ta (see Fig.4).
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CONCLUSION These predictions show that if the divertor is able to avoid the carbon

bloom, just running existing JET discharges to longer times with a 50:50 D—T mix will lead to

QDT ~ 1 and detectable electron heating by alpha particles. If the VH phase can be prolonged

and providing the density is controlled, at QDT = 1 steady state plasma is achieved with
significant alpha heating. If the bloom and MHD instabilities can be controlled at higher
plasma currents using a higher toroidal field to keep a reasonable B value and if the
confinement scales as My, then a higher fusion'performance steady state plasma with
QDT > 2.5 should be possible. The alpha heating power of 4.9 MW would lead to a 74%
increase in Te. Furthermore, if the energy confinement improves with atomic mass number,
even better fusion performance might be expected.
REFERENCES :
[1] Balet B., Stubberfield P.M., Borba D., et al., Nucl. Fusion 33 (1993) 1345.
[2] Goldston R.J., McCune D.C., Towner H.H,, et al., J. Comput. Phys. 43 (1981) 61.
[3] JET Team, Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992) 187.
4 ' ' JP. et al Nucl. Fusion 32 1992 291.
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In r i
The particle balance in the plasma core of TS is investigated for ohmic deuterium

discharges leaning on the inner wall. The neutral density profile is deduced from the simulation
of charge exchange fast neutral spectra. The resulting neutral density, which depends
principally on the hot charge exchange neutrals. is compared to a neutral transport calculation
assuming a diffusive approximation in the central part of the plasma and a non-local slab
description at the plasma edge. Diffusion and convection coefficients are then deduced by fitting
the electron and neutral density values. It is shown that these coefficients follow an Alcator like
dependence at low density, then saturate at higher density, similar to the heat conduction
coefficient /1/. At high density, the ratio between the heat and particle diffusion coefficients is
equal to 4-3. Particular attention is also given to the particle confinement time.
E . I l l .

In order to calculate the average neutral density on a magnetic surface inside the plasma
core, the neutral spectra given by five charge exchange analysers is used. Consistant ion
temperature and neutral density profiles are simulated [2], including a best fit of the passive
measured neutral spectra and the consistency with neutron yield and plasma composition. The
energy resolved flux measured in a range above 2 kev. is mainly sensitive to the themral neutral
density in the vicinity of r/a=0.7 where the densities can be assumed to be homogenous on a
magnetic surface. The deconvolution of the charge exchange signals is shown on the Fig.1 for
different electron densities and q values. The general trend in the density variation can be
qualitatively understood by considering the opacity of the plasma to the neutrals. The vertical
bars shown on Fig.1 represent errors due to the uncertainty on the ion temperature profile and
on the plasma composition. At low density the neutral density appears to be slighty dependent
on q and therefore is correlated to the total ohmic power deposited in the plasma.

The neutral density profile is next calculated using a fast lD neutral code. In the plasma
bulk where the neutral mean free path is smaller than the gradient density characteristic length, a
diffusive approximation is used. At the plasma edge a non local slab description of the neutral
transport is used. The resulting density profile is compared on Fig.2 to a full non local transport
calculation in cylindrical geometry. '
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Ion transport coefficients are obtained by simulating ohmic dicharges during stationary
and n'anscient states. Assuming that deuterium and impurity ions have the same transport
coefficients and using the standard particle flux expression 1": — a/dr— nV(r/a) , the

diffusion (D) and convection (V) coefficients are deduced by fitting the electron and neutral
density profiles and Zen value. The main impurity is carbon. The computed transport

coefficients, averaged in the range .6<r/a<.8, are plotted on Figs.3~4 versus the average
electron density. At low density (n < 2-3 10‘9 m3). we observe an Alcator like variation and a
q dependence, partly reminiscent of the neutral density behaviour. For such plasmas the Zen
can be high and due to dilution effect the deuterium contribution to the total electron density is
low (up to 30%). The error bars take only account of the uncertainty in the separation of the
convective and diffusive parts of the particle flux. For densities higher than 3 1019 m3, the
particle diffusion coefficients (D, V) saturate with the average density [3]. This result is mainly

obtained from gas puff modulation and ramp up experiments. A comparison on the Fig.3 is
also made with diffusivity calculated from a direct analysis of the density modulation without
reference to equilibrium /4/. These values are always greater than the values obtained from
balance equations, implying that the particle diffusivity D could depend on the density gradient

A change in the radial diffusion coefficient profile is observed at high density. Indeed
the diffusion coefficient is lowered near the edge when the density increases (Fig.5). This is
mainly due to the decrease of the neutral source. The convection coefficient increases toward
the edge at low density, as seen for impurities l5/, and becomes flattened at high density
(Fig.6). For low density plasmas, the ionisation rate could reach 103, mainly due to the
impurity penetration. Such a value is close of the instability threshold of drift waves /6/. As
impurity contend increases when the density decreases, impurities, via the ionisation instability,
could play a role on the transport coefficients at low density. At high density the ionization rate
falls well bellow the threshold value, implying that this instability does no more play a role.

The Ha radiance measured along 9 chords looking at the upper part of the inner wall [7/
is used to estimate the total deuterium flux leaving the inner wall. As shown on the Fig.6, the
particle flux increases with density then saturates at high densityfniis result is compared to the
neutral flux at the LCMS, calculated from the ex datas. At high density, the difference observed
between the two curves can be understood by considering the opacity of the SOL. A more
serious discrepancy is observed at very low density, which could be due to the dissociative
ionisation of D2 producing ions not accounted in the Ha datas. Finally the variation of the
particle confinement time for the plasma bulk is shown on the Fig.8 with a tendency to sligtly
saturate at high density At medium density these values agree with results deduced from wall
particle balance and isotopic measures /8/.
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Qanslus'mn
Analysis of ohmic discharges shows that a saturation of the transport particle

coefficients occurs at density close of 3 1019 m3. ie at the saturation value of the Alcator law for
the energy confinement time. The bulk particle confinement time increases with density and

saturates, reaching 0.8 s for dense plasmas. The ratio between the particle confinement time and

the energy confinement time in the plasma bulk is of the order of 3 for dense plasma. When the

average electron density increases, the convection and diffusivity are lowered near the edge.

Refinance: .
/l/ X. Garbet et al., Nucl. Fus., 32, 2873,0993)
/2/ T. Hutter et al., Ion energy balance during fast wave heating in Tore Supra. this

Conference.
/3/ O. Gehre et al., Proc. 16th Europ. Cont, 133, part1,167.

/4/ J.C.M. de Haas et al., Workshop on Local Transport Studies in Fusion Plasma, Varenna,

(1993)
/5/ B. Denne-Hinnov et al., Proc. 22th Europ. Conf., [-57 and M Mattioli et a]. EUR-CEA-FC-

1491 (1993)
[6/ A. S. Ware at al., Phys. Fluids B 4.877, (1992)
[7/ C. Klepper et al., Proc. l6th Europ. Conf. , “1,1007.

/8/ C. Grisolia et al., Journal of Nucl. Mat. 196-198, 281 (1992) and T. Hutter, private

communication.
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mm
The commonly observed degradation of confinement with increasing input power is one of

the enigmas in tokarnak transport. This degradation is reflected in an increase with input power
(Pm) of Xpb, the electron thermal diffusion coefficient derived from the local power balance
The incremental heat d1ffusron coefficient xemc , on the other hand, is never observed to have a
Pin dependence; x1:Cdoes however show some scaling with electron temperature Tc [1 2].

At the Rijnhuizen tokamak RTP various experiments have been performed to study the
dependence of xmc on Pin and Te. RTP is dedicated to the study of transport processes in
tokarnaks. To this end the machine (R0=0.72 m, a=0.164 m, BT<2-4 T, Ip<150 kA, pulse
duration <600 ms, boronised vessel) is equipped with an extensive set of multi-channel
diagnostics with high spatial and temporal resolution, including a ZO—channel heterodyne ECE
radiometer and a loo-channel TV Thomson Scattering system for the Te-profiles, a l9-chord
interferometer for the ne-profile. and a 5—camera, 80-channel SXR tomography system.

The plasma conditions in RTP can be manipulated with ECH and a multi—pellet injector.
The ECH system consists of two 60 GHz, 200 kW gyrotrons, with pulse duration up to 100
ms, one from the low field side in O-mode, one from the high field side in X~mode. Recently a
500 kW 110 GHz gyrotron (LFS X-mode) has been installed.

Experiments
The dependence of zinc on Pin was studied in two independent ways. Both types of

experiments were done with central ECH (BT=2.18 T) at ne(0) = 3 ”"1019 m3.
The first way was the analysis of sawtooth induced heat pulse propagation (st-hpp) with

Stepped input power within a single discharge. With partially overlapping time windows of the
tWo 60 GHz gyrotrons three input power levels could be obtained within a discharge: first with
ohmic heating only, then with additional heating of one gyrotron, finally with two gyrotrons.
This has been done at 9a=4~1 and 3.3. The total effective input power could be varied from
175 to 360 kW for a qa=3,3 discharge. The input power increase by a factor of 2.1 causes an
increase of time averaged Te by a factor of 2 in the centre; both Te and VTc increase by a factor
of 1.5 in the heat pulse propagation region. Fig.1 shows some diagnostic signals.

The second way was the generation of periodic perturbations by means of modulated
electron cyclotron heating (MECH) at different background power levels. This has been done
at (13:83-33.
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The sawtooth induced heat pulse data during each phase of a discharge, coherently

averaged over typically 10 sawteeth, were first analyzed with the extended time-to-peak
method [3], where xienc is determined from the time-to—peak tp and radial decay length A of the
heat pulse: £121v}: where VHP=(dtp/dr)'1 is the heat pulse velocity. Results are shown in
Fig.2 for a qa=3.3 discharge: the averaged slopes of the upper plots give VHF, those of the
lower plots give the radial decay length A. As is seen, neither VH1) nor X changes when Pm is
changed. The offsets do change slightly, consistent with an increase of both the mixing radius

and the sawtooth amplitude with Pin- In Fig.3, the thus calculated x218 is‘plotted against Pin:
Ta and VTe; the error bars on xlenc and Pin are indicated. In conclusion, x2” remains constant
within error bars with a value of 5H m2/s when the input power is varied over a factor of 2.5.
The independence of input power is confirmed by the analysis of a qa=4.1 discharge.

The data were analyzed in more detail by simulating them with the ACCEPT code [4]. Best
fits to the experimental data were obtained with a xinc profile of the same shape as found from
other perturbative experiments at RTP [5]. Such a profile is characterized by a step at a place
Imp between inversion and mixing radius, a constant low value ~0.6 mzls inside rstep. and a
radially increasing profile outside rsmp. A typical fit is shown in Fig.4. Also in this analysis all

medata could, independent of power, be fitted with one Xe profile; the averaged x2“: over the
measurement region is again 51H ml/s.

From these analyses, any significant dependence of xi” on input power can be excluded.
Since Te and We were varied only by a factor of 1.5, a weak scaling xlenc ~Te“ or ~VTc0‘ with
la|<=0.5 cannot be ruled out.

The MECH experiments were analyzed with Fourier techniques, where several harmonics
of the modulation frequency are taken into account. Preliminary analysis confirms the result of
the st—hpp study, i.e. no dependence on input power.
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Fig.3. 1;” for discharge r19940322.013 measured during three input power levels, plotted
against input power, Te and We. Diamonds indicate LFS measurements, asterisks HFS
measurements. The LFS measurement area stretches further outward, which might cause a
small systematic difference between the two series ofdata.
The dependencies 1};"C~Pin0-5 and xi”C-«Tea with a=0.5 and I have been added to the plots. A
Pin dependence can be ruled out; a weak Te scaling cannot be excluded.
For comparison also xgbat r/a=0.6 is shown in thefirst plot (triangles), with a Fina-5 scaling.

Comparison with local power balance
For the qa==3.3 discharge described before, a global confinement and local power balance

analysis were performed during the 3 Pm levels. The electron thermal confinement time TEC is
observed to decrease with Pin, from 3.8 ms (ohmic), via 3.6 to 2.9 ms (maximum Pin). xgb at
r/a=0.6, the middle of the heat pulse measurement area, increases from 2.5 m2/s (ohmic) via

2.9 to 3.5 mZ/s (maximum Pin)- Hence a weak power degradation is observed, and the ratio
yam/X:b decreases slightly with increasing input power.
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Discussion and conclusions
The power scan showed no sign of power degradation of xi“. This is at variance with

results from the stellarator W7AS [6]. A weak Te or We dependence cannot be ruled out, but
the data do not allow for a strong temperature dependence, as found 1n [2].

xepb does show the standard power degradation. In RTP xenc,as measured from sawtooth
heat pulse propagation, is a good estimator of 8%] 8(neVTe), as is seen from Fig.5.

Results of these experiments are also used for a comparative heat wave study between the
tokamak RTP and the stellarator W7AS, reported at this conference [7].
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Introduction
The database FTU ohmic plasma results has been recently enriched of deuterium data at the
toroidal magnetic field BT=4 T and 7 T, while the previous database at BT=6 T has been
extended to a volume averaged plasma density exceeding 2.5x1020 m‘3. Some shots at
BT=2.5 T have also been performed. Hydrogen plasma at high density have also been
produced. The new data pemtit to address two fundamental problems concerning the plasma
energy transport as the magnetic field dependence and the isotopic effect The detailed analysis
of ohmic plasma is still relevant not only because the saturated ohmic regime and the L-mode
regime seem to be based on the same physics but also because the scenarios for future fusion
experiments as ITER stress the role of ohmic heating with only a limited additional power
in ut.
Pliisma energy content is evaluated in FTU from kinetics measurements. Electron temperature
T6 is measured by ECE analysis at B7 2 4 T, while results at BT=2.5 T are based of Thomson
scattering data. Ion temperature is estimated by solving the ion energy balance equation using
neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity. which has been shown to be in agreement with FI‘U data
[1]. Plasma geometry is retrieved from the magnetic measurements, by means of an equilibrium
reconstruction code. Electron density profile is obtained by the inversion of the measured line
averaged plasma densities (5 chords DCN interferometer). Zcfl‘ value is usually obtained maldng
use of Spitzer resistivity but also brernsstrahlung value is available. Radiation losses have been
measured by a 12 chords bolometer array. The analysis have been restricted to plasma
discharges with sawtooth activity. Local analysis includes radiation and electron-ion coupling.

BT scaling
BT scaling of plasma confinement is still an open subject [2]. In fig.1 the global energy
confinement time 1;; is shown as a function of volume averaged density <ng> for deuterium
plasma at Qcyl = 3.5+4, and BT = 2.5, 4, 7 T while the reference results at BT=6 T are the
shaded area. At this value of qcyl the saturation density is about 0.7x1020 m'3. In LOC regime,
where data are available in the full BT range, no dependence on ET is observed. In SOC
regime, data at B124 T show a slight reduction of ‘55 values compared to 131: GT and 31: 7T.
At fixed denSity and (lcyt, Zen values increase with BT due the higher input power. The fraction
of radiated power ranges from 0,4 to 0.8 without correlation with IE or 81 values. The densityprofile peaking factor decreases with density from values between 2+2.5 at low 11¢ to 1.5 athigh he, without observable dependence on By value. The comparison between experimental
neutron rate and the computed value permits to affirm that peak ion temperature agrees with the
neoclassical value within 15%. The ratio Tt(0)/Te(0) increases with <ne> attaining 90% at
1x1020 m‘3 irrespective of the BT value. A regression of the dependence of the main quantitieson the full deuterium database provides: peak electron temperature
Te (O)keV=0-47 5 B T032 Zeno-34 <nc19> '0-29, global energy content
WMJ=0.0265 IMA0-98 <ne19>0~3$, resistive voltage V,=0.86 BT30 Zeno—31 <ne19>0-42,
average electron temperature <Te>kev=3.63 IMAI-22 <nc>’0-69. These results are similar to
ASDEX results [3] and show a very small dependence of global confinement on BT value.
Tab.1 summarize the BT dependence of T}; at fixed a, R, qcyl and <ne> for Lackner-Gottardi,
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Rebut-Lallia-Watkins and ITER~P~89 L~mode scalings; the "Bohm" case refers to a TE

evaluated with X=T/B.

0.05 I l I I

//// 'E 0'04 _ ape/M. _ ’CE sealing Law a}; (xv [33 I32
9‘“ 0.03 — A

002 _ q Lack.-Gottardi .2 —O.6 .5 -.30
‘ B 15 T Rebut—Lallia — 1. .5 -. 17

0.01 - O ‘T — ITER-P—89 .55 -O.5 .93 -.23
o , , . '1 7T Bohm like -0.5 .14 —.23

O 5 10 15 20 25

fig.1 Confinement time versus density at Table 1 0: a d f- d -
q=3.5; shaded area marks results at6T the Bt’exil’ BB’ B2 are e me m

If the explicit dependence on power is retained, each scaling can be written in the form
TE=BTaB VraV, while if the ohmic constraint is used the expression TE=BTBB ZcffBZ is
obtained. The values of (1,3, av, BB, [32 are reported in tab.1. FTU results are
aB=O.O66iO.023, otv=-0.801i0.068 , 03:0.020i0035, Bz=0.255i0.065 for a subset of the
data of fig.1, at <ne> = 10+14 1020 m'3. If the bremsstrahlung Zen" is used the second
regression provides: [3320.248i0034, Bz=0.062i0.058 so the effective BT and Zeff
dependence which are indeed coupled in the database, can not be resolved It can be concluded
that BT dependence of TB in FTU is small, definitely lower than BT05. The comparison with
the scaling laws shows generally a BT dependence lower than foreseen. Local analysis also
show no dependence of the electron thermal diffusivity at half radius xc(a/2) with BT, (typical
values between 0.4 and 0.8 mZ/s) with no dependence on <nc> too. The fraction of total power
in the electron—ion term, integrated to half radius, is lower than 25% for data at BT=4,6,7 T,
while it attains 40% at BT:2.5.

Isotopic effect
In fig.23, the global energy confinement time T}; is shown as a function of <ne> for hydrogen
and deuterium plasma at Clcyl = 3.5+4, and BT = 6 T. ”CE in hydrogen plasma is 30% lower
then deuterium, both in LOC and SOC regimes. A regression for <nc> 2 1x1020 m'3 provides
TE=M0-35iO-07. Density peaking factor is slightly higher in deuterium (at high density
neg/<nc>=1.6i.2 in H and 1.813 in D). In this database H and D plasma have the same Zcff
at the same density value.and also the fraction of radiated power (0.4+0.8) is the same. Volume
averaged TC is 20% lower and Vr 15% higher in H plasma.
In fig.2b the value of electron thermal diffusivity at half radius xc(a/2) computed from power
balance analysis, is shown versus <ne> for H and D plasma. The limited set of H values is in
the range 0.7+1.0 mZ/s while D values varies between O.4+0.7 mZ/s in the same density range.
The fraction of total power in the electron-ion term, integrated to half radius, is lower than 25%
both for H and D data, H data being systematically lower due to the neoclassical ion
temperature evaluation which provides peak ion temperature 10% higher for H than D at low
density. The value of eP obtained from the analysis of the propagation of the sawtooth heat
pulse is not affected by the plasma ion mass ligJC, contrary to what reported in [2].
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Fig.2 a) energy confinement time versus
density at q=3.5, shaded area marks
deuterium results; b) Electron thermal
diffusivity at half radius, computed from
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L-mode scaling laws and ohmic plasma results
We have previouSIy reported [4] that FTU data agree with Lackner-Gottardi scaling. Thisagreement is now been reexamined in detail using the high density data now available. L—mode
scalings include an explicit dependence on input power TE=P'a. In the case of ohmic regimeinput power is fixed by the value of Vr, which is chosen by the current feedback system inorder to have to desired Ip value. As parallel plasma resistivity in tokamaks is found to be near
to the Spitzer value, the values of Zeff, Te, 1,; and Vr are linked by the parallel Ohm's law, in thesocalled ohmic constraint. Hence the L-mode scaling can be checked either by using the
experimental value of Vr, or by transforming the scaling making use of the definition of TE , ofthe condition Ti=Te and of the parallel Ohm's law with Spitzer resistivity. only in this last waythe scaling can be used in a predictive mode. In this procedure one assumes that the
experimental value of TE c0incides with the value TE,sca given by the scaling law with theexplicit power dependence. Due to the functional dependence of the ohmic constraint this
disagreement is amplified of a factor (Tam/Igfl with y: 5/(3oc-5). As or ranges from 0.5 to
1 for the various scalingS, y varies between 1.4 and 2.5 so that the error amplification factor
can be large. in fig.3:t “CE is plotted versus 15‘s“, for the Lackner—Gottardi scaling while infig.3b the same scaling with the inclusion of the ohmic constraint is shown. It can be seen thatthe original disagreement of up to 25%, increases up to 40% in the second case.
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Fig.3 Global energy confinement time versus a) Lackner Gottardi scaling, b) Lackner-Gottardi
scaling with ohmic constraint for deuterium plasma at q=3.5+4, B1=2.5,4,6, 7 T

In fig.4 a,b the ratio (TE/115,591) respectively for Lackner-Gottardi and I'I'ER-P—89 scalings are
Shown as a function of density for deuterium data at qcy|=3.5+4.
It can be concluded that in the low density range, where I'I'ER-P—89 overestimate TE, Lackner—
Gottardi agrees with FTU data, as previously reported[4]. In the SOC regime the agreement
with ITER—P—89 is rather good for all BT, while Lackner~Gottardi overestimate 135 the more as
the density increases.
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Fig.4 a) ratio between energy confinement time and Lackner Gottardi scaling versus density b)
ratio between energy confinement time and ITER-P-89 versus density for deuterium
plasma at q=3.5+4, BF2.5,4,6, 7 T.
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Introduction.
There's a wide interest in empirical scaling relations, showing the influence of some globalplasma parameters on confinement, to design future tokamaks and extrapolate to the fusionreactor. In this context, geometric scaling is of prime importance and a first specific study wasrealized on TFTR [1]. To study the scaling of the energy confinement with the aspect ratio,experiments were also carried out on TEXTOR, in which the aspect ratio A=R/a, was variedfrom 3.6 to 7.2. The variation of R and a is obtained by pushing the plasma towards the outerequatorial poloidal limiter by carefully adjusting the vertical magnetic field. After succesfultesting on ohmic shots, additional heating was provided by neutral beam co—injection and byICRH.

Exmrimental conditions and database.
For the purpose of this study, the database is restricted to additionally heated plasmas, forwhich Ptot/POH 2 3. With neutral beam co—injection, only outwards displacement of theplasma is technically allowed. In the presence of ICRH, owing to the difficulty of controllingthe plama parameters — and notably the plasma position — during these experiments, it appearsafterwards that the central value of the toroidal magnetic field was often different from the2.25 T needed to maintain the minority heating scenario and these discharges show strongtransients in energy. Hence, only beam heated discharges are taken into account in thedatabase for the conf’mement study. The ranges of the main parameters are given in table 1.The maximum Troyon factor for the selected shots is about 1.13, i.e. far below the Troyonlimit (observed to be around 2 for TEXTOR, with standard major and minor radii), so noenergy saturation due to the reaching of a beta limit is expected. .
Measurements.
The major and minor radii are determined from HCN density profile measurements. Theradius of the last closed magnetic surface, depending on the limiter configuration, is taken tobe the plasma radius. The plasma is assumed circular. To determine the flux suface geometry(n6 is considered consmnt on a flux surface), the phase shift is measured at nine radialpositions. Spline fitting gives the phase shift profile and hence, the density profile, by Abel
inversion (Gottardi method), a35uming cylindrical symmetry on each flux surface. R(p) and pare then calculated at several positions and least squares fitted by a law including the
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Shafianov shift effect, R(p) = Rmag - 5' pP (Fig.1), providing estimates for Rmag, 5’ and p.
The minor plasma radius then arises from the constraint : R(pp135ma) + Uplasma = R0 + 30,
R0 being the geometric major radius of the torus and a0 the position of the outer poloidal
limiter with respect to R0. The major plasma radius is R(Pplasma). The total energy is
deduced from the diamagnetic measurement, while the electron energy is obtained by
integration of the pressure profile resulting from the temperature (ECE measurements) and
density profiles measurements; the two energy measurements are consistent with each other
(see fig.2).

Confinement analysis and scaling.
a.C0mpan‘son with reference laws.
The comparison with the ITERL89»P power law [2] is illustrated in fig.2. The experimental
energy stays below the one predicted by the ITERL89—P law for low values of the energy, but
as the energy increases, this trend is reversed. Comparison with Goldston scaling [3] follows
the same tendency. Slightly better scaling is provided by the power law found in TFTR for the
diamagnetic energy [1] (fig.3). The comparison with the ITERL89—OL offset scaling law [2]
yields a better agreement for the higher energy values, but the same evolution is observed.
Kaye-Goldston scaling [4] slightly underestimates the energy.
b. Correlation between the global mmmeten 01 the scaling.
The correlation coefficients are given in table 2. Some strong correlations appear, notably
between R and a (—98%), between IP and Etc (-92%) and between R (or a) and neo (80%).
The collinearity between R and a couldn't unfortunately be avoided as the plasma couldn't be
heated by neutral beam injection when shifted inwards. The correlation between 1p and 310
appears because of the wish of maintaining qa (edge value of the safety factor) as constant as
possible during the experiment
c.Scaling study.
The strong correlation between some of the global variables imposes a choice between them
in order to establish a power scaling law. Since the exponents of a, “co and Bto are close to
zero and in each case less than these of 1p and R in all of the reference scaling laws [c.g.
1,2,3,4], the best set of global parameters to perform the regression is R, 11;. and Ptot-
The regression yields :

+Edia = 79 R1.85i0.34 111543-007 P96391007 ’

with [Edia] = k], [R] = m, ] = MA and [Ptot] = MW. The estimated standard deviation of
the model error is 6.24%. e exponents are of course approximate, since they take into
account the dependence of the energy on the variables which couldn't be decorrelated.
Nevertheless, these coefficients aren't in too bad disagreement with those of the reference
scaling laws and tend to confirm some tendencies : strong dependence on major radius and on
plasma current. Thenearly linear scaling of the energy with the total power results probably
from the lack of variety in the conditions (wall properties, heating, ...) and from the rather
limited database. Indeed, offset-type scaling behaviour is frequently observed when
performing power scans on TEXTOR [5]. The unity exponent found in the scaling for the
total power also explains the difference in behaviour between the measured energy and the
reference laws predictions (paragraph a, fig. 2 and 3). The fit values of the energy are
compared to the experimental ones in fig. 4, for different values of the aspect ratio.
(1. Fusion aerfqrmangg parameter.
For an ignited plasma, only heated by the (it-particles, and taking into account a ”mean scaling

2law" (E °< Rl‘5 lpPgfi), the triple fusion product scales like : nTrE L><(Alp) [6]. Fig. 5

shows the weak dependence of nTrE, derived from the diamagnetic energy measurement, on
the aspect ratio A, for given values of (A 1p). The slight decrease of nT'rE with increasing
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aspect ratio for a given value of (A 1p) indicates a somewhat more favourable scaling of HTTE
with IP than with A (solid lines). The dashed lines result from the deduced scaling for the
different values of the (A 1p) product. The regression yields :

25 $02
nTTE = 97(A 1p) ,

with [nTrE] : J.s/m3 and [A 1p] = MA, also in good agreement with the 2.4 exponent found
in TFTR [1]. It's to notice that the experimental points correspond to different values of qa,
the highest values of nTTE being obtained for the lowest values of qa. Hence, the deduced
scaling couldn't be attributed to confinement improvement with the qa increase.

Conclusions.
The main result of the analysis is the agreement with the scaling laws obtained on TFTR in
similar experiments [1]. Indeed, the same trends, within the uncertainties associated with
strong correlations in the dataset, are observed : a strong dependence of the energy
confinement time on plasma major radius and on plasma current, and a favourable scaling of
the fusion performance parameter with the product of plasma current and aspect ratio.
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Fig.1 Schematics used to determine the
major radius R = R(pplasma) and the minor

radius a = p lasma on the basis of the
electron den51ty profile measurement. The
variation of R with radial coordinate p is :

R(p)=Rmag' 60 (plaSma)p=R mag ' 5' 01.)

where 60 is the Shafranov shift for p = 0.
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Edia= c R1.51 I1.16a—O.O7P 90:14 ,

where 67 is taken for c.

Fig.5 The fusion performance parameter
nTTE plotted as a function of the aspect
ratio A for given values of the (1p A)
product : IpR/a € [0.77 MA, 0.95 MA] +,
[0.95,1.13]x,[1.13,1.3l]#,[1.31, 1,4911:
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Particle and Energy Balance in Diverted Plasmas in TEXT-U

William L. Rowan, Roger D. Bengtson, X. Bonnin, K. W. Gentle,
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Originally designed for operation with a lull aperture poloidal
limiter,1 the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT) was recently
modified2v3 to produce plasmas with two additional SOL configurations,
a diverted plasma with the x-point at the inner equator and a plasma
with a toroidal limiter at the inner equator. This paper contains a
phenomenological description of the particle and energy balance in the
diverted plasma emphasizing profiles in the SOL. For comparison, data
for a belt limiter configuration is included. The two plasmas had

common external control parameters, B4, = 1 T, lp = 100 kA. and Tie =
1x1019 W3 and D fueling.

Langmuir Probe Langmuir probes
Range _ scanned ne(r), Te(r) and

Torordal plasma fluctuations
Array along the line that is

shown in the figure 1.
The ma and T8 for the
diverted discharge are
shown in figure 2. The
lighter lines in the
figure represent
individual discharges.
Note that the ne profile
is quite steep, kn = 3 cm,
near the plasma edge,
but relatively flat at
larger radii. This
structure is repeated in
the Te profile where the
large edge gradient, M =

3.2 cm, is confirmed by Thomson scattering data. The profiles for the
toroidal limiter discharges are well represented by exponential decays
with An = 11 cm and AT = 6 cm. An estimate for the particle diffusion, D.
comes from balancing parallel and perpendicular fluxes in the SOL.4 D
in the limiter SOL appears to be about 3 times that in the diverted SOL.

I|
J
L

‘1
I
'l
l

Figure 1. Spatial access for the diagnostics.
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Two fans of
observation chords
are used to measure

AFB'OC‘“ ‘ 100 Da distributions in
the poloidal cross
section. (figure 1)
There is an
enhanced recycling
above the midplane
(electron side of the
divertor plate or
limiter). The Da
distribution was
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Figure 2. SOL profiles particle

confinement is based on spectroscopic measurement of the particle
source. The particle confinement time then comes directly from the
particle continuity equation. The particle source was derived from the
Da measurements using a Monte Carlo neutral transport code. EIFtENE.5
In the code, the boundary values for the particle source were varied
until the Da radiance measurements were simulated. The limited Te
and ne data were extended over the plasma volume by assuming
constancy on flux surfaces except for a region very near material
surfaces. (The reconstructed llux surfaces for the diverted discharge
are shown in figure 1.) The simulated particle source was integrated
over the region inside the last closed flux surface, and a confinement

. . . N .time derived usrng the standard formula {p = g where N is the total
number of plasma ions and S is the integrated particle source. The last
closed flux surface predicted by the filament code and the standard
TEXT definition for the plasma edge (location of a null in the turbulence
phase velocity) agree within a centimeter so there was no appreciable
uncertainty in the location of the integration contour. An example of
the particle source is shown in figure 3.

The particle source is effectively removed from the plasma edge
by the divertor, and the source of neutrals is principally the inner wall.
For the toroidal limiter case. recycling is mainly from the inner wall.
The location of the emission from the inner contact point was
substantially further to the electron side than the simulation indicated
though the magnitudes of the structures in the measured profile were
well reproduced. Because the magnitudes and basic structure could be
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reproduced in the simulation, the electron/ion side discrepancy did not
much affect the calculation of the integrated particle source, and the
global confinement comparison is quantitatively accurate. Thus, the
particle confinement time for the diverted discharge is approximately 4
ms or twice that of the toroidally limited discharge.

The radiated power
20.0“ 0 is principally due to

impurity radiation.
Examples of carbon
impurity radiance are

E E shown in figure 4. The
3 0.0 —3 data was taken using the
N 3 2 fan of observation

chords. The peaks in the
' C+1 radiation and the

0+2 radiation correspond
to the plasma region
around the x-point. Two

1 . I i I hot toroidal bands were
-20_0 0.0 20.0 identified on the high

r (cm) field side of the wall by
IR camera observation,
one above the midplane
and one below. The

location of the impurity source as defined by C+1 and 0+1 emission is
correlated with these bands. The source as interpreted from this
emission is evidently asymmetric and enhanced on the electron side.
Because the emission from 0+2 and 0+2 displays little of the
asymmetry. the impurities must quickly symmetrize by flow along the
field lines. 0+4 is mostly inside the last closed flux surface as in
poloidally limited discharges. It displays none of the source
asymmetry. The power radiated from the region between the x-point
and the tiles is measured directly with a solid state array to be just a
few percent of the Ohmic deposition. The lFi camera measurement of
power flux onto the tiles is not accurate because for these experiments
the observed tiles were excessively reflective.

The radiated power is principally due to impurity radiation.
Examples of carbon impurity radiance are shown in figure 4. The data
was taken using the 2 fan of observation chords. The peaks in the 0+1
radiation and the C+2 radiation correspond to the plasma region around
the x-point. Two hot toroidal bands were identified on the high field
side of the wall by IR camera observation. one above the midplane and
one below. The location of the impurity source as defined by C+1 and
0+1 emission is correlated with these bands. The source as interpreted
from this emission is evidently asymmetric and enhanced on the

-20.0“

Figure 3. Particle source for diverted
discharge.
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electron side. Because the emission from 0+2 and 0+2 displays little of
the asymmetry, the impurities must quickly symmetrize by flow along
the field lines. 0+4 is mostly inside the last closed flux surface as in
poloidally limited discharges. it displays none of the source
asymmetry. The power radiated from the region between the x-point
and the tiles is measured directly with a solid state array to be just a
few percent of the Ohmic deposition. The IR camera measurement of
power flux onto the tiles is not accurate because tor these experiments
the observed tiles were excessively reflective.

Recycling is
clearly moved outside

/ the last closed flux
3_ 0+4 __ 5-, __ surface by the divertor.

-' j At least by this measure,
. ‘ -' q: the TEXT-U diverted

C _,--.: plasmas behave as
- expected. The diverted

plasma displays better
_ particle confinement and

, -': — steeper edge gradients
_,- C :_. than the toroidally

5 limited plasma. This
0 I l l "1": may be due to modified
~40 -20 0 20 40 recycling, though

experiments will
radius (cm) continue to address the

Figure 4. Radiance distributions for C. impact of recycling on
confinement. The e/i side asymmetry is observed for both the impurity
source and for the deuterium recycling. This asymmetry is opposite
that usually observed.4 Only a small pan of the divertor operating
range was explored, and this study must continue to document and
understand the anomaly.
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Isotopic Mass and Alpha Heating Effects in TFI'R DT Plasmas
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1. Introduction
Experiments with deuterium—tritium (DT) plasmas started in TFTR during 1993

[1,2]. Recent results with neutral beam injection (NBI) heated DT discharges have
produced 9 MW of fusion power with a peak power density of 1.8 MW/m3. The
stored energy and the energy confinement time in these plasmas is observed to
increase up to 30 % above the values in comparable D-only NBI discharges. The
central ion and electron temperatures also increase.

The thermonuclear fraction of the neutron emission rate reaches 35% of the
total. At the times of peak stored energy and neutron emission, the beam energy is
25—45 "/0 of the total. The beam ion deposition, slowing down, and plasma heating
change as the isotopic mix of the beam ions varies, so it is important to include
beam ion effects in assessing isotopic scaling and alpha heating.

This paper analyzes the phenomenology of these increases in energy,
confinement, and temperatures using the TRANSP time-dependent plasma analysis
code [3]. The modeling provides detailed information about the beam ions, as well as
profiles of the D and T densities, the hydrogenic isotopic mass, and the alpha
heating. These are correlated with the observed increases.

To study the isotopic effect and alpha heating, sets of similar discharges with
varying amounts of D and T are compared. The T content is altered by varying the
mix of D and T NBI at approximately constant total NBI power, PB. The total plasma
current lp, toroidal field BT, central Zeff, and wall conditions are very similar in each
set. The electron density profiles are approximately similar. The sets contain pairs of
discharges with D-only and DT~NBl. Several sets also contain discharges with T-only
NBI.
2. TRANSP modeling and comparisons with measurements

The TRANSP code uses measured plasma parameters and minimal
additional assumptions to model discharges. The time evolutions of particle and
energy profiles are computed in one dimension. For the results described here, the
modeling includes the thermal H, D, and T, the fast D and T ions from the NBI, the
fusion alpha particles, and carbon impurity. Measured profiles of the electron density
(from infrared interferometry), electron temperature (from electron cyclotron
emission) and of the carbon temperature and toroidal rotation velocity (from charge-
exchange recombination spectroscopy) are used. The Zen is deduced from the
visible bremsstrahlung emission. The neutral beam parameters are calculated using
Monte Carlo techniques.

Hydrogenic recycling has important effects, such as introducing D into T—only
NBI discharges, and relatively small, but significant amounts of T into D-only NBIdischarges. The hydrogenic recycling rates are calculated from the measured
Ha+Da+Tu emission, converted to ionization rates using the DEGAS neutrals code
[4]. Spectroscopy indicates that about 18-35 % of this emission is from H, and at
most z 7 "/0 is from T [5]. For the TRANSP modeling of D-only NBl discharges, the T
fraction is assumed to be constant during each discharge, and is adjusted from
discharge to discharge to match the measured peak DT neutron emission rate. The
resulting values are within 30 % of the values measured using a Fabry-Perot
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interferometer [5]. The modeling of DT— and T-only NBI discharges is insensitive to
the choice of this parameter. -

There are uncertainties about the particle transport of the hydrogenic species.
Several classes of models are available in TRANSP. Only one is successful in
modeling all the discharges. The thermal hydrogenic density is determined from the
symmetrized electron density, and the computed Zen, and beam ion density. The
relative H, D, and T fluxes can be specified by assuming either 1) their profile
shapes are the same, 2) their radial velocities are the same, or 3) by constraining D]
and V; in ‘

Fj(x,t) = -Dj * grad (nj) + V] * nj, withj = H, D, T
The choice 1) is unsuccessful in modeling the neutron emission, especially for the T-
only NBI discharges. Choice 2) is numerically unstable in the case of three thermal
hydrogenic species, and has not been studied in detail. A non-unique set of
constraints for choice 3) gives good agreement with measurements, and is used for
the results presented here.

Examples of comparisons that test the accuracy of the modeling are the
neutron emission rates and profiles, which test the accuracy of the calculated beam
and thermal ion density distributions, and the stored energy and the Shafranov
shifts, which test the calculated beam ion energy. The results generally agree with
measurements to 1.5 0. Examples of neutron emission comparisons for one of the
discharges in a triplet are shown in Fig. 1. Each discharge in this triplet has R = 2.52
m, a = 0.87 m, lp = 2.1 MA, BT = 5.1 T, PB = 21 MW, and lithium pellet wall
conditioning. The agreement shown is typical of the results achieved, even for the D—
only and T-only NBI discharges.
3. Isotopic Mass Effects

The computed thermal hydrogenic profiles are dissimilar for the hydrogenic
particle model used due to their different sources. An example is shown in Fig. 2 for
the discharge in Fig. 1 at the time of peak neutron emission. The discharges in this
triplet have an unusually large amount of H recycling, with measured Ha /
(Ha—mafia) = 35%. The relative T density can be summarized by the average
isotopic mass of the thermal hydrogenic species,

A E (nH+2nD+3nT) / (m+nD+nT)
Profiles of A at several times for the triplet are shown in Fig. 3.

Since there is uncertainty about the degree to which the beam ions contribute
to the isotopic effect, we consider also Amt defined analogously to A, but with the D
and T beam ion densities included with the thermal densities. The volume average of
A increases approximately linearly with the fraction of T-NBl power, PT/ PB. At 0.5
sec of NBI, which is near the time of peak neutron emission, it increases as

<A> = 1.9+0.7~(PT/PB)
At this time <Atoi> is approximately 15% higher than <A>.

The magnetically determined total energy confinement time, 1;; increases with
<A> and (Atop. The ratios of TE with DT-NBI to T5 in comparable D-only NBI
discharges are plotted versus <Amt> In Fig. 4. The least squares tit gives a power of
0.72 for this enhancement. The power for the fit to <A> is 0.75.

The plasma plus beam energy and the total energy confinement time increase
~ 15—20 % in changing the NBI mix from D-only to = 50:50 DzT, and again another ~
~ 8-10 % in changing further to 100 % T—NBI. Effects contributing to these changes
are 1) increased stored energy in the NBI ions, 2) altered heating of T beam ions, 3)
stored energy of the fast alpha particles, 4) alpha heating, and 5) an isotopic mass
effect. Simulations made before the DT campaign [6] incorporating 1-4 indicated the
change would be about half of what is observed.
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The fraction of the total energy stored in the beams is large during the first 0.3
sec of NBI, and decreases in time as the electron density increases and more of the
beam ions thennalize. At 0.5 sec of NBI, the beam fraction decreases to 40-50 %.
This fraction is plotted versus <Atot> in Fig. 5 for the sets of discharges used in Fig.
4. It does not vary significantly with <Atm>, so changes in the beam ion energy do
not have a significant direct effect on the increase in total energy with <Atot>- The
energy fraction in thermal ions shows a slight increase with <Atot>, and the fraction
in electrons shows a slight decrease. The energy fraction in alphas peaks near 5 %
for intermediate <Amt>, which is where the fusion yield is largest.

The profiles of A in DT-NBI, and especially in T-only NBI discharges peak
near the plasma center. The profiles of the increase in total energy density, AwtotDT
a wtotDT - wtogD and Awmg E m - “#010 have shapes that are similar to the profiles
of AAtmDT a AtolDT - Am and AAtot a AtotT - AtotD. This suggests that the strong
isotopic scaling exists throughout the plasma profile.
4. Alpha Heating Effects

Although the volume-integrated electron energy is relatively insensitive to
<Atot>, as shown in Fig. 5, the central Te measured by ECE increases up to 2 keV in
DT plasmas. Except in plasmas with extreme lithium pellet conditioning, the central
electron density is relatively constant, and we(0) increases significantly. Significant
increases in Ti profiles are also observed with DT—NBI. The increase in Te could be
caused by 1) alpha heating, 2) ion-electron coupling, and 3) an intrinsic isotopic
effect. The computed peak alpha‘electron heating is 0.15 MW/m3. The beam—
electron heating with T—NBl is calculated to decrease we(0).

These various effects can be studied by comparing modeling results for D-,
DT—, and T-NBI discharges. The electron thermal conductivity, Xe deduced by
TRANSP from D-only and DT—NBl discharges can be cross substituted for predicting
Te. Also the NBI parameters can be cross substituted, and alpha heating can be
turned on or off. The results of this modeling indicate that the isotopic and the alpha
heating effects each cause about 1/2 of the observed AweDT. The profiles of AweDT
and AweT are peaked at the plasma center, similar to the computed profiles of the
alpha-electron heating, and more peaked than the broad profiles of AAtDtDT and
AAtotDT-
5. Summary

The approximate agreement of the TRANSP modeling with various measured
parameters indicates that the profiles of the computed beam ion and D and T
densities are realistic. The beam fraction of the total energy at 0.5 sec of NBI
remains relatively constant, e 40 - 50 % as the isotopic mass varies. The total energy
and the total energy confinement time increase approximately linearty with the mass
by up to 30 %. The isotopic and alpha heating effects contribute in roughly equal
amounts to the increase in central Te.
This work was supported by the US Department of Energy Contract No. DE-ACOZ-
76-CHO-8073.
aOak Ridge National Laboratory
bUniversity of Wisconsin
CMassachusetts Institute of Technology
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THE EFFECT OF THE EDGE CURRENT DENSITY ON CONFINEMENT AND
KINK MODE STABILITY IN H—MODE AND VH-MODE DISCHARGES‘

1R. FERRON, L.L. LAO, T.H. OSBORNE, O. SAUTisa,1 E.J. STRAIT,
T.S. TAYLOR, S.J. THOMPSON, and AD. TURNBULL

General Atomics, San Diego, California, U.S.A.

Abstract. The effect of the local current density in the outer portion of a tokamak discharge
[J(p : a)] is discussed in three situations. In an H—mode discharge, a strong reduction of
J(p z a) results in the loss of the H—mode pressure pedestal. A smaller reduction in J(p z a)
can prevent the transition from H~mode to VH—mode. Finally, a sufficiently large value of
J (p z a) accompanied by a sufficiently large value of the pressure gradient in the same region of
the discharge, can destabilize low-n (e.g., n : 1 to 5) kink-type modes in a VH—mode discharge.

The global shape of the current profile in a tokarnak discharge, as characterized by the
internal inductance (2;), has previously been shown [1,2] to affect both the energy confinement
and the maximum achievable value ofbeta determined by ideal NIED stability. As 1; is increased,
the energy confinement time increases in both L—mode and H—mode discharges [1,2], and the beta
limit set by both low—n kink-type instabilities [3] and high-n ballooning instabilities [4] increases.
In order to find the current profile that optimizes confinement and beta simultaneously, it is also
necessary to understand the effects of varying the local current density, as opposed to the global
profile shape. This paper discusses the effect of the local current density in the outer portion of
the discharge [J (p z (1)] in the DUI—D tokamak in three situations: (a) in H—mode discharges, a
strong reduction of J (p z a) results in the loss of the pressure pedestal that is characteristic of
H—mode and a corresponding loss of approximately 1/2 of the stored energy, (b) a less significant
reduction in J (p z a) can prevent the transition from H—mode to VE—mode, and (c) a sufficiently
large value of J (p m a) accompanied by a sufficiently large value of the pmsure gradient in the
same region of the discharge [P' (p z a)] can destabilize low—n (e.g., n = 1 to 5) kink-type modes
in a VH—mode discharge resulting in a significant loss of stored energy and a return to H—mode.

The evidence for a correlation between the edge current density and confinement comes
from two sets of experiments in which a negative current ramp is used to reduce J (p a: a) and
increase 1;, one in an ELMing H—mode discharge and one in VH—mode discharges. In the first
case a rapid negative current ramp (—2 MA/sec) was initiated after the discharge reached the
period of continuous, giant ELMs, as shown in Fig. 1. During the current ramp, the stored
energy was observed to decrease simultaneously with the decrease in plasma current so that
confinement normalized to Ip was approximately constant and near the value consistent with
the JET/DIHAD scaling relation [1] for H—mode confinement [Fig 1(d)].

The significant change observed in this ELMing H—mode discharge during the current ramp
is the loss of the edge pressure pedestal, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Just before the current ramp
(2800 Insec), the temperature and density profiles are typical of H—mode, with large gradients
in density and temperature near the discharge edge. Just after the current ramp (3150 msec),
the edge electron density is much lower and the electron temperature pedestal is eliminated.
Because the volume in the outer portion of the discharge is large, the edge pressure pedatal
contains approximately half of the stored energy in the discharge, about the same fraction as is
lost dun'ng the current ramp.

The presence of the pressure pedestal normally accounts for the difference between L—mode
and Hemode confinement, so without the pedestal, L—mode confinement levels would be ex-
pected. However, in this case the confinement is still at the H—mode level. This observation

*This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-ACO3-39ER51114 and by the Swiss National Science Foundation.

1CRPP/Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.
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is consistent with the expected effect of the
large increase in A [Fig 103)] during the
current ramp, which is an increase in the
normalized confinement.

The difference between this discharge
and other H—mode discharges with increased
[3 [1,2] is the larger current ramp rate which
produces a larger negative surface voltage
than in the previous experiments. This diff
ference suggests that the loss of the H—mode
pressure pedestal is correlated with the nega
tive surface voltage or, alternatively, the neg-
ative edge current density driven by the neg-
ative surface voltage. The discharge does not
loose all of the characteristics of H—mode,
however. The low divertor Du radiation level
reached after the transition from L—mode to
H—rnode remains. The ELM frequency de—
creases significantly during the current
ramp, probably because of the decrease in
edge pressure gradient, but there are still
some intermittent Du spikes that are typical
of ELMs. After the surface voltage [Fig 1
(1')] returns to a level near zero there are
indications that the H—mode confinement is
returning: the normalized confinement in—
creases [Fig 1(d)], the local efl'ective then
mal diffusivity decreases (e.g., by 80% at p
: 0.8), and the edge density and the temper—
atures begin to increase (Fig. 2, 3500 msec).
There is loss of H—mode confinement after
4000 msec when the discharge shape changes
from double-null divertor toward a single
null divertor with X-point at the top, thus
raising the H—mode power threshold. The
confinement decreases below the JET/
DHI—D level and the divertor Do. level in
creases.

The use of a negative current ramp can
prevent the transition from Himode to the
improved confinement regime of VH—mode
[5], as shown here through a comparison of
three discharges. The line A in Fig. 3 shows
the time evolution ol‘ a typical VH—mode
discharge in which the energy confinement
time peaks at 3.2 times the value expected

from the lTERSQ-P L—mode scaling relation [1]. The discharge makes a transition from H—rnode
to VH—mode when there is a spontaneous increase in the radial gradient of the toroidal rotation
velocity, indicating an increase in the gradient of the radial electric field which is strongly
correlated with reduced fluctuation levels and improved confinement [5]. The increase in the
electric field gradient and the reduction in transport occurs primarily in the outer portion of the
discharge, r/a > 0.6. The line B in Fig. 3 shows a discharge with a relatively slow current ramp
(—005 MA/sec) that begins before the transition to H—mode and VHemode. In this discharge the
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current ramp results in an increase in (i that
can account for confinement that is improved
over the standard VH~mode discharge to 3.8
times the ITERSQ-P value. However, in the
discharge represented by line C, there is a
relatively rapid current ramp (—1 MA/sec)
begun before the H—mode transition and
there is no transition into VH—mode, al-
though very similar discharges without a cur-
rent ramp did have the VH—mode transition
and discharges with a similar current ramp
begun after the VH—mode transition remain
in VH—mode. The current ramp apparently
prevents the VH—mode transition. This may
happen because the current profile is mod-
ified by the negative surface voltage asso—
ciated with the current ramp primarily in
the region where the increase in the radial
electric field gradient that is characteristic
of VH—mode is expected to occur.

0.0 , . . , The period of enhanced confinement
2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 in VH—mode discharges is usually ended by

TIME (msec) what is believed to be a low—n (1 to 5), ex-
ternal, kink-type mode [6,7]. This mode is

FIG. 3. Time evolution of a standard VH—
mode discharge (line A), a VH—mode during
a current ramp (line B), and a discharge with
a current ramp that remained in Hemode
(line C).

unstable at a wide range of values of nor-
malized beta, flN : fi/(I/aB). A study of a
database containing many DIIIeD VH—mode
discharges shows that discharges which have
the typical sharp drop in stored energy at the
termination of the VH—mode period,

indicating the presence of the low—n instability, have a peak value of fiN that varies between 2.4
and 4.0. The peak value increases with the input neutral beam power. These data indicate that
the typical VH—mode termination does not depend on reaching a specfic value offlN.

Rather than depending on a specific value of flN, the VH—mode termination is triggered
primarily by large values of current density and pressure gradient near the discharge edge [6,7].
In a VH—mode discharge, the edge current density is significant because bootstrap current
accompanies the large edge pressure gradient. In the experiment, the operating regime can
be varied by changing fiN, the edge current density, the edge pressure gradient, and l; in a
manner consistent with kink mode stability. For example, increasing the neutral beam power
increases the rate of increase of the total stored energy compared to the rate of increase of
P’ (p t: a) and J(p z a) and produces higher pressure on axis, allowing larger values of fin to
be reached before instability occurs,

The parameters of the reconstructed equilibria are consistent with the stability boundaries
predicted by numerical calculations using the linear, ideal MHD stability code GATO. For
instance, Table I compares three discharges, a “standard” VH—mode discharge [7], a “high I,"
discharge and a “high power” discharge. The standard discharge has relatively high values of
P’ (p z a) and J(p z a), but a lower value of fig. GATO calculations show that increaing Z;above the value of the standard discharge with P'(p z a) and J(p z a) unchanged increases
the instability growth rate [7]. The high 2; discharge, however, was stable because the value of
J(p x a) was reduced by a factor of 7. The discharge with the high neutral beam input power
reached EN = 4 compared to [3N : 3.4 for the standard discharge because both J(p z a) and
P’ (p x a) are slightly lower than the values in the standard discharge.
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Table I: Comparison of Parameters at the VH—mode Termination

P' (r/a e 1) (Pa) J(r/a e O.95)/(J) 1;
Standard VH—rnode 1.3 x 106 0.48 1.2
High 1; VH—mode '7 1.1 x 106 0.07 1.5
High power VII—mode 0.95 x 10‘3 0.33 1.15

Figure 4 illustrates the good agreement between the parameters of the reconstructed
equilibrium just before the VH—mode termination and the stability boundaries predicted by
the GATO analysis. The figure shows the growth rate calculated for the n = 2 mode using
GATO, as a function of J (p z a) and P’ (p z a). The values for the reconstructed experimental
equilibrium are indicated by the solid point in the figure. The experimental equilibrium is located
at the stability boundary. Increasing either J (p z a) or P’ (p z (1) results in a rapid increase
in the predicted growth rate. Decreasing P' (p z 11) results in instability to an internal mode as
P’ (p z 0) increases to compensate for deneming P’ (p z a.) while keeping ,5" constant [7].

In summary, increasing the edge cur-
72/002 rent density self-consistently with the edge

A pressure gradient by improving the edge
thermal barrier in V'H—mode can result in... L: I

1 l ’ 20 instability at relatively low values of fin. In
5 addition, evidence has been presented from

05> both H—mode and VH—mode discharges that

9 ID I shows that active reduction of the edge cur-
rent density can result in a reduction in con-P'(

m
=1

)(1
05

PI)

l

0-8 ' finement, either by loss of the H—mode pres-
sure pedestal or by inhibiting the transition

2m?“ to the improved confinement VH—mode re—
1 I I gime. These results suggest that instead of

02 0 3 D 4 05 active reduction of the edge current density,
' ' control of the central portion of the current
J ("a E, 035) l ( J ) density profile should be utilized to maintain

low-n stability in the presence of high values
FIG. 4. Contours of constant value of nor- of the edge pressure gadient and current
malized growth rate for the n = 2 mode for density, as proposed in Ref. 8.
parameters similar to the "high power” dis-
charge in Table I.
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OFFSET-LWEAR SCALINGS BASED ON THE
ITER H-MODE CONFINEMENT DATABASE

H—MODE DATABASE WORKING GROUPl
PRESENTED BY 0. KARDAUN

SUMMARY We investigate empirical offsetvlinear (or twoterm power-law) scalings of the
thermal energy content, fitted to the standard subsets of the ITERH.DB2 database, paying
attention to the condition of the dataset, graphical aspects, relation with interaction models,
and prediction conseqences for ITER.

MOTIVATION The motivation for considering two—term power law models

bWth:Wo+W,:01;}...n+1;1£1...131‘§’7 (1)

where usually up is restricted to O and bp to 1 (‘offset—linear’ scaling) is threefold:
(1) Power scans give reasonble offsetlinear fits to, among others, JFT~2M and JET data (see
e.g. [1])
(‘2) Significant deviations of simple power laws in terms of interactions have been found, i.e.
the exponents of a simple power law are not constant as a function of the plasma parameters
(see e.g., [2,3,41). .
(3) The observed pedestal in H—mode pressure profiles (possibly due to suppression of edge
turbulence), which can phenomenologically be modelled by two heatrflow resistances in series,
i.e.

Tzh,E = Tth,EtCOTel + Tih,E(P‘3dla
the scaling of each of which is approximated by a power—law.

THEORY Factoring out the offset term in (1) and taking logarithms on both sides gives

102; Wu. = eta + 105(1 + 6h) (2)
where g : (log a,a1,. . . ,ap), d 2 12— g = (d,d1, . . . ,dp) is the vector of differences between
the linear and offset exponents, and g = (log 6, log Ip, . . . ,log PL!) is the vector of logarithms
of the plasma parameters (including a. constant). The Variable PL: denotes the power absorbed
by the thermal plasma, corrected for charge exchange and orbit losses, but not for radiation,
see [3,4]. The ‘effective exponents’ e.g. 610g Wth/Blog II, are not, as in interaction models,
linear functions of the plasma parameters, but can be expressed by a logistic, or equivalently,
a. hyperbolic tangent function. We have

10s Wu. = is — 103(1 44612)), 310s With/610511? = 01 + (indie) (3)
where

loom = ”Ptdtll/(l + we.» = $0 + tanhéd‘a) = Wz/Wth. <4)

lfrom ASDEX: O.J.W.F. Kardaun, A. Kus, F. Ryter, U. Stroth; from DIII—D: J.C. DeBOO,
D.P. Schissel, T.N. Carlstrom; from JET: K. Thomsen, DJ. Caabell, JP. Christiansen,
J.G. Cordey; from JFTeZM: Y. Miul‘a, N. Suzuki, M. Mori, T. Matsuda, H. Tamai,
T. Takizuka; S.—I. ltoh (Kyushu University), K. Itoh (NIFS).'from PBX/M and PDX:

S.M. Kaye.
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Plotting d in the same space mm as the plasma parameters g, the equation it; = 0 represents
an m — 1 dimensional hyperplane perpendicular to g. 011 this hyperplane the contributions
of the offset and the linear term to Wt}, are equally large. For [digl > 4.6, one of these terms
dominates the other by a factor of 100, and the fit is, on logarithmic scale, very close to linear,
see Fig. 1. Least squares regression, even when the errors in the other plasma parameters are
neglected w.r.t. those in Wth: requires extensive nonlinear minimisation. (Sometimes a local
minimum appears.) It seems that the surface of sum of squares as a function of the regression
parameters can be well approximated by a fourth order polynomial in 2m dimensions.

CONDITION OF THE DATASET We consider the ELM~free and ELMy subsets of ITER—
H.DB2 satisfying the standard selection criteria described in [5]. The distribution of the data
by tokamak and isotope composition is given in Table 1. Principal component analysis has
to be adapted to determine the condition of the dataset for fitting offset—linear scalings. A
‘posterior’ estimate (i.e. determined after having fitted the data!) of the condition is ob-
tained by considering the data for which W] > CW“l with c = 0.3, say, as the subset that
effectively determines the slope of the linear part of the scaling. The least variation of this
subset of the ELM-free standard dataset is in the directions Rn”B06I;O'5(a/R)°'35M_0'35
and Ric-0'45B()'2.l'p_0'9(a/R)1'BM3'8 with standard deviations of 4.8% and 5.4%, respectively.
This shows that the R, rc, (a/R), and Meff exponents of the linear term of the ELM—free
data are not accurately estimable. In the case of the Me” exponent this is concordant with
the uneven distribution of isotope composition over the various tokamaks, see Table 1, and
is aggravated by the fact that the isotope composition, especially for the mixed cases, is not
well known. From Table 2 one can see that the ELMy dataset shows a better condition w.r.t.
to Me” than the ELM-free dataset, and that in both cases the condition for the offset term
is considerably better than for the linear term. The relatively poor conditioning reflects itself
in large estimates of the standard deviations of the fitted exponents, but possibly not enough
so, as those estimates are not very precise themselves. In this situation, the application of
nonlinear ‘error in variable’ models w.r.t. Meff and PL’ is expected to lead to bias correction
and improved error estimates [6], but is not a better alternative for improving the condition
of the dataset.

SCALINGS From six tokamaks, only 2 constants and 4 geometrical exponents can be
estimated. Looking at the simple power«la.w scaling, for both terms of the offset-linear scaling
no aspect-ratio dependence was assumed. In view of thejust discussed condition of the dataset,
only the pure gas ((H ——> H) and (D —> D)) time slices from the standard ELM-free dataset
have been used to estimate the Me” exponent of the linear term. Imposing this value, 2.0,
to the full standard ELM-free dataset, the offset-linear scaling from least squares regression
(N = 858) is

Wth = Wo + TincPL’
with

W0 2 0.0117 I;.0B%50fi£.75M—0.25R3.2n0.05(a/R)0, (5)

and
Tina = 0.0493 I;.0BE0.3Ufie—1.0M2.0R—1.0n2.3(a/R)0, (6)

with a rinse of 11.1%. This constitutes a significant reduction with respect to the rmse (13.3%)
of the simple power—law scaling [4]. (Engineering units have been used with 1019/m3 for fie,
and the coefficients have been rounded well within 1 standard deviation). A scaling from the
ELMy standard dataset (N = 769), with PDX renormalised to open divertor as in [3], is

W, = 0.0055 13'67BP-sBSMrO-lR4-0n1-5(a/R)°‘3, (7)
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and
Tim. = 0,085 [$.05B;0.lfi;0.45M1.5R—1.1n~0.35(a/R)0.3, (8)

with a rmse of about 14%. This is one possible solution giving a reasonable fit to the data.
There may be another set of compatible solutions due to a. secondary minimum of the sum—of-
squares surface. The resolution of this indeterminacy, possibly related to the mixing of different
types of ELM’S (‘type I, type 111’) and/or the influence of closed vs. open divertor, is a topic of
further investigation. (In [4, 5] the PDX data. were renormalisecl using a. renormalisation factor
fitted by least squares. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom for fitting geometrical
parameters from 6 to 5, so that subsequently the 4 geometrical parameters and 2 constants
cannot reliably be fitted anymore.) The estimated regression exponents and their estimated
uncertainties are in the ELM-free case given in Fig. 2. (The uncertainties in the ELMy
situation are comparable.) Predictions for ITER CDA and EDA based on the above offset—
linear fits are about 20% and 80% more favourable, respectively, than those based on simple
power—law fits. However, the performance of the recent TFTR tritium shots are underpredicted
by the scalings. For most tokamaks, and especially so for the ITER design, the offset terms of
the above two scalings predominate. For a few cases, the prediction of TEJ}, from the ELM—
free offset-linear scaling, including the half—width of an estimated 95% confidence interval for
the average TE‘th at the indicated plasma parameters, is given in Table 3.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION By using nonlinear least squares we have found twc»
term power—law scalings that indicate significant systematic deviations from simple power
laws and that well fit the thermal energy in the standard ELM—free and ELMy datasets of
ITERHDBZ. The observed deviations [tom a simple power-law fit are in agreement with the
interaction terms found in [3,4], and a. possible explanation of the varying results on the 3;,
me and Meff dependence obtained when simple powerlaw scalings are fitted to various data
sets. By its nature, an offset-linear scaling tends to give more favourable predictions for high
flp shots than a power—law scaling fitted to the same dataset. This goes into the direction of
experimental findings at JT 60—U and other tokamaks. Clearly, the regression exponents are
sensitive to the rescaling of ASDEX and PDX from closed to open divertor. The situation
aggravates if the open-/closedness of the divertor affects the parameteric dependence of Tth,E
not only in L-mode, as was shown for a large database at ASDEX [7], but also in H—mode.
A better quantification of this effect, as well as a better resolution of the isotope effect, is a
prerequisite in order to improve the parameter estimates of the two-term scaling and to assess
with confidence whether the more optimistic predictions for ITER compared to the simple
power—law fits are justified or not. Further improvement of the condition of the dataset for
fitting this type confinement scalings is expected from a decoupling, as far as is experimentally
possible, of the plasma current, input power and machine size.
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Empirical Scaling Laws of the Neutron Emission in the .IT-60U
NBI Experiments

T. Nishitani, S. Ishida, Y. Kawano, M. Kikuchi, T. Kondoh and M. Mori

Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Naka-machi, Naka—gun, Ibaralci-ken 311-01, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION
In the JT—60U tokamak, the highest DD neutron emission up to 5.6 x 1016 n/s was

obtained at the high Bp/ high [3,, H—modes[l,2] with intensive neutral beam injections (NBI).
Neutron emission is one of the most important parameter for the plasma performance rather
than the stored energy from the view point of the nuclear fusion because the neutron emission
indicates the fusion power itself. Here empirical scaling relations of the neutron emission are
described not only for the high [31,] high Bp H—modes but also the L~mode and Hrmode plasmas
in the JT-60U NBI experiments.

In JT~60U, the near-perpendicular NB injection of ~25 MW and tangential NB injection
of ~10 MW are available at the beam energy of ~90 keV. The major parameters of the plasma
discussed here are a plasma current of 0.6-3.0 MA, a toroidal magnetic field of 4.3-4.5 T, a
major radius of 3.0—3.15 m, a minor radius of 0.65—0.8 m, an ellipticity of 1.6-1.75, a plasma
volume of 42—60 m3, and a neutral beam power of 10—33MW.

The total neutron emission rate was measured with a set of fission chambers with an
uncertainty of ill% [3]. The electron density was measured with FIR interferometers along
vertical chords at r/a ~ 0.6 for the typical configuration and with a C02 interferometer along the
tangential chord through the plasma center. The electron and ion temperatures were measured
with ECE Michelson interferometer and charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS)
respectively. Thomson scattering measurement is available only for the peripheral region in this
experiments. The diamagnetic loop measured the stored energy of the plasma, Wdta. with an
uncertainty of i5" %. The effective charge Zeff derived from a single chord visible
bremsstrahlung measurement with an assumption of a flat profile, was in the range 2.5 - 4 in
this experiments.

2. RELATIONS BETWEEN NEUTRON EMISSION AND STORED
ENERGY

The relations between the neutron emission and the diamagnetic stored energy for the
high [313/ high BpH-modes, the L-mode and H-mode are shown in Fig. 1. In the all operational
modes, we found that 8,. depends on Wdia as;

3n = 0.125 wdial-Sl (1016 5-1) (high 13,; high [3,, H-modes) , (1)
Sn = 0.060 Wdial~87 (1016 5‘1) (Ii-mode) , (2)
3n = 0.0285 way-09 (1016 54) (L-mode) , (3)
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where Sn is the neutron emission in 1016 5'1, and Wdia is the diamagnetiic stored energy in M].
This feature is similar to that of the TFI‘R supershot [4]. At the same stored energy, neutron
emission in high [5;] high 5p H-modes is about twice of those in conventional H-modes. The
neutron emission in the L—mode is half of that of the H—mode, which is clear in Wdia < 2 M].

We investigated the origin of the difference on the neutron emission at same stored
energy. The neutron emission normalized by the 0.125 Wdial-81 is plotted against the plasma
current in Fig. 2, where Ip is a plasma current .in MA. The ID dependence of the
Sn/OJZSdal-81 was not seen in the high [3p] high [3p H-modes. Though it is difficult to derive
the 1p dependence in L- or H-modes due to.luck of the number of those data, strong [p
dependence is not seen. Sn/O. 125d31-31 is plotted against the electron density peakedness in
Fig. 3. Here the electron density profile was evaluated from the three line-integrated density
measured with two FIR and one C02 interferometers . 8.1/0.125Wdial-81 increases with the
peaking factor of the electron density for the high BP/ high Bp H—modes as Sn/OJZSWdl-ML81 ac
[ne(0)/<ne>]0-93. The H-mode data are on the same‘ line. While the L-mode data are planed a
little bit below the line. Thus we obtained the empirical scaling law of the neutron emission as;

SEMP1= 0.0463 wdial-Bl {nc(0)/<n¢>]0-93 (1016 5-1). (6)

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the measured neutron emission with this scaling law, which
indicates that a good agreement is obtained in all operational modes with SEMpl/Sn = 1.00 i
0.03. Thus having a peaked density profile is important to obtain a high neutron yield.

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR HIGH Bp/ HIGH [3p H-MODES
The high [5],] high BpH-modes are the most attractive operational mode to get higher

neutron yield. A regression analysis was tried for 260 shots of the high Bp/ high Bp H-modes
database, where the maximum neutron emission in the shot is employed. As the number of the
density peakedness data is not sufficiently, we completed the regression analysis without the
density peakedness. The neutron emission is expressed in terms of the absorbed power and the
plasma current so that

313m = (07.0591i0.0207) 1P0.7o:0.11 pabsl.09:0.12 (1016 S—1) , (7)

where Pabs is the absorbed heating power (in MW) defined by PNB + Po}; - Pshinethrough-
Figure 5 shows the measured neutron emission plotted against the empirical neutron scaling
low, SEMPZ. This fitting has relatively large deviation of SEMpin = 1.00 i 0.20. The
possible explanation is that the increase in the neutron emission is terminated by a B collapse or
ELM activities before saturation in the many shot of the database, which causes the large
deviation in the SEMPQ/Sn.The dependencies of the neutron emission on the toroidal magnetic
field (ET), the major radius (Rp) or the minor radius (a) are not clear, because the variations of
those parameters are very small in this database.

Also we applied a regression analysis for the diarnagnetic stored energy in the high [3;]
high [31, H—modes database. The obtained scaling law is as follows;
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wmp = (0947:0165) Ip0-68i0-05 Pab50-4310-06 (MJ) . (8)

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the measured stored energy with this scaling law, which
indicates relatively good agreement as WEMP/Wdia = 1.00 i 0.15. If the energy confinement
time is defined by WtoI/Pabs withouttaking account of the dW/dt, where Wm is the total Stored
energy and ~5 % lower than wdia due to the pressure anisotropy in the high Bp/ high 13p H-
modes, then

1E .x IP0.68i0.05 pabs-O.67i0.06 ' (9)

is derived from the Eq.(8), which shows strong power degradation like L-mode.

By combining Eqs. (6) and (8), another empirical scaling for the high [3p] high 13;, H—
modes is obtained as,

SEMPS =0.0420 1131-24 PabSO-78 {nc(O)/<ne>i0'93 (1016 s“) . (10)

However this fitting has large deviation of SEMP3/Sn = 1.00 i 0.41, probably because the
uncertainty of WEMP is enhanced by the that of SEMpI.

4. CONCLUSION
In the L-mode, H-mode and high Bp/ high BpH-modes plasmas, we found that 5,, is

proportional to dal-s'z. At the same stored energy, neutron emissiOn in high [31)] high [3}, H-
modes is about twice of those in conventional H—modes. Sn/Wdial-81 increases with the peaking
factor of the electron density. Thus the neutron emission is represented by (4.63 X 1014)
Wdial-81 {ne(0)/<nc>}0~93 for all operational modes. Another empirical scaling law of 8n =
(5.91 X 1013) Ip0'70 Pabsw" [3'1] is derived from the regression analysis for 300 shots of the
high [313/ high 13;, H—modes data base. The diamagnetic stored energy is represented by
(094710.165) 119681005 Pab30~43i0-05 , which shows L—mode like TE as 1p0-68 Pam-067.
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H. Shirai, T. Ozeki, M. Kikuchi and the JT—60 Team
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HITRODUCTION
High~pB regime is becoming a new paradigm of tokamak reactor development, since it

has the potential of significantly enhancing the economical attractiveness in a tokamak fusion
reactor. The eventual goal of this regime is to maintain a high pressure plasma in a steady state
with highly enhanced confinement and stability under a large fraction of bootstrap current. As
the pressure and current profiles can strongly be coupled together due to the bootstrap effects,
profile optimization is a key issue to make such an advanced tokamak scenario feasible.

A centrally peaked profile of the
plasma pressure can minimize the plasma
energy for a given fusion power output and
maintain a large, useful bootstrap current
component. Such a peaked profile mode,
which was named "high- BP mode", has been
consistently obtained with near-
perpendicular neutral beam injection (NBI)
in JT—60U high B regime, where density
peaking factors n :(0)/<n > greater than 3
have been achieved [1]. The combination
of the peaked profiles with H-mode
characteristics at the edge of the plasma,
which was named "high- BP H—mode", has
been recently realized'in controlling the edge
recycling by the divertor action and
boronization of the first wall [2]. The
combination of the two improved
confinement modes responsible for the core
and edge plasmas allows the local pressure
gradients .to be so moderate that the beta
limits can be improved In the high- BP
regime, thus, fusion triple product of
1.1x102‘ m' skeV, neutron rates from DD
reactions up to 5.6x10“ ls, peak ion
temperature of 40 keV, and energy
confinement times up to 3.6 times the
predictions of L—mode scaling have been
achieved with deuterium NBI powers up no
34 MW [3,4]. This paper describes the
confinement and stability properties
achieved with the combined confinement
improvement in the JT-60U high- BP regime.

CONFINEMENT
The high- Bp regime in IT 60U is

produced in non--circular, diverted
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discharges with an elongation typically
K~1.7 and an aspect ratio ~4.3 configured
to achieve central deposition of the nearly
perpendicular NBI', where a major radius

~3.05 m and a minor radius a~0.71 m.
Suppression of sawtooth oscillatibns by
reducing the internal inductance below 1.2
and avoidance of locked MHD modes are
necessary for the improvement in
performance and this has now been achieved
for plasma currents up to 2.5 MA.

Figure 1 shows the energy
confinement times obtained against those
predicted from the ITER89—P L-mode
scaling. Energy confinement times are
defined as tfiW/(Plh-dW/dt), where W is
the total magnetic stored energy
W=(Wdi_+2W=qu)/3 and Pm is the total
absorption power. It is clearly shown here
that the significantly improved confinement
occurs in combination with H-mode
characteristics so that the IE and the
enhancement factor defined as H— mm
reach 0.7 s and 3.6, respectively. The
experimental evidence that the enhanced
confinement can be reached in the high-BF
regime is shown in Fig.2, where H—mode
plasmas appear to have higher confinement
at a given EBP value than non H-mode
plasmas. A large bootstrap current fraction
of ~50% to the total plasma current was
reached at the highest enhancement factor
H~3.6 in support of a favorable compatibility
between bootstrap current and confinement
enhancement.

The H-mode characteristics can be
distinguished from the occurrence of an
internal transport barrier in the interior of
the plasma by a clear increase in the density
and ion temperature at the edge. Figure 3
shows the ion temperature and toroidal
rotation profiles for the discharge producing
the maximum fusion product at different
timings of t=5.5 and 5.8 s before the H—mode
transition and t=6.05 s after that, where an
internal transport barrier appears to be
formed around r/a~0.7 before the H-mode
transition as reported in [2]. The profiles
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Fig. 3 Profiles of ion temperature and toroidal
rotation velocity at t=55 and 5 .8 s before H-
mode transition and at t=6.05 s after that.
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Fig.4 H—factor against the volume-averaged ion
temperature.

of the toroidal rotation velocity are shown to be centrally peaked though the injected beams are
almost balanced. It is possible that such strong ion pressure gradients force the plasma to rotate
in the counter direction to the plasma current. This evidence was similarly observed for high— [3?
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plasmas during the nearly balanced injection of near-perpendicular beams 1n JT-60 [5]. The
rotation velocity tends to be increased 1n the counter direction 1n the corresponding regions
where the Ion temperature is increased at t:5. 8 s and 6.05 s

As very high peak ion temperatures have been achieved in this regime, the confinement
properties are found to be characterized by significant reduction of ion heat diffusivity, the
tendency of which is enhanced over a whole plasma area in combination with H-mode
characteristics at the edge so that the volume-averaged ion temperature has also significantly
been increased up to <Ti>~16 keV. As shown in Fig.4, the H-factor is clearly correlated with
the <Ti> for the non H-mode plasmas and is further increased in combination with the H-mode;
noted that the slope of the correlation tends to be decreased with the plasma current.

B ETA LIMITS
For the high- Bp mode plasmas, 0'14 -'1':1Ill-llm'cidlell”upland/”II”

attainable normalized beta (BN) values were __ N: B :2_'
limited below BN~2 where the discharges A 0'12 . X Non H mode N
encountered fast B collapses with an ideal E 0.1 O - 51“” T —
MHD growth rate occurring in the core 4, '
region and then the enhanced confinement S 0'08 _
was lost [1]; This type ofMHD event at i"; 0.06
high--B was found in JT-60 and called A2 .
"BP collapse" [6]. Assuminga flatq profile 1:1. 0.04
with q(0)~~.13 as consistent with the V '
internal inductance and the absence of 0'02 _
sawteeth and m=1 activity experimentally 0.00 .
observed, the beta limits determined by 2 4 6 8 10 1l2 14 15
Bp collapses can be explained as the stability
limits for ideal low- 11 kink——ballooning IPBl/a (MAT/m)
modes 0-6-1 mfema] modes With ">2) by Fig5 Volume-averaged total pIas'ma pressure as
using the ERATO—J code. The combination a function oflpBJa.
with H-mode characteristics following the
peaked profile formation made it possible
to increase the beta limit with the resulting
pressure profile broadening in the core
region. The total volume average pressure
was, thus. increased up to ~1.2x105 Pa
in association with the stability
improvement following the H—mode

3.5 . ,
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2 .5 CI) :l—slr‘uptlon
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1 . uaa‘md-M41143-
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~ 12:33:13 .s
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transition as shown in Fig.5. 1 5 .3, AA "Wag. _

Figure 6 shows the operating beta /
regime for the high— Bp regime in JT-6OU, 1 '0 =I'=1 0 ‘
where the major events associated with a O 5 a
loss of enhanced confinement are indicated ['2 '
by different symbols; where q* is the ‘9- 0 . , 1 '
cylindricalequivalentsafetyfactordefined 0 0'1 0'2 0'3 0'4 0'5 0'6 0'7
as q*=5(1+xz)azBJ(2RpIp[MA]) The 83::
disruptions shown here most often occur Fig.6 Normalized beta as a function ofgfir
just after the BP collapses 1n the lower q
region, while Pthe higher q operation (q*26) tends to avoid major disruptions following BP
collapses. The toroidal beta ([31) and the BN values in this regime are now extended up to
B~~1.6% and BN~2.4 but the operating beta regime is still bounded on BNeBp~O 9. The results
from the stability calculations for the infernal modes suggest that the experimental evidence that
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the attainable [3,. rs increased with decreasing 8B is explained as the effect of the pressure
profile broadening on stability improvement in the core region is superior to that of the current
profile f’lfaijttering gm stability (lilegradation with increasing the plasma current.

e com mation wit
the H—mode is clearly found 7
to be beneficial to sustaining .
the high performance since it . _ 27 MW :50 P1431
may produce the repetitive or”.11.1.1....1....‘i_1>.-mo(Mw)
ELMs at the edge instead of s ' _
[3 collapses. Figure 7 shows (10,525)
a typical high performance . . . . . . .
discharge with 1,522 MA and 15_ / _40
B,=4.4 T sustained with T5 (ha) , ft v _ T1(r~0)
relatively large ELM activities. (keV ) ” (keV)
The effect of the ELM activities
on the DD fusion power
pulsation are as small as a few Dgi"(a.u.)
%asshownhere.Sofa_r .. .
steady state H-factors above 2 53 55 6.0 5_5 7.0 75
against the 1TER89-P scaling TIME (s)
have been attained m “FPO” Fig.7 Waveforms of the stored energy, beam injection
0f the. connnuous operanon power, neutron rate, ion temperatures at edge and center
scenano 1n ITER- and Du emissionfrom the divertor regionfor a typical

high performance discharge at 2.0 MA and 4.4 T.

E10510

CONCLUSIONS
A useful combination of a centrally peaked profile plasma with H-mode characteristics

at the edge has been for the first time achieved in the high—B H-mode regime of JT—60U. This
has created a very high pressure plasma with an optimum pro 6 for maximizing both confinement
and fusion performance under a large bootstrap current fraction. A high DD fusion amplification
factor QDD~4><10' has thus, been achieved from such a relatively small plasma volume of ~48
m, where an extrapolation from the discharge to a DT plasma would predict an equivalent
fusion amplification factor Qm of ~0 6 and a DT fusion power output of ~9 MW. The evidence
that these results have been obtained from a reactomelevant elongated divertor configuration
with the high aspect ratio at the high field strongly supports the feasibility in the advanced
tokamak scenario based on the SSTR concept [7].
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IMPURITY TRANSPORT OF HIGH PERFORMANCE DISCHARGES IN JET

LLauro Tar-om} 3.1111387, sR.Gt'armella, KLawson *, F.Marcus,
MMaltt'Dlit‘t, PSmeulder'r, MvonHeIIermann
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon,0xon,U.K.
*Culham Laboratory, Abingdon,0xon, UK.

#Association Euratom CEA sur la Fusion, Cadarache, France

Long sawtooth~free periods are typical of high performance discharges in the JET tokamak
(e. g Hot-Jon (HI) and Pellet Enhanced Performance (PEP) H—mode discharges).[l,2,3]

Depending upon the time duration of these quiescent phases, the degree of peaking of
density and temperature profiles and the level of collisionality, as well as the shape of the
q-profile, the light impurities' behaviour assumes different characteristics: either they
accumulate towards the plasma centre, leading to various levels of depletion of the main
plasma ions or, on the contrary, hollow profiles are measured, without any significant dilution
effects on the fuel reactants. In general, medium and high-Z impurities play only a minor role.

The total radiation loss in the centre (up to ~50 kW/m3) is in all cases much smaller than
the local heating power. Also, the large excursion observed sometimes in the effective ion
charge on axis (e.g. from Zcff~ 1 to Zeff> 4 in some PEP discharges) does not lead to an
important decrease of electric conductivity, because of a compensating effect due to the
concomitant electron temperature rise. So the impurity behaviour appears not to be the cause
of the abrupt MHD events [4.5] that normally terminate PEP or HI discharges, with the
possible exception of cases close to marginal stability.

1.PELLET ENHANCED PERFORIMANCE (PEP) H—MODE DISCHARGES
a. Analysis ofExperimental Data

The clearest evidence of strong central impurity accumulation is supplied by the time
evolution of the broad band soft X- Pulse No: 22524:”!!(0) and 2616(0)
ray and neutron emissivity profiles:
when the neutron emission profiles
decline and broaden, the SXR
radiation from the central region
increases.[2]

The VUV spectroscopic data
indicate that the plasma main
contaminants are C and Be and that
Ni and C1 are also present. The
absolutely calibrated line-of—sight
measurements of the NiXXVII
resonance line from the crystal
spectroscopy indicates that the
amount of Ni during the high
performance phase is small:
nNi <3 10'5 ne. '

Both the VUV and the crystal
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_ ‘ _ Fig.1: 22624. Time evolution of the centnl electron density and of the central

SpCCeSCOplC data indicate that the Cl density of electrons carried by carbon ions as estimated from ESXRm)‘ Their
difference is an estimate oft central deuterium density.
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content (usually varying in anticorrelation with
Ni) does not seem to be significant in‘the high
performance phase. So, the soft X-ray radiation
from the central region is mostly due to light
impurities (C and Be).

The sofl X-ray emissivity from the plasma
centre (where transport can be neglected) is

Esxp(0) = "e§”2(0)Qz(Te(0),filter) (1)
where ne(0) and nz(0) are the electron and
impurity central densities and the radiation
coefficient QZ depends solely the impurity
element, the central electron temperature T910)
and the SXR Be filter [6].

To evaluate an upper limit for the central
deuterium density 1113(0), one can assume that a
considerable fraction (70-80 °/o) of the central
emissivity is emitted by C alone. Thus eq.(l)
yields a reasonable estimate of the central
carbon density nC(0). The central deuterium
density nD(O) is then readily given by the

Fig 2. Above: time evolution of the experimental esxx(o)quaSi-neml'ality condition, as shown in fig.1. It
with its simulated components from Be and C for 26712.
Below: simulated central fuel dilution.

ions in the central zone of the discharge can
be severe for some PEP pulses, with nD(0)
falling as low as $0.3 ne(0).

b.1mpurity Transpart Simulations
For PEP's, the impurity transport is

anomalous in the outer region (p205, p
being the normalised minor radius), and is
dominated by convection (1-2 m/s) with a
reduced diffusivity (D~0.1 m2/s) in the
plasma core (p504)

Ni simulations, reproducing the absolute
values and time evolution of the intensities
of the available line brightnesses, confirm
that its contribution (even if it varies from
case to case) to the total 83XR(0) is ~ 10 %
or less. So, allowing for the bremsstrahlung
radiation emitted by the main plasma ions,
we conclude that 70-30 % of SSXR(0) is due
to low-Z impurities. Its simulation, assuming
that C and Be are present in approximately

follows that the depletion of the main plasma

Pulse No: 26712 : t=5.2 (Rm, Max)

to
'a

m
'3

nu
s-M

p

Fig.3: electron and deuterium (simulated) density profiles at
t=5.2 s (max RDD).

equal amounts, requires high concentrations nZ/ne ~3 - 7 % in the centre, implying a depletion
of deuterium in the same region.



For the pulse 26712 the depletion is
mild (figs 2 and 3). In this case, neutron 12 “\\l=5.0$
emissivity profiles were available. The 7 \ Help)
simulated “D profile at the time of the 56$?
maximum neutron rate (fig.3) accounts ‘0” \ \
for z 55 % of the experimental neutron \\ \ Electron and deuterium

- - . \ densrty profiles
emisswlty profile. 8 \
As the beam-thermal contribution is Q
estimated to amount to z 35 %, the “D BE 6
profile is consistent with neutron data. 9

In the case of the discharge 22624,
the simulation confirms the analysis
shown in fig]. For that shot,
unfortunately neutron data were not
available, but carbon profiles from
Charge Exchange Recombination 0 0‘2 0‘4 0'6 03 1
Spectroscopy (CX) were, and they were 9

well-reproduced by the Simulation. Fig,4.22624: nc(p) and nD(p) (simulated) at the times of maxFIE-4 Shows the Cleotron and RDD(t=6.0s) and max fuel dilution (t=6.4 s)
deuterium (simulated) density profiles
for pulse 22624 at the time of maximum neutron production (t=6.0 s) and their evolution at
the later time t=6,4 s, when the central SXR emission reaches its maximum.

2.HOT—10N (HI) DISCHARGES
HI discharges have a low impurity content in the high performance phase. Heavy impurities

are present only as traces (“Ni/n: ~ 105-105) and among low-Z impurities, C is dominant.
These pulses do not show C central
accumulation, but the profiles observed
by CX are rather hollow (fig.5). C
concentration in the plasma core (p504)
is about nC/ne~1%, with no major effects
on the fuel dilution.

The SXR emissivity from the centre is
an order of magnitude lower than in the
PEP's (few kW/m3 for H'l's against few

Pulse No: 25087: C profiles from OK and simulation

nctpl

”E 04% tens » 0f kW/m3 for PEP's): it can be~
1:: _,_; accounted for mainly by bremsstrahlmig

0.4 772.: radiation from the main plasma ions.

The C transport in the central region
0-2‘ is characterised for this case again by a

reduced diffusion (D~0.1 m2/s), but the
00 0L2 014 01.6 OiB 1% convective term is smaller (0.1 rn/s) and

P directed outwards.

Fig-5i 26037 (W)- C profiles measured by CX at three times, plotted
logelher with their corresponding simulalcd profiles (thicker lines)
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3. COMPARISON OF CARBON TRANSPORTIN THE PLASMA CORE: PEP vs HI.
Due to the different plasma parameters in the two cases, during the PEP shots C is well in

the plateau collisionality regime, while it is in the banana regime during the HI pulses. In both
cases the neoclassical diffusivity is

low, of the same order as the heuristic
values, but the dependence of the 3::H'
convection on the driving forces is ‘
different in the two cases (fig.6).

In PEP's C is usually in the plateau Neocl
regime and the neoclassical
convection specialised for these Simulation
conditions is: m/

s

v30 oc(3"£+1.133:), where Tis
nD T

the ion temperature.
In this case, the strong inward-

directed term oc(VT/T) can allow PEP
the accumulation towards the centre
to continue even if VnD changes

sign. 1 1 I
In HI pulses C is usually in the 0 02 0.4 0.6

p

40
94

mm
:

banana regime and:
”c ( VnD O 3 V T) Fig.6: Comparison of the heuristic C convectimn used in the simulations for

VC 0: _ ‘ T PEP (solid line) and HI (dashed line) and their corresponding neoclassical
evaluations (thick solid line for PEP and thick dashed line for HI)

In this case, we can see a slight screening effect of the (VT/ T) term: the accumulation is
inhibited for peaked T—profiles when VnD is small (which is the case for hot ion pulses in the
plasma core)

CONCLUSIONS
The experimental data show that in the PEP—H discharges the light impurities are dominant

and accumulate. Furthermore, strong fuel depletion may occur in the plasma centre with nD/ne
falling to ~03 in some cases.

On the other hand, in Hot-Ion discharges hollow profiles are measured for C: it is present
in lower concentrations and has little effect on fuel dilution.

The different behaviour of carbon in the two cases is in agreement with neoclassical
predictions for the convection in the plasma core.
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2P.3meulders et a1, Survey of Pellet Enhanced Performance in JET Discharges, accepted in Nucl. Fus..1994
3B.Balet et a], Energy Transport during the Pellet Enhanced Performance (PEP) Discharges in JET, Proc.
Varenna Workshop on 'bocal Transport Studies in Fusion Plasmas', Sept. 1993
4G.Schmidt et a], (1987) Proc 11th lmemational cont". on Plasma Physics and Coutr. Nucl.Fus. Research,

_ Kyoto V011, p.33
5R.Reichle et al. Termination of High Performance Discharges at JET, to be submitted to Nucl.Fus.
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PLASMA TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT THE L-H TRANSITION AND HIGH
PERFORMANCE PHASE 0F JET DISCHARGES. I

V.V. Parail*, B. Balet, J.G. Cordey, M. Erba1 T.T.C. Jones, PJ. Lomas, P. Smeulders,

E.M. Springmann, P.M. Stubberfield, A. Taroni, K. Thomsen
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon U.K. 0X14 3EA.
*Permanent address: Russian Scientific Centre "KurChatov Institute", Moscow, Russia.

INTRODUCTION
Recently [1] an analysis of a series of low density high power JET pulses has revealed

that this type of discharge can not be correctly described by conventional picture of L-H
transition in accordance with which the transition is caused by an abrupt reduction of
transport coefficients only in a narrow region near the separatrix. In particular it has been

deduced from the fast response of the electron temperature at the transition [2] that the
electron transport must change over a very wide region extending from the edge to a position
approximately half way in less that a few msecs time (At 5 4msec) after L-H transition.
TRANSP analysis shows [3] that not only x3, but also the ion thermal diffusivity Xi: the

effective particle diffusivity and toroidal anomalous viscosity also drop abruptly at the
transition over a wide radial region outside q = 1 surface (fig. 1). The analysis shows also
(see fig. 2) that the global energy confinement time increases more than three times in
comparison with L—mode phase in the best hot ion shots, and this change also occurs in less
than a few msec after L—H transition. This figure shows that there is no separate H—VH
transition in these low density hot ion JET pulses, however it appears that the extent of
energy confinement time increase after L—H transition depends on the intensity of plasma
wall interaction.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
All these facts support the idea that the plasma turbulence is linked in the radial

direction by the toroidicity. If the plasma turbulence does form such an extended structure
with the characteristic radial correlation length Ar of the order ~ a, then the suppression of
plasma turbulence in one place (e.g. near the separatn'x) should lead to the formation of a
very wide transport barrier. We will refer to this model of the L—H transition as the global
one. In the conventional local model of L—I—I transition the characteristic speed of the
modification of plasma parameters (e.g. TC) is determined by the velocity of heat pulse
propagation, whilst in the global model this speed corresponds to the group velocity of

plasma turbulence. It was shown in [2] by predictive modelling that global model can easily
explain experimentally observed dynamics of fast electron temperature modification after

L-H transition, On the contrary, conventional local model of L-H transition, in which xe is

reduced near plasma edge only, fails to reproduce the experimental picture if we do not use
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Strong nonlinear dependences of Xe on VTe or Von T6. In order to check what kind of

nonlinearity is required to fit the experiment, we conducted a predictive modelling of Te
evolution after L—H transition assuming that h depends on We and Te as follows:

7 (VTc)m+l

=Xo—TCm—-

Analysis shows (fig. 3) that only the very extreme, unrealistically non—linear forms for
Xe (m>>10) can account for the fast response of the electron temperature in the plasma mid

(1)

region. Therefore we can conclude that during L-H transition all of the plasma transport

coefficients experience a very fast and large reduction over a wide radial region outside q = 1
surface. It is quite possible that such a strong modification of plasma turbulence can result
not only in change of the value of the confinement time but also in modification of its
dependence on plasma parameters (for example 1:}; can change from Bohm to gyroBohm
0/136)- To investigate this problem we study the further evolution of plasma parameters
beyond L-H transition. We chose hot ion H-modes (IP = 3MA) pulses (#26087 and 26095)
and a high [39 H—mode pulse with ID ~ lMA (#25264) as reference pulses and carry out a
numerical analysis of these pulses with predictive transport code IE’ITO. The evolution of
plasma density was taken from the experiment, equations for TB and T1 were solved with the
following boundary conditions:

3
‘[Xc,i nVTe,i+§Te.i Dvnej] :ae,iTe,irllr=a (2)

{:8

where 1"“ is the parallel particle flow in the SOL. Numerical analysis shows that such
boundary conditions allow us to reproduce the formation of a transport barriers after L—H
transition when both Xe and x1 are significantly reduced as compared with the L—mode. We
used the following expressions for Xe and Xi-

=Xm aizc VnTeaqz 7('___0L<:2VTE_
l ’ e

r e c VnTe 2+ (12
e3 11 qR R (23 n a q (3)(02

Cope

Where xil‘w is the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity, (x1, alz'i numerical
coefficients. The first term in right hand side of (2) leads to Alcator scaling, second term in
(2) and (3) gives Bohm- type transport. Model (2-3) was used to simulate L—mode JET
discharges with ai2_— 3(12=10 3 and (11:—.0 71.

The calculated temporal evolution of the electron and ion energy content for the
H-mode phase of shot 11 26095 is shown in fig. 4 together with experimental behaviour. The
radial profiles of To and Ti are shown in Fig. 5 at t = 5335. Analysis of the reference
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discharges show that the best agreement can be achieved if one assumes that

oil = 3&3 = 10—4 in ELM free H—mode discharges. It corresponds to more than one order of

magnitude reduction in ion thermal diffusivity near plasma edge. This reduction is so big
that ion transport becomes of the order of neoclassical in the inner half of plasma column.
This is most easily seen for the IMA discharge, where when 9d“) ~ q2 becomes so large that
even the very moderate assumption xi : 37d“ leads to underestimation of ion temperature

and energy content.

CONCLUSIONS
Both electron and ion thermal diffusivities are reduced by one order of magnitude

everywhere, not only in a narrow region near separatrix during the L~H transition.
There is no separate H-VH transition on JET, this "transition" corresponds to (coincides with)
the cessation of ELMs. In the ELM free phase ion transport in the core is close to its
neoclassical value, but probably rises towards plasma edge (however still remaining much
less that it was in L-mode). The best agreement with experiment is obtained with the model
which simultaneously takes into account both the global reduction of Bohm type anomalous
transport in plasma core (which probably changes confinement from Bohm to gyroBohm)
and formation of temperature pedestal near plasma edge.
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Internal Magnetic Turbulence in TORE SUPRA
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Internal magnetic turbulence spectra have for the first time been measured directly in the

Tore Supra tokamak using the Cross Polarisation Scattering (CPS) diagnostic for radial wave
numbers kr around 10 cm‘1 [3]. A large spectral broadening effect (2 MHz) is observed with
the CPS process, and is considered to be the signature of cross polarisation scattering by the
magnetic turbulence. A relative level of the magnetic fluctuations, BIB in the range of 10'4 is
deduced from the measured fluctuation spectrum. In this paper new results for this diagnostic
are presented, especially the parametric dependence of the magnetic turbulence and its
correlation with the energy confinement time.

1112‘ . IE . 1C!"
The principle of this diagnostic is based on the polarisation change of the

electromagnetic wave scattered by magnetic fluctuations [1] [2]. By introducing the cut off of
the incident wave in the plasma, the Polarizing Mirror Effect (PME) is used in order to separate
the two competing scattering processes, one with density fluctuations and the other with the
magnetic fluctuations [3]. The rnillimetric source used has an effective output power of 8 Watts
at 60 GHz, and theNoise Equivalent Power of the heterodyne detection system is NEPH=10'18
W/Hz. A slow data acquisition (1 ms), records two continuous signals, the first one, Svideo»
corresponds to the direct transmission signal, and is used for the antenna alignment. The
second one, SW300, measures the spectrum power level of 3 around 300 kHz in a window of
100 kHz, obtained with a Spectrum Analyser. The typical plasma used in this experiment is:
Helium gas, R=2.462 m, a=0.68 111. Two scenarios can be used:
1) X1 + g —) 05: the PME is due to an X mode cut-off and the plasma parameters are limited to
a low magnetic field and a low density domain (nc<4.45 1019m'3, Bo<2.l4T) [3]

2) Oi + g —> XS: the PME is due to the 0 mode cut off layer allowing higher density operation
(nc>4.45 1019m'3, Bo>2.5T ) [3]. However due to its shape this layer tends to reflect the
wave towards the emitting antenna and can perturb strongly the millimetric source. By simply
using a circulator, it has recently possible to use also this operation mode.
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Figure 1 and 2 show the time evolution of some plasma parameters and of the

transmission signal Svideo' The plasma parameters are chosen to have the X mode cutoff in the

plasma: B0 = 1.9 T, 1160 = 3.6 1019m'3, II, = 0.7 MA and the receiver antenna is set with a

polarisation parallel to the 0 mode. Note that due to the non-linear response of the heterodyne

detector. above -5 dB (in Fig. 2) the signal is attenuated by up to 5 dB for largest signal.

— Between t = 4 s and t = 5 5, just after the plasma shift from the inner wall to the outboard
limiter, the emitting antenna rotates for 360°. During this phase Svideo is used to find the

antenna position where O (Svideo maximum ) or X (Smco minimum) mode are launched.

- Between t = 5 s and t = 6.4 s the emitter is tuned to 0 mode.
- After 6.4 seconds the emitter is tuned to X mode i.e. CPS configuration: X-->O.

The difference between the maximum and minimum is of order of 30 dB i.e. the precision in
antenna alignment can be less than 2° by this process.
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Fig.1 Transmission signal and plasma Fig.2 Transmission signals of 2 shots.
parameters during the shot 11655.

The plasma is identical for shots 11655 and 11654. The only difference is that in shot
11654 (11655) , the receiver antenna is in X (0) mode. Two conclusions can be drawn:

- After 7 seconds in both case X mode is launched by the emitter and the difference between the
two cases demonstrates that the waves detected by the receiver antenna are really an 0 mode in
the CPS configuration. It excludes a priori the possibility that the detected signal is a projection
of the spurious X mode signal, coming directly from the emitter by multi-reflection on the wall.
- For shot 11655 at t = 75 the wave is launched in X mode. Due to the cut off layer the receiver
can only see 0 mode coming from i) misalignment of emitter, ii) X mode depolarized by
reflection on the wall. The signal is nevertheless 25 to 30 dB below the one received at t = 5.55.
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This indicates that the depolarisation effect on the received signal by the reflection on the wall is
less than —30 dB. In consequence the 0 mode convened from the X wave scattered by density
fluctuations due to the wall depolarisation is neglected.

V n i r I i ' ' h
It has been observed that the density fluctuations, decrease with the mean density as

(fi/ne)2ec1/<nc>, and then saturate [5]. This behaviour is correlated with the behaviour of TE.

Magnetic fluctuations have been observed in a similar series of shots. This result is obtained
with the O—tX CPS process after eliminating the scattering volume effect in the CPS signal.
Magnetic and density turbulence have a different behaviour: The first one is observed to be a
linear function of <ne>, (see Fig.3) in particular for the density range of 3.6-4.8 1019m‘3,
(Bi/B0)2 a: <nc>, whereas density fluctuations saturate. This seems to indicate that in tokamaks

there exist two types of turbulence. Experiments will be done to clarify whether the magnetic
turbulence plays a role in the saturation of confinement time with density described by the
Shimomura law [6].
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It has been commonly observed that there is degradation of the energy confinement in

the L regime where additional power is injected in to the plasma. In Tore Supra, a strong
correlation between the magnetic turbulence and additional heating (LH, ICRH) is observed
(see Fig.4), while the density fluctuations measured by Altair diagnostic [4] are insensitive to

the additional heating. Fig.5 displays the dependence of magnetic turbulence as a function of
the poloidal beta number Bp. It clearly shows that the magnetic turbulence increases linearly
with Bp, which at the same time correlates with electron temperature. This explains why on



Fig.4. ICRH heating affects more magnetic turbulence than LH. Fig.6 shows that the energy

confinement time TE decreases with the magnetic turbulence, and hence 115‘] cc Bp. This can be

explained by the Goldston scaling law for the energy confinement time in the L regime [7]. In
fact, by eliminating the total injected power Ptot in the following relations: TE = W/Pwl
(definition) and TE «x Imfl/Z (Goldston), we obtain tE‘loc W/Ip2 0: tsp. This fact suggests

the essential role played by the magnetic turbulence in the L regimes.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of E as a function of [3p Fig.6 Dependence of the confinement time as
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WEEDS
Three important results have been obtained:

1.) Operation of the diagnostic in both scenarios and good understanding of spurious effects
(reflections, misalignment.)
2.) In ohmic plasmas, a linear dependence of E with <ne> is observed for a density range of

3.6-4.8 1019 m‘3 , while fie saturates.
3.) A strong correlation between E and additional heating (ICRH and LH) is observed. The

dependence found experimentally between E and [3p is compatible with the Goldston law in
the L regimes.
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Link between magnetic shear and energy confinement
0n Tore Supra
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lutrnductinn

Global analysis of OH discharges shows that for low density, kinetic energy of elections agrees
with the global Rebut-Lallia-Watkins scaling. In the Saturated Ohmic Confinement (SOC)
regime, the discrepancy of electron energy content with global RLW scaling is explained by
comparing the experimental electron heat diffusivity with the local RLW model. The influence
of the current density profile on confinement is analysed during fast current ramp down in
ohmic plasmas. Strong modification of current profile and magnetic shear of the plasma is
deduced by using the IDENT—D code. Thus, the confinement can be correlated with the external
magnetic shear.
2r [i E’ l‘l'l

0.4 The measured kinetic energy of electrons (open
W (MJ) _ circles in Fig 1) is in fair agreement with the

0.3 — c {’0 Rebut—Lallia-Watldns (RLW) scaling [1] for
x,“ . volume averaged densities lower than

0.2 - Qve’: 3.5x1019 m‘3, Ip ranging from 0.4 and 1.7
/ MA and BT between 2.2 and 3.8 T. However,

0.1 - 9M RLW at higher densities (<fle> > 3.5x1019m'3) for
.. we (MD ohmic deuterium discharges (Ip=1.6 MA and

0 ' ' ' 13123.8 1), the global RLW scaling disagrees
0 0-1 0-2 0-3 0‘4 with experimental values (black points). In

FIG-1: Measured kinetic electron energy Plow“! order to explain this discrepancy, the heat
versus the RLW Pfedlcuon ° 0-4<1p<l-7MA- transport has been analysed using the LOCO
2.2< BT <3.8 T and 0.7 <<ne>< 3.5 1019 m‘3 code[4].

. 1p=1.6 MA, 31:31,? and <n°>>3.5 1019 m-3

0.45 2.0re (s) a a) Pohm W0 : . 0'
0'301W 1.5} .

O ”u n
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0.15 I I I 013-5 ' ' '

2'5 Zeff b) we (MD RLW
O

1.5—X 025- EXP
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<nc> 1019 m'3 <nc> 1019 In"3

FIG 2 : Variation of global parameters with average density; a/ global energy confinement time; b/ Effective
charge number Zeff; c/ Ohmic power; (1] experimental and RLW electron kinetic content



For these deuterium discharges, confinement time calculated from diamagnetic measurements
is constant versus average density (Fig2.a). In spite of Zeff scaling as <ne>‘3/4 (Fig2.b), the
Ohmic power increases slightly with density (Fig2.c) due to an increase of the loop voltage[3].
As shown in Fig2.d, the density dependence in RLW prediction is more important than the

experimental one. Experimental values are found to scales as <ne>0~3 while n‘w behaves

as <ne>0~6. In the Rebut—Iallia-Watkins model, We is given by the offset—linear scaling [l]:

w‘e‘W: 2.6 10-2 ne3/4nf1/4BTVZIP1fl(azR)11/12+ 1.2 10-2 rppmt(a2n)1/Zzefrlil (I)

This global scaling is consistent with the local model based on critical temperature gradient [2].
In this model, the expression of local heat diffusivity is given by:

VT VT '13 3XRsxM 1—°° H ‘3 vrec=§ m—T (3) in keV/m
C q [16 T6- VTe VTec

where H is the heaviside function and Xan is the anomalous heat diffusivity given in [2].VTCC
is the crin'cal temperature gradient above which the heat transport is anomalous.
In (I), the first term corresponds to plasmas with VTe close to VTeC. It generally describes
ohmic and low power plasmas. The second term corresponding to high additional powers
refers to plasmas with VTe >> VTec. The numerical coefficients of the global scaling have
been obtained by a fit to JET ohmic and L—mode data.

Local transport analysis shows that

4) (2) with

1_00 experimental electron heat diffusivity at
'. v ' 9 a , ' :_ . . , . I 3) r=a/2 remains roughly constant at a value

1; O 75 -: . ‘1 . . ' - . ' ' of 0.8 111% within the error bars over the
(a? ' f . u ' ' density range (Fig 3.a).This result is
E - (9:0 5) consistent with a constant global
P? 050 ’ Xe ' confinement time. On the contrary, the

3? + XRLw(p=O.5) RLW heat diffusivity decreases
43¥£+ continuously with increasing average

0-25 + +t++ I 3 density and is close to the neoclassical
+ H + 1:11-15; value for <He> = 5.1019 m'3. The critical

6 . ' ' ” temperature gradient calculated with
:I . ' VTC (P=0-5) 1’) Spitzer resistivity remains constant at about
‘° _ 3 keV/m over the density range. In the

a 5 .° . + VTC (p—Oj) expression (3), the increase of the term
\ 0 g' . . .5 4 “'3“ , (neiiTelrza/Z wrth increasrng average
E3 . _v - u . ., . . . density is balanced by the increase of the

v . . . . . . .El; :5 electric field 13:11]. On the other hand, the
3 - a “‘3?“ ”¢ + " " '3 experimental temperature gradient

+ xiii” 34“!” decreases from 5.5 to 3 keV/m.
2 I I Consequently, (l- VTec/VTC) decreases

<nc> (1019 m3)

FIG 3 : Comparison between 3/ Experimental (.) and
RLW(+) heat diffusivities (ma/'2) versus average
density b/ Experimental(.) and critical(+) temperature
gradient

with the increase of <ne> and closes zero
at the highest densities. This explains the
discrepancy between experimental and
RLW heat diffusivities. It is clear that the
saturation of confinement cannot be
reproduced by the critical gradient
temperature model [2].
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In order to study the dependence of
magnetic shear on the confinement, ohmic
current ramp discharges have been carried out.
In these experiments, the current density profile
is transiently decorrelated to the temperature
pronle. Such a discharge is shown on Fig4. At
t=6.5$, the current is ramped down from 1.7 to
0.7 MA at a rate of -l.5 MA/s. During the
ramp, the internal inductance 1i which gives
global information on the current distribution
increases, reaches a value of 3 at the end of the
ramp and relaxes for about 2 sec. The density is
maintained constant at 1.4x1019m‘3‘ Whereas
the electron energy content is in agreement with .
the RLW sealing during the two stationary
phases, an enhancement of RLW normalized
electron content reaching 40% is obtained
during the rampdown phase.

This improvement is correlated with the
increase of 1i as it is observed in L—mode in
various other tokamaks[5-7]. The origin of the
dependence on 11 is specified by analysing the
link between the electron energy content
normalized to the RLW scaling and the magnetic
shear which can be written in cylindrical
geometry as:

2.

(i I'J'(r)dr

A good accuracy of the magnetic shear
measurement (5s/s <15% for p>0.7) is
achieved from current density profile obtained
with IDENT—D using polarimetry,
interferometry and magnetic measurements.

An analysis of numerous experimental current
density profiles in various heating regimes
shows an increase of the magnetic shear with
the internal inductance 11 and a saturation of the
external shear (p>0.7) at a value of 2 for the
highest values of 11 (Fig 5).This limitation of the

4

2 ' 1pm“) Ii

0 I l

]_5 _ <ne> (1019 m‘3)

1.0
H

0.5 ' '
0 5 10 15

time (5)

FIG 4: Time evolution of the main parameters of
the shot 13087 : a/ Plasma current (Ip(MA)),
Internal inductance 1i; b/ Average density( <ne>
1019 m‘3) and H: ratio of electron kinetic content
and RLW prediction
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FIG 5 : Variation of magnetic shear at two radial
surfaces with the internal inductance 11 for current
profile in steady state or slow current ramp

local magnetic shear is associated with positive current density as clearly shown in the
expression (4) and may be exceeded by forcing a negative current density at the edge of the
plasma (Fig 6).During the fast current ramp down, a shear up to 2.5 at r/a=0.85 has been
obtained. During the current profile relaxation characterized by the decrease of 11, H=We/WcRLW

decreases together with the magnetic shear at r/a=0.7 while the shear calculated at r=0.4
remains roughly constant (Fig7).
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Time evolution of the internal inductance 11 is
then strongly correlated with the one of the
magnetic shear in the outer half of the

FIG 6 : Radial profiles of a/ current density plasma.The global li-dcpendcnce of
profile and b/ magnetic shear for Ii=3 (solid line)
and li=1.7 (dashed line) confinement is precised by correlating

H=wC/w§LW with the shear in outer region
2.5 of the plasma (p--0.7) (Fig 8). The enhanced

’ Shear P=0~7 . factor H increases linearly with the external
23 o . shear and reaches 1.4 for a shear of 2.2
g 2.0 - 2xshmr p=0.4.. because of negative current density at the
o o o edge.a ,.*
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Experiments conducted at Tore Supra to
1.0 ' ' investigate the functional dependences of the

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 local heat diffusiviy Xe, indicate that in one
hand critical temperature gradient as used in

' RLW scaling is not sufficient to reproduce the
FIG 7 1 Variation 0‘ the @9185“ shear during the 11 saturation of confinement at medium and high
decrease (1p=cte) ° shear at P=0-4 0 shear at P=0-7; densities. In other hand, an additional

. dependence on the magnetic shear in outer
region (p=O.7) is required to reproduce
experimental results.
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Turbulent Transport Coefficient in Tore-Supra:
Instant Measurements by Collective Light Scattering.
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Fusion plasma confinement is limited by radial energy losses across the magnetic field.
In the frame of weakly 0ut—of»equilibrium thermodynamics, cross 13 energy flux is proportional
to the temperature gradient, times a constant coefficient which depends only on the equilibrium
properties. For turbulent fluids, the “turbulent” transport is also assumed to be proportional to
the temperature gradient, although the transport coefficient is much larger than the equilibrium
one, and cannot be a-priori predicted. An appropriate control of a fusion plasma requires an
access to this coefficient. Until now, two types of procedures, active and passive, have been
applied. The active method uses a strong energy deposition perturbation (additional heating
modulation, sawtooth disruption) and observes the heat pulse cross—B propagation. The passive
method requires a fully diagnosed plasma, where the temperature as well as a detailed power
density deposition profiles are simultaneously available. An energy balance numerical model then
provides the heat transport coefficient profile. These two methods however are either strongly
perturbative, or indirect, and require expensive power losses or extensive diagnostics.

The collective seattering of electromagnetic waves can directly provide a localized, instant
measurement of a plasma turbulent transport coefficient. Plasma non-uniformities provokes the
scattering of a monochromatic light beam. Since in addition the scattered light frequency is
shifted from the incident light frequency by plasma motion, a detailed analysis of the scattered
light frequency spectrum provides direct infonnations on this plasma motion.

It is this information which we like to present and qualify in this paper. A model for the
collective scattering line shape formation will first be presented, as well as the method by which
a direct measurement of the electron cross-B diffusion coefficient can be obtained. Observations
have been conducted with an infrared laser scattering diagnostics in “Tore~Supra" tokamak. The
spectral features characteristic of a diffusive plasma motion have been found and the “collective
scattering” electron diffusion coefficient is thus obtained. This diffusion coefficient is compared
with the classical “balance deducted” heat transport coefficient, in a series of ohmic and lower
hybrid heating experiments. -

1. Collective scattering from a magnetized non-steady diffusive plasma.

A plane electromagnetic wave incident on a non-uniform plasma is partly scattered. When
the incident frequency is much larger than plasma frequency, the electric polarization is
proportional to the plasma density. A heterodyne detector looking at the light coming at an angle
9 from the incident light beam then detects a scattered electric field [1]

E(r',t)=E{(t“,t)] dr3e"k-r n(r,t)
V ' (1)where E [(r’,t) is the monochromatic spherical wave (Thomsom) scattered by a single electron,

n (r, t) the electron density, V the observed volume and it the analyzing k-vector
k = it 8 - it i (2)
a difference between the scattered and incident wavevectors, it 5 and It i respectively.
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The scattered field is a monochromatic wave, amplitude modulated by the electron
density spatial Fourier transform. The scattered light spectrum will show a profile broadened by
plasma density fluctuations. _

What can be told of the relation between these fluctuations and plasma motion ? In a
strongly magnetized plasma, density irregularities are aligned with magnetic field, and their
motion is perpendicular to B. The question is whether these fluctuations are propagating waves
or irregular convection motion. Coherent scattering turbulence observations in tokamaks have
long been thought as evidence for drift “waves". But for neutral gases at thermodynamic
equilibrium, density variations are well known to develop in two normal sets, the “constant
specific entropy”, and the “constant pressure" variations. Of the first type is the sound wave. 0f
the second type is the non-propagating “entropy wave”, which is weakly (molecular diffusion)
damped in a stationary fluid. or plainly convected if the medium is moving. A magnetized two
dimensional plasma can also develop these two types of motion. Propagating waves are well
accepted, but the “constant pressure” density variations should also be so : as in collisional gases
where a short mean free path confine particles, plasma electrons keep isolated on their different
field lines. An electron density irregularity might be just convected in the plasma motion.

When plasma density fluctuations are of this second, incompressible type, their motion is
divergence free and follow that of the plasma. This leads to an explicit relation between this
fluctuation collectively scattered light spectrum, and the plasma motion statistical properties.

The scattered electric field complex amplitude time correlation function has been shown
[2] to be
<E(t).E‘(t+t)>=Ct.<eik-A(1l> (3)

where < eik A”) > is the statistical “characteristic” (i.e. a Fourier transform) of the fluid
displacement-in-a-time-‘t, A, probability distribution function, P(A It).

The statistical characteristic takes definite values in two different limiting conditions,
depending on how the fluid turbulent motion correlation length compares with the scattering
analyzing wavelength :
—For large correlation length, the collective scattering frequency spectrum is the Doppler
frequency transform of the fluid velocity probability distribution.
-For small correlation length instead, any lag'rangian trajectory is a brownian—type diffusive
motion, the pdf of which is a gaussian, with a variance

<A2(‘C)>=2DT (4)
where D is the (turbulent, electron, cross-B) diffusion coefficient. This pdf statistical
characteristics is a decreasing exponential function of time. Its time Fourier transform is the
frequency spectrum. It takes on a Lorentz profile

3 ( u) ) = ———k 2 D 2
(w-k.U)2+(k2D) (5)

The frequency atmaximum is the mean velocity U Doppler frequency, and the (angular)
frequency half width at half maximum (HWHM) is
A o) = lc 2 D (6)

A Simple analyzis of the scattered light frequency profile indicates which type of motion
is observed : large scale motion with gaussian Doppler frequency profile, or small scale diffusive
motion with lorentzian profile, from which the HWHM frequency directy gives the turbulent
(electron cross B) diffusion coefficient.

2. Extfirimental conditions

Density fluctuations are measured in the Tore Supra tokamak using a collective scattering
C02 laser experiment [3]. Some spatial resolution can be obtained along the observed vertical

chord, taking into account the magnetic field lines pitch angle variation in the tokamak cross
section, and assuming the perpendicularity of the fluctuation wave vectors to these field lines [4].
An observation position can be selected by rotating the scattering plane at an angle (1 around a
vertical axis. In the following experiments. the radial position resolution is of the order or
smaller than the plasma radius a,
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Several shots in the presence of additionnal heating (lower hybrid- with occasionallyadditional ion-cyclotron) have been analyzed. Plasmas conditions were as follows : (B = 3 T,
Ip= 800 kA, q(a)=7, <ne>=3 1019 m"3 ). For all of these shots the density fluctuations have been
observed along a central chord, simultaneously for two different and independant wave vectors
(k1=600 m'l, k2=1200 ml). The diagnostic scattering plane angle or is set to analyze turbulence
coming mostly from the bottom plasma, for both wave vectors.

1 choc=12466(l).kl=6cm<l
3. Frequency spectra.

frnzut(g)=0.ll

df(g)=0.22
fmax(l)=-0.2

Fig.1 is a typical frequency spectrum 0-8 (“UFO-13
obtained for k1 = 600 ml. It was previously
observed, in ohmic heating plasmas, that edge :3 0'6
fluctuations are made of two different lines : a f
gaussian profile line with a mean frequency shift "1 0»4
in the electron diamagnetic direction, and a
lorentz profile line in the ion diamagnetic 0':
direction [2]. These two lines are observed in
additionnal heating plasmas, although their
mean frequency shift can be smaller than their .015 .1
width.

f [MHZ]
1 1.5

Fig. 1 shows the experimental spectral
density in linear units, and its best fit with a
gaussian line (electron diamagnetic side, largest
amplitude) and a lorentzian line (ion diamagnetic -10
side, smaller amplitude).

Fig. 2 shows the same datas, but in
logarithmic vertical unit. The Lorentz and Gauss
fits are also shown, as well as the result of a
two-gaussian fit. Only the Lorentz fit is able to
account for the extensive line wings. This is the 40
first signature of a random diffusion scattering

SI
(LI

B)

'\spectrum. -50 . l ‘. ”mm
4.5 -1 -0.5 o 0.5 1 15

The second signature is shown in Fig.3, EN”
The same plasma as in Fig.1 was observed at choc: l2466(l),k2= 12cm-1
the same time and position, with a second 1
scattering channel, tuned to k2=1200 m‘l. If the i “”9501 fmml)=°'°“as df(g)=0.22 df(l)=0,62previous Lorentz profile is that of a diffusion
line, it should also appear on the k2 frequency
spectrum, with a new frequency width that
should be, according to Eq.6, in the squared k
ratio. The “hwhm” in Fig.1 was 120 KHZ. The
Lorentz line “hwhm” in Fig. 3 is 620 KHZ. This .
width ratio is close to the expected value, within 0.2
the wave-number resolution (4 i 20%). [ff/‘1

81
(a

u)
.5 a

.0 p.

91.5; -1 .0. o
4. Scattering-obtained crossiB turbulent transport diffusion coefficient Fig” 3

A number of scattering spectrum observation have been collected in Tore Supra plasmas,during lower hybrid heating experiments. All of these spectra were analyzed and fitted to Gauss
and Lorentz lines, along the way shown in Fig.1 to 3. The Lorentz line frequency width was
systematicaly used as a measurement ofthe electron cross B diffusion coefficient, Eq.6.
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These diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig.4, as a function of the plasma total heating
ower. Different plasma conditions (ohmic, lower hybrid, and LH plus ion-cyclotron). as well

as different scattering is, are labelled differently.
For comparison, an

electron heat transport
coefficient obtained from the 3.5
detailed plasma energy balance A

analysis (x,3 at r/a=0.5) is also 3— A a * 2+ + .

plotted in Fig.4. It should be 25 1,. 3% 00

noted however that since the . ' A +50 0 +

temperature profiles were _ if
unfortunately unavailable for (g: 2- ..
these shots, these heat transport E
datas were taken from other D 1.5. i K H : Xohmic

plasmas but With identical it ,, * LH
heating schemes and Similar 1_ oLH+1CRH-

plasma conditions (B=2 T, 1p: A la . +

4OOkA' <nc>=4’5 1019 m-3)_ 05' Azxc from balance eq.

This heat coefficient is seen to P [MW]
fall well Within the other 0
scattering obtained diffusion 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
coefficients. All of these are Figurc4
slowly but significantly
increasing with the additional
heating power.

An additional remark should be made. on the total scattered signal power. This scattered
E-field power was also recorded as a function of plasma additional heating power. Although a
large dispersion was observed, no significant correlation could be noted. Contrary to previous
observations [5], in the present experiments the turbulent diffusion characteristics are only
manifested in the spectral width, but not in the signal mean square value.

The collective scattering defined-electron diffusion coefficient and the balance equation
found— electron heat conductivity fall in the same range, within the experimental dispersion. This
indicates that, in these experiments where mainly the electrons were heated, electron turbulent
diffusion is the main cause of anomalous heat transport

Conclusion
Fig.4 observations of the electron diffusion coefficient, together with those on Fig.1 to 3

on the spectral shape and k-behaviour, provide a validation of this direct method of measurement
from the Lorentz profile in the collective scattered light spectrum. In addition, a new
interpretation is suggested of the observed “drift wave" tokamak turbulence, which could be
submitted to further analysis.

From the present result, collective scattering can be used to provide a direct on-line
calibrated measurement of election anomalous transport.
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Investigation of the radial electron heat diffusivity during
neutral beam injection heating at TEXTOR

A. Kramer-Flecken, G. Waidrnann,
lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich,
Association EURATOM-KFA, 52425 Jfilich, Germany

1 Introduction

The evaluation of the radial electron diffusivity Xe has been pursued in the last years. Severalmethods were developed to estimate the Xeevalues from heat pulse propagation (XHP), as forexample the time to peak method [1], the Fourier method [2] and the cross correlation techniques[3]. The methods were applied to the ECRH induced as well as to the sawtooth induced heat
pulse propagation. Despite of the large experimental data the interpretation is still in progress.Specially, the ratio between X)“; and the Xe estimated from pOWer balance calculations (XPB)lies between 1 and 10 depending on the device considered (Stellarator or Tokamak). '

Putting aside our basic reservation against the meaning of such kind of )0, values at all [4]
we report in this paper about experiments performed at TEXTOR showing different behaviour
of XPB,X1NC and XHP as function of the total power Pm and the electron temperature gradi~
ent VT: respectively. The main attention is focused on the difference between the incrementalelectron heat (xmc) as defined in ref [5] and XHP. The observed difference between these
quantities is an indication for a more complicated transport phenomenon during the sawtooth
crash, disturbing the plasma even outside of the mixing radius rmgz. Furthermore our resultsshow indications for different physical processes involved in the ECRl-l induced heat pulse expe-
riments and the inverted sawtooth heatpulse studies. Therefore the XHP values estimated from
both methodes cannot be easily compared.

2 Experiments

TEXTOR is a medium size tokamak with R0 : 1.75m and a = 0.5m equipped with a toroidalbelt limiter. All experiments reported here were performed at fixed plasma parameters (IF =350kA, BT = 2.251“ and 2.5~1013cm‘3 g n: g 3.0-1013cm‘3). The position ofthe plasma columnwas feedback controlled _with magnetic diagnostics. The electron temperature was measured with
a ten channel ECE radiometer array and the electron density was determined by a nine channelHCN interferometer.

During the flat top phase of the 0H discharge a variable amount of neutral beam powerwas injected. A changeable apertur was used to vary the injected power keeping the energyof the injected neutral particles constant. Due to the divergence of the beam the depositionprofile was only significantly changed for PNI S 400kW. The injected power varied between0 S PN] S 1400kW. At PN; = 11-100l three times the ohmic power was injected into theplasma.
In the numerical processing to evaluate the XHP values an averaged sawtooth event was used(coherently averaging with the sawtooth ems/'1)7 constructed during the flat top of the discharge.For the estimation of the XHP values in thé radial range r > rm, the phase delay for eachchannel with respect to the central ECE—channel as well as the amplitude of the heat pulse was
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measured, using cross correlation techniques. The calculations of XHP were performed in flux
surfaCe geometry which was obtained from the density and temperature profiles averaged over
the flat top of the discharge. More than 50 discharges were analysed in this way.

In addition a scattered wave signal was measured at R — R0 : 20cm and at R _ R0 = 30cm

respectively using a collective scattering diagnostic at a carrier frequency of fa : 150G112. After

mixing and filtering (with a 10channelfi1terbank in the range from 0 — 2Al) of the scattered
wave signal, the data were coherently averaged and compared to the averaged ECE—data.

3 Results

In a first step the general behaviour of the discharge was studied. The XPB—values were estimated
using the empirical formula X : (1.2/47E which is applicable at r/a = 0.6. In a few cases
the calculated xPsivalues using the empirical formula were compared with TRANScode
calculations. Satisfactionary agreement between both values was found. With increasing PM
the XPBivalues increase from 0.5m2/s for PM = 350kVV {OH discharge) to 1.2m2/s for PM =
1600l (see also on Fig. 2 lowest curve).
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Figure 1: Heatflux (1/11: as function of the equilibrium VTC.

The performed pOWerscan changes the equilibrium Tc profiles in the absolut values as well as
in the gradients, where the equilibrium TE and VTc values were obtained by averaging over the
flat top of the discharge. As a consequence the gradient scale length LT: : Tc/VTC, calculated
from equilibrium Tc profiles, is constant over the investigated range of PM. Neither the nc—profile
changes in the absolute values nor do the density gradients.

The equilibrium electron temperature gradient evaluated between EC3 (r 2 20cm) and E01
(7‘ = 26cm), both EOE—systems measure the electron temperature on the low field side (LFS)
increases linearly with Pm as well as the calculated XHP—values. Whereas on the low field side
XHP increases from 2.0 mz/s for OIL-discharges to 3.5 mQ/s for PM = 1600kW an increase from
.1.3 1712/5 to 2.5 m2/s was found on the high field side for the same range of Pm. Comparing
XP5 and XHP we found a factor around 3 larger XI”) values at TEXTOR.

Concernig the measured scattered wave signals we found a sawtooth crash correlated spike
of 6t 3 300ps duration over a large part of the scattered spectrum. This spike starts just at
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the beginning of the sawtooth crash and lasts for the time of the sawtooth crash. Even at
r/a = 0.65 a time delay of the spike center with respect to the sawtooth crash was not observed.
For Pm : l600kW the spike is still visible outside rmgx.
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Figure 2: Development of the different x—definitions as function of PM on the LFS of TEXTOR.

4 Discussion

In this section the differences between XHP and XP3 shall be discussed. We start from the
diffusion equation for the heat pulse propagation. In this case pertubative experiments yield
XINC : 1/11, - dq/dVTe. If we assume a VTE dependence we expect [6]

dXPB

dvrc '
XINC : XPB + VTC. (1)

From the development of XP3 over the whole power range we got (IXPB/dVTc = 0.2 Inserting
this value into equation (1) we obtain XINC : 1.2m2/s for OH discharges. For PM = IGOOkW
XINC increases to 2.21722/5.

For a cross check we calculated XINC directly from the electron heat flux q5 vs. VTe repre—
sentation. Taking the VTe values from the equilibrium profiles and the estimated XPB values,
Fig. 1 was obtained after a normalisation. Since q/nl is a nonlinear function of VTe we obtain a
linearly increasing XINC {slope of the curve in Fig. I) . The calculations yield an increase from
c = 1.3m2/s for Pm = 350kW (OH-discharges) to c = 2.4m2/s for Pm = 1600kW. A
good agreement was found-comparing the development of XING from the g6 versus VTe repesen-
tation with the development of XINC determined from equation (1). Such a nonlinear relation
between q/ne and VTc was also obtained at TFTR [7]. The comparison between XINC with
XHP yields an increasing difference from 0.6m2/s to 1.3m2/s in the investigated power range
(Fig. 2). -

Analyzing the local VTg—values during the sawtooth crash we observe a much larger VT,
as estimated from the equilibrium profiles (Fig. 3). The measured increase in VTe compared
with the equilibrium VT“ yields a factor 1.5 for PM = 1600kW, and is related to a decrease



in the gradient scale length LTc in the same order of magnitude. The heat pulse propagation
is just meaSured in the time interval where VTa is enhanced. Inserting the measured transient
VTc—values into the equation for the development of XINC (deduced fmm Fig. 1) satisfies the
relation XING = XHP quite well. However the relation XHP : 2 - XP3 [5] is not well fullfilled.
A further result of this behaviour is a nonconstant x—value during the sawtooth periode. The
XINC—values estimated from the equilibrium VTC are shown in Fig. 2.

Transient gradient during and after the sawtooth crash
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Figure 3: Transient VTe, measured on the LFS during the first half of the sawtooth period.

Our investigations show that the XHP—values are not equal to the XINC—values determined
from the equilibrium VTe measurements as stated in ref [5]. When compared with XINC a
factor of two larger XHP—values were also reported in ref [7]. However for t 2 51115 the transient
gradients measured during the sawtooth crash may be repsonsible for the observed higher XHP~
values. The sawtooth crash correlated spike observed by the scattering diagnostic at r/a = 0.65
seems to indicate the exsistence ofa. fast, convective transport during the sawtooth crash. Such a
behaviour was not observed on ECRH induced heat pulse propagation. From our results one can
conclude that the XHP—values deduced from ECRH and sawteeth induced heat pulses studies
depend on different physical processes in the early phase of the propagation.
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ION TEMPERATURES IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER OF THE TEXTOR PLASMA UNDER
VARIOUS DISCHARGE CONDITIONS AND RADIATIVE EDGE COOLING

Y.T. Lie, M.Z. Tokar‘, JD. Hey, E. Hintz, D. Rusbiildt and U. Samm

Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jfilich GmbH, Association EURATOM—ICFA

1. Introduction:
Measurements of radial temperature profiles can provide useful insight into heat transport

processes in tokamaks. The various diagnostics now available for the TEXTOR boundary enable
such measurements to be performed with sufficient accuracy for this purpose. The radial electron
temperature (Te) profile is routinely measured in the core by ECE, and soft X—ray emission, and
at the edge by various atomic beams (He, Li and C).1'2 The local ion temperature (Ti) is
determined by Doppler broadening measurements on charge—exchange recombination (CXR)
spectra of highly charged impurity ions, with the aid of a special Li atomic beam3 or the neutral
hydrogen heating beam.‘ The results of such measurements,‘ performed under various discharge
conditions on plasmas strongly cooled in the boundary by impurity radiation, are presented here,
and used to estimate the effective plasma heat diffusivity. Comparison is made with an established
theoretical model for anomalous heat transport, and some conclusions drawn as to its applicability
in our case.

2. Experimental method and plasma conditions:
The injected neutral heating beam has been used to generate the following An = l CXR

spectra 8—.7 in C V! (A5290 A), ll—olO in Ne x (A5249 A) and 12—»11 in Si xn (A4792 A). The
range of observation covers the region between minor radius r = 34 cm and the last closed
magnetic flux surface (LCMS) at r = 46 cm. Measurements were performed during the stationary
phase of the diSCharge, between 1 and 2 s after initiation, each radial scan requiring 0.5 5, while
scans of the spectral line profiles were performed simultaneously with a half-period of 50 ms. The
observation geometry, finite beam width and spectral scan duration limited the effective radial
resolution to some i 5 mm. The Optical arrangement is shown in Fig.1, and more experimental
details are given elsewhere“ The results presented below apply to the following standard operating
conditions on TEXTOR: R=l75 cm, a=46 cm, 1p=360 kA, BT=2.25 at r=0, D2 or Hz fuelling, with
ohmic heating power Po=0.35 MW and auxiliary heating in the range 1.3-1.5 MW by the NB] co—
beam. The majority of the discharges studied are characterised by high boundary radiation from
Li—like Si x11 (originating either from ion sputtering at the siliconized walls or silane fuelling) or
Li-like Ne vm (from controlled neon gas inlet).

3. Ion temperature profiles and their characteristics:
The theory and method employed here in the derivation of Ti from Doppler—broadened

line profiles, including a strong Zeeman effect, are summarised in Ref.4. The main features of
t‘ ,- radial Ta profiles derived are the following:

Fig. 2 applies to siliconised wall conditions, for both high and low line averaged central electron
ensities 340) in Hz and D2 discharges. Noteworthy is the increasing slope of the Ti profile in H,

near the limiter radius (r=46 cm) (curve la). This trend is present but less marked in D2 discharges
(curves 2a and 3a). As expected, the 1'"-l profiles in H2 discharges lie above those for corresponding
D2 discharges (here by some lO%—20%). .
2) Fig.3 again applies to siliconised wall conditions, but with silane fuelling or puffing, and "56(0)
in the middle of the range in Fig.2. The Ti profiles with Si2Ha fuelling have a very similar
appearance to those in pure H2 discharges with siliconised walls (curve la). A lower fuelling rate
of SiZHe resulted in a higher Ti in the boundary, and in turn a higher influx of Si impurity,
presumably from energetically enhanced sputtering at the limiter and the walls (curve la). This
experiment was repeated in a D3 discharge with Silrl4 puffing (curve 28), which has a very similar
impurity flux as for la. As in pure D2 discharges, the Ti values lie below those for silane fuelling.
3) The effect of Ne injection in D2 discharges under boronised wall conditions with constant mm)
is illustrated in Fig.4. The steepening of the Ti profiles With increasing neon input is clearly seen.
Further details are tabulated below (1‘ denotes particle flux at the upper poloidal limiter, PLW the
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power load on limiter and wall, and '1 = Pnd/Pinpm ).

Shot I‘M/I‘D (9b) "rm, (9%) Ti/eV (l'=45 cm) 1‘e (r=45 cm) PLw/kW

50697 0 36 130 1 l0 25 1 8 990

51065 1.3 60 37:10 1916 670

51066 3.3 78 7o :10 16 1 5 370

51071 6.7 >90 52: 10 13:4 170

The most significant feature of this series of discharges is the peaking and relative confinement
of the radiative power losses in the vicinity of the LCMS. This in turn means a drastic reduction
in the heat load on the limiter and walls, with practically no change in the particle energy and
temperature within r as 35 cm s: 3a/4, in accord with the picture of a "cold mantle" surrounding
the main body of the plasma.5 Another interesting observation concerns the ratio Ti/Te in the
boundary region in these and the other discharges already discussed. In the region 0.8a<r<0.9a,
this ratio ranges between 1.3 to 1.6 at higher fie(0)(z 4.1013 cm") and about 2 at lower new)
(5 2-10‘3 cm”). In the vicinity of the LCMS, however, this ratio deviates more strongly from
unity, ranging between about 2 at higher fie(0)(24o10” cm") and about 4 at lower fie(0)(52-1013
cm-s) in D2 discharges; in H2 discharges, the ratio at lower densities is nearer to 3. In mixed
I-Iz/Dz discharges, this ratio lies typically between 2 and 3.5 at the LCMS. but could rise above
4 with considerable reduction in Te owing to relatively high neon influx.

4. Plasma thermal diffusivity:
The acquired temperature profiles enable the effective thermal diffusivity to be estimated

through the relation :

I‘x.,=-——°°"d— (1)
41t2Rr(n.VTz + n,vr,)

where I‘cond denotes the total conductive heat flux across the magnetic flux surface situated at
major radius R and minor radius r, and is equal to the difference between the net heat flux I‘2
(across the magnetic surface in question) and the radiative and convective losses, I‘mi and I‘m“,
respectively :

Fw=Pn —I‘M—I‘w . (2)
In the evaluation of Xeff’ we consider the radial region 35<r<40 cm, where I": is

approximately the net power input into the plasma, and convective losses are much smaller than
the high radiative losses. Calculations performed for discharge no. 51066 by the transport code
RITM,6 which accounts self-consistently for impurity radiation and background ion dilution,
confirm this picture.

We assume I‘2 = 1.7 MW (approximately equal to Pinpu‘) in this radial range, setting I‘m,“
a 0 and use data from routine TEXTOR diagnostics or code calculations: I‘ from the bolometric
measurements (see inset to Fig.4), TI from ECE and He beam diagnostics , n. from HCN laser
measurements and iii from the code RITM.“ The resulting values of xcfl, plotted in Fig.5, increase
roughly parabolically beyond r = 36 cm, in qualitative a reement with measurements from other
tokamaks7 and the interpretive transport code TRANS applied to TEXTOR. It is important to
note, however, that in spite of this increase in Xe", I‘cond actually decreases towards the edge as
a result of the density dependence in Eq.(l).

5. Comparison with theoretical models:
Most current theoretical models accounting for fluctuations on a microscopic scale length

arrive at the gyro-Bohm form of the thermal diffusivity", which we write accordingly as:
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A“ F
2c,=1.02-1o-z L' B21?” [m’ls] (3)

where Al denotes the ratio of ion to proton mass, 7', is expressed in eV, the magnetic field-
strength in T, the scale length Ll1 = |Vln(ni)[‘1 in cm, and F denotes a dimensionless parameter
depending upon the safety factor q, collisionality, etc.

The apparent contradiction between the T, dependence in Eq.(3) and the experimental
results shown in Fig.5 with increasing radius is removed by taking account both the decrease in
Ln towards the edge, and the dependence of F on q7, which we take as quadratic. As a test of this
relation, our values for Xe“ are plotted logarithmically against the main variable Ti in Fig. 6. This
plot confirms that our results of Xe“ favour the gyro-Bohm type rather than the Bohm type Xe“
~Ti/B. Substituting the relevant values B=l.85T q=2.2 at r=38cm in Eq.(3), and comparing xi with
xm, this comparison yields a value for the multiplicative constant a in F=aqz, 0:0.134 for xc”.

6. Conclusions:
The results for Ti/Te again confirm the conclusion that line radiation cooling primarily

affects T. through electron—collisional coupling, while radiative coupling to the ion velocity
distribution is a secondary process.4 Our experimental Tg values for the plasma boundary will
certainly serve the transport codes RITMa and TRANSP. as useful input data. As verified, the
effective thermal diffusivity found in the plasma boundary of TEXTOR favours the 'gyro-Bohm"
rather than the 'Bohm' scaling. In addition, the decrease in I'wnd towards the plasma edge, which
our data imply, suggests a mechanism for explaining why energy confinement with a ”cold mantle"
(40 1113:1096 above) is not degraded by strong edge radiation.
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1. Introduction

The study of helium removal is a major effort of the TEXTOR program. The aim is to find
out under which condition a burning reactor can operate without ash-accumulation.
Therefore, intensive studies on helium removal with the pump limiter ALT-ll have been
performed for different discharge conditions. Previously it has been shown that the figure
of merit r‘HalrE is sufficiently low for L-mode scaling discharge conditions (~ 15), even
with strong radiative edge cooling l1,2/. Moreover, at the highest line averaged electron
densities (as = 55-1019 m‘3) the effective residence time T.He is lowest. Recently, results
of discharges with improved confinement (l-mode) with an improvement factor fH of up to
1.8 relative to the lTER-L89 P confinement scaling (TITER) have been published l3/. Results
on helium transport in l-mode discharges having the same improvement factor with and
without radiative edge cooling by neon l4l are presented.

2. Experimental Investigation

2.1. Improved Confinement Mode Discharges without Edge Cooling by Neon

As a first example the helium residence time in an l-mode discharge is evaluated. The
improvement—factor (fH = TE,dia/TITERl for the discharge under consideration is fH = 1.4.
The discharge parameters are: Edia=130 kJ, total heating power 4.2 MW, energy
confiment time Tear. = 31 ms, and plasma current I = 360 kA. The major plasma
parameters are shown in Fig. 1. The line averaged density amounts to fi‘‘ = 3.3-1019 m'3
and the electron temperature to T.3 = 2.25 keV during the flat top time. The radiated
power fraction by intrinsic impurities is about 25%. Helium is injected in a short puff (At
= 20 ms) during the discharge at t = 1 s. The He residence time is determined by three
different methods. Firstly the decay time of charge exchange signals is analyzed at 10
different radial positions. The resulting effective helium particle confinement time is found
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to be file = 330 :l: 30 ms and is equal over all radial positions as shown in Fig. 2.

Additionally, the decay time of the helium flux recycling at one of the ALT-ll limiter blades

is determined assuming an exponential decayl = loexp(-t/r'He). The value of r'He = 300
3; 50 ms is in very good agreement with the charge exchange measurement. For the first

time the effective particle residence time of helium is determined by measuring the partial
pressure of the neutralized atoms in the plenum of the pumping ducting of the limiter blade

as described in /5/. The measured value of the partial pressure has to be slightly corrected
for the conductance C of the pumping system resulting in a time delay At = V/C, where
V is the volume of the pumping system. The measured value r'He = 270 i 50 ms agrees
well with the other results. The relation between the effective residence time and the
confinement time rFl is given by the recycling coefficient R according to

r'P = rpm-R).

Here R can be determined by calculating rp according to

rp = NH",m / I‘H, = (Mam/2) / rH,

where NH°M is the total amount of injected helium, I‘He the flux of helium from the core
plasma into the scrape off layer, equal to the measured recycled flux of helium and AN8 tot
the change in the total electron number in the plasma due to helium injection. As rp is
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Fig. 1: Time dependence of the electron
density, electron temperature, and plasma
heating for l-mode discharge # 54706.
Helium was injected at t = 1. s. The
helium residence time is determined during
stationary heating conditions.
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Fig. 2: Effective helium particle residence
time r'H, as a function of the minor radius
for an improved mode discharge (fH =
1.4). The three methods used, charge
exchange spectroscopy (-), measurement
of the helium flux recycling on an ALT-ll
blade (') and the absolute partial pressure
measurement (I) in the plenum of the
pumping duct, agree within the error.
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found to be 22 ms we have R a 0.93 in agreement with previous measurements. The
figure of merit T.He/TE.dia a 11 has nearly the same value as in good L-mode discharges.

2.2. l-Mode Discharges with Edge Cooling by Neon

An example of a TEXTOR discharge with strong radiative edge cooling and He injection is
discharge #55778. In this type of discharge fH is 1-.4, rE is slightly higher (36 ms) and Edia
slightly lower (125 kJ) than in the previous example. The total heating power including the
ohmic power is 3.5 MW, where the ICRH power amounts to 0.8 MW and the NBl power
to 2.5 MW. During the stationary heating conditions about 90% of the total power has
been radiated mainly by neon. The line averaged density is 5.51019 me}, the central
density na = 1:1020 m‘3. The radial profile of the electron density at t = 1.7 3 compared
to the previous discharge is shown in figure 3. After the flat top time the amount of
injected neon increases resulting in nearly 100% radiation and finally ending in a
disruption. The central cords of the CXE signals are analyzed, giving an effective residence
time of 7'“" = 640 :t 100 ms which is about twice the value of the l-mode shots without
radiative edge cooling. The residence time determined from the flux onto the limiter blades
is T'Ha = 680 :l: 60 ms. Figure 4 shows the time development of the partial pressures of
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a / \
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E 3; l-mode \

:0 // \
l 0 l 0 I O IIO 2!) 22:0
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Fig. 3: Radial profiles of the electron Fig. 4: Partial pressures of D2, Ne and He
density for improved confinement mode during an l-mode discharge with radiative
discharges with and without edge edge cooling. Att = 0.7 s the NBI heating
radiation cooling by neon. is turned on. In order to reach the

radiation limit an increasing amount of
neon is puffed into the discharge. At t =
1.4 s helium is puffed in. The discharge
ends in a disruption at t = 2.2 s. The
delay in the pressure measurement is due
to the response time of the pumping
system.
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02, Ne and He measured In the plenum of the ALT-|| ducting during the discharge. Att=

O 7 s the neutral beam injection is turned on and 0.1 5 later the deuterium pressme rises

Sharply. Att = 1 s the lCR heating is turned on, and at t: 1 2 s the full beam power of

2,5 MW is injected resulting in a strong increase in Edia. At t = 1.4 s stable plasma

conditions are reached, and helium is puffed in. The partial pressure of neon in the plenum

shows a continuous increase as the monitored Ne Vlll line shows. At t e- 1.7 s the partial

pressure of helium has reached its maximum 'and decreases. The partial pressure

measurement in the plenum of the pumping duct has to be corrected again for the time

response and gives T HE = 710 :l: 300 ms. At 2.2 seconds the disruption finishes the

discharge. As TP is about 31 ms for this type of discharge the resulting recycling

coefficient R = 0.95 is somewhat higher than in the case without neon edge cooling. The
figure at merit r Ha/TE' dm = 18 is higher than in the normal l-mode discharge. The

determination of r He for the same type of discharge, with a lower amount of Helium
injected gives an effective helium particle residence time of 660 :l: 40 ms for the plasma
center, 560 i 30 ms for the plasma edge and 960 :t 400 ms for the determination of

r'He in the pumping ducting in good agreement with the previous results.

3. Conclusions

A short puff of helium gas has been injected into different types of l-mode discharges.
During the flat top phase the characteristic time for the helium extraction, the helium
residence time, has been determined. The decay time of the charge exchange signals from
the plasma core and the decay of a He II line recycling at the ALT-ll limiter edge are used

to determine r'Ha. In the exhaust ducting the partial pressures of deuterium, neon and
helium can be measured, and the residence time is derived from the amount of pumped

helium.

The measurements in TEXTOR show that the value of r.He in normal improved

confinement mode (l-mode) discharges is close to that in L-mode scaling discharges. The

figure of merit T.He/TE,dia has a value of good L-mode conditions. First results with
radiative edge cooling'indicate an increase in the helium residence time probably due to an

increase in the particle confinement time. Under radiative edge l-mode conditions
T.Ho/TE,dia increases to a value of 18 in the present limited set of experiments.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
This spectroscopic study is focused on two physics aspects of the COMPASS-D programme,
namely confinement, particularly changes in particle confinement in going from L- to H—
modes [1]. and secondly, the coupling between the ion and electron fluids and its variation
with ECRH power or with operational he. In the COMPASS-D programme, H-modes are
accessed at ne > 3x1019m'3 in Q— and ECR- heated plasmas. Ion confinement is measured
using "active' (laser blow~off [2],[3]) and "passive" (intrinsic CI) spectroscopy.

Active spectroscopy: The ”active" spectra of AI Xll,XlI|, which are core ions
at Te(0) = 1keV, are recorded along a major radius of the tokamak using a Bragg
spectrometer [4], which is computer controlled to operate either in survey or
polychromatic mode or both simultaneously. The time dependence of nz is given by a balance
between ion influxes and atomic processes. The influx P z is given by

D(r)rS
a2

"convection“ parameter. In many cases 8 ~2 and the ion confinement time, 'cz is
Sa2

(2-4)s
by fitting the transient spectral signature of the Al ions to the predictions of the SANCO
code with D(r) and V(r) functions somewhat similar to those suggested in [5]. In the H-
mode, after taking into account any density increase, confinement is sometimes essentially
infinite (on the H-mode period time-scale). This could be due to a transport barrier
between the core and the rest of the plasma as has been noted in [5], or mundanely it could
be due to further unidentified Al influxes which only put in an appearance during improved
confinement conditions.

Passive spectroscopy: High resolution (M8)» ~ 3000) spectroscopy of the
"passive" X—ray spectra of He-Iike CI XVI, allows analyses of the line intensities, Fig 3.
The resonance line "w" and the intercombination lines "x","y" and "z" are interspersed with
dielectronic and inner-shell satellites. their spectral intensities being interpretable in
terms of the core plasma parameterslB]. No absolute calibration of the spectrometer 9] is
necessary since the lines are grouped together in a narrow bandwidth of O.1I\U at 4.4 . in
general, non - coronal conditions are required to explain these line ratios [7], [8]. The
ratio q/w, for example, depends on the abundance ratio of ClXV/ClXVl which is a function of
diffusive equilibrium and hence of ion transport. Line ratios (d13/w) and (k/w) are used
for Te and are in general agreement with Thomson scattering, while shapes of line "2" are
used for Ti and V¢, . The "j" contribution to the "1" line width has been ignored. Ti is
derived using a Voigt function with a dispersion instrument lunction equal to the width of the
lowest measured Ti ~ 60 ev, Fig 4. In tangential viewing, corrections to the line
intensities for the different chordal projections through the emitting ion shells prove to be
necessary. Even so, the G ratio ( x + y + z)/w predicts too low a value for T3, relative to

t“Z = D(r)Vnz(r) + V(r)nz(r) where V(r) = —2 andSis the dimensionless

approximately, D2 = . The transport coefficients are derived, Figs1and Fig 2,
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Thomson scattering, as has been found in some other tokamak studies [8]. With radial

viewing (CI values in Fig 4 ) chordal projections through emitting shells are less of a
problem. Having derived the temperatures of the ion and electron fluids, see for example
Fig 5, a consideration of the power balance between the two fluids allows an estimate of the
main heat losees. For the electrons , the power balance is given by,

dW VOL a W VOL
E5:J' POH.dv+f PECRH.dv v 10;, —f (P,;+Pmo)-dv

where the characteristic loss rate. both by heat conduction and by particle diffusion, is,
Vol

W 1 1 1—‘— = V.n, ,VT,+V.T a .dv and — = — + —Iviii J ( X “Di ) Twit 1,00 T,(DJ_)
Similar equations can be written for the ion fluid. When applied to the range of data, Fig 4,
we find that an estimate of the heat conduction loss time for the lowest ne, ECHH plasmas

2

(<ne> = 5.4 x 1018 m-3, T9 = 1500 eV, Ti = 180 eV) is 1,00 =3‘18—x is ~ 5ms for the

electrons and ~ 30ms for the ions. Since tej » 12100, this accounts for the maintenance of
the large difference in the fluid temperatures at the lower bound of ne. At the highest
densities (<ne> = 1.2x 1020 m‘3, Te = 800eV, Ti = 380 eV) almost all the power to the
electrons flows to the ions which becomes the main loss channel. Classical ion thermal
conduction is sufficient to account for the energy loss time ~ 20ms in high ne H-modes.
Ion transport has been derived from the (q/w) line ratio by comparing model emissivities
as predicted by the time-independent ion transport code STRAHL. The D and S parameters
are varied until a lit with the data is obtained. Less time consuming is to use a zero
dimensional approach and solve the full set of coupled ionisation balance equations which
include a source term 7 z and a loss term 12. These are written as,

(171 n
d; = ‘T: + Y; + "([nZ-ISZ-l_nZSZ+nZ+IaZ+l_nZaZ]

A solution is shown in Fig 6. There is general agreement between the these "passive"
measurements of ‘51 and the ion injection results in L-mode. For ne 2 3 x 1019 ms,
however, the ratio approaches the coronal value for all sensible values of 1:2 in COMPASS
and the (q/w) ratio is no longer a viable method in this region of parameter space.

CONCLUSIONS
* Test ion injection and intrinsic impurity spectroscopy have proved to be
complementary techniques for studying ion confinement in the COMPASS-D tokamak.
* High resolution (M51 ~ 3000) spectroscopic studies of the intrinsic Cl XV,XV| ions
indicate, .
(i) in ECR- heated plasmas, confinement (q/w ratio) is impaired relative to Q—L-
mode, by about a factor of two. At low ne ~ 8x1018m‘3, Ti actually decreases with ECFlH as
the ions and electrons become more decoupled.
(ii) the (q/w) ionisation balance method for measuring 1:; is useful for neg 3x1019m'3.
At higher densities, the "active". test-ion injection, method is necessary.
(iii) a self—consistent derivation of the core parameters of Te,Ti,ne and V¢. ln COMPASS,
at low ne, only a few % of the power input into the electrons goes into the ions and the main
loss channel is electronic heat conduction. At high ne 2 1.5x1020m'3, the power loss is
through the ion channel where heat conduction is approximately classical.
(Vi) at the L->H-mode transition, the slow growth in V4, is in contrast to the abrupt
change in 1:2. Toroidal rotation is in the ion drift direction during H-mode and reaches a
peak V.) ~20kms“.
* "Active" test ion injection analyses shows that, in Q-L— mode, 12 ~ 25ms and tE<
1:2 by about a factor of two. In H-mode. 1:5 ~20ms « t2 2 looms. Particle diffusion codes
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indicate Da " 0‘5““25'1 -> 0.2m2s'1 in L»mode and < 0.1m2s‘1 in H-mode with a strong
inwards edge convection.
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1. Introduction

Ohmically heated plasmas in the tight aspect ratio tokamak, START [1], have been studied
over a wide range of operating parameters. These include aspect ratio A 2 1.2, R0 = 0.18-
0,32m, a = 013-027 m, elongation, k = 13-3 and II) from 60 - 250 kA. The toroidal field at
the geometric centre has been varied from approximately 0.1 - 0.6 T giving qcyl as low as 1.5.
Typically, Tao can vary from 200-1000 eV and H, from 0.3 to 10x1019 m'31 It should be
noted that START is now regularly boronised.
Figure 1 shows the main plasma parameters of plasma current, line integral density and a
horizontal sofi X-ray signal, for a series of discharges in which probe measurements were
made. A radial array of eight fixed Langmuir probes are located in a lower exhaust target
plate, which can be biased. In addition, a moveable array of three probes is used to map the
upper exhaust, covering a distance of Z = 290 - 690 mm. above the plasma mid-plane, and R
: 112 ~ 238 mm major radius. In this paper, we briefly examine two areas: transport and the
plasma exhaust,
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Figure 1~ Plasma current, central line-average density and central soft X - ray signal from a shot
19 - 26m , at ms.

in which fluctuation measurements have been made. fi‘= 2.2x10
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2, Transport Simulations

Global confinement results have been discussed elsewhere [2] and generally good agreement
was found with the Rebut-Lallia and Lackner-Gottardi scaling laws over the range of data
studied. More recently the plasma behaviour has been modelled using the 1.5D transport code

ASTRA [3] using the T-11 Merezhldn-Mukhovatov—Polevoi [4] and the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins
[5] models. These models have reproduced the scaling of central temperature in a density scan
ranging from men ~8-13x1019 m'3 with [p ~lOO kA. They predict that energy confinement
time will increase with density until ne >1x1020 m‘3, at higher densities neoclassical ion

conduction losses start to dominate anomalous electron losses. For the specific case of 1p
=130 kA, Tea =250 eV, H. ~5x1019 m'3, the code predictions are in good agreement with

experimentally determined values of TE ~0.5ms — reported in [2].

3. Fluctuations in the Exhaust Plasma

Plasmas in START form a natural divertor, giving rise to an exhaust plume of plasma flowing

out above and below the confinement region. In some experiments, a circular plate is used to
intercept all the lower plume. A radial array of Langmuir probes is used to measure the
exhaust parameters of ion saturation current, electron temperature and density hitting this
plate. The probes are voltage scanned between -100V< Vp < +10V with respect to the torus,
at a rate of 0.1 ms. per scan. Data collection rate is 1 MHz. This high scanning speed allows
fluctuation measurements in T6 to be made over the 20 - 30 ms plasma current 'flat—top' with
10 kHz bandwidth.

Large fluctuations are seen in Te (TIT ~ 0.8), with slightly lower fluctuations in particle flux,
15," (i ll ~ 0.6), and a low fluctuation level in density, ne (fi/n— ~ 0.2), which is calculated
from Te and [sat These fluctuations decrease following, for example, an application of bias
(85 volts, 540 A) to the plate, and without bias at the end of the plasma current flat—top.
Results are shown in figure 2a, where bias is applied at 27 ms, and 2b for no bias, where the
plasma current starts to fall, at 30 ms. The fitting errors in Te are typically 10%, much smaller
than the fluctuations. Also it is clear that a high TC is accompanied by a high 19!, i.e. changes
in Isal are due to ATe rather than Arie.

The unusually high ratio of T/T compared with fi/fi may be indicative of fluctuating heat
- losses from the confinement zone principally by thermal conduction rather than convection.
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Figure 2. Fluctuations in Tc , [sat and ne at exhaust plate with bias applied
at 27 ms., (23), and without bias, (2b).

4. Mapping of parameters in exhaust channel

Using a moveable array of Langmuir probes, T , he, and ISm have been mapped using a series
of similar lOOkA plasma current discharges at a time 27 - 29 ms, when fluctuation levels were

low. Poloida] plane maps for T6 and De are presented in [6]. One might expect a flow in the
exhaust, going fi'om stagnation at the outer mid—plane to maybe Mach 1 near the probe
surface. Ari indication of such a flow may be obtained by plotting pressure contours, and
comparing with magnetic flux surface plots as calculated using reconstructed equilibria [3].
These constant pressure surfaces are shown in figure 33, together with the calculated magnetic
flux surfaces. There are diflerences between flux and pressure surfaces. Pressures are lower by
some 15 - 35 °/o at any given point in the upper exhaust than would be expected if P were
constant along the calculated magnetic flux surfaces. I.e. the flow is increasing as the last
closed flux surface is approached. A similar plot for constant density surfaces is shown in
figure 3b. Again the effects of flow are apparent.

Assuming P+pv2 = constant, then A(pv2) z 0.2 N.m‘2 from above, so Av = 2x104 ms‘l,
(using ne = 2.5x10” m'3). CS = {k(Te+Ti)/rni}'/7 : 7.5x104 m.s‘1, assuming TFTe Since
there will already be a flow at Z = 30 cm, this suggests flows approaching Mach 1 at a probe
surface positioned at Z = 60 cm.
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Summary
1 and Rebut—Lallia-Watkins models can be used to reproduce START data,

- Large fluctuations in Tc have been measured using a radial array ofLangmuir probes in
the exhaust region of START. These fluctuations decrease on application of bias.

Fluctuations in ne are much less than those in either Te or particle flux, possibly indicating

fluctuating heat losses by conduction.
- Surfaces of constant pressure derived from TC and “e mapping in the exhaust suggest a

flow in the exhaust towards the target approaching Mach 1, with pressure decreasing by

15 % — 35 % along a flux surface from Z=30 cm. to Z=70 cm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electron temperature profiles in tokamaks are subject to global constraints that

can be attributed either to their link with current profiles, i.e. to MHD stability
conditions, a clear example being sawtooth activity, or to other mechanisms like
marginal stability. Also a direct effect on transport coefficients was attributed to the
current profile [1].

Fast current ramps in FTU ohmic pulses have been used to study the effect of
current profile variations on the energy confinement time. The global profile
constraint was transiently removed in these pulses, and variations in the shape of
temperature profiles could be observed. Modified profiles were also observed in pulses
with a strong central radiative sink; in this case the modification was not transient.
Finally, the transport properties in the central region have been studied by the
analysis of temperature evolution between crashes of very long period sawteeth; very
small electron heat transport was found.

2. CURRENT RAMPS
A positive dependence of energy confinement on plasma internal inductance 11

was reported for L-mode plasmas [l], and the origin of this dependence was found in
the local effect of either poloidal field or magnetic shear on the heat diffusivity.

Current ramp experiments have been performed in FTU (major radius R=D.935
in; minor radius a=O.3 m; toroidal field for the pulses considered in this paper B=5.8 'I‘)
in order to study the 1i dependence of ohmic confinement. Very fast ramps, lasting
only two confinement times, had to be used in order to obtain significant li variations.
The plasma current 11) was ramped up from 0.45 to 0.9 MA at a rate of 5 MA/s and
down at —8 MA/s; the line average density fie varied between 0.9 and LZXIOZOm'3 (at
these densities the energy confinement is in the saturated regime); the effective
charge Zeff increased with lp from 1.5 to 2.5; the central electron temperature was
Te(0)== 1.5 keV.

The ohmic input power PQH could not be obtained from external measurements
because the time derivative of poloidal magnetic energy was too noisy; consequently,
a calculation of current diffusion had to be performed, and the P0}; was calculated
by integrating njz, j being the current density and '1 the Spitzer resistivity calculated
with the Zeff obtained from visible bremsstrahlung. The reliability of the calculation
was checked by comparing calculated and measured 1i values.

The energy confinement time, as estimated by 7E = ZWe/(POH-ZdWe/dt), where
We is the eleCtron energy content, increased by 17% with ramp-down and decreased
by 30% with ramp-up (Fig. 1); this result is compatible with the scaling 'r «x liZ/3
suggested in ref. 1, although a loose time correlation between TE and li is ound in
ramp—down pulses.

In steady-state the electric field is constant so that, assuming a central safety
factor q(0):1, the following global constraint on the Te profile turns out:
Te(0)3/2/<Te3/Z> = q(a). During current ramps the constraint is removed and the
power deposition profiles are modified; in these conditions transient changes can be
observed in the the shape of Te profiles, as shown in Fig. 2 for a ramp-up case. The
possibility of changing the shape of Te profiles in the central region had already been
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demonstrated in JET for sawtooth-free pulses in which Off—axis ICRH was combined
with a transient central heat sink produced by pellet injection [2]; Fig. 2 shows that
the same is possible outside half radius for sawtoothing pulses, provided that the
mixing radius has no time to expand.

3. HOLLOW TEMPERATURE PROFILES
A persistent modification of Te profiles in the central region has been observed

in FTU, either when Te profiles at the beginning of the pulse are broad, so that
current penetration is delayed [3], or when (1(0) is raised by pellet injection [4]. In both
circumstances sawteeth are absent, the radiation power density Qrad is peaked due to
heavy impurities accumulation, and hollow j profiles are obtained from equilibrium
reconstruction; such profiles are prone to magnetic reconnection between double
resonant surfaces (3], but long—lasting quiescent periods exist.
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The Te3/Z peaking factor, which for sawtoothing pulses very nearly equals q(a),
is reduced by up to a factor 4; such reduction is associated with the appearance of acentral hollow region in the Te profile (Fig. 3). This is again an evidence of the
response to the power deposition profile; in this case the net power density was
modified by the radiation sink, and the global constraint was removed by raising q(0).

The temperature outside half radius is similar to the one for sawtoothing pulses
(Fig. 3); this is not surprising, since the heat flux in that region is only slightly
affected by central radiation losses.

4. TRANSPORT IN THE CENTRAL REGION ‘
A quantitative study of the transport properties of the central region can be

performed on pulses in which the sawtooth activity is not suppressed but only rarefied
(the period reaches 25 ms) by pellet injection [4] without any enhancement of centralradiation. After each crash Te(0) grows linearly and the central profile remains flat
excepting a small region near the inversion radius rinv (only this phase is observed in
normal sawteeth, for which a typical period is 5 ms); subsequently the profile
becomes convex (Fig. 4) and the peak temperature tends to saturate.

In order to extract information on electron transport, the evolution of Te was
modeled for rSrinv by a simplified system of diffusion equations, obtained under the
assumption of having both density and safety factor constant in space and time:

”231% 3".) Qouflfi, fl_gig( ,fl)+ 9..
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A constant Xe value was assumed, while the Chang—Hinton expression (XC—H)
with a multiplier was used for x-.
Using keV units for energy, and assuming the following plasma parameters: Coulomb

logarithm A=l7, Zeff=l.5, safety factor q=1, and ion mass number M=2, the ohmic
(QOH) and the electron-ion exchange (Qei) power densities take the form:
Q0l1/1.5n¢=150/(n20T,3/2)lkeV/s]; QE/l.5n2285n2d'l‘2‘TLllT23/2, where n20: ne/lflzom‘3.

Constant boundary conditions Te(r,0) and Tehmwt) have been used, consistently
with experimental results; similar conditions were assumed for the ions.

In the example considered below (FTU pulse #4731, with pellet injection at
t = 0.7 s), Te(r,0) =1.1 keV, ne =3.3x1020m-3, and rim/=8 cm.
At the high densities for which rarefied sawteeth are obtained, electrons and ions are
tightly coupled; consequently the Te saturation time approximately depends on the
average diffusivity (xe+Xi)/Z, and the resulting Xe increases if the neoclaSSical
multiplier is decreased. The average value of XCAH for r<rinv is about 0.5 mZ/s.

The experimental data could only be reproduced with Xi 50.6Xx —H; Fig. 5
shows the calculation with Xi =XC-H and the good fit obtained with Xi =0. XXC-H and
Xe =0.01m2/s . A similar fit quality was obtained for xe=0.lm2/s and Xi =0.3XXC_H, so
that we can conclude that a low electron thermal diffusivity results even for
unrealistically low Xi values. Very low heat [5] and particle [6] transport in the central
plasma region had already been inferred by perturbative techniques.

The effective heat diffusivity (Xeff*Xe+Xi) obtained from single—fluid, time-
dependent transport analysis outside the mixing radius increases with r from 0.3 to
1.7 mzls, while XC-H decreases, so that anomalous electron transport appears to be
suppressed only in the central region. From this observation we can conjecture some
possible origins for the suppression: low temperature gradients; low shear; low local
inverse aspect ratio.
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ON- AND OFF-AXIS ECH MODULATION EXPERIMENTS ON RTP
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in a new series of modulated electron cyclotron heating (MECH) on RTP the MECl-lpower was deposited either on-axis or off-axis in plasmas with different values of the plasmacurrent (lp)r Besides confirming all previous MECH results on RTP [l], the new data can be
simulated by assuming a radial profile of the incremental diffusivity (70“) that is constant
(Xi"C< lm2/s) inside the sawtooth region, makes a sharp step near the inversion radius, and has
an offset parabolic profile elsewere with a value of xinc = 6 m2/s at r/a = 0.6. No significant
dependence ofxinc on (1;, is observed apart from the position of the transition from low to highXinc. I

The RTP tokamak (R=0.72 m, a=0.16 m, Br < 2.4 T, lp < 145 kA, pulse duration<300 ms, boronised vessel. poloidal carbon limiter) is dedicated to the study of transport pro—cesses in tokamak plasmas and equipped with a comprehensive set of diagnostics. In the ECRHmodulation experiments reported here, accurate space- and time— resolved measurements of theelectron temperature (Te) were taken with a 20-channel ECE heterodyne radiometer covering theentire Te profile.
The modulated plasma heating was provided by a 60 GHz gyrotron. The beam waslaunched perpendicularly from the low field-side (LFS) in the equatorial plane, with about 110kW coupled to the plasma in O-mode. For on-axis MECH, optimum plasma conditions(BT22.18T, ne:3 1019m'3) and modulation parameters (cu/27t=312l-lz, dc=0.25, 28 cycles)were chosen on the basis of past experiments [2]. The flaHop value of 1p was scanned from 80RA to 125 kA (3.2<qa<6). Best off-axis MECH results were obtained for a resonance set to -4cm. ip was scanned so as to cover the same qa range ofthe on-axis experiments. Typical peakmodulation amplitudes at the 1st harmonic were i15% and i3% for on—axis and off—axisMECH, respectively.

An example of phase ((p) and amplitude (A) data after correction for plasma displacementand optical thickness effects is shown in Fig.3 for a typical high lp RTP discharge. The statisti-cal uncertainty on the phase data is about i0.05—O.1 radians going from center to edge for thefirst harmonic, and increases to about 10.15 and $0.3 radians for the second and third har-monic. The uncertainties on the amplitude data are mainly systematic, due to the calibration pro-cedure and to the optical thickness correction. We estimate the uncertainty to be about il5% inthe plasma centre. increasing to i25% for the high field side channel.
An important systematic effect is given by the interaction of MECH with the sawtooth (ST)activity. Due to this interaction, the amplitude of the sawtooth crashes is modulated in time,which gives rise to additional temperature perturbations at the modulation harmonics.The effectcan be modelled by introducing effective additional power source terms (PAM) at the modula-tion harmonics [3]. The PAM power terms become stronger at high lp values but have some ef-fect even in the lowest l case, where the ST are barely detectable. ln the off-axis case, accuratemodelling of PAM was ound to be crucial for a good reproduction ofthe central measurementssince they represent the only power source in this region.

All MECH and ST data available from discharges at 4 different lp values both with on—axisand off-axis resonance were satisfactorily reproduced on the basis of the simplest possible rela—tion between the modulated power and the observed T.3 perturbation. For each modulation fre—
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quency this relation is: (3/2 iQHl/I) Tm - l/nV(n x'"CVTw)=Pm. Here x'“c(r) is the incremental

heat transport coefficient, )0“ = -Bq/_(n8VT), and pm(r) is the modulated power per particle,
including the term due to MEQH-ST interactionThe damping term 1/1 is small and has been

neglected in the present analysrs. . _ . ‘ . .

Since the effect of ECl—l power deposition in the measurement region is important. the

ower deposition profile has to be determined together with the xinc profile using multifre-
quency analysis [4]. For each shot, data at 3 harmonics of the modulation frequency and at the

sawtooth frequency (except at the lowest 1p) have been simultaneoulsy fitted (see Fig.3). The
power deposition profile is modelled as the sum of one narrow and one broad Gaussian

(somewhat modelling ilI‘St pass and multiple pass absorption respectively). In the off-axis case
the broad Gaussian is used only outside the resonance radius.

The xi“ profile has been modelled by a uniform, low )6“ value in the central region up to a

given radius re and a )0“ value increasing parabolically towards the edge outside r0. A xinc in-
creasing towards the edge for r>r0 has been adOpted for the interpretation of the whole series of

new experiments since other effects such as edge power deposition, strong edge damping, or
an overestimate of the plasma displacement correction are unable to explain the data.

a) On-axis ID scan. All data can be reproduced using the same EC power deposition profile,
which is shown in Fig.2. This can only be obtained if the measured PAM values (increasing
with ID) are used in the simulations. A total power of 95 kW is found, which amounts to 86%
of the injected power (O-mode).

Fig.1 shows the 30'“: profiles found for the two discharges Ip=80 kA and Ip=110 kA. The
data from both high and low Ipdischarges can be simulated with the same parabolic )6“ profile
in the region outside rmix~ The )0“ profiles differ in the plasma centre, where a region of low
xinc is needed to simulate the data. The width of this region scales with rim. The value of )0“
inside the central region is very uncertain due to its strong correlation with the PAM profile.
The same )0“ value within rim, has been used at all currents. While the details of the xinc pro-
files obtained are somewhat uncertain (different, e.g. linear, profiles would probably give
equally good fits as long as they match the average diffusivity near the centre and around r210
cm). the fact that xmc is an increasing function of radius outside the sawtoothing region is a
well-established result. Also well-established is the fact that energy transport in the sawtoothing
region is different from outside, with a significantly lower diffusivity value. The )0“ value at
r=10 cm is 6:1 m2/s. In the centre of low-lp discharges (where no low—diffusivity region is
observed) 70'“ goes down to 1.51‘05 m2/s. The errors reported here have been obtained from
Function Parametrization analysis of the data [4].

b) f—axis [a scan. An example of off-axis MECH discharge with the same qa value of the
discharge of Fig.3 is shown in Fig.4. The resonance was set at rmsz—4cm. The deep hole in the
central amplitude data, increasing at larger frequencies, can only be explained by assuming a
central low xinc region as described for the on—axis cases. if the experimental determination of
PAM is used in the analysis, a very good fit to the off—axis data (Fig.4) can again be obtained
with the same xinc profile that was used for all the on—axis discharges. The EC power deposi-
tion profile obtained for the off—axis experiments is shown in Fig.2 and is the same for all off-
axis MECH experiments at the different IP. In this case 95% of the injected EC power is ab—
sorbed. On RTP further evidence of the presence of a low x central region is provided by
mesurements of the Te profile using the new TV Thomson scattering system [5]. The
measurements show a central hot region with "filaments" bounded by a narrow region just
outside the inversion radius with very sharp Te gradients. This has been interpreted as due to a
transport barrier near the q:l surface in which the thermal diffusivity is very low (x-0.0l
mz/s). Similarly low x values inside the filaments are needed to explain the observations. Our
present understanding is that the observed low )0“ value within rim, must reflect some average
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x value inside this region, which includes regions of regular (anomalous) transport as well as
regions with very low thermal conductivity.
It is interesting to compare the radial profiles of )6“ and of the power balance heat diffusivity

(xPeB) as is done in Fig.1 for the discharge of Fig.3. The xinc and XPCB profiles shows that
1) xinc>xPeB over the entire plasma. In the region r<rmiX the 76:33 value is affected by large sys—
tematic errors (dashed line), so it is not possible to compare the two quantities; 2) the two pro-
file shapes are very similar for r>rm;x, to the point that one may think that their ratio is approx-
imately constant, xinC/xPeB=2-2.5. This is a point that must be assessed critically before any
conclusion can be drawn.

In conclusion we find that a careful modelling of the MECH—ST interaction is necessary to
achieve a good reproduction of the experimental measurements in the plasma core.

All data can be interpreted in terms of a xinc profile consisting of two separate branches: a
central region with a low xinc and an outer region where )0“ is much larger and increases
parabolically with radius. The transition between the two regions is sharp; its location is close
to the inversion radius. No significant IP dependence of the outer )0“ profile is observed. No
convective term is needed for the interpretation of off-axrs MECH experiments.

Comparison with xPeB shows that xinC/nLZ-Zj. The two x's have rather similar profiles,
suggesting that their ratio does not vary significantly with radius.

This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM and the Euratom-ENEA-CNR associa-
tion agreements, with financial support from NWO, CNR and Euratom.
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1. Introduction

Anomalous transport in tokamak plasmas has caused the development of an extensivenumber of transport models [1]. It is striking that in the various models the effective ioncharge 223 (or the collisionality) acts quite differently on the electron thermal diffusivity:Xe ~ and, where a ranges from —1 to +1. In experiments, Zeg can be easily scannedwithout changing other plasma parameters significantly. Comparison between local trans-port coefficients and the Zcfl' dependence predicted by the various models could eliminatesome of those models as a viable explanation for anomalous transport.
For this purpose, a Zen scan has been performed in RTP using mixtures of heliumand neon as filling gas. Deuterium was used as low Zeg reference, in which also a densityscan was performed. Although RTP is a small machine (R0 = 0.72 m, a = 0.164 m,BT g 2.4 T, {3 ~ 0.3, V; 2 1), this type of experiment is relevant to larger devicessince anomalous transport is observed in both large and smaller tokamaks with the samedependence on parameters. The extensive number of diagnostics available at RTP allowselectron transport studies with high spatial and temporal resolution.

2. The Z95 experiment
The Zeg-scan reported here consists of 27 discharges (11:: = 6.8, 37 = 2.2 T), obtainedby using a mixture of helium and neon as filling gas before breakdown. The dataset isextended by a density scan in deuterium with 718(0) 2 2.1 —5.5- 1019 m‘3 (Zeff = 1.4—2.4).Steady state analysis was done in ohmically heated discharges (70 ms after the beginningof the current flat top) and 40 ms after switch«on of ECRH (low field Side, O-rnode, 60GHz, nominal input power n'g‘ : 120 j: 5 kW).

Figure 1 shows the obtained Zeff (calculated from neoclassical resistivity) as functionof the fraction of neon in the plasma. The full line indicates the expected volume averagedvalue of Zefi assuming a flat Zeg-profile and coronal equilibrium. Note that in helium plas-mas without neon Zag = 5.1 was reached. The deuterium plasmas, which were measuredon another day, turned out to be very clean (Zen 2 1.5) after boronization of the vessel.Taking advantage of the high resolution diagnostics at RTP (IQ—channel interferometry,20—channel Zone-EOE, multi-point Thomson scattering (A2 = 1.7 mm)), the followingobservations were made when Zeg was scanned from 1.5 to 9.8 : an increase of both loopvoltage (VL = 1.3 — 2.8 V), and Ts(0) (0.6 to 0.9 keV), and a broadening of Te(r). DuringECRH, VL = 0.6 — 1.3 V and T40) = 2 e 3 keV. The radiation losses, as measured by abolometer, were maximally 40% of the ohmic input power.
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Figure 1: Z53 {obtained from
resistivity with neoclassical correction)
as function of the fraction of neon

in the filling gas for Ohmic plasmas

(closed symbols) and EC)? heated plasmas

(ng' = 120 kW) {open symbols), pro—
duced in helium/neon (circles) and deu-
terium (squares). The full line is the e:—
pected Zefi' (see text).

0 20 4o 60 80 100

neon [%]

3. Data analysis

A local power balance analysis has been performed on the Zea—scan data using the SNAP
code. The electron energy balance includes the ohmic input power, electron—ion coupling
and the ECRH power deposition profile from single-pass ray-tracing, but taking multiple
pass reflections into account. Radiative losses, dominated by line radiation, are located
near the plasma edge, as confirmed by transport code simulations [2]. In this study they
have been neglected in the local power balance analysis, which is justified for r/a < 0.8.

The effective ion charge is calculated from the measured T,('r) and VL measured at the

outer boundary of the ohmic plasma. Assuming full current diffusion (i.e. E (r) = E and
dL dt = 0), the average resistivity over the plasma volume is calculated using Spitzer

resistivity with the neoclassical correction.

4. Results

The analysis is based on a dataset of 27 ohmically heated discharges, with Z25: 1.4 — 9.5
and n,(0) = (2.0 — 2.8) - 1019 m‘a. For the regression analysis on TE, the ohmic dataset
is extended With 10 data points from a density scan in deuterium (Zen: 1.5 — 2.4 and
718(0) = (2.9 — 5.4) - 1019 m‘a). The ECRH dataset contains 17 discharges with 120 kW
nominal input power, 2w: 1.4 — 8.4 and n=(0) = (2.0 — 2.8) -10‘9 111—3.

The electron energy confinement time TEC (as shown in Fig. 2) scales as:

TE.(Ohmic) = (2.0 a: 0.1)n3-73*“-°7Z.fi—°-15i°*°3, (1)

in units [ms] and [-1019 m‘a]. The favourable scaling with 11.5 is consistent with previous
regression analyses on RTP data. During ECRH, TEE increases compared to the ohmic
phase. This was observed before in RTP in clean discharges [3 . A weak Z65 dependence,
opposite to the ohmic scaling, is found: TE,(ECRH) ~ Zefio‘og 0'03.

A local regression analysis of x, also shows a fairly weak dependence on Zen, which is
slightly more pronounced near the plasma centre.

We also studied the dependence on the electron collisionality 11;, which is the relevant
transport parameter that is actually varied using the ‘knob’ Z95. For the conditions at
hand, 1/; > 1 everywhere in the ohmic case, (neoclassical plateau regime), while during
ECRH u: < 1 (banana regime) over a large region of plasma radius. The following scaling
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Figure 2: The electron energy can-
finement time for ohmic plasmas (solid
symbols) and during ECRH {open sym-
bols). Results are shown for deuterium
plasmas (squares), and helium/neon dis-
charges (circles).

Zeff

was found (see Fig. 3) at p = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7:

p)—l,2i0.2 0'43i0'07. (2)xe(p) ~ ne( V; (p)
The scaling with u; is stronger than with 285. This means that a masked dependence on
T5 exists, which shows up when U; is used as scaler. Figure 3 shows x5 at three radial
positions as function of 11;.

During ECRH, V; is modified only moderately at each radial position, as is shown in
Fig. 3b, and a large scatter is observed between Xe and 11;. The tendency of X: to increase
with 1/; could be caused by colinearity between 1/; and p.

5. Comparison with transport models
The experimental Xe is compared to a set of transport models applicable to the RTP
parameter space (,6.9 : 0.1 — 0.3, u’ 2 1). Since transport analysis on RTP concentrates
on electron thermal transport. ion transport models are beyond the scope of this work,
as far as they do not have strong influence on electron thermal transport.

The models included are based on electron drift wave turbulence (ab. DOMINGUEZ
and WALTZ, ROGISTER—HASSELBERG), 7],- mode driven electron thermal transport (DlA—
MOND-BlGLARI, WEILAND ), magnetic turbulence (a.o. RECHESTER—ROSENBLUTH,
REBUT—LALLIA-WATKINS, TAYLOR) and models based on ‘profile resilience’ (a.o.COPPl-
MAZZUCATo-GRUBER, TAYLOR, MONTGOMERY, DNESTROVSKIJ).

In the ohmic case, a. few models show a significant positive correlation: the drift-
wave model of WEILAND, the model of OHKAWA based on current filamentation, and
COPPI-MAZZUCATO—GRUBER based on profile consistency. Interestingly, anti-correlation
is displayed by DIAMOND—BIGLARI (trapped ion driven), During ECRH, however, the
latter model shows a positive correlation. The only other models that show a positive
correlation during ECRH is the drift mode for untrapped electrons (SIMlLON—DIAMOND).
In contrast to observations in clean conditions [3], the REBUT-LALLlA-WATKINS model
performs badly. In general, there is no model that shows correlation with the Zefl' dataset
both in ohmic and during ECRH.
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Figure 3: The electron thermal difirwiuity as function of the electron callisionality 11:.

Results are for ohmically heated discharges (left figure) and during ECRH (right figure). In the

ohmic case, x5 is normalized by the scaling with density (Cnann: ((7t,)/rt¢(r))‘1'2 with (ne)

the averaged density over the whole dataset).

6. Conclusions

The central conclusion of this study is the absence of scaling of T3, with Zea. The scaling
of Xe, however, doa show a significant dependence on 11;. This means that collisions play
an essential role in anomalous transport. The fact that during ECRH u: < 1 over a large
region of plasma radius, while u: > 1 in the ohmic phase, could explain the improvement
of confinement during ECRH, since the average x, is lower. It does not explain, however,
the degradation of confinement when more ECR power is applied [3], unless there is a
critical value for 11: below which x, becomes independent of collisionality.

For the comparison of transport models, correlation with our dataset shOWS that for
some models good agreement was found, either in ohmic or ECR heated discharges. It
is not surprising that no model gives a. good prediction in both regimes, since the two
regimes are characterized by different ranges of the collisionality.
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Abstract
Measurements with a multi-position Thomson scattering diagnostic with very high spatial
resolution are reported. The spatial resolution of (1% of minor radius has revealed steps
and peaks in electron temperature and pressure. In ohmic discharges quasi-periodic structures
are observed in the wings of the temperature profile. During electron cyclotron resonance
(ECH) heating several filaments of high temperature and pressure are found in the power
deposition region. The peaks have typical width of 5710mm, and are interpreted as closed flux
tubes [1]. Near the sawtooth inversion radius often a steep step in temperature occurs which
can reach gradients of up to 1 MeV/m. The filaments and steps still appear several hundreds of
microseconds after switching off the ECR heating. This observation indicates good confinement
inside the filaments and long life of the structures.

1 Introduction

Usually plasma density, temperature and current density are considered to be smooth func~
tions of the minor radius, based on the assumption of nested toroidal flux surfaces. Detailed
measurements of the electron temperature and density may be used to study deviations from
this model. For this purpose a high resolution multi-position Thomson scattering diagnostic has
been constructed. It uses a single pulse ruby laser (694.3 nm, 25.] in a 15:15 pulse) and a CCD
based detector in a Littrow polychrornatorI with large observation angle. By avoiding the use
of a fiber-optic coupling a high spatial resolution of 1.7mm over a vertical chord of 170mm
can be obtained with a transmission of z: 16%. Details of the set-up, the calibration and the
error analysis are given in [2]. This has revealed steps and peaks in temperature and pressure, of
which some examples will be given. The measurements have been performed in the RTP toka‘
mak (major radius 0.72 m, minor radius 0.165 m, toroidal field 2.2 T) in ohmic and ECH heated
discharges. The tokamak is equipped with an extensive set of diagnostics, including magnetics,
19-Channel interferometer, 20—chanuel heterodyne radiometer, 80-channel S-camera soft x—ray
tomographic system, etc. The ECH system comprises two 60 GHz, 180 kW and one 110 GHz,
500 kW gyrotron.

v . v u v

2 Measurements

A spectrum of the scattered light during an ohmic
discharge (hydrogen, ne=8><1019 111—3, Te=650 eV,
qa=7) is given in Fig. 1. The width of the scatter-
ing distribution is a direct measure for the elec-
tron temperature T5, the integrated intensity is
a measure for the electron density ne. The fitted
curve corresponds-to a relatwrstlcally corrected 600 ' 760 7&0 aooGaussxan distribution [3]. Around the laser wave- Wavelength (nm)
length and the Ha (plasma light) line (656.3 nm) Figure 1: Thomson spectrum of ohmic plwma
some channels have been omitted. at plasma cent“
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Profiles of TE, n8 and their product, the pres-

sure P: are shown in Fig. 2. Due to the high

density the error bars are quite small, and

q("Lei—periodic structures can be observed in

the wings of the TC and pe profiles. They also

appear on the 1193 profiles but there they are

less pronounced. Detailed statistical analysis

of the profiles using spline fitting with free
knots [4] has shown that the structure down

to about 1cm is real and cannot be attributed

to pure statistics.

Additional ECR heating can be applied using
60 GHz waves launched in O-mode from the

low field side or in X-mode from the high field

side, or both (nominal power 2x180 kW).
This yields a power density of 210 MW/ma,

which is one order of magnitude larger than
in most larger plasma devices. With central
ECR heating several filaments of high pres-
sure are found in the power deposition region
[5]. From shot to shot the filaments do not
appear at reproducible positions. The most
pronounced structures occur at low densities
(ne<‘2X1019 m ‘3), most likely because the
ECR waves are refracted at higher 118. With a
recently installed 110 Ghz ECRH system ab
sorption is possible at higher me, also yielding
structured TE and 12., profiles.

Fig. 3 shows an ECR heated plasma, 300 ps
after switching off both 60GH2. gyrotrons.
The high T, region approximately coincides
with the sawtooth region and is bounded by
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Figure 2: Profiles of (a) T:I (b) n“ and (c) pc for
a 60 kA ohmic hydrogen plasma (qu:7).

strong gradients (120 keV/m). In some discharges gradients of up to 1MeV/m were observed.
Inside the high Te region large peaks and dips occur, typical width 5—10 mm, again with strong

gradients. Individual Thomson scattering spectra are shown in Fig. 4 (a) for a point at high T2

(at z=—10mm), and (b) in a TC dip (at z=—3.5 mm). Although the individual datapoints show
appreciable (Poisson) statistics at these low densities, the spectral fits are still good (reduced

x2 close to one).

3 Transport aspects

The existence of large gradients in the central part of the plasma indicates regions of very

low thermal transport. The fact that the filaments (the peaks) still live several hundreds of

us after switching off the ECR heating shows there is good thermal confinement inside them.

Assuming filaments of 6 mm width and a confinement time T of 0.5 ms, X = ”/7 yields a thermal

' diffusivity X of 0.02 mz/s. The step near the sawtooth inversion radius can be associated with a

thin layer’of low diffusivity. With the heat flux q of #100 kW through this layer (area m1m2),

ria=2><1019 m"3, and a gradient of lMeV/m, X = q/(nVT) 2‘: 0.03 mz/s.
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Figure 3: Profiles of (a) Te, (b) 715, and (c) ,1?8 for Figure 4: Thomson spectra of additionally
an additionally heated 60 kA hydrogen plasma heated plasma (as Fig. 3), (a) for z=—10 mm,
(qn=7), 300 us after switching off both 60 GHz T¢=3 keV :l: 300 eV, and (b) for z=—3.5 mm,
gyrotrons. T3217 keV i 125 eV.

4 Magnetic topology

A viable explanation of thehot filaments in the center of the plasma is that they are closed
flux tubes. The existence of a number of such structures cannot be explained with the concept
of a single nest of toroidal flux surfaces. The strong gradients near q=1 ask for current sheets,
hence a current density distribution j that is unsmooth‘ The structures observed over the entire
profile, even in ohmic plasmas, suggest a complex magnetic topology. In JET, measurements
with the LIDAR Thomson scattering system [5] yielded Te profiles which Show flat regions at
rational q values. In [5] these are associated to MHD activity or islands of low mode numbers. In
our experiment, MHD activity is below detection threshold for the measurements we report. In
particular, structures in T5 are seen even in high q“, medium density ohmic discharges in which
no MHD activity could be expected. Therefore, we conclude that they are magnetic structures
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of high mode numbers. Structures are likely to rotate with the fluid, so that in a time series

of T; they would appear as (small) broadband Ta fluctuations. An extension of the Thomson
scattering diagnostic with a double pulse system (Atzo—l ms) is under construction, with the aim

to investigate the dynamics of these structures. It is noted that while the switch<ofi experiment

demonstrates the long life of the central filaments, this does not prove that the structures in the

wings of the profile are equally long lived. It could well be that these, colder, structures have

significantly shorter life time.

5 Discussion

It can be argued that the pronounced structures are produced by the strong ECR heating

itself, in stead of just being made visible in an already existing complex magnetic topology.

Existing flux tubes may either exist and be preferentially heated due to good confinement, or be

generated by the ECH. The fact that structures exist even in ohmic plasmas favours the concept
of preferential heating.

ECH heating will generate a non-thermal velocity distribution. Even though (radial) Thom-

son scattering measures the thermal part of the electron velocity distribution, projections of

non—thermal components may occur in the Thomson scattering spectra. However, whether the

Thomson scattering measurements are biased by a non-thermal population or not: in all cases

the spatial structures give evidence of an inhomogeneous electron pressure, with all the ensuing
consequences for magnetic equilibrium and transport.

6 Conclusions

With a high spatial resolution Thomson scattering diagnostic, Te, ne and Pa profiles with detailed

structure have been obtained. The structure in both ohmic and ECR heated plasmas indicates

deviations from a model based on nmted toroidal flux surfaces. The hot filaments in the sawtooth

region, which have lifetimm of several hundreds of us, are interpreted as closed flux tubes, with
low thermal transport inside them, Large thermal gradients near the sawtooth inversion radius
can only exist with a layer of low diffusivity. The wings of both ohmic and ECR heated Te

profiles show non-monotonic behaviour, possibly associated to hot islands.
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Abstract
Electron heat transport in the Wendelstein stellarator and the RTP tokamak is determined
by heat pulse propagation and power balance analysis and compared. In both machines
heat pulses are generated with modulated ECH, the sawtooth instability gives additional
transport data in RTP. The question is whether or not a model exists which describes
electron heat transport and power degradation of confinement in both RTP and W7-
AS as a function of local variables only. A preliminary conclusion is that X: does not
explicitly depend on Te and VTg in RTP and W7—AS and that a local description of
power degradation is not feasible in WY-AS.

1. Introduction
Important common properties of radial heat transport in stellarators and tokamaks [1]
are that 1) the value of the radial electron heat diffusivity (Xe) is always of the order
1 mZ/s and therefore anomalously high, irrespective of plasma size, temperature, etc..
2) the global stored plasma energy (W) and the heating power (P) satisfy W o< PM
and consequently the global energy confinement time (TE 2 W/P) decreases with P:
TE or P""5 which is called "power degradation of energy confinement".

A remarkable difference between the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator and tokamaks is
that x8 as determined by local power balance analysis (xfb) equals Xe [2] as derived from
heat pulse propagation (xi’m), whereas tokamaks show xi” = (2 — ig”. The latter
result can be reconciled with W or P‘)’5 if the x, is allowed to depend on the electron
temperature (T,) and its gradient (VTB): Xe = XE(T¢,VT=). The W7—AS result leads
to a paradox because xi": 2 )6? and the observed [3] heat pulse repetition frequency
independence of xi“ indicate x, ¢ ”(Tm VTC) which is difficult to combine with power
degradation of stellarator confinement. This paradox is also an incentive to study the
X: : ”(T6, VTJ-explanation for power degradation of tokamak confinement.

The fundamental question is: ”Is it possible to construct a local transport model which
allows 1) xi": : #2” in stellarators, 2) xi“ : (2 — 5)X’¢’b in tokamaks, and 3) W or 130’5
in both?". It is clear that a simple Xe = x,(T¢, VTE) does not work. The alternative to
a local model is a model which allows a dependence of transport coefficients on a global
parameter explicitly, for example: X: or PM, for which indications have been found in
W7-AS: 1) Steady state transport scaling studies at W7—AS showed that a P-dependence
of Xe gives significantly smaller regression errors than Ta and VTe dependencies [4]. 2)
ECH switch—0n/—0H experiments at W7—AS suggested [5] that instantaneous switching of
Xe: also in the source free region, according to X5 or Po'5 gives a better simulation of the
TE-timetraces than a local x8 = X5(Te, VTE) model.
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The other obvious question that arises is what role the plasma current (Ip) plays in the

different behaviour of W7-AS and tokamaks.

2_ Method
The method that is followed to address these questions is:

1, to scan P over a range larger than a factor 5 in both a stellarator and a tokamak.

This will yield P, Te and VTe variations that allow a clear manifestation of W or PO-5

while X2“ 2 xfib in a stellarator and xi“ = (2 — 5))(5b in a tokamak.
2. to scan 1,, in a tokamak to study its influence on the value of xim/xfi".
3‘ to vary T,a and VTe independently by means of off-axis ECH to study the role of Ta

and VT,3 separately.

Heat pulses are induced by applying modulated ECH. In ET? the sawtooth instability

provides an additional source of heat pulses.

3. The fundamental difference between xi“ and X5”
A general representation of transport in magnetically confined toroidal fusion plasmas is

given by a flux—force relation

P D 0.12 [113 W .. V71

(la/n 1121 X2 [123 0'24 -- VT:

111/71 = 1131 C132 Xi (134 -- VT.‘ , (1)
in B €142 €143 7] -~ E“

in which fluxes are not only driven by their conjugate forces (for example q: driven by

VTe) but in principle also by others (for example qe driven by the gradient of the toroidal

plasma current density Vj). At this stage it is not justified to assume that transport

is simpler than this. It is interesting to consider the case that the coefficients of the

transport matrix are constants, which implies xi“ E age/navn = Xe (the usual working

assumption is that heat pulse propagation experiments measure xi“ as defined here).

Then the following relation between xi“ and xfj" holds

X131: E qe/nVTe = Xinc + amVn/VTC + agsVTi/VTE + a24Efl/VTe + (2)

This shows that xi“ and x‘z’b are fundamentally different quantities. They differ by

a number which is not an intrinsic transport property but depends on the actual plasma

state which is dependent on for example the distribution of the sources. This also shows

that the condition xi” = x? puts a strong constraint on the transport relations. For the

more general case that the transport matrix coefficients can be functions of plasma pa-

rameters and that additional fluxes and forces are added eq. 2 becomes more complicated

and xi” = X? becomes an even more remarkable result.
In this context it is also important to realize that another necessary condition for

xi“ = )4” is that X: is smooth on length scales smaller than the spatial resolution of the

diagnostics used to measure T: [6]. This is often tacitly assumed but recent experiments

at RT? [7] strongly suggest that the contrary is true at least in tokamak plasmas.

4. Comparison of RTP and W7—AS
RTP and W7-AS plasmas are comparable with respect to size, density (11), Ta and mag-

netic field (B). Both devices are equiped with versatile ECH systems and the multichannel

heterodyne ECE diagnostics required for heat pulse propagation studies. A nice feature
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of both machines is that by means of oH—axis ECH the Tgprofile shape can be altered and
hence Te and VT: can be varied independently (fig. 1).
5. Heat pulse propagation database
The W7—AS heat pulse propagation database contains a scan of PECH from 200 to 850
kW. This data has been recorded recently and is the largest heat pulse propagation P-
scan yet in a stellarator. Furthermore, variations of the plasma density (n(0) = (1-8)'1019
m‘3), the rotational transform (L/27r 2' 1/3 - 1/2) and the magnetic field (B = 1.25 — 2.5
T), are present in the database. Planned for the near future is a controlled variation of
Tc and VTa separately which can be obtained by combining on- and off-axis ECH.

The RTP heat pulse propagation database contains a scan of 1,, from 9,, = 3.2 to 8.0.
A P scan from 175 to 410 kW has been obtained by applying CW ECH to a sawtoothing
plasma; the propagation of the sawtooth induced heat pulses provide the information on
transport in this case. P-scans have also been carried out in combination with modulated
ECH for qa = 3.2 to 5.1. Finally, a scan exists of the ECH resonance position from r/a.
: 0 to 0.25. In the near future 110 GHz ECH will allow larger P—scans, n-scans and
separate variation of Te and VT,.
6. Results
All the existing W7—AS heat pulse propagation data can be fitted by taking X:"C(r) equal
to x{b(r), so xi“ and x5” also have the same parameter dependencies [8] The preliminary
analysis of the 200 - 850 kW P-scan confirm this [9] (fig 2).

The conclusion that can be drawn from the Ip and resonance position scan at RTP
[10,11] is that outside the sawtooth inversion radius xi“ increases toward the edge and
is independent of Ip. A low Xi“ reg-ion inside the inversion radius and a step in xi” near
the inversion radius is needed to reproduce the measured data. The P-variation from
175 to 410 kW does not show a significant variation of xi“ (fig. 2) while TC and VTc
averaged over the measurement region varied from 350 to 600 eV and from 6 to 9 keV/m
respectively [12].
7. Discussion
The result from W7—AS that xi“ 2 X13" imposes strong constraints on possible trans-
port models. Local transport models are difficult to reconcile with power degradation of
confinement in W7-AS.

A preliminary conclusion is that Xe does not explicitly depend on Tc and VTa in RTP
and W7—AS and that a local description of power degradation is not feasible in W7—AS.
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IS THE ISOTOPE EFFECT A CONSEQUENCE OF MAGNETIC TRANSPORT?

Llano, L. Rodriguez—Rodrigo, F. Castejon, R. Balbt’n, B. Brafias, C. Burgos, E. de la Cal. T.
Estrada, I. Garcia-Cortes, C. Hidalgo, K. J. McCarthy, F. Medina, M. Ochando, M. A.

Pedrosa, F. Tabarés, D. Tafalla, J. Vega.

Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. 13-28040 Madrid. Spain

Introduction. The isotope effect, i. e. the improved confinement of deuterium fuelling
compared with hydrogen fuelling, shows up in nearly all tokamaks with various type of wall

conditioning and in various confinement regimes. Many empirical scalings for energy
confinement include a dependence of the energy replacement time TE (1 Ar“ where (1 = 1/2, and
Ai is the atomic mass of the plasma ion species. However, no convincing theoretical justification
has so far been found for such a dependence; classical transport would lead us to expect ot=-1/2,

as would some theories for anomalous transport (e.g. those based on drift wave turbulence). This
empirical scaling effect has been reviewed along with other relevant theories in a recent paper (1).
The main conclusion drawn therein was that this effect was an unsolved fundamental problem in
tokamak transport theory.

In this paper, we put forward the hypothesis that the isotope effect is a consequence of magnetic
transport in the plasma which we can support by observed reductions in the magnetic turbulence
level in deuterium operated plasmas. The proposition is supported by data which we claim give
some information about the level of stochastic magnetic turbulence within the plasma. These data
show a reduction for the deuterium in the difference between the apparent temperature of a central
ion (C V) and that of the main ion, hydrogen or deuterium. This can account for the isotope
enhancement factors. In addition, preliminary results from sawtooth propagation in both hard and
soft X-ray monitors supports the former proposition. To outline this, firstly the isotope
documentation in the TH tokamak is reported and then a plausible interpretation within a
magnetic transport model is discussed.

Experimental. After initially establishing a reference hydrogen discharge the background gas
was switched to deuterium. A series of unpuffed discharges in deuterium were performed to
maximize the desorption of foreign gas in the chamber. A differentially pumped residual gas
analyzer was used to monitor the isotopic exchange in the recycling neutrals. During the H/D
transition after plasma termination. the signals for the mass to charge ratios of 2, 3 and 4 were
recorded. About 15 deuterium discharges were required to obtain a ratio of = 0.8 for D/(D+H).
Similarly, the ratio Da/Hu was spectroscopically monitored during the sequence. After 40-50
deuterium discharges the ratio IDo/IHa was about 10-15, thus providing at the edge an effective
mass for the background gas 2 1.9 (a.rn.u.). Following this deuterium discharge, the plasma
parameters were compared to the basic hydrogen discharge for similar densities.
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The global particle confinement of deuterium plasmas were investigated using spatial and time
resolved Du Spectroscopy. Total particle fluxes were evaluated from the Du emission intensity in
the direction perpendicular to the limiter. Both the steady state Du signal value for a given electron

density and the time decay of the signal after the termination of the D2 fast puffing were used to

estimate changes in the particle confinement with respect to the hydrogen case. In fact, no

significant difference was observed. In addition, a 10 channel photodiode array looking across
the plasma minor radius from an upper window was used to detect possible changes in the spatial

diStribution of excited neutrals at a constant electron density. Typical emission profiles showing

the in/out asymmetry previously found in hydrogen plasmas (2) were observed, their shapes

being basically identical to the hydrogen case. However, in the deuterium plasmas a

systematically lower ( = 60% ) quantity of gas was required for a given electron density. This is

possibly due either to the higher impurity content corresponding to deuterium plasmas or to an

unperceived improvement in confinement. In contrast, measurements of central particle

confinement times made by the laser blow-off technique clearly exhibit the isotope effect, as

shown in Fig. 1. By using the latter technique iron was injected into hydrogen and deuterium
discharges with a density of 1.5x1013 cm‘3 and the decay time of the perturbation was monitored
using a VUV filter monochromator (3). From Fig. 1 it is seen that the confinement time obtained

using this technique is approximately proportional to At.

No significant differences have been found in the edge turbulence as characterized by the ion

saturation current fluctuations measured by Langmuir probes. However, changes have been
observed in the value of the floating potential in the proximity of the velocity shear layer, being
more negative for deuterium than for hydrogen at the same radial position, see Fig. 2. It is
thought that these changes could be related to changes in the electron temperature or/and in the
electric fields at the plasma edge.
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Fig. 1. Particle confinement time measured Fig.2. Floating potential at the edge for ne
by laser blow-off in deuterium and hydrogen. scans in H2 and D2 vs level of puffing.
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Soft X-ray signals were obtained with two 10-channel silicon detector arrays which monitored the
same plasma poloidal section from the side and from the bottom. From series of discharges with

different densities and plasma currents, on average, a factor of 1.4 increase in the sawtooth period

has been measured for deuterium operated plasmas with respect to hydrogen ones. Also, using
the inversion radius deduced from such signals the radial position for q=l has been calculated. In
Fig. 3 we have plotted the q profiles for two shots with the same line densities and values of q(a)

assuming parabolic profiles. The calculated shear profiles are also shown. It is seen that for
plasma radii r S 0.8a the shear for deuterium is higher than for hydrogen plasmas. In fact it is
double at the position of the q=1 surface. This indicates that the radial extent of the stochastic

zones in the confinement region are narrower for deuterium plasmas, thereby contributing to an

improvement in the confinement.

On the other hand, when comparing deuterium and hydrogen plasmas a preliminary study of the

sawtooth propagation observed in hard X-ray monitors shows a longer delay (about 1.3 times)
with respect to the same signature in soft X-ray monitors. The differences in the relative delays

may be due to a weakening of the magnetic turbulence amplitude itself and to the runaway orbit
averaging over the radial extent of magnetic turbulence (4), since the effect of magnetic turbulence

on runaway electrons is weakened when their drifts are of the same order or greater than the width
of the stochastic layer. This last phenomenon is consistent with the above mentioned changes in

the geometrical structure of the turbulence.

Interpretation. In order to account for the isotope effect in the TH we have dealt with our

suggestion (5), that the nonthermal radial ion velocities reflect the level of internal magnetic

fluctuations. Now we will determine if a magnetic transport model (6) can account for this relative
change in confinement. Notice from Fig. 4, that a significant reduction occurs in the difference

between the apparent temperature of C V and main ions when the machine is operated with
deuterium. As outlined in (5), if the spectral line shape is the result of the convolution of a thermal

gaussian distribution and a turbulent gaussian one, the latter producing a gross mass motion,
then, for central chords, the full width at half maximum of the resulting line is given by A?» =
1.665(Nc)[(2kT/mi) + 3,211”. where v, is the dispersion of the gaussian microturbulence velocity
distribution, 9» is the spectral line wavelength, c the velocity of light, T the ion kinetic temperature,
it the Boltzman constant and mi the ion mass. When applying this equation while ignoring the
contribution of nonthermal velocities the socalled ion apparent temperature (THPP) is obtained.

In the isotope experiment the relative change in nonthermal radial velocity. VfiD/H), and thereby
the decrease in relative magnetic fluctuations (b0) can be estimated by:

(TS'WDl—Tn) {33(D/H)
2

.. 2 Hvr(D/H) “(TSE,P(H)—TH) 1,3(D/H): «2xvr(D/H)2
T
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while the relative changes in particle and energy transport are given by:

D(D/H)o<v.(D/H)><B%(D/ H) xe(D/H)wve(D/H)xbg(D/H)

USing the corresponding experimentally deduced values the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen

confinement times is ’tp(D/H) = 1.8i0.3 for particles and is TEe(D/H) = 1.4i0.2 for electron

energy. These can account for the improvement in particle and electron energy confinement

observed in deuterium plasmas. Therefore, this suggests that the isotope effect is due to a

reduction in the level of magnetic turbulence which occurs when hydrogen is replaced by

deuterium. This reduction is consistent with the shear profile changes seen by the soft x-ray

diagnostic. Since this effect is not a direct consequence of mass, but a by-product of it, this

explanation could account for some of the reported exceptions.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MAGNETIC TURBULENCE THROUGH HXR SPECTRA
F. Castejon,L. Rodriguez-Rodrigo.

Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. 13-28040 Madrid. Spain

Runaway electrons are a good probe of magnetic turbulence. They suffer very rare
collisions and are little sensitive to electrostatic turbulence, therefore their transport is
mainly governed by magnetic structure. The modification of this one by magnetic
turbulence will influence the runaway electron confinement and the rate of runaway
production.

Experimental results on runaway confinement time are conflicting: In some
tokamaks, runaway confinement time, Tr , is about thermal electron confinement time and in

other ones is many times longer [1]. These discrepancies can be explained in terms of
magnetic turbulent transport if the dependence on energy of the diffusion coefficient is
considered, as it has been done in [2].

In the TJ-I tokamak, runaway confinement time has been deduced from HXR
Spectra measured by an NaI(Tl) detector, using a simple dynamic model; the intensity
spectra are fitted by a single slope between the lowest detected energy and energies with
sufficient statistics [3]. Results are obtained under very different plasma conditions, and Tr
at the maximum of plasma current ranges from 0.2 to 2.5 ms. An accurate data analysis
shows that spectra with lower and moderate confinement times have a usual straight slope
and spectra with higher confinement time have an “anomalous" shape that cannot be
explained in terms of impurity effects, poor statistics or filter transmission. We can
distinguish two kind of “anomalous” spectra. The first group is formed by rounded spectra
at lower energies from 0.05 to 0.5 MeV which were first observed in [4]. The second
group is composed by spectra with two slopes: the first one would yield a moderate or
normal value of Ir , and the second slope gives us the higher Tr. The energy where the
slope changes is about 0.5—1. MeV.

in this work, these features are explained in terms of runaway electron kinetic
effects induced by magnetic turbulence, namely orbit averaging of turbulence and energy
dependence of radial diffusion. The first one gives an enhancement of confinement time for
high energy runaways. The second effect is a consequence of energy dependence of
diffusion coefficient, which will modify the distribution function and, hence, the profile of
the generation rate of runaways. Taking these effects into account, valuable information on



- turbulence Characteristics, like its typical width and amplitude, can be extracted from the
HXR spectra. The diffusion coefficient can be written as

Dr = DMVIIF(E) .

DM is the magnetic line diffusion coefficient, given by

- 2

DM(r) = n2qR[ Ba] 5(r—rmn) .
mn T

v” is the runaway parallel velocity and 1"(E) is a factor which describes the orbit averaging
effect , decreasing for rising energy and that varies as 0 < HE) <1. E=mczy is the runaway _

energy When the runaway energy is high enough for the drift to be bigger than the typical

width of the turbulence, the electron averages the turbulence effect and, hence, its

confinement is improved. This function is calculated for different types of magnetic

turbulence in [2].

The distribution function is clearly affected by magnetic turbulence because of the
dependence of the diffusion coefficient on runaway velocity. As far as the collisions and the
electrostatic turbulence are negligible, i. e., as far as the runaway energy is high enough,
the solution of the kinetic equation can be approximated by [5]:

”gm R
ocex—() p[evpa2 DM:| ; E<EM

2 1/2
f(E) cc exp— [poi/LimDMEM ln2(ZE/EM)] ; E > EM

6 pa

Where Vp is the plasma voltage, a and R are the minor and major radius, and no is the first
zero of the Bessel function of order zero.

For energies E>EM the distribution falls slower than an exponential. The spectrum
produced by such a distribution function presents roughly two slopes, a steeper one for
smaller energies and a small one for higher energies.
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The first slope gives an estimate of the magnetic diffusion coefficient since the
typical energy of this group of particles is- written in mm of it as follows:

7 4
p527: RE = fiDDM [ evpaz M]

This result shows that when the runaway diffusion coefficient is high the runaways are
confined worse and their average energy is smaller, which is not surprising.

The critical energy is given by

As it is shown it depends on the radial width of magnetic turbulence k,‘ l: the bigger the
radial width the higher the critical energy. The condition E > EM is equivalent to the
condition A > 1 A being defined as

A : krcqmlb —YT2)1/2
C

This parameter can be written as A=krdh being clr the drift of runaway electron. This
shows that the confinement of higher energy particles is improved.

In this report two typical cases from TJ-I Tokamak are presented. In figure 1 a
single slope spectrum is shown. For this case the typical drift is dr =3.7 x 10'3 m, and the
inverse of the slope is EDM z 60 keV. From fig. 1 The kinetic critical energy is inferred to
be higher than 400 keV, which gives a lower limit for the typical radial width of the
turbulence kg} > 6.6 x 10'3 m. The condition clr <Vkr‘l is fulfilled and the orbit averaging
effects don't play any role in this case.

In fig. 2 a two slope spectrum is presented. The two slopes are matched by a plane
area between EM! = 500 and EM2 = 800 keV. The inverse of the two s10pes take the values
E|=325 keV and E2: 450 keV. which give the respective typical drifts of the runaways :



1 = 7 x 10-3 m and drz z 9.2 x 10‘3 m . For this case the safety factor at the edge isd
qfa)=4-3~ The limits for the radial width of magnetic turbulence obtained from the values of
Em and EMZ and from q are : 7 x 10’3 In < kl:l < 9 x 10‘3 m, to be compared with the
typical drifts d” and drz. We have 'd,] < k,‘1 < drz , for all the interval of values of k,’1 .

This result is consistent with our model and shows that the spectrum presents the signature

of radial suucture of magnetic turbulence.

Finally we compare the magnetic diffusion coefficient obtained from EDM with that

measured using the techniques presented in [3]. In the single slope case, the value obtained

following [3] is Dr: 7.5 m2 / s. The value obtained from EDM is Dr = 6.2 m2 / s.

For the two slope case the value obtained following [3] is Dr z 2.5 m2/ 5 for the

first slope and Dr = 1.9 m2/ 5 for the second one, to be compared with the value estimated

considering EDM = E], which is in the interval 1.7 m2 / s < Dr < 2. m2/ 3, depending on

the value of k,. For the second slope, i. e. for EDM = E2 , the values are obtained 1.4 m2 l s

< Dr< 1.8 m2/s.
In both types of spectrum the agreement between methods is pretty good, taking

into account that the reference [3] only considers average values.
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ASYMHETRY OF EDGE PLASMA TURBULENCE INBIASING EXPERIMENTS ON TOKAMAK TF-a

V.P. Budaev. R.S. Ivanov. L.M. Bogomolov. B.V. Borovski.V.N. Svchev and G.N. Dementjev

Institute for High Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sciences.Scientific Station in Bishkek. 720049. IVI‘AN. Bishkek. Kyrghyzetan. CIS.

1. INTRODUCTION

It was observed on tokamaks the suppression of edge turbulence causes bysetting up a radial electric field at the plasma edge [1—3]. The poloidalplasma rotation governed bv this electric field is likely to result inchanges in edge convection and poloidal asymmetry. however ‘there is noexperimental evidence about that of .The experimental database concerningthe biasing and conditions of edge plasma electrostatic turbulenceexcitation is not still complete [4]. Also a relation between macroscopicconvection and small-scale electrostatic turbulence have not yet revealedboth in biasing and nonbiasing plasmas.
In this paper results from biasing experiments carried out on ohmicallyheated tokamak TF—Z are presented. Changes in both equilibrium andfluctuated edge plasma parameters also convection and turbulence drivenparticle flux were demonstrated in probe measurements with biasing ofelectrode immersed within Last Closed Flux airface (ICES). Poloidal edgeplasma structure and change in asymmetry have demonstrated in thebiasing experiments.

2. ETERIMENI‘AL SETUP

The experiments were performed with ohmically heated limiter dischargesin small—scale tokamak 'l'F—2 (former IF—ll. R=23 cm. 1:4 Cm. BHr:0l=1_ T(corresponding to the safety factor 0:3.61. Ipt=8—15 kA. no=2—3 10‘ m 3.
TQO=O.2—O.3 keV [5]. A radial electric field was driven by cross—field
current from an insulated molybdenum electrode positioned ” 1 cm irside tothe Last Closed Flux Surface at the outer part of a tokamak am located90° toroidally from ion side of ring limiter being electrically connectedto tokamak vessel: Electrode had 0.12 cm2 surface perpendicular to themagnetic field. Biasing of electrode was performed in steady state oftOkamak discharge. Changes in edge plasma parameters during discharge timewere possible to observe making use movable probe array and starliard probetechnique. Probe array was positioned 35° toroidally from electron side oflimiter and allowed to measure edoe plasma parameters at five poloidalregion : from top to bottom of distharge.

3.1NFIUENCEOFEIHTIRICFIELDSONIURBULENCEAMDASYMMETHY
Detailed poloidal edge plasma structure have studied in biasingexperiments on the small—scale ohmically heated tokamak TF—Z . Changes inboth equilibrium and fluctuated edge plasma parameters were demonstrated inprobe measurements with biasing up to negative and positive 700 Volts of ‘electrode immersed inside ILT-‘S.



Experiments of Negative Biasing (NgBl —100...—700 V have shown that
after-NEE the edge density have droped 2056 as less. edge electrostatic
turbulence suppressed and density fluctuations level decreased 20% as
less- After NgB turbulence driven particle fluxes drops 2*! times as less.
(q_1.2.4l. Contrary to them simultaneously increasing of both density and
fluctuations level was registered in some» poloidal regions of tokamak
(fia.l). Also remarkable feature of the turmlence induced flux after NgB
is inversion in some poloidal regions inside and outside of LCES.
Inversion is resulted from charges in crow—correlation between density and
electric field fluctuations caused likely by conditions of turbulence
excitation.'1his new result completes that of biasing experiments on tokamak

_CCI‘. Timon—3 {1—3}. where only edge turbulence suppression was
obserVed. It was not recorded the significant distinguishes of edge
plasma behavior after NgB with any biasing electrode voltage in range
'_100 —700 V (fig.2).

Poloidal rotation detected in edge outerboani was observed within LCFS
to rise two time as much and to reach 6 105 cm/s to ion drgft direction
after NgB . In 33L it has not changed to be equal to {2—3) 10 cm/sec and to
direct to electron drift.

From the Slk.wl function resulted from the two—point correlation
technique [6] making use two floating potential signals at outward. the
ooloidal S(kl k—spectra and Slwl frequency spectra were determined.
k-spectra were asymmetric about the k=0 axis. The frequency power spectra
are peaked at low frequency and fall monotonically with frequency. The
fluctuation power was confined with frequency w/2n< 20 — 100 ‘kHz and
k<:2—5 cmflihe spectral width hadya radial dependence. The width of the
poloidal k-spectra in SOL came to be broader after biasing (fig.3‘1 contrary
to that of inside UZFS. Fracuency spectra have shown an inverse changes
after biasing. namely inside lCFS they were about two time broader after
biasing (fig.3).

Positive Biasing (PB) +100 +500 Volts have resulted in turbulence
suppression at the middle plane of tokamak like NgB. But in some poloidal
regions of boundary plasmas an density growth was detected. The
enhancement of density and poloidal electric field fluctuation after PB
was detected in top and bottom of discharge (fig.1).

In conclusion. measurements of poloidal profiles of density and electric
field fluctuations at the plama edge in biasing experiments on 'IF—Z
presented in this paper illustrate changes in edge asymmetry both in
negative and positive biasing . The experiments have demorstratecl change
in poloidal structure of DC convection and fluctuation driven particle
fluxes. the change resulted likely from both affection of_ biasing on
two—dimensional convection structure in the edge plasma and origin of edge
turbulence.
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EDGE DIAGNOSTICS AND FEEDBACK CONTROL USING
AN ACTIVE PROBE ON TEXT"

B, Righamsfll T. Uckanp) D. L. Winslow!” Roger D. BengtsonfDJ. L. Craig“)
P. E. Phillipa“) A. K. Sen,(3)J. Uglumfl) and A. J.Wootton(1)

(”Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712
(”Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

(3) Plasma Physics Laboratory, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

On the TEXT tokamak,[l] active probe experiments have been undertaken to study
the feedback stabilization of turbulence in the plasma edge region.[2-4] Briefly, the floating
potential in the plasma edge region is sampled, the fluctuations are amplified, and the
amplified signal is used to drive a Langmuir probe in the plasma edge with either a positive or
negative phase. As a result, it has been possible to either increase or decrease the fluctuation
level in the plasma as a function of frequency. We are currently investigating the physics of
feedback control of plasma fluctuations, the coupling of the probes with the plasma, and the
non—linear coupling of the waves. Thus, we need to know the characteristics of the waves that
are launched, for example, the wavevector k of the wave, its dispersion relation, and how to
improve the coupling to the plasma.

In this paper we explore the characteristics of the launching scheme and of the
launched signal and the background turbulence. In particular, we show that the launched
signal consists of a current which travels predominantly along magnetic field lines and which
may provide the basis for a new diagnostic. We also show that it is possible to change the
local fluctuation levels by application of a small dc bias potential. This result may have
implications for L-to-H mode transition studies.

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup
for these experiments. The active probe head
contains three driver probe tips (2.5 mm
diameter molybdenum) labelled L1, L2. and L3
with a spacing of .89 cm between tip centers.
Two sensor probe tips, also on the driver probe
head, were used for the feedback experiments.
A “far sensor probe” diagnostic array,
consisting of seven probes spaced 1.3 cm apart
arranged on a poloidal arc of radius 26 cm, is
located 180' toroidally and poloidally from the
active probe. This probe array was used to
give a spatial profile of floating potential
fluctuations. Other diagnostics include a
magnetic pickup coil inside the vacuum vessel,
and three Rogowski‘ coils to monitor the
cunent flowing to the top, outside radial, and
bottom rail limiters.

We inject a 30 kHz 5 A signal into the
Far Sensor Probe Array

Figure 1. Experimental setup showing the
location of the driver (L1, L2, L3), near
sensor (S1, 52) and far sensor probes, the
magnetic pickup coils (M), and the top (T)
and radial (R) limiter diagnostics. Also
shown is the field line starting at the driver
and travelling parallel (P) or anti-parallel
(AP) to Ip.

driver tip L2. Figure 2 shows the phase
difference between the potential fluctuations ,
at L2 and the fluctuations at L1, and similarly
for L2 and L3. If we are launching a wave
similar to the background turbulence, we
expect the phase difference of the driven
signals at 30 kHz to match the phase of the
background. While the phase delay away
from 30 kHz is only slightly affected by the
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launched wave, neither of the received signals
at Ll nor L3 at the drive frequency match the
phase of the background turbulence. We
conclude that the waves driven by the active
probe are not the same as the background
turbulence, rather they have a much larger kl.
The origin of the asymmetry between the
magnitude of the phase on L1 and L3 is not
currently understood.

Figure 3a shows the coherence of the
signal on a pin of the far sensor probe array
with the drive signal from L2 as a function of
plasma current. There is a peak in the
coherence at zl75 kA. Results of a field line
tracing code shows that this is the current at
which a field line starting at the active probe
connects to the far sensor probe pin. The
connection length in this case is 12 m. The
code is also used to calculate the plasma
current, II), for maximum coherence with the
other pins of the probe, and the prediction is in
good agreement with experiment This shows
that the signal follows the field lines. For the
other pins of the far sensor probe, the value of
I}, which produces the maximum coherence
with the driver is also in accord with the
predictions of the code. As a result, assuming
the signal always follows field lines, we can
view an Ip scan as a scan in field line position
also. We then find that the poloidal correlation
distance is ~2-3 cm. The phase difference
between the received signal and the driven
wave is less than 1 radian at 30 kHz over the
whole region of high coherence, implying that
k" < 10'3 cm '1. As found in previous work,[2]
ki(30 kHz) << 1 cm'1 while it; for the
background turbulence ~1 cm'1 at 30 kHz.
Preliminary data suggests that the width of the
high coherence region may be narrower at
higher frequency.

Figure 3b shows the cross power
between the signal at the far sensor array and a
drive signal on pin L1 in the case of a drive
using the two pins L1 and L3, driven 180’ out
of phase. We see two peaks in the cross
power, spaced apart by the same distance as
the spacing of the driver probes, with a null in
the cross power and a phase reversal between
the peaks. With the probes driven in phase,
the cross power is much larger and consists of
only a single peak.

A set of Rogowski coils is used to monitor the current to the limiters at the driving
frequency. Since the probe drive voltages are referenced to the vacuum vessel wall, these
Signals represent the rctum current path of the driven current. The limiter currents account
for up to half of the current launched by the probes, with the remainder presumably returning
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through the inside toroidal belt limiter, which
we are unable to monitor. The division of 30kHz current to the limiters is in accord withpredictions of the connection lengths from theactive probes to each of the limiters, i.e., ashort connection length to a limiter produces alarger current. We conclude that the launchedsignal is a current flowing down the field lines.

’ We have also observed a signal at thedrive frequency on a vertically-orientedmagnetic pickup coil located on the high-field-sidc midplane inside the vacuum vessel forseveral different plasma currents. Wecalculate that the current signal (i.e., the fieldline) passes near this coil on its first pass. Theplasma position is adjusted so that the currentdoes not immediately intersect the innertoroidal belt limiter. Figure 4 compares the
measured ratio of the Baa/Imim, on themidplane coil to that predicted by the field
line tracing code (Bdet = detected magneticfield at the 30 kHz drive frequency. 1.1mm =the total current driven by L1 and L3 in
phase). We assume that half of the current
goes in the direction toward the coil. Thecalculation and experiment are in remarkablygood agreement This again indicates that thesignal is well described b a current travellingdown a field line. ‘

The fact that the current follows a fieldline suggests a possible diagnostic applicationof the active probe. The signals driven by a
probe (e.g.. in a divertor tile) can tag a given
field line and magnetic coils can then be used

perturbing fashion. This could find application
on or through a divertor x-point (locating the x-

y.

we found in the feedback experiments that we were able toce. In order to drive more current from the probes and inin a relatively linear region of its V-I curve (to facilitate the
, the probes were do biased, generally by +50V

the feedback signal. It was believed from
6] that a 50V bias was insufficient to alter the

results of an experiment in which a bias alone was applied to Pin L2 of the driver. Thesignals on L1 are plotted as a fun
fluctuations in the case with bto a 40% decrease in ampli
alone.

A similar effect can be seen on the far sensor probe array,ne. Figure 6 shows the results of an experiment in which a b
g a current ramp. This provides an indication of the sp

field 1i
L1 and 3 durin
region. For this case, where a 50V bias was
bias from the steady-state floating potential during the ramp

ias have decreased for
tude at frequencies less

ction of frequency for the cases with and without bias. The
frequencies < 30 kHz. In some cases up
than 30 kHz has been seen due to bias

12 meters away along a
ias alone was applied to
atial extent of the biased

aximum change of 15 V inapplied, we see a m
occurring over a distance
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comparable to the size of the high correlation region found in figure 3. In figure 6b, we see a
change in the fluctuations also (not as large as with the near sensor probes), with a minimum
fluctuation level occurring at the time of maximum bias and larger fluctuation amplitude both
before («30% over a 30 kHz band) and after (broadband smaller change) Ip has swept the
cnnecting field line past the sensor probe. These experiments show that electrically biasing a
probe tip in the scrape—off layer with respect to the vacuum vessel wall produces a
"correlation volume", poloidal width approximam 1 cm, oriented along a field line and
covering at least 12 m. We presume that a parallel current flows in this volume analogous to
the ac driven currents we have seen, and that due to this current or changes in the perpen-
dicular electric field, the turbulence is suppressed. Future experiments will invetigate if the
same phenomena exist for a biased probe tip located in the main plasma. The correlation
volume, and the associated turbulence reduction, should then extend over the whole magnetic
surface, producing a global effect on transport. That such parallel-to-field—line currents are
associated with turbulence reduction suggests the common explanation for limiter biased H
modes (a radial current flows to the wall, which, together with the magnetic field, produces a
mass velocity, and thus a radial electric field change) may need to be modified.

Finally, it should be noted that application of a single frequency drive alone did not
affect the fluctuation levels at the far or near sensors.

In conclusion, we find that the active probe can affect the plasma by launching a
current down field lines. Detection of this current suggests a new diagnostic. In addition to
the feedback suppression and destabilization results reported earlier, simple application of a
small bias to a probe tip has been shown to affect the floating potential and potential
fluctuations in a small region near the field line which connects to the driver. This points to
the need to take extra care in the interpretation of active probe results. We may be able to
explore the connection between fluctuation-induced transport and E-field gradients or parallel
currents on a local scale. .
* Research sponsored by U. S. Department of Energy grant DE-FG05-88ER-53267 with the
University of Texas, grant DE-FGOZ—87ER-53257 with Columbia University, contract DE-
AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., and by the Texas Atomic
Energy Research Foundation.
[1] Gentle, K.W., Nucl. Fusion Technol. 1 (1981) 479.
[2] T. Uckan, et al., in Proceedings of the 20th EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and
Plasma Physics, 1993, Lisboa, (European Physical Society, 1993), Vol. 17C, Part II, p. 635.
[3] B. Richards, et al., Phys. Plasmas 1, 1606 (1994).
[4] T. Uckan, et al., I 1th Conj: on Plasma Surface Interactions, Ibamki, Japan (1994).
[5] P. E. Phillips. et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 145-147, 807 (1987).
[6] Taylor, R.J., et al., in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1990,
Washington, DC, (IAEA, Vienna , 1991) Vol. 1. 463.
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Observation of Non-Standard Propagation of Temperature
Perturbations in a Tokamak

K.W. Gentle, G. Cima, H. Gasquet, G.A. Hallock,
P.E. Phillips, W.L. Rowan, and C. Watts*

Fusion Research Center
University ofTexas
Austin, Texas, USA

The inward propagation of a cooling pulse has been observed with ECEin the TEXT tokamak. The results cannot be reconciled with predictions of
the standard model with 7(e ~ (1 to 5) XBPB, as generally suffices forsawtooth heat propagation. A much more complicated model is required toexplain the results. ‘

Temperature perturbations ( AT/T 2 30%) are produced by laserablation of a small amount (An/n < 20% at the edge) of hydrocarbon. Theperturbations are characterized by a sharp onset, ~0.2 ms, and a duration ofseveral milliseconds. The inward propagation of the temperatureperturbation is measured with a multichannel ECE heterodyne system, thedensity with an
interferometer, and the
c a r b o n w i t h Te
spectroscopy. The Pcarbon impurity has the 1000 _
advantage of radiating
strongly only near the
plasma edge and
imposing little residual
perturbation even when
it diffuses inward. The
observations span a 600 '
range of edge
amplitudes (70% 2
AT/T 2 30%) and 400

-

include variations in
plasma current, density,
and toroidal field for 200
values of q sufficiently
large (25) to avoid
significant sawtooth
interference in the 0
observations. 0-3 t (sec) 0-305Typical results _for the time evolution Fig. l Te(r,t) for a cold pulse.

800
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of T6 at various p = r/a (a = 0.27 m) are shown in Fig. l for a discharge at
2 1 T, plasma current of 125 kA, and line—average density of 1.5 x 1019 m'3.
The observations in solid lines are compared with a model for the radiative
losses at the edge (1320.85) and eP ~ 5 XCPB, shown dashed. The

propagation in the outer plasma (p207) is much faster than predicted; Xe >
100 mZ/s are implied. The model does fit over a limited radial range,
0.652p2055 for this example, but at smaller radii, the perturbation vanishes,
and in the core, the temperature promptly begins to m before returning to
initial values. The radii characterizing these various features change with
parameters, as does the strength of the effects, but the phenomenology is
general. It is most striking for large perturbations, but it depends neither on
erturbation amplitude nor on the sharpness of onset. The radius within

which the temperature rises is generally much greater than the q=1 radius.
The phenomenon persists in discharges with weak sawteeth. The sawtooth
propagation is conventional, 7(e ~ 3 XCPB and remains so if the sawtooth
amplitude is increased by raising the plasma current.

The temperature rise cannot be explained by impurity effects on

heating. Even if the carbon were to diffuse inwards with D = XePB, much
faster than observed in impurity transport experiments, the central
temperature could not begin to rise as promptly or with the time dependence
observed. Quantitatively, the heating would require a doubling of Zeff, which
is neither observed nor consistent with the amount of carbon injected.

Two anomalies must be explained: the very rapid propagation through
the edge region, and the temperature rise in the core. The former implies
large incremental Xe in the outer quarter of the plasma. The latter cannot be
explained by any form of eP, even 9(e = 0. Only a decrease in Xeeq =
item can produce such an effect. (Prompt, non-local changes in 3666‘] have
also been proposed to explain the L-H transition on JETI, but the specific
dependence of Xecq on Tedge invoked there would be the opposite of that
required here, and the affected region in JET is contiguous with the edge,
whereas the affected region here is spatially separated from the putative
cause.)

That such models are indeed an adequate interpretation of the
observations is illustrated in Fig. 2, which repeats the data of Fig. 1 with the
predictions of a simple model incorporating a large Xepe“ near the edge and a
reduced Xecq in the core. The fits to the outer channels are very good,
reproducing the rapid onset and general amplitudes. The large values of
eP throughout the edge region are required to produce both the steep
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leading edges and
pulses as large as Te
observed, given that P
the cause is radiative
cooling which peaks at 1000 - 0 07
p~l and cannot lower '
temperatures much . 0.17
below 10 eV. The fits 800 .
to the inner channels 0-25
reproduce the essential 0 33
features and time 500 '
dependencies. 0.4
Improved fits for
p504 could always be 400 0.49
obtained by refining ' 0.55
the modified XePB(r,t)
in this region The 200 0'66
transport coefficients ._ .. 0.72
(eP, XCPB, and M0.84

. . O l l I

mOdlfied XBPB? used 0.3 0.305 0.31 0.315for the Simple t (sec)
simulation of Fig. 2
are shown in Fig. 3.
The eP is a factor of
20 above XePB near the edge, returning to 96693 at p = 0.7. To counteract the

Fig. 2. Model fit to cold pulse

cold pulse and provide central heating, XePB decreases by 40% for p S 0.55.
This improvement must begin promptly, within ~ 0.2 ms, to account for the
experimental time dependence: the absence of even an initial temperature
decrease for p < 0.5 and the immediate onset of temperature increases across
the inner third of the plasma. Although these rapid changes in transport
coefficients pose no paradox for causality -- several sorts of waves could
communicate information -- it does violate transport locality; the transport
coefficients change greatly in the absence of a change in local parameters.

The large enhancement of eP at the edge does not seem to be a
nonlinear effect; an enhancement factor of ~20 is required for pulses from
30% to 70%. However, there may be a threshold for the effects; it has
proved difficult to produce small, sharp pulses. (The specific model of Fig. 3
is certainly not unique. For example, one could use 3 X6“? 2 3XcPB by
supposing a greater improvement of XePB in the core, but the general features
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are inescapable.) None of the features show strong scalings with pulse
amplitude or plasma parameters.

Experimental results of this sort require more complex transport
models. The Xepm may greatly exceed Xeeq, at least for large perturbations,
and X539 is not determined solely by local parameters but also exhibits
nonlocal effects.

Work supported the US. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FGOS-
88ER-53267.
*Aubum University, Auburn, Alabama.
1. V.V. Parail, et‘ a1. JET-P(93)87.
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TRITIUM TRANSPORT STUDIES ON TFI‘R
L. C. Johnson, P. C. Efthimion, J. D. Strachan, E. Synakowski, M. Zarnstorff, D. McOme,A. L. Roquemore, M. Loughlin“, Cris W. Bames**, and 'I'FFR group

Princeton PlasmaPhysics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 08543, USA
*JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oafordshire, UK

**Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los AIamos, NM, USA

Introduction
Recent publications illustrate the present State of the art in studies of particle transport ofelectrons [l] and impurity ions [2] by perturbative techniques. After perturbing the steady statedensity n(r) of a given species by means of a small gas puff or laser blowoff, the observedtransient behavior of the relevant density profile is used to determine the particle flux F(r,t)

from the continuity equation,
(91:
§=—V-F+S,

where S is the source term. At each radius, a regression analysis is then applied to deduce the
transport coefficients D(r) and V(r) according to the relationship

517m) = —D(r) 6Vn(r,t) + V(r) 5n(r,t).
The success of this method rests on the ability to determine particle density profiles and

source functions with adequate temporal and spatial resolution. In the case of demons,
interferometry is the standard diagnostic. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopyprovides the needed accuracy for studying impurity species, such as He2+ or F62 +.However, these techniques can not be applied to hydrogenic species.

Strachan, et a]. [3,4] have used nuclear techniques to study transport of reactive species.
Their results demonstrated the applicability of the method, although with very limited spatial
resolution. Spatially resolved profiles of D-D and D-T neutrons have been reported on JET,
where tritium was introduced either by neutral beam injection or by recycling from the walls
during tritium cleanup experiments [5,6]. It was concluded that the particle transport properties
of tritium are very similar to those of deuterium.

This paper reports the first results of tritium transport studies on TFI'R. Gas puffs of
either pure tritium or trace-tritium (2% T2 and 98% D2) were injected into low-recycling
deuterium neutral beam heated plasmas, referred to as supershots, and the temporal and spatial
evolution of the resulting 14.1 MeV t{d,n)a neutron emission was measured. Because of the
high reactivity of tritium with energetic deuterons, small gas puffs are sufficient to provide a
significant increase in neutron emissivity without seriously perturbing other plasma parameters.
By analyzing the time evolution of the D—T neutron emission profile after a gas puff, the local
tritium density may be inferred -

In order to compare with earlier work on 'I'F'I‘R, we chose plasma conditions to closely
match those of the supershots studied in Ref. 2. A total of = 14 MW of deuterium neutral
beams, with a maximum energy of = 100 keV, were injected both co—tangential and counter-
tangential with respect to plasma current, to minimize plasma rotation. The plasma had atoroidal field strength of 4.8 T, a major radius of 2.45 m, a minor radius of 0.8 m, and a
plasma current of 1.15 MA. The central electron and ion temperatures were 7.5 keV and 25keV, respectively, and the central electron density was 5x1019 m‘3. Global energy
confinement time was 0.16 s, which is about three times the L-mode scaling value. Neutral
beam injection was from 3 to 4 s, and the tritium gas puff ( = 300 torr-liter/s for 0.016 s) was
applied at 3.5 5.

Measurements

Spatial profiles of 14.1 MeV neutrons after a tritium gas puff are measured with the
TFTR multichannel neutron collimator. The system consists of three arrays of detectors,
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housed in a massive shielding structure in the facility basement, which View the plasma
vertically through ten collrmated flight tubes. One of the arrays (10 detectors) uses NE—451
(ZnS) scintillators [7,8]. A second lO—channel array uses less sensitive ZnS wafer
scintillators, developed at Princeton [9]. Taken together, the two scintillator arrays have
dynamic range sufficient to cover all TFI'R operating conditions. They can not distinguish
between 2.5 MeV and 14.1 MeV neutrons, although they are more sensitive to the latter. The
third may, consisting of five 4He proportional counters [10,11], can discriminate against 2.5
MeV D-D neutrons but has more limited dynamic range. The proportional counters and NE-
451 scintillators were absolutely calibrated in situ [11,12], using a D-T neutron generator
inside the 'I'FI‘R vacuum vessel [13]. The array of less sensitive scintillators was cross-
calibrated, using plasmas with low power trace-tritium neutral beam injection [14]. The
estimated absolute uncertainty of neutron measurements for each chord is i15%.

During the trace~t1itium gas puff experiments, the
4He proportional counters could unambiguously detect

. . the 14.1 MeV neutrons from t(d,n)a reactions in the
presence of a large background of 2.5 MeV d(d,n) 3He
neuu'ons. Although count rates were somewhat lower

- ' than optimal and only 5 detectors were available, the
_ . measurements showed that 2: 15% of the injected gas

entered the plasma and that the recycling coefficient for
tritium was < 2%. In the course of a series of

o . . discharges with trace-tritium gas puffs, the 14.1 MeV
. . neutron emission before a puff gradually increased but

remained small compared to the increase during a puff.
For pure tritium gas puffs, the increase in count

rate in the scintillators was of the same order as the
count rate before the puff, while there was no
observable increase in count rate in similar plasmas
with deuterium gas puffs. To improve statistical
accuracy, five shots with pure tritium puffs were

. - averaged and compared to averages of four nominally
zeem identical plasmas with deuterium gas puffs. The

difference in count rate for each measurement chord
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Fig. 1. Emission of 14.1 MeV 2.0 2.5 3.0
neutrons along four chords through moon RADIUS (m)
a _TFTR D-D supershot after
mJCCUng a puff of pure tritium gas. Fig. 2. Volume emission rate of 14.1 MeV neutrons
Heavy 1111653 measurements. Thm from a TF'I‘R D-D supershot after injecting a puff of
lines: TRANS? simulation using pure tritium gas. Values are obtained by Abel
H621“ transport coefficients. inversion of chord-integrated measurements.



irrespective of residual recycling from
previous discharges.

Figure 1. shows chord-
integrated neutron emission vs. time
for the four central measurement
chords. The magnetic axis was near
the 2.68 m position. Clearly, the
neutron emission rises and declines
earlier on the outer chords than on the
inner ones. The thin lines in Fig. 1.
are TRANSP [14] simulations of
chord-integrated D—T neutrons, using
transport coefficients previously
reported for Hc2+ [2]. The
simulations have been normalized to
give the same peak global source
strength as the measurements.
Although there is general agreement
between measurements and
simulations, the measurements show
a larger early rise and decay on the
outer channels than the simulations
and less central peaking late in time.

By Abel inverting the chordal
measurements, we obtain radial
profiles of 14.1 MeV neutron
emission from the puff, as shown in
Fig. 2. The profiles evolve from
:entrally hollow immediately after the
p‘rff to a centrally peaked shape in .~.
100 ms, and then slowly decay in
magnitude. Figure 3 shows an
overlay of contour plots of local D-T
neutron emissivity obtained by
inversion of the chordal
measurements and simulations shown
in Fig. 1. '

Triton Density
The local emissivity of t(d,n)a

neutrons is related to the local triton
and deuteron densities by the

"pression 5,, = "Md «av», where nd
"totes the total deuteron density.

including fast ions from the injected
neutral beams, and the cross section
is averaged over all relative velocities.
We have made use of a TRANSP
simulation to evaluate nd row and
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of 14.1 MeV neutron volume
emission rate, obtained by Abel inversion of chord-
integrated measurements (solid lines) and TRANSP
simulations (dashed lines). Contours are labeled
with fractions of maximum values. Thin vertical
lines represent positions of chords.
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Fig. 4. Radial profiles of triton density at 20 ms
intervals after injecting a pure tritium gas puff into a
neutral beam heated deuterium supershot. Curve
labels represent time from the start of the discharge.
Gas was injected at 3.5 5. Thin vertical lines
represent positions of measurement chords.

extract triton densities from neutron emissivities. In the simulation, the triton density was
assumed to be constant in space and time (5x1017 m3), and the 14.1 MeV neutron emission
along each measurement chord was computed, using measured values for other plasma
parameters. The calculated chordal values were then Abel inverted and compared with values
from Fig. 2. This method properly takes into account ion velocity distribution functions and
fast ion drift orbit shifts. Resulting profiles are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Figure 4 illustrates the rapid
oral evolution of the triton A

213:1]e profile, from a cylindrical a" 10 I . s ”E

shell immediately after the gas puff to BE MN" .. _ 5 go

a flat profile in about '80 ms. The ..O 3. I, 3.7, \ 5
profile then becomes slightly peaked 5 _// ‘75 _ 4 >

on axis and, as illustrated in Fig.5 E - / E)
gradually decays in magnitude With a; 0.5— . / _ 3 E

little additional change in shape. E - [f - 0
positions of the measurement chords 0 —/ \: 2 Z

are represented by thin vertical lines 3 E 1 g

in Figs. 4 and 5. For comparison 1; - 5

with the asymptotic triton density E 0.0 l 1 o 5
2 0 2.5 3.0 wprofile shape, the dotted curve in Fig. .

5 shows the electron density profile. MAJOR RADIUS (m)
Because of the limited number of
measurement chords, it is not

ssible to resolve any fine structure
which might exist near the axis in the
tn'ton density profiles .

Analysis of the density profiles
is presently underway to evaluate
tritium transport coefficients.

Fig. 5. Radial profiles of triton density at 50 ms
intervals after injecting a pure tritium gas puff into a
neutral beam heated deuterium supershot. Curve
labels represent time from the start of the discharge.
Gas was injected at 3.5 s. The dotted curve shows
the electron density radial profile, with its scale on
the right. Thin vertical lines represent positions of
measurement chords.Acknowledgment
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CORE PROFILE AND TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENT DURING IBWH IN PBX-M

54% a. Bell, J. Dunlap?) A. Englanda), R. isier,a) n. Kaita, s. Kaye, H. KugeL
F. Levinton. M. Okabayashi, M. Ono, S. Paul, A. Post-Zwicker,a) N. Sauthotf, S. Sesnic,H. Takahashi, w. Tighe, and A. Zolfagharic)

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543

I. INTRODUCTION
The application of localized auxiliary power through resonant deposition of radio-frequency (RF)

power foretells attractive ways of profile control. In particular, a property launched electron plasma wave
will transform into an ion Bernstein wave (IBW) which can be absorbed resonantly in the plasma scre,1
The resonant nature of the process allows for some level of localization. This technique, used in thePrinceton Beta Experiment-Modificationz’v3 (PBX-M) to couple auxiliary power to the ions, constitutes
an important element of the profile control program; it is customary referred to as 'Ion Bernstein Wave
Heating' or IBWH. Localized bulk ion heating by IBWH has been observed in PBX-M and is repertedelsewhere.4

This paper pertains to IBWH assisted NBI discharges (later referred to as IBBI discharges) where RF
constitutes less than 20% of the input power, but has substantial effects on the plasma profile andtransport. In addition to the profile peaking, first observed in JIPP-Il-U5 and confirmed in PBX-M,6 the
experimental data are consistent with the formation of an inner transport barrier that coincides spatially
with the IBW power deposition profile. Sustained IBWH operation has been conducive to a regime or
operation where most of the plasma energy is contained m'thin the inner transport barrier, which then
supports strong Vne, VTe' and VT; This condition, somewhat reminiscent of an H-mode, but with a
transport barrier relocated inwards, has been termed the CH-mode7 (core H-mode). Experimental data
shows an increase of central T,- and of the neutron production rate during the CH-mode. Transport
analyses indicate a reduction of ion transport. Bootstrap current fractions of up 0.35 locally and 0.25
overall were obtained when an additional NBI burst is applied to a CH-mode target. The impuritybehavior during IBWH is discussed elsewherea.
lI. DENSITY PEAKING, SAWTOOTH STABILIZATION, AND ELM MODIFICATION

We can see in Fig. 1 a set of experimental time traces corresponding to an IBBI discharge. The
auxiliary heating is shown in the bottom panel. NBI power (2 MW) is tumed on at 0.35 s and turned off
in steps after 0.66 s as indicated. IBWH power is applied from 0.46 s onward, and is terminated
simultaneously with N81. The top panel shows the line integrated density. After reaching a maximum at
0.54 s, nal levels off at = 2 x 1015 cm'2 at 0.65 s. The second and third panels show the time
evolution of the soft x-ray signal trom the center (SXFto) and the mid minor radius (SXFla/g). The interest
of this measurement lies in facts that its high time resolution makes it suitable for MHD activity
observation, and that the SXR profile is an indicator of the plasma profile. The two SXR traces increase
in unison up to time point 0.52 S. White the central signal continues its rise, the SXFla/g signal begins a
descent, indicating a peaking of the profile. This elucidation is corroborated by Thomson scattering
measurements as will be shown below. Sawtoothing stops for times greater than 0.56 s. The central
SFIXO signals pursues a sawtoothless ascent until NBI turnoff. From the Da traces. shown in the

3 Fusion Energy Division, ORNL, P. O. Box'2009, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8072
b Fusion Physics and Technology, 3547 Voyager Street, Suite 104, Torrance, CA 90503-1673
C Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139
1M. Ono, Phys. Fluids B 5. 241 (1993)
2R. E. Bell, N. Asakura, S. Bemabei, etaf, Phys. Fluids B 2, 1271 (1990)
3S. Bernabei, Ft. Bell, M.Chance, e! al., Phys. Fluids. B 5 2562 (1993)
4W. Tighe et al., in RF Power in Plasmas, Boston, MA, AIP Conf. Proc. 289, 1993, p.72
5T. Seki, R. Kumazawa, T. Watari, eta/., Nuclear Fusion, 32, 2189 (1992) -
5E3. LeBlanc et al., in RF Power in Plasmas, Boston, MA, AlP Cont. Proc. 289, 1993, p.68
78. LeBlanc, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 38, 1959 (1993), submitted to Physics of Plasmas
8R. Isler et al. at this conference.
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subsequent three panels (upper divertor, midplane, and
lower divertor), it can be seen that the discharge entered
the H-mode at 0.42 s. ELMs, which started at 0.53 s and
stopped at = 0.59 s when the Du signal recovers an L-
mode signature, are observed in the divertor regions.
but remain barely visible on the midplane. The seventh
panel displays the central ion temperature T50 After an
initial increase, Tio declines during the central density
buildup (0.50.6 5, see Fig.2). but then recovers for
times greater than 0.6 s. The neutron production rate,
Sn, is shown in the eighth panel. Contrary to the
descending trend normally observed during an H-mode,
the 8,, signal recovers and increases for times greater
than 0.59 s. The time (0.595) when ELM activity stops
and when 5,, recovery begins will be referred to as c
(CH-mode transition time). it can also be seen that tCH
corresponds the Tia recovery time.

Figure 2 shows a reconstruction of the electron
density profile time evolution, obtained from a
concatenation of a series of 10 Thomson scattering
n90?) profiles (=every .025 s). which has been adjusted
to reproduce the nel temporal evolution for the IBBI
discharge shown in Fig. 1. it can be seen that the broad
density profile associated with the H-mode begins to
peak for times greater than 0.52 s and that after 0.6 s
the edge density has collapsed, generating a strong
peaking of na(Ff).

The behavior of the ELMs is modified by the
application of IBWH. An array of 32 detectors tanning
through the poloidal cross-section provides a vertical
profile of the soft x-ray intensity (SXR). The loss resulting
from an ELM can be estimated from the difference
between SXR intensities before and after the ELM:
ASXR=3XRaflerSXRbefore Such a Asxn profiles is
shown in Fig.3 for experimental conditions similar to
those presented previously in Fig. 1. The Asxpg profile
features localized minirna (indicated by arrows), which are

observed only when lBWH is applied, and
are indicative of a localized reduction of the
ELM loss under the action of the RF field.
Ill. INNER TRANSPORT BARRIER

A manifestation of the formation of a
transport barrier is observed later on, for
times >YCH. in the form of strong gradients
localized in the core region. We can see in
Fig. 4 overtays of gradient profiles VT}. VTe.
and Vne, along with flux-surface mapping of
the ion-absorbed lBWH power deposition.
PlBWl- These profiles correspond to a well-
developed CH-mode, and have been
mapped over a single grid. Some smoothing
is involved which flattens spatial features:
while radial locations remain unchanged, the
actual gradients may be larger. Figure 4 also
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o_1 shows arrows associated with the locations of
0.0 _ the Asnx minima‘as projected on the majOr

radius. The PiBWI, VT,-,, Vng maxima and the
g ASXR minima appear at the same radial lomfion.
a, _0 2 _ The VTe profile peaks slightly farther outside_

4 ' by =3 cm — but nevertheless overlaps with
‘ f PIBWI. These observations are consistent with

_0 4 _ the formation of a transport barrier by the
' ponderomotive action of the IBW.9

. The ELM—loss minima seems slightly inward
. . . t - — a 242m effect — compared to the position of

.50 .25 0 25 50 the Vne maxima. This could be an artifact of the
lineal-sight nature of the 8t measurement;

2 [cm] the data shown is not Abel inverted. The fact
Fig.3: Soft x-ray loss resulting from an ELM during that the We maximum location is slightly 0M9
application of IBWH. the Vne and VT,- maxima could be caused by (1)

Te within the inner barrier being clamped by
radiation losses. and hence preventing VTe from developing fully. or (2) the VTe profile being affected

by the nearby q=3/2 surface.
lV. IMPROVED CORE CONFINEMENT

'3 S '1 ' ' "' "5R" ' Y ”$.01", "#11" 10° The occurrence of steep gradients localized
,: 4_ ‘ inwards happens during the CH-mode. This
'3 (Pd/2‘ 3, confinement regime arises with some delay after
1 3_ ”-3 the lBWH turn-on, and its emergence begins at
E _ 50 'L. to” The reversal of the Sn temporal behavior was
:5 2_ 2 found to be a useful real-time indicator of the
E k occurrence of the CH—mode. For times greater
§ 1 E than 0.63 5 during lBBI, 5,, reaches saturation.
H; ' The time evolution of the ion temperature echoes
a? o . . n that of the neutrons as seen in Fig. 1. .

”'0 15'0 1&0 do “'w 1510 An improvement of the confinement In the
plasma core takes place during the CH-mode.
Transport analyses were made using the
TRANSP10 code in a data reduction mode.
Effective ion diffusivity. xi. is derived from the

10-0 ""l ' ' F‘ l ' "‘|""l‘ ' ‘ ' l ' " energybalancecalculation.WecanseeinFig.5
< X; (1112/S) a plot of Xi against time; the traces correspond

51mins respectively to r/a = 1/6, 1/3, and 1/2. The data
H—mode presented in this figure correspond to the

L—mode analysis of the IBBl discharge shown in Fig.1.
H—mode CH-mode The L-H transition can be seen at =0.42 s when

Xi falls for the three radii shown. The ion effective
r/a=- 1/2 diffusivity decreases during the quiescent H—

mode phase. The xi increase seen at 0.535
could be the result of ELM activity. For times
>c (0.59 s), a substantial decrease at Xi is
seen for r/a=1/2; a reduction of xi is also seen at
r/a=1/3. The final diffusivity is in the vicinity of

R(cm)
Fig. 4: Overiays of kinetic gradients and lBWH
power deposition profile.

5.0 —

0.0 ;lllllllllIllllTlTl‘lIIllilVl-II

0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
Tlme(s) 9H. Biglari ef al. in RF Power in Plasmas.

Fig 5: Xi time evolution at three values of r/a. Charleston, SC, AlP Conf. Proc. 244, p. 376
Shaded area indicates lower confidence region. 1OFt. Golston ef al. J. Comp. Phys. 43 (1981) 61
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1 m2/s. The error bar estimate comes from a
previous analysis.11

V. ENHANCED COFlE HEATING
The CH-mode plasma. with its peaked profile,

allows deep penetration of the neutral beams,
ensuring enhanced power deposition in the
plasma core. An experiment was set up where

IBW 1.8 MW of NBI power was injected at the
0 beginning of the CH-phase. The auxiliary-

heating time history is shown in Fig. 6's top
0‘3 0'4 0'5 0'6 0’7 0'8 panel: the black traces correspond to IBBI; the

Time (s) . (overlapping) gray trace corresponds to a
reference (NBI only) discharge. The beginning
of the discharge is kept the same as described
above. IBWH starts at 0.465 and brings the
discharge into the CH regime. Supplementary
NBI is added in two steps at 0.55 s and 0.575 5;
this 'NBI burst' is made to correspond to the
nominal onset of the CH-mode.

The bottom panel of Fig.6 shows the Sn
- temporal behavior. the IBBI is shown in black,

0 , . . . . . . . .1 L. . . . . . . and the reference discharge is in gray. Although
the Sn traces do not superimpose perfectly

0'3 0'4 0‘5 0'6 0'7 0'8 during the earlier times, they match at 0.55 s, at
Time (s) the moment of the onset of the NBI burst. The

Fig. 6: Enhanced core heating. Top panef. auxiliary 133' discharge achieves a maximum neutron
heating power. Lower panel: Sntor IBBI discharge PFOdUCUOH rate 0' =2-6 X 1013 5'1. while the
(in black) and for NBI only an gray). reterencedischarge saturatesat =1.6 x 1013 5".

The application of a modest amount of IBWH
power, less than 10% of the input power. has increased the neutron production rate by 60% by
allowing more efficient NBI heating of the core.

Of particular interest is the bootstrap current generation during enhanced core heating. Figure 7
shows profiles of 1'33 (the bootstrap current density), [30 (the beam driven current density), and j (the

total current density) against minor radius at
Time ' 0-65 5 0.65 s. A broad j profile is obtained in the core

"'|""I"' 'I""I""I region mainly because of the presence of a
localized bootstrap current in the vicinity of
r/a=1/2 where jag] reaches 0.35. The bootstrap
current constitutes 25% of the total plasma
current (250M). TRANSP analysis indicates that
q, increases continuously. from 0.80 at 0.52 s to
1.02 at 0.65 s.
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FLUCTUATIONS IN HIGH L3,, PLASMAS IN DIII—D’

TiA. CASPER,I M.S. CHU, P. GOHIL, W.W. HEIDBRJNK,‘ A.W. HYA’I‘T, R.A. JAMES,‘
R.A. Jone,t L.L. LAO, MA. MAKowsm,1 W.H. Maven,I P.A. Pom’rzaa,
G.D. Poarna,’ B.W. Rica," H. ST. JOHN, B.W. STALLARD,‘ E.J. Srruu'r,

S.J. THOMPSON, A.D. TURNBULL, and D. WnoaasKI"

General Atomics, San Diego, California, U. S.A.

In our investigation of improved confinement in high poloidal beta (fip = 2 to 4) advanced
tokamalr experiments, we observe that the internal MED activity evolves from an m/n = 2/1 to
a 3/1 structure coincident with ‘10 rising above 2, and consistent with the GATO code stability
analysis. The plasma eventually evolves to a quiescent state at which time the stored energy
increases, mostly as a result of improved particle confinement. The bootstrap fraction rises to
80%. The measured plasma pressure profiles during this time are calculated to be stable to
high-n ballooning modes consistent with operation of the core in the second stable regime. The
sustained improvement in confinement is ultimately limited by our ability to control the toroidal
current profile.

Introduction

We have operated DIIl—D in a high fip configuration with reduced fluctuations levels where
both kink and ballooning mode activity are absent and the core (r/a ,S 0.3) operates in the
second stable region. We are investigating the long temporal evolution of magnetohydrodynamic
(MED) stability in these double-null, diverted, H—mode discharges. We have observed improved
confinement [1] in thee advanced tokamak experiments with 3,, up to 5 while operating at a
toroidal field of 2 ’I' with plasma currents of 0.4 to 0.8 MA, and 8 MW of neutral beam power.
At 0.4 MA, we observe highly peaked core density profiles With the central density increasing
by a factor of 2 accompanied by a 20% increase in the central ion and electron temperature.
Coincident with this slow evolution, we observe a relaxation in the current profile which broadens
to give an on-axis safety factor ‘10 greater than two at which time the MHD fluctuation level
drops and confinement improves. However, confinement at low plasma current suffers from an
anomalous fast-ion loss process which reduces the neutral—beam heating efficiency.

In these experiments, the duration of high confinement is ultimately limited by the induc-
tive response of the current profile to a rapid rise in core bootstrap current which provides a large
fraction, up to 80%, of the total currmt. I‘hture expa‘iments are intended to explore operation
at higher plasma current where fast ion losses are observed to decrease and confin-ent and
beta limits increase. Active control of the current profile appears to be required to maintain
stability while operating at high A, with high bootstrap current fraction in steady state.

High 3,, State
In these DIII—D experiments, high fip conditions are achieved by a slow evolution on a

resistive time scale which, for ID ~ 0.4 MA, occurs after 3000 to 4000 ms as shown in Fig. 1.
Born an initial ohmic equilibrium with 114) ~ 1, we initiate neutral beam heating with a 200 ms
ramp up in power to provide controlled heating of the plasma. core providing a rapid rise in
the stored energy. At 1250 ms, we observe the onset of strong m/n = 2/1 MED activity on
the magnetic probe array accompanied by a drop in the stored enagy and a rapid loss of hot,
neutral-beam—injected ions as indicated by a drop in the neutron flux detected with a (plastic)

*Tbis is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy unda' Contract Nos.
DE-AC03-89ER51114 and W-7405—ENG—48.

tLawrence Livermore Naflonal Laboratory, Livermore, California, U.S.A.
‘University of California, Irvine, California, U. S.A.
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scintillator. This anomalous fast-ion loss remains for the duration of the discharge and represents
typically a 50% reduction in the hot-ion population for the 0.4 MA operation when compared
with Predictions from the ONETWO code. These losses, however, are much less when operating
at higher currents. As is evident in Fig. 1, this enhanced loss rate remains even as the strength
of the MHD activity decreases in time.

During neutral beam heating, the equilibrium relaxes slowly, with a decreme in the internal
inductance l; and an inn-ease in go as the current profile broadens. For these high [3,, discharges,
equifibria must be determined from a full kinetic fit using the EFIT code, with measured pressure
profiles adjusted to account for the fast ion losses and including the current profile measurements
from a multichannel Motional Stark Effect diagnostic.

In Fig. 2, we show the temporal variation of the magnetic field fluctuation spectrum for
the discharge described above. The observed frequency in the laboratory frame is consistent
with the toroidal rotation speed in measured with the Charge Exchange Recombination (CER)
djagnostic. During the initial part of this relaxation (2000 to 2750 ms) the dominant m/n = 2/1
mode NEHD antivity decreases as 90 begins to rise. 4A5 go approaches 2, MED fluctuations are
again strongly excited with higher order poloidal modes, i.e., m/n. = 3/1 for shot 77676 at
t = 2950 ms. The MED activity decreases after 90 passes through 2, at which time we observe
the evolution to the high [3,, state. The equilibrium eventually evolves to a state where MED
fluctuations fall below the measurement sensitivity of the magnetic probe array at the vessel
wall. .

As the fluctuation amplitude drops, we observe the rise in [3,, to ~ 3.8 for the discharge
shown in Fig. 1, as the confinement improves with both the doubling and strong peaking in the
central density as shown in Fig. 3 and a smallm‘ increase in the ion and electron temperatures.
Due to the rapid rise in the core pressure gradient, the bootstrap current rises to Ins/I ~ 0.8.
Because of the rapid rise of I35, the inductive plasma response limits the rise in go, which
eventually relaxes back towards 2 with the reappearance of MED activity. As we described
previously for shot 77676, the mode structure was observed to change as a function of the go. In
Fig. 4, we summarize the variation in fluctuation amplitude for several discharges which clearly
indicates the sensitivity to the value of the q on ads.

Stability Analysis

Using the GATO [2] stability code, we have compared the kink mode theory with the
measured fluctuation spectra. Using the experimentally measured kinetic profiles at 2950 ms into
shot 77676, we show the Fourier components of the displacement versus poloidal flux in Fig. 5 for
one such GATO code prediction of an unstable n = 1, m = 3 mode consistent with the measured
fluctuations. We have found general agreunent between the observed mode characteristics and
GATO for this discharge with a prediction of stability during the quiescent period. In addition,
the profile dependency of ballooning stability has been calculated from the CAMINO code [3].
As we show in a normalized shear versus pressure gradient plot (Fig. 6), using experimentally
measured pmsure profiles at 3360 ms into the shot, CAMINO calculations indicate that the
full profile has access to the second stable regime during the time fluctuations are essentially
nonexistent. Thus, we have observed DUI—D operation in a high [3,, configuration with >50%
bootstrap current fi-action for a. duration of many confinement times (TE ~ 80 ms), indicating
the possibility for steady—state stable operation at high poloidal beta. Late in this shot, the
bootstrap fraction rises to ~78% and weak MED activity is again observed, thus indicating the
possible need for active current profile control to sustain this advanced tokamak operation mode
in steady state.

Issues

Successful evolution appears to depend sensitively on formation of an initial profile state
which can eVOlve under controlled heating, consistent with access to second stability. Discharges
forming at a moderately high l; state have the greatest chance of evolving to high fip late in
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time, as the 1; drops and 90 rises above 2. However, a value of go > 2 does not guarantee
this evolution and other parameters, such as ti or details of the current profile, appear to be
important with MHD stability responding to this evolution. We are presently investigating the
role these difl‘erent spectral characteristics play in predicting and understanding the evolutioxl
to high fip.

A second critical issue is theconfinement of hot ions. While fast ion losses appear to
be related to the larger banana orbits at the lower current (the loss is ~50% at 0.4 MA and
only ~10% when operating at 1 MA), we have not isolated the loss mechanism. The presence
of spectral characteristics consistent with the beta-induced Alfvén eigenniode [4] are present as
coherent fluctuations in the 4D to 80 KHz range even during the nominally quiescent period. The
role of such collective modes in the anomalous loss of fast ions is currently under investigation.
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FIG. 3. Thomson density profile showing
improved core confinement after 3500 ms
in shot 77676.
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Correlations between Locked Modes and Impurity Influxes

K D Lawson' and G M Fishpool
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Abstract
An analysis of pulses that were disturbed by medium Z impurity influxes (Cl, Cr, Fe and Ni)
recorded during the 1991/92 JET operations has demonstrated that such influxes can result in
MHD modes which subsequently 'lock'. A correlation is found between the power radiated by
the influx and the time difference between the start of the influx and the beginning of the
locked mode. The growth in the, amplitude of the locked mode itself can lead to further
impurity influxes. A correlation is noted between intense influxes (Pm, ZIOMW) and the
mode 'unlocking' and beginning to rotate more rapidly.

1. Introduction
During past JET operations a correlation has been noted between impurity influxes and poor
plasma performance. In the worst cases the plasma terminates in a disruption, this usually
being a consequence of a rotating MHD mode which has slowed and 'locked' (Snipes et 01.,
1988). The high performance operation of JET in the 1994 campaign and the consequent need
for disruption avoidance makes a study of the connection between impurity influxes and
MHD activity topical. The metallic influxes observed during the 1991/92 JET operations
enable such an investigation to be carried out. In this study, the emphasis has been on influxes
of medium Z impurities, such as Cl and the metals Cr, Fe and Ni. A comparison is also made
with those due to the low Z impurities Be and C. Preliminary results of this analysis are
presented.‘

2. Experimental measurements
The diagnostic technique which most directly enables the magnitude of the influx to be
quantified is the bolometric measurement of the total radiated power. This is determined from
an array of bolometers with 14 vertical lines—of—sight Mast and Krause, 1985). The system
has a time resolution of 20ms. The impurity responsible for the influx is found from VUV and
XUV spectroscopic signals, the respective instruments being described by Fonck et a1. (1982)
and by Schwob er a1. (1987). The temporal resolution varies between 30 and 200ms.
The magnetic diagnostics include arrays of tangential, B6 field pickup coiIS, which are
situated inside the vessel, and normal field saddle loops. Combinations of signals from
different coils give measures of the rate of change of the n=1, 2 and 3 tangential field and the
amplitude and phase of a locked mode is derived from the external saddle coils. The magnetic



data used in the study are processed data in which the rms of the raw signal is taken. Although

the frequency response of the tangential field coils is typically 10kHz, the time interval

between the processed data points is 6 to 8ms and 8 to 24ms for the locked mode signal.

3. Results
3) Impurity influxes causing locked modes. Examples have been found where there is a

clear correlation between an influx and a locked mode. It is observed that 90—400ms after the
beginning of the influx there is an increase in MHD activity. After a further 10-70ms the

locked mode indicator external to the vessel responds. This is illustrated in figure 1, which

uses pulse 25730 as an example. A 2.7MW influx ofNi and Cr, whose original source is most

likely the inconel of the vessel walls, occurs at 3.345, during the current ramp. MHD activity

begins 90ms later and the rotating mode locks within a further lOms, before further influxes

occur. In this case the plasma disrupts 0.4s later.

Both the excess energy radiated between the start of the influx and the beginning of the locked

mode and the peak radiated power have been used to measure the magnitude of the influx.

The larger the influx,.the greater the perturbation is expected to be and the quicker the onset of

the locked mode. The peak radiated power, shown in figure 2 as a function of the time interval

between the influx and the beginning of the locked mode, shows this behaviour and is

therefore taken as the measure of the influx size. This emphasizes the importance of the influx

duration, a short influx causing a greater perturbation than a smaller, longer influx of a

comparable energy. The existence of a correlation between peak power and delay time

confirms that the influxes cause the locked modes.
A possible Z dependence is suggested by figure 3. Pulses exhibiting the longest delay times

have influxes which are predominately due to C1. Further evidence comes from a comparison
of similar pulses such as pulses 25675 and 25676. The former has a 6.5MW influx due to the
low Z elements Be and C, the latter a smaller, 4.7MW influx due to Ni and Cl. Of the two, it

is the latter that subsequently develops a locked mode. No dependence on plasma current,

safety factor or Ta is evident fiom this limited database, although a dependence on nc would

be consistent with the data. Those pulses with a higher ne tend to have longer delay times.

b) Correlation between influxes and mode 'unlocking'. In the pulses studied, it is often seen

that further influxes coincide with the growth of the locked mode amplitude. They can give

rise to high radiated powers, ~tens of MW, and are usually short-lived, S40ms. This

correlation can be clearly seen in pulse 25695, figure 3. A series of 7 influxes, radiating 4 to

lSMW of power and due to Ni, Fe and Cl, result from the repetitive growth of the locked

mode.
In some cases, a correlation is observed between the impurity influx and the mode 'unlocking'

and rotating more rapidly. The signal indicating the locked mode amplitude falls and the
tangential field indicator of rotating n=1, 2 and 3 MHD activity rises sharply. This correlation
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is evident in the repetitive locking and unlocking observed in pulse 25695 and can be seen in
figure 4, pulse 25666. In the latter, a sharp rise in the locked mode amplitude precedes its
reduction. Despite the rapid sequence of events, there is evidence, in a few cases, that the
influx begins before the mode unlocks or the tangential field indicator of n=1 activity
responds.

4. Discussion
The influx preceding any observable MHD activity and the relationship found between the
magnitude of the influx and the time before the onset of the locked mode suggests that the
growth of the mode is a result of the influx. It is of interest that the magnitude is best
represented by the peak radiated power rather than by the radiated energy. Its use emphasises
the importance of the short timescale of the influx that most readily causes a sustained MHD
perturbation. The number of medium Z particles involved in influxes which radiate SSMW of
power is comparatively small, typically 510‘5 to 5x104 of m. Consequently, it is not expected
that such influxes would have a significant effect on the plasma Zcfi. Rather, the changes are
more likely to involve increases in the plasma resistivity due to cooling by the intense
radiation. The disturbance created by the influx will have most effect, if it occurs on a
timescale faster than that of a heat pulse into the disturbed region, ~10ms, any flow of heat
tending to ameliorate the disturbance. A further consequence of this short timescale is that the
disturbance which causes the locked mode must occur chiefly in the edge region of the
plasma, since an influx of particles requires from 100 to 200ms to penetrate to the plasma
core. If it is confirmed that‘the intense impurity influx does precede the mode unlocking, a
possible explanation is that the influx results in a minor disruption, following which the mode
amplitude is reduced, leading to the unlocking of the mode. The observed rise in the plasma
current would be consistent with this interpretation.

5. Conclusions
A study has been made of the relationship between medium Z impurity influxes and MHD
activity in IET, which demonstrates that influxes can cause locked modes. It is found that the
magnitude of the influx is be5t described by its peak radiated power, rather than by its radiated
energy, the higher the peak radiated power, the sooner the onset of the locked mode. A growth
in the locked mode amplitude can itself result in further impurity influxes. Intense influxes are
seen to correlate with the 'unlocking' of the mode.
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NEGATIVE SNAKES IN JET: EVIDENCE FOR NEGATIVE SHEAR?
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INTRODUCTION Snakes have been observed in many tokamaks as a novel form
of MHD activity which consists of a long lived small region of high electron pressure on the
q : l magnetic surface. They have a m = n = 1 topology and are often formed during the
injection of solid pellets of D2 [l] which reach in to the q = 1 surface. Snakes have also been
observed [2], at the onset of sawtoothing, after neutral beam heating of the plasma centre,
and in discharges with rather flat central profiles of electron density and pressure. The name
"snake“ arises from their characteristic appearance when observed by a soft X-ray camera.

A detailed analysis of the soft X—ray data together with the electron density (tie) and
temperature (Te) information from the interferometer and ECE systems respectively has
shown that the pellet induced snakes typically have perturbed parameters relative to their
surroundings of one / nC ~ 25 to 140% and 8T6 ~ 0 to ZOOeV. Generally, pellet induced
snakes have no visible temperature perturbations at times greater than 100ms after their
creation. In discussing the properties of the snakes it is useful to write simplified expressions
for the plasma radiated X-ray power (PX) and the plasma resistivity (R)

2 _ ZCPX: Anc(Te) and 12.13W
where C is the X-ray anomaly factor and f (T6) is a function of temperature which, for the
particular filters placed between the plasma and the detectors, is proportional to T? with
ot = 1. The plasma effective charge 2c is approximately proportional to C, and A and B are
constants. Small perturbations within the snake may therefore be written as

8? 5n 5 5T BR 52 3 5T 5

The perturbed impurity concentration within the snake is generally not known.
However, SR/R maybe obtained by eliminating 5C/Q. A detailed analysis [2] has shown that

3 are

at early times in the pellet snake‘s lifetime 5R/R is positive because of the reduced Te,
whereas on longer timescales ETC/1‘e ~ 0 but ESQ/C > O which also leads to an enhanced
resistivity in the snake. The association of the snake with a reduced temperature or enhanced
impurity concentration leads to the idea that it is formed by a magnetic island with the locally
changed parameters producing a region of increased resistivity and decreased current density.
This is particularly plausiblefor pellet injection as the stagnation of the cold particles on the
q : 1 surface would produce, on a short timescale, a region of very much reduced Tc.
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NEGATIVE SNAKES Occasional observations have been made in JET of so-called

negaIiVe snakes. A typical example is shown in Fig. 1 where data from the 38 channel
vertical soft X—ray camera is displayed. The signature of these from the soft X-ray cameras is

very similar to the more usual snakes except that the localised region of the snake has,
compared with its surroundings, decreased rather than increased emission. Negative snakes

have been seen under the following circumstances. (i) Between sawteeth in low-q

discharges with IP = 3.3 - 7MA. (ii) As successor oscillations following a sawtooth crash.
(iii) Immediately after pellet injection. The first type of negative snake is shown in Fig. 1 for

a discharge W‘th 1P = 7MA~ Pulse Nazz7s77
ill l» l,

PulseN0227877 9 .‘Mffl i“ l‘ W”, n, [H2 yum ll l l l; WSnakes ‘2 1‘- Wffl‘";l ‘ i ii i il- . l ' l l x‘#1 . i l V i
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i
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Fig, 1; Line integrated soft X-ray mission observed by the vertical Fig. 2: The traces shown are Tc at R = 3-67m. the electron density
soft X-ny camera showmg the negative snake lint: integrated along a central vertical chord and I line integrated

Pulse No: 27377 ”n X‘” "3"‘1‘
.200-

a:
E—too— The interpretation of these negative snakes

has always been difficult due to the lack of
.5‘ : detailed measurements of “e and T<3 profiles.0 _ _
w; It had always been assumed that the negative
E. "‘ ' snakes had a very similar structure to the
a normal snakes. However the detailed rte and

a; ‘00- Te measurements (Fig. 2) show a different
2' . . , .
: lcture. The variation of various arameters
:- 50'
z for the negative snake are collected in Fig. 3

c and in Table l the negative snakes are
0.50-\\ ‘t

E \\3. \
.1 0.2 \\ ‘

i‘a . Fig. 3: The lime variation is shown {or various negative snake
‘\\N ‘1 parameters, The variations of Te. lhe Linc integrated nc and line

0 | | ' ‘ X-ny' ' , an: shown in the upper part of the figure.
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Table l

§5<%) 5_ne_(%) 5T6 <%) - 3‘ (m) ‘9 (m) =PK rtc Te l
-8 »10 —3-3 0.41 0.52 ] - ve snake early

+15 —13 -5-4 0.11 0.47 ] - ve snake late
+150 +140 +22 014 0.25 ] Pellet snake early
+100 +40 < 5 0.20 0.25 ) Pellet snake late

contrasted with pellet induced snakes. The radial and poloidal dimensions of the snake are (I
and 60. From the figure it may be seen that the shape of the negative snake varies from
nearly circular to a shape with only a small radial extent. The figures in the table can be msgd
to show that 5R/R ~ 20 — 25% i.e. that the negative snake is a region of increased resistance
and, as 50?; = 13 - 16%. also a region of increased impurity density. In these respects the
negative snakes are similar to normal snakes. However, contour plots of the ECE data show
quite a different picture. In these measurements T6 is determined along a minor radius in the
outer half of the median plane. The rotation of the plasma makes it possible to produce a
pseudo—contour plot over the entire structure of the snake. These plots (Fig. 4) clearly show
that the negative snake sits at the X-point of the island structure. If the temperature is plotted
normalised to the average temperature at a particular radius then the more familiar localised
picture of the snake appears (Fig. 5). The other prominent feature of the temperature profile
is its hollowness. The negative snakes are in fact sitting on the rim of a volcano shaped

'.lCILll'C.

49.2555

fi"

Fill. 4: Contour P191 ofTa. (Te > at I particular minor radius.

1 a

Z(m) 0 -
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| | l
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mm) Fig 5: Contour plot of Te normalised to the average temperature
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Fig. 6: Magnetic field slructure wilh (a) positive shear and (b) negative shear.

EFFECTS OF SHEAR In the case of normal snakes, the effect of substantial plasma

cooling by the pellet injection was convincingly argued to be a cause of magnetic island

formation which then became identified with the snake. These calculations assumed a

"normal" q—profile that increased with minor radius. Further theoretical work [3] showed

that the bootstrap current could explain several of the observed features of the snake. The

relationship between the shear and the current pertubation is shown schematically in fig. 6

where the magnetic poloidal field, B“ = Be (l-q), in helical coordinates is shown in the

region of the q=1 surface. If q increases with radius then 8* is in the same direction as B9

within the q=1 surface and reversed outside it. A locally reduced current density will form an

island as shown in fig. 6a. However, as the negative snakes have a locally reduced current

density and sit at the X-point of the island structure it seems to be an inescapable conclusion

that the magnetic shear is reversed at the point of the snake, i.e. that q is decreasing with

radius, as shown in fig. 6b. This could be possible in these particular discharges as the

electron temperature profiles are generally hollow except just for the time before the

saWtooth collapse where the snakes in any case disappear. It would therefore appear that the

q-profile in these low q-discharges is different from what might have been expected, but

other instances of unusual q-profile have been observed in JET in PEP discharges [4], hot ion

H-modes [5], and counter-injection [6] heated discharges.
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SAWTOOTH CRASHES AT HIGH BETA ON JET
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 3EA, UK.
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INTRODUCTION
Sawteeth observed in high performance discharges on JET are observed to have features

which extended well beyond the q=1 surface. Those sawteeth which occur at high beta often
couple to a giant ELM typically within SOus and, in all such cases, an irrecoverable fall in
fusion yield results [1]. Similar phenomena have been observed in other high beta discharges
on JET where an ELM is also observed to couple to the sawtooth collapse, In these
discharges, with low values of toroidal magnetic field, a sequence of sawtooth/ELM events
occurs which is associated with a saturation in beta [2,3].
COMPARISON OF SAWTOOTH CRASHES AT LOW AND MEDIUM BETA
Features which are clearly identified in sawtooth collapses at low beta such as mixing radii
and heat pulses can become somewhat obscured as beta increases. Here we define low beta
to correspond to values of BN<O.35 with [3N defined to be the toroidal beta, normalised to
the Troyon limit: BT=2.81(1V[A)/a(m)B¢(T). The main cause of this is a fast perturbation
associated with the final stages of the (m,n)=(l,1) precursor mode of the sawtooth collapse
which is observed to extend well beyond the inversion radius in medium and high beta
sawteeth. A noticeable

SXR tomography: Emissivity profile at the midplane
Pulse No: 26095 (flN=0.4)

pronounced bulging of flux 4_4_ Outside

ballooning effect is found with

surfaces on the low field side in
these cases This is shown in
Figure 1, a contour plot of soft
X-ray (SXR) intensity vs time for
a sawtooth crash at BN=0.4.

Figure I Contour plot of SR
emissivities for an
intermediate-beta sawtooth
showing a bulge in the flux
surfaces on the low field side,

| l . I l lbetween R=3.6m and 3.9,”, at 12.82104 12.82112 12.82120 12.82128 12.82136
T1me(s)the time of the collapse.
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We detem‘lined of the magnitude of the deviation (or excursion) of these flux surfaces from

their mean value as a function of radius for discharges with different beta. The results of the

maximum excursion of a flux surface during the sawtooth is plotted for a low and

intermediate beta discharge in Figure 2. In the low beta discharge, (22088, BN=O.2) the

deviation is seen to be reasonably symmetric between the low and high field sides and to fall

off rapidly beyond the inversion radius of ~40cms. 'The intermediate beta discharge, 26095,
shows a pronounced ballooning efl‘ect, with the field line excursion extending to large values

of minor radius on the low field sidejust
20

stopping short of the plasma edge at
a=120cms

Figure 2.. Comparison, between two
discharges, of the maximum deviation of

flux surfaces with minor radius, during
a sawtooth collapse - one at low beta

(22088), the other at intermediate beta

(26095). Evidence ofa ballooning effect

2

_/l.
1/ \ Pulse No:
J \ 26095

(a)

Pulse No:
22088

on the lowfield side is apparent in shot ,
‘4

26095- 0 1 l l l I l I
-80 -60 —40 -20 0 20 40 60

Mlnor radius (cm)
SAWTOOTH CRASHES AT HIGH BETA
The pronounced bulging of the flux surfaces - the sawtooth excursion as we have called it

here - is observed to extend to larger radii as beta increases. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

The figure shows how the magnitude of the perturbation of the line-integrated SXR signals
varies with radius at difi'erent beta values. The high beta sawteeth (BN >0.5) clearly show
the perturbation in SXR intensity
extending right to the plasma. edge
especially in the outward (low field)
direction. The perturbation is transient,
lasting usually less than 30 us.

Figure 3. An illustration of how the
sawtooth perturbation grows with beta.
The magnitude of the perturbation in .
line integrated SXR emission is plotted

_ F3 a fimcti‘on of radius. The
perturbation, at high beta, can be seen
to extend to the outside plasma edge.
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COUPLING OF THE HIGH BETA SAWTEETH TO AN ELM

In most of the high beta discharges (BN>0.5) an ELM appears soon afier the sawtooth crash
i.e. within 25-60us. This, we believe, is a direct consequence of the sawtooth perturbation
extending to the edge on the low field side as discussed above. In the case of the hot-ion H-
mode discharges , a giant ELM appears about SOus after the sawtooth, initially localised

close to the plasma X-point and is followed within a few milliseconds by an influx of carbon
impurities which cool the plasma. This event can occur either at peak neutron yield or up to

300ms afterwards but in all cases the plasma fails to recover its high performance.
o 8"Pulse N0126087 Pulse No: 20881
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Figure 4. Traces offlM neutron yield, central soft X—rays and H—alphafor (a) the hot-t0):
H—moa'e discharge 26087 and (b) the lowfield high—beta discharge 20881. The dotted lines

indicate the sawtooth events shown infigure 3for these discharges.

In the high beta, low toroidal field, discharges, with lower power input to the plasma, an

ELM occurs within 30ps of the sawtooth crash. Although the plasma can recover to similar

values of beta afterwards, the process repeats itself and leads to a limitation in beta, Other

ELMs and fishbone activity are present during this period which may also contribute to

saturation in beta [4]. Figure 4 illustrates these effects.
MODELLING

To compare the experimental results with theoretical mode structures, the eigenfunction of

the internal kink mode has been calculated for different values of B, using the CASTOR
toroidal stability code [5]. At low beta the displacement of the internal kink mode has a

predominantly m=1 structure which does not extend far beyond the q=l surface. The higher

harmonics, which are due to toroidicity are relatively small. In contrast, Figure 5 shows the

computed mode structure of the internal kink of a high performance discharge at high [3
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(#25087, [3N =03). The amplitude falls off only slowly beyond the q=1 surface and is finite at

the plasma boundary due to the coupling to the higher poloidal harmonics (m 2 2). There is

also a marked difi'erence between the low and high field side. The poloidal harmonics

generally add on the low field side whereas they tend to cancel each other on the high field

side - a (low—n) manifestation of ballooning.
The amplitude of all the m 2 2 harmonics relative to the m=1 harmonic increases linearly with

l5p [6]. In the hot-ion H-mode discharges, this magnetic coupling is enhanced by the large

radius of the q=l surface [1]. Further, a finite edge current density can increase the mode

amplitude locally at the plasma boundary.

Figure 5. The displacement

pemendicular to the flux surfaces

as a function of the minor radius

for the high performance

discharge 26087. The filll line is

the absolute value of total
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displacement along the horizontal

axis, the dotted line is the m=1

harmonic.

CONCLUSIONS Minor radius r/a

The sawtooth crashes on JET display features which depend on [3. The main observation is a

transient bulging of flux surfaces (duration <30us), which is predominantly on the low field

side and extends to larger radii as [3 increases. This phenomenon reaches the plasma

boundary when [3N exceeds 0.5 and in these cases is followed by an ELM within SOus. These

sawtooth/ELM events limit plasma performance. Modelling of mode coupling shows

qualitative agreement between observations of the structure of the sawtooth precursor and

the calculated internal kink mode at high B.
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BETA LIMITS IN H-MODES AND VH-MODES IN JET
P.3meulders, T.C.Hender, G.Huysmans, F.Marcus, S.Ali-Arshad, B.Alper, B.Balet, M.Bures,
N.Deliyanakis, H. de Esch, G.Fishpool, O.N.Jarvis, T.T.C. Jones, W.Kerner, R.Koenig,
K.Lawson, P.Lomas, M.F.Navel, D.O'Brien, G.Sadler, D.Stork, P.Stubberfield, P.Thomas,
KThomsen, J.Wesson.JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, UK. ”AssociocloEURATOM/IS'I‘, lrslituto Superior rectum, mam my]
Abstract. In Hot-ion H- and VH-modes, the highest achieved beta was about 10% below the
Troyon value in the best case of discharge 26087. The Operational space of the high beta
discharges obtained before March 1992 has been explored as function of the parameters
HITERggp, Bn, q95, Ip . Also, a limiting envelope on the fiJsion reactivity as a fimction of the
average plasma pressure and beta has been observed with RDDxfioz-Btp4 . MI-ID stability
analysis shows that the ET VH modes at the edge are in the 2—nd region for ballooning mode
stability. The dependence of ballooning stability and the n=l external kink on the edge current
density is analysed.

Confinement and Beta value. The quality of the confinement as measured by the H-
multiplier of the measured diamagnetic energy confinement time against the ITER-89P scaling
has been correlated to the normalised toroidal beta Bn=B¢/(Ip(h/IA)/a(m)Bw(T)). It should be
noted that the B values are typically 10% lower for the discharges analysed by TRANSP (based
on the kinetic plasma pressure) than those used in this paper, which are obtained by equilibrium
code calculations based on magnetic measurements. The ratio ofH/q [Perkins], shown in
fig. 1, is not very sensitive on the beta value, demonstrating that there is no gradual
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Fig. l H/q versus Bn for :P<lO, 10<P<20, Fig. 2 The H—mode multiplier versus qg5 on
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deterioration of the confinement with beta. The ratio does not dependent on q95 or on the
heating scheme applied (NBI, ICRH or combined heating).

Confinement and edge safety value q. _At low values of q95 the confinement multiplier H
however is deteriorating rapidly (fig2) with H/q remaining roughly constant , similar to what
has been observed by DIl'I-D [Lazarus]. The best values of H of z 4.5 have been obtained at
(195:4, at low q95>2 the H—multiplier found is again close to 2 and at high q the best values are
again close to 2. There appears also a power dependence: the highest H values have been
obtained at powers less than 10 MW. At power levels up to 20 MW very similar values have
been reached, however with powers between 20 and 30 MW the best H-multiplier values are 2
2,2. The vast majority (75%) of these discharges are however limiter plasmas with only a
small number of shots in an X-point configuration.

Fusion performance relation to beta values. The best fiJSlOfl performance as measured by
the DD-reaction rate has been obtained in high pressure or high beta discharges. This can been
seen in fig. 3, which shows the square root of the DD-reaction rate RDD (2*Rn, the DD
neutron rate) as a function of the average measured plasma pressure from the equilibrium code
calculations. The best performance can be described by the scaling:

RDD(1016s']) z (l/60).Bw2.Bw4 . In the ion temperature range at IET the thermal DD-firsion
rate is roughly proportional to niZTiZ and the (temperature dependent) beam-thermal reactivity
is comparable to the thermal fusion rate.
Performance Limitation. The duration of the good confinement period of a discharge in JET
has been measured with the diamagnetic loops and can be expressed by a quantity At(80%),
which is the time span the plasma energy is over 80% of its peak value. Fig. 4 gives At(80%)

‘ 100.
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D plasmas with ICRH and D- N81 for Bn > The lower curve, an upper bound for high
1. confinement shots, corresponds to a T of

l 100 °C.
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as a fimction of PeflFPin-dW/dt. The limiting curve is given by At(s) = lOOO/P(MW)2,
corresponding to a temperature of the target tile area of around z2500 °C [Wesson], [Jackel].
It can be seen from the figure that the high performance discharges with H(ITER89P)/q95>0.8
have much reduced performance duration. The reduction of the period of good confinement

is related to the X-event, which in avery short time increases the effective power loss from the
plasma to the target plates [Jaeckel].
MHD Stability of VH mode discharges. No global MED stability limit (for ballooning and
external kink modes) is reached in VH mode discharges. The [3 obtained in the VH modes,
where [SN-v2.6, is well below the theoretical global limit set by ballooning modes (at BN~3.5).
Local instabilities near the edge of the plasma driven by the large pressure gradient and the
associated bootstrap current could however end the VH mode confinement. In this section we
discuss the stability of ballooning modes, the second stability region and the stability of the
external n=1 kink mode. The internal kink is discussed by [Alper].
For three different JET plasma shapes the access to second stability is calculated as a fitnction
of the edge current density; the shapes are that of the JET high performance discharge 26087 (
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Fig. 5 The bold curves show the maximum Fig. 6 The growth rate of the extemal kinkshear below which the plasma is in the 2nd
stability region (at ul=0.95). The thin lines
with the corresponding markers show the
shear of the equilibria as a fiinction of the
edge current density (normalised to the
central current density).

as a fiinction of the edge pressure gradient
The pressure gradient is normalised to the
pressure gradient otM which is marginally
stable to ballooning modes (at the first
stability limit with leg edge current density).



5:033), and for two other single X-point plasma configurations one with a small (6=0.13) and
one with a large triangularity (5:0.42). The relevant plasma parameters match the values of
the JET high performance discharge 26087. Fig.5 shows the result for the three cases. The
relative edge current density <J>l/<J>0 needed to get into second stability is about 0.17 for
the old JET shape (nearly up/down symmetric) and high triangulanty case. For the low
triangularity in the new JET configuration a slightly higher relative edge current of 0.23 is
required. ‘
The stability of the external n=1 kink mode for these equilibria is calculated using the
CASTOR code [Kemer]. The stability of the external n=l kink mode is found to depend
strongly on the edge pressure gradient. The growth rate of the n=l kink mode as a function of
the edge pressure gradient is shown in fig.6. The n=1 kink mode is stable for pressure
gradients larger than 0.35 of the ballooning limit, the experimental value of odaM is typically
around 1. Thus, the region of second stability can be reached without the n=1 kink mode
becoming unstable but it does need the stabilising effect of the edge pressure gradient. This
stabilising effect is due to the favourable average curvature in toroidal geometry.
Conclusions. High confinement regimes have been obtained at a variety of q values at various
B". Confinement enhancement over ITER89-P seems to degrade with decreasing q while H/q
remains roughly constant, an optimum is obtained at q values around 3.5 with an H factor ofz
4.5. The fiision performance is roughly proportional to the plasma average pressure squared.
This relationship favours for a given beta limit high toroidal field operation to getting high
fusion performance. The good performance duration in the best cases, for moderate H/q
values, seems to be set by simple tile heating to temperatures around 2500 °C, in the high
performance this limitation is provoked earlier by the vast power load of the X—events. The
MHD stability study of the high performance VH-modes has shown that the combination of
high enough pressure gradient and current density at the plasma edge allows this region to
become in the 2—nd stable ballooning region and be stable to the n=l external kink.
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Snake studies on TORE-SUPRA

P.Cristofani, C.Desgranges, X.Garbet, A.Geraud, C.Gil,
G.T. Huang, E.Joffrin, Mom

Association Euratom-CEA sur la fusion contrélée, C.E.Cadarache,
13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance France

Inimitctinnr

Snakes have been achieved after pellet injection in TORE-SUPRA during ohmic as well
as ICRH discharges as it has already been observed in other machines [1]. They are usually
localized on a region around the q=1 surface, and correspond mainly to a perturbation of the
density profile. The formation of the snake depends on the penetration depth LP of the pellet
[2]: the maximum of ablation must be well inside the q=1 surface, this condition is necessary
but not sufficient to produce snakes. For example on TORE-SUPRA high speed H2 pellets
( 1500 m/s and approximately 1021 atoms)[3] were injected into D2 lasmas with followingparameters: Ip=1.4 MA, B¢=3 T, rc=1.7 KeV, <nc>=2-3 1019 m- , a=O.78 m, R=2.4 m,
and qa=3.3. In such experimental conditions, the matter is deposited in the centre and snakes
are produced in 50% of the cases, but they are created on a second much more internal q=1
surface leading probably to a non monotonic current profile. The first two paragraphs describe
the properties of the snake and the induced current modification. The latter paragraph discusses
the important role of the bootstrap current in the snake formation.
E . l l .

Two soft X-ray cameras are mounted on TORE SUPRA, one viewing the plasma
vertically with 43 detectors allowing a spatial resolution of 3 cm and a time resolution of Ins,
and a second viewing the plasma horizontally with the same resolutions. The soft X-ray signal
depends on the energy kTe, the square density n62 and the impurity content of the plasma, and
is the main diagnostic used to study the snake in this paper.

A detailed study of a particular snake obtained on Tore-Supra after injection of an
hydrogen pellet (1021 atoms) at a moderate velocity (1500m/s) into a deuterium plasma
(Lp/a=.94) has been carried out. As one can see on Fig.1, the snake exists immediately after
pellet ablation, but is detectable on soft X-ray signals only after a few 10ms because of the
energy function response of the meastn‘ement. The density decreases in 600ms while the central
temperature regenerates with the same time evolution. The snake remains during 500ms
although sawteeth are present in the plasma, the period of the sawteeth is 45ms.

. Physical properties
The snake oscillations reach more than 100% of the soft X-ray signals, and have the same

frequency as those detected on the line-integrated density signals. These oscillations are not
visible on the electron cyclotron emission (Fig.1) indicating that the snake is mainly a local
density perturbation. The snake contains approximatively 5.5 1019 atoms representing less than
10% of the quantity of matter contained in the pellet. This has been deduced from the
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interferometry diagnostic using the snake rotation. It is compatible with specific soft X-ray
emission, providing any impurity accumulation effect.

The parameters which characterize the snake dimensions are its minor radius rs, which
corresponds to the radial location of its maximum density, radial and poloidal extensions Ir and
19 For the experimental conditions described above, the typical dimensions deduced from the
soft X-rays are rs =l4.5 cm, Ir =12 cm and 19:14 cm (=80°) (Fig.2). A low/high field side
asymmetry is observed on the dimensions of the snake attributed to the Shafranov shift effect:

high field side Ir =15 cm, low field side Ir =12 cm.

, Magnetic properties
Soft X-ray cameras identify the snake as a m=1 magnetic perturbation, a correlation with

[he interferometry, toroidally located at 60° of the soft X-rays, allows to determine a n=1
toroidal mode number. Sawteeth reappear on the soft X-rays 170 ms after the injection, but are
visible on the central temperature only after a delay of 500 ms (Figl). On the other hand when
no snake is produced, sawteeth affect the central electronic temperature right after the pellet
injection.

Looking into the inversion radius of the soft X-rays during the snake leads to a radius of
the q=l surface rq=1 =29 cm (Fig.3). This value is identical to that before injection which is
also similar the value deduced from the position of the dip in the Ha emission during the
ablation process [4]; Comparison of rq=1 :29 cm and rs =14.5 cm clearly indicates that the
snake rotates on a more internal q=l surface on which no sawtooth is observed. Usually for
Standart Tore-Supra snakes, rs/rq=1 =O.8, but for this particular experiment rs/rq=1 =O.5,
which may correspond to a non monotonic current profile.

. Influence of sawteeth on the snake
As mentioned before, the snake survives to the sawtooth crashes, but with some changes

in its behaviour.
Firstly, soft X-ray measurements underline an effect on the snake position, The minor

radius rs decreases from 14.5 cm down to =10 cm at each crash and relaxes during the
sawtooth ramp. This point is confirmed by the time evolution of the central soft X—ray signal
which exhibits inverted sawteeth as seen in Fig.4. When rs decreases, the snake rotates on a
trajectory always intercepted by the central chord, leading to an increase of the emissivity and
then to central inverted sawteeth. The variation of rq=1 along the sawteeth has been reported by
JET [2], but they observe a linear dependency of rq=1 with the time during the regeneration
phase. On Tore-Supra r5 recovers its initial value more rapidly (Fig.4).

Secondly, the snake rotation is affected by the sawtooth crashes (Fig.5). On Tore-Supra
commonly the snake rotates in the electronic drift direction, slows down and sometimes locks
before the crash. In the particular case described here, two phases may be distinguished:

II phase I corresponding to an erratic rotation direction at low frequency (a few Hz): every
crash corresponds to an abrupt change from electronic to ionic rotation direction, between two
consecutive crashes the frequency decreases locks and reverts;

t phase II corresponding to a rotation in the electronic drift direction only with a
frequency modulated by the sawtooth crashes from quasi—stationary up to 700 Hz as seen on
Fig.5. But contrary to an usual m=l,n=l tearing mode which slows down before the crash, the
snake slows down at the crash. One interesting point is to understand how this difference is
determined. Both the fluid particle and the momentum balance equations have to be written
including of course the neoclassical friction forces and turbulence to determine the rotation



mechanism. At the end of this phase, the crashes affect the amplitude of the snake which is then
eroded at every internal disruption.

I | IT' [1 I . ii!

In order to study the current modification caused by the pellet injection, different methods
are used: -

- the transport code LOCO using Thomson scattering data and assuming a Spitzer
resistivity which underestimates the on—axis current density;

« the equilibrium code IDENT—D using magnetic and interferometry measurements and
q=1 surface position deduced from soft X-rays;

- the striations of the Ha emission [4].
Fig.6 shows the q profiles obtained by these methods. Before the pellet injection, the

results are in relatively good agreement, showing a monotonic q profile with qo=0.85i0.15.
The profile given by striations indicates the presence of a large plateau around rq=1, but no
particular structure near rs. After the pellet injection LOCO calculates a non monotonic profile,
due to the very flat or may be hollow electron temperature profile.

The experimental observations require two explanations:
— the first one generating the modification of the current profile leading probably to a

double q=1 surface
- the second one generating the m=1,n=1 snake island destabilization and self—

sustainment. Pellet injection suffers important modifications of density and temperature profiles
involving also modification of the bootstrap current distribution of both ions and electrons:

VP J—j,_ oc —r——q(r)RB—£ , where a is the inverse aspect ratio.
9

The bootstrap current calculated by LOCO (Fig.7) remains constant (70 ltA) and
represents 5% of the total current but with a different shape. Bootstrap takes place exactly
between rs and rq=1. Both effects, Te decrease and bootstrap modification, may explain the
appearance of a non monotonic current profile.

Inside the snake island the pressure gradients are not flat as usually considered in tearing
mode theory, and also lead to a bootstrap contribution [5]. This cm-rent which can be significant
plays an important role on the mode stability through the sign of the shear parameter. Non
linear treatment taking into account the local bootstrap current effect associated with non
monotonic profile, and the island pressure gradients are needed to investigate the snake
stability.

Others scenarios as a temperature perturbation driving the island growth or the presence
of a large region at very low shear value must also be studied in parallel of further experiments.
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CORRECTION OF ERROR FIELD LOCKED MODES IN COMPASS-D
P G Carolan, A M Edwards, R Fitzpatrick, C G Gimblett, T C Hender,

A W Morris, R O'Connell and J V Scanlan
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OXl43DB, UK

(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)
1. Introduction Small field errors due to coil design or nus-alignments are known to drivelocked modes [1,2,3]. These locked modes are induced below a density threshold and usuallyresult in disruptions; they thus effectively set a lower limit on operating density. Theoreticallbased extrapolations from COMPASS, DIII—D and JET data show a threshold for inducingIoeked modes for Ohmic discharges in ITER of 5B (2,1)/B~O(10'5). It appears marginalwhether such low error fields can be achieved by carefiil design and construction in ITER. It isthus desirable to investigate methods for preventing or controlling error field locked modes,Experiments have been conducted in the COMPASS-D tokamak to test suppression of suchlocked modes using two methods - applied magnetic correction and Electron CyclotronResonance Heating (ECRH). In this paper we discuss these COMPASS—D experiments andtheir theoretical interpretation.
2. Experimental Set-up Experiments have been conducted in both circular (R=O.56m,a=0.2m) and JET/ITERJike single null X—point (SNX) (b/a=1.6) configurations. Here we willconcentrate on the SNX configurations with a toroidal current of 15_OkA, a vacuum toroidal fieldvaried in the range 1.2 to 1.3T (q95=3.6-4.0) and typical densities ne~1-2xlOl9 m'3.
For the magnetic correction experiments the 'error field‘ is generated by a set of 4 inboard saddlewindings (external to the vessel) which simulate a tilted poloidal field winding; for the typicallyused error field current (4.5kA) these windings generate br(m=2,n:l)=8.50, Fourier analysedon an elliptic surface of horizontal minor radius, r=0.12m (approximately the q=2 radius). Themagnetic correction is provided using a set of 4 horizontally oriented saddle windings whichstraddle the X»point. These 4 windings are connected in two toroidally opposite pairs, whichare powered separately to give a dominantly n=1 correction field whose toroidal phase may bevaried. For lkA in each of these windings br(m=2,n=1)=2.lG at r=0.12m. For the ECRHexperiments the error field (of variable phase) is provided by these X-point saddles and theinboard set is not used.
It should be noted that these experiments concentrate on correcting the m=2,n=l component ofthe error field. This is based on experimental evidence from COMPASS, JET and DHI-D [1,2,3]that the error-field—induced locked modes are dominantly m=2,n=l and are generated by thecorresponding crror field component.
3. Magnetic Correction Two types of experimental scenario have been used, for thesemagnetic correction experiments, which will be termed 'prevention' and 'cure'. For theprevention scenario the error field and correction field are applied before the plasma is initiatedand late in the fiat-top the correction field is removed to confirm that without the correction theerror field will drive a locked mode. In the cure scenario the error field is, applied during the flat-top, to induce a locked mode, and the correction fields are applied later to see if they remove thelocked mode.
Figure 1 shows a typical cure scenario discharge in which the error field is applied during theplasma current flat—top and two shorter duration correction field pulses are applied to test twodifferent correction phases at the same RMS amplitude. It can be seen from Fig 1 that the errorfield induces a locked mode at ~110ms (indicated by the sawteeth ceasing and the degradedconfinement). It can also be seen that the first error-field‘correction pulse removes the lockedmode (determined by the spinning—up of'the locked mode on the Br signal), while the secondcorrection pulse (of a different phase) does not remove the locked mode. The phase of them=2,n:l vacuum islands for the error and correction fields have been determined by field linetracing. It is found experimentally that the optimal relative toroidal phase (for locked modecorrection) is 208°. There is a relatively narrow band of phase (imp) over which locked modecorrection is possible which in general is fairly well described by the cylindrical theoretical result
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A41 < sin—{3"} (1)

where [m is the error field current and Lamc is the critical error field current below which the
locked mode unlocks and decays away. It should be noted that 1611-1: (and thus A¢) increases
With plasma density. This theoretical result (Eq(1)) is derived simply by vector addition of the
error and correction field and it is a prediction of this cylindrical theory that exact anti—phase
between these two fields should be optimal, Experimentally the Optimum differs by 28° from
exact antiphase; this is thought to be a consequence of toroidal coupling effects not considered
in the theory.
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central horizontal SXR channel . The B, signal includes direct pick-up ofboth the error and

correctionfields - the significantfeatures are the oscillations indicating mode unlock.

We now consider the prevention scenario, which more closely mimics the expected experimental
application of this magnetic correction technique. Here the error and correction fields are applied
before the plasma current is initiated and the success of the method is proven by turning the
correction field off late in the plasma current flat-top to demonstrate that a locked mode is
induced; a typical discharge of this type is shown in Fig 2. It can be seen that the locked mode-
suppression is confirmed by the mode penetration which occurs as the correction fields are
turned off; this penetration (ie the formation of a locked mode) is indicated by the cessation of
sawteeth, the change in BIV velocity and further confirmed by the spin-up event when the error
field itself is turned off, at 185m. Theoretically locked mode prevention will be successful if
the vector sum of the m=2,n=l components of the error and correction fields is less than the
field required to drive a locked mode; this result is consistent with the experimental data.
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Jr 2 Typicalprevention scenario discharge showing error and corrector currents, n=1 saddlecoil measurement, central horizontal SXR chord and relative change in HIV toroidal velocity.3. ECRH Correction For these experiments 2nd harmonic X—mode 60GHz ECRHla‘ ched from the large major radius side is used. The antennae are angled at 13° to the majorr rs and drive at best (on-axis) a modest co-current (<12kA for 200kW ECRH); forr1 rance near q=2 when trapping effects are included considerably less current will be driven.Ix‘uy tracing shows a relatively narrow heating profile with a full width at half height of 1.7cm.A typical case (BT=1.29T) in which ECRH causes locked mode removal is shown in Fig 3.
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A prompt change at t=151ms in the n=l B, measurement is evident as the ECRH starts to

remove the locked mode and somewhat later (t=160ms) the locked mode removal is confirmed
b the reappearance of sawteeth. A feature of the ECRH locked mode removal is that no spin-
u event has yet been observed. These ECRH error field correction experiments have been

analysed in terms of the Change of the measured radial field. In this analysis it must be
remembered that the locked mode removal corresponds to changing a tearing parity island
forming 501ution to a twisting parity ‘untom' solution, this means that the measured radial field

will not return to zero (its pre-RMP value) as the locked mode is removed, but to its untom level

(see Fig 3). Thus a measure 0f the degree of unlocking which the ECRH causes is defined as-
%Unlocking=Abr/(br(LOrn)-br(untom)). It is found that the %Unlocking is independent of
relative phase between the ECRH antenna and locked mode, but 15 strongly dependent 'on

toroidal field (ie resonance location), as shown in Fig 4. For this resonance scan one ECRH line
(~130kW) is applied for 10ms. Application of higher power (~260kW) for longer (~20ms) can

133d to essentially complete %Unlocking (as shown in Fig 3).
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Fig 4 %Unlocking versus toroidal field at R=0.557m after IOms 0f ECRH (negative values
indicate locked mode gets larger). Optimum (1.29T) gives resonance at R=0.67m (~ q=2 ).

It is clear from the lack of phase dependence that the locked mode removal is not caused by
localised 0—point heating [4]. It appears more likely that it is caused by the heating leading to
changes in the equilibrium current (14,) profile, which affect the mode stability. Studies with a
combined transport and A' stability code (LARS [6]) show that transiently (~10—20ms) the
localised heating causes changes in J9 (and thus A’ )which are in very good agreement with the
resonance dependence shown in Fig 4. However over a longer timescale (~100ms) the
stabilising effect for resonance near q=2 does not persist theoretically whereas experimentally it
does. A similar difficulty in explaining ECRH stabilisation results has been noted in Ref [5].
Summary Magnetic and ECRH correction of m=2.n=1 locked modes has been demonstrated.
Although a full explanation of the removal of locked modes with ECRH has not been found, the
basic features have been identified, and there is good Understanding of the magnetic correction
experiments. It has thus been demonstrated that error field locked modes, which are likely to be
a problem in ITER, can be controlled in ITER/JET-lilte plasma shapes with practicable windings
or localised ECRH.
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OBSERVATION OF RESISTIVE WALL INDUCED "FORBIDDEN'I BANDS OF
MODE ROTATION FREQUENCY ON THE COMPASS-D TOKAMAK.

D. Gates, T. C. Hender, A. W. Morris
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK.

(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)

I-_Intmd_uc;itm
Interaction between MHD modes and a resistive wall has been linked to the

phenomena of mode locking which can lead to plasma disruption. Mode locking has been
observed in several tokamakslvm. Discontinuities in mode deceleration have been observed
in the COMPASS—D tokamak. These discontinuities are discussed and are explained in the
context of a simple 1-D force balance model“ which balances the toroidal torque on an MHD
mode due to viscous fluid coupling to the naturally rotating plasma against the
electromagnetic forces on the mode due to interaction with a resistive wall and interaction
with any error fields which are resonant with the mode (Resonant Magnetic Eerturbations).

II. Observations
Measurements of low frequency and locked modes are made using a set of four

locked mode detectors. These detectors consist of two radially oriented flux loops, separated
by 180" in toroidal location. The difference between the two signals is measured, giving the
odd n component of the radial flux.
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Fig. 1 Mode Deceleration Discontinuity

The observations of mode deceleration can be divided into two groups: those with
RMPs and those without. A typical mode deceleration due to interaction with the conducting
wall (no RMPs) is shown in Fig. i. The rate of change of mode frequency increases when
the mode frequency is between 1 and 4 kHz. Note that the rapid increase in measured radial
field is due primarily to the fields penetrating the vessel wall, not to an increase in mode
amplitude. The toroidal rotation velocity as measured by BIV Doppler spectroscopy5 shows
that the mode slows first and the plasma slows in response to the mode.

COMPASS-D has a unique set of RMP coils that can be used to apply error fields that
are resonant with a large number of different modes. A shot that illustrates the role of RMPS
in the deceleration is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the level of RMP applied is lOW,
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insufficient to lock the mode_ If the error field were larger, or the mode grew sufficiently, the
mode would become quasi-stationary then lock. In the case with RMPs. the frequency range
between 1 and 4 kHz is also rapidly traversed, but now the mode regularly alternates between
the upper and lower frequency states. Notice that the toroidal phase of the mode at the
transition is always the same for like-directional transitions.
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Fig. 2 Mode Deccleration Discontinuity with RMPS

III. The Model
The model for toroidal force balance can be expressed in the following manner4 .

dmP—w=fi(mo—m)-yw4—L‘;2+aw2simp (1)
dt 0) rw

Where the term on the left is due to plasma inertia, the first term on the right is the viscous

coupling to the mode from the plasma, the second term on the right is the resistive wall
interaction and the third term is the interaction between the RM? and the mode. 0., B and 'y
are coupling coefficients that depend on geometry and plasma conditions. The parameters (00
= the natural mode rotation frequency, and 1,, = the wall time constant for the mode are

measured. The variable parameter for an otherwise steady state discharge is w = the mode
island width. to is the angular frequency of the mode and 4) = cot.

Inertia will be ignored for the purposes of this paper for the sake of simplicity4. The
effect of finite plasma inertia is to resolve discontinuities in plasma rotation frequency that
will emerge from the model. To further facilitate the analysis of equation I for the case with
no RMPs, it is rewritten in the form:

I “ X = a
0 1 + x2 (2)

Where a = 'yw4tw/B , x = (BTW, and x0 = (oo'rw. The remaining free parameters here are a,

which depends only on island size and geometry, and x0 which is measured directly and is
typically between 6 and 9 on COMPASS-D. One can quite easily show that for x0 < 3 «B
that (2) has only one real solution regardless of mode amplitude. For x0 > 3J3 there is
either one or three real solutions depending on the value of a. At low mode amplitude there
is initially only one high frequency solution with to ~ too. As the mode amplitude increases.
two more solutions appear which are initially degenerate. These solutions are both unstable
initially, but as the mode continues to grow the lower solution moves to lower frequency and
becomes stable when x < l. The intermediate and upper solutions then approach each other
and eventually become degenerate and disappear. The separation between the upper and
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lower solutions at this point defines the "forbidden" band. The situation is shown graphicallyin Fig. 3

x0: 3 < c't (Only one solution) x0 = 7 > )gm (1 or 3 real solutions)
3-5 1 I l a | I | r I A 10-0] A I | | I l A I3 0 Viscous Drag Term

§ 2 5‘ 3," Resistive Wall Term, I 8-9LE ' r _ \‘V rowing Island *'0 2'0“ .’ \_\ . 6.0
it!) I
a Li l! 4.0
g 1.0_ . o’ ' 2.Z 0.5, 3‘:

0.09.“... ....f 0-0'0 ‘1 '2 3 1: 5 0 2 4 6 8 10x = rmw x = wrw
Fig. 3 Graphical Demonstration of Behaviour of the Solutions of Equation 2

10..11.-|1.iilu..iuu Ifoneincludesinthemodelthe. effects of an RMP equation 2 is modified8 3 _ and gives
Lg

o x—(x +bsinqo)=a:3 6' 0 1 +x2 (3)
‘73 4 _ Where b = awzrw/B. Clearly, if b>E 2 x0 then the mode will lock. If however2 2 _ b<xo then the mode does not lock and the

dynamics change substantially. Fig. 40 shows a graphical depiction of the effectI r I0' ' 2 it 6’ ' '8' ' 10 of an RMP on the dynamics. Note that ax = W small change in mode amplitude can lead
to a sudden but temporary change in to.

Fig. 4 The Effect of an RMP on the frequency
dynamics of mode locking

IV. Comparison of theory to data
A simple and direct comparison of experimental measurements to the predictions ofmode dynamics from-the model is possible since the theory predicts frequency changes thatdo not require accurate knowledge of the'values of the interaction amplitudes at, B, 'y.In order to employ the model however, one must know ”cw for the mode in question.The value of the wall time predicted from cylindrical theory is Tw(mode) = u06<a>5/2m_ ~tvp/m, where m is the poloidal mode number. As a first comparison the value for the modepenetration time will be calculated from the cylindrical formula. The vertical field timeconstant for Compass—D is 460ps, giving N = 23(115 for rn=2.The solutions for the forbidden frequency band are shown vs. natural rotationfrequency in Fig. 5. The predicted range of forbidden frequencies for the shot in Fig. 1 isfrom SOOHz to 3.9kHz, in good agreement with the observed jump shown in Fig. 1. Thelower solution is heavily dependent on the value of 1w, whereas the upper frequency isroughly independent of the wall time. This is likely why the upper frequency shows betteragreement than the lower frequency. '
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The analysis of the case with RMPs
is complicated by the need to know the
amplitude of the interaction term b.
Fortunately, this term is also readily
determined from the dynamics of the

Forbidden "Frequency" Bandw
Exact Solution ‘

E; 6 ‘ behaviour. The behaviour illustrated in
H _ - Fig. 4 shows that, before the mode jumps
>< 4 = e to the lower frequency solution, the mode

frequency oscillates in a single cycle
2 _ between the values ~x+b and ~x—b,

where x is the solution of (l). The non—
sinusoidal nature of the oscillation

0 5 10 15 therefore allows the experimental
x = (u 1; w determination of the value of b, such that

O 0 2AM“, ~ b. The jump in mode frequency

Fig. 5 Predicted Forbidden Frequency Band should then be found. using the “‘6‘t
vs. Natural Mode Rotation Frequency described above substituting the quantity

(xo — b) for x0. The result of this
calculation for the shot shown in Fig. 2 is represented by the dark band in the figure.

Notice also that Fig. 4 indicates that the jump between upper and lower frequencies is
mOSt likely to occur when ¢. the toroidal phase of the mode, is 31t/2, and that the jump in the
other direction will occur within a cycle. The behaviour demonstrated in Fig. 2 is therefore
strongly supportive of the utility of this simple model.

Wm
A "forbidden" band of mode rotation frequency has been observed in the COMPASS—D

Tokamak. The frequency band is compared to that predicted by a simple theory for toroidal
force balance and the prediction is in close agreement with the measurement. From this
simple theory one can also show that there is a critical natural mode rotation frequency fOCm

~ 3 «5 m/(TCIJ.00<3>5) above which this behaviour is observed. This critical frequency can be
thought of as a definition of the transition from the behaviour of a "thin" walled tokamak to
that of a "thick" wall tokamak. The "forbidden" frequencies should be observed in other
"thick" wall tokamaks such as DIII—D and JET and are apparent in the data presented in
Reference 3. It is simple to predict at what frequency the mode will "jump" to the lower
solution (Note that for (001w >> 343, the upper and lower jump frequencies can be
approximated very accurately by fupper ~ fo/Z, and flower = (fonzt)'1.) This is useful
information for any method 0f feedback stabilisation that relies on maintaining plasma
rotation. This simple model for mode frequency dynamics should also provide a convenient
first step for designing future tokamak walls. It should be noted that the results of this
analysis are not specific to tokamaks, but are in fact general results of rotating magnetic
fields inside conductorsé.
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A STUDY TOWARD SELF—CONSISTENT MODELLING
OF CURRENT QUENCH

G. Pautasso, 0. Gruber, F. Mast, K. Biichl. J. C. Fuchs, C. Garcia—Rosales,
A. Hermann, K. Lackner, J. Neuhauser, W. Schneider and ASDEX Upgrade Team

Max Planck Lnstitut fi'r Plasmaphysik, D-B5748 Garching, Germany

Introduction.

The evolution of disruptions, with particular regard to their mechanical and thermal impact
on the machine, is object of intensive theoretical and experimental investigation in ASDEX
Upgrade. Terminal disruptions, which can have different origin (density limit, low 11, etc.),
exhibit current quench rates and plasma energy deposition patterns which are predominantly
dictated by the plasma-machine interaction. The largest current quench rate is observed in
disruptions caused by loss of vertical stability and vertical drift of the plasma toward the
x-point. In circular plasmas, which are vertically stable and therefore subject to relatively
smaller radial force, due to the £3 collapse, the current quench is 10 times slower.

In this paper we discuss the mechanisms which control the plasma resistance and therefore
the rate of dissipated energy, and the repartition of the deposited energy into a radiated
fraction and a conducted—convected fraction to the first wall and divertor plates. We check

the consistency of the plasma temperature inferred from TSC simulations, along with the
measured radiated power and measured heat fluxes onto the target plates, by means of a
1D energy balance equation. Finally we discuss mechanisms which can enhance the plasma
resistance above the neoclassical value.

Disruption simulation and halo properties.

Simulation of disruptions in AUG are carried out with the TSC code [1,2]. The code evolves

current and magnetic fields self-consistently, but does not have a. model to predict the evolu-
tion of the halo region extension and halo temperature, which must be assigned as input. The
halo width has a big influence on the simulated plasma Vertical motion because it affects the
resistance of the halo path and the rate of poloidal halo current dissipation. The halo width
can be inferred from measurements of poloidal current flowing between plasma and tiles.
Poloidal profiles of the poloidal halo current are not always reproducible in every detail but
they show a. few typical characteristics: the poloidal current flows across the whole poloidal
extension of the divertor target plates and peaks on the central tiles of each divertor plate.

The measured poloidal current profiles correspond” to values of on, E (dunk—1,00)/ (1pm,, —t/).,) =

0.5 -0.6 in the TSC simulation (:1) is the poloidal flux).

Upto—date we do not have reliable plama temperature measurements during the advanced
current quench phase and we infer from the simulation the value of the temperature that

reproduces the current decay. If the resistivity is assumed to be neoclassical, the fastest

current decay is consistent with a plasma temperature of a few eV. The decay rate of current

in circular plasmas, where the halo region is not expected to develop considerably, is consistent
with a plasma temperature of the order of 50 eV.

Energy balance during disruption.

We describe here in some detail new measurements of radiated power during’ disruptions,
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1worded by a new bolometer system which is viewing the plasma with 12 vertical channels

and 1 ms time resolution. The data recorded until now concern density limit disruptions of

elongated, ohmic plasmas. Typical time history of the line integrated power shows (see Fig.

1) two phases of intense radiation. The first phase, which lasts typically 5 ms, starts with the
voltage spike and the thermal quench; during this time the plasma current increases, following
the flattening of the current profile, and decays again to its nominal value; simultaneously the

vertically unstable plasma shifts from the midplane towards the divertor plates. The second

phase coincides with the phase of fastest current decay, of stronger interaction between plasma

and divertors and of higher halo currents. During the first phase, the radiation is relatively in-

out symmetric and chords intersecting the divertor plates show higher radiation. During the

second phase, the radiation profile is clearly in-out asymmetric with asymmetry depending on

the direction of B: with B>0 (ion gradient B drift away from the x point) the outer part of the

plasma is radiating more, and vice versa when B<,0. This is consistent with the predictions

of the 1D energy balance equation (see over) and with the presence of electrical arcs on the
divertor tiles (cause of impurity influx) which are observed on the ion-target side, that is the
outer (inner) divertor for B>0 (B<0).

The consistency of the available data on radiated power (Frag), on thermal (Em) and magnetic

(En-up) energy of the plasma before thermal quench, and on the power conducted onto the
divertor plates (Paw) can be checked with a global energy balance equation:

EMUO) + Emmi = E...,(t)+ £0"... + Prom“ (1)
to indicates the time of the first negative voltage spike and t1 the time at which the current
returns to the pre-disruption value (see Fig. 1(d)).

We find that the energy radiated in the first phase (to —+ t1) is consistent with a change of

magnetic energy due to current flattening and a. value of Mn) 2 0.5, that is:

f“ pm; dt : i—rgyizuiao) — 0.5) (2)
‘o

This fact is consistent with highly-resolved thermographic measurements of power onto the
plates [3] which have shown that an energy amount, equivalent to the plasma thermal energy,
is found on the divertor plates during phase I. The total radiated energy amounts, in most of
the cases, to 50 % of the total initial (Eu. + Em”) energy; typically, 30% of the total energy
is deposited onto the divertor plates during the disruption; the missing 20 % can be mostly
attributed to the magnetic energy dissipated (as induced mirror and eddy currents) in the
machine structures.

Parallel energy transport in the halo region.

In the advanced current quench phase, an extended region of open flux surfaces surrounds
the shrinking region of closed flux surfaces. Neglecting the cross-field energy transport, we
can solve the energy balance equation :along the field lines

dq d (11" .
d—;" = d_z(_k‘”d—;' + “In: veHTe) = Tm}2 — pm: (3)

using the measured heat flux (q") and a temperature (T,) of a few all as boundary conditions
at one divertor plate. Due to the large convection flux associated with the electric current,
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the temperature profile is highly asymmetric. For a. typical q" : 10-30 MW/mz, the electmn
temperature increases rapidly from a few eV, on one divertor plate, to a few tens of eV at
the other, in the direction of the electron current. We conclude that the 1D energy balance
equation cannot explain the low temperature, inferred from TSC simulations, just in term of
efficient cooling by rapid parallel heat transport.

Discussion

The discrepancy between the plasma temperature inferred from the simulated current quench
and the result of the 1D energy equation suggest the presence of mechanisms able to enhance
the plasma resistance above the neoclassical value. Possible candidates are a voltage drop
between plasma and divertor plates, and the effect of tearing modes.
Intense arcing activity between plasma and target plates, most pronounced at the ion-target
side, is observed during the halo current phase of quenching plasmas. This suggests the
presence of a voltage drop localized at the divertor surface which translates into a localized
resistance in the halo current path. The influence of this localized resistance on the current
quench evolution is not negligible when the voltage drop at the plates is of the order of tens
of Volts and higher. This localized resistance has mostly the effect of dissipating the poloidal
current accelerating the plasma vertical drift; indirectly it affects also the rate of dissipation
of the toroidal current, since in the shrinking plasma the current density increases.

MHD fluctuations can dissipate magnetic field energy. It has been shown by Boozer [4] that
the effect of magnetic fluctuations on the mean-field Ohm’s law can be represented by an
extra term, so that

- a _ w. B VG-E)E+v=n]v—~B?V‘(z\——B,z—) (4)

with A a positive parameter. This ‘current viscosity ’ can reproduce the sudden distribution
of the plasma current at the disruption onset; in addition it enhances the rate of current
decay during the whole current quench.

Figure 2 shows the results of exploratory simulations aimed to verify the influence of voltage
drop at the plate and current viscosity on the current decay rate and plasma movement. In
the three cases shown, the plasma temperature was assumed to be ‘25 eV and constant; a}. =
0.4 determines the halo width; in case (2) an additional (with respect to case (1) ) resistance
ofl ml? was added to the divertor plates; in case (3) plate‘resistance and current viscosity
were present. This last case predicted a current decay rate close to the measured one.

Conclusions

The fastest current quench observed during disruption are consistent with plasma temper
atures of a few eV, assuming for the plasma a neoclassical resistivity. The parallel energy
balance equation consistent with measurements of radiated and conducted/convected power,
predicts temperatures which are one order of magnitude larger. The enhancement of the plas-
ma. resistance by MHD turbulence and localized voltage-drop at the plasma-wall interface,
along the halo current path. must be taken into account in the simulation of disruption-
5. Measurements of the plasma temperature are needed to estimate the role played by the
neoclassical resistivity in the high plasma resistance observed during current quench.
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New method to analyse internal disruptions with
five-camera soft x—ray tomography on RTP
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P.O.BOX 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

M Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
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Introduction

The five—camera soft x—ray diagnostic on the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP) offers a
wealth of information on sawteeth. Using four or five cameras, tomographic images with
7 poloidal harmonics have been obtained throughout sawtooth crashes and precursor
oscillations. The purpose of this paper is to determine whether the precursors are
ideal MHD modes or can be attributed to the resistive growth of a magnetic island.
In practice, the detection of the topology of magnetic surfaces from the reconstructed
tomographic images is complicated by the fact that (except during the final phase of the
collapse) the time dependence is dominated by rotation of the m = 1 displacement. A
novel method1 allows to define quantities, e.g. the plasma volume where the emissivity
is within a certain range, whose change is only determined by cross—field transport or
reconnection, and is not affected by m = 1 convection and by rotation.

Internal disruptions (sawteeth) and soft x—ray tomographic images

The soft x-ray diagnostic2 at the RTP tokamak (R = 0.72 m, a : 0.165 m, BT g 2.4 T,
Ip g 150 kA) consists of five pinvhole cameras, installed on a poloidal cross-section of
the torus, each with an array of 16 Si photodiodes, detecting x-ray radiation in the
1 to 10 keV range. The 80 viewing chords cover a circle of radius 12cm. The time
resolution of the system is % Sue. The data presented here are sampled at 500 kHz to
avoid aliasing. In this paper, the local soft x—ray emissivity as a function of time has
been reconstructed from the line-integrated measurements by means of a space-time
tomography algorithm3 using 7 poloidal harmonics and 7 radial functions.
The soft x-ray tomograms of a typical sawtooth precursor show both a displacement of
the hot core and a flat region in the emissivity. Here we address the question whether
the precursor is an ideal MHD mode or is associated with the resistive growth of a
magnetic island.“‘5 If the latter is the case, it is to be determined Whether the crash
itself is due to unlimited growth of the island (complete reconnection) or to enhanced
transport taking over when a certain m = 1 amplitude is reached.
During precursor oscillations, when the hot core rotates, the flat region visible in the
tomograms continuously Changes shape. This change is an artefact of the tomographic
reconstruction. Hence, visual inspection of the tomograms cannot distinguish an m : 1
island from an ideal MHD perturbation and cannot determine the maximum island
width prior to the collapse of the hot core. In the next section a method is presented
that circumvents this problem.
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Integrals over the emissivity distribution

We consider only areas of plasma with given emissivities, but without information about
their location. Thus, the combined effects of cross—field transport and magnetic recon—
nection can be quantified, even when plasma'rotation and the predominantly ideal m = 1
displacement cause most of the changes in the tomograms. We use the fact that the
local x-ray emissivity e(a:, t) (proportional to n: and Te to a power a) is approximately
conserved under ideal MHD motion, i.e., 86/613 + V-(ev) : 0, where ‘U is the plasma
velocity. Hence, integrals of the form

F 2 dzz f(e) , (1)
e_ (13+

are conserved: dF/dt = 0. These integrals are therefore insensitive to plasma rotation
and convective MHD motion. Our first approach is to choose f(e) = 1. Then F
is the area where e lies in the interval [e_,e+]. The array of “emissivity spectra”
thus constructed is insensitive to rotation and convection, but can vary in time due
to processes such as heating, radiation loss, energy and particle transport, and field
line reconnection. In the cases we have studied, the sawtooth collapse and sometimes
even the precursor growth are significantly faster than the sawtooth rise phase. We
assume that rapid changes in the emissivity spectrum during the sawtooth collapse
and precursor are caused mainly by enhanced cross-field transport and/0r field line
reconnection. These two processes cannot be distinguished on the basis of integrals (1)
alone. We make therefore use of the argument that during reconnection a corresponding
displacement of the hot core should be visible.

Experimental results

In a typical sawtooth, as presented in Ref. 1, the m = 1 precursor growth is accompanied
by reconnection of up to 25% of the plasma core, as deduced from the emissivity spec-
trum. In general the maximum island width is reached some time before the (faster) final
collapse of the central emissivity. In the present paper we present a sawtooth selected
for its possibly high amount of reconnection. The sawtooth occurred during an ohmic
discharge with current flat-top values I z 135 kA, Te 2 660 eV, 11,, z 5.8 x 1019m‘3.
Figure 1a shows its emissivity spectrum. The features perturbing the regular growth
of emissivity intervals are caused by reconstruction artefacts. Fig. 1b, obtained from a
reconstructed phantom, shows the same features.
The final collapse is at £2 = 99.754 ms, marked by fast consecutive collapses of intervals
9, 8, and 7. Prior to that, the m = 1 displacement of the hot core is steadily increasing,
accompanied by, from to = 99.66ms onward, an increase of F in interval 7 of the
spectrum. It reaches a maximum at t1 = 99.72 ms. We attribute this peak to flattening
of the emissivity around q = 1 due to an m : 1 island. In order to estimate the island
size that could cause the peak at t1 we compare it with spectra from tomographic
reconstructions of a phantom with a growing m = 1 island (Fig. 1b). The phantom
emissivity is modeled by a piecewise quartic profile and circular flux surfaces. For these
profiles, local conservation of both emissivity and ploidal flux (in cylindrical geometry)
ensures that the emissivity is constant throughout the growing m = 1 island. We
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estimate that the increase of interval 7 at t1 agrees with the spectrum for an island
width of 4.8 cm in Fig. 1b. This corresponds with reconnection of S 50% of the flux
inside the q = 1 surface.
It is possible, however, that reconnection continues after t; causing an increase in inter-Val
6 and depletion of interval 7. Only at t3 = 99.77 ms, ‘l.€., after the onset of the fast
losses at Q, have the precursor oscillations clearly stopped. The spectrum at 193 in
Fig. 1a agrees with an island width of 7cm in the phantom, i.e., with the reconnected
flux 2 70% of the total flux inside q = 1.

6% time (ms) $4. width (cm)
Fig. 1 a,b “Emissivity spectra" for a sawtooth during an ohmic discharge (a) and for a phantom
(b). The spectra correspond to the areas of plasma cross-sections where C(23) lies within any of 9 equal
intervals subdividing the range 10—100% of em“. The x—ray emission is confined within a minor radius
T=11 cm. The collapse is at t2 =99.754 ms. The island size is evaluated in the main text at t1 and t3.

Improved analysis method

A disadvantage of the emissivity spectra is that they do not indicate in which interval
transport takes place. We therefore derive another choice of f (e) in Eq. (1), which
enables better detection of localized transport and reconnection. Following Ref. 1, we
define the integral

H(e_,e+) E / dza: (e — e.)2 — f (1215 (e — e+)2. (2)
e>e_ c>e+

Consider the case that the local emissivity is proportional to a thermodynamic quantity
y (density or temperature) to a positive power, e(:c,t) ~ ya ,a > 0, obeying a diffusion
equation with coefficient D > 0. Then, the change in H due to diffusion of the quantity
y is V 2

%H(e_,e+) = —2 / ds‘7y| ae[(2a —— 1)(e — e-) + ae_].
e- <e<e+

We see that dH/dt then depends only on diffusion (N D|Vy|2) that takes place in the
interval [e_,e+]. For sufficiently strong dependence of the emissivity on y ‘(a Z %),



diffusion of 3; always reduces H. The quantity H(e_,e+) qualitatively behaves like the
free energy in the domain e- < e < (24., which decreases when the entropy increases.
Figure 2a shows the behaviour of H , evaluated in 9 intervals, for the sawtooth collapse
of Fig. 1a. Initially, all intervals show the sawtooth rise due to heating. At t = 99.53
ms the rise phase has ended (visible in intervals 5-6 and higher). A more pronounced
collapse starts at to and an (unexplained) hump at t; marks the final crash. This
indicates that during the precursor growth some‘profile relaxation occurs, and that it
is radially localized. Reconnection at the q : 1 surface may be responsible for it. This
can be compared with Fig. 2b, showing the same quantities for the phantom of Fig. 1b:
a reduction of H, initially only for intervals 5 and 6, is visible.

Fig.2 a,b The integrals
a b

H[e_ , 6+] defined in Eq.(2)' 4 ( ) 1 ( ) 1

are shown for the same se«
quences as Fig. 1 a,b. The 3 2 M4

. . (a.u.)
9 quantities have been com- 3W
puted on emissivity intervals 2 3

that are the same as in Fig. 1. 4 “N
1 K

5 5m
i0 I I l I I I I l I I I | | I | I

99-0 99-5 H" 0 2 4 6 a 10
time (ms) t0t1t2ta island width (cm)

Conclusions

We have presented a new method of analysis of soft x-ray tomographic images during
sawteeth, which determines the onset of enhanced cross-field transport or magnetic
reconnection. On RTP, the resolution of the soft x-ray system has allowed so far to
resolve their presence (against a convective background) for discharges with q = 1 radii
of z 5 cm or larger (Ip Z 120 RA). Because the method does not distinguish between
the two phenomena, the m : 1 displacement is monitored as well.
Reconnection of 25—50% of the magnetic flux within the q = 1 surface may take place
during the sawtoothprecursor. In the sawtooth presented here, reconnection reaches
70% after additional fast losses have set in. Complete reconnection6 during the final
collapse of the hot core cannot be ruled out.
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Introduction
It is a well-established fact that the energy quench of tokamak disruptions takes place in two
stages separated by a plateau period [1],[2]. The total quench duration of typically a few
hundred us is thought to be a combination of Alfvén and magnetic diffusion times:
Phase 1: a large cold m=1 bubble eats out the hot core within the (1:1 surface. Since the normal
thermal isolation of the outer layers is still intact this phase means an adiabatic flattening of the
inner temperature distribution.
Phase 2: after a plateau period the second quench occurs when the edge thermal barrier
collapses and a major part of the plasma energy is lost in conjunction with a negative surface
voltage spike and a positive spike of the plasma current

In the experimental and theoretical literature on this subject not much attention is given to the
evolution of the density distribution during these two phases. This may be caused by the great
difficulties one has to keep the fringe counters of multichannel interferometers on track during
the very fast changing evolution. The interferometer at TEXTOR can follow this evolution. An
illustration is given in Fig.1. The spatial resolution after inversion is limited because of the
modest number of interferometer channels.
In RTP an 18-channel fast interferometer is available next to a 4—channel pulse radar reflec-
tometer which makes it possible to investigate the density profile evolution with both good time
(2 us)- and spatial (0.1a)—resolution [3]. A fast 20-channel BCE-heterodyne radiometer [4] and
a 5-camera SXR system [5] allows to follow the temperature profile evolution as well. In this
paper theoretical models will be revisited and compared to the new experimental evidence.

Existing Theoretical Models
The most refined modelling of the fast events during the disruption quench is given by
Bondeson et a1. [6]: a radiative contraction of the current profile during the precursor phase
drives an m=2ln=1 mode. The amplitude can become so large that in the centre a Ill-mode
develops. Because of coupling with its 3/2 and 1/0 side bands a stochastization of the magnetic
field occurs which penetrates through the x—point of the 1/ l-mode inside the q=1 surface. This
gives large thermal losses and flattening of the inner part of the temperature profile, i.e. the cold
bubble of phase 1. If the stochastimtion dies out quickly enough the disruption stays minor. If
the amplitude is somewhat larger the undamaged flux surfaces between q=1.5 and 2 are broken
up, 3 and 4/1 modes grow and full stochastization throughout the plasma takes place. The
resulting collapse of the thermal barrier is then phase 2.
The predictions of Bondeson's modelling agree beautifufly with experimental ECE profiles [7]
and SXR tomographic reconstructions [2] during phase 1. However, Ward and Wesson [8]
argue that even the wildest field stochastization during phase 2 cannot explain a drop of tem—
perature to less than say 100 eV, whilst they conclude from the current decay rate of JET
disruptions a temperature of '4 eV. Therefore, they suggest that phase 2 is caused by an influx
of impurities released from the wall by the heat flux from phase 1. In order to obtain the fast
penetration the neutral impurity gas pressure at the wall must be larger than the plasma
pressure. Experimentally, one has then to expect an electron density after phase 2 which is at
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least an order of magnitude higher than the predisruptive one. In a related paper by Wesson-
Ward—Rosenbluth [9] the authors argue that a flattening of the current density profile takes
already place from the beginning of phase 1. Flux conservation causes the plasma current to
exceed the predisruptive one considerably, but this is screened from detection by outside
sensors due to a negative current sheet in the still hot outer layers. The impurity cooling from
phase 2 increases the resistivity with orders of magnitude which removes the screening and the
positive current increase, and negative surface voltage appears on outside sensors.

Experimental Observations
1. As shown in Fig. 1 the density profile appears to be unaffected by the mechanisms that
cause the dramatic temperature redistribution of phase 1. This is continued by the tens of phase
1 quenches analysed at RTP. In Fig. 2 an example is shown with profiles obtained by inversion
from measured line integrals. The profile characteristics neo(t), profile halfwidth w(t) and total
particle content N(t) fluctuate during the main part of phase 1 only within the band of inversion
errors, respectively 20, 5, and 3 %.
2. Just before phase 2 a sudden flattening of the density profile takes place in about 5 us
leading to a drop in central density of about 50%, an increase in profile width w(t) of 30%,
whilst the total particle content is still constant. From the continuity equation it can easily be
derived that an averaged radial outflow velocity <v1-> of about 5000 m/s must exist during this
short time lapse.
3. Immediately afterwards in conjunction with phase 2 a density wave comes in from the edge
leading to a hollow profile. This wave is probably caused by impurities released from the wall
since the amplitude is always higher at the high field side, i.e. the direction towards which the
plasma is always displaced during this phase. The increase in total particle content N(t)
increases with the energy fraction lost in quench phase 1 and is independent of the predismptive
particle content. At high density ohmic plasmas the increase is typically 20-30%.
4. As corroborative evidence the analysis method proposed by Tanzi [5] has been applied on
2-D SXR—emission distributions found by tomographic inversion. The quantities, H(t), shown
in Fig. 3 are related to emissivity integrated over cross»sect:ional areas bounded by contour lines
moving with the fluid velocity, i.e. independent of the complicated topology and changes,
thereof, due to convection. These H-values can only change due to diffusive transport or the
presence of sources and sinks. It can be noticed that:

a. Phase 1 diffusive transport sets in at all radii at the same time point but the relative decay
is larger in the central H-values, i.e. a predominantly central collapse;

b. A dramatic increase occurs just before phase 2 starting at the edge and arriving in the
centre 5 us later, i.e. coinciding with the central density collapse mentioned under point 2 and
earlier than the density increase of phase 2.

Discussion
1. From the relatively untouched density distribution during phase 1 one can conclude that
<vr> is lower than the experimental noise value which gives an upper bound of 200 m/s. This
means that the heat loss of phase 1 is by thermal conduction along stochastic field lines whilst
particle losses are limited probably because of ambipolar retention of the electrons by the ions.
2. Also the current density profile appears to be conserved in phase 1 since the topology of
the m=l hot island/cold bubble is maintained up to the end of phase 1 and, consequently, the
q=1 radius stays constant. This contradicts the Wesson-Ward-Rosenbluth model but agrees
with the Bondeson predictions.
3. A dramatic event not predicted by any model must take place at the end of phase 1 leading
to a very large positive value of <Vr> and an inward propagating anomalous SXR burst.
This event is probably related to the flattening of the j-profile at that timepoint. That the current
increase and negative voltage spike are measured somewhat later may be explained by screening
effects of the outer layers as assumed in the WWR modeL
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4. Impurity radiation plays an important role in
phase 2. However, the increase of density is by
far not large enough to be consistent with the
Ward-Wesson proposition which needs density
increases of at least a few times 1020 m‘3.
Therefore, the explanation by the Bondeson
model seems more likely: break-up of the outer
layer flux surfaces leading to total stochastiza—
tion of magnetic field lines. It should be noted
that an internal cunent increase of tens of per
cents leads to an expansion of the q=2 surface
making overlap between the m=2 and 3 islands
very likely. The estimate of Ward and Wesson
of <T> = 4 eV after phase 2 from resistivity in
JET is probably too pessimistic. since they
neglect the influence of the appreciable
reduction in plasma cross-section clue to the
strong inward movement of the column.
Transport along stochastic magnetic field
together with radiation may therefore be enough
to explain phase 2.
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Introduction

Tokamak plasmas with a non-monotonic q-profile (current profile) and negative shear in the

plasma centre have been associated with improved confinement and large pressure gradients

in the region of negative shear. In JET, this regime, has been obtained with pellet injection

(the PEP mode) [1] and in DIII-D by ramping the plasma elongation [2]. In JET, the phase of

improved confinement is transient and usually ends in a collapse due to an MHD instability
which leads to a redistribution of the current and a monotonic q-profile. The infernal mode,

which is driven by a large pressure gradient in the region of low shear near the minimum in

the q-profile, is the most likely candidate for the observed instability [3].

To extend the transient phase to steady state, control of the shape of the current density profile

is essential. The modelling of these advanced tokamak scenarios with a non-monotonic q-

profile using non-inductive current drive of lower hybrid waves, fast waves, and neutral

beams is discussed in [4, this conference]. The aim is to find suitable initial states and to.

maintain MHD stability when the plasma [3 is built up. For this purpose, the robustness of the

MHD stability of these configurations is studied with respect to changes in the position and in

the depth of the minimum in q, and in the shape of the q and pressure profile. The classes of

equilibria chosen for the analysis are based on the modelling of the current-drive schemes for

advanced tokamak scenarios in JET. The toroidal ideal and resistive MHD stability code

CASTOR [5] is used for the stability calculations.

Infernal mode stability

The importance of the” infernal mode was first discussed for monotonic q-profiles with very

small shear in the plasma centre in the presence of a large pressure gradient [6,7,3]. The

infernal mode can become unstable if the minimum q is close to a rational value. The typical

q-profiles of advanced tokamak scenarios have an off—axis minimum and a significant

negative shear in the plasma centre. The region of low shear around the minimum in q is

smaller in this case. Fig.1 compares the growth rate of the n=1 infernal mode for several

shapes of the q-profile for the JET plasma shape and Bp=1. It shows that increasing the shear

around the q—minjmum reduces the growth rate but increases the unstable window in (1min-

With the increase in shear, the mode becomes more localised in radius and will probably have

a less deteriorating effect on the plasma. The q-profiles in Fig.1 result from increasing the
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height and decreasing the width of the off-axis peak in the current profile such that the current

in the off-axis peak is constant, Just increasing the Off'axjs peak in the current does not

increase the shear near the q-minimum and the stability of the infernal mode is therefore not
affected significantly.

8 0.(XJ5
, , - growth7 - q-profile 0.004 _ rate

1/16 _ 0.003 _ [ A]

5 .
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4 .

0.001 —
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o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2

V“, qmin
Fig.1 The growth rates of the n=1 infernal mode for a JET plasma shape at fip=1 for
diflerent q-profiles.

Another important parameter for the stability of the infernal mode is the shape of the pressure
profile. Fig.2 shows the growth rates for different shapes of the pressure profile, keeping [3p =
l. The q-profile is the same as the solid line in Fig.1a. Broadening the pressure profile, i.e.
moving the pressure gradient away from the minimum in q, has a stabilising effect.
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Fig.2 The growth rates of the n=1 infernal mode for a JET plasma shape at flp=1 for
dijfirent pressure profiles.

‘Similar to the m/n=1/l internal kink mode, the ideal infernal mode develops sharp gradients at
the rational surfaces near marginal stability (for qmin < m/n). A finite resistivity, resolving the
singularities of the stable ideal mode, can make the mode more unstable.
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The effect of resistivity on the stability 010‘
of the infernal mode is shown in Fig.3.

The resistive infernal mode is unstable 0'008 _
over a larger window in qmin than the 0006 _

ideal mode with the largest influence at

qmin < m/n when there are two rational 0.004 _

surfaces in the plasma. In the region
where the ideal mode is stable, the 0.002 b

growth rate of the infernal mode scales 1 ideal

like 111/2. Thus, for values of the 0 hittini. i ii i i. . ,

resistivity relevant in the plasma centre, 2‘5 35 2‘7 2-3 2-9 3 3-1 3-2 3-3
the growth rates of the resistive infernal qmln

Fig.3 The growth rates of the infernal
. . . . . mode as a fimction of the resistivity. The

“3515t 15 “0‘ important. q-profile is the same as in Fig.2, fip=1.
mode are small and the influence of

Stability of JET scenarios

Scenarios for JET plasmas with a non-monotonic q-profile have been modelled from start-up

to steady state, see [4]. An example is shown in Fig.4. The non-monotonic q-profile is

obtained by a fast current ramp (dI/dt = 1 MA/s) during the start-up combined with 5-8 MW

Lower Hybrid (LH) waves during the density ramp. RF (12 MW) and LH (6 MW) waves are

used to freeze in the initial q-profile. Fig.4 shows the q-profile afier 20.05. The density of this

simulated discharge is n = 3.5xlOl9 m'3, the total plasma current I = 3 MA, the toroidal field

Bo-— 3.4T.
MHD stability analysis of the JET scenanos shows that, in general, infernal modes are the

most unstable modes (see below) In the region of negative shear, high-n ballooning modes

are stable for any value of the pressure gradient (the so-c—alled second stability regime). The

external kink mode can become unstable if the edge current is too large, typically for

<1>edgel<l>centre > 0.1. In the scenarios modelled the external kink mode is usually stable.

For a given q-profile, the ‘optimal’ pressure profile for MHD stability at high [3, is marginally

stable to ballooning modes in the positive shear region in the outer part of the plasma. In the

centre the pressure gradient is not limited by ballooning modes. This leads to a peaked shape

of the pressure profile (see Fig.4a) with large central pressure gradients similar to the pressure

profiles observed in the JET PEP discharges [1]. i

The stability of n = 1 and r1 = 2 infernal modes of the q-profile and the pressure profile shown

in Fig.4a, is plotted in Fig.4b. In the [3p - qmin plane, the contours for three values of the

growth rate are drawn. In seaming [3p and qmin, the shapes of the profiles are fixed, only the

total pressure and current are varied. For low DP, the .infemal mode is stable except close to the

rational surfaces, qmm = 2 for the n = 1 mode and qmin = 2.5 for the n = 2 mode. With

increasing tip, the unstable window in qmi" increases such that at [59:1 only a very narrow

stable window remains. Interestingly, for higher values of BF, the infernal mode becomes
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more stable. The n = 2 infernal mode stabilises completely for [3,, > 1.7. Thus, also for infernal

modes there exist a second stability region.
At [3,, = 2.0 (B = 3.4%, [EN = 4.3), for the given shape of the pressure profile, [3 is limited by

ballooning modes in the whole region of positive shear. The external kink mode is stable at

this value of B.

pressure
profile 2x163

q-profile

02 - . Asxjo-S l » I

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 02 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

ll“, Clmin

Fig. 4a Example of a non-monotonic q- Fig.4b The growth rate of the ideal r1=1
profile as obtained from the modelling of and n=2 infernal modes in the Bp'qmin
JET scenarios. Included is the shape of the plane.
pressure profile used in the calculation of
Fig.4b.

Conclusions

For the JET scenarios studied, the low—n infernal modes are the most likely instabilities.

Depending on the shape of the q and the pressure profile the infernal mode can become

unstable at relatively low values of Bp. It is not clear what effect the infernal modes will have

on the plasma. The radial width of the infernal modes is well localised around the minimum in

q and the growth rates of the infernal modes are small. If the plasma can survive the unstable

infernal modes around [if], and get to higher values of flip, a second stable region for infernal

modes exists.
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1 Introduction

Plasma — wall interaction in large tokamaks poses serious problems the solution of which
requires (1) control of the energy exhaust, (2) control of the particle exhaust, (3) screening
of the plasma core against impurities, (4) shielding of the first wall against hot charge
exchange neutrals and against high convective or conductive power loads.
Owing to the difficulties of divertors by engineering reasons already, the concept of a cool
plasma mantle realized by impurity line radiation or by magnetic field ergodization in the
vicinity of the plasma edge was considered ([1]-[4]). Ergodization in a well defined plasma
region acts like a limiter, the shadow region of which is determined by the magnetic field
structure. This definition of the plasma aperture requires conductor configurations which
are based on helical windings having the same pitch as the field lines at the resonant (q =
3) surface.
The magnetic field structure generated by resonant conductor configurations was analyzed
already by field line tracing [4]. Here configurations with the poloidal and toroidal mode
numbers, m=18 and n=6, respectively, are investigated mainly by Fourier - analysis.
To achieve an almost uniform power deposition at the ’first’ wall, the perturbation pattern
should not be static like in previous and present experiments but rotating. Therefore the
compensated conductor doublets needed for DC—operation are replaced by triplets allowing
8. g. for three—phase AC-operation.

2 . Resonant conductor configuration
The resonant perturbing field depends on plasma shape (e. g. circular or D - shaped),
aspect ratio and poloidal ,8 since these quantities determine the equilibrium magnetic
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field on which the perturbing field is to be superimposed. The field lines are in Hamada

coordinates straight lines [5]. The conductors are parallel to these field lines. To get
the resonant alignment of the conductors corresponding e. g. to fly :1 equilibria, the

transformation from Hamada space to ordinary space can be used. Then the conductors

(outside the plasma volume) generate the maximum radial field almost accurately at the

locus of the resonant field line. In the case of low fip, circular and large aspect ratio plasmas

Hamada coordinates are approximately equal to ordinary toroidal coordinates 9 and 4) in

the poloidal and toroidal direction, respectively. The resonant conductor configurations
for TEXTOR are derived from the corresponding helical winding, in which the conductor
doublets for DC-operation are replaced by triplets allowing for three—phase ACvoperation,
thus generating a rotating island structure and a 5. x [5“ force density influencing the plasma
rotation.
The winding which is assumed to be decomposed into N! : 12 toroidal modules with

negligible gaps in between, occupies § of the poloidal circumference at the inboard side of
TEXTOR, thus entailing a rather broad Fourier spectrum in m. The conductors in these
modules are presupposed to be either helical or toroidal. In the latter case the helical
winding can be approximated stepwise by introducing poloidal or corresponding phase
shifts between neighbouring modules.

3 Fourier analysis
The Fourier sine - coefficients of the radial field B, read

21f 21’

b,“ : (19 (1 Br 0, ' m6—. f f as < ¢>sm< mu (1)
An analogous formula holds for the cosine - coefficients bmnc. In the following the gecr
metrical sum bmn = y/bmn,2 + 13mm"Z of both is envisioned because this sum is decisive for
the island width and is almost independent from the AC » phase a, defined below; 100
gridpoints were chosen in the toroidal and in the poloidal directions, respectively.

4 Field line tracing
Assuming that the equilibrium magnetic field and the radial perturbing field can be su-
perimposed independently, the thus obtainable total magnetic field vector can be used to
check the ergodization, indicated by the Fourier spectrum, by field line tracing.
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5 Results

The calculations have been based on the following TEXTOR data. [6]: minor radius a =
46 cm, major radius R—- 175 cm, plasma current. 1,: 450 kA, radius of the ergodizatim
coils re — 51 cm, maximum current in each conductor I:—— 10 kA The resonant (q—_ 3)
flux surface is then located at r;—— 45 cm. Here the Fourier analysis was performed.
Fig. 1 shows the three phase helical winding. Each of the modules contains six triplets and
each conductor is approximated by 4 straight pieces, the endpoints of which are located on
the model helices. These helices are given by ()5 = q (0 —- 00,) Since the complete winding
(out of2which the modules of Fig. 1 are cut) consists of 18 X 3 = 54 conductors, we haVe
90,—— é—nj — l), j—— l,. .,54. These equations also describe field lines in Harnada
coordinsates for low [3, large aspect ratio plamas. Since the perturbing field 1n Hamada.
coordinates agrees almost with that produced by conductors aligned with the field lines,
the Fourier decomposition (1) is valid also for high [3, small aspect ratio plamas if the
alignment of the conductors with the field lines can be achieved. Then the coordinates in

(1) can be understood as Hamada coordinates.
In the case of three - phase AC — operation the currents I,- = Ic 311102?" + a), j = 1,2,3
in each conductor triple depend on the phase a which in Fig. 1 is chosen to be zero. This
can be done without loss of generality because it turns out that the impact of the phase on
the (total) Fourier spectrum is negligible. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The dominant
Fourier component has the mode numbers n = 6 and m = 18, however, the m = 17 and m
= 19 components are comparable in size and effect resonances just in the vicinity of the

= 3 surface so that (because of island overlapping) an ergodic region is created, which
rotates almost uniformly. The ergodicity can be confirmed by field line tracing.
Fig. 3 shows a four- phase configuration which 15 obtained by superimposing two corre
sponding DC - configurations with a poloidal shift 01—74;, 1. e. % of the distance of two
successive DC - conductors. This configuration has the advantage that toroidal modules,
indicated in Fig. 3, with independent power connections can be built up. Mainly due to
the fact that the number of conductors is increased from 18 (three - phase case) to 24 (four
- phase case) the maximum amplitude is now 1113.5: 40 G. The shape of the spectrum is
almost the same as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 shows a three phase configuration with an approximation of the helix by stepwise
toroidal conductors. Each helical conductor was replaced by two toroidal conductors which
are poloidally shifted with respect to each other to improve the alignment with the helix.
However, mainly due to the large poloidal mode number m = 18, the misalignment with
the original helix 13 still rather big, so that the ’helical’ value 12186 = 350 is not reached,
but 015,5 2 25G instead. This result indicates the superiority of the helical conductors.
Similar results are obtained, if the poloidal shifts are replaced by equivalent phase shifts
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WALL STABILIZATION EFFECTS IN DIIl—D HIGH BETA DISCHARGES'

EJ. Strait. T.S. Taylor, A.D. Tumbull, JR. Ferron, L.L. Lao, B. Rice,I O. Sauterfl
8.]. Thompson, and D. Wroblewskil

General Atomics, PO. Box 84508, San Diego, California 92186-9784

Recent high beta discharges in DIlI—D, reaching values up to B = 12.5%. demonstrate that a
resistive wall can stabilize low-n MHD modes in a rotating plasma. The maximum beta values
reached in discharges with broad current profiles (intemal inductance [i = 0.7) are up to 40% greater
than the limit predicted by ideal MHD stability calculations in the absence of a wall. but are consistent
with predicted limits assuming a perfectly conducting wall at the position of the vacuum vessel. This
wall stabilization is observed for time scales long compared with the resistive penetration time of the
wall. Plasma rotation is essential to the stabilization, and instabilities with characteristics of the
predicted "resistive wall“ mode are observed only when the rotation velocity approaches zero at the
mode rational surface.

Introduction

The question of whether ideal kink modes can be stabilized by a resistive wall is crucial for high
performance tokamaks. In present tokamaks. as well as future "advanced tokamak" scenarios,
performance is often limited by low—n kink stability at high beta. In many such scenarios, the ideal
kink mode is assumed to be stabilized by a close-fitting, perfectly conducting wall. despite the fact
that real. resistive walls are widely thought to provide stabilization only for times less than the
resistive penetration time of the wall.

Previous experiments have suggested that the vacuum vessel wall can, in fact, stabilize the ideal
kink for times longer than the wall penetration time. 1'2 Stability analysis indicates that the maximum
beta reached in high beta tokamak discharges is typically greater than the calculated ideal MHD
stability limit in the absence of a wall. but is consistent with the calculated limit assuming a perfectly
conducting wall at the position of the vacuum vessel. However. the diagnostic measurements
available in previous experiments were not sufficient to conclusively rule out other stabilizing
influences, such as current profile effects.

New theoretical developments emphasize the importance of plasma rotation in stabilization of
ideal kink modes by a resistive wall. It was previously shown that a resistive wall can stabilize
resistive modes in a rotating plasma.3 The instability rotates with the plasma. and is stabilized as if by
an ideal wall. On the other hand, in the case ofan ideal plasma instability which would be stable with
an ideal wall but unstable without a wall, simple kink mode theory predicts two roots:4 a rotating.
stable ideal kink mode, and a stationary "resistive wall" mode which has a growth time on the order of
the wall penetration time and is unstable even in the presence of plasma rotation. However. more
recent theoretical analysi35 suggests that when finite aspect ratio and finite pressure effects are
included. wall stabilization of both modes is possible if the wall is at an optimum location and the
plasma rotates at a small but non—negligible fraction of the sound speed.

Dlll—D Experiment§

Recent high beta experiments in DlIl—D addressed these issues: whether a real. resistive wall can
provide long time scale stabilization of kink modes, whether rotation is required for this stabilization,
and whether a stationary "resistive wall" mode is observed in the presence of plasma rotation.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51 I I4.
W-7405—ENGV48.

TLawrence Livennore National Laboratory.
”CRPP. Lousanne. Switzerland
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This series of discharges was intended to provide clear evidence by maximizing the gain in beta
from wall stabilization. DIII—D's co—injected neutral beams induce a strong toroidal rotation of the
plasma. In order to improve the coupling of MHD modes to the vacuum vessel wall, a full-size
double-null divertor configuration was used. with a broad current density profile and low internal
inductance ti. The current profile was broadened by operating at moderate to low values of the safety
factor q, and by applying neutral beam heating early in the discharge to slow the inward penetration of
the current density. A typical equilibrium reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1. This equilibrium and
omers used here for stability analysis include measured profiles of electron density from Thomson
scattering and several C02 interferometer chords, electron temperature from Thomson scattesing. ion
temperature from charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy, and internal magnetic field pitch
from an S—channel motional Stark effect array.

The best discharges in this series have beta values up to 50% greater than predicted by the
empirical scaling law BN = B (I/aB) = 4 (i, as seen in Fig. 2. This relation was previously found to
describe DIE—D and JET data well,6v7 but in earlier DIIl—D experiments at high BN, calculations
showed that the wall played a less significant role. The greater beta limit here is attributed to effects
of wall stabilization, because of the broader current density profile.

In discharge 80108 a new record B = 12.5% was achieved (Fig. 1), with a value [3N = 4.3 which
is 40% greater than expected from the scaling of 5N = 4 (i (Fig. 2). MHD stability calculations show
the n = l ideal kink mode to be unstable in this discharge in the absence of a wall. With a perfectly
conducting wall at the position of the DIH—D vacuum vessel, the growth rate of the n : 1 mode
becomes an order of magnitude smaller and its amplitude at the plasma edge is greatly reduced. This
residual internal n = l instability is consistent with the observed presence of sawteeth in the discharge.

The instability which terminates the B = 12.5% discharge is consistent with expectations for a
wall-stabilized resistive instability. An ra = 2/1 mode rotates with a relatively small saturated
amplitude, then stops rotating and grows until the discharge disrupts. Its growth time of several msec
is comparable to the resistive penetration time of the vacuum vessel wall, as expected when the ideal
wall-like stabilization is lost in the absence of mode rotation.

Clear evidence of wall stabilization is provided by another discharge (80111) at lower plasma
current. Here the safety factor was maintained well above unity everywhere in the discharge, thus
eliminating the m/n = 1/1 internal kink mode. Stability calculations show that at maximum beta this
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Fig. 'I. High beta equilibrium reconstruction, incorporating
measured plasma density, temperature, and current density
profile data. Discharge 80108: B: 12.6% = 4.3 (i/aB),
q95=2.$, ti = 0.71.



discharge is stable to the ideal kink mode with
a perfectly conducting wall at the position of
the vacuum vessel, but would be unstable if
the cross‘sectional dimensions of the wall
were only 10% to 20% larger (Fig. 3). Van'-
ation of the equilibrium reconstruction within
the constraints of the experimental data does
not substantially alter these results. Further-
more, the discharge is wall-stabilized for at
least 60 ms, more than 10 wall penetration
times. A beta gain of at least 30% is achieved
over the stability limit without a wall.

The good confinement phase of dis—
charge 80111 is terminated by an m/n = 3/1
instability which has some of the characteris-
tics expected of an ideal-plasma, resistive-
wall mode stabilized by plasma rotation. The
instability has a growth time of about 5 ms,
comparable to the wall penetration time. and
is stationary with respect to the wall from its
onset. Although the discharge dwells near the
maximum beta value for about 50 ms, the ro—
tation velocity profile is evolving during this
time, as shown in Fig. 4. The rotation of the
q = 2 surface is slowing but remains greater
than 5 kHz, sufficient to provide stabilization
of the min = 2/1 mode. However, the plasma
rotation velocity at the q = 3 surface, as de-
termined from charge exchange
recombination (CER) spectroscopy. decreases
to zero shortly before the onset of the
instability. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that the 3/1 mode is Doppler—
shifted by the plasma rotation, becoming
unstable only when the rotation ceases and the
stabilizing influence becomes that of a
resistive wall rather than an ideal wall.

We‘ speculate that toroidicity-induced
Alfven eigenmodes (TAE modes) may
contribute to the loss of wall stabilization of
the 3]] mode. The downturn in the rotation
rate seen at t= 640 ms coincides with the
onset of large-amplitude TAE activity, leading
to the loss of nearly half of the neutral beam
ions as estimated from the D-D neutron rate.
The reduction of angular momentum input as
the fast ions are lost may be the reason for the
slowing of the rotation.

Discu I an onclu ion
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Recent DIII—D experiments have demonstrated that a resistive wall can stabilize MHD modes
for time scales long compared to the resistive penetration time of the wall. The maximum beta values
reached are consistent with low-n ideal stability limits calculated with a perfectly conducting wall, and
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are well above the limit calculated without a
wall. These results lend credence to scenarios
for future devices such as TPX8 which rely on
wall stabilization.

These experiments also demonstrate the
need for plasma rotation in order to maintain
wall stabilization. Instabilities occur, leading to
loss of confinementor disruption, when the
rotation velocity approaches zero at the mode
rational surface. Maintaining the requisite
rotation across the entire minor radius of the
discharge may be the most important challenge
for wall-stabilized scenarios, and points to the
need for an improved understanding of angular
momentum transport and radial electric field
formation in tokamaks.
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Coherent fluctuations in the initial TFTR D-T experiments*
E Fmdricksgn, 2 Y Changa, ‘R v Budny, c 2 Chang, I L Dunlapb,

G Y Fu, A Janos, E Mazzucato, K M McGuire, R Nazikian, K L Wong,
S Zweben

Princeton University. Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

The initial operation of TFTR with approximately equal power in the
Tritium and Deuterium neutral beam injectors has resulted in the
production of fusion power in excess of 9MW and central Ba > 0.25%.
This [in is within a factor of 2-3 of the [3,, in projections of ITER
performance. Effects of this on population on TAE modes, sawteeth and
fishbone activity are being searched for. The D—T plasmas are also being
studied for evidence of changes in MHD activity which might be attributed
to the fast (1 population. This paper reports on the activity in the Alfvén
range of frequencies in the D-T plasmas and on detailed measurements of
the MHD activity preceding major disruptions in DD and D-T.

ivi ' Alfv R n '
A relatively broad (Sf/f = 15%) peak in the Mimov spectrum in the

Alfvén range of frequencies is commonly observed in NBI heated plasmas.
This feature also often appears following pellet injection into Ohmic
plasmas. The integrated power in the mode is small, comparable to the
weakest ICRF driven TAE modes. The frequency follows the previously
derived scaling for ICRF driven TAE modes and NBI driven TAE modes at
low (1T) toroidal field. There is no theoretical model as yet describing this
instability, but the mode may either be driven by the beam ions at VA/Vbcam
2 3 or they may represent some thermal level of excitation. The present
analysis of the Mimov data from a toroidal array of coils shows that these
modes are axi-symmetric, i.e., the toroidal mode number n = 0. The axi-
symetric character may result from the non-linear coupling in a spectrum
of TAE modes generating an n=0 componentl.

The presence of this thermal or NBIdriven mode complicates the
search for at driven modes in the Alfvén range of frequency. A comparison
of spectra from a D—only plasma, the previous record fusion power shot
(73268) and a shot with 7.5MW of fusion power (76770) is shown in Figure
1. The amplitude of the mode is significantly higher in shot 76770,
however, many plasma parameters as well as the IL; profile were different.
It is not clear whether the change in the mode amplitude reflects additional
drive from the fusion 0: population or whether the change is due to
differences in the plasma equilibrium parameters such as the pressure,
density or temperature profiles.
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The energetic tail ions from ICRF H-minority heating have been used
to simulate a-dn'ven TAE modesz. These studies provide an empirical basis
for extrapolation to D-T operation on TFFR and to help benchmark the
theoretical models. In the recent ICRF driven TAE mode studies, the
toroidal mode numbers, n, can now be measured with a new array of
Mimov coils. A wide variety of toroidal mode numbers have been
identified in these experiments. Typically, at the higher ICRF powers, one
or more clusters of modes are seen. Analysis of the mode numbers find
that the toroidal mode numbers of the individual peaks range from about 5
to 9 at higher plasma currents (1.8MA, q(a)=6) and l to 3 for lower plasma
currents (1.4MA, q(a)=8). In many cases two peaks at different frequencies
will have the same toroidal mode number. The models suggest that the
dominant damping mechanism for the TAB modes in TFTR DT plasmas is
not ion Landau damping. The models presently predict that the damping
on the slowing down distribution of the beam ions, and the profile of q,
which affects the radial location of the mode and its interaction with the Bu
profile, seem to be the most important parameters to vary in future
experiments.

MHD activity in DT plasmas
Low wavenumber (m=3-4) MHD and major and minor disruptions

were expected to play a significant role in the TFI‘R D-T experiments.
At the higher plasma currents (1.8 -2.0 MA) used for most of the D—T
operation, the MHD activity is restricted to (m,n) = (4,3) or (5,4) modes
or an internal (1,1) fishbone-like mode. These modes have only a
modest affect on confinement and plasma performance in contrast to
the (3,2) and (2,1) MHD modes observed at lower plasma currents. The
MHD activity in D-T plasmas was unchanged from that observed in D-D
plasmas, with the exception of the fishbone-like modes. The fishbones
tended to have a larger amplitude in D-T plasmas than in comparable D—D
plasmas. This might reflect the somewhat different pressure profiles or ion
temperatures in the D-T plasmas or the presence of the fusion (1 population.
The fishbone modes seen in TFTR are probably not driven by the trapped
fast ion population (which is rather small with the tangential beam injection)
but are more like the 'parallel fishbones' first observed on PBX3. The
present theoretical models predict that the TFTR fusion or population is
about a factor of five below the threshold necessary to drive a-fishbones.

To reach the highest fusion powers and fusion—0t densities it is
necessary to operatre TFI‘R at the highest plasma current, toroidal field,
beam power and with the best confinement. Even with Ip = 2.5MA and BT
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= ST, this will result in being near the [3 limit. Considerable experience in
operation of TFTR near the [3 limit led to a very successful effort to avoid
major disruptions while still providing many high performance plasmas in
the D-T campaign. While several of the D-D setup shots suffered major or
minor fi-limit disruptions, there were no minor disruptions (X-events) in
the TF'I'R D-T plasmas. However, two D-T shots did suffer major
disruptions, including the highest performance (Pfusion >9 MW) TFI‘R D-T
plasma with 6.5M] of stored energy.

In the disruption of the highest performance shot and the four other
major disruptions made since the start of the D-T campaign, moderate 11
ballooning mode was observed prior to the disruption. The fast Te profile
measurements from two toroidal locations separated by 126° has confirmed
that the ballooning mode is toroidally localized. In Figure 2 the flux
surface displacements are visible in the contours of electron temperature
across the midplane vs. time. Approximately one period of a low frequency
(1,1) mode can be seen. At the times when the m=1 mode pushes the flux
surfaces outward in major radius, a higher frequency (n=9) mode is seen.
The mode appears in this figure as a toroidally localized burst moving
toroidally (from one GPC to the other) and growing in amplitude. The
distortions to the plasma caused by a large ideal mode are assumed to
locally push the plasma over the ballooning mode stability boundary. The
(m,n)=(1,1), plus the ballooning mode may cause or trigger the disruption.

aUniversity of Wisconsin, Madison Wisconsin
bOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge TN
*Supported by DOE contract No. DE—AC02-76-CHO-3073

1D A Spong, B A Carreras. and C L Hedrick. Phys. Plasmas l (1994) 1503.
2K L Wong, J R Wilson et al., Plasma Phys. Cont. Fusion 36 (1994) 879.
3R Kaita, R 13 White, A w Morris, et al., Phys. Fluids 13 2, (1990) 1534.
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Fig. I Mimov coil spectra for D-T shots with 6.2MW and 7.5MW of
fusion power and a comparison D only shot.

Fig. 2 Data from two ECE grating polychromators showing the toroidally
localized ballooning mode B-limit disruption precursor.
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SELF-ORGANIZATION OF A HIGH [3 VERY LOW q TOKAMAK PLASMA

H. KIYAMA and S. KIYAMA
Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba-shi, lbaraki-ken, Japan

1. Introduction
In this paper, the existence of an inherent self~organized magnetic configuration and its

relaxation process are investigated in a high B very low (7 tokamak plasma (sl,l.2<q,<2)
of the TPE-Z. TPE~2 is a toroidal screw pinch device with an elongated cross section
(b/a=21cm/l3cm, K216, A=3.0) and a conducting shell /l,2/. High [3 plasmas are produced
by ramping up of the toroidal and poloidal fields simultaneously in 2.8 ttsec. The plasmas are
stably confined (IEZImSCC, rp>1msec, the duration of B,<1msec) in the parameter range of
T250~400 eV and n,=0.3—5x102°m'3. The self-organized configuration will be explained to be
one of the energy minimum state. Small sawtoothrlike relaxation oscillations with the
reconnections at the organization are observed. The roles of the relaxation oscillations and the
plasma rotation in the transition to the relaxed state and their behaviors will be described.
2. Self-organization of q profile and the relaxed profile

The initially implosion-heated plasmas transit to a stable state with an inherent q profile
in 10~50 usec, which is self-organized through the relaxation process accompanied by the
large oneAtum voltage spikes, if the initially programmed (1 profiles deviate from the inherent
one. The q profile remains constant until the end of the discharge, except for the slight
deviation. The self-organized relaxed state has the following remarkable features. The q
profiles were roughly independent of q,, 71,, the initial q profiles, discharge modes, and the
history of the plasma [2/. This means the existence of q profile consistency. (10 and q, are
nearly proportional to q, and go is above 1. The electron density profile relaxes to a profile
related with q,, in 5-60 usec simultaneously with the q profile relaxation. The density profiles
are broad and broaden with decreasing of q,. The electron temperature profile is rather
peaked.

The typical experimental q, p, T, andj profiles of the relaxed state are shown in Fig. la and
b by thick lines and solid circles. The current density in the core plasma is uniform in
cylindrical sense. In order to verify the characteristics of the state, the profiles were compared
with the calculated equilibrium profiles of the most possible states, that is, force free state
with a constant t1, the energy minimum state constrained by total current /3,4,5/ and Gaussian
profile, which has a uniform current density and may be one of the dissipation minimum state
/6/. In the experiment, the current density at the wall is nearly zero, which may be adequate
as the physical boundary condition. The force free configuration cannot be compatible with
this boundary condition. The most suitable profile for the experimental ones may belong to
the category of the minimum energy state (ct:0~0.2, l/ot; Lagrange multiplier) as shown in
Fig. l. A correction has been made for this configuration, so that the current density at the
wall may be zero. The Gaussian current density profile also satisfies these conditions and well
fits the experimental ones. It should be noted that all the energy models give the uniform
current density in the core plasma, and the latter two profiles may belong to the same category
of the profile. The realized configuration just after the relaxation process which is in the
minimum energy state, may gradually transfer to that in the dissipation minimum state.
3. Relaxation process

Two kinds of fluctuations, which have the different characteristics, are mainly observed
in the relaxed state. One is the ballooning—like rotating mode, and another is the sawtoothrlike
relaxation oscillation. The relaxation oscillations occur pulsively with flux changes in a short
time and almost simultaneously over the torus, related with the relaxation of q profile, and are
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accompanied by the particle and energy loss. On the other hand, the rotating mode appears
continuously on the outer side of the torus and does not degrade the confinement.
3.A Role of plasma rotation

Just after_ the initial transition, the deformation of the peripheral poloidal field; ABF,=(BP;
E 5 (relax))/BP, (relax), n=1 mode, begins to rotate almost along the magnetic lines of
fcircefl,8/. 1P, 4,, the poloidal flux change; V,, deformation of the peripheral poloidal fields and
n, profile are shown in Fig.2a, b and c. At the ballooning-like magnetic deformations, the
edge density increased periodically and the particle flows were observed at the same position
of the deformation. These modes affect scarcely on the flux change or the confinement.
because the particle and the energy flows by the mode are local and not from the whole torus.
The poloidal rotating speed of the mode decreases with increasing of q, (10—25 kin/sec).

It is most probable that the magnetically deformed plasma rotates in that direction. In order
to confirm the rotation of the plasma partially, the poloidal rotation speed was measured by
CV Doppler shift. The shifts from the CV wave length on the magnetic axis versus r are
shown in Fig.2d. The estimated speed is in the same range of the mode rotation speed, and
the direction of the poloidal rotation is that of the ion diamagnetic current. The direca of
the toroidal rotation is opposite to the plasma current, and then the resultant direction is
approximately along the magnetic line. It may be concluded that the magnetic wave packet
(n=2, m=2-3) does not propagate, but that the magnetically deformed plasma rotates to the
direction, as same as usual tokamaks. The plasma rotation may make the conducting shell
effective and suppress the growth of the mode which has the characteristics of the ballooning-
like Ml-ID instability. Consequently, the confinement is improved and [3 increases. It is noted
that the profiles of the Doppler shift, that is, the plasma motion, are considerably influenced
by the relaxation transition. When the plasma current is going to be ramped up through
q,=2, the transition to the low q, plasma can be hardly attained in the case of an excessively
elongated plasma and/or an inward shifted plasma, which is caused by an excess vertical field.
A large deformation with dominant mode of m=2/n=1 appears over the whole torus, but the
rotation of the plasma can not be observed. A lot of the energy and particles are lost, which
results in the decrease of BF and finally the low q plasma (ql<2) can not be realized. On the
other hand, the very low q state can be attained by ramping up the plasma current in the well
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Fig. 1(a),(b) The typical experimental q, p, T, and j profiles of the relaxed state are
shown by thick lines and solid circles. The calculated equilibrium profiles of the
energy minimum state with constraint of total current are plotted by thin lines against
various or. or is the inverse Lagrange multiplier. In the figure b, Ot=0.0
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controlled high [3 plasma. In the case, at first, m=2/n=l mode rotates in the toroidal direction,
and a few 10 psec later, the deformation rotates in the poloidal direction with BP increasing
Just after [3,, reaches nearly to 1, the n=1 mode transits to a small ballooning——likc mode, whose
deformations are localized on the outside of the torus. The relaxed state is established and the
energy confinement 1s further improved It can be summarized that the relaxed plasma can not
be realized until the modes rotate and BF exceeds 0.6. The ideal MHD calculation shows that
m=2/n= 1 mode is stabilized near q,—2 in the region of BP>O. 9. Increase of B may make it
possible to stabilize the plasma with the well and to lower q in the plasma core. Then the
high [3 plasma plays an imponant role in the process of self-organization especially in low [1
state.
3.8 The relaxation oscillations

As the current density profile is uniform especially in low q region, the rather peaked
temperature profile does not match the profile of (j(r)/j(0))2’3 in the Ohms law. Therefor, the
plasma does not remain strictly in a steady state. This deviation may mainly cause the
relaxation phenomena. In this experiment, the sawtooth should not occur because the q(O) is
greater than 1. However, the small sawtooth-like relaxation oscillation exists, and an example
of it is shown at t = 0.49 mseg in Figure 2b and c. The relaxation oscillation is accompanied
by the poloidal flux change (V,) and by a small plasma current change. The density profiles
around the relaxation are also shown in the figure. The edge density increases pulsively at the
relaxation oscillation. A part of the energy and the particles are lost from the outward edge
of the torus and the global energy and particle confinements are degraded during the time.

When the plasma current change is larger than 2%, the profile change appears over the
whole torus almost simultaneously and the deformation of the poloidal field is toroidally axi-
symmetn‘c. The flux change propagates along the magnetic field line in Alfven transit time
(=1-5 usec). However, when the current change is less than 1%, the toroidally asymmetric
mode appears, that is, the deformation occurs in a local region over 1/3 of the full torus.
When the deviation is not so large, a change in magnetic flux may not necessarily occur over
the full torus, and the plasma returns to the relaxed state in the short time. A step appears
occasionally on the 4 profile near the rational number of q in the plasma edge region, but
disappears quickly so as to resume the original inherent profile in 5—10 usec through the
relaxation oscillation. The magnetic flux reconnection starts at a certain point on the local flux
surface, and the location of the start point changes shot to shot. The ballooning modes may
trigger the reconnection. The phenomena repeat and the period decreases with the decrease
of q,, that is, 50—200 usec in low q plasma and more than 1 msec in high (1 plasma. These
phenomena may be recognized to be a kind of ELMs.
4. Conclusion

It has been observed that the inherent stable (1 profile is self-organized through relaxation
process. The self-organized configurations fit approximately the calculated profiles in the
energy minimum state constrained by constant total current in the high [3 low (1 plasma, which
has the uniform current density in the core plasma and zero current density near the wall. The
necessary condition for relaxation to the high [3 low q stable state is that [3,, >O.6 and the
plasma rotates. The rotation may suppress the growth of the ballooning like deformation,
which appears continuously outside the torus in the relaxed plasma, and then improve the
confinement. The peaked temperature profile does not match the uniform current density
profile for the Ohms law in low q region, which may mainly cause the relaxation oscillations.
The relaxation oscillations occur pulsively in a short time and almost simultaneously over the
torus, related with the relaxation of q profile, and are accompanied by the particle and energy
loss. The experimental results describe that the relaxed state is at least globally stable and the
relaxation oscillation has the characten'stics of organizing the stable configuration. Therefor,
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Ion Temperature Anisotropy in High Power Helium Neutral Beam Fuelling

Experiments in JET
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Introduction. During helium beam fuelling experiments in JET, distinctive anisotropic

features have been observed in the velocity distribution function describing both fast and

thermal alpha particle populations [1]. During the initial fuelling phase the central helium ion

temperature observed perpendicular to the magnetic field is higher than the central electron

temperature, while the central helium ion temperature observed parallel to the magnetic field

is lower than or equal to the central electron temperature (fig.1).

Theory. The trajectories of fast injected ions ' #25191

are initially sharply peaked around the line of

injection. As they slow down through

Coulomb scattering on the plasma electron T(
ke

V)

and ion species, they scatter in pitch angle,

making the fast ion distribution function

increasingly more isotropic. This scattering,

which is preferentially on the cold electrons

and hot plasma ions, gives rise to distorted

background distribution functions and in

particular to the development of a non—

Maxwellian anisotropic high energy tail. The 11 12 1'3t(5)
Example of helium ion temperature

distortion of the background ion distribution anisotropy
effect of fast ions slowing down on the 1_

function has been investigated and Fokker- Planck studies of the JET injection configuration

considered are in close agreement with the measured bulk ion temperature and perpendicular

to parallel temperature anisotropy ratio [2].

Deuterium Ion Temperature. To verify temperature measurements of both perpendicular

and parallel lines of sight other independent methods of deducing the ion temperature were

investigated. The carbon content of the plasma, around 1 “/0, is too low to give reliable data on

C-VI ion temperatures, especially in combination with the reduced C-VI emission for a



Du #25232 helium beam as donor. Data, however, do
Simulation

exist for the central deuterium ion

temperature for a few discharges, deduced

from the Balmer Alpha (Du) charge exchange

Slowing Down spectrum observed parallel to the magnetic

field [3]. Limited experimental results

confirmed by simulation calculations,

indicate the existence of an anisotropic fast

/) CII particle population of deuterons, which are

injected by neutral beams opposite the charge

. exchange spectroscopy (CXS) diagnostic.

J The slowing-down features, similar to those

6550 6660 in the Hell spectrum [1], can be observed in
MA)

thD trumf.2,btfl1eaml'tude'
2. Simulated and experimentally observed _6 _ a spec ( 1g )_ u . p1 1S
slowing down deuterium population Sigruficantly lower, making the influence on

other spectral components small. More experimental data are needed to further study the

slowing down deuterium population.

The parallel deuterium ion temperature found is in agreement with electron and parallel

helium ion temperatures (fig.3). Since helium beams were used for both fuelling and

diagnostic purposes, the D0L spectrum is free of beam emission spectral components, and

beam-halo effects [3] seem to have far less #25232

influence than in the case of deuterium

beams. The beam-halo can extend up to 0.5 In

around the beam, making localisation of the

Ti measurement difficult.

An absolute assessment of the influence of

the beam-halo on the deduced temperature
can at this stage not be made since no data are

available for the effective emission rate of the

Du line with helium as a donor. The relative

contribution of the halo to the spectrum 1 .4 13.) KS) 14-0

compared to the charge exchange 3. Ion temperatures measured parallel to
contribution is however thought to be much magneticfield and electron temperature
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smaller in these cases, since the Spectral contribution of the halo scales roughly with up2 while

the charge exchange contribution scales with nD. 1n helium beam fuelling experiments the

majority of electrons in the deuterium target plasma is provided by helium, making nD up to a

factor 10 lower than in normal deuterium discharges, where the beam-halo effect is needed to

explain data from the DI spectrum.

Deuterium Density. In the deduction of the deuterium density from the D, charge exchange

spectrum an absolute assessment of the beam-halo effect is difficult as well and also cross-

section data are not available. The deuterium

density can therefore only be calculated using

the electron and major impurity densities:

of

helium, beryllium and carbon are provided by
nD=ne-2a-4nBc-6nc. The densities

the CXS diagnostic. The result is shown

(fig.4) as well as a curve deduced from the Du

spectrum, using the effective emission rate as
2.4 13.0 t(s) '

density
calculationfrom charge neutrality

a fitting parameter. An effective emission rate
Measured deuterium andof 1.5 10—9 cm3 5'1 is found to give good 4-

agreement between the two techniques.
Neutron Rates and Profiles. Another check on data consistency is the comparison of neutron

rates from neutron diagnostics with those obtained from calculations using CXS data. In the

cases considered helium neutral beams were used for fuelling, so neutrons arise from thermal

plasma-plasma reactions only. The deuterium ion temperature needed for the calculation is

, assumed to be equal to the helium ion

temperature, while the deuterium density is

calculated from the electron and impurity

densities as described above. The calculated

neutron rates are found to be always smaller

than the measured neutron rates (fig.5). To

log
Rd

d
(m

ea
su

re
m

en
t)

investigate the cause of this discrepancy the

shape of the reactivity profile, deduced from
1614

log Rdd (calculation) ‘

5. Overview of calculated total neutron rate
asfimctt’on ofmeasured total neutron rate

the ion temperature, is compared with the

shape of the neutron emissivity profile,

obtained from a tomograc deconvolution
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ofdata from the neutron profile monitor [4]. 1-0 #25191
""‘-.ReactivitySince all density profiles are reasonably flat,

the ion temperature will have the biggest

influence on the neutron emission profile
shape. The shapes of the reactivity and the 0-5—
neutron emission are in good agreement

(fig.6), leaving the deuterium density as
' Neutron em' 'v'

parameter to adjust the total neutron rate. 1551 1W

Metastable Helium. One of the reasons the 2.5 3.0l R (m) 3.5| 4.0

absolute deuterium density is not deduced 6. Normalised reactivity and neutron

correctly is the possible existence of a emissivity profiles

metastable population of helium in the fuelling beam. The effective emission rate for helium

with a metastable donor is thought to be approximately five times higher than with a normal

donor [5]. This leads’to an over-estimation of the helium density and therefore the deuterium

density is found to be lower than in reality. Neutronratre’ #25191

//\
CXS corrected (I’M, CL"

ONThe metastable concentration required in the 1
helium beam to change the deuterium density

sufficient to get agreement between the (1
01

35
.1

)

3

calculated and measured total neutron rates

was simulated (fig.7). At some points a 4

metastable concentration of more than 50 % 100 t v I l l ,

is required to get agreement, while estimates (04) I! l‘: lull: Metastable

for JET indicate that metastable beam ,' i' 1“ concentration
fractions certainly do not exceed 7 % when 50 [I l l‘
entering the plasma [6]. Other mechanisms to l lL

explain the discrepancy in the neutron rate wv E \\\’\-/\ ”A ’l I

measurements, such as plume—effects and 11.0 “ 120 NS) [136’ "

helium beam-halo effects are under
7. Metastable concentration needed to obtain
consistency in neutron rates

I M Von Hellennann et 3]., 20th EPS Conf. on Contr.Fusion and Plasma Phys, Lisbon, vol 17C, p.107l, 1993
2 W G F Core to be published
3 W Mandl et al., Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 35, l373, 1993
4.! M Adams et al., 16th EPS Conf. On Contr.Fusion and Plasma Phys, Venice, vol [38. p.63, 1989
5 R Hoekstm, 9th APS Atomic Processes in Plasmas, San Antonio USA, September l993. JET~P(94)]6
6 H P Summers et al.. 7th APS Atomic Processes in Plasmas, Portland Maine USA, August I99], JET~P(9I)48

investigation.
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SIMULATION OF TRITON BURN-UP IN JET PLASMAS

M.J.Loushlin, B.Balet, O.N.Jarvis, ?_M.Stubberfield

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first triton burn—up calculations for IET plasmas using the

transport code TRANS? Four hot ion H-mode deuterium plasmas are studied. For these

discharges, the 2.5MeV emission rises rapidly and then collapses abruptly. This phenomenon is

not fully understood but in each case the collapse phase is associated with a large impurity

influx known as the 'carbon bloom'. The peak l4MeV emission occurs at this time, somewhat

later than that of the 2.5MeV neutron peak. The present results give a Clear indication that

there are no significant departures from classical slowing down and spatial diffusion for tritons

in JET plasmas.

INTRODUCTION
The time behaviour of l4MeV emission (Ydt) depends on the electron temperature and

density, scales linearly with deuteron density (nd) and is only weakly dependent on Ti- At

sudden events such as the carbon bloom, the instantaneous Ydt is affected only by changes in

“d However, changes in the 2.5McV emission (Ydd) are due to a combination of reductions in

both nd and Ti- Simultaneous calculations of both the dd and dt neutron emission can provide

information on nd, which is notoriously difficult to determine.

CALCULATIONS
TRANS? [l]

TRANS? is a time dependent transport analysis code. Experimentally measured radial

profiles of Te, ne, Ti and Zeff are used as input. The plasma impurities are modelled as one

impurity with an arbitrary charge, Zimp, which does not necessarily have an integer value. In

the TRANS? runs discussed here Zimp was constant throughout the discharge. The triton

bum~up is calculated using the Monte~Carlo technique. The triton birth-rates and profiles are

calculated. Tritons are produced with an energy of 1.01MeV and slow down classically; first

orbit and charge exchange losses, after taking re-ionisation into account. are included.

TRAP-T [2]
The major respect in which TRAP—T differs from TRANS? is that the experimentally

determined 2.5MeV neutron emission is used directly as the triton source term. The triton



burn—up is calculated assuming the plasma parameters (e.g. TC, 116 Ydd) to be constant around
the magnetic flux surface. The tritons slow down classically but a mum Confinement time of

2.0 seconds is applied throughout the discharge. The lritons are assumed to be confined to flux

surfaces and no losses are taken into account. For the results presented here, the axial Zeff

used by TRANSP was used as input and the profile was assumed to be flat. All other input

data are taken from the JET database.

MEASUREMENTS OF TRITON BURNUP
The time dependent 14MeV neutron emission is measured using a silicon diode. This

detector is sensitive only to dt neutrons since it utilises (up) and (n,ot) reactions which have
thresholds well above the energy of neutrons produced in dd reactions. The efficiency of the
diode is determined by comparison with determinations of the total l4MeV neutron yield
derived from activation measurements using silicon, copper and iron [3].

RESULTS
The TRANSP calculation of the dd reaction rate is compared with the measured total

neutron emission in figure 1 for discharge 26061. Excellent agreement was obtained for the
discharges studied.

Triton Burn-up
A typical TRANS? calculation is presented in figure 2. The calculations agree to within

15-30% of the measured bum-up rates at the maximum. The largest discrepancy occurs at the
time of the carbon bloom i.e. when the deuterium density is least well known. At other times
the agreement is much better. The estimated accuracy of the calculations and measurements
are 20% and 8%, respectively.

Good agreement was also obtained between calculations using TRAP—T and the
measurement. TRAP<T has been used to calculate the triton burn—up in a greater variety of
discharges and the results indicated that the tritons slow down classically [4-6]. The 2sec
confinement time effectively accounts for the losses.

Deuterium Density
The volume integrals of the densities of deuterons, electrons and the impurity derived

by TRANSP are shown in figure 3 for shot 26061. The timing of the abrupt change in the
neutron emission is compared to that for the reduction of deuterium in table 1. In discharges
26023 and 26087 the deuterium reduction is initially slow then proceeds more quickly 0.7-1.0
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seconds after the fall in the neutron emission. The large decrease in the dd reaction rate has

been ascribed to the reductions in the ion temperature as reported in [7]. The agreement

between the triton burnAup calculations and the measurements is poorer in these 1W0

discharges.
Shot In tdl Zimn
26000 15.7 15.8 6.0

26023 13.3 14.0 5.6

26061 13.4 13.4 6.0

26087 13.4 14.4 5.3

Table 1: Times of abrupt change in neutron emission (tn) and

deuteron reduction (td) and the charge of impurity (zimp)~

DISCUSSION
To correctly model the neutron emission throughout the discharge the charge on the

impurity was set to 5.6 and 5.3 in 26023 and 26087. This was to account for the presence of

both Be and C in the plasma. These values correspond to C:Be ratios of 4.0 and 2.0. A

constant C:Be ratio is clearly not adequate for these discharges. Work has begun to simulate

these plasmas using time varying Zimp to account for the increase in the C:Be ratio at the

carbon bloom.

CONCLUSIONS
These results give a clear indication that there are no significant departures from classical

slowing down and spatial diffusion of tritons in JET plasmas. The correct calculation of both

the dd and dt reaction rates through the carbon bloom effectively determines the deuteron

density and provides information on the impurity influx under conditions which are

exceptionally problematic for the more conventional diagnostic techniques.
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Abstract.
Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) that is tuned to minority fuel ions can induce

an energy diffusion of the heated species and create high energy tail temperatures of ~ 1 MeV.

The most energetic of these accelerated minority ions can undergo nuclear reactions with

impurity Be and C that produces y-ray emission from the decay of the excited product nuclei.

This RF-induced y-ray emission has been recorded using the JET neutron emission profile

diagnostic which is capable of distinguishing neutrons and y—rays. Appropriate data processing

has enabled the RF—induced y-ray emission signals to be isolated from the y-ray emission

signals associated with neutron interactions in the material surrounding the profile monitor.

The 2-d y-ray emission profiles show that virtually all the radiation originates from the

low field side of the RF resonance layer, as expected from RF-induced pitch angle diffusion.

The emission profiles indicate the presence of a small population of resonant 3He ions that

possess orbits lying near the passing-trapped boundary.

Gamma-ray emission associated with RF Heating.

The 3Her—9Be fusion reactivity is sufficiently large that the observation of nuclear
y—rays is now routinely used at JET to diagnose the presence of fast ion energy tails from RF

heating [1]. Figure 1 shows the y-ray energy spectrum from 3He—9Be plasma-impurity

reactions from which it is deduced that the 3He ions were accelerated by the RF to MeV

energies. During a series of D-3He discharges, the detector sensitivities of the neutron profile

monitor were optimised to detect the y-ray emission from 3l-le-9Be plasma—impurity reactions.

The JET neutron emission profile diagnostic and y—ray measurements.

The diagnostic consists of a series of detectors housed in two high density concrete

cameras that have collimated lines of sight arranged in a poloidal orientation around the vessel

[2], figure 2. The width of the poloidal viewing area of each channel in the central region of

the plasma is ~10 cm. Neutrons and y—rays are detected with NE213 liquid scintillators and

Pulse Shape Discrimination electronics are used to separate neutron and y-ray events.

The scintillation detectors are sensitive to y-ray radiation originating from neutron-

induced nuclear reactions with the surrounding material as well as the y-ray radiation from



RF- induced plasma-impurity nuclear reactions. To obtain profiles of the latter, the two y-ray
signals must be separated. Although, measurements of RF-induced y-ray emission profiles
were first reported by Sadler [3], the two y-ray components were not isolated. The basis of a
new technique to isolate the RF-induced y-ray emission signal is described below.

The neutron-induced y-ray emission is assumed to be devoid of profile structure
because it originates from neutrons that have undergone scattering, and possibly
thermalisation. Therefore, during discharge periods without RF heating, the y-ray signal for
each detector channel should scale linearly to the global neutron emission as measured by the
fission chambers. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that during periods of RF heating the
neutron-induced y-ray component can be reconstructed from the global neutron emission such
that the y-ray signal from plasma—impurity nuclear reactions can be isolated.

Results.
An interesting series of D-3He discharges, #23450 to #23461, involved a radial scan in

the location of the RF resonance layer. The ICRF was tuned to the first harmonic of 3He
(~28_5 MHZ) with a power range of 7 to 10 MW. A tomographic image reconstruction, using
the NEUTOMO code [4], of the y-ray emission profile for discharge #23450 is shown in
figure 3. The radial profile shows that the peak y—ray emitting region is displaced off axis and
to the low field side of the resonance layer.

The location of the resonance layer was calculated using IDENTC and corrections
were taken into account for diamagnetic and paramagnetic properties of the plasma [5]. The
most significant uncertainty on the location of the resonance layer is from the IDENTC
determination of the magnetic axis of the plasma, typically ilO cm. However, for the
discharges of interest, the radial location of the magnetic axis as calculated using IDENTC
agreed to i3 cm of the centroid of neutron emission during discharge periods that were
dominated by D-D neutron emission.

As shown in figure 3, the y-ray emission profile appears to peak to the low-field side
of the resonance layer. Figure 4 shows that the inboard position at which the y-ray emission is
cut-off follows closely the radial location of the resonance layer, whereas the peaks of the y-
ray and neutron emission are located 20 cm outboard of the resonance layer. The off-axis
displacement of the peak neutron emission is not unexpected because of 9Be(3He,n)”C
reactions when there was RF heating only.

The y-ray and neutron emission profiles are displaced off-axis due to the lCRH
preferentially accelerating the perpendicular velocity component of the resonant ions and so
converting their orbits from passing to trapped. The ICRH continues to accelerate the minority
ions such that they possess trapped-particle orbits with pitch angles of 90 degrees at the
location of the resonance layer. Thus, the RF isresponsible for inducing a radial drift of the
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minority ions to the low field side of the resonance layer until the gyrocentres of the bounce

points lie within the resonance layer.

Even though the ICRH is focused on the mid-plane, the exceptionally prominent

peaking of the vertical y-ray emission profile is difficult to predict fi'om RF-induced energy

and pitch angle diffusion. However, simulations of the 2-D profile with the aid of the ORBIT

code have shown that the vertical profile peaks ’sharply on axis by including a Small

population of energetic counter-passing ions with orbits that have pitch angles of ~100".

These ions lic near the passing-trapped boundary of the fast ion anisotropic velocity

distribution. The very localised nature of these counter-passing orbits suggests that only a

fraction of the fast 3He ions require such orbits for them to dominate the y-ray emission

profile. Since the counter—passing ions are situated to the low-field side of the resonance layer,

the y-ray emission profile must peak radially somewhat further outboard of the resonance

layer.

A numerical simulation of the y-ray emission profile has been obtained by Righi [6],

who calculated the velocity distribution for an ensemble of 3He ions using a steady state

bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck model that includes an RF diffusion operator. The resulting

y—ray emission profile data is consistent with the proposition that ions with orbits near the

passing-trapped boundary are responsible for the prominent peaking of the profile. However,

as a result of the geometrical approximations involved, the simulated profile is displaced

radially by ~ 15 cm inboard relative to the measured profile.

Conclusions.
Gamma-ray emission from plasma-impurity reactions caused by minority ICRH

accelerating fuel ions to MeV energies has been measured using the JET neutron profile

monitor. A successful data analysis technique has been used to isolate the RF«induced y-ray

emission that was detected by the profile monitor enabling profiles of y-ray emission to be

obtained. The shape of the profiles can-be understood from relatively straight forward theory

on the effect of RF heating on the orbits of resonantly interacting minority ions. Theoretical

modelling of the y—ray emission profiles agree adequately with measured data.
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IMPURITY INDUCED NEUTRALIZATION 0F HeV ENERGY PROTONS IN JET PLASMAS

A. A. Korotkov+ and A. Gondhalekar
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 BEA. England

+A. F. Ioffe Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a model elucidating the role of carbon and beryllium,
the main impurities in JET plasmas. in neutralizing MeV energy protons.
Such protons arise during ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) heating
of deuterium plasmas in the hydrogen minority heating mode D(H), and from
D-D fusion reactions. The model establishes charge transfer from hydrogen—
likelH] impurity ions to protons as the main process for neutralization,
Calculations for deducing the proton energy distribution function f( )
from measured hydrogen flux are described. The validity of this model of
Impurity Induced NeutralizationIIIN) is tested by using it to describe the
measured flux in different conditions of plasma heating and fueling. Using
this model, and an experimental procedure in which a known change in the
density of deuterium atoms at the plasma center is made by applying neutral
beam injection(NBI), we have deduced the background thermal deuterium atom
density at the plasma center, which is an important new diagnostic result.

1. INTRODUCTION: One of the first observations made with the new NPA on JET
to measure the distribution of ICRF driven MeV energy protons was that of
unexpectedly efficient neutralization of such protons in the plasma center,
without recourse to injection of donors for charge~exchange(CX) reactions.
We called this "passive“ flux. Flux arising when ICRF and NBI were applied
together was called “active" flux. The experimental set—up and instrument
details are given in [2]. Measurements of ”passive“ and ”active" fluxes are
shown in fig.1. Subsequent to [2] the NPA was recalibrated; the corrected
data shown here supersedes that in [2]. Before neutralized ICRF driven
protons were measured in JET plasma only radiative recombination of protons
and electrons, and CX between protons and atoms were considered amongst
processes that would cause this flux. The expectation, contrary to fig.1,
was of a flux of MeV hydrogen to the NPA arising only upon application of
atomic beams to the plasma in the form of NET from octant 4. Fig‘Z shows
FH(E), energy distributions of the "passive” and "active“ hydrogen fluxes.

2. IMPURITY IONS PLAY A KEY ROLE IN NEUTRALIZING MeV PROTONS: From these
measurements, we need to account for (i) existence of the “passive” flux,
(ii) the "active” flux showing a uniform and energy independent increase
over the ”passive" when N81 is applied, (iii) in other pulses with D(H)
ICRF heating a similar flux, approximately equal to the "active" flux,
measured when NBI was applied only at oct.8 on the opposite side of the
torus from the NPA. Such observations indicate that the "active" flux is
not entirely due to direct CX of protons with NET atoms at oct.4, and that
the main effect of NBI into the plasma is to amplify the process giving
rise to the ”passive" flux. We show that the flux is, in most part, due to
CX between [H] impurity ions and protons. Two key circumstances determine
that IIN plays a predominant role in JET plasmas. They are:

2.1. BIG CROSS-SECTIONS FOR CX BETWEEN PROTONS AND [H] IMPURITY IONS: Cross
sections for CX between protons and [H] ions of He, Be and C have not been

measured. Therefore we have compiled them from best available theoretical
calculations. Only CX from ground state of the ions is important for our
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considerations. The energy range of interest here, 0.35EF(MeV)53, is wide
and extends into the high energy Born range(v»2). In the vicinity of cross—
section maximum(vEZ/V2] we use results of[3]. In the high energy range[v>2)

we employ calculations of [4,5,6]. Our analysisll] of cross—sections shows
that [H] ions of He, Be and C have larger cross—section for CX with protons
in the energy range under consideration than background thermal deuterium
atoms or beam atoms do. Also the estimated accuracy of cross-sections is

enough to accurately determine f(EP) and the proton tail temperature T
for TP 5 0.3 MeV. _

P.

2.2. LARGE DENSITY 0F INPURITY DONOR IONS AT THE PLASMA CENTER: At the core
of JET plasmas the densities of [H] ions of He, Be and C are comparable to
that of beam atoms. We have developed a model for calculating the density
of [H] and [He] donors of He, Be and C arising from presence in the plasma
of beam(n ), haloInh), background thermal deuteriumKnd) atoms and impurity
nuclei(n23. We compute impurity donor densities using a system of steady—

state ion balance equations for bare, [H] and [He] impurity ions. Equation
for density of impurity nuclei nz and of [H] impurity ions nz_1, which are

much more abundant than [He] impurity ions, is:

3 n2. 1 1/12 + azne + 32nd + [ <0“,):xznb7b + ahvh Joct.4

+ [ <¢v>gxznb7b + ahvh )oct.8 I eq'l

The rate coefficients are: I for ionization of ions by electrons, a for
radiative recombination of ions, B for CX of ions with thermal deuterium

atoms, <ov>:x for CX between impurity nuclei and beam atoms, and 62 for CX

Iz—1nz‘1ne

between impugity nuclei and halo atoms. 7b and 7b are factors describing

coupling of ionization balance between oct.4 and oct.8 during NBI. Except
for the unknown nz_1, all parameters in eq.1 are usually well defined. n2

is measured using charge—exchange resonance spectroscopyl7], T2 is measured

variouslyIB] but here its effect is weak because of observed slow ion

transport in the core of JET for most plasma modes. nd is determined from a
comparison of "active" and "passive" hydrogen fluxes. Fig.3 shows deduced
densities of the different donors at the center of plasma for the pulse.

2.3. TOTAL PROTON NEUTRALIZATION PROBABILITY: PV the total neutralization
probability for the protons, is sum of different individual contributions.
Pv = <crv>CXb-nb + <0v>CXd-nd + <0"v>cx 'nh + § <a‘v>cx ~nq + <o‘v>r'ne eq.2

<a‘v>cx are rate coefficients for CX between protons and beam atoms,
bd,m

thermal degterium atoms, halo atoms, and impurity ions respectively, <¢v>r
is the radiative recombination rate coefficient. na bd h q are densities
of electrons, beam atoms, thermal deuterium atoms, halo atoms, and density
of [H] and [He] ions of impurities involved, represented by n Fig.4 shows
contributions to total Pv due to different donors present in the plasma.

3. INFEHENCE OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION f(EP) 0F ICRF DRIVEN PROTONS: Then,
from the measured fluxes. ftEP) in the NPA solid angle is inferred thus

f(E,)-PV(E,)'1(E,J'S-AEl-p(E,) = { b102,) — Nb(E,) } eq-3
Although here f(EP) is integrated along the line-of-sight the active region
has an extent of only $0.3m about the centerII]. 1:1,..8 is the NPA channel
number, 7 is plasma transparency for the neutralized protons, S is area
viewed by the NPA in the observation volume at the plasma mid-plane, AEl is
energy width of each channel, p is channel detection efficiency, N(E,) is

'measured total count rate, and Nb(E,) is the background noise count rate.
Two important applications of the methods discussed in the foregoing are:
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3.1. DETERMINATION OF THERMAL DEUTERIUH ATOM DENSITY IN THE PLASMA CORE:
Fig.5 shows comparisons of minority proton energy distribution functions

derived from ”passive" and ”active" fluxes at two close time points where
{(E?] may be assumed Constant. Iteration of the value of nd is performed to
obtain a best match of the two distribution functions and thereby the core

thermal deuterium density is determined. Varying nd changes the ratio of
f(E ) derived from the ”passive" and "active” fluxes without changing the
shape of the distribution function. In fig.5 nd is varied from 0.5)(1013m“3
to 2.5x10‘3m‘3, the best match is obtained for nd=1.5x10‘3m‘3.

3.2. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND TAIL TEMPERATURE IN HIGH POWER ICRF HEATING:
An early observation using the new NPA for study of high power ICRF heating

was of saturation in energy distribution of measured hydrogen flux [9], and
an implied saturation of tail temperature of the ICRF driven protons. Fig.6
shows the inferred ICRF driven f(EP) at different powers, determined from

measured hydrogen flux, and the associated tail temperature TP. Whereas

FH(E) showed saturation for P105 2 emu, IIN modeling, using available
measured time behaviour of n2, shows that this comes about due to reduction

in impurity concentration during the measurement. In fig.6 fEEP) evolves as
expected up to PICRF=10MW. This emphasizes the importance of impurities and
of IIN modeling developed here for interpretation of NPA data.

4. CONCLUSIONS:
1. Impurity Induced Neutralization(IIN) is the dominant neutralization

process for MeV energy ICRF driven minority protons in JET plasmas.

IIN modeling emphasizes the importance, for interpretation of the high

energy NPA flux data, of properly taking into account impurity charge
donor densities and the cross—sections for CX with protons.

2. IIN modeling allows inference of effective temperature Tp associated

with the proton energy distribution function with good accuracy for

TPS 0.3 MeV. Minority proton density is inferred with e 50% accuracy.

3. A method for determining thermal deuterium density in the core of JET
plasmas is developed, based on comparison of ”passive“ and "active"
fluxes. ndElOmm_3 can be determined with estimated accuracy of s40Z.

4. Modeling of ITER plasma predicts that IIN will be a dominant process

for neutralization of protons of EPS 1MeV. Using a NPA similar to that
used on JET "passive" measurement of ICRF driven protons in ITER will

be feasible, without recourse to injection of atomic donors.
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Figure 1-0bservation of 'passive' and 'active" H flux in experiment in which a deuterium plasma with
1 :3. 5PM and E =2. 91' was heated with mm of N81 power with 120kV ‘He atoms from Get. 4 and 151W ICRF
power for DUI) heating. Traces SPIN EVDIUUOH 01' n8(0). Ta,(0) heating powers, and count rate R" for
0 42 Hell HO flux received into the ”FA. The "passive" flux arose with application of lCRF power, and
independently of N81. The ""active flux arose only when NB] and iCRF powers were applied together.

Figure Z‘Energy distribution of hydrogen flux, PH“). showing spectrum of: (i) measured "passive”
flux at 6.45, (2) "passive' i’iux ii‘ radiative recombination were its source, (3) measured "active"
flux at 6.65, (4) 'active' flux it direct UK with beam atoms were its source. In {1] we deduce that
neither CX with beam atoms, nor recombination with plasma or 'cold' beam electrons, are sufficient
to give the observed large flux or its energy dependence.

Figure 3-Comparison of density of donors at the plasma center at oct.4. These consist of Heo atoms
from 5.5m] of 120 kV beams, [HI and [He] ions of C and Be deduced using measured impurity nuclear
densities and the ion balance model developed here. lmpuri ty nuclear densities at t=6.65, measured
using charge‘exchange resonance spectroscopyi’i], were: nc,aa,na(m-J) = 1013, 9x10", and 2x10”.
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Figure 4- Total neutralization probability for protons is the sum over all donors, Pv= E <¢v>u-nno'
showing contributions due to (i) C5 and C", (2) Be” and 322+ , (3) He”, and (4) been of atoms oi“
”2" from oct. 4 and background thermal deuterium atoms i7”, and (5) radiative recombination of
electrons and protons(RR).

Figure 5- Proton energy distribution function inferred from ”passive" and “active fluxes at two
close time points where {(l-IP) may be assxmed constant. “a was iterated to obtain agreement between
NE), ) derived: from the two flutes. Five iterations of nd are shown, the best match was obtained for
”.1=1. 5x1013m . Constant 1:2=2. 5 s was used in the calculations. However, 1'2 does not have we?!
effect on the resulting best value of nd, for 12 e 0.5 s.

Figure 6- Best fitting Stix-like energy distribution function for minority protons driven by lCRF,
showing variation of HE,) and associated tail temperature TF with applied power. The experimental
proton distribution function was inferred from hydrogen fluxP measurements described in (9].
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lS-MeV Proton Emission from ICRF-Heated Plasmas

O.N_Jarvis, S.W.Conroy, M.Hone, G.J.Sad1er and P. van Belle

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 BEA, England

ABSTRACT

3He-d fusion reaction protons emitted from ICRF-heated discharges were recorded

with a silicon diode detector installed in the Joint European Toms (JET). The detection rates

demonstrated that sawtooth crashes eject fast particles from the inner region of the plasma.

The energy spectra of the fusion product protons using H minority provided evidence for the

second harmonic acceleration of deuterons at sub-MW levels of RF power and those with 3He

minority did not possess the expected twin-lobed shape predicted by kinematics calculations.

INTRODUCTION
A study of 15 MeV proton emission from 3He—d reactions was carried out in order to obtain

information on the performance of ICRF heating using 3He and H minority ions. A wall-

mounted silicon diode detector (2 mm thick) was used to record the prompt loss charged

fusion product protons. The following production routes must be distinguished: 3He - d
thermal reactions; burn-up reactions in which the 0.8 MeV 3He‘ fusion product ions from

d +d—«>3He'(0.82MeV)+n(2.45MeV) reactions suffer 3He'+d—)4He(3.71MeV)+p(l4.64MeV)

reactions whilst slowing down in the plasma; and non—thermal reactions between fast 3He ions

generated by ICRF heating and bulk deuterium ions (and vice versa).

THE PROTON DETECTORS
A probe containing a water-cooled detector was installed in an upper port of the JET vacuum

vessel with its lower end above the outermost closed flux surface. The prototype probe (KPl)

was commissioned in April 1985 but survived only two months due to irradiation damage. An

improved probe (KPZ), commissioned in September 1987, survived until March 1988, Many

of the observations made with KPl were puzzling, with only the main result - the expulsion of

fast particles from the central region of the plasma by the action of the sawtooth crash - being

unequivocal [1,2]. The ouststanding problems were resolved with KP2.

IDEAL PROTON ENERGY SPECTRA
The relativistic, two-particle, kinematics code FPS [3] was used to compute proton energy

spectra for specified ion energy and pitch-angle distributions for both of the reacting particles.

The proton energy spectra in fig. 1 were computed for the following situations:
(i) thermal d-3He reactions for Ti=Te =5 keV.
(ii) burnup of the isotropic 0.8 MeV 3He' ions in 3He' + d —> 4He + p reactions.
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(iii) fusion reactions initiated by RF-heated 3He ions. For RF~heating simulations, an
approximation to the formulation of Stix [4] was used, with the fast ion tail
temperature determining VJ. and the background temperature determining v”.

The two-lobed energy spectrum corresponding to calculation (iii) was not observed,
although it had been by Heidbrink [5] 0n PLT. The inability of the calculations to reproduce
the JET results is believed to lie in the adoption of the. 1-D Maxwellian to represent the fast ion
energy tail. Stix [4] provided solutions for two extreme cases, the fast ion distribution being a
simple function of either v (isotropic) or Vi (anisotropic). For the latter case, usually adopted

for RF heating, the distribution fiinction possesses an exponent with two factors, F1 and F2,

the first ofwhich is simply -E/Tmi1, with Tmi1=Te(1+3§/2), where E is determined by the local
value of the RF power density It is customary to set F2 = 1. This underestimates the strength
of the population at low energies Moreover, the lower energy ion distributions will become

isotropic as a result of pitch-angle scattering. Stix quotes the energy above which electron
drag is more important than pitch-angle scattering as Em, =14.8‘7;-{24A”2-Zlf}m. As a

rough guide, we assume that Ecn‘t divides the complete distribution into two parts: the higher
energy part being strongly anisotropic, and the lower energy part fully isotropic. The shape of
the fusion product proton energy spectrum now depends on Ttail and Ecrit-

The contribution from the isotropic part of the fast ion distribution is readily calculated.
The example presented in fig. 2 is for fundamental frequency heating of 3He ions in a
deuterium plasma with Te = 4 keV, T,- = 3 keV, 2‘; = 30 (Tm-1 = 200 keV), 2915:: 3.3 and EC,“
= 330 keV. 50% of the total reactivity lies below Ecrit, falling to 20% when F2 is set to unity.

PROTON DETECTION EFFICIENCY
All detected protons must pass through a collimator in front of the detector. An orbit
following code was employed to calculate the flux recorded from the integral

A Air in

Flux: 4iJa'AJ-cos we] S([)dl, where A gives the area of the detector, 9 is the angle of
7r 0 0 0

incidence of the proton to the normal at the detector face, S is the proton source strength and I
gives the orbit path length. The proton source strength was assumed to possess an isotropic
birth distribution and to be constant over the volume defined by neighbouring flux surfaces.
Fig. 3 shows that a 3.0 T/2.7 MA plasma imposes a sharp cut-off at about 3.50 m and an
extreme sensitivity to proton energy that is unique to this particular set of conditions.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
1, RF heating, tuned to hydrogen, is effective at accelerating deuterons even at the lowest
power levels (see fig. 4). As a result, the anticipated signature of 3'He‘ bumup reactions was
never recorded during RF(H) heating because of the residual presence of 3He in the plasmas.
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2. RF-accelerated ions are ejected from the inner region of the plasma by the action of full
sawtooth crashes, but not by partial crashes (see fig. 5), Due to the short slowing down time
of these ions, bursts of prompt loss protons are recorded coincident with the crashes.

3. Once the energy dependence of the detection efficiency is taken into account, the
proton energy spectra from RF heating of deuterons and of 3He ions are well centred and

nearly gaussian in shape, regardless of whether the detector views the plasma region within the
q=l radius or outside it (in which case the spectrum corresponds to the spikes following the

sawtooth crashes, see fig. 6). The incorrect prediction (fig. 1) of the two-lobed form for the
energy spectra obtained at JET is understood to be a result of using a fast ion distribution
function that neglects pitch-angle scattering effects. The apparent contradiction between the
present results and those obtained by Heidbrink [5] arises from the fact that the PLT
discharges were run in relatively clean plasmas (Zefl near unity) at low plasma temperature
(typically Te~1.5 keV and T,¢:l.0 keV), leading to ism-580 keV. With £60, and the
particularly low ion temperature, less than 4% of the total reaction rate is contributed by that
portion of the fast particle distribution for which pitch—angle scattering is important.

REFERENCES
1, G.Sadler, P,van Belle, M.Hone, et at, Europhys. Conf. Abs, Vol. 10C, Part I (l987)105.
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EFFECTS OF SAWTOOTH CRASHES ON BEAM IONS AND FUSION PRODUCT
TRITONS IN JET

PB. MARCUS, J.M. ADAMS*, D.S. BOND*, M.A. HONE, P.J.A. HOWARTH”,
ON. JARVIS, M.J. LOUGHLIN, G. SADLER, N. WATKINS“

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, U.K,
*AEA Technology, Harwell, Oxon, U.K., “University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK.

ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to examine the effect of a sawtooth crash on the radial

distribution of the slowing down fusion product tritons and on beam ions. The JET neutron
emission profile monitor (Fig. l) was used to measure the 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron
emission line-integrals before and alter sawtooth crashes in the Joint European Torus (JET).
1n deuterium discharges, the 14 MeV neutron production was wholly attributable to bumup of
the 1 MeV fusion product tritons from d-d fusion. It has been known for many years that the
global emission of 14 MeV neutrons is not affected by sawtooth crashes. Examination of the
data obtained with the profile monitor shows that the local emissivity of 14 MeV neutrons,
and hence of the profile of thermalizing tritons, is only weakly affected by crashes in the
discharges studied. This is in contradiction with the apparent behaviour of injected beam ions
as deduced from a study of the considerable changes in local emissivity of the 2.5 MeV
neutrons. Nevertheless, the behaviour of the fusion product tritons is consistent with the
scaling of the beam injected deuterium, as explained below. A complete discussion is given
in Ref. 1.
NEUTRON EMTSSIVITY PROFILES

To obtain good time resolution for studying the effect of a sawtooth crash on the
14 MeV neutron emissivity (from the 1.0 MeV triton bumup, we analyse discharges with the
highest rates of d-d fusion, corresponding to the maximum production rates of 1.0 MeV
tritons. To optimise counting statistics, the data from six similar high performance discharges
were added together over equal time bins just before and just after a sawtooth crash during a
period of high 14 MeV neutron emission. These discharges all achieved the hot ion H or VH
mode, and'were heated primarily by a total of about 15 MW of deuterium neutral beam
injection at 80 and 140 keV, with two of them having an additional 4-7 MW of ICRF heating.
The improved statistics from the summation allowed a channel by channel comparison of the
count rate before and after a sawtooth crash. The resulting count rates are presented in Fig. 2
for time bin intervals of 100 ms for 14 MeV neutrons. Very little change has occurred due to
the sawtooth crash.

Discharge No. 26087 produced the highest d-d fusion rate from JET. A sawtooth
crash occurred at 13.469 5, just after the maximums in plasma pressure and 2.5 MeV neutron
emissivity, while the plasma was in the hot—ion, H-mode condition Sofi X-Ray (SXR) data
sampled at 200 kHz shows a collapse which lasted only 100 ps, and extended across the entire
plasma, as was observed in other high beta discharges in JET. The sawtooth crash occurred at
a plasma beta of 0.8 times the Troyon limit. The electron density profile was relatively flat.
The deuterium ion density before the crash was more peaked, and showed a fall of about 10%
at 50 ms after, compared to 50 ms before, the sawtooth crash.

Fig. 3 shows the line-integrals of neutron emissivity from the central plasma regions,
33 measured by channels (No. 4-8) of the horizontal camera, plotted for discharge No. 26087
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as histograms for time intervals of 100 ms each for the 14 MeV neutron data, and for 10 ms
each for the 2.5 MeV neutron data. The line-integral data clearly show a large sawtooth crash
in the 2.5 MeV neutron line integrals, but any crash in the 14 MeV neutron line integrals is
smaller than the z i10% level of statistical fluctuation in the data.

In Fig. 4, the 2-D emissivity profiles ofthe 14 MeV neutrons are plotted versus major
radius R and height 2, (a) for the time interval 13.36-13.46 3 just before the sawtooth crash,
and (b) for the interval 13.48-13.58 sjust after the crash. A time-bin of 100 ms is required to
obtain better than i10% statistics for the 14 MeV data in Discharge No. 26087i The axial
value of the 14 MeV emissivity fell by about 20%, and the global emission fell by 8%,
attributable to the axial deuterium density decrease of about 10%. Therefore, not more than
10% of the high energy tritons at the axis were redistributed. The response of the 2.5 MeV
neutrons to the sawtooth crash was much stronger.
EFFECTS OF BEAM-THERMAL FRACTION AND EMISSIVITY WIDTH

Beam ions and partially slowed down tritons at comparable energies should respond
similarly to sawtooth crashes. Discharges with the highest fraction of beam thermal fusion
give the nearest approximation to the neutron emissivity response to a sawtooth crash of the t-
d emission, which is 100% beam-thermal. Several discharges has been analysed with
TRANSP. These calculations determined the fractional contribution of beam thermal fusion
to the total 2.5 MeV neutron emissivity on axis just before the sawtooth crash, defined as
(Fm). In discharge No. 26042, at a time long afler the initial heating period and peak 2.5
MeV neutron yield, the ratio Fbt reaches 0.8 just before the sawtooth crash. There was no
observable change in the global 2.5 MeV or 14 MeV neutron emission. There was an
observable change in the axial emissivity of the 2.5 MeV neutrons, but not of the 14 MeV
neutrons. ‘

Sawtooth crashes were examined in several discharges in the time interval between
0.0 and 0.8 s afier the start of high power beam heating. The ratio Fbt varies between 0.26
and 0,69 and tends to increase with heating time. During this period, there was a high
2.5 MeV neutron yield, of order 1016 n/s, which allowed the use of 10 ms integration times
for neutron tomography analysis, just before and just after each sawtooth crash. Fig. 5 shows
the response of beam-injected deuterium ions to a sawtooth crash. It illustrates that the ratio
of the axial neutron emissivity due to d-d fusion after the crash (81) to that before the crash
(50) increases approximately linearly, from 0.2 to 0.5, as the relative contribution of beam-
plasma fusion to the total fusion rate rises from 0.2 to 0.8. For the case of d-t fusion from
triton bumup, shown as Fbt=l for discharge No. 26087, the ratio 81/80 is 0.8 (i.e. only a 20%
decrease at the crash.) Triton bumup is conceptually the equivalent to 100% beam-thermal
reactions. On this basis, the observations from d-d fusion can be extrapolated to show that no
large change in the 14 MeV emissivity is to be expected.

A similar scaling is also observed in the behaviour of the spatial width of the neutron
emissivity profiles as shown in Fig. 6, when the full—widths at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
neutron emissivity profiles are plotted versus beam-thermal fraction, before and after the
sawtooth crashes. The width before the crash increases as the beam thermal fraction
increases, but the width after the crash is independent of the initial width. The width of the
14 MeV neutron emissivity profile from d-t fusion is nearly unchanged due to the crash.
Extrapolation of the 2.5 MeV neutron data to a 100% beam-thermal fraction indicates that the
expected change in the 14 MeV neutron axial emissivity should be small and the initial
emissivity width should be the same as the width afier the crash, as observed.
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SOFT X-RAY EMISSIVITY WIDTH AND INVERSION RADIUS COMPARISONS
The response of SXR emissivity profiles to a sawtooth crash have been analysed in the

same way as the neutron emissivity profiles. The ranges of the FWHM's of the SXR (and
2.5 MeV neutron) emissivity profiles are 0.54-0.92 m (and 0.30-0.75 in) before the sawtooth
crash, and 1.08-1.28m (and 0.98-1.17m) after the sawtooth crash. The full width in the
midplane of the sawtooth crash inversion diameter, presumably corresponding to the
approximate location of the q=1 surface, is 0.68-0.80 m (and 0.54-0.78 m) for these
discharges. The SXR emissivity profile is peaked before the crash in these discharges, and
the peak emissivity region moves off-axis and rotates before the crash occurs.
CONCLUSIONS

In many sawtooth crashes affecting 2.5 MeV neutron emission, at large crash in axial
neutron emissivity is observed because of initially peaked beam ions and significant beam-
beam or thermal fusion contributions. The minimal response to an MHD crash of the axial 14
MeV neutron emissivity from the fusion product tritons is due to: a) the 100% beam-thermal
contribution; b) the observation that net particle redistribution is weak in the central region of
a distribution with a neutron emissivity FWHM greater than the SXR emissivity profile
inversion diameter. The implication is that beam ion and 3.5 MeV alpha particle profiles in
JET or ITER may be relatively resilient to sawtooth crashes, when the spatial width of their
density is sufiiciently large.
REFERENCE
/1/ F.B. Marcus et al., "Effects of Sawtooth Crashes on Beam Ions and Fusion Product Tritons
in JET," Preprint JET-P(93)97, accepted for publication in NUCLEAR FUSION.
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Fig. 3. The neutron emission line—integrals
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Fast electron ripple losses during LHCD on Tore Supra:
Model and experiments

.1. Carrasco, V. Basink, R. Arslanbekov, G.T Hoang, X. Litaudon,
G. Martin, D. Moreau, Y. Peysson

I) Introduction
During lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments, pitch angle scattered fast

electrons with a large perpendicular energy can be toroidally trapped in the magnetic mirrors
which exist outside the good confinement domainl”. Collisionless ones are then lost to the wall
during their vertical drift motion, The current carried by these electrons (called electronic current
later on) is measured by an array of twelve polarisable electric collectors, located inside a
vertical portlzl. The total electronic current and its profile were measured in various plasma
conditions (electron density ha, plasma current lp) and power injection conditions (power level
P1h)- Scaling laws of the total collected current versus tie and P”, were found for different
plasma currents. in order to analyse experimental results, a kinetic model was developed, based
on the appropriate Green’s function (consistent with the ripple loss cone in velocity space).
II) Theoretical model

a) ripple losses
The ripple effect is modelled by a loss cone in velocity space. This cone represents the region of

velocity space where fast electrons whose
120 banana tips are outside the good confinement
10 domain. Electrons entering this cone are

assumed to be lost when their energy is above
A 80 a threshold energy, related to the collisionnal
f, 6 detrappingm effect. This threshold energy El
5_ Z = 1 depends on the electron density (nc, figure II-
U-1 4 Eff l), the effective charge (Zeff), and the depth of

2 5*: l % the well (5*). It is not a sharp limit in energy
since the fraction of electrons remaining

0 1 '2 '3 :1 '5 l6 trapped in ripple wells is a smooth increasing
function of the electrons energy. Therefore,
this uncertainty on E is taken into account by
assuming an excursion of i 20 % around E[.
b) Kinetic model

The kinetic model is based on the
resolution of a Fokker-Planck equation by using Green‘s function technique [4], where the LH
source term SLH is balanced by the collisional term.

collisional operators Here, p and p. are the
momentum and pitch angle
variables of the fast
electrons, r is their radial

1 WP) (Z 1) 6f location and f6 the non
S ,‘r = __¢3_ 2 __La_ _ 2 _e thermal art of the

LH(P ll ) A® p2 aPMP) f") p3 2 all (I H > allL distribution [function On the
P 2 basis of an expansion on the

1 + ( C) eigenfunctions of the adjoint
collisional operator, we
found the Green's function

n: (1019 m3)
Figure 11-]: Evolution of threshold energy
with electron density (error bars i 20 ‘70)

slowing down pitch angle scattering

“EC : A<r> :w
41tt-2uzma2 :WP):
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associated with the loss cone boundary conditions.
An analytical resolution may be carried out'when the
loss cone is reduced to the perpendicular velocity
axis. Otherwise, the calculation of the pitch angle
scattering eigenfunctions, must be carried out
numerically (figure 11-2, We).
The Green’s function is then given by:

H(P’P0)G(p,lJ./p.ttn,r)=—————...
“0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 a '3 ZIIAOUMKPD)2

“- Maetfill
- 11.2: E' r' (9 =10°) - (Y(P)+1)(Y(P)— 1) ‘Figure lgenfimc tons com: ”a?“ \PEQLD) glam)(W) q

and, the distribution function fe is expressed as:

mpg. M0! Io) = H 2 n: p2 dp dPa t. M / p0: uo- r0) Stp. a. re)
The fast electron ripple losses are defined by the electronic flux through the loss cone and the
related power:

(1)103: : If l“'dovcone P103: : If Ec(p) F‘dOWDe
one {CODE

Here icon: is the surface of the loss cone, F is the total electronic flux in phase space through
the loss cone, EC is the electron kinetic energy, These quantities depend on the collisional
detrapping (E1) and on the spatial and spectral characteristics of the LH power absorption
(PU-l)-
c) Numerical investigation

Calculations are done for Tore—Supra using a code which takes into account the
geometry of the good confinement area. The source term SLH is related to the spatial and
spectral LH power absorption profile PLH by the relation:

= 8— “£21
U! 5P” PM

Here, p// is the parallel momentum. PLH is estimated by a standard ray-tracing+Fokker Planck
codel5]. In addition the effect of the toroidal magnetic ripple on the LH wave propagation and
absorption can be included in the calculationslfi].

III) Experimental results and interpretation
Each collector of the diagnostic is related, by the drift trajectory of the localized

electrons, to a known vertical chord across the
° measured electronic plasma. Consequently, the collector array gives a

current radial profile of the current carried by the trapped
' electrons drifting in its direction.

131-20 % ' a) LH power scaling
The measured electronic current varies

roughly linearly with the LH injected power level
above a threshold power Pl. Under this threshold,
there is no collected current related to the fast electron
ripple losses. Pt is an increasing function of the
electron density (1.5 < nli (* 1019 m‘z) < 4.8 and

0-5 1‘0 1-4 1-3 2-2 0 < PI (kW) < 400, n“ = central line—integrated
PLHW‘W) density) and could be related to a less efficient

Figure [11»1 .- Simulated and measured collisional detrapping when the density is low. This
total electronic current V: PLH offset linear law is found for all the collectors and for
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various electron densities (an ("1019 m‘2) : 1.5 -’ 6). Numerical calculations are carried out
for Tore—Supra shots whose plasma and LH parameters are: B0 = 3.7 T, Ip = 1.2 MA,

n60 = 3.7.10l9 m'3, T30 = [2.5 ; 2.7 ; 3,0
6_ " R=2'.‘"‘"‘"7“7“1i :21 ;33 ; 3.4] (keV). PLH=[O.76; 1.2 ; 1.5;

° R=2-5i311‘»‘=17“1i" 1.9 ; 2.0] (MW), and Ill/0 = 1.8.
' I R=2t53 mvi=6nu‘l'7 Simulations reproduce quite well

:5 4 - V o R =2.76 m.i=3n1i'1‘6 experimental data (figure HI~1). The linear
V _ ‘ dependence is explained by the fact that
E: above some LH power level, a quasi—linear

H 2 ' plateau is formed on the distribution
' function. Then simulations show that the

. spatial and spectral LH absorbed power
1.5 2 2.5 3 3-5 4 4-5 5 profile are simply proportional to the injected

nu (*10 19 W2) LH power.
Figure III-2: Measured electronic current vs. nli
and nli'afltsfor various collectors. lp = 1.2 MA, b) Elearo“ density scaling .

PLH : 1 MW The measured electronic current is a
decreasing function of electron density. For

each collector, the current varies as my“ where or depends on the collector. The maximum value
of on is related to the collector which receives the largest current (Figure III—2), and is = 2 for
the total electronic current. When the density decreases (Figure III-3), the electronic current

profile peaks at a distance 10-20 cm outside the
6 Rasm = 2.53 m nli : 1 5 1019 m‘2 limit ofthe good confinement domain (Rasm).

- 30 0 measured electronic current
- nli = 2.41019 m'2 . -~25

2 — nli=3.21019 m‘2 20-E A
33‘ . - nii=4.01019m'2 E15'
5 ~ .' 910g. : 1i=4.81019 m‘2 ..F

- / ' . 5

O ' 02,4 28 32 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
R km) nu (* 10'9 m‘2>

Figure [11- 3: Measured electronic radial profilefor. _ Figure III—4: Simulated and measured total
various electron densrty. electronic Current vs. density.

Simulations have been performed for various shots with different electron density and
temperature conditions (n60 = [1.5 ; 2.2 ; 3.0 ', 3.7 ; 4.2] (*1019 m‘z) ;Teo = [4.0 ; 3.4 ; 2.9 ;
2.5 ; 2.2] (keV)). Other plasma parameters and LH power conditions are: B0 = 3.7 T,
1p = 1.2 MA, PLH = 0.76 MW, and nm): 1.8. Numerical results show that the collisional
detrapping (by means of threshold energy variations: Figure 11-1) and LH power profile and
spectrum modifications are the major effects which explain the scaling law (Figure [114).

c) Plasma current scaling
Two effects are observed:

-an increase of electronic current with IP,
-a displacement of the profile towards the centre of the plasma (figure 111-5).

The first point can not been explained by a ripple effect. Actually, the good confinement
domain, which increases with IP, should provide a decrease of electronic current (by means of a
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better confinement with respect of magnetic well). Besides the profile change is rather small
compared to the modification of good confinement domain (AIp z 1 MA —)
ARasm = 20 cm). Simulations have been performed for various plasma current (Ip = [0.7 ;
1.0 ; 1.4 ; 1.7] (MA)), and power input. A rather good agreement is observed (figure III—6) in a
large current domain, except below II) = 1 MA, where the simulated current is found to be
smaller than the experimental value. This discrepancy disappears if the ripple is considered
initially in the calculation of the LH power depositionlfi]. These simulations show that the major
effect, both on the radial profile and current intensity, comes from modifications of the radial
LH power deposition (more central in these conditions when Ip decreases).

IV) Conclusions
A kinetic model was developed to describe electron ripple losses. The total electronic

current and the scaling of the ripple losses with electron density, LH power and plasma current
are found to be in good agreement with the calculations. The mean energy of fast electrons lost
by the ripple varies in the range 100 to 120 keV. For various plasma conditions in Tore—Supra
(nc(0)=[1.5 1019 ; 6 1019] m'3 ;Ip=[0.8 ; 1.6] MA), the amount of lost LH power is evaluated
from the model to be a small fraction (1% —) 5%) of the injected power.
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Measurement of Neutron Emission Profiles and Neutron
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1. Introduction

In nuclear emulsions, the incident neutrons, viz. the ones coming directly from the plasma
as well as the scattered ones, produce recoil proton tracks. The energy of the recoil proton is
E? : En cos 9, where E, is the neutron energy and 9 is the scattering angle, i.e. the angle between
the directions of the incident neutron and the recoil proton. Measurement of the track length
gives the proton energy. The direction of the longest proton tracks, i.e. protons with maximum
energy, is just the direction of the incident neutrons. Thus, by following the direction of the
longest tracks on poloidally exposed nuclear emulsions back into the plasma, it is possible to
obtain the neutron emission profile. In reality, the number of protons scattered at angles around
9 : 0 is very small, the incident neutrons are not monoenergetic and there is a background of
scattered neutrons. For a given experimental
setup certain ranges of energy and scattering
angles have to be used which define the re— ””1“”
sponse function of the emission profile measure- Orlanrauan a: Ax]: \
merit. The response function can be optimised \
by selecting the range for the scattering angles
and the proton energies. This is a great ad
vantage as compared to other methods and can

2

plasma boundary

subzones
also be done after the actual measurements have x
been made. The response function is sensitive
to changes of the measuring position, in par»
ticular to the angle 00 between the orientation
axis of the emulsion and the major tokamak axis “mus,” place (xp,yp,zp)
(fig. 1). postman 5

Fig. 1: Side view of the emulsion plate
. i ' l fD t A l ‘

2 Prmclp e o a a na ysxs arrangement at ASDEX.
2.] Response Function
In order to eliminate tracks with large scattering angles, it is necessary to set a. lower energy limit
Emmi" for the protons and an upper limit for the dip angle of the proton tracks in the emulsion.
Then, the plane angle 1/) of the proton track, i.e. the angle between the plane projection of the
track and the orientation axis of the emulsion, corresponds to the poloidal angle a. If the plasma
is spatially divided into subzones, the plane angle distribution Pub) of the proton tracks from
all the neutrons emitted from the subzone is P(2/:) = EC,- F,(1p) Here, F,(1/)) is the response
function for the ith subzone and the coefficients C; represent the neutron emission profile. For
the measurement position shown in fig. 1, we found that a division of the flux surface geometry
into 10 subzones, a lower energy limit of Epymm : 2.3 MeV and a maximum dip angle of 30°
are appropriate. For these values and a Shafranov shift of 50 2 6.2 cm, the F,(1,b) are plotted in
fig. 2. The response functions become broader with increasing flux surface radius. However, the
innermost two functions only slightly differ from each other. Therefore, the error of the deduced
emission profile will be larger for the central plasma region than for regions further out.
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2,2 Fit Procedure 1.0
From the weighted sum of the response func-

he best fit to the experimental plane 0.8 _tions t _
angle distribution has to be found. A lin—
ear one-step fit procedure can be used to de- 2 0‘5 _

termine the coefficients Cg. Then, however, 8. _
with increasing spatial resolution and with “:04 _

\

\

decreasing number of proton tracks, the fit _
results can be physically unrealistic. In order 0 2
to avoid this, the number of free parameters ‘ IO
can be reduced by introducing a fit form for O 0 g 4 _ _
the coefficients Ci: ' —80 -60 -4O -20 O 20 40

psi [deg]

\.\
60 80

— , ? 2‘
C‘ — OXMCD + 61p, + 02p' )’ (1) Fig. 2: Calculated response functions.

Where p is the flux surface label. The CO . . .c;
are determined iteratively from P011) and the F,-(1p) by a non—linear fit procedure according to the
maximum likelihood principle for the Poisson distributions of count rate experiments [1]. The
fit calculation is performed by using the matrix method which also calculates the uncertainties
of the fit coefficients.

2.3 Scattering Background
Both the neutrons coming directly from the plasma and those scattered from the tokamak

structure contribute to the measured proton track distribution. Scattered neutrons produce
proton tracks with a very broad angular distribution because they are coming from all directions.
Since they mainly produce proton tracks in the low-energy region, their contribution can be
largely reduced by the proton energy and dip angle restrictions. However, remaining effects
due to scattering should be taken into account and can be estimated by simulating the neutron
transport with the VINIA code [2] and simulating the effects in the nuclear emulsion with the
NEPMC code [3]. For the VINIA simulation, we have assumed an approximate neutron emission
profile which we have calculated from measured plasma data by using the NR code [4]. From
the VINIA simulations we found that the scattering background P5(1/J) in the measured plane
angle distribution can be described by the following empirical formula:

PM = A (1 Max/17(5)) (2)
where, for H—rD injection A = 0.45, B : 0.5 and for D——>D injection A = 0.4, B = 0.6, respect-
ively.

3. Measurements and Results

Two nuclear emulsion plates were exposed at ASDEX in order to measure the neutron emission
profiles of the D—rD injection discharge #31136 with 7.2 X 1013 neutrons and H—vD injection
series #30794—30796 with totally 2.2 x 1012 neutrons. For these measurements we installed a
thin inconel tube inside the vacuum vessel and a pneumatic transport system for the positioning
of the plates. The distance between the emulsion plates and the plasma boundary was approx—
imately 13 cm and the angle cm was about 45”.

3.] Emission Profiles
The smoothed measured angular distributions of the proton tracks for the two discharges are
plotted in figures 3 and 4 as dashed lines. Here, the recoil proton energy has been restricted
to the range above 2.3 MeV in both cases. The measured proton track distributions for the
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two discharges have been fited with the calculated response functions and the analytical profile
(equation 1). The fits are shown as solid lines. The results from the VINIA and NEPMC simu—
lations are also shown. Following the analysis procedure discussed in the previous section We
obtain the neutron emission profiles plotted as solid lines in figs. 5 and 6.
For the D—rD discharge #31136, the simulated proton track distribution is broader than that
obtained through optimal superposition of the response functions. For this simulation, the neut-
ron emission profile from the NR code, as shown in fig. 5, has been used as input. The small
deviations may be caused by the uncertainties in the plasma rotation profile. Separate simula-
tions have indicated that the plasma rotation influences the proton angle distributions leading
to rather large asymmetries. Comparing the deduced neutron emission profile with the NR
profile, we find that the tw0 emission profiles agree well. We have also calculated the neutron
emission profile from measured plasma data using the more sophisticated NRFPS [5] code. In
the NRFPS code a Fokker—Planck model is used for calculating the slowing~down distribution
and the initial beam deposition is properly averaged over the drift orbits of the fast ions. The
deduced emission profile also agrees well with the independent NRFPS result.
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Fig. 3: Angular distribution for ASDEX Fig. 4: Angular distribution for ASDEX
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Fig. 5: Emission profiles for discharge Fig. 6: Emission profiles for discharges
#31136. #30794-30796.

For the H—+D discharge series, the proton track distribution predicted by the NEPMC code is
more peaked than that measured by the nuclear emulsion plate (fig. 4). The neutron emission
profile used in the NEPMC simulations has been calculated by the NR code and is shown in fig. 6.
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It is also more peaked than the neutron emission profile deduced from the nuclear emulsion plate,
thus producing a narrower angular distribution. The reason for the NR profile being more peaked
than the measured one is that the ac-
tual ion temperature profile as meas-
ured by the CX diagnostic is broader

than the one used in the NR calcula-

tion where the T‘s-profile has been as-

sumed to be identical to the T,»profile.

3.2 Ian Temperature Profile
For H—yD discharges, neutron emis-

sion profiles are determined by den;

terium temperature and density pro-
files. Thus, the measurement of the

neutron emission profile offers the pos-

sibility to determine the T,-~profile if the
nD-profile is known. Furthermore, the
measured neutron emission profile has
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the T,~—profile from the
nuclear emulsion with that from passive CX.

to be normalised according to the neutron yield. The necessary (71;; + nH)-profile is derived from

the measured 11, and Z,” profiles assuming carbon and oxygen as main impurity ions. Since

the ratio nH/nD is unknown, we vary it in the range 0.5 - 1.5. Then, for each nH/nD-value
a T,-profile is deduced from the neutron emission profile. The results are shown in figure 7
together with the passive CX measurements. Our results agree well with the measured data.
It should be noted that although the central ion temperature increases with increasing nH/nD,
the profile is not sensitive to a variation of nH/nD. This means that the ion temperature profile
can be derived from the neutron emission profile without
knowing the exact nH/nD-value.

3.3 Ion Temperature from Neutron Spectra
The nuclear emulsion measurement additionally offers the
possibility to determine the ion temperature from the neut-
ron energy spectra, fig. 8. Thus, the combined measurement
of neutron emission profiles and ion temperatures is possible
with a single nuclear emulsion. We found T; : (2.5 d: 0.5)
keV. Comparing the absolute ion temperaures from the nuc-
lear emulsion with those from the passive CX, one finds that
nH/np should be in the range 0.8 — 1.2. Although the uncer-
tainty in nH/nD is quite large, the ion temperature deduced
from the emulsion measurement agrees well with the one
measured by the passive CX.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RTP SLIDEAWAY REGIME AND ITS FAST
ELECTRON POPULATION

B.C. Schokker, P.C. de Vries, A.A.M. Oomens, F.C. Schuller. NJ. Lopes Cardozo,
and RTP-team
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Mon
Slideaway discharges in RTP (R0=-0.72m. a=0.l6m) have been analyzed. Slideaway
discharges are characterized [1] by an increase of the plasma energy content and of the electron
cyclotron emission over the Ohmic values. bursts of emission around the lower hybrid
frequency, and the occurrence of the Parail—Pogutse instability [2]. The motivation for this
investigation is twofold. Firstly, improved confinement is observed. Secondly, the large
nonthermal electron population observed can be compared to predictions of the Parail—Pogutse
instability theory [2]. Measurements have been performed with magnetics, Thomson scattering
(TVTS), ECE low and high field side (lfs and hfs) X-mode and O-mode emission viewing
absorbers, soft X-ray tomography, and rf radiometry. The effects of ECRH on slideaway
properties have been studied.

Confinement results
A density scan at qa=7, 80:2.23T has been performed in RTP. The current flattop of 300ms
was reached at 70ms in the discharge. At 150ms an ECH pulse (6OGH2, TE] 1, lOO-lBOkW, l-
50ms, hfs and lfs) was applied. Figure 1 shows A = Bp+lil2 —1 as measured by 12 Mimov coils
as a function of ne(0) at 100 and 260 ms (A may have a systematic offset). The black and grey
symbols differ by the nonthennal ECE radiation temperature at 105.5 GHz, which separates the
discharges between Ohmic and slideaway (see fig. 1d). All discharges show a linear
dependence of A on ne(0) for ne(0)>nc2-3-1019m‘3. For ne(0)<nC1==l .0-1019m‘3 all
discharges are slideaway. In the intermediate density regime a discharge can be either Ohmic or
slideaway, but a short ECH pulse always makes the plasma slideaway.
Central TVTS electron temperatures show a constant value of Te=0.7keV for ne(0)>nc2 and for
ne(0)<ncz a linear decrease from Te=lkeV at ne(0)z0.3-1019 m'3 to Te=0.7keV at no: is
observed. No differences between glide-away and Ohmic conditions are observed in the TVTS
data. The loop voltage decreases in slideaway with respect to Ohmic values (see Fig. lb). The
bulk electron confinement time, 1:13, has been calculated from TVTS data and plotted in fig lc.
The normal Ohmic plasmas show linear Ohmic confinement [3], whereas IE is improved in
slideaway due to the loop voltage decrease.
For comparable discharges in slideaway an increase of AA = 0.4 at ne=nc1 with respect to the
Ohmic value is observed. The equal TVTS temperatures in both phases show that the bulk
electron BP is not increased. The maximum change in 13/2 is estimated at 0.2, but more likely the
current profile becomes flatter giving a negative contribution to AA. An increase of T]. as
observed in other experiments [4], would give an increase in BFz0.07. So the increase in Bp of
the fast electron tail is estimated to be at least =O.l (z20% of the bulk energy).

Fast electron population
In the slideaway regime the total ECE intensity, as measured by the Michelson interferometer,
shows spikes (see fig. 2) which appear with a frequency, fpp, between 2 and 6 kHz (see
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Discharges of 17 and 19 Nov 1993
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Fig. 1 Plotted as a function of ne(0) are : a) Bp+lil2 b)V[00p c) TE as calculatedfrom Thomson
scattering data d) ECE radiation temperature, Trad. at 105.5 GHz (lfs view by circles, hf:
view by triangles). The nonthermal ECE separates slideaway (black) from Ohmic (grey)
discharges.

fig. 3). These are evidence of a runaway instability due to the anomalous Doppler effect [2]. In
such an instability a fast electron tail is build up which at a resonant parallel energy undergoes
pitch angle scattering. At that moment the ECE radiation increases as well as the radiation in rf
bands between fLH and fpe due to Cerenkov radiation by the resulting electron distribution
function. After the scattering the runaway tail has to be build up again by the electric field
before repetition of the instability takes place. This picture is continued by measurements of the
rf spectrum between 50 and 1050 MHz, which have been perfumed with a HP 70206A
spectrum analyzer. In the Ohmic phase the emission is below the noise level of the system,
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whereas in the slideaway discharges emission is observed at fLH as in ref. [1]. The relatiVC
intensity of the wave, Pff, in the main peak is plotted as function of density in fig. 4. A150
plotted is the birth rate for runaway electrons, Accexp(~Wcri,/4Tc), showing that P” is
proportional to the number of runaway electrons. This predicted relation [2] is here
experimentally verified over 5 decades. The time behaviour of the rf signal as measured with a
radiometer Shows spikes at the same time as the ECE spikes (see fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Time trace of the correlated total ECE signal and rf-signal at 340 MHz showing the
Parail-Pogutse instability.

The measurement of the repetition rate of
the instability, fpp, can be used to study the
dynamics of the runaway beam (see fig. 3).
A maximum in fpp is observed at ne(0)=0.4
1019m‘3. Assuming free fall acceleration of
the beam between two instabilities the
maximum momentum increase is given by
AP/I=CV1oop/2TERofpp. This corresponds to
an energy difference, AW/f-p/lAp/fl'fl'no
varying between 3 and 30 keV. The
minimum for the mean perpendicular
energy of the radiating particles. 227keV at
ne(0):ncl, is given by the ECE radiation
temperature (see fig. 1d) at 2nd harmonic
X-mode (viewing absorbers). The
differences between hfs and lfs radiation are
due to different absorption characteristics of
the population for the two views. The high
perpendicular energies are most probably
due to a population of trapped particles,
which builds up by the consecutive pitch
angle scatterings.
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Fig. 3 Repetition rate,fpp, ofthe Parail-
Pogutse instability as afimction of112(0).
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Conclusions
Slideaway discharges are observed in RTP for central densities ne(0) < 3- 1019 m‘3. Below
1.0-1019 m'3 the plasma is always in slideaway, whereas above this value the plasma can be
brought into slideaway by applying a short ECH pulse. The bulk electron confinement is
improved over linear Ohmic confinement by a factor 2. In slideaway discharges bursts of rf
emission in the lower hybrid frequency range are observed. The intensity of the waves is over 5
orders of magnitude proportional to the birth rate for runaway. Slideaway discharges exhibit the
runaway instability. observed by ECE and rf emission. The repetition rate of the instability is
density dependent, and can be used to analyse the parallel dynamics of the runaway beam. The
intense ECE emission and the observation of lower hybrid waves indicate a large population of
trapped electrons.
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Alpha particle loss to the wall of TFTR has been measured during
the initial TFTR DT run period. These measurements were made with the
same lost alpha scintillator detector system used previously for DD fusion
products[1], except for a switch of the scintillator material from zinc sulfide
(P31) to yttrium aluminat'e (P46) to insure a linear response up to the
maximum alpha flux expected in DT[2]. The alpha loss signals in DT are
2100 times larger than the DD fusion product loss signals, as expected from
the neutron rates and the relative sensitivity to DT vs. DD fusion products.

1. Alpha Loss in the 90’2 Detector

The DT alpha loss at the vessel bottom 90‘2 below the outboard
midplane is generally consistent with the calculated first—orbit loss of 3.5
MeV alphas. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the total alpha loss
rate to the 902 detector normalized to the DT neutron rate as a function of
plasma current (R=2.52 m). When the data at Ip=0.6 MA are normalized to
the calculated first-orbit loss to this detector, the data at Ip:l.0-2.5 MA fit
the calculated first~orbit loss to within the joint uncertainties in
measurement and modeling (=30-40%). The absolute value of the alpha loss
at 909 in DT is also consistent with this model, at least to within the factor-
of-two uncertainty of an absolute detector calibration. The alpha loss per
neutron at Ip=2.0 MA does not change more than =20% over the entire
range of DT neutron rates from 2% tritium to 50/50 DT, i.e. over =0.05-
2.2x1018 neutrons/sec, indicating the absence of any collective alpha loss
mechanism in these plasmas with 50((0)SO.25%.

The measured pitch angle and gyroradius distributions for DT alpha
loss in the 909 detector are shown in Fig. 2 for a discharge at Ip=2.5 MA
with 7.4 MW of fusion power. The distributions in DT are consistent with
the expected alpha particle first—orbit loss, the peak of which is calculated to
be at the "x" in the figure. Also shown in Fig. 2 is a DD discharge with the
same plasma parameters and a fairly similar loss pattern, as expected for
DD fusion products, but with a small "delayed loss" feature similar to that
previously observed in DD[3]. The apparent absence of this delayed loss in
the 909 detector in DT is at least qualitatively consistent with the hypothesis
that in DD it was due to classical collisional pitch angle scattering of the 1
MeV tritons, which is much reduced for 3.5 MeV alphas[1,4].
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2. Alpha Loss in the 459 Detector

The DT alpha loss to the detector 45‘2 below the outboard midplane is
shown vs. plasma current in Fig. 3 for the same plasmas of Fig. 1. In
contrast to the results at 909, the neutron-normalized alpha loss at this
location does not follow the predicted first~orbit alpha loss vs. plasma
current. This behavior is not due to any "collective" alpha effect, since the
alpha loss at 459 is independent on the DT neutron rate at a fixed current,
and since a similar current dependence is obtained for DD fusion products.
Therefore this behavior is a "single particle" effect, possibly due to
stochastic toroidal field (TF) ripple diffusion, such as analyzed previously
for the midplane (209) detector in DD[5].

However, calculations of stochastic TF ripple diffusion in TFTR done
using the collisionless bounce-averaged MAPLOS code[5] predict that the
collisionless TF ripple loss should occur at poloidal angles S309 below the
outboard midplane, so can not explain the nonfirst—orbit loss component at
459 in Fig. 3. The collisional guiding center code ORBIT predicts higher TF
ripple loss thanMAPLOS, with a global alpha loss at Ip:1.8 MA about a
factor of 3 above the first-orbit loss, but also predicts that this TF-ripple-
induced loss should be $309 below the outboard midplane[6]. Thus neither
code is presently able to explain the trend shown in Fig. 3.

3. Time Dependence ofAlpha Loss

The time dependence of the alpha loss in the 909 detector follows
closely the time dependence of the DT neutron rate during and after NBl, as
expected from first-orbit loss. For the 459 detector there is a gradual =50%
increase in the alpha loss rate per neutron over =1 sec during NBI, but no
large increase after NBI. This may be consistent with the relatively rapid
process of stochastic TF ripple diffusion (510 msec), but not with a
significant collisional loss over the timescale of alpha thermalization (=0.6
sec). There was also no significant change in the gyroradius distribution
after NBI in either detector, such as might be calculated from a delayed loss
process.

The alpha loss in the DT discharges described above was not visibly
affected by coherent MHD activity. The clearest examples of MHD-induced
alpha loss have occurred during major and minor disruptions, as seen
previously for DD fusion products[1]. Fig. 4 shows the alpha loss in the 902
detector increasing by a factor of 2100 above the first-orbit loss level just
before a major disruption. This predisruptive alpha loss could be a
problem for ITER, since the alphas may be lost at different places than the
thermal plasma. No DT alpha particle loss associated with Alfven waves,
such as the TAE mode, has yet been seen[7].
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4. Discussion

The DT alpha loss detected 909 below the outboard midplane is
consistent with the expected first-orbit loss, while the alpha loss detected 459
below the outboard midplane is significantly higher than the expected first-
orbit loss. In all cases the relative alpha loss per neutron does not vary
significantly with the DT neutron rate, so the non-first orbit losses at 459 are
not due to any collective alpha particle effect.

Somewhat similar non—first orbit loss was previously described for
DD fusion products in the 209 detector, and was explained in terms of
collisionless stochastic TF ripple diffusion[5]. The recent guiding center
code calculations of collisional TF ripple—induced alpha loss have shown a
significant collisional alpha loss effect[6], but have not yet explained the
increased alpha loss seen at 459. Such calculations have predicted the loss
of neutral beam ion loss in JT-6OU[8], and will be continued with improved
modeling of the TFTR magnetic fields and better statistics. Fokker-Planck
calculations are also in progress to model the collisional loss into these
detectors[9].

So far there have been no signs of any alpha particle loss associated
specifically with full DT operation, such as might have been expected from
collective alpha particle instabilities. Experiments designed to stimulate
such instabilities are reported elsewhere[10].
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Detection of Alpha Particles via Observation of He ll Line emission in
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*National Institute for Fusion Science, Chikusa Nagoya-46401, Japan
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l. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this diagnostic is to detect alpha particles in DT plasmas via spectroscopy,

using injected lithium pellets as a source of charge exchange particles. it was first proposed by
Sasao, et al, in 1987'. As of June 1994, we have not seen alpha signals above the
bremsstrahlung background via this technique in TFTR DT plasmas. This paper discusses the
basis for the measurement, shows existing data, and describes possible actions to improve the
measurement attempt on TFl'Fl.

Expected core alpha concentrations are of order 1011 cm'3 during high power neutral
beam-heated Ti—‘l'R supershotsz. The various charge states in the cloud of a 0.5 km/sec “high-
speed" lithium pellet (LiH, Li*, and U0) can provide a dense target for charge exchange of fast
alphas born in the DT plasma. By directly observing the light emission from the resulting excited,
singly-ionized He+ particles, we can (in principle) detect the presence of alphas which have
undergone a single charge exchange collision. This light emission will be strongly Doppler-
broadened, and a spectral measurement of the n:4 43 visible transition (the familiar He ll 486.6
nm line) yields the alpha velocity distribution at the pellet radial location. Depending which part of
the pellet cloud is being observed, the source of charge exchange events will have densities in the
range of 101‘1 to as high as 5x10"a cm‘q Lithium ions or atoms . One achieves a tremendous
source enhancement over other techniques (for example, the so-called alpha-CHEHS’) which rely
on low density atomic beams for charge exchange neutrals. Of course, this enhancement does not
come for free. When using lithium pellet spectroscopy, the alpha population will only be sampled
from regions traversed by the Lithium pellet, and only on timescales of less than 1 millisecond
duration, corresponding to the pellet lifetime. in addition, enhanced bremsslrahlung light from the
pellet cloud may be a serious source of background light. In principle, if the pellet cloud densities
are known as a function of plasma radius, one could infer the fast alpha population density with a
few centimeter spatial resolution (dependent on the pellet cloud-size) across the same plasma
radius. A related method observes the double-charge exchange (neutralized) alphas that are
emitted from the lithium cloud (called alpha—OX system‘), and is also being tried on TFTFl.
|l. lMPLEMENTATlON & MODELING

The alpha-spectroscopy lithium pellet diagnostic consists of 10 narrow-band (2-7 nm full-
width half-maximum (FWHM)) filtered, fast photomultipliers, with 400 kHz time response. They
are coupled remotely to a view of the Lithium pellet cloud (along the pellet flight path) via 50
meters of quartz fiber optics. One fiber can be selected frOm 16 collimated chordal views at the
image plane of an f2.8 lens which views the pellet flight path from the plasma midplane, along the
line of sight of the pellet trajectory. This fiber is then split so that all 10 wavelength channels have
exactly the same spatial view. The ten channels cover a spectrum of 50 nm, from 445 nm to 495
nm in wavelength, and are digitized at a sampling rate of 1 MHz. An additional channel also
monitors the light emission at the 548 nm Li+ line from the entire pellet cloud.

Figure 1 shows the expected Doppler~broadened He II 468 nm line from fully confined
alphas, which undergo classical slowing with the background plasma. Also shown are the
interference filter set spectral responses; and the location of known spectral lines which could
cause contamination of the desired signals. One can see that depending on the line strengths and
pellet cloud conditions (which are poorly known), some spectral channels could be dominated by
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interfering lines. In particular, Carbon Ill and Carbon IV, as well as a Lithium ll lines are just to the
blue side of the Helium || line of interest. .

To estimate the magnitude of the expected signal, we must consider bremsstrahlung from
the bulk plasma. and from the pellet cloud. The typical bremsstrahlung back round from the bulk
plasma ( Ta = 10 keV and na=10“1 cm") is of the order of 1012 photons/cm' /sec/nm, but will be
enhanced locally by the dense low-Z plasma originating from the pellet cloud, to the level of 1017-
1019 photons/cm lsec/nm, depending on the lithium density and cloud electron temperatures,
which ranges from 1015-1017 cm‘3 and 10-100 eV in the region of interest (i.e., not right on top of
the pellet). Cloud dimensions for Lio, Li”, and UH are estimated to be 2 cm, 20 cm, and 60 cm,
respectively, in the toroidal direction, bLn extending only 2 cm in the poloidal direction On the
other hand, the photon emission from the alpha particles with density 1011 cm'3 which char e
exchange with Li” at energies of 3 MeV may be estimated to be of the order of 5x10‘9-5x10
photons/cm /sec in the Hell 486.6 line, if we assume the electron capture cross section to the
n=4 state of He+ is 4x10“ cm2. Considering the Doppler broadening to extend over 40 nm (as
seen in Figure 1), the signal to background ratio will range from 0.1 to 100. Since the
bremsstrahlung background scales as the lithium plasma density squared, and the alpha signal
scales linearly with the lithium plasma density. lower density cloud regions are preferred. The
advantage of this technique, in principle, is that one is not as limited by photon statistics as would
be the case with alpha-CHEHS. A problem, however, is that the electron capture cross section
between lithium ions and alpha particles has not been measured at MeV energies. (There are
measurements on neutral lithium, by Kadota, et al.‘, and Sasao et at“) Theoretical predictions
have been made by Errnolaev, et al.’, that predict relatively enhanced cross sections to the n=3
state at energies from several hundred keV to 2 MeV, of order 10'17 cm2. By using the rfa rule,
we obtained the estimate used above for the He’ in the n=4 state.
lll. EXPEFtENTAL DATA

We have been able to inject lithium pellets into TFTFt DT supershot plasmas for a variety
of times relative to the neutral beam injection window (during and after the creation of the alpha
particles). In each case, we have well matched Deuterium plasma/pellet comparison shots to
check background levels. To date (10.6.1994), we have a total of 20 discharge pairs, each with DT
neutron rates of at 10"3 n/sec or greater. In all of the shots, the Lithium pellet is traveling at 0.4-0.6
km/sec, and has an atom inventory of 3.5 to 5.7 x 10 2° lithium atoms. Pellet timings have varied
from being shot directly into the end of the neutral beam phase, to delays of up to 0.7 seconds
after the neutral beams have been turned off. Since the alpha slowing down times are expected to
be of order 400 milliseconds or more in the core, these time delays may actually be beneficial for
improving the pellet penetration (as the electron temperature cools).

Unfortunately, we have not been able to conclusively see any sign of a signal due
to the presence of Tritium beams (and hence, presumably alphas) on any of the 10
wavelength channels, when comparing DT to DD discharges. To date, We have tried three
different viewing chords, relative to the nominal pellet track, including a total wide angle field of
view, a narrow chord (114 cm diameter at plasma midplane) about 10 cm away from the expected
cloud center, but in the plane of the cloud, and a chord shifted down 5 cm below the pellet cloud,
but also 10 cm from the nominal cloud center. Figure 2 compares four spectral channels in a DD
(on left) and a DT (on right) supershot. The Lithium pellet in both cases was injected into the
plasma 400 milliseconds before the end of the beam pulse, and lasted 755 psec in DD, but only
710psec in OT. The plasma current was 1.97 MA, and the maximum neutron rate was 1.9x10“
n/sec in shot 75941. it was observed by a narrow field of view, which sees only part of the cloud,
approximately 10 cm to the electron dritt side of the nominal pellet track. Pellets are known to
curve during the last 30% of their lifetime in TFl'Fl, so this distance may vary near the end of the
pellet lifetime. Greater temporal structure in the pellet cloud is visible in the narrow view,
corresponding to “flares" or striations in the pellet cloud. Near the end of the pellet life, it was
moving toroidally away from the narrow sight line (in the ion drift direction, because of the beams).
Clearly the flares in the narrow view complicate comparisons, but in general, we believe the wide
field of view is dominated by bremsstrahlung.
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Figure 1: Expected spectral broadening due to alpha population (showing 440 nm to 500 nm
region), possible interfering impurity lines, and location of interference filter channels.
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Figure 2: Li pellets injected directly into the neutral beam heated phase of TFI'R supershots. On
the left is a pellet in a DD plasma (25 MW beams), while on the right is a pellet injected into a
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Li’ 548.5 nm line, on a wide field of View.
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Figure 3 shows all 10 wavelengths, at three different times during the lifetime of a lithium

pellet injected int1cgi at UT plasma (shot 77480), 100 milliseconds after beams (peak DT neutron rate

was also 1.9X10 N890), and the plasma current was 1.1 MA at the time oi pellet injection. One

can see interference from Carbon and/or Lithium lines, near 470 nm, and an additional line near
490 nm, which we have not yet precisely identified. At the end of the pellet life, the pellet may

have crossed the narrow field of view, and a broad spectrum from 445 to 485 nm is observed.
Based on the spectral widths of each channel, and known positions of interfering lines, the filter at

459 nm would be optimal for viewing alphas with a Doppler width corresponding to an energy of ~
1 MeV. However, analysis of single shot pairs shows no definitive differences from DT to DD,

down to 10% of the background light levels. This "medium-sized" pellet penetrated only 40-45 cm

into the plasma. which had a Shairanov shifted axis at a major radius of 2.75 m, whereas the edge

of the plasma was near 3.6 meters major radius.

lV. SUMMARY and PROGNOSIS
We have not yet seen a signal with Hell 468 nm line from alphas that are charge

exchanging with Lithium in the extended pellet cloud. We will continue to look, although it appears

that cloud bremsstrahlung is a serious issue for this diagnostic technique. On TFTR, we have no
opportunity to shift to a stronger (30.4 nm) far UV line which would possibly be a better choice.

This is because of both the need for vacuum access. and the fact that fiber optics must be used

to transport the light to shielded areas where our detectors are located. Consequently, our hopes
are pinned on better pellet penetration (to the plasma core, where more alphas are presumably

iocated), narrower filter bandwidths, and to vary the chordal positions relative to the pellet
trajectory, which may reduce the bremsstrahlung background. We can collect more light by
degrading the spatial resolution through opening the lens aperture from f4 to f2.8. This is important
as our transport optical (quartz) fibers slowly become blacker from radiation damage over time.
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PELLET INJECTION IN THE 2-3 KM/S RANGE ON TORE SUPRA

A.Géraud, C.Desgranges, H.W.Drawin, C.Gil, EJoffrin, AL.Pecquet, B.Pégourié, B.Saoutic

Association Euratom-CEA sur 13 Fusion Conuélée, CECadarache, 13108 Saint~Paul-Lez-Durance, France

INTRODUCTION
The Tore Supra two—stage high speed pellet injector, initially limited to a velocity of 2.4

km/s [1], has been modified after optimization studies carried out by SBT—CEA at Grenoble
[2]. Unsupported deuterium pellets have been injected into ohmjcally (lp from .6 MA to 2 MA)
and ICRF (up to 5 MW) heated plasmas at velocities up to 3.3 km/s. Attempts to optimize the
transient improved performance regime previously obtained [1] and extend it towards higher
electron temperatures under high power ICRH conditions have been undertaken. A record
value for Tore Supra of the fusion product ni(0).Ti(0).TE of 1.1 1020 m’3keVs has been
transiently achieved with 3 MW of ICRF power. Pellet ablation studies have been continued
and a very extensive and unique ablation database is now available on Tore Supra, The
measured penetration depths are compared with the predictions of the NGS model and 'with a
refined NGPS [3} model for a very large range of pellet characteristics and plasma conditions.

ACHIEVED PLASMA PARAMETERS
Two different gun barrels, in which the pellet is formed by "in situ condensation"

without sabot, are used to change the pellet content from 0.3-1.2 1021 (3mm diameter) to 2.5—
3.5 1021 atoms (4mm). Experiments started with the 3mm barrel and highlighted a strong
erosion effect for velocity higher than 2.5 kin/s, reaching 50% of the pellet content at 3 km/s.
This effect has been compensated by increasing the pellet diameter. Big pellets fired with the 4
mm barrel, representing a plasma density perturbation ANe/Ne of up to a factor 5, could be
injected without plasma disruption provided that the target plasma is hot enough
(Te(0)=4keV). A volume average electron density of 1.4 1020 m‘3 was then transiently
obtained. Although no particular study of the density limits has been undertaken, the maximum
density, measuredjust after injection, has been plotted in Fig.1 in a Hugill—Greenwald diagram
[4] K<J>R/Bt versus ficR/B, (where K:1,<.l>=lp/1ra2 and He is the line average density). In
ICRF heated plasmas the "Greenwald limit" (fie/Kd> =1014 A‘1.m'1) is exceeded by a factor

‘ of up to 2 with a single pellet. Very peaked density
A 0.8 I I I A 3 profiles have been. obtained (ne(0) up to 2.8

TH + at", ; 1020m‘3 correspondlng to a peaking factor of75).
TE 0.6 _ + at + ta??- + : _ The duration of the peaked phase can reach is.

<1: + + +' + d, Even at high electron temperature (Te(0):4-5keV),
E: 0 4 h + W : - central penetration is possible leading to strong
g ”£90 00 &>® i density profile peaking and then to a high central
’0’ O 2 _ I, : — pressure.
2 0.0 l I I l 2 Fig.1: Hugill diagram for TS shots after injection of a high—

0 2 4 5 8 1 0 'speed pellet (+ ohmic, o ICRH). The dashed line represents
19 .2 .1 the Greenwald limit and the vertical line is the Murakami<ne>RlBl (10 m -T ) limit for PICRH=3MW
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ENHANCED PLASMA PERFORMANCE
The capability to centrally deposit the pellet mass, even in the case of high central

temperature, has been used in order to optimize the transient improved confinement regime
previously observed. Since initially high, the plasma temperature does not drop too strongly
and a high central pressure (8.104 Pa) and a high neutron emission rate (1.6 1014 5-1) have

been obtained 300 ms after injection of a single big pellet with 3 MW of ICRH (Fig.2). A
value of ni(0).Ti(0).TE = 1.1 1020 m‘3keVs is then achieved. A strong density increase with a
central value reaching 2.1020 rn‘3 is caused by the pellet. A moderate increase of the global
energy confinement (1.2 time the L-mode value) and the strong increase of the neutron rate
during the peaked density period suggest a modification to the plasma transport in the core.
The increase of the central density during the relaxation phase of the density shows also a
modification of the particle transport near the center. Nevertheless no impurity accumulation is

observed during this phase. The end of the enhanced performance phase is correlated with
Strong MHD activity. A local energy transport analysis of several shots exhibiting such an
enhanced performance has been carried out using the LOCO code [5], which shows a reduction
of the heat conductivities in a large central region where the current profile also appears to be
modified. A similar result is obtained from a TRANSP analysis in progress [6]. A shear
inversion experimentally deduced from Faraday rotation and soft X-ray signals (Fig.3), is

interpreted as the result of the central temperature
20 decrease in the initial phase followed by the

“PE 1 _5 creation of a localised bootstrap current (z15% of
3 the total current), when the pressure is maximum.
3 1'0 After a phase of weak amplitude, sawteeth
x 0.5 reappear during the enhanced performance phase

0_3 which contribute to slightly modify the current
2‘ profile. The q=l surface seems to be present only
T; 0-6 .«l‘l'f'lfl'iii‘v‘l' = 10-20 ms before the crash, as shown by the
g 0. 4 ;;’"Te (0) (keV) Faraday rotation and soft X—ray measurements (on

Fig.3 no q=1 surface is present at t=ll.3s ), when
,r 0.6 the central pressure recovers a high value.
a 0 4 New experiments are planned with higher ICRF
E -' power (5-6MW) and pellet velocity (3.3km/s) and
E 0.2 " without power cut off after injection in order to
A increase again the central electron pressure and

Tu) 1 4 the bootstrap contribution to the shear inversion
:3” which is relatively weak in the presented case.

2 1 3 -.- A two-pellet injector is in preparation to maintain
g Padd(MW) "1 2 peaking over longer durations and to try to
2 1 2 i '11 lengthen the shear inversion and enhanced

10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 performance phase. In particular a study of the
l (5) MHD behaviour will be undertaken to check if

Fig.2: Time evolution of the plasma parameters for the MHD increase is linked to the non—monotonic
atypical Tore Supra shot ( lSl3656) with injection r- ofile 7,8 .of a big (2.5 102‘ D atoms) and fast pellet (2 km/s) q P [ ]
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ABLATION STUDIES
The very high velocities (up to 3.3 krn/s, exceeded by nearly 2 km/s the maximum velocity
covered by other pellet ablation experiments) and the large size of the injected pellets into Tore
Supra plasmas have significantly increased the available ablation database. Fig.4 shows the
range of pellet characteristics covered by the Tore Supra experiments. Most of them were
deuterium pellets, but some hydrogen pellets have been fired with a velocity limited to 1.7
km/s. The plasma conditions were also widely varied (ne=1.1019—7.1019m'3, Tezl.5-5 keV)
with ohmic and ICRF heating. The penetration depth LPCXP, determined from a photograph of
the ablation cloud obtained with a high dynamic 12 bit CCD camera, compares well with the
predictions of the NGS scaling law (drp/dt : -c rig-2’3 nc1/3 Tel“ [m, m’3. cV]. where rp is the
spheric equivalent pellet radius and c=1.21 (1.78) 10‘14 for deuterium (hydrogen)) in all the
ohmic cases but overestimates slightly (15-30%) the penetration when ICRH is applied at a
level higher than 1‘5—2 MW, suggesting a weak fast ion effect. The agreement is also
satisfactory between LPCXP and the results of a refined NGPS model [3] provided that the
plasma density is not too low (>22 1019m‘3) and not too high (<55 10191113), showing an
unsatisfactory density dependence in the model. When ICRH is applied the agreement is better
if a fast ion effect is taken into account; this is
done in the NGPS simulation by considering g; 35 — l l d o l I — 5the contribution of ions of 100 keV (for 2 5 30 _
MW) or 400 keV (for 4-5 MW) representing 3“ 25 _ o o _ 4 2
respectively 3% or 5% of the central density, a 20 __ ° — 3 E
localised in a region of 200m around the axis. E 15 _ o 2 "E
These values are coherent with usual values a 10 _ % e — Ededuced from a Fokker-Planck code. Fig.5 2 5 o o 0 ° 0&0 ° 9 ‘ 1
shows the comparison between calculated fl 0’ l I l 0, j” o... 0and experimental penetrations. The NGS and 0.5 1.0 1.5 2,0 2_5 3‘0 35
NGPS calculated mass loss profiles are Vclocity(kmls)
dis la e ' ' .P y d m Flg.6 and are compared [0 the Fig.4: Pellet characteristics (open circles fordeutenum.eXperimental Her profile for a typical Ohm-1C plusses for hydrogen. black circles represent the range
shot, covered with the TS centrifugal pellet injector)
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Matter deposition: Since the models can reproduce the measured penetration depth, with a

calculated matter deposition profile not too different from the Hot emission, we can hope to
predict the density profile just after ablation, assuming no significant radial transport during
the few ms following it. The Hot signal and the difference Arie between the density profile
(combined profile from Thomson scattering and IR interferometer data) about ten ms after
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Fig.7: Hot emission and Ane profile (dotted curves)

references:

ablation and the density profile before are
plotted on Fig.7 for two typical cases: Ane,
which represents the real matter deposit
after the fast symmetrizing process, shows
a radial behaviour rather similar to the Hot
profile (if we except the central region
where the limited volume can be filled
quickly by classical transport) for a deep
penetration inside the q:1 surface. On the
contrary, for a penetration outside or close
to the q=1 surface, Ane and Ha profiles are
different (like on JET or TFTR [9]), which
can suggest that a fast transport process
outwards has to be taken into account.
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2D Simulation Of Pellet Plasma Cloud Evolution And Stratification
VRozhansky, I. Veselova , S. Voskoboynikov

St. Petersburg State Technical University

Introduction. A pellet injected into a tokamak is surrounded by evaporated neutral gas which expands
mainly spherically. After its ionization a plasma cloud is created An ionized ablatant expands along f3
and moves across T3 owing to the T3 x T3 drifis in the self—consistent electric fields. In the present model
, as in Ref.[1] , neutral cloud around a pellet is considered as a given source of ionized particles with the
spatial scale li. The non-unifomi tokamak magnetic field is inserted into the model. We show that the
polarization of ionized ablatant , produced by the toroidal drifts current , leads to the acceleration of the
plasma mainly in the direction of the tokamak major radius. The corresponding shape of the cloud is
rather complicated and resembles a "mushroom" with two clouds connected by a narrow "stem" The
stem turns out to be unstable and splits into separate striations .
Model. Plasma cloud motion in the pellet reference frame is governed by the MHD equations

an _at +v nu-P (1)
V'i=0 (2)
3(mna)+i(m.nu G)v+l[3xl§]:0 (3)at ' 6x“ ' a c

en _ ~ 1 —. —etp~:[uxB]+E[J>-<B]~Vpn:0 (4)

110+») = no. We on) = or
Here P is a given plasma source . In the calculations it was taken in the form

P = N/(rtmlli)exp(—rZ ll?) (5)
where li is the ionization radius. Magnetic field is non-uniform : B : Bu(l 7 x/R), where the x axis
coincides with the major radius of a tokamak, and the y axis is vertical. The ionized ablatant is
supposed to have constant electron temperature which is much smaller than the ambient one. It is shown
in Refs. [1,2] that the ambient electric field is screened off near the pellet up to the distance |”>>li .
We assume that the ambient density integrated along T3 to the distance I” is smaller than integrated
density of the ionized ablatant. Integrating Eqs.(l-5) over 2 (2 IE) and taking into account that

(P = (Tg/6)1nn+‘l’(x,y) (6)
where the second term is much larger than the first one and decays slowly with 2, one obtains
6NE+l(‘P,N)=R (7)

aaAtw+J(‘P,A‘¥)+[a:t\y+J(‘I’,V‘Y)]VlnN+alnN+fiV-(QV‘P)=0 (3)

where

_ 011 BB 613 60L _ m _Harm—ag—EE, N—Lndz, N(x,y—+oo)_1

R2Aexp(—xz—y2), A>>1 (9)
The dimensionless variables are:
x,y~> x/II, y/l1
tetcS/(I‘RW, cs=‘/(T:+T‘.)/mi, u—>u/[c,(li/R)m]
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rye, \y/[glicsfli /R)'”], Q —> ]P(1.R)“ lcldz
The equation system (7-9) is a starting one for 2D numerical simulation
Results of the computer simulation. The maximum of the plasma source is situated at x3§0 and
its profile is given by Eq. (9) with A=l00. The source was switched on at t=0 and remains constant. in
Fig.1 a,b density and potential profiles are shown at t=5. The shape of the plasma cloud resembles a
”mushroom" with two clouds connected by a narrow ”stem". This stem is created because particles are

accelerated so that electric field increases with distance and equipotentiales converge. Plasma density
near the source and in the stem remains practically constant. The y component of the electric field in the

stem could be estimated analytically from Eq.(8): Ey :VZX , which coincides fairly with the

calculations. Near the cap of the mushroom where the potential extrema are situated the equipotentiales
diverge and electric fields increases linearly with time (By = t). As a result the cap accelerates as a

single cloud and the drifi velocity in the x direction also grows with time u" 2 t, x"m = t2 /2. Such

estimates were confirmed by numerical simulation. Particles move along the equipotentiales so for
x > xrmx , where equipotentiales diverge , plasma rotates around the potential extrema forming the cap.
At later stages particles complete the full circle and return back to the stem. A new maximum behind the
leading cap is developed at F7 (see Fig.2). In its turn this maximum produce additional polarization
and a new pair of potential extrema is created (Fig.3). This process is continued so the stern splits into

the separate striations which start to move as independent clouds. In Fig.4 the integral F(x) = lNdY is
0

presented. Such integral along the line of observation could be measured experimentally by
photographing the cloud from the direction perpendicular to its motion. Similar picture was observed in
Ref. [3] for carbon pellets. For laboratory plasma it was reported in Ref. [4] that plasma beam penetrates
into the non-unifonn magnetic field in a form of sheets oriented along magnetic field lines. To test the
conclusion that the stem of the mushroom is unstable with respect to the splitting into separate striations
the density profile at t=5 was artificially perturbed

5n(r,t = 5) = Bsin ky-exp(—y2 - (x —5x)2)
with k: 7t/2, B :40, 6x = 3.5. The amplitude of the perturbation 5n was 10 % of the maximal
density. Very soon 0%) the additional pair of potential extrema was formed. It is seen from Fig.5 that
the stem between artificial perturbation and leading cap is very narrow. The second striation acts as a
cap of a new smaller mushrooms So it is shown that a small density perturbation stimulates the process
of the stem splitting and the striation formation owing to a plasma acceleration across the magnetic
field.
Conclusions. After ionization an ablatant is accelerated in the direction of the major radius with
respect to the pellet. The shape of the plasma cloud is rather complicated and resembles a mushroom
with two clouds connected by a narrow stem The stem is unstable so the cloud is split into separate
striations. The results of the simulation explain the experimentally observed fact that the evaporated
plasma is deposited at larger radii compared to the position of the flux surface where the evaporation
takes place.
Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to the International Science Foundation (Grant U14000)
for the support of this work,
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V. Mertens, J. Neuhauser, H. Zohm, ASDEX Upgrade and NBI Team
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Introduction
Multipellet injection into discharges of the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade can

cause strong influence on the performance of the plasma. In the case of ohmic
and L-Mode discharges, high fuelling efficiencies were observed. Pellet series
releasing strong increase both in energy confinement time and particle
inventory expand the accessible operational region of the tokamak. Whereas a
radially symmetric peaked electron density profile was observed for shallow
deposition at sufficient pellet repetition rate, penetration near the plasma core
can trigger the developement of a density snake. For H-Mode pellet refuelling,
less efficient particle deposition and weaker influence on the discharge are
observed.

Experimental setup
For pellet injection experiments, a centrifuge pellet injector /1/ is available

capable to deliver series containing more than 100 pellets at repetition rates up
to 40 Hz. For optimum adjustment to the experimental requirements both the
pellet velocities and masses can be varied. In the course of experiments,
sequences of up to 40 pellets with maximum repetition rate were applied. By
changing the pellet velocity in the range of 240 to 1200 m/s and its mass from
1.5 to 4 x 1020 particles a gradually transition from shallow to deep material
deposition is achieved.

Pell in'ection in o H— and L—M e ischar
For purely ohmic discharges, variation of pellet mass and velocitiy yielded

penetration depths ranging from about 10 to 90 cm (A/a=0.2 to 1.8) into the
plasma. Refuelling efficiencies (particle inventory change divided by pellet
particle content) close to unity were found for all these pellets. Observed pellet
penetration depths correlate well with scaling laws basing on the "neutral gas
shielding" model for penetration up to the plasma center. In Fig.1, measured
penetration depths A/a are plotted versus a scaling parameter Z. This
parameter, taking into account the pellet mass and velocity as well as the
temperature and density of the target plasma, was found to be well suited for
penetration scaling in ASDEX /2/ and JET /3/. The solid line in Fig. 1 is the
scaling obtained for the tokamak ASDEX, characterized by a circular plasma
cross section. The dashed line is due to the same scaling modified by taking
into account the increased energy content of the flux tubes in the elongated
ASDEX Upgrade plasma, reducing the penetration along the horizontal plane.
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As the data points correlate better with the modified scaling an indication
seems to be valid for the dependence of pellet ablation rate on the energy stored
within a flux tube, as predicted by the "neutral gas plasma shielding" /4/
model. For pellets crossing the plasma center (A/a>1) a strong reduction of the
ablation rate is seen, indicating the affection of the plasma by the pellet. For
such penetration depths, the scaling laws are no longer valid.

Pellet refuelling in an ohmically heated plasma causes a significant
erformance improvement compared to gas puffing. Thus, strong peaking of

the density profile was observed even on the inside of the pellet penetration zone
for sufficient pellet repetition rates. The evolution of the density profiles for
three plasma discharges with identical magnetic configuration (lp=0.8MA,
Bt:—l.35T,qg5=2.7) but different refuelling szenarios are given in Fig.2.

Continous gas puifing towards the density limit is applied in #2627, whereas
the density limit is reached by pure pellet injection in #2725. For the pellet case,
where pellets with a particle content of 2.5xlO20 D—atoms penetrate the plasma
with a velocity of 240 m/s up to about 0.5 Na at 75ms repetition time, a central
density of almost three times the value of the gas puff case was obtained.
Furthermore the density profile becomes more peaked in the case of pellet
injection. For a pellet repetition time of 150 ms (#2720) only a transient increase
of the density is observed during the injection sequence, no strong persistent
peaking occurs and the discharge does not encounter the density limit. As both
the-pellet and the gas pufi' refuelled discharge reach the density limit at almost
identical edge densities, the peaked density profiles result in an increased total
particle content, an enhanced line averaged density limit and therefore in an
extended plasma operational regime. The peaking of the density profile in the
case of high repetitive pellet injection is caused by an increasing ratio of the
inward pinch velocity v to diffusion coefficient D. This ratio can be calculated
using

_V_ V n I“
:—+-——

D n Dn

where F is the particle flux density, Investigations using the ASTRA code
showed the term 1“a to become very small inside about 2/3 of the plasma

radius for times some ms after the pellet ablation ends. Therefore, an
approximates the ratio v/D farely well, showing descending absolute values
from discharge #2725 via #2720 to #2627. For the high repetition pellet case the
energy confinement time is doubled with respect to the gas puff case, whereas
for less repetition rate only a marginal increase can be achieved, as can be
seen from Fig.3 where the energy confinement time is plotted versus the line
averaged electron density for the three shots. Finally, it should be mentioned
that for #2725 a strong toroidal deflection, increasing during the pellet
sequence, was observed. Possible reasons for this phenomenon may be related
with current profile modifications by the pellets.

For even higher pellet repetition rates, the situation may become quite
different. For #4238 (IP=O.8MA, Bt=+l.7T,q95=3.4), where 560 m/s pellets
containing 2.5):1020 D—atoms were injected at a repetition rate of 35ms, strong
persistent cooling of the plasma is initiated followed up by a successive deeper
penetration of the pellets. Thus, pellets reach almost the plasma center as the
sequence continues. Pellets penetrating the plasma to a certain depth trigger
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the occurence of a very localized density perturbation most probably located
nearby the q=1 surface. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of a central Bremsstrahlung
chord and the soft-x-ray emission along different lines of sight crossing the
area of the density perturbation, showing the typical signature of a 'snake'l5l.
From the soft—X~ray emission observed from different crossing lines of sight
and the bremsstrahlung observed at different toroidal locations a m=n=l
topology was found for the snake. The snake starts with a toroidal rotation in
the ion diamagnetic drift direction, i.e. opposite to the usual direction 0f
rotation of MHD modes in OH discharges /6/; this might be due to an inverted
pressure gradient. The rotation frequency slows down and finally reverses to
the electron side. For the snake we estimate a minor radius of about 17 cm, a
poloidal dimension of about 30 cm and a radial dimension of up to 11 cm,
Covering about 2% of the plasma volume, the snake carries an additional
plasma particle inventory due to approx. 5% of a pellet mass, increasing the
local electron density by about 20%.

Pellet injection into H—Mode discharges
Continuous efforts are undertaken to achieve improvement of the plasma

performance, especially to extend the density operational space and the
confinement properties also in the case of H—mode discharges. However, even
for pellet refuelling rates more than twice as high as those applied for L-Mode
discharges with peaked density profiles, no noticeable improvement in
discharge perfonnance was found yet. Injection of 560 m/s pellets with 2.5){1020
D—atoms about 15 cm into plasmas auxilliary heated by 6 MW NBI showed
transient line averaged density increases of up to 20%. The density increase
was limited by shortening of the decaytime of the pellet induced density
increase with increasing plasma density. Fuelling efficiencies of about only 0.1
to 0.3 were found for these injections with the efficiency inversely proportional
to the frequency of the ELM‘s occun'ng during a stable H-Mode discharge. Even
under the assumption that each pellet triggers an ELM, the observed loss of
pellet particles is higher than the loss calculated for a typical ELM. An
explanation might be an increased ELM loss due to the local B-enhancement in
the pellet ablation zone. The investigation of these phenomena is still going on.

My.
Pellet refuelling in an ohmically heated plasma causes significant

performance improvement compared to gas puffing. Improvements are an
increased total particle content, an enhanced line averaged density limit and
an extended plasma operational regime. In the case of H-Mode discharges, no
noticeable improvement in discharge performance was found yet. However,
the potential of the centrifuge pellet injector has not yet been fully used.

References
/1/ C.Andelfinger et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 64, 983 (1993)
/2/ K.Biichl et al., Nucl. Fusion 27, 1939 (1987)
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/5/ A.Weller et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2303 (1987)
/6/ O.K]1‘iber et al., Nucl. Fusion 31, 907 (1991)
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PELLET ABLATiON AND CLOUD FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
IN THE JIPP T~l|U PLASMA WITH THE INJECTION-ANGLE
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and JIPP T-IIU Group 3
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Abstract
Pellet ablation and How characteristics of ablation cloud have been studied in the JIPP T-IIU

plasma by using an injection-angle controllable system.
A new technique for an ice pellet injection system with controllability of injection angle has

been developed and installed to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak in order to vary deposition prolile ol ice pellets
within a plasma. Injection angle can be varied easily and successiully during an interval of two plasma
shots in the course oi an experiment, so that one can carry out various basic experiments by varying
the pellet deposition proiile. The injection angle has been varied poloidally from -6 to 6 degree by
changing the angle oi the last stage drilt tube. This situation makes possible tor pellets to aim at from
about r = 7221/3 to r: 2a13 of the plasma,

From two dimensional observations by (300 cameras, details oi the pellet ablation structures
with various injection angles have been studied, and a couple of interesting phenomena have been
lound. In the case ot an injection angle (6) larger than a certain value ( 9 2 4°), a pellet penetrates
straightly through the plasma with a trace at straight ablation cloud, which has been expected Irom
usual theoretical consideration. On the other hand, a long helical tail oi ablation light has been
observed in the case of the angle smaller than the certain value ( 9 3 4° ),

The direction oi helical rotation (tail) is independent to that of the total magnetic field lines ol
the torus. In order to examine the tail direction, experiments have been carried out as to four
conditions with the combination of two (clockwise and counter-clockwise) toroidal tield directions and
two plasma current directions. The results show that it seems to rotate to the electron diamagnetic
direction poloidaliy, and to the opposite to the plasma current direction toroidally. Consideration on
various cross sections including charge exchange, ionization and elastic collisions leads us to the
conclusion that the tail-shaped phenomena may come irom the situation of charge exchange
equilibrium oi hydrogen ions and neutrals at the extremely high density regime in the cloud.

In this connection the potential measurement by heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) method has
been started.

[1] Introduction
In recent years pellet injection experiments have been carried out in order to investigate

particle transport. thermal transport and pellet ablation within torus plasmas in various devices. In the
JIPP T-Il U tokamak, several interesting results have been obtained concerning the lundamental
propenies oi pellet injected plasma51'2). Inorder to study the various basic phenomena in detail, the
degree of lreedom concerning the pellet injection has become an important lactor. The pellet-size
continuously controllable injection, the injection-angle controllable system, the high repetition and
continuous injection, and so torth, are the imponnat issues to be developed to increase the degree oi
ireedom.

In the present study, we have developed and constructed a new pellet system, by which the
injection angle of an ice pellet can be easily controlled shot by shot, not moving the whole injector. In
addition this injectionangle controllable system has been installed to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak in order
to vary the deposition proiile within the plasma. Thus, one can carry out various basic experiments by
changing the pellet deposition prolile actively and drastically.

Details oi the pellet ablation characteristics with various injection angles have been studied by
two dimensional observations with CCD cameras. A couple ot interesting phenomena have been
obtained concerning the How characteristics ol ablation cloud, where the charge exchange
equilibrium oi hydrogen ions and neutrals may exist at a high density regime. The phenomena may
also have a close connection with the plasma potential and rotation. Measurements by heavy ion
beam probe (HIBP) method has been started lrom this viewpoint.



[2] Experiments and Results
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of an injection-angle controllable system with the JIPP T-ll U

iokamak. The injection angle has been varied poloidally lrom -610 6 degrees by changing the angle ol
the last stage driit tube, whose injection angle is limited by port structure ol the device This situation

makes possible lor pellets to aim at about lrom z = -2a/3 to 2am ol the plasma, here the symbol "a"

designates the plasma minor radius.
Two CCD cameras have been installed to obtain two dimensional views ol an ablation cloud.

One is set on a horizontal port to have a tangential view (Fig.2: Upper), and the other is on an upper

on to obtain a toroidal view of the cloud (Fig.2: Lower). respectively, Although no optical tilter has

been set in lront ol the CCD camera. it can be confirmed lrom other Hui diagnostics that the main light

to CCD camera should be almost Hu light. Pictures taken by the CCD camera show time integrated
lights emitted lrom the ablation cloud, because the exposure time is 32 msec.

Figure 3(a) shows a typical example, where an ice pellet is injected at the plasma position

(height) of about Z =12,0 cm. Here, the direction oi toroidal magnetic field (8,) is counterclockwise
mom, and that oi plasma current is clockwise (CW), The upper picture in Fig.3(a) is the tangential

view, and the lower one is the top view, respectively. From these pictures we can see that the ablation

cloud has a trace being straight along the pellet path. as is expected lrom usual theoretical

consideration. We call this phenomenon as "straight mode“.
On the other hand. a very interesting phenomena has been obsen/ed in the case of the

iniection angle smaller than the certain value ( 95 4° ); that is, a long helical tail ol ablation light has

been obtained, which is not expected by the usual theory. as shown in Fig.3(b). The direction oi

helical rotation (tail) is independent to that ol the total magnetic field lines at the torus. We call this

phenomenon as "tail mode". In order to examine the tail direction, experiments have been carried out

as to tour conditions with the combination ol two (CW and CCW) toroidal lield directions and two
plasma current directions. Experimental results are schematically summarized in Fig.4. These results
show that it seems to rotate to the electron diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the opposite to the

plasma current direction toroidally.

[3] Consideration on the "Tail-Mode Structure"
Here, we will consider about the "tail structure". in the present pellet injection experiment, the

number ol hydrogen atoms within the ablation cloud may be around 3 x 10’9 particles. The
penetration depth (D) is supposed to be around hall ol the plasma radius; that is, 10.0~20.0 cm, The

volume ol a cloud region will be estimated to be D x W x L ' (30~100)L cm“, here 'W' is a width ol the

cloud in vertical direction and ‘L‘ is the length ol the tail in toroidal direction. By taking a result of
measurement in other experiment into consideration. the temperature ol the ablation cloud is
assumed to be ~ 1 eV, and the velocity cl neutral particles is calculated to be about 10° cm/s.
Especially, if the length 'L‘ is assumed to be 100 cm as observed by CCD cameras, the characteristic

time of the flow becomes ~100 psec. and neutral cloud density is around (O.3~1_0)x10‘6
particles/cm”. ll we assume the rotation velocity 01 OH plasma to be ot the order oi 10 km/s. a
characteristic length ol the rotation in the characteristics time ol 100 psec will roughly coincide with
that ol the tail mode structure.

in addition to the above-mentioned estimation, consideration on various cross sections“)
including charge exchange, ionization and elastic collisions leads us to the lollowing conclusion that
this phenomenon may be caused in the condition of charge-exchange equilibrium ol hydrogen ions
and neutrals at high density regime. and the helical structure of the tail mode might be caused by the
potential ol the torus plasma.

[4] Summary
A llexibie injection-angle controllable system has been developed and constructed for the

JlPP T—llU lokamak. The injection angle can be easily varied shot by shot, not moving the whole
injector. Thus, one can carry out various basic experiments by changing the pellet deposition protile
actively and drastically.

By using this system, the ablation characteristics has been studied in detail. The interesting
phenomena has been observed for the lirst time as to the ablation and llow characteristics within the

plasma. In the case of an injection angle (a) larger than a certain value ( e 2 4° )_ a pellet penetrates
straightly through the plasma with a trace ol straight ablation cloud, which has been expected trom



usual theoretical consideration On the other hand, along helical tail of ablation light has been
observed in the case of the angle smaller than the certain value ( 9 5 4° ). The direction of helical
rotation (tail) is independent to that of the total magnetic field lines ot the torus. in order to examine
the tail direction, experiments have been carried out as to tour conditions with the combination of two
(clockwise and counter-clockwise) toroidal field directions and two plasma current directions. The
results show that it seems to rotate to the electron diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the
opposite to the plasma current direction toroidally.

Consideration on various cross sections including charge exchange, ionization and elastic
collisions leads us to the conclusion that the tail-shaped phenomena may come from the situation 01
charge exchange equilibrium of hydrogen ions and neutrals at the extremely high density regime in
the cloud. The phenomena may also have a close connection with the plasma potential and rotation.
in this connection the potential measurement by heavy ion beam probe (HlBP) method has been
started.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The IET tokamak is presently equipped with new divertor coils which allow single null
configurations to be produced over a wide range in plasma current and with a large flexibility in
shape and X-point position. Already H—modes have been produced for plasma currents between
1.5MA and 4MA, for toroidal field values in the range 1.0T to 3.4T and with the ion VB drift
directed towards the target plates. ELM-free H-rnodes lasting more than one second are
presently being achieved. The power thresholds (Pm) for production of H-modes in this new
configuration has been analysed and scalings with both toroidal field and the product of density
and toroidal field, neBl have been obtained These results are compared with the data from
1991 and 1992 which show almost exactly the same neB, scaling for carbon X-point tiles and
the same ion drift direction. The assembly of the IET 1991/92 I-l-mode threshold data is almost
complete and part of it has been incorporated into the international power threshold database.
The important features of the JET database are presented in this paper. It incorporates both
double null (DN) and single null (SN) configurations with the ion VB drift either towards or
away from the X-point in the SN cases. There is evidence for increasing Pm with increasing
density at constant toroidal field. A unique feature to IET is that the threshold can be studied
for different types of heating, namely neutral beam injection (NBI), ion cyclotron resonance
(ICRH), combined heating and a few shots with LHCD. The effect of the target tile material
(carbon or beryllium) has been investigated as well as the sensitivity of the threshold to plasma
current, X-point height and plasma—to—limiter separation.

2 . RESULTS OF THE NEW CAMPAIGN.
The longest ELM-free H-mode obtained in the present experimental period lasted for 1.3 sec
and is shown in fig. 1. The plasma current (Ip) was 2MA, the toroidal field was 2.1T. The H-
mode was produced by 6MW of NBI and the energy content increased to almost SMJ before the
first series of ELMs terminated the rise. Thereafter the energy content diminished as the
frequency of the ELMs increased. The lowest H—mode threshold achieved so far is with 3MW
of NBI in pulse 30071 which was a discharge with IP : 1.5MA and B1 = IT. The initial 0.5
second pulse at BMW was sufficient to trigger the H-mode which was sustained by only
1.8MW for a further two seconds. At this stage the power was raised to 7MW giving an
energy content of 2.1M] and a poloidal beta (Bp) of 0.8.

In figure 2 the total input power, which was predominately NBI, is plotted against the product
of average density and toroidal field. For these cases the most widely varied quantity was the
toroidal field with values in the range IT to 3.4T. The density was also substantially varied by
a factor of 2.7 and the plasma current was either 1.5MA, 2MA or 2.5MA. All the relevant
parameters for figure 2 and for all the other scaling studies shown in this paper were measured
just prior to the H—mode formation. Clearly the power threshold shows a linear dependence on
neBL. The threshold is similar to that for the 1991/2 data (fig.2) for similar conditions, namely
single null configurations, carbon target tiles and ions drifting towards the target. When 1994
data are plotted against B1 only there is a linear dependence of Pu». with Bl but the threshold is
about a factor of two higher than for the corresponding 1991/92 data and is comparable with
that obtained by Ward et al [1] for just 1991 data.
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3' THE JET 1991/92 H-MODE DATABASE.
The data are from extensive studies with 1<I (MA)<5, 1<Bl('I‘)<3.2, 1<ne(1019m'3)<6,
forward and reversed toroidal fields, NBI, IC and LHCD auxiliary power input, X-point
heights varying from 0.02m outside the target plates to 0.17m inside the plates, carbon or
beryllium target tiles, and up to 0.25m distance (AX) between the last closed flux surface and

the limiter. In this section the dependencies of Pm on B1, he, heating type, ion VB drift
direction, 1?, AX and the target material are discussed.

3.1 Scaling with ne, B; and II,
A plot of power versus the produce neB. for the whole database including an ohmic heating
1+m is shown in fig.3. There is a marked linear dependence of the threshold power on
‘1‘.e This is in good agreement with the ASDEX result [2], Pm/S=4.4x1(r3at where S is the

surface area and varies between 150m2 and 180m2 for the JET discharges. The band
corresponding to this range 0f S is shown in fig.3. This scaling gives Pm ~3OOMW for ITER

at a density of 1020m'3- A large fraction of these data was taken at Bl=2.8T which provides an
opportunity to check for dependence Pm on density. All the data for 2.8T are plotted as Pm
versus average density in fig.4. Again a linear relationship appears for the threshold power in
agreement with results from other tokamaks [3]. However, some caution should be applied to

our present findings. It should be noted that the ICRH data alone show a much weaker scaling
with density, NBI shows a much stronger scaling, and combined heating contributes strongly
to the linear relationship apparent in fig.4.

The scaling with toroidal field alone was obtained for a density range 1<ne(1020m'3)<2. The
ower threshold increases with increasing BT but at a rate which is a factor of two less than for

the 1994 data (fig.2).
The dependence of Pm on plasma current was studied at a constant toroidal field of 2.8T and a
window in density between ne=1.5 x 1019m‘3 and nc=2.5 x 1019m'3. The threshold power is
almost constant over the five-fold range in IP except for a few shots at 3MA which have Pm as
low as 3-4MW. This "optimum" Ip corresponds to a q95=3. A similar effect has been found in
ASDEX [2].

3.2 Dependence on ion VB drift direction.
Single null discharges were produced with the null either at the top of the vessel where the
target plates were made of carbon or with the X-point at the bottom of the machine where there

were beryllium target tiles. The toroidal field was reversed so that the effect of the ion VB draft
direction (either towards or away from the tiles) could be explored. A plot of Pm versus

rte I B I sig is shown in fig.5 where the value of sig is +1 for ion VB drift towards the target and
sig: -1 for drift away from the target. The points are identified according to whether the null
was at the top or the bottom of the machine. For completeness the new 1994 data are also
included. For the shots with the single null at the top, SN(T), the threshold is greater by about

a factor of two if the VB drift is away from the target as was found by Ward et al [1] for the
scaling with B; only. For the shots with the single null at the bottom of the vessel, SN(B), and

the ion drift away from the target, (negative nc I Bl] sig), the threshold is about a factor of two
less than that with the null at the top for the same drift direction. It is in fact slightly less than
the threshold for the SN(B) discharges with the ions drifting towards the target. This result
could be due to the effect of the Be tiles or it could be a result of the different heating systems
used. Plasmas with the single null at the bottom and the ion drift away from the target were
predominantly heated by ICRH or by combined heating. Perhaps fast ion anisotropy or the
combination of a non—fuelling heating system combined with the pumping properties of Be tiles
is beneficial for reducing the power threshold.-
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3.3 Effect of X-point height and plasma position.
The influence of the X--po'1nt height above the target plates was studied in 3MA 2.2T single null
configurations with reversed toroidal field. The results are shown in fig. 6. The X--point
position was varied from 0. 17m inside the target plates to 0.02m behind the target surface
There is clearly only a very weak dependence of Pm on AX with a small reduction in the
threshold level as the X-point is moved further inside the tokamak. The variation of Pu1 with
the distance between the limiter and the last closed flux surface is also weak for distances
greater than 2cm but increases rapidly as me separation is reduced below 2cm.

4 . SUMMARY.
New I-l-mode threshold data over a range of toroidal field and density values have been
obtained from the present campaign. The scaling with neBK is almost identical with that of the
1991/92 period for the same discharge conditions. The scaling with toroidal field alone gives
somewhat higher thresholds than the older data. The 1991/2 database shows a scaling of Pm
with neBt which is approximately linear and agrees well with that observed on other tokamaks.
For N131 and carbon target tiles the threshold power is a factor of two higher with the ion VB
drift away from the target compared with the value found with the drift towards the target The
combination of ICRH and beryllium tiles appeals to be beneficial for reducing P3,. The power
threshold is largely insensitive to plasma current, X—point height and distance between the last
closed flux surface and the limiter, at least for values greater than 2cm.
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The phenomena occurring at transition from L-rnode to Hemode confinement regimes in toka—
maks are often regarded as different from those that produce type-III Edge Localized Modes
(ELMs) once the H-mode is established [1]. However, in recent theories revival of the previ—
ous concept of an ELM as a L-H auto-oscillation [2] can be seen. Here, the L-H transition is
associated with the suppression of MHD-fluctuations by a process of spontaneous generation
of laminar flow from turbulence [3]. The resistive interchange instability is considered as a
possible candidate for turbulence [4, 5]. In this context, it is of interest to determine whether
we can distinguish between LH~ELMs and MHD-ELMS.

In experiments described below, data from ohmically heated H-modes in deuterium single-null
divertor plasmas on COMPASS—D (R : 0.56m, a : 0.164m, b/a = 1.6, IF = 150 — IBOkA,
BT : 0.93 — 1.1T) are examined [6]. We used two poloidal arrays each of 24 Mimov coils
placed on the inside wall of vacuum vessel at toroidal angles t} = 0" and 180°. A protective
shield limits the frequency response to about 160 kHz.
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Periodic ELMs are observed when the volume average plasma pressure is below some threshold

have which the discharge is in ELM—free H»mode. Figure 1 illustrates temporal evolution in
aELMY regimE. It shows both separated ELMs (“MHD‘ELMS”) and the behavmr at L-H or

H-L transitions Where the longer periods of high Du with brief intermissions are termed L-H

transition ELMS. The change in magnetic fluctuation at MHD-ELMs and L-H ELMs are sum-
la! the amplitude of fluctuations following the Do wayel'orm approximately. The MHD—E‘zLivIs

halve attributes of type-III ELMs: coherent precursor, burst of high frequency Mimov actmty,

and the fraction of energy lost per ELM, 6W/W .3 4% as estimated from Shafranov moment

EBB cos 0. The L-H transition ELMs, which have trapezoidal shapes for the. Du Signal could

be regarded as several overlapping asymmetric triangular ELMs. The same. unpressron is ob-

mined from Mimov Signals. One can notice also a low level of precursor actiwty between L-H

ELMS- Therefore, simply from the overall characteristics of the Mimov Signals, we cannot

clearly separate the L-H transition ELMs from the MHD-ELMs.

Next we analyse closely the MED—burst during the ELMs. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of

the integrated Mimov signals ABE for a MHD-ELM - the last of the periodic ELMs before

AB 6 23 [I]!

W

3mTr—W'“;V""V"\”’\//\\L/\£v—

Fig. 2 Time evolution of in-
tegrated Mir-now signals during
the ELM showing that the ELM
is initiated by an interchange of
bundles of precursor mode. The
numbers label magnetic coil: at
position shown in diagram of
crass-section and Q denotes the
tomidal angle. Shot 11425, time
121.7-122.0 ma. Plasma param-
eters are Ip : 15011.4, 137 =
1.1T, Wain : 3.21:]. The Do
trace of the ELM itaelfia shown
at the top, The lines join the
point: of constant phase, :2.



the ELM-free phase. 138,; is obtained by numerical integration starting at the beginning of the
time window shown in Fig. 2. Signals are digitized at 0.5 MHz. The ELMS shows characteristic
feature ofa ABg cycle. This structure can be observed only on outer part of the poloidal 0055.
section (note coils nearest plasma here). The peak-to peak amplitude of this event is more thzm
twice the amplitude of the precursor and its characteristic period is about twice the period of
the precursor oscillations. Combining the signals from different coils from both cross»sections
one finds that they can be explained by a perturbation rotating in the electron diamagnetic
drift direction and relatively slowly changing in time so that the evolution in shape of the
disturbance can be traced when it passes neighbouring coils. Similar shapes at the same time
are observed at 180” toroidally at poloidal positions corresponding with the expected field line
angle. Thus, at the outboard side, the perturbation is approximately homogeneous along the
field lines: ABg : f(t,2) where :c = a9 — air/q — vt. Following its evolution in the laboratory
frame, 9:, one can see that this “bundle"-lil(e perturbation evolved from a precursor in which
the spatial periodicity was broken (see expanded part in Fig. 2). A possible interpretation of
this event is a spatial interchange of neighbouring flux tubes carrying opposite current per-
turbations. During the ELM,
the “bundle” disintegratcs
into smaller structures which
finally disappear with a time
constant very close to the du- [“- U-l
ration of one poloidal revolu-
tion: 27ra((1+ N2)/2)1/2/‘Ug 2
maps. _ j'
The nature of the defect in 0'3 ml
periodicity of the precursor
can be more clearly seen on llillIlllI|lillrllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllli
the “incomplete” ELM in Fig. \Nm .LLS l time
3. Here, the typical swing
or A3,, at the beginning or \
ELM is followed by oscilla-
tions with the same frequency
and phase as the precursor.
AB.) in laboratory coordinate
I can be then well fitted by
the tangential magnetic field
of a periodic array of posi-
tive and negative current filae
rnents separated poloidally by
A : 5.3cm and with two I
neighbouring filaments inter— G) e Gil a 9 6—29 69 E) 69 e (D e G)
changed. The modulation of I ‘
A30 is sensitive to the coil- J L A :5'3 cm
to—array distance D and the 77+ 77—
best fit is obtained with D :
7.6cm. This is very close to
the distance of the magnetic
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Fig. 3 (a) Temporal evolution of Do and the integrated signal
for "incomplete ELM" on shot 11428 at 121.3 ms. (b) Thick
full line is expanded magnetic signal against the spatial coordi-

COHS from separatrix WhjCh is male. Paloidal velocity 1! determined from time delays of signals
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The interchange event lasts about 20;”. It 4
rcauses the characteristic poloidal mode num- F 3 0
ber of the precursor, originally being m = E O

214((1+n2)/2)1/2/2A z 13, to be halved. The Z 2
magnetic field perturbation is increased thus 3]
enlarging the radial extent of the mode. In the _ -
case of an incomplete ELM, the perturbation
is probably not enough to short circuit the flux
surfaces of the mode to those in the scrape— 15 '
ofi' layer- When this happens the interchange 1: ' n ' 0

event evolves into the full MED-ELM and the i ‘0 -- O
“bundle” is peeled-off during the one revolu- £1) 5 0

tion in poloidal direction.
0,

The “bundles” can be identified on isolated 0 1000 2000 3030 4000 5000
ELMS interrupting the ELM-free phase and W [J]
can be traced up to the very beginning of
ELMy phase. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 Amplitude and the palaidalvelocity ofihe
showing the amplitudes of “bundles” and their “bundle" during ELM: a: a function of plasma.
poloidal velocity during the ELMs for a wide energy. Fa” symbol! f0r repaiifive ELMs, Open
range of plasma energies. symbols for isolated ELMs. IP : 150 — 180kA,

Bq- : 1.1T.

In conclusion, observations on COMPASS~D show that the MED-burst during a typical MHD—
ELM is an event which is initiated by a defect in spatial periodicity of the precursor close to the
separatrix. Iflarge enough it evolves into a “bundle”- type structure which finally disintegrates
into to a. small scale turbulence probably in the scape-off layer. The hints for this process can
be also traced in L-H transition ELMs. This together with the absence of a clear difference
between L-H transition ELMs and MHD-ELMs leads us to the conclusion that the MHD pro—
cess described above might be continuously present in L-mode. Our results are consistent with
a model in which L-mode turbulence is produced by Kadomtsev noise pumping from the edge
[7] whiCh is suppressed during the H-mode.
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Ohmic H-mode characteristics
H-mode is routinely achieved on COMPASS-D (R=0.557m, a=0.l7m) in single-null di~
vertor configuration (b/a~1.6, similar to ITER and JET) with the ion grad B direction
towards the X-point. Initial Ohmic H-mode studies [1) revealed a gradual L—H transi-
tion (timescale > T3). Frequent boronization (glow discharge in trimethyl boron and
helium, approximately every 50 shots for optimum effect) has resulted in a. wide Ohmic
H-mode parameter range: 3.5 S fig S 15 X 10191114, 130 S 1,, SlSOkA, 0.8 S BT S 1.4T,
2.8 S (195 S 3.7. The L—H transition is usually more abrupt, and quiescent or ELM-free
periods may develop directly from a. dithering«ELM phase. ELM-free periods can exceed
100ms, N6~8XTE (see fig 1). During this time the density rises continuously, with no ex-
ternal refuelling, and can reach fie > 1.5X102°m_3. At this density Q, ~ 085,511,090" ~ 1.5
(i.e. > 50% of the Troyon—Sykes fl-limit), and (jg) /rtfi= 2 0.6 x 10‘14Am, surpassing the
Greenwald limit. Energy confinement times of up to 25ms (fig 2) are obtained, up to 3X
n; in Ohmic L-mode plasmas at the same fig, corresponding to ~2XITER89P, ~3xneo—
Alcator, and in close agreement with both Lackner - Gottardi and Rebut—Lallia scalings
(fig 3). The H-mode enhancement factor from ELMy to ELM-free H-mode is S 1.8. Soft
X~ray diode array measurements show an increase in intensity on axial chords coincident
(to Sims) with changes on the edge channels (a/2) at the onset of the quiescent period,
indicating a global increase in confinement [2]. The long quiescent periods can terminate
by an abrupt reversion to L-mode, or development of ELMs or end in disruption after
growth of an m=2 mode, and can last into the current run-down phase when the SND con-
figuration is no longer sustained. Impurity radiation as measured by bolometry increases
at a slightly slower rate than fig. Neglecting any refuelling contribution from impurities,
the density behaviour in these discharges, ie continuous increase with no gas puff, implies
a recycling coefficient greater than unity. More detailed analysis of the discharge dynam-
ics [3] indicates that the recycling coefficient is greater in H—mode than L-mode, which is
not inconsistent with the lower edge density (greater probability of ionisation inboard of
the SOL) measured in H-mode [4].

Changes in plasma rotation are measured by Doppler spectroscopy on trace boron (BIV
282nm, N4 cm inboard of the last closed flux surface (LCFS)). During development of the
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H-mode gradual changes in toroidal and poloidal rotation occur on a time scale ~20ms.

The change in toroidal rotation ~ 20km/s in the ion drift direction is similar to that

observed for Cl ions in the core [5] (ClXVI 0.497nm) and ignoring pressure gradient

effects Would correspond with an increase in the radial electric field outwards. Curiously,
the smaller changes in poloidal rotation ~5km/s (on a different shot) are in the electron

drift direction. Further measurements are required to resolve the apparent discrepancy.

Ohmic H-mode has also been achieved in helium, a gas which has chemistry and recycling
characteristics very different from deuterium. The helium aode operating window is
limited to II, ZlSUkA, 6 5 fig 3 8 X 10‘9m_3, at BT=I.IT. In contrast to deuterium the
radiated power is lower in H-mode than in L-mode, consistent with a reduced impurity
influx from reduced charge exchange to the walls and chemical sputtering at the graphite

tiles. Energy confinement times in these helium H-modes are similar to those in deuterium
for the same electron density (fig 2).

H-modes occur in the same region of P/A vs HEBT (fig 4) space as on other devices.
There is a. definite density threshold for H-mode: fie ~ 3.5 x 1019m‘3 (for ET 2 1.1T,

1301(A<I,J <200kA). Fig 5 shows data from a discharge which goes in and out of ELMy H-
mode as the density first increases and then decays, for near constant ohmic input power.
Note that the line-average density is significantly lower at the H-L transition than at the
LE transition. Above threshold, reversion to L-mode can be achieved by gas puff (only
a few % of the recycling influx), transition to H—mode re-occuring when the gas puffing
ceases. In addition the L-H transition can be inhibited by gas puff and the transition
delayed until considerably higher density is reached. This sensitivity to relatively small
perturbations at the plasma boundary indicates that COMPASS-D Ohmic H-modes are
probably close to threshold throughout their duration.

H—modes with ECRH
Additional heating with fundamental and 2"d harmonic ECRH at GOGHz has also pro-
duced H-modes in deuterium (5 high field, 5 low field side X-mode antennae, power/antenna
< 0.2MW). Strong H-modes are observed with relatively low power (~300kW deliv-
ered) fundamental heating at the plasma edge (7,.“ ~ rcs at high densities, H. _>_
5 X 10‘9m‘3), although similar Ohmically heated discharges at the same density exhibit
some incipient H-mode behaviour (ie “dithering” ELMs). H-modes have been observed in
the presence of 2"‘1 harmonic heating in plasmas with densities above the X—mode cut-off
(n,(r,c,) > nun-g = 2.23 x 10‘9m‘3) with near central resonance but with a high power—
threshold (0.8MW delivered power). Other resonance positions and densities have been
investigated, and these 2th,,e data are in agreement with a sharp increase in the threshold
power as the density is reduced, as can be seen from the three Zoom discharge trajectories
at slightly differing densities in fig 4.

ELM-control experiments
ELM-control experiments making use of the COMPASS helical magnetic perturbation
windings show encouraging preliminary results. Fig 6 shows data from a discharge where
an n=odd, low In (predominantly 1,2 and 3) perturbation (~6 Gauss in (2,1) at rcs)
is applied during an H-mode quiescent period by a pair of toroidally opposed saddle coils
straddling the divertor [6]. An H- to L-mode transition is stimulated when the mode
penetrates [7] to form a magnetic island. This is followed by the development of ELMS
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and reversion to ELM-free behaviour. The process is then repeated but in this example the
plasma disrupts in L-mode. In this series of discharges an H—L transition is stimulated
on every occasion that penetration occurs with no transition when penetration is not
achieved. The density ('13:) in these discharges is far above that where penetration and
locked modes are normally observed. This is probably related to the reduced toroidal
velocity during an ELM'free H-mode on COMPASS-D.

Summary
Frequent boronization has resulted in a wide Ohmic deuterium H-mode operating param.
eter range on COMPASS—D, with long ELM-free periods during which the density rises
to very high values. Energy confinement times exceeding 251115 in H—mode show good
agreement with Rebut-Lallia and Lackner-Gottardi scalings. A low-density threshold is
observed to the L-H transition, and the transition can be delayed to higher densities by gas

pufi'. Helium H-modes show similar energy confinement times to deuterium but a smaller

operating parameter space. Application of helical magnetic perturbations during ELM-
free H-modes, in preliminary ELM-control experiments, stimulates ELMy behaviour, but
only when penetration occurs. ‘
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Divertor Performance of High Densig H—Mode Discharges
in ASDEX Upgrade

V. Mertens, H.—S. Bosch, K. Buchl A. Carlson Ch. Fuchs O. Gruber, G. Haas,
A. Hermann‘ W J-uriker, A. Kallenbach, M. Kaufmann, W. Koppendorfer,

K. Lackner, M. Laux‘ ,F. Mast J. Neuhauser F. Ryter, A. Stabler,
O. Vollmer M. Weinlich, H. Zohm, ASDEX Upgrade & NBI Teams

Max»Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
85748 Garching, ”10117 Berlin; Fed. Rep. of Germany

Introduction :
The high density H-mode is one of the most probable operational modes in next step
devices like ITER for.ignition as well as for continuous burning. H—mode operational
conditions, however, raise difficult physical questions, especially with respect to the ex-
pected enormous heat load of the divertor.
The H-mode in ASDEX Upgrade divides into three submodes, namely ELM free, type—
I and type—HI ELMS. The ELM free mode seems to be incompatible with continuous
plasma operation owing to the loss of plasma particle inventory control and concomi-
tant strong impurity accumulation. The type—I ELM regime might be disadvantageous
owing to the time averaged strong local concentration of the power load of the divertor
plates. The type»III ELM scenario may not be accessible under ITER conditions. En-
ergy removal by significant impurity radiation in the plasma boundary will probably be
necessary to reduce the divertor heat load and enable easier access to the desired cold
divertor plasma regime but may be detrimental to bulk plasma properties.
The investigations presented in this contribution aim at the development of a. stable and
stationary type-I ELMing H-mode regime with cold divertor charateristics.

Discharge Parameters and Diagnostics :
Lower single null discharges in D+ are performed with densities of fie % lflzom'a, plasma
currents up to 1.2 MA and NBI heating powers up to 7 MW. The edge safety factor q95
varies between 2.7 and 4. At 1.2 MA high line averaged densities can be achieved without
gas puffing whereas at lower plasma currents strong puffing is necessary to reach these
high fie. All plasma exposed components are protected by carbon tiles and the vessel is
routinely boronized to obtain clean discharges. In most of our experiments the ion VB
drift is directed towards the target plates to achieve low H-mode power thresholds.
Preferably data of vertically viewing fast and high resolution thermography, CI” and
HO, cameras observing both divertor plates are presented in this contribution. Moreover,
eighteen bolometer chords spanned over the divertor region give good insight into the
divertor radiation behaviour (time resolution @110 ms). On several toroidal and radial
positions flush-mounted Langmuir probes in the target plates measure nil" and TE‘”.
Calorimetry allows additionally the determination of the time integrated power load of
both plates.

Experimental Observations :
The discharges under investigation radiate in total typically Pg; 5 70 % of the input
heating power. Depending on the neutral particle density in the divertor, 10 to 17 % of
this fraction amounts to the divertor zone, which is defined here as the plasma volume
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below the horizontal plane through the X—point. The main plasma radiation profiles are
peaked at the plasma boundary and hollow 1n the centre. The highest radiation density
is generally, located in the X point region [1]. The mner divertor leg radiates, typically,
stronger than the outer one PM; rises with increasing n: and input power.

The fraction of 30 to 50 % of the input power not radiated from the plasma is con
ducted asymmetrically onto the target plates loading more the outer plate [2,3]. As an
example, we describe the dynamics of the power deposition onto the plates of a high den
sity discharge in between and during type-I ELMs under low recycling conditions [4].
In between ELMs, the corresponding divertor densities are a few times 10mm“3 and the
related temperatures are between 10 and 25 eV (see Fig. 2 a ). The accompanied peak
power deposition densities measured by means of thermography on the outer and inner
divertor plate are comparable (see Fig. 1) but different profile shapes and geometry re—
sult in the Stronger heat load of the outer plate (power ratio out/in of about 2.5/1). The
power density decay lengths close to the separatrix are as small as about 1 cm which
corresponds transformed to the equatorial plane m 1 mm. Comparison of these pow-
er density profiles on the outer plate with the according profiles calculated via. the ion
saturation Current profiles measured by Langmuir probes shows agreement within the
experimental errors.
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Figure 1: Thermogmphically measured power density profiles in between and during type-I
ELMS (IF = 1.2 MA, fig m1.1_1020m—31 PNBI 2‘ 5.5 MW, qgs = 2.7).

When an ELM develops, it pushes up the instantaneous heat load at both targets. In the
early phase of the ELM, only the amplitude of the power density is significantly increased
reaching on the inner plate 20 MW m‘2 (at PNBI = 5.5 MW). The maximum power
density at the inner divertor plate is normally up to twice as high as the outer one, while
type—HI ELMs exhibit the opposite behaviour. Later, an additional contribution occurs
Characterized by a large profile decay length in the order of 10 cm in the scrape-cit layer
SOL (similar to L—mode conditions) and a significant power deposition into the private
flux region. During an ELM the power is more equally distributed. The ratio of power
deposited onto the outer and inner plate reduces to S 1.5 . During the few milliseconds
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following a type-I ELM the energy deposition is significantly reduced compared to that.
preceeding the ELM. The out /in-asymmetry approaches time averaged 2/1.

Applying strong gas puffing the line averaged density can be increased only with
difficulty whereas the neutral particle density in the divertor rises markedly on time scales
of A“. 0.5 s to 1 s. This significant enhancement in recycling (to 113‘” 2 2- 102°D2m“3) in
both divertor branches is easily detectable on the Hf" emissivites. In parallel, the ELM
amplitude becomes smaller, its frequency higher, the peak divertor temperatures T55"
measured between ELMs decreases (S 10 eV) and the corresponding densities 11“" rise to
about 1 - 10201724. Above a certain neutral particle density, however, nit" drops to about
1019m‘3. Under these conditions, both divertor legs Show indications of detachment
between ELMS. The solid curves in Fig. 2 b) and 3 b) represent typical features [5]. The
It?" and Ted“ profiles are, moreover, not longer peaked at the strike points. Residual peaks
remain in the outer part of the SOL (see Fig. 2 b ) indicating that the power flux into
this part is not as effectively suppressed as that close to the strike zone. In extreme cases,
the energy flux through the inner SOL even during ELMs is partly absorbed probably by
the dense neutral particle bag, as demonstrated by CH} profiles (see solid curve in Fig.
3 a ).

‘ div“Tun-3 ] Between ELMs Te [CV]
o 4207 - 5

$1019 - 4

3

4x10l9 - 2
[rivalc flux region

- 1

D n) b) o

0.50 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.60 0.55 0.70 0.75
Target Plate Coordinate [to] Target Plate Coordinate [m]

Figure 2: Divertor 712“" (solid curve) and TE" {dashed curve) profiles along the outer
target plate surface in between ELMs measured by Langmuir probes. a) corresponds to a.
low recycling and b) to a high recycling case.

To reduce the power load of the'outer divertor the direction of the ion VB drift is
reversed away from the X—point. This equalizes the power guided into the divertor throats
under ohmic and low power conditions [2,3]. At high input power, however, the power load
becomes asymmetric again. Similar asymmetries are measured by means of calorimetry
for both drift directions. On the other hand, the behaviour of the neutral density at the
outer divertor mg” and the density in the private flux region/inner divertor ng'w change.
1135" increases but 713,6" decreases with reversal of the drift direction resulting in ratios of
11.3” / 715"" :3 1.3/1 with drift direction down and about 2.2/1 with drift direction up.

To reduce the power load further, experiments are performed with enhanced edge
radiation by puffing Ne into the main chamber. Owing to typical plasma temperature
distributions Ne radiates predominantly at the edge. Although the total radiated fraction
is increased up to 85 % (close to the H —# L-mode back transition) no clear detachment
is achieved. The fraction radiated from the divertor is also not noticeably modified.
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Figure 3: 05,-” brightnesses measured by a vertically viewing camera.14

Further increase of fig by gas pufiing or enlarging impurity influx force a change in
ELM dynamics followed by a H a L-mode transition and a marfe instability triggering
the final disruption.

Conclusions :
Divertor studies have been undertaken in ASDEX Upgrade with the aim to establish a
stationary high density H-mode regime with cold divertor. Detachment is achieved in
between ELMs in both divertor legs by the significant increase of recycling. Under very
high recycling conditions the inner divertor branch exhibits even during ELMs beginning
detachment. Symmetrization of the divertor power load by reversing the ion VB drift
direction is not successfull at high input powers. Owing to the low divertor temperatures
the physical sputtering of target plate material is strongly reduced and chemical erosion
dominates [6,7]. The experiments indicate, moreover, that increasing n3“ is more efficient
in cooling the divertor than the enhancement of edge radiation via Ne putting in the
available range (up to the H —r L-mode back transition). Fortunately, no indications of
impurity accumulation and detrimental effects on energy confinement are found for these
scenarios. The high recycling H—mode regime is, however, characterized by degradation
of the confinement time in the order of 10 to 20 % increasing with recycling.
Since the ITER divertor has to sustain very high power fluxes, effective energy removal
from the plasma volume is a major problem. An optimized combination of impurity and
deuterium gas puff might preserve good confinement and cold divertor properties.
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1. Introduction

The good confinement properties of the H-mode make it a promising regime for a. future
reactor. This regime is achieved when the heating power exceeds a. threshold power, Pun“,
which depends on the plasma parameters and the device [1]. The H—mode takes different forms
(dithering, ELMing with type~III and type-I ELMs. ELM-free), depending on the heating
power. The dithering cycles are periodic oscillations between L and H phases [2] and ELM
is the acronym for Edge Localized Modes. So far, only the occurrence of ELMS, producing
repetitive particle and energy losses at the plasma edge, has allowed steady-state H-mode
operation required for a future reactor. The plasma eventually falls back into the L-mode and
the knowledge of the conditions determining this transition is essential for ITER scenarios.Such
studies are pursued in ASDEX Upgrade and the essential results are described and discussed
in the present work.
ASDEX Upgrade is a divertor tokamak (major radius R0 = 1.65m, minor radius a. = 0.5m,
elongation r: z 1.7), presently equipped with neutral beam injection (NBI 10MW) and ion
cyclotron (ICRF GMW) heating. The H—mode has been achieved with pure Ohmic, ICRF, and
NBI heating [4].

2. Operating window and H—mode regimes

The H-mode power threshold in ASDEX Upgrade has been studied under different condi—
tions and the results are in qualitative agreement with previous studies in other tokamaks,
summarized for instance in [1]. It is in particular well-known, for SN configurations, that the
power threshold depends on the direction of the ion gradB drift: away from the X-point (”un-
favourable configuration”, (—X) the threshold is z 2 times higher than towards the X—point
(”favourable configuration”, AX). The ASDEX Upgrade results for the favourable configura—
tion in deuterium plasmas were already reported in detail [5]. Under these conditions, the
threshold is well represented by Feb”, : 1.67r'zeBT in MW, 101°m‘3, T; independently of the
heating method. Normalizing with the plasma surface area for comparison with other toka—
maks, as done in the lTER threshold database work [6,1], shows that the threshold in ASDEX
Upgrade has one of the lowest values with Emu/S = 0.04figBT in MW, 102°m‘3, T. The
favourable configuration in deuterium is the only one for which Pghre, is low encugh such that
the Ohmic H-mode can be obtained [7] It has also been extensively used for studies with N81
and ICRF. For this configuration, all the main H—mode types have been observed, appearing in
the following order as the heating power is increased at constant fieBT, in the range 0.1 — 1.5
1020 m"3 T: dithering at the threshold, ELMing with type—Ill ELMs, ELM-free and ELM-
ing with type—I ELMs. For the unfavourable configuration the threshold is z 1.8 higher as
shown in fig 1. Under these conditions with higher Pu”, only ELM—I occur. Neither dithers
as discussed in a companion paper [8], nor typeIII ELMs occur which is attributed to the
temperature dependence of the different ELM types [9] and will not be further discussed here,
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but is understandable from Fig 1. Finally, for both configurations PM”, is almost twice higher

for hydrogen target plasmas than for deuterium; helium is in between.

3, Transition from H-mode to L-mode

The H—L transition generally occurs at a lower power than the L-H transition, known as

the "H-mode hysterisis" which may be attributed to the improved edge confinement during the

H—mode. A particularly important issue related to the H»L transition is the compatibility of the

H-mode with the ”cold radiative mantle”, presented in [10] and [11], which aims at decreasing
the large divertor power loading in ITER. This is achievable with high radiation losses at the

edge by introducing impurities. it is therefore important to find the parameters which deter-

mine the H-L transition under such experimental conditions. This was performed in ASDEX
Upgrade for steady—state type-l ELMing discharges for which Ne or Ar were injected into the
main plasma, in conjunction with strong deuterium puffing for high density. In such discharges
the H-mode is quenched by the short Ne pulse (501115), the plasma goes transiently back into
the Lemode but does not disrupt. After a 230.15 5 long L—phase during which the Ne concen-

tration and the radiation level somewhat decrease, the H—mode is recovered. The fractional

radiation power Prod/Pm at the H-L transition is close to 70% for the discharges considered

here, with PM z 6 MW. It was already shown under other experimental conditions without
impurity injection and without deuterium puffing, [5], that both the Leto—H and the H-to—L

transitions primarily depend on the power flux through the separatrix, Pm, : Pm, # Prad(core),

with P,5d(core) being the radiated power from the volume enclosed by the separatrix. Follow-

ing this assumption, the compatibility of the radiating edge with the type—I ELMing H~mode,

i.e. the conditions for the H-L transition, can be analyzed. The results are summarized in
fig? which shows data from discharges with and without impurity injection yielding following

observations:
1) For both configurations without gas puffing, H—mode operation is can be sustained below the
L-H threshold (hyterisis). The points H were obtained just above the H-L transition. Moreover,
the H-L threshold seems to be independent of the configurationrthe H points on the left side are

as low as those on the right side. The exact H<L transition for the unfavourable configuration
is still under investigation.
2) It also shows that the H-L boundary is higher with gas puffing than without. This effect

is probably essentially due to the deuterium pulling, the Ne pulse having only a moderate

additional contribution. This interpretation is supported by the observation that the recovery
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of the H-mode after the Ne pulse occurs almost at the same value of Pup.
3) Moreover the H-L and L—H transitions with puffing are the same for both ion gradB drift
directions. These observations suggest that, in addition to PEP, the neutral gas density in the
main chamber or in the divertor also determines the H—mode transitions.

4. The type-I ELMing regime

In this section, we concentrate on the H—mode with type—l ELMs because it is an attractive
regime for ITER: easily steady—state with good confinement and without impurity accumula_
tion.
Type—I ELMs occur at a sufficient power above Pthresi as mentioned above. Similarly to the
observation made in Dill-D, [12], the repetition frequency of type-I ELMS in ASDEX Upgrade
increases with heating power, with only a slight difference between hydrogen and deuterium,
at the respective rates of z 25 and s: 35 Hz/MW. The energy loss per ELM, measured from
the magnetic measurement (Wmhd), is constant (z 10kJ), independently of the heating power
and of the isotope, for the conditions of the present discharges. It results from the ELM power
dependence that the averaged loss power due to the ELMs, PELMJ, is proportional to the
heating power, here FELM, z 0.25 PM for deuterium. These properties allow type-I ELMing
discharges to be steadyestate at any heating power without external intervention. All plasma.
parameters remain constant, after the initial evolution following the onset of the H-mode. This
holds in particular for electron density, confinement time and radiation power which remains
lower than 50% of the heating power. Note that type—Ill ELM frequency has an inverse power
dependence and steady-state ELMing discharges with such ELMs cannot be obtained without
external control. There, increasing the power leads to ELM-free phases.
The global confinement time defined as usual by TE 2 W/PL with PL = Pm — W where W is
the plasma energy content and PM the total heating power, has been studied for ELMing typel
discharges, in hydrogen, deuterium and helium with hydrogen and deuterium NBI heating at
powers between 2 and 10 MW. The results are summarized in figure 3. The confinement time of
pure deuterium discharges (deuterium NBI into deuterium target) is 25% higher than the other
combinations. This is at least qualitatively in agreement with the isotope effect on confine-
ment, as observed for instance in ASDEX [13]. The result of the extended DIII-D/JET scaling

0-15 r i T .
Dill-DUFF sailing
flwrn'mlFJJ‘i-frte

O O D->D

0.1 ~ Q i -
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0.05 — Fig. 3 Global confinement time versus
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o J L I I 1 given in the text.
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including ASDEX and PBX—M [14], which gives the thermal confinement time of ELM-free dis-
charges, shows agreement with these ELMing discharges. The contribution of the non—thermal
injected fast ions to the energy content is estimated, for the discharges considered here with
71,, z 0.6 1020 m—3, to less than 10%. Therefore, the global confinement measured for our
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deuterium NBI heated discharges is close the thermal value. The ELM losses are located at
the plasma edge, and therefore their contribution to the confinement time degradation is small

and estimated here to about 5%. In summary, the small fast ion content and the weak ELM

effect on confinement time explain the good agreement of these ELMing discharges with the

ELM-free scaling. The confinement of similar discharges with the cooling radiative mantle with

N6 were presented elsewhere, [15]. They show that the global confinement of type—I ELMing

discharges With 65% fractional radiation from the main plasma can reach 90% of the results

presented here: the good confinement is almost not degraded by the cooling edge.

5 Summary and conclusion

H—mode conditions for the 1:11 and H—L transition were studied in ASDEX Upgrade under

different condition and in particular for both ion gradB drift directions in SN configuration. The
threshold results agree with the usual observations. The boundaries for ELMs are decoupled

from the threshold and depend on the plasma parameters. In particular type—III ELMs and

dithers are not observed for the unfavourable configuration. The power at the transition back

into the L-mode is clearly higher in discharges with strong gas puffing, even at high heating

power. Surprisingly,it does not seem to depend on the ion gradB drift direction, with and

without gas puffing. Finally,the steady-state type~l ELMing discharges obtained in the whole

operation window above the threshold, are an attractive regime for ITER, with confinement
time close to the ELM-free H-mode.
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1. Introduction

The H—mode is a promising regime for fusion reactors and it is essential to be able to predict
its operational window in future devices. The ”HrMode Database Working Group” started in
1992 to gather, analyze and compare H—mode threshold data from several divertor tokamaks
so that predictions could be made. The database and first results were presented in [1,2] and
the threshold database has been improved and extended since. The work has tWO objectives:
1) to predict the minimum heating power necessary to reach the H-mode in future devices, 2)
to contribute to physics studies of the L‘H transition.

2. Extension and improvement of the threshold database

The threshold database contains about 130 variables which are essentially the variables
of the confinement database [3] combined with variabla thought to be relevant for H-mode
threshold and transition physics, [2]. Some time slices are chosen deep in the L and H phases
of the discharge, but most of them are just before and immediately after the L-H transition.
The L points are essential to distinguish the L and H regions without ambiguity. The present
database contains about 3500 time slices, with NBI heating for each device and, in addition,
ICRF heating for JET. The essential extension since the last EPS (1993) conference has been
the contribution of 15 discharges from ASDEX to better illustrate the density dependence for
this tokamak and 36 discharges from JET supposed to represent the lower threshold in this
device. Moreover, data from Alcator C-MOD, which recently obtained the Ohmic H-mode [4]I
has been entered in the database. This data is essentially from Ohmic plasma, performed at
high magnetic field (ET 3 — 5 T) and high density (fie 1.0 - 2.5 1020 m'3), and 73:87 reachm
z 12 1020 m“3 T. This large value of ficBT extends the database range by a factor of 8 (2 for
BT and 4 for Fig). The conditions of these discharges are described in detail in ref. [4]. It must
be noticed that the plasma facing components in Alcator C—MOD are all molybdenum.

Data from ASDEX Upgrade [5], COMPASS-D (Ohmic) [6], DIII—D [7] and PBX—M [8], all
under boronized conditions, are also used in this paper and will be included in the threshold
database in the very near future. These new contributions are important for two reasons: 1)
the new devices extend the range of the database; 2) the discharges were performed with a
boronized vessel which gives a. more consistent dataset and in general has a lower threshold
power.
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3 Comparison with the previous results and new analyses

In the previous work, the threshold was essentially studied for ”easy transition", well~known

conditions for which the threshold is low: SN configuration with the ion gradB drift toward

the X-point, deuterium target plasma, as well as some criteria specific to each device such as

distance from the wall and avoidance of low «1% region [2]. It was suggest that the threshold

power increases linearly with the product figBT for each device and that the plasma surface

area, 5, could be used to unify the multi‘machine database. In this section we redo and extend

the analyses with the new data.

The new JET dataset contains discharges with NBI heating only, in the SN configuration with

the ion gradB drift toward the X—point. A comparison of the new and old JET data is shown in

figure 1, in which the representation of our previous results is adopted, [2]. The line indicates

the results given by our previous analysis. This JET data clearly confirms the lower threshold,

compared to the data available in the previous version of the database. In the present work,

only the lowest points are thought to represent the threshold and will be interpreted as such.

The points at high power are far above the threshold, they are deep in the H—mode region and

will be important.
The new ASDEX points (fig. 1) were obtained in an early version of the device, with metallic
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Figure 1: Threshold for JET and ASDEX showing the old and new data, and from Alcator

C—MOD; time slices just before the L<H transition.

wall in which the plasma was further away from several machine components and with a larger

divertor chamber. The threshold dependence on fieBT seems to be weaker but the threshold
value is not lower in the middle of the operation range of this device. In particular the new
points at large fieBT reflect a. weaker than linear dependence on both B1 and fig in this early

Version of ASDEX. This new dataset. suggests the influence of the plasma wall interaction

on power threshold but doa not influence the results of the database. The Alcator C—MOD

contribution is also shown in fig. 1. Here we distinguish between discharges with BT z ST and
below 5T. These latter points were obtained by ramping down BT at a rate of z 2 T/s. For

consistency with the other devices, we only use the points with constant BT. Note that the

thrahold for Alcator C—MOD is clearly lower than our previous results.

The new preliminary data with boronisation from DIII—D, [7], which contains also some Ohmic

points, and from PBX—M clearly yield a threshold power lower by a factor of z 2 compared

with the previous dataset. In the following only these new points will be taken into account
and the analysis is guided by dimensionless considerations. already mentioned in the previous
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work [2]. Here, dimensionless analyses can be made under, at least, two assumptions: 1) the
geometrical factor S is correct, suggesting PM”, ~ nfisBT-S; 2) the ficBT dependence observed
in the single devices is correct, would yield PM”, ~ ncBTR”. These two assumptions are
compared in fig 2 a and b respectiVely. As indicated above, in these two figures only the lower

1.5 1 I r 1.5 I I I I
O Alcator C-MOD E] O Alcawr C-MOD
+ ASDEX + ASDEX

1 r A DUI-D 1 e A nr-D
C!

D JET EH Jm—M
05 W EB JFI‘Z—M ‘05 _ . PBXM

o PBX-M me o asoexp
O ASDEX—U 000 X COMPASS-D

0 — >< commssp c - 0 _

-O.5 - — -05 ->< x >§3

.1 1 ' -]
0 0.5 l 1.5 2 2.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

0.7 — 1.5log(rtem 5BTS) log(ncmBTR )

Figure 2: Threshold versus 7575373 and versus neBTR”, in logelog representation.

points represent the power threshold and the lines suggest it. No definitive statement can be
made from these results, however, it must be noted that the representation of fig. 2 b shows
a somewhat better agreement between the devices, except for COMPASS—D which is clearly
above the line. The assumption in this case is that the fig BT dependence observed in the various
devices holds. In both cases, Alcator C—MOD is lower which can be attributed to a weaker
density dependence, observed in some devices, or to a weaker dependence on 87, not observed
in other devices which operate at lower values. It can also be attributed to the molybdenum
plasma facing components and to Li pellet conditioning [4]. The assumption for fig.2 a is that
Pm/S, a measure for the power flux through the separatrix, determines the H—mode transition.
Here, COMPASS—D shows a. better agreement. ASDEX is the only device with a circular cross-
section which could explain that it is above the others. A 50'5 dependence would bring the
ASDEX points close to the other devices. The extrapolation to ITER from fig. 2 3. yields about
100 MW for it: = 0.5 1020 m‘3, the second representation yield higher values (z QOOMW). A
possible scenario for ITER would be to obtain the H—mode at low density in tritium to benefit
from the density dependence and from the possibly decreasing threshold with atomic mass
as observed between hydrogen and deuterium. It must be mentioned, however that several
tokamaks show an increase of the threshold at low density as indicated in our previous work
and recently confirmed by the results from ASDEX Upgrade and COMPASS-D. At prwent,
preliminary investigations suggest that the value of the density below which the thrahold
increases again is a: 0.25 102” m‘3 independently of the device. Finally, we compared with
a. limited dataset from TUMAN-3 [9] which routinely obtained the H»mode with boronisation
[10]. These points (not shown here) are almost one order of magnitude above the lines of fig. 2
(power comparable to COMPASS-D) at the very low end of the x axis. (x -0.19 and z —1.76 for
a and b respectively). This can be partly'attributed to the circular cross-section of the device
and Partly to the low density (71, z 0.15 1020 m‘a) [9], as just above discussed.
The H~mode confinement database described in [3] contains a. wide variety of H—mode time
slices for most of the devices included here. Analyses similar to those given above were done
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with this database for time slices deep in the H phases of the discharges. They yield similar

figurw, showing that the thrahold database is consistent with the confinement database. The

lower boundary obtained in this case does not give the power threshold but an upper limit for

the transition back into the L-mode. As usually‘observed in single devices, this boundary is
here also about two times lower than the threshold, known as the H-mode hysterisis (the fact
that the H—mode can be sustained with less power than the threshold power). This feature can
be used for ITER to reach the H-mode at moderate density and increase the density in the

H regime- Finally, discriminant analysis, [11], may be an attractive method to determine the

boundaries between the L and H regimes. The difiiculty in this particular case is that the L
and H regions overlap in density space. Investigations are being made on this topic.

4, Summary and conclusion

The ITER H—mode threshold database was extended and improved by including Alcator
GMOD which provides larger values of fiCBT and by adding new data for the already included

devices. The analyses given here were made with recent data at lower power threshold from

boronized machines. No statement can be made yet on the actual geometrical dependence.
The more optimistic representation, PW“ ~ nfsBTS, suggests that ITER would require z

lODMW for fie z 0.8 1020 m‘a. This value, however, implies the favourable H—mode conditions

which are presently used in the devices but not yet understood. Performing similar analyses

With the confinement database shows that the hysterisis of the H—mode is about 2 which might

be essential for ITER scenarios.
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Abstract
Polarisation induced L to H mode transition was obtained by ramping up the positive
electrode voltage and driving a radial current between the electrode and the limiter. Particle
confinement improvement can already be observed prior to the characteristic curl-em
bifurcation during a short phase of accelerated conductivity change. Shots were also
produced where H mode behaviour evolves without prior bifurcation of the radial current.
Both these observations are confronted with theoretical models on radial conductivity and
confinement improvement.

1. Introduction.
The achievement and understanding of regimes of improved confinement. such as the H
mode. offers promising perspectives for the operation of a fusion reactor. The transition to
the polarisation induced H mode [1] [brought about by an electrode in the plasma) is
characterised by a sudden increase in poioidal plasma rotation. radial electric field strength
and an abrupt drop (bifurcation) of the radial current (=critical point). These phenomena
accompany an improvement of confinement and. especially. particle confinement. which is
commonly deduced from the reduction of the Ha radiation at the limiter. the increase of

central line averaged density 5.0. and the steepening of the edge density profile. This
improvement is often attributed to the setting up of a transport barrier when the shear in
the electric field quenches the turbulence that is usually held responsible for radial particle
tramport.
in this paper. it will be shown that a transport barrier can be set up already prior to the
current bifurcation to its l-i mode value. Other experiments indicate that a current
bifurcation may even not be a necessary element for the H mode transition.

2. The experimental set-um
The electrode used in the present experiments is located at the bottom of the vessel and
consists of a mushroom-shaped head made of 3D carbon weave and a molybdenum alloy
{I‘ZMl shaft which is insmated from the plasma by a tube of boron nitride (BN1. The electrode
has a built-in heater element which permits to outgas the BN before its insertion into the
plasma. Upon plasma exposure. the BN shaft becomes covered by a thin (conducting) carbon
layer within a shot day. To avoid electrical short-circuiting between the mushroom head and
the shall. a special indentation was made in the head. preventing local carbon coverage. In
this way. a sharply defined conducting boundary at the back of the mushroom head was
realised.
A voltage applied between the electrode and the 8 blades of the toroidal ALT-ll pump limiter
biases the plasma. and is ramped up from O V to +900 V in 200 or 300 ms.

a. Egerimental results.

§.A. The phase of amelerateg congugtlvlty change,
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of relevant plasma parameters during a typical shot in
which, during the voltage VE ramp to +900 V. the rate of electrode current (11;) increase
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changes. This phase of increasing resistivity can proceed the actual current bifurcation by
between 0 and 15 ms and is henceforth referred to as the accelerated conductivity phase.
when this phase sets in. the edge electron temperature (the signal EC9 corresponds to the
ECE channel at r: 30 cm) goes down (2) and the central line averaged density Em is seen to
increase (sometimes even earlier). Also shown Ls the floating potential at r = 45 cm.
Potential measurements with a single point probe. positioned at diil'erent radial positions
allow to infer the radial electric field in the plasma edge region and its evolution with time.
As this is achieved in a series of discharges where the probe is moved on a shot to shot
basis. a high shot reproducibilty is required. At the moment of the current bifurcation. the
field just inside the plasma limiter (located at 46 cm) typically jumps from 100-300 V/cm to
values between 400 and lOOOV/cm. Deeper inside. Er is rather negligible. Figure 2 shows
results for one of such series.
The vertical dashed lines delimit the phase where important conductivity changes occur. In
this time interval. the following phenomena are observed: .

(i) an accelerated increase of electric field 13; between 45.5 and 46 cm. Whereas the global
conductivity. defined as

1E - IE(OV)
SV =“1

vii
is only weakly affected. the local conductivity

5 _ 1r: — IEIOV)E _—
3,,

falls off considerably. -
(ii) The edge density gradient from Li-beam measurements ( VnE) in front of the limiter

starts going up. as well as the central line averaged density. Both indicate an improvement of
particle confinement.

n I l n wi h u u n 1
in Fig. 3. two shots are compared in which VE was ramped up to 300 V. in a first discharge
(dashed lines). the distance between the limiter and the back of the electrode was set at 2.5
cm. in the second (full lines) it was reduced to 0.5 cm.
in the first shot the biasing has little effect on rim or Vne. in the second one however, both
5:0 and Vnc increase from t = 0.92 s on. at which time the global conductivity is seen to
decrease. At about the same time the Ha radiation at the limiter decreases and the radiated
power increases strongly (2]. Although no direct field measurements were available at this
instance. the similarity in the chain of events appears to substantiate the conclusion that.
like in case A, the plasma has evolved (albeit on a slower ttrne scale) to an improved
confinement. signalled by a change in conductivity. but without a bifurcation in current.

4. Discussion
One of the basic questions related to the H-mode phenomenon is whether the same physical
mechanism is responsible for both the creation of the bifurcation of the electric field and the
improvement of confinement. it could be envisaged. on the one hand. that the field
bifurcation stems from field induced changes in plasma viscosity [3] whereas the
confinement improvement results from a shear induced turbulence quenching. One single
mechanism could. on the other hand. prevail when shear flow generation and fluctuation
reduction would be intrinsically linked (4.]. Polarisation nperiments appear to be particularly
snited to study this issue. as the electric field (and its shear) can be artemally imposed.
in our earlier work [1). however. operational conditions (with electrode inserted into deep
into the plasma) were such that confinement improvement was always succeeding a
bifurcation, meaning that no significant improvement was occurring up to a certain field [or
shear) level and was only observed after a much higher level was reached. This
expcrimentally inaccessible gap strongly blurs the issue as it does not allow to ascribe the



confinement improvement to the attainment of a specific (threshold) value of field (sheax).
The observations reported in the present paper suggest that. with an electrode that is not
inserted so far beyond the limiter. two situations can be found were the onset of

confinement Improvement clearly occurs in the accessible field (shear) range. In the first
situation. a bifurcation is preceded by a phase in which accelerated changes in field and
plasma conductivity occur. in the second only accelerated and no discontinuous Changes
appear to occur.

The attainment of both these situations can be understood within the context of the
TEXTOR model for field bifurcation [4] according to which the latter's occurrence depends

upon the competition between
(a) field-dependent. neoclassical viscosity and
[bl friction with neutrals as damping mechanisms of the poloidal plasma rotation.

Close to the limiter. [b] prevails : more inside (a) is more important. if the electrode B close to
the limiter, only neutrals play a role. and high fields are accessed without bifurcation.
If the edge neutral density is low enough. a distinct maximum in the attainable electrode
current exists. and bifurcation is possible. However. the exact moment of occurence of the
actual discontinuity within the phase of changing viscosity depends on the operational
conditions.
Turning now to the concomitant particle confinement changes. one is tempted to conclude
on the basis of the present evidence that there exists a direct link between these

confinement changes and electric field changes that are the result of conductivity
alterations. Note that this conclusion presupposes a further experimental check of E.- in
case 3B. As both particle confinement and conductivity rely on cross ileld transport. the link
might for instance come from a common dependence on fluctuations (presumably magnetic),
on neoclassical orbits or on neutral particles [5]. We are at present not yet in a position to
discriminate between these or other mechanisms.

5. Conclusions.
Polarisation induced H mode shots show a phase of accelerated conductivity change before
the current drop. where the electric field increases strongly. Also the particle confinement
seems to improve from then on.
Secondly, the H mode signature has been seen in shots where the current does not bifurcate
to a low value. obtained with a small separation between electrode and limiter.
From a theoretical viewpoint. the results suggest a direct link between confinement change
and conductivity change. The absence of current drop would be due to the dwarfing of
neoclassical viscosity by neutral friction.
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1. A typical H mode by electrode
polarisation. with the line averaged central
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1. INTRODUCTION
Isotope effect has been observed on many tokamaks. In ASDEX l 1 I , the con—

finement of energy and particle in D—plasma is higher than in H—plasma in all confine—
ment regimes, and also in D—plasma the central temperature T“, is higher. the radial
profiles of density and temperature are more peaked, the sawtooth period 1'“ is pro—
longed and the ELMs like sawteeth are much less frequent in comparison to H—plas—
ma. At the plasma edge the density is higher and the temperature is lower in H—plas-
ma than that in D—plasma. In other tokamaks ,the isototpe effect on r; appears in dif—
ferent confinement scenarios. but decrease with the size of tokamaks. The mecha-
nism of isotope effect is still a puzzle although few theoretical attempts have been
made.

In this paper we would present the experimental results of the isotope effect of
bias L—H transition induced by a biased electrode on the HL-l tokamak and a qualita—
tive explanation with a theoretical attempt that the poloidal rotation velocity v, and
radial electric field E, to trigger bias L—H transition in D—plasma is lower than that in
H—plasma.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The biased electrode experiment has been performed and bias L-H transition has

been induced on the HL41 tokamak [2.3.4]. a typical discharge as shown in Fig. 1.
As the voltage V}: biased on the electrode turns on at 3161115, the electrode current IE
increases , and the plasma density He and diamagnetic flux DMF also increase and the
flu/D.I intensity decreases. indicating improvement of energy and particle confine—
ments.

About 13ms later IE achieves a‘relatively larger value IE and then decreases al-
though VE still increases. and also E. and DMF continue to increase. About 3501115 I:
reaches a minimum value 12min)» at this time the diamagnetic flux DMF reaches a
maximum value and then begin to decrease although density 5. still increases, indi—
cating the energy confinement begins to deteriorate. There is a threshold electrode
current 125 to trigger bias L—H transition. We have observed that I}: is lower in D—
plasma than that in H-plasrna. The threshold value of the radial current density in
Calculated by IFS/A. where A is the area of the magnetic surface at the electrode sur-
face. to trigger bias L-I-I transition; 5—7. 5A/m2 in H—plasma and 1. 5-5A/m2 in D—
plasma, is lower in deuterium discharge than in hydrogen discharge as showen in
Fig. 2 . implying that the threshold radial electric field and the velocity of the plasma
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idal rotation of D—plasma are smaller compared to H—plasma.

As the confinement begins to deteriorate. the decay of the diamagnetic flux
DMF in H-plasma is faster than that in D—plasma as shown in Fig. 3, indicating that

polo

the energy confinement of D—plasma is better than that of H-plasma.
The dependence of iii/r: on E. is shown in Fig. 4, where 1': and rf,‘ are the particle

confinement times before and after bias L-H transition respectively, determined by
plasma density and H./D. intensity measurement, and he is the density before bias is
applied. from which we can find that the particle confinement time increases a factor
of 1. 2-3. 5 in H—plasma and 3—5 in D—plasma, and we also can find that the ratio val-
ue of (ff/r}; decreases when plasma density E, increases and the decrease of til/1",; in H—
plasma is more fastly than that in D—plasma. It is very clearly shown that the im—
provement of particle confinement in D—plasma is more than that in H-plasma.

In edge region, the plasma density is lower and plasma temperature is higher in
Dplasma than that in H~plasma, similar to the observation on ASDEX. After bias
L-H transition the edge density and edge temperature are reduced, and the reduction
of them are larger in D-plasma than in H—plasma, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, im_— _
plying that the radial profiles of edge density and temperature in D<plasma are more
peaked than that in H—plasma after bias L—H transition. The edge fluctuation is sup—
pressed after bias L—H transition. but the suppression of fluctuation in D-plasma is

heavier than that in H—plasma as described in references 2 and 4. All these indicate

that the improvements of edge properties in D—plasma are much more than that in H—
plasma in bias L-H transition.

3. THEORETICAL ATTEMPT
Recent years some theories have been proposed to explain L—H transition, from

which it can be supposed that the isotope effect of bias L-H transition is caused by
the difference of the veloeity of the plasma poloidal rotation and the radial electric
field in D— and H—plasma. Shaing et al [5] developed an ion orbit loss theory, in

which they predicted the spin—up of poloidal flow velocity is due to T, X B force.
where i, is the radial current caused by the loss of ion orbits intersected with limiter

or separatrix. Here we extrapolate the radial current i, not only caused by the ion
orbit loss but also by the external radial electric field E, realized by a voltage V; bi-
ased on a electrode. In this case the poloidal rotation momentum equilibrium equa-
tion can be

%(n.-mi<8,v,>) = G x B ~B,> + <7, x B - 13,) — G, x B - B,>(MKS) (1)
where T. and E"- are the total plasma radial current density and total radial electric
field, including the radial current and radial electric field caused by ion orbit loss and
by the externally biased current density, Em is the radial electric field caused only by
nonambipolar ion loss, 7 is the plasma current density. and i. is the equivalent cur-
rent density of viscous damping momentum._
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I Z

J} = T” 67 n;m.-v.[1p(En~ — Ere) + IT(U,,°)]/B, (2)
__ A :12 __ an dT:

E” ~ en; dr' UN — ZTii dr}
s=r/a. p; is the radiusof ion cyclotron. and 1,, and 11 are same in ref. 5. Numerical
calculation of eq. (2) shows that as radial electric field E. increases the equivalent
viscous current density T, has a maximum in, as shown in Fig. 7 , that is to say the bi-
furcation of radial current does exist, qualitatively consistent with the experimental
result shown in Fig. 2(g) if we consider j.=jw in rotational steady state. Its corre—
sponding radial electric field E; of jm in D-plasma is lower than that in H—plasma,
consistent with the observation in bias L—H transition on the HL—l tokamak.

4. CONCLUSION
Isotope effect in bias L—H transition induced by a biased electrode has been ob—

served on the HL-l tokamak that the threshold value of radial current density to trig—
ger bias L~H transition is lower. the confinement of energy and particle is more bet-
ter and the radial profiles of plasma density and temperature are more peaked in D—
plasma than that in H»plasma. Numerical calculation based on a extrapolation of
Shaing' 5 model shows that the threshold value of radial current density does exist
and its corresponding radial electric field E, of D—plasma is lower than that in H—plas-
ma,qualitatively consistent with the observation on the HL-l tokamak.
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EFFECT OF SHEAR IN THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD 0N
CONFINEMENT IN JET
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INTRODUCTION

High confinement discharges at JET are characterised by a confinement time which rises to a
factor of 3 above that of Goldston L-mode scaling. Although the transport characteristics often
improve immediately following the LH transition, the presence of ELMs can impede the
development of the improved confinement. The subsequent disappearance of the ELMs has
been associated with access to the second stable regime to ideal ballooning modes and is
discussed in [1]i Another mechanism which has been put forward as a reason for the enhanced
confinement is the stabilisation of turbulence by shear in the radial electric field [2]. In the
present work the role of shear in the radial electric field during high performance beam heated
and ICRH heated discharges at IET is examined.

THE ELECTRIC FIELD

The electric field is calculated from the zero order force balance equation, it contains
contributions from the poloidal and toroidal rotation and the pressure gradients.

Er = (Zen)_1 VP — veB9 + vgBe

It has been shown that there is no significant contribution to the radial electric field from
poloidal rotation [3]. ‘We present results from two series of experiments a) beam dominated
with the addition of a small amount of ICRH and b) ICRH dominated discharges, showing
that for high performance ICRH heated discharges which obtain the high confinement regime
there is evidence against the E x a flow stabilisation. For beam heated discharges we show
that the main contribution to the radial electric field comes from the toroidal rotation achieved
during the enhanced confinement phase, with this phase being marked by a "spin up" in the
toroidal velocity in the plasma interior, giving some shear to the radial field profile. However
in high performance beam heated discharges in which a small amount of ICRH heating was
applied, the effect of the ICRH was to reduce the toroidal rotation and its shear substantially,
and there was no deterioration in the confinement time. For the ICRH dominated discharges,
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the confinement improves over a substantial region of the plasma, however the radial electric

field shear is mainly in the edge region due to the large pressure gradients in this region.

NB] HEATED DISCHARGES

In 1151‘, there is no direct evidence that shear suppression of turbulence is responsible for the

improved confinement. However it is seen from Fig. 1 that in two similar discharges. one

which obtains VH-mode and one which does not, there is drastically different behaviour in the

toroidal rotation. In the discharge which obtains VH-mode (26087) the toroidal rotation and its

shear increases continuously throughout the plasma cross-section. In the discharge which

remains in H-mode, the toroidal rotation and its shear through most of the plasma cross-section

drop continuously during the H-mode phase, following an initial rise after the L—tH transition.

For beam heated discharges the main contribution to E, comes from the toroidal rotation term.

We see from Fig. 3 that during the enhanced confinement phase of the discharge there is an

increase in the radial electric field and its shear over a substantial fraction of the plasma volume.

CXRS measurements from which the rotation is determined have a radial resolution of 10 to

16 cm. There is no evidence of the change in rotation preceding change in confinement.

lCRH HEATED DISCHARGE COMPARED TO NB] HEATED DISCHARGE

For ICRH heated discharges the main contribution to E,- comes from the pressure gradients

which exist close to the edge of the plasma during the enhanced confinement phase with both

the toroidal and poloidal rotations being negligible. We see from Fig. 2 that the radial electric

field is small except for a region close to the edge. Kinetic profiles near the edge were

generated using the microwave reflectometer (for electron density) and heterodyne radiometer

(for electron temperature).

COMBINED lCRH, NB] HEATING

In these types of pulses a small amount (~2MW) of lCRH was applied, there is some evidence

against the EXB flow stabilisation. The effect of the lCRH was to reduce the toroidal rotation

and the EXB flow.

I Consider pulse 26038 a reference pulse with 15 MW of NE] and no ICRH compared with

pulse 26043 in which additionally there is a_ small amount of lCRH injected, just after the
L——)H transition. We see from Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b there is quite a substantial drop in the
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rotation and its shear when the ICRH is applied. The confinement time is actually larger in the
pulse with ICRH Fig. 5. In pulse 26043 the ICRH was applied just after the L—>H transition

CONCLUSIONS

The role of the radial electric field during enhanced confinement of IET discharges has been
studied. From an examination of NBI, ICRH and combined NBI, ICRH discharges which

achieve enhanced confinement there appears to be some evidence against the ExB flow

Stabilisation in these discharges. Further experiments at JET are planned in order to study this

problem in more detail.
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Fig. 1. Time development of two discharges: shot Fig. 2. The radial electric field profiles of two
26087 (SN. 11) = 3.7. MA. ET = 2.9T. discharges during the H- and VH-modt: phases of the
PNBI=14.6MW). which obtains VH-modc. and shot
25432 (DN. IP = 3.1 MA. RT = 2.9T. PNBI = 156
MW) which does not. The discharge which obtains
Vvode is characterised by toroidal rotation which is
increasing everywhere in the plasma during the H and
_VH7mode phases. In contrast the discharge which
remains in H-mode exhibits toroidal rotation which
decreases everywhere along with the confinement time.
The toroidal rotation is plotted at different major radii.
as indicated.

discharge: shot 26087 (SN. IP = 3.2 MA, RT = 2.9T.
PNBI =14.6 MW) which is NBl heated and shot 25264
(DN. 1],: 1.0 MA. HT : 2.8T. PICRF = 7 MW)
Which is ICRF heated. The NBI heated discharge
shows a significant steepening of the radial electric
field which is mainly due to toroidal rotation. In
comparison the ICRF heated discharge has little radial
electric field cxccpt near the edge of the plasma where
is it due to high density gradients.
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Fig. 3a. The time development of the plasma rotation of

two discharges at a normalised radius of p = 0.7.

comparing the reference discharge 526038 (DN. IP = 3.2 reduced by applymg ICRH-
MA, BT = 2.9. PNBI = 15 MW. cgp = 0) which has

no ICRF healing to the discharge $26043 (DN. Ip = 3.2
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THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT MECHANISMS OF TOROIDAL . ,.

ROTATION IN TOKAMAKS

R. Sabot': V. Parail+
JET, Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 SEA, UK

* Present address: Association Euratom-CEA, CE Cadarache, St Paul-lez—Durance, France
Permanent address: Russian Research Centre 'Kurchtatov Institute', Moscow, Russia

Recent results on the physics of L-H transition [1] emphasise the role of the toroidal plasma r0tati0n as One «if,
the possible mechanism for suppression of plasma turbulence. Several mechanisms are believed to cone-1bul .
to the toroidal plasma rotation. We present the results of numerical analysis of the toroidal rotation on JEI‘f ,
which we include the effects of: the neoclassical viscosity due to banana and ripple trapped particles, lh
anomalous viscosity due to plasma turbulence, the momentum input by N131 and ion momentum less near lh-t
separatrix due to prompt ion losses.
Though all the mechanisms under consideration have a kinetic nature, we used their fluid form, the momentu ,1
balance equation for the ions is thus:

”imi%\%=niei(E+vixB)—Vpi—V-1‘t"e°—Vor't'ip—V01'ta"°+FNB'+F?dgexB (1]
where pi is the ion pressure, ineo the neoclassical viscous stress tensor, inp the‘viscous tensor due to I'ipplv‘.’
trapped particles [2], fiam the anomalous viscous tensor [3], FNBI the momentum source from Neutral B-. I
and Ffdge the prompt ion losses current [4].
We consider only steady state and neglect inertia and variations of temperature or density on flux surfaces. Th It
toroidal projection of (1) leads after averaging over flux surfaces to : '

—<R2t . v . i'iP) —<R2v¢ . V-ian°>+<Fi2V(p .FNB')+n,ei<R2vtp.(r§d99 x a» = o (2)
Using the circular magnetic field model B = E50/(1+ ecose)((1+ 8(r,e)cos(t))uq, + eue) wit
a = r/R0_ ('9 = e/q, 5 the ripple value and N the number of coils, we estimated the ripple contribution in
ripple plateau regime [3], [5]:

2(R2V(9.V , ifip> =ML“?
Vthi ea + (Nqéi)a

where Vthi is the ion thermal velocit and V = B B V the flux average of the toroidal velocity time.V w 0 v to

(3)

Bo/Bq, . The anomalous stress tensor is estimated from [3]. For simulation of JET shots we used for Fm“
Neutral Beam momentum deposition profile computed by a multiple pencil beam code. This leads to
differential equation for V‘p:

lip.“ ave ]_ finiTi < 52 > e3 _———v + < FNB' > +n-e- < v9d9°> 809 = 0 (4)Vlhi Fig .23 + (Nq5)3 (P (P I I r
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= nmsHo is the anomalous viscosity.

whfl' I" ' olar losses of ions at the plasma edge can also contribute to plasma rotation. In spite of the fact that

Non Mb: are important only within one poloidal larrnor radius inside the LCFS, they can be a significant
51122:: momentum for the bulk plasma due to the anomalous viscosity which redistributes the toroidal
so enlum along minor radius. We take the losses value from [4]:

div(ni < vredge >) = — ”M 4 exp(— v-i + (Deiei Er/Ti)4) (5)
V‘i + (Peiei Er/Ti)

E vq/ES/Z Vthi’ pgi is the poloidal ion larrnor radius and vi the ion collision frequency. To obtain

mom

with V'i
xpresSiO“ for the radial electric field we should use the poloidal and radial projection of (1). The poloidal

2
projection comprises only two terms: the momentum produced by prompt ions losses and the neoclassical

viscosity for which we obtain [3]:

(R289 -V . 11080) = {fin/Em: Vim EROBo/SXVQ— Vgeo) (6)

with V380 = —(1/29130)[dTi/dr]. Substituting the average poloidal velocity V6 in the radial Pr0jection of (1)

gives the radial eleCU'iC field, The differential equation for the radial current together with (4) closes the

differential system for the toroidal r0tation;

larni<vedge> __fl _
r[———L—~ar — fiexp( J?) (7)

dr 2 dr Vthi iii; Vthi
The system (4.7) was solved with the following boundary condition. Inside the SOL the only drag force is the

anomalous viscosity, and it should compensate the momentum produced by losses of ions in the SOL. The

_ 4dlnni adtnri avgo 12 Ro<vfdge>
with x=v-i+ psi +—————- + .

integration over the SOL leads to:
d v C— —‘P 41:2Ft a=n-A41t2R a S -v 8P- dr 3 0 I 0 2IR0 ml q) ( )

where a is the minor radius, C5 the sound speed and the SOL width A is estimated by:

A2 LII 2tR0_ = _ = _._— . (9)
#0 cs Cs

This leads to the boundary condition:
dVV¢(a)+ (MR—OWJ =0_ (10)

q dr a

System (4.7) together with boundary condition (10) was solved for typical JET condition: R0=3 m, a=1 m,
Bo=1.5-2.8 T, Iplasma=1-5’3 MA, PNBFB-B MW, 3(0)<10-6, <6(a)>=0.3% with 32 coils, 8(0)=10‘3,
<5(3)>=3% with 16 coils. The results of numerical analysis are shown on Fig 1-2.
Fig 1a and 1b show the modifications produced by different damping mechanisms of the plasma toroidal
velocity profile induced respectively by N131 and prompt ion losses. With constant anomalous viscosity, the
Edge rotation induced by prompt ion losses is important and can dominate the rotation produced by NBI. But
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if the anomalous viscosity increases toward the edge (#0 o< q or qz), the edge rotation is strongly reduced, A
large ripple (16 coils in JET, <8>=3% at the edge) can almost step the NBI toroidal rotation for p>0,5‘ and
damp the edge rotation induced by ion losses.
This ripple damping was studied on JET during the 1992 campaign when plasma rotation in similar Shots With
16 and 32 coils was examined [7]. In fig 2a and 2b we present the rotation profile for 2 similar shots; 2714-,
with 32 coils, and 27125 with 16 coils. With 32 coils the rotation velocity, measured by charge exchange, is
large in the centre and decreases toward the edge. We managed to simulate it with tto=1.5 m2/s. With only 16 ,.
coils, the central rotation is small, and almost constant for p>0.5. With the anomalous viscosity deduced from .
the 32 coils shot, and including the large ripple damping we can simulated quite well the velocity profile for 16 .
coils including the small central value and the flat profile for p>0.5, but we cannot explain the counter rotation
shift. This could be either due to a systematic measurement error or due to an acceleration produced by the '
ripple, but in any case it cannot be explain by localised losses of ions at the edge.

C O N C L U S I O N S
The comparative analysis of the different mechanisms of toroidal plasma rotation initiation and damping Was
done for characteristic JET plasma parameters.
The N13] appeared to be the principal source of toroidal plasma rotation although prompt ions losses can
contribute to plasma rotation near the separatrix.
In all the results we present, we take an anomalous viscosity into consideration. Its presence is compulsory to
link the toroidal rotation across the minor radius. The values used (of the order of lrnzls) correspond roughly
to the values of the anomalous ion thermal diffusivity for L—mode plasma.
The ripple viscosity, although much smaller than the momentum produced by prompt ion losses at the edge,
can damp this edge rotation because it exists within a much larger volume (half minor radius against a poloidal
larmor radius). This clamping can in particular explain the small toroidal rotation observed in the 16 coils '
experiment in JET.

The authors gratefully acknowledge discussions with N. Hawkes and B. Tubbing.
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Initial H-Mode Experiments in DT Plasmas on TFTR
C.E. Bush,1 S.A Sabbagh,2 R.E. Bell, E.J. Synakowski, M. Bell. S. Batha.3 R. Budny‘N.L. Bretz, Z. Chang.4 D.S. Darrow. P.C. Efthimion, D. Ernst,5 E. Fredrickson. J. KesnerF. M. Levintort,3 M.E. Mauel,2 GA. Navratil,2 CK. Phillips, S.D. Scott, G. Taylor, 'M.C. Zarnstorff, S. Zweben and the TFTR Group

Princeton Plasma PhysiCs Laboratory, PO. Box 451, Princeton. NJ 085431ORNL, 2Columbia Univ., 3FP&T, 4Univ. of Wisc., 5MIT.
Abstract. H—modes have been obtained for the first time in high temperature, high poloidalbeta plasmas with significant tritium concentrations in TFTR. Tritium is provided mainlythrough high power neutral beam injection (NBI) with powers up to 28 MW and beamenergies of 90-110 keV. Transition to a circular limiter H—mode has been Obtainedfollowing a rapid ramp down of the plasma current. Some of the highest values of TE havebeen achieved on TFTR during the ELM-free phase of these DT H-mode plasmas. TEenhancements greater than four times L-mode have been achieved.
1. Introduction ,

DT fueled limiter H—mode plasmas with high tritium concentrations have beenobtained in TFTR. These plasmas are important because the effects of tritium on thetransition, the H-mode confinement, and ELM behavior may be of interest to ITER. TheH-mode data to date in TFTR operation have been obtained in high poloidal beta plasmasin which ID is rapidly decreased (Ip ramp down) to improve global MHD stability [1].Ramps from 1.65 to 0.85 MA and from 2.5 to 1.5 MA have been used in DT and DDcomparison discharges. Beam powers from 9 to ~ 28 MW with voltages of 90-110 kVhave been used. The tritium input to the plasma is predominantly through the heatingbeams, and the beam species mix can be varied from all D° to all T sources. Most of theH—modes have been obtained with a very well conditioned graphite inner bumper limiter_Discharge cleaning is used to reduce deuterium recycling, followed by lithium pelletconditioning which reduces carbon influx [2].

2. Experimental Results

an equivalent DD plasma (i.e., with similar beam power, power deposition. Ip ramp, andNBI heating scenarios). Figure 1(a) shows Ip ramping down from 1.85 to 1.2 MA. NBIheating 0f 13 MW starts at 2.4 sec, increasing to 23 MW at 2.7 see, just after 11, reaches 1.2MA. The initial heating of ~ 13 MW of co-only NBI is applied, from 2.4 to 2.7 sec, in bothcases before full heating power is applied. The H-mode transition for both is indicated by asmall, but rapid, drop in Da light as shown in Fig. 1(c). In the DD plasma, the Da signal

following the transition onset is, in general, longer in Dr than in DD; 130 ms vs 100 ms inthe cases shown. The ELM frequency is lower in the DT case or. ~ 40 Hz compared to 100Hz for DD. However, for this pair of discharges, the ELM amplitude is greatest for the DTplasma
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A dramatic increase in 1:5 for the DT plasma is evident in Fig. 1(b), this is in
contra-9t to the small change in 15 for the DD comparison plasma (the change is not always

as Small for DD). 15 increased from 160 ms before the transition to ~ 232 ms just before
the onset of ELMS. This Is a gain of 72 ms or an increase in TE of 45%, due mostly to the
dFJdt term. At the peak in TE. the enhancement is greater than four times ITER89—P scaling
[4]_ At peak 15. BN—dia lS relatively high at 2.7. This plasma was obtained using nearly

balanced NBI With 12.6 MW co + [0.4 MW ctr power. During the main heating phase
nearly 13,7 MW of power (60% of total) was provided by T beams. The DT neutron rate

reached a peak value of ~ 1.6 x 1018 neutrons/sec. during the H-mode phase, equivalent to
4.2 MW Of fusion power. High enhancement factors, 3 4, and a fusion power of 5.6 1‘l

have also been obtained in plasmas with an ID ramp down from 2.5 to a 1.5 MA plateau.

In general in TFI'R, the characteristics of the DT H»mode are essentially the same

as found in DD H-modes [5-7] and are similar to those obtained through L- to H—mode
transitions on other tokamaks. An initial observation is that the main difference in DD and
DT H—mOdes on TFI'R appears to be that the gain in 15 can be somewhat higher in DT, and

the ELM frequency and amplitude are slightly different. As found during earlier DD
operation, changes in edge Tc, Ti, V‘p, and ne are observed; the change in Do. can be very
subtle and slow at the H—mode transition in TFTR. Usually at the transition, changes in
magnetic fluctuations and poloidal rotation. indicated by a shift in the microwave scattering
spectra toward the electron diamagnetic drift direction, are also observed.

Figures 1(d).and 1(e) show the time variation of the edge Ti and Te for the two

plasmas. Just before the transition, the Ti and Te profiles for the DD and DT cases are
essentially the same for R > 275 cm. At ~ 5 cm just inside the plasma edge (R5,;ge ~ 325
cm), Te ~ 610 eV and Ti ~ 3000 eV in both cases. The center Ti and Te were higher for the
DD plasma before the transition. In the quiescent H-mode phase at the time of 15mm, T1 is
significantly greater for DT than DD across the entire profile. with a difference of 7 keV at
the center and 700 eV at the edge. The difference in Te is much smaller, —- 130 eV for the
edge plasma. The edge Tc and Ti values at the H-mode transition for a variety of
discharges were found to be the same as those of Fig.1. The large gain in T); in the DT case
is due to the large increase in Ti. For DT, the central Ti increased by ~ 14 keV while for

DD, the increase was ~ 5.5 keV. Corresponding to the increase in 15, the high frequency
magnetic fluctuations in the range 250-350 kl-lz decreased during the quiescent phase of the
H-mode, with the decrease for DT being somewhat greater than for DD. TRANSP analysis
of the experimental data for the DT case shows that the ion conductivity is reduced
significantly during the ELM-free H-mode phase compared to the pre-transition value.
This is shown in Fig. 2, which is a plot of firm vs r/a for a time just before the H—mode
transition and the time during the H-mode at which T5 is a maximum. xitot includes both
convective and conductive fluxes. At r/a = 0.7. the decrease is by a factor of 3. The
change in xetot was much more modest. The changes in him and xitot between two
similar times for the DD H-mode were also rather modest. Based on the comparison of
experimental data for the DD and DT plasmas of Fig. l and the TRANSP analysis results
of Fig. 2, there is an apparent species effect on the H-mode confinement and on ELM
behavior. Further quantitative evidence is shown in Fig. 3 which is a plot of TE_max vs
Ip/Pb for DD and DT H-mode plasmas obtained during the DT run. From the figure it is
clear that 1:5 is consistently higher for DT H-modes. (Similarly, the gain in 131-; during the
quiescent H-mode phase vs lp/Pb shows the values for DT plasmas to be higher.) This
would indicate that there is a larger gain in TE with the transition to the H-mode for DT
plasmas than for DD. To date. the gain in IE is relatively tranSient and is usually
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WW terminated by the onset of ELMs.
D m - Larger gains might be possible if the

D ' ELM-free period could be extended.
5’ In general, for operational purposes,

st x D . the threshold power scaling for vode
X xxxxx )1] . transitions in DD was found to scale

x X g - linearly with plasma current, such that
“52")? >3 g? - ,PmOVIW) ~ 1.1xIp(MA)[3]. A plot of

x X Pb vs II, for DD and DT H—mode
X _ plasmas obtained during the present run

t..ttt..1....1...tt.t..t...,tt. isshown in Fig.4. Qualitatively, thelp
0-045 0055 0-055 0-075 dependence of Pm for DT appears to be

'p’Pb (MA/MW) similar to that for DD, with higher
Fig. 3 Variation of the value of‘CEjust power {winked 1101' plasmas With Ip
betOte ELMs with the ratio II/Pb fot ramps 01 25 down to 1.5 MA compared
both DD and DT plasmas studied since to ramps from 1.85 down [0 1_2 MA_
the beginning of DT 01mm“- The scaling found earlier for DD

operation is indicated in the plot. The
I I I . I . I ‘I . I I 'I I I I data is insufficient to determine whether

[p = 03 -1.5 MA x . the threshold is lower for DT than for
at = 4_8T x _ DD; stnee beginning DT operatton, the

)‘o /'
NBI power has been well above the

/ , threshold. Experiments aimed at
determining the threshold scaling for

. DT and for taking advantage of the
/ - indications of favorable isotope effects

' on H—mode confinement and behavior
(Figs. 1 — 3) are planned for future
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OPTIMIZED ADVANCED STELLARATORS OF LINKED MIRROR TYPE

W. Donunaschk, F. Herrnegger, A. Schliiter
Maz-Planck-Institut f'dr Plasmaphysik

IPP»EURATOM Association
D-85748 Garching bci Mfinchen

1. Introduction
Various different advanced stellarator configurations of
the linked mirror type” (LIMAS) have been investigated
which differ in the magnetic mirror ratio and twist on the
magnetic axis. One configuration is presented in the fol-
lowing (for Helias configurations see Ref. 2). The vacuum
fields are given analytically by a finite set of Dommaschk
potentials”. The magnetic field properties weighed in the

. optimization procedure are: the residue R' of two refer-
ence fixed lines (where the pressure gradient is high) which
start at Z = 0 in the two symmetry planes and have the
same value of the twist a; the associated aspect ratio A;
the difference AF of the magnetic flux F = f A - dx be-
tween these two closed field lines belonging to the same

' rational t~value (A is a vector potential, x is the radius
vector, the line integral is performed over each of the
fixed field lines); the deficit of the Hamada condition that
39 d1/B should have the same value for these two fixed
lines; a condition on the magnetic well ( Air/7V;x < 0,
V’ is the specific volume); a measure (jfi/ji)”2 of the
Pfirsch«Schliiter current density; the deviation of contours
of B = const from contours of Q = d/B2 = const
(U is the scalar potential). This condition has the effect

//I: that the particles see small variations of the magnetic field
~ ‘3 ” . along their poloidal rotation. This favours small values of
X3 _\ the ambipolar diffusion coefficients in the long mean free

' path regime.
‘1 ‘95 The implementation of this constraint uses a Fourier de-

composition of the magnetic field strength along a closed
field line with respect to Q. The correponding Bessel
inequality is used as a quadratic measure (PR) of the
“amount of independency” of the Fourier coefficients on
the poloidal coordinate.
Some of the quoted conditions are also applied at a pair
of fixed lines in the boundary region.

Fig.1. Magnetic surfaces and contours of magnetic field
strength of configuration LIM121 at three different merid-
ional planes. The magnetic field strength is almost uni-
form in the triangular cross section. The fixed lines with

5 e = 5/8 at the boundary are still inside the last closedfl 1.1;?“ //1 magnetic surface.

1.1.5
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Results- In the following, properties of the vacuum field configuration LIM121 are

géscribe‘i’ finite—fl results and transport properties are presented:
0 1b :2 0.63, M = 5 field periods, aspect ratio A = 11.6, magnetic well

i = ' . . .
A‘QI/Vgx = —1.60%, (jg/31);? = 0.71, (33 ”1);” = 0.93 (for comparison: this quan-

tity is fi/c for E = 2 stellar-atom), mirror ratio 82%?)- = 18.5% at axis and 27%

at the boundary (BI, 32 absolute values of the magnetic field at 1,0 = 0 and «p = 7r/5),
PR : 0.09 at A = 14.57 effective ripple = 1.7%.
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The variation of the minima of B along a field line is small,
the minima are located at the triangular cross section and
the maxima at the beamshaped cross section. The low~
est value of the maxima. is considerably higher than the
largest value of the minima. This behaviour is very sim—
ilar for all field lines throughout the configuration. The
Domrnaschk potentials of B are given in the Table (see
Ref. 3 for more details).
3. Finite—fl results. The VMEC-code has been used to
perform the finite-)3 computations. A “smooth” magnetic
surface close to the c = 5/8-surface has been fixed and the
boundary value problem is solved under the condition that
the toroidal net current vanishes. Efiects of the bootstrap
current are neglected. Results on stability will be dicussed
elsewhere. The pressure profile, the resulting «profile
and the Shafranov shift are shown in the Figures.
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4, Results on transport. Monte Carlo computations have been performed to calcu-
late the transport coefficients for electrons and deuterons where a given radial electric
field (measured by the paramter PE) has ben taken into account (see Ref. 4 for more
details about the method). In the present study, PE is varied between 0.5 and 2.0
for the Helias configuration and between 0.5 and 3.5 for the Limas configuration. We
are interested in the ambipolar transport of Maxwellian particles (marked in Figs. 8,
9 _ The ambipolar electric field is a parameter and can be eliminated. The ambipolar
diffusion coefficients as functions of the associated mean free path are shown in Fig. 10
for < E >= 0 and in Fig. 11 for < fl >= 5% as theyresult in this model.
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Figs. 8, 9. Transport coefficients as functions of the normalized mean free path for
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W7-X Vacuum and Finite-[5’ Magnetic Field Structure
Resolved with the HINT 3D Equilibrium Code

T. HAYASHI
National Institut for Fusion Science, Nagoya,464—01, Japan

P. MERKEL, J. NfiHRENBERG, U. SCHWENN
Max—Planck—lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik

IPP-EURATOM Association, D-85740 Garching bei Milne/zen

The 3D equilibrium code HINT [1] allows the direct investigation of finite/3 effects 0n
sizes and phases of islands in genuinely 3D configurations like the W7—X stellarator [2]
planned by the Max-Planck—lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik in Germany. The code does not
require the existence of nested flux surfaces. This, in contrast to the inverse formulaticm
used in the VMEC code [3], leads to a considerably more complex computational goal.
The HINT code combines some crucial features reducing the numerical problems and the
computational eflort to such an extent as to allow computation of 3D equilibria at finite-[3
with magnetic islands.
The code is based on a two-step procedure: Starting from a given B and an initial pressureI
the iteration technique for the pressure advancement is differencing in an artificial time
with an explicit 4th order scheme, or -— alternatively for resolving the island topology — field
lines starting from all gridpoints are followed long enough to allow pressure equalization
along these. B - Vp = 0, for fixed B. In a second step, p is kept fixed and B is advanced
with an artificial time for solving Vp —j X B = 0 under the constraint of Vanishing
toroidal current J. The differential equations are discretized in Space with 4th order
difference approximations on an Eulerian grid spanned by a. rectangular box whose toroidal
rotation law follows the W7—X geometry. The two sub-iteration steps are repeated until
the force balance is satisfied to an appropriate accuracy. The boundaries (where the
boundary conditions are prescribed) are far enough away from the last closed magnetic
surface, thus guaranteeing the motion of the plasma column not being constrained by
the boundary conditions. Due to the stellarator symmetry in the toroidal direction only
half of an equilibrium period is computed, using modified periodic boundary conditions
guaranteeing the 4th order of the spatial discretization.

FIG. 1. Magnetic surfaces (left) and pressure (right) contours in the triangular cross-section ofa (fl) : 0.027 W7—X equilibrium. The island chain (L =‘ 5/6) is resolved in thepressure almost as Well as in the magnetic field topology obtained by field line tracing.
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Fig 1 recapitulates the consistent computation of islands with the HINT code in the

magnetic field and the pressure for a W7-X equilibrium [4]. The quality of coincidence

of the magnetic field and pressure topology can be seen in Fig. 2 in more detail. The

minimum computational grid to resolve these islands to a good accuracy is given by 49 x49

points in the toroidal cross-sections and 29 points per half—period of the configuration.

The grid used in Fig. 2 is 97 x 97 x 53.

FIG. 2. Closevup View of the (,6) = 0.027 W7—X equilibrium shown in Fig. 1: The

upper part shows magnetic surfaces around one of the 5/6 islands obtained by field—line

tracing. To resolve the x~point region some 20 field-lines have been started orthogonal

to the surfaces enclosing the x—point. The lower part shows pressure contours in the

same area obtained by standard contour plot routines from the p values computed on the

computational grid (97 x 97 x 53) marked by the crosses.

One of the interesting experimental as well as theoretical question is the response of

a vacuum configuration to finite-,3 effects. So far all the vacuum field configurations

used for W7—X studies have been provided by the NESCOIL computer code [5]. Small

changes (000*) X Bo) of the resonant coefficients in the potential representation of the

vacuum field can result in selfhealing of the vacuum islands by 5 induced islands of the
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opposite phase [4]. This can be seen in figure 3, where the main island chains around
the resonances L = 5/5,10/11,5/6 for a vacuum field (left) and an ((3) = 0.03 equilibrium
(right) are plotted.

’4’ ‘ \‘ v i \
f \

FIG. 3. Main islands (5/6,10/11,5/5) and magnetic axis in a W7—X vacuum (left) and
an ((3) = 0.03 (right) equilibrium.
The full information available from a numerical equilibrium computed with the HINT
code is visible in Fig. 4. In the left half one can see the upper part of the triangular cross-
section (rotated by 90°) of the vacuum field used in the above-mentioned self-healing
study. In the right half, the lower part of the same cross—section of the (fi) m 0.03
equilibrium is shown. The resolution of the HINT code for a mediumcomputational grid
size (73 x 73 x 41) allows not only the representation of global effects as the typical small
Shavranov shift in W7—X but also the near elimination (self—healing) of sizeable islands as
on the 5/6 resonant surface, and even the change of phase of considerably smaller islands(i.e. 10/11).
The HINT code thus gives access to finite-fl, divB = 0 magnetic fields down to the ion
gyroradius scale on the above—mentioned grids. The computational effort for this is 0(101)
hours of single processor time on todays super(—vector)-c0mputers per equilibrium.
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FIG. 4 (next page): Clipped Poincaré plot ofa vacuum (left) and a ()3) z 0.03 W7—X field.
In the example shown z 150 fieldlines‘ (whose separation approximately corresponds to
the gyroradius scale) have been followed between the magnetic axis and the 5/5 islands
region. The Shafianov shift is visible together with an outward shift of the 5/6 islands with
simultaneous change of their phase. The 5/5 islands are almost completely ergodized, but
the center of the remaining structure is very close to the original vacuum-field O-points.
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ISLAND DIVERTOR FOR THE STELLARATOR WENDELSTEIN 7-X

J. KiBlinger , C. D. Beidler7 E. Harmeyer, F. Rau, H. Renner, H. VVobig
Maz-Planck—Inatiiut fir Plasmaphysik, IPP»EURATOM Association

D‘85’748 Garching bei Milnchen, Germany

Introduction
In stellarators magnetic islands usually exist at rational values of the rotational

transform e. The size of these islands depends on the corresponding Fourier components
of the magnetic field a at the rational e = %, which typically increase towards the
plasma. edge and with lower numbers for m and n. In the plasma core the island may
enhance the plasma transport; at the edge, however, the presence of islands can be used
as an inherent divertor.
Island divertor concept

In the definition of the Advanced Stellarator Wendelstein 7—X (W7~X), special efforts
were made to avoid large magnetic islands inside the plasma domain by reducing
the amplitude of the high number Fourier components of the magnetic field and by
adjusting the low rational c values 5/5, 5/6, 5/4 in the three typical VV7-X configurations
(standard-, low e— and high 4: case, respectively) to the boundary. There, however, large
islands exist which are suited for divertor action by locating target plates in their
domain. The separatrix of the islands provides the diversion of field lines, and adopts
the role of the X—line in tokamaks. The outflowing plasma crosses the separatrix by
diffusion and streams along the field lines towards the rear of the islands where the
target plates are located. This island divertor concept has been described in /1/.
Target plate geometry

In this paper a refined divertor target plate geometry is presented which is especially
effective at confining neutral particles in the divertor domain. In the previous version,
the target plates had to have a certain twist to collect the outstreaming plasma at both
sides of the islands. In order to form more closed chambers and to reduce the twist of
the plates they have been split into two parts. Each part is in contact with one side of
the island and the slot between opens the way for the escaping neutral particles to the
pumping chamber behind one of the plates. The following criteria are used to optimize
the geometry of the target plates.
- The target plates are located at the top and bottom of the plasma column following

the X—line of the -t = 1 island in the toroidal direction from Lp = —27" to up = +18”.
There the islands have a large radial extent and a maximum distance of the target
plates from the plasma is attainable.

- The shape of the plates is determined by the condition of a equally distributed power
load which implies a constant intersection angle of the field lines on the target plates
(1° to 3", depending on the configuration). Because of manufacturing reasons only a
small twist of the plates is tolerable.
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The length of the target plates in the toroidal direction of about 4.5 m is determined
by the intersection angle, by the requirement that the leading edge of each successive
plate be protected by the ‘shadow’ of the previous one7 and by the demand that the

plates should be suitable for configurations with different t values.

In order to confine the neutrals in the divertor region, the target plates are combined

with baffle plates. They prevent the neutral particles from reaching the poloidal
locations where the plasma crossrsection is of small radial dimension and where they
can penetrate more deeply into the hot plasma. In each of the five field periods, two
units consisting of two plates are installed with an average width of 0.3 m, resulting in
a total area of 22 m2; see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Sketch of one field period from
(p = —36° to +36". Shown are a magnetic
surface near the separatrix of-c = 1, target
plates (fine segmentation) and baffle plates
(coarser segmentation).

,"100 . o ..

Fig. 2: Cross—section of W7—X (standard
case) in the poloidal plane tp = 0" (upper
half of the up-down symmetric figure). In-
dicated are the system of nested magnetic
surfaces, the SOL represented by Monte
Carlo calculations, the target plates (thick
lines), the baffle plates (thin lines) and the
first Wall (dashed line).

SOL-simulation
A Monte—Carlo technique is used for

simple SOL~modelling. The diffusive
broadening of the boundary layer is simu~
lated by integration along field lines with
perpendicular displacements after each
integration step according to the cross!
field transport (e.g. displacement 0.1CII1,
step-length 30cm, simulating a ratio of
parallel to cross transport of 3 - 1067 re-
sulting in a temperature decay length of
about 1.5 cm). The starting points of
the field lines are statistically spread on
a magnetic surface close to and inside
the separatrix. The field line integration
is stopped at the target plates. There
the intersection points form patterns re-
flecting the contact of the SOL with the
target plates depending on the magnetic
configuration (Fig. 2 and 3). The power
load on the targets is calculated from the
density of the intersection points.
Variation of field parameters
The proposed target plates are adjusted
for the configuration range of W7-X with
boundary 1? values of 5/6, 5/5, and
5/4. In Fig. 3 the intersection pat-
terns for these three cases are shown.
The power load in all of these cases is
S 10MW/m2. The intersection patterns
and power loads have been studied also
for many other configurations with dif—
ferent e values and island sizes.
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With high rotational transform (1
1.15) at the boundary the last closed
magnetic surface (LCMS) is always'111-
side the target plates and a divertor
configuration exists; for lower rotational
transform values divertor action is per—
formed in a t range reflecting the Width
of the islands at the boundary accord.
ing to ta = 5/6, 10/11, 5/5, 10/9; in
the remaining regions between the target
plates act as limiters not exceeding the
maximal power load on the target plates,
An additional small experimental coil set

- /2/ changes the size of the edge islands
. so that the t range of the configurations

Fig. 3: Intersection pattern on the upper with a separatrix at the edge is further
target plates, seen at an elevation angle of broadened. With AC—currents in these
400 for the standard case (top), the high t experimental coils a sweeping effect can
(middle) and the low i case (bottom). The be realized
baflie plates are shown in the top figure in Neutral particle behaviour
addition to the target plates Concerning the plasma boundary the

aim in W7—X is to operate in a high
recycling region with low plasma tempe-

ratures on the target plates and good impurity screening. This is favoured by the
possible operation at high edge density without a disruptive density limit. The expected
maximum plasma fluxes on the targets are 10“ electron-ion pairs/s (temperature 10
eV) carrying a power of IUMW. External particle sources by NBI, gas puffing and pellet
injection up to 1022 particles/s are estimated for heating and for density control.

The issues of optimizing the divertor structure of W7-X in respect of the neutral
particle behaviour are:

- Location of the target plates in those regions where the islands have a large radial
extent, so that the neutral particles escaping from the target plates are mainly re»
ionized 1n the island domain resulting 1n a high gain of the particle flux to the targets
and an effective screening of the confinement area.

- Addition of baffle plates for reducing the neutral particle density outside of the
divertor to minimize the interaction of highly energetic particles with the wall.

- Positioning of particle recycling close to openings for effective pumping.
— Installation of an efficient and flexible pumping system with turbo-molecular pumps

and cryopumps to re—collect the particles from the external sources.
The Monte-Carlo-code EIRENE /3/ is used to study the neutral gas transport. Its

geometrical part is adapted to the complex 3D structure of magnetic surfaces and
islands in W7-X. The intersection pattern from the SOL—calculations serves as particle
source. These studies show that the baffle plates greatly reduce the neutral particle
density outside the divertor chamber, see Fig. 4, left part. The pressure in the (livertor



chamber is of about 10"3 bar which is sufficient for stationary particle exhaust by the
umping system. For a measure of the particle flux gain the ionisation rates were

calculated depending on the boundary densities, Even relatively low SOL-densities are
Sufiicient to get high ionisation rates outside the separatrix as shown in Fig. 4, right
art, where the ratio of the integral ionisation rate in the SOL to the total ionisation

rate is plotted.
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Fig. 4: Neutral particle transport calculations with the EIRENE-code.
Left part: The shaded mesh cells reflect the neutral density (molecules) at the toroidal
plane 90 = 0" (logarithmic scale: lightest grey = 6 - 10167714, black 2 4 - 1019m‘3,
source flux 6 - 10223_1 per divertor unit, localized at the intersection area of the target
plate on top of Fig. 3). Indicated are target— and baffle plates (compare with Fig. 2)
and additional baflies to the vessel (largest radial boundary) which close the divertor
chamber.
Right part: The ratio of integral ionisation rate outside the separatrix to the total
ionisation rate vs the SOL—density (other parameters are constant) is plotted which
gives a measure for the particle gain in the SOL and their screening property of the
plasma domain.
Summary

The divertor design presented in this paper provides a flexible solution for the energy
and particle exhaust of the W7-X device. It is rather insensitive to variations of the
rotational transform, island size and position, or to configurations with an ergodic
boundary. A nearly constant and small intersection angle in the regions of high load
avoids hot spots and keeps the maximum power load within technical constaints. Baffle
plates confine the neutral particles in the divertor domain and high re—ionisation rates
in the SOL guarantee a high gain of the particle fluxes to the targets, and an effective
screening of the plasma core.

/1/ KiBlinger J., et al., 20” EPS, Lisboa, 1993, 17C, 11, 787.
/2/ Merkel P.,KiBlinger 3., 19th EPS, Innsbruck, 1992, 160, I, 587.
/3/ Reiter D.,Jiilich Report 1947 (Jiilich, 1984)
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Stability Analysis of Pressure Driven Modes
in Wendelstein 7 - AS

J.Geiger, A.Weller, F.Rau, W7-AS Team, NBIJI‘eam
Max-Planck»lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, IPP—EURATOM—AssociaLion,

, D~85748 Garching, Germany
Introduction: Wendelstein 7-AS is a modular low shear stellarator with 5 field periods. The
operational range of the rotational transform is from about 0.25 to 0.7. WT—AS is partiany
optimized in the sense that the Psicurrents are reduced compared with a conventional stel—
larator thus reducing the Shafranov shift and the influence of the pressure on the profile of the
rotational transform t. Stability against pressure driven modes is provided by a vacuum mag—
netic well of up to 2% depending on the configuration. Moreover the reduced parallel currents
which are driving terms in the Mercier— and resistive interchange stability criterion improve
the stability properties.
Experimentally the most significant mode activity at high beta has been observed at frequencies
of 4»8kHz with NBI powers ofz 1.51i/[l/V at 1.25T. The mode structure as inferred from soft X.
ray data corresponds to k” = 0 with (m,n)=(3,1),(5,2),(2,1) in the vicinity of the corresponding
i—values. Previous analysis with respect to Mercierimodes and ideal global modes predicted
stability for these conditions [1]. We therefore extend the analysis to resistive interchange and
ballooning modes having lower stability limits.
Equilibrium configurations: The magnetic configurations of WT-AS are determined by four
independent currents (IM‘,I§,1T,]U) supplied to the coil system consisting of the modular coils
(1M), the larger mid-period coils (15), the additional toroidal field coils (IT) and the vertical
field coils (In). Besides the mean magnetic field strength the 3 current ratios [fi/fjtf ,IT/IM and
IV/IM determine the geometrical and magnetic properties of the configurations like magnetic
axis position Ru (Iv/1M),toroidal ripple of field strength r, = Bel/Boo (Is/1M) and vacuume-
value (IT/1M)- Here {a} are the Fourier components of the magnetic field strength in terms
of Boozer coordinates. Concerning the magnetic axis position an inward shift is equivalent to
a reduction of the vacuum magnetic well from up to 2% for In : 0 to a nearly marginal one
depending on the configurations.
Our focus here is on the configurations at Ll, z 0.34 — 0.35 where a high/3 program had been
performed which included configurations with a large toroidal magnetic ripple n : 0,:l:10%
(see also [2]). In this definition r, > 0 has a decreased magnetic field strength in mid period
plane which is also the plane with the largest curvature (Fig. 1a). Such a. configuration is
therefore not relevant for reactors because of highly localized trapped particles in the region
of unfavourable curvature. Vertical fields of 32/30 2 0.007 — 0011 had been applied to center
the plasma (Bo : mean magnetic field strength).
Toroidal net current free equilibria have been calculated using the freeiboundary version of
the VME‘C—code [3] assuming pressure profiles proportional to (1 — 5)2, 5 being the normalized
toroidal flux resulting in fig/ < 5 >x 3, < > being the volume average. Fig.1 shows
the toroidal field ripple on the magnetic axis and the vacuum magnetic well at the boundary
and on the axis. It is important to note that the negative toroidal ripple reduces the magnetic
vacuum well so that for the highest applied vertical fields a vacuum magnetic hill appears at the
boundary. The positive ripple configuration has nearly the same vacuum well as the standard
configuration (r, z 0). The average toroidal curvature (1(2 Bio/Boo) of the 3 configurations
is also varying sligthly. The reduction of 6: compared to a conventional stellarator (Em/Boo =
ran/H) is about QR/rC/f = 0.6, 0.65 and 0.7 for rt: 10%, 0% and —10% respectively.
Stability Analysis: The stability behaviour of low shear stellarators is governed by pressure
driven modes as long as no net toroidal currents are driven externally (e.g. ECCD,ohmic current
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Figure 2: Stability boundaries from resistive interchange analysis. From left to rightmt =
—10%, 0%, 10%. The thick dashed lines are the boundaries for lower vertical field configura-
tions. The thin lines are contours of the magnetic well V” as derived from the freeboundary
eqiiilibria.

drive). In this case the stability criterion for resistive interchange is in a good approximation
given by [4]

.3J “H > 0 ,lVSl2
if the modes are localized around rational flux surfaces. We are looking at the stability bound-
aries due to local modes utilizing the stability criteria for resistive interchange modes and for
ballooning modes.

p’v" — / d0d<b

The stability analysis with respect to resistive interchange modes was performed using the
.IMCAcode [4] which evaluates the Mercier- and the resistive Interchange stability criterion on
the flux surfaces using Boozer coordinates. The results shown in Fig. 2 reflect the fact that
the configuration with r, 2 —10% has a decreased vacuum magnetic well which is already a
vacuum magnetic hill at the plasma boundary. The deepening of the well with increasing B is
not sufficient for stabilization. The configurations are all Mercier stable even the one which is
most resistive interchange unstable.
The analysis with respect to ballooning modes was done using the GArching Resistive Bal-
lOoning code GARBO [5] which had already been applied to single configurations of W7-AS
in a comparison with W7-X[7]. The code solves the resistive ballooning mode equations in the
covering space on the basis of a variational approach to the original equations[6]_
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A qualitative analysis of an equilibrium with fig :3 1.7% for 3 configurations with diffep
ent toroidal ripple, namely {n = —10%,Bz/BO = 1.2%}, {rt 8 0%,Bz/BO 2: 1.1%} and{n = 10%, Bz/BO = 0.7%}, had been carried out to get a first glance of the ballooning stabil-
ity behaviour of the different configurations before going into a detailed study which is quite
complicated due to the 3—D structure of the configurations. Simplifying assumptions for this
analysis had been made considering a fixed fi-value, a fixed growth rate and a fixed low re
sistivity on the considered flux surfaces in order to get the ideal limit of the critical pressure
gradients which are calculated by the code.
The stability behaviour evolving from this analysis shows a similiar behaviour to that of theresistive interchange modes (s. Fig.3a). The most unstable configuration is the one with a.
ripple of —10% whose critical [B—gradient profile is only about 86% of the standard configuration.
The configuration with rt 2 10% has an increased critical pressure gradient compared to thestandard configuration by a factor of 14%.
A surprising result of the analyis is that contrary to expectations the localization point of the
most unstable mode is not always in the plane of largest unfavourable curvature but may be
between 2 of such planes, i.e. at the outside of the linear part at (p : 0 where we have only a
small unfavourable curvature. This can be attributed to the structure of the normal curvature
along the field lines for the 2 different localization points which is shown in Fig. 3b for theconfiguration with no toroidal ripple. On the one hand it can be seen that a localization at
the so = 0 plane increases the number of transits through the region of unfavourable curvature
from 5 to 6 thus increasing the total length of the unfavourable curvature. On the other hand
this point also connects 2 regions of large unfavourable curvature providing nearly 2 periods of
mode driving curvature in the neighborhood of the localization point compared to one period
for the other point. All this depends sensitively on the structure of the normal curvature on theconsidered flux surface and may change going to other flux surfaces and also by configurationalchanges due to 13 like the Shafranovrshift.
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Discussion and Summary: The resistive interchange stability limit is at values achieved in

the high fleshots. Nevertheless, since the modes appear in L windows and have a detectable

global low—n structure this leads to the conclusion that resonant surfaces as well as low shear is

important for these modes. This case is actually not treated in the resistive interchange theory

which supposes that the shear is 0(1) in the applied ordering [8]. However, for W7»AS shear

is a small quantity.

The qualitative analysis of the ballooning modes in W7—AS has shown the surprising result

that the localization point of the mode does not necessarily have to be at the position of the

most unfavourable normal curvature. What is more important is the effective unfavourable

curvature along the field line around the localization point. It is thus possible that the mode

takes a localization point with a low unfavourable curvature if it can maximize the effective

unfavourable curvature along the field line.

Experimentally it may be possible to achieve operational regions which have a larger vacuum

magnetic hill region by introducing a toroidal ripple of less than #1070 together with the in-

ward shifting of the magnetic axis. Further examination of this subject has to show whether

Mercier—unstable configurations are experimentally accessible to explore the MHD-behaviour

of such configurations in a low shear stellarator. Since the ripple configurations show a con-

trary stability behaviour it may be possible to distinguish between resistive interchange and

ballooning mode if they are predominant.
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Ballooning stability limits in heliac-type Stellarators
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Abstract

A study on the stability limits for ideal ballooning modes in heliac-type stellarators hasbeen performed. Specific configurations have been taken similar to those of the TJ-H heliac [1]with a deep magnetic well and almost zero shear, which is characteristic for a heliac. The'stability limits herein are those imposed by the destabilization of ideal ballooning modes andthe number of periods is increased thus giving higher values of the rotational transform and anapproximation to helical symmetry.

Introduction

The study of the MHD stability limits is a key issue in the design of a new device,Ballooning instabilities are pressure driven modes that do not allow the access to higher betaregimes in stellarators. This work completes a previous one [2] where the Mercier-type modesare analyzed.

The high 8 limits estimated in helically symmetric configurations [3—5] are a good basisfor the study and optimization of high beta toroidal heliacs. We study the evolution of the Blimits for the ballooning modes, keeping the helical pitch angle constant as we raise the aspectratio; this is equivalent to increase the number of field periods (NT).This symmetric case is
recovered as the aspect ratio is increased or NT—wO. To be realistic and not surpass theengineering constraints, we have chosen magnetic configurations based on the standardconfiguration of TJ-l]. This device has eight toroidal field coils per period and a iota range of
0.362<rp<0.37, with a magnetic well of 3.5% in the standard vacuum configuration .

Eguilibria calculations

The equilibria calculations have been carried out with the VMEC fixed—boundary 3D
equilibrium code [6]. The last flux surface taken as the boundary is such that V"=0. Up to4- 102 Fourier amplitudes and 65 radial grid points have been used because a low number ofFourier modes or radial points can lead to a poor equilibrium accuracy. All the cases have anerror in JxBla<20% (local error) and an error in <JxB>l5<0.04% (flux surface averaged error).We have considered a pressure profile linear in the toroidal flux (parabolic w.r.t. the averageradius) and zero net toroidal current. The rotational transform per period is about the same atzero beta. but they differs a little at finite beta sufficiently for the appearance of new resonancesas the pressure is increased as shown in figure 1. Nevertheless, this very small influence thatfinite beta has over the iota profile allows us to avoid low order resonances over a wide rangeof pressures just choosing the adecuate vacuum case. This is a big advantage when compared totorsatrons. We have observed that increasing the aspect ratio lowers the toroidal shift asexpected but has no effect on the helical shift.
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Fig. 1: Rotational transform per period at the
beta value for which the equilibrium is stable

against Mercier-type modes.

Ballooning and Mercier beta limits

We use the JMC code [7] for calculating the ballooning beta limit. It solves the one-
dimensional ballooning equation after a transformation from VMEC flux coordinates to Boozer
coordinate system.

. 0 vmec
0,2' boozer

0.1,

g o >
N I

-o.1:

-o,2'

1.4 1.5 1.6 1,7 1.8 1.9
R (m)

Fig. 2: Flux surface reconstruction from Boozer
coordinates (dots) compared to the VMEC surfaces (open
circles) at <B>=1.1% and NT=4 for toroidal angle ¢=O.
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We have checked the reconstruction of equilibrium quantities and modal sufficiency Th
highest inaccuracies are seen at the magnetic axis and the plasma edge, 3 reflect of It]:equilibrium errors. Taking a sufficient number of modes and departing from a good equilibriUmthis problem can be minimized as shown in figure 2. In every case we study the lowest-(micr
resonance present in the plasma. It is the rational surface ip:3/8 that appears at high beta Values
the most important and deleterious for the confinement.

We want to emphasize that the Mercier beta limits (see fig. 3) are for the overallconfiguration and not for the specific radial position at which the resonance gives a ballooninunstable equilibrium. Ballooning modes are always more restrictive than Mercier-type modes ifevaluated at the same point, but destabilization for both kinds of modes does not occuf ingeneral at the same point. The pressure profile chosen is not the optimal one for Mercier—[ype
modes at the edge due to the finite pressure gradient in this point and this is where the
configuration first becomes unstable. Thus, the Mercier beta limits found are not the highest
possible (if not the contrary), and could be improved if a bell Shaped pressure profile is usedThe resistive interchange criterion gives more stringent beta limits but very close to them
obtained with the Mercier criterion.

7
a <r3> ballooning

6 . <B> Mercier(%)

E 5
m
6
m 4
d)

3ES 3
>
<

2

a 4 5 s 7 a 9 10 11
Number of Periods

Fig. 3: Average beta stability limit as a function of the
number of periods for ballooning and Mercier—type

modes.

In the case of NT=8 both limits coincide because rational surface tp=3l8 gets into the
plasma at the edge. If this resonance is not taken into account (by shifting the configuration),
we reduce the plasma cross section (about 4%) or we flatten the pressure profile there, then the
ballooning beta limit raises to 6.2% instead of 5%. However, Mercier modes are first
destabilized for NT:4,6 and 10 at the edge, although there is a relevant difference.

We have studied also N1=12, but the resonance lp=3/8 is already present in the plasma.
This limits severely the stable margin and leads to a small gain in beta limit with respect to thecase of NT=8 in spite of a higher aspect ratio. If this resonance is neglected the beta limit canexceed 8%. This case is not included in fig. 2. The appearance of this resonance could beovercome if we would have chosen an initial TJ-H configuration slightly different from the
standard which has lcdge<0.37.
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previously it has been studied the local stability for several TJ-II—like configurations [8]

with NT varying betWeen 2 and 6. The configuration was symmetrized by suppressing small

Fourier amplitudes of the boundary and by symmetrizmg those Wth are non«vanishing in
helical symmetry- In the present work no symmetrization was done but the results are in good

agreement.

ggiicluao—né
Beth, Mercier—type and ballooning modes have to be studied in order to give a good

estimate of the beta limit for a given configuration. However, the Mercier criterion seems to be

the one that marks the stability limit; at least for this specific pressure profile that is unfavorable

right at the edge.

As we increase NT the helically symmetric limit is recovered. The ballooning stability

limits increase With NT as in the case of Mercier stability. This is true only if the configuration

is adjusted in a way such that low order resonances are avoided, this can be easily done because

of the flexibility inherent to this kind of devices.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to find a heliac—type stellarator with an aspect

ratio of about 15 (NT=8) that is stable against ballooning and interchange modes, with an

average beta limit above 6%. Those properties makes it a fair candidate for a future fusion

reactor from the MHD point of view.
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STELLARATOR TRANSPORT OPTIMIZATION WITH
SELF-CONSISTENT ELECTRIC FIELDS“

J. F. Lyon, S. L. Paintcra, L. M. Kovrizhnykhb, and K. Gulecc
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA

Future large stellarators will operate in the low-collisionality regime where neoclassiCal
helical-ripple-induced transport is an important, if not dominant, element in the transport, In
this regime, E x B poloidal orbit rotation can drastically change the terms in the l—D particle
and heat flow equations. Usually, values for the electron and ion densities (new) and ni(p)]
and the radial component of the electric field [Er(p)] are assumed, and the 1—D heat flow
equations are solved [1] for the electron and ion temperatures [Te(p) and Ti(p)]; here p = r/ap
is the normalized plasma radius. Previous studies [1,2] assumed parabolic potential profiles (13‘r
cc p) for different assumed profiles for n(p). Solutions with negative electric field led to a
lower temperature and higher density than those with positive electric field, but required more
initial heating to reach ignition. No solutions were possible for some choices of parameters [3],

In this paper, steady-state l—D integral-differential equations for the heat and particle
fluxes for the ions (D,T) and electrons are solved [4] for ne(r), ni(r), T¢(r), Ti(r), and Er(r):

q(p) = up jpj(p*)p*dp* , prim) = ap I sJ-(p*)p*dp* ; j = ions, electrons
where the heat flux q; = —ni;(jTVTj —zj“a —Zjnjxj¢V¢ , the particle flux 1'} = —niTVTj
—Ti“a —Zyej¢V¢ , and the heat and particle diffusivities I and D are given in Ref. 2.
The electric field is determined from the ambipolarity condition. The electric field E enters both
through an E/B drift term in the denominators of Z and D, and directly through the sign-
dependent V¢ term. The volumetric heat sources (and sinks) are the usual alpha—particle
heating, electron—ion heat transfer, and radiation temts. The form for the particle source rate (s)
is chosen to represent shallow or deep fueling of the plasma.

The reference parameters chosen were those typical of a torsatron fusion power plant:
major radius R0 = 12 m, average plasma radius up = 1.5 m, on-axis field Bo = 7 T, fusion
power Pf = 3 GW (thermal), and edge helical field ripple 8h(p = 1) = 0.1. These parameters
were also varied to test the sensitivity of the results to these parameters.

The results for the reference case are shown in Fig. 1. A spectral collocation method with
N = 28 radial grid points was used (curves), but 6 radial grid points (the symbols in Fig. 1)
Table 1. Reference-case plasma parameters for different number of collocation points.

N Xanom (u) now) Tc(0) TKO)
(mzls) (102°m'3) (10201114) (keV) (keV) '

6 2.60 1.85 3.53 10.07 9.43
23 2.60 1.88 3.55 10.11 9.46

* Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under
contract DE-ACOS-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

Permanent addresses: aAustralian National-University, Australia; bGeneral Physics Institute,
Moscow, Russian Federation; cUniversity of Tennessee. Knoxville, TN, U.S.A.
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ave essentially the same results, as shown in Table l. The volume-average density (n) was
found that gave ignition for the largest value of anomalous electron diffusivity xamm. The
“lugs for my and Dm for electrons and ions were taken to be 0.2 times this value.

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0
Normalized Radius

\ ¢ (RV)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Normalized Radius

Fig.1. Plasma profiles calculated for the base reference case

The neoclassical ripple-induced heat and particle flows should be sensitive to the edge

ripple value [81.0)] and the edge density ratio (through the eollisionality). Figures 2 and 3 and

Table 2 show the variation of plasma parameters with 811(1). Solutions are found for relatively

large values of 8h(1), but the maximum allowable value for the additional anomalous

diffusivities decreases significantly. As 8h increases, the density profile peaks, the temperature

profiles broaden, and a strong electric field shear layer develops at the edge.

Table 2. Effect of edge helical ripple on the plasma parameters

811(1) Xanom (n) "0(0) Te(0) Ti(0)
(mzls) (1020m-3) (102°m-3) (keV) (luv)

0. l 2.60 1.85 3.53 10.07 9.43

0.2 1.49 2.11 3.92 8.97 8.51

0.3 0.81 2.11 4.99 8.08 7.72
0.4 0.66 2.21 6.08 7.31 7.09

0.6 0.43 2.01 7.93 7.00 6.86
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Fig 2. Density and temperature profiles caluflated for different values of the edge helical ripple
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Figure 4 and Table 3 show the corresponding results as the ratio of center to edge
densities is varied. The electric field becomes more linear with radius as the density profile
broadens. No solutions were found for lower (0.1) or higher (0.8) values of ne(1)/ne(0),

1 0 v r vi 1 . I x I . 0

A A . 5E EE E ‘1 n
; : -1 5

a 2;E E - 2 O

3 g - 2 5
i: E -30 I
E a - 3 5

. 40 f
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1 D 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Normallzed Radius Normalized Radius

Figs. 3 and 4. Electric fields calculated for different values of the edge ripple and density ratio.

Table 3. Efiect of edge density ratio on the plasma parameters
ne(l)/n.(0) Xanom ('1) 110(0) Tow) Tim)

(1112/5) (102°m-3) (102°m'3) (keV) (keV)
0.2 3.46 1.44 4.50 9.67 9.11
0.3 3.15 1.58 4.09 9.84 9.26
0. 5 2.60 1.85 3.53 10.07 9.43

0.65 2.20 2.05 3.15 110.17 9.50
0.72 2.02 2.14 2.97 10.21 9.52

The radial profile of the particle source term has a less dramatic impact on the results than
would be expected. Figure 5 and Table 4 show the results obtained for three source profiles:
(1) l — 0.99p4, (2) 1 — 0.99p2. and (3) 0.01 + 0.99pm. No solutions were found for more
centrally peaked (1 — 0.99p) or more edge-peaked profiles (0.01 + 0.99p2).
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Fig. 5. Density and electric field profiles calculated for different fueling models

The additional anomalous diffusivities were assumed to vary as 1/ne(p). For broader
density profiles, 13mm would be relatively flat. The results for a steeper (fixed) profile for
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(.c 1 + 19p3) [the dashed curves] are compared with those obtained forW «x 1/ne(p)
[the solid curves] in Fig. 6 and in Table 5.

Table 4, Effect of fueliirmofilc on the plasma parameters

50)) Xenon (1:) "MM T¢(0) TKO)

/—-—— (mzls) (102°m'3) (102°m'3) (keV) (keV)

l _. p4 2.60 1.85 3.53 10.07 9.43

1 ._ p2 2.73 1.82 3.70 10.05 9.42

21-1 2.00 2.03 2.81 10.02 9.38

Table 5. Effect of different reference parameter choices on the plasma parameters

p, 30 a -Iossl Xanom (n) mm!) mm mm
(Gm (T) (mzls) (102°m-3) (mum-3) (keV) (keV)

3 7 no 2.60 1.85 3.53 10.07 9.43

3 7 yes 0.79 1.68 3.11 10.34 9.72

3 5 no 1.47 1.85 3.47 9.47 8.85

45 7 no 4.32 2.27 4.32 10.22 9.57

Xanom °= 1 + 19p3 0.23 1.25 3.21 13.92 12.33
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Fig. 6. Density and electric field profiles calculawd for different models for xamm

The effect of other reference parameter assumptions is shown in Table 5. As expected,

lower values of allowable additional anomalous diffusivities were found for lower magnetic

field or for a relatively large (up to 40%) Te—dependem loss of alpha-particle energy, and higher

values were found for higher fusion power output.

Ignited stellarator plasma with adequate transport margin (allowable 131mm) were found

for a variety of conditions: large helical ripple. large alpha—particle losses, different edge densi-

ties and fueling profiles, lower field, etc., but no cases werefound with a positive electricfield!
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A comparison of improved confinement regimes in W7-AS
J. Baldzuhn, W. Ohlendorf, W7 — AS - Team: Max-Planck—Institut fiirPlasmaphysik, [PP - EURATOM Association, 85748 Garching, Germany

INTRODUCTION
In the advanced stellarator W7-AS. different improved energy and particle confinementregimes can be observed. The most prominent one is the H—mode. Another one is restrictedto N'BI heating alone. As long as we do not have a deeper understanding of it, we call itN'BI—effect. It shows both similarities and differences to the H-mode.In this contribution we summarize some characteristics of H—mode and NBI-effect. Majol-attention is paid to the behavior of impurities and the presumed role of turbulences. Inparticular we want to discuss whether the NBI—effect is actually the H-mode. Finally wewant to elucidate the impact of improved energy confinement on impurity concentrations inthe two regimes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The H-mode /1/ appears in W7-AS preferably with ECRH, together with all well knowncharacteristics /2/. One example for such a discharge is shown in Fig. 1 on the lefL Quite
similar to tokamaks it is accompanied by an improvement of the energy confinement time 1:5up to 30%. a drop of the turbulence level of about 50% observed by Mirnov coils and
reflectometry. a sudden decrease in the Ha light intensity by about 50% and ELM activity.With Thomson scattering we observe a rise of the electron density rte between reff = 9 and15 cm, and with ECE and soft-X the formation of a pedestal in electron temperature profilesTe (r). Doppler broadening and shift of impurity spectral line radiation show a rapid changeof the edge ion temperatures Ti towards values which are about 20% higher, and anadditional poloidal plasma rotation Vpol into the electron diamagnetic drift direction withabout 3 km/s near the plasma edge. An example for that is shown in Fig. 2 on the left side,Additionally. an improvement of particle confinement is obtained, which leads to a peakingof the impurity density profiles after the transition /3/. This observation is confirmed bymeasurements of soft-X radiation profiles and VUV impurity line radiation. Zeff which isevaluated from soft-X signals shows only a slight increase after the transition.Central densities of light impurities, as boron or carbon, increase by a factor between 3-5,while they remain constant or even decrease slightly near the plasma edge. One example forC VII measured with active charge exchange spectroscopy on C VI at 3434 A is shown onthe left side in Fig. 3. For the marginal changes of the central ne this implies an increase ofthe C VII concentration. For heavy impurities, as iron, an increase in the VUV spectral lineintensity for Fe XVI at 360 A of 3 - 5 can be observed in line integrated measurements.Before the transitions it increases with nez, directly after the transition it increases muchstronger than n62, thus indicating increasing concentrations. See an example for that in Fig.4 on the left side. .IONEQ code calculations /4/ for radial impurity charge state and radiation distributionspredict densities and spectral line intensities for Fe XVI . Due to changes of T3 and me. theintensity is predicted to be about 50% higher after the transition. The observed value of 3 - 5for the intensity however is higher than the predicted value of 50%, indicating an increase ofthe relative iron concentration. For the calculations no change in radial particle transport istaken into account.

Comparable to the H-mode, which appears in a narrow iota interval around 0.53, there isanother interval around 0.34 with improved confinement. That regime is achieved with NIBIheating only, attempts with ECRH failed. One example for such a discharge 18 shown inFig. l on the right. Improved confinement means here that the measured 11}: exceeds the
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value calculated by an empirical ’EE scaling law. Before transition. measured "E of these

discharges obey that scaling law.

The NBI-effect is accompanied by an increase of IE by about 60% and a reduction of the

turbulence level, starting from an exceedingly high level before. It shows a sudden drop in

the Hot intensity of about 30%, but no ELMs are observed. In particular, the Hot intensity

returns in most cases during 20 - 50 ms back to its previous level. The ne profiles peak up
to peaking factors of about 3. Te increases by about 10%, but no pedestal is formed. Ti at
the edge increases on_ a long timescale typical for NET discharges; a sudden jump at the
moment of the transition is missing. An example for T1 (a) and Vpot is shown in Fig. 2 on

the right side.
Only in one case a change of Vp01 into electron diamagnetic drift direction was measured,

With a maximum velocity of about 1.5 km/s corresponding to a change in radial electric field
Er of 3.8 kV/m. Generally, we find changes of Vpol into the ion diamagnetic drift direction

With a maximum of about 10 km/scc. but without a clear jump at the transition.
TranSitions correlate in some discharges with the switching off of the gas puff, they can
also appear spontaneously. They are never observed simultaneously with external gas feed.
Slowing down spectra measured with charge exchange neutral particle energy analyzers
Show a broad local minimum around 3—5 keV before the transition, which disappears during
the NBI—effect.
Helium density profiles, measured by active charge exchange spectroscopy on He II at 4686
A follow in their shape more or less the electron density profile. This indicates that the
concentration remains unchanged. One example is shown in Fig. 3 on the right side.
The VUV line intensity of Fe XVI shows an increase by about a factor of 2, and in
agreement to that a factor of about 2 is predicted by IONEQ code calculations, if constant
iron concentrations are assumed before and after the transition. Thus it is concluded that the
iron concentration remains constant or even decreases slightly. This is confirmed by the

very good n32 dependence as shown in Fig. 4 on the right side. No change of the radial
particle transport is taken into account for the calculation. For some discharges stagnation of
Zeff after the transition is observed.
A comparison of discharges with and without the NBI-effect shows a reduction of the
impurity concentrations by about a factor of 2-3 for the case that the transition occurs.

DISCUSSION
On the present basis of experimental data we conclude that the NBl-effect has another origin

than the H-mode. This is inferred from different temporal behavior of the Hot light
intensity, different development of ne(r), the missing pedestal in Te(r) and the missing of a
clear jump in Ti (21) during the NBI~effect. The preSumably most important difference is the
lack of change for Vp01 into the electron diamagnetic drift direction.
The fact that Zeff remains constant during the NBI-etfect in contrast to it‘s increase during
H-mode might result from better hydrogen feed by the injectors. This is confirmed by
NIPOR calculations /6/ which predict improved NBI heating efficiency and pronounced
power and particle deposition near the plasma center after the transition, thus also explaining
the peaking of ne (r). DeSpite that peaking we observe no increase of impurity
concentrations.
Common and decisive feature for the H—mode and NBI-effect seems to be the reduction of
turbulences. For H-mode it is discussed /5/ that a sheared EXB flow as result of a changed
Er just inside the separatrix stabilizes the turbulences, which in turn leads to improved
confinement. For the NBI-effect a corresponding change in Vpol cannot be observed,
however. But for all NBI discharges MHD activity is observed. During the NBI-effect that
activity diminishes. simultaneously the local minimum in the slowing down spectrum
disappears. As working hypothesis we suppose therefore that the negative gradient in the
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slowing down spectrum might drive the turbulences, thus leading to a degradation of TE
before the transition ’
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Recycling and Particle Control Studies in the W7-AS Stellarator
R.Brakel, J. Das, Y. Feng, P. Grigull, H. Niedermeyer, F. Sardei, U. Schneider,

the W7-AS Team, the ECRH—Group*

Max-Planck-Institutfiir Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM Association, Garching, FRG
*Institutfi'ir Plasmaforschung, Universitt'it Stuttgart, FRG

1. Introduction
Recycling of particles escaping from the bulk plasma by radial transport and refuelling the

plasma after surface reflection or by surface release is a key to density control in fusion devices,
Operational limits are set by the availability of density control, i.e. of sufficiently low recycling
Glow discharge conditioning in helium (He-GDC) has been proven to reduce the hydrogen
inventory in particular of carbon surfaces. Low~Z coatings, originally intended to reduce
impurity release, inherently also affect the recycling properties. Furthermore the particular
location of plasma—surface contact (inboard versus top/bottom), the surface temperature and the
prehistory of a plasma discharge have strong influence on recycling.

We investigate hydrogen recycling in W7—AS for various surface conditions. The
influence of the limiter temperature and the long—term behaviour after He—GDC are studied.
Recycling properties are compared before and after boronization of the vessel. FirSt
comparative results of inboard versus top and bottom limiter operation are presented.
Experimentally we compare the decay of the plasma
density after the extemai gas feed is turned off. The
experiments are then discussed on the basis of a
simple global particle balance model.

2. Experimental
W7—AS is equipped with a stainless steel

vacuum vessel at ambient temperature and two
vertically movable main limiters of bulk boronized
graphite (GB 120, 0.25m2 each, bakeable at 240C) at
the top and bottom. Additionally, nine graphite
limiters (CFC, 0.03m2 each, bakeable at 350"C) have
recently been installed at the inner wall. They shall
improve the total power loading capacity in view of 9x
the forthcoming upgrading of the ECRH and neutral
beam heating power. The plasma can be moved by a 1 0.. ,-
vertical field against these inboard limiters, which 110G
otherwise are deep in the main limiter shadow.

Recycling was studied in series of subsequent 0
hydrogen plasma discharges at a rotational transform 1 b 0.2 0. 4 0'5 0—3
= 0.34, a magnetic field of 1.25T and heated by
360kW applied ECF power. Each series was
preceded by 10 minutes He—GDC or the boronization, .
respectively. The performance of all discharges was Flg- 1-' Plasma electron "W15” Np
identical, with a pulse sequence of 3 minutes: The “”4 extemal gaspufling ”It? ¢exf07
plasma density was ramped up by feedback controlled typical gas “WC" 0.1? exper"713”" at
gas puffing to a stationary plateau at a line averaged d'ffe’e’fl vertzcalfields. The MOddfil
value <ne> = 1.5x1019m' . The density was kept of Np IS 81"?! d_0”€d-_ The ECF
constant up to a time to when the external gas feed heating Pulse ‘5 Wilcated 1" the “PP”
was switched off and the density began to decay with part.

time/s
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a time constant characteristic of the recycling and confinement properties. Typical time traces
are shown in fig. 1.

3. The model
Recycling results from the mutual particle exchange between several coupled reservoirs -

the bulk plasma, the SOL, and the plasma facing surfaces (wall, limiters, etc.) - the whole
system being fed by external sources such as gas puffing. The exchange rates depend on the
specific properties of the respective reservoirs which in turn will be affected by particle and
energy exchange. A selfconsistent approach to this problem is beyond the scope of our paper.
We Will rather consider the reservoir properties in terms of simple parameters: Particle
confinement times Tp for the bulk plasma and ”[5 for the surface and a generalized reflection
coefficient 1' [1] for particles impacting onto the surface. SOL properties are accounted for by a
fuelling efficiency f. The hydrogen ion number in the plasma is assumed to equal the electron
number (ZefFl) and will be simply termed plasma particle number. We do not differentiate
between limiter and wall surfaces. Then the balance equations [1,2]

Np + fl‘ Np f N fr( 1 'fex)
Np=-—T: l—rtl-f) KJ' 1-r(1—f) f+fex¢ex+_‘l_r(l_0 ¢ex (la)

Ns='y—S‘L(l-r)(140 N5 1-1' in (l’r)(1'fex)¢cx (1b)
:5 ' 1—r(l—f) I 1-in—0 1p 1-:(1-0

hold for plasma and surface particle numbers ND and NS and for the number Nex = l¢exdt = Np
+ NS of particles supplied with an external gas puffing rate (Dex.

The terms on the r.h.s. of eq. 1a account for confinement losses of the plasma, fuelling
of the plasma by reflected particles, fuelling by particles released from the surface (outgassing),
direct external fuelling with an efficiency fax and fuelling by the screened but recycled fraction
of the external gas. In eq. 1b the first term accounts for surface losses by outgassing, the
remaining terms correspond to fluxes into the surface, i.e. the non—reflected fraction of incident
fluxes. The denominator (l—r(1-t)) accounts for multiple reflection and screening before a
particle enters the plasma or the surface.

The plasma confinement time 'cp usually is a function of plasma density. The surface
confinement time Is may as well depend on the surface concentration. For reasons of simplicity
we will assume 1p and TS to be constants. We also assume f and r to be constant throughout a
discharge. Then, after differentiation

NP='(£+S_)NP+S—¢ex+rr¢ex (2)
Ip Is as

with R = fr/(l-r(1-f)), s = r/(r-r(1—n),T = (fex+r(f»fex))/(1-r(1—f))-
. In the experiment the gas puff is turned off at t=to (¢ex=0). For t > to the solution of eq.

2 IS an exponential decay from the initial level Npo to the final level NPoo = (1-b) Npo:

_ __ -1318. __N_ myNp<t)—Npo(1—b(1-ea<“o>ll a-( 1,, +1.) b 1 Npoi” s nap) (3)

The logarithmic derivative at Lt = to + e which is often used as an indicator of recycling is:

NIT=‘fl=ab=—1_R -S—(N——ex°-l) - (4)
1p Npo Tp Ts



If the fuelling efficiency fex for external particles
approximately equals that of recycling particles f, then the
surface particle confinement time “CS is given by (t_ = to - E)

L: —NP°‘/Np° ‘bcxm (5)rs Hum/Np0 Nm ,
A tit of the decay curve (eq 3) to experimental data gives the
constants a and b which yield with the measured gas flux the
quantities (l-R)/rp, S/TS, Ip* and TS.

_ . 02 0.3 0.4 05 0,},-
4. Results and discussmn t (s)0

The density decay after gas switch off in ECF heated
W7—AS plasmas is well described by the above model (figl).
Gas which has been fed into the system is buffered in the
surface and released after a time delay of the order 1:5. The
residual density N m and the decay time "(13* are therefore sensitive to the total particle input
c. As expected rorn eq.4 an approximately linear decrease of l/‘tp* with the time to of gas
switch off and thus with c is observed (fig.2).

F[g]: Dependence ofdenxiry
decay time on the length: af the
gas pufi

Helium CDC is found to establish reproducibly low recycling, which however gets lost
in the course of subsequent plasma discharges. Figure 3a shows the shot to shot evolution of
T * in main limiter bounded discharges. Starting after He-GDC at comparable values of E60ms,
t e shot to shot increase is highest for the "hot" limiter (bulk temperature TL=2000C compared
to 1000C), but does not significantly depend on the vertical limiter position (ZL=29 compared to
31cm). A drastic change is seen after boronization. The initial value rp*=43ms is the lowest of
all conditions and If only slightly increases on a much longer timescale (the dashed lines in
figs. 3a and 3c extrapolate to shot number 39 of the series, intermediate shots were denoted to
other experiments).

The increase of recycling with shot number indicates an increase of the generalized
reflection coefficient r due to hydrogen enrichment in the surface. The value of r can range
between a minimum (about 042-023 [3]) for a hydrogen depleted surface and l for a hydrogen
saturated one [1]. The quantity (l-R)/tp = (1—r)/( lrr( limltp, which accounts for the fraction of
plasma particle losses absorbed by the surface, essentially depends on r. For all conditions it is
nearly identical at the beginning of each series (fig.3c)t This means that He-GDC and
boronization establish comparable surface conditions with respect to reflection by depleting the
surface from hydrogen. The reflection coefficient is higher for the higher limiter temperature,
and lowest tmd long term stable after bor‘onixation.

The surface particle confinement time 7:3 can be envisaged as the mean residence time in
the surface between absorption and release of a nonreflected impacting particle. It does not
change much with shotnumber and is of the order 0.55 for the unboronized vessel (fig.3b).
After boronization Ts increases by an order of magnitude to about 3s, i.e. the boron coated
surface exhibits a largely improved hydrogen pumping efficiency, probably due to chemical
binding of hydrogen in the C:B:H layer.

The sensitivity to the limiter temperature indicates that in case of main limiter operation
recycling primarily occurs at the limiters. About 50% of the applied heating power is typically
recovered at the main limiters in such configurations without vertical field [4]. However, the
long»term stability after boronization is in contradiction with earlier observations that the boron
coating is quickly eroded from the limiters [5]. It is therefore concluded that a significant
fraction of particles emerging from the limiters undergoes secondary recycling at the wall where
the boron coating is stable due to low power fluxes. This assumption is supported by Eirene [6]
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code simulations. They show a strong sensitivity of the refuelling rate on wall recycling. The
total refuelling rate increases by a factor of 5 when the wall recycling coefficient is increased
from 0 to 1 and the limiter recycling coefficient is kept fixed at 1.

The previous results have been obtained with main limiters only. If the plasma is shifted
to the inboard limiters by means of a vertical magnetic field (B; > 606) improved particle
control is observed. Fig.1 compares two consecutive discharges with and without vertical field.
With the plasma shifted inwards the density decays faster (Tp*=60 compared to 200ms), and to
a lower level (p [Npo = 0.13 corn ared to 0.23). The gas flux to maintain the same density
1ncreases((i[>ex = 5 compared to 3x1 05") as well as the total gas input (Nex = 1.5 compared to
0.5x1020). In parallel no degradation in confinement is observed.
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Toroidal and Poloidal Rotation in the W7-AS
Stellarator

J.V. Hofmann, K. ldafi J. Geiger, N, Nakajinia*, F. Rau.
J. Baldzuhn, A. R. Field, M. Kick, G. K'Lihner, F. P. Penningsfeld,

W. Ott, H. Ringler. W7—AS Team. ECRH Group, Ni Group

Mavlancloinstitut f'Lir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass, Garching bei Munchen, FRG
1‘ National Institute for Fusion Sciences, Nagoya. Japan

1. Introduction: Toroidal and po_loidal rotation have been measured from Doppler shift ofactive charge exchange excited C3+ and passive B3+ spectral line emission in the centre andnear the periphery of Wendelstein 7—AS, respectively. We investigate the influence of a str0ntoroidal magnetic field ripple on transport and confinement in terms of toroidal rotation due toneutral beam injection and viscous damping due to variations of the ripple strength (mirrorconfigurations). Since the H-mode was found in W7—AS in 1992 [1, Z], confinement andradial electric fields have been investigated by measurements of poloidal rotation. Poloidalrotation has also been studied beyond the operational limits of the H—mode.
2. Toroidal rotation:
2.1 W7-AS mirror configurations: Wendelstein 7—AS is an advanced stellarator with 40+ 5 non-planar modular coils distributed over 5 periods (m=5). The 5 special comer—coils arelarger and allow f. ex. access for NBI. In a mirror configuration the magnetic field in themiddle of a module at ¢=36° is always kept at the resonance condition for ECRH (1.27 T: 70GHZ / 2.54 T: 140 GHz) while the 5 corner coils are
fed with currents different to those of the other 1'6 WSW,modular field coils to set up negative (label "R") or <E>=IV T

mirror Elie-=0] l‘lv.positive (label "A”) toroidal field ripples, fig.l. 1.5
Thus, we can establish configurations with mirror ‘3 1,4
ratios MR = (B(o=0°)~B(¢:36°)) / (B(¢:O°) + “£1 3 ' ("$3,244i
B(¢=36°))r:10%. The standard configuration (label a g “ 'm-1”S"), in contrast, has a small mirror ratio of about , 1-2
0.3%-1%. The mirror configurations have been 1,1 .. ;B>=i.m 'r.shifted inward by a vertical field of 60 mT — 10.0 R ; "eg- “1mm "'"""”"°:,‘:”5.mT (index “i"). They are also characterised by the 1'0 ' mripple strength y defined as y? = <(aB/as)2>/B3, 0 20 [004O 60 80

torordal angle t“)where s is the length along the magnetic field line. . y .
2.2 Instrumentation: Toroidal rotation in W7~AS Fig“ 1' Mirror Corzfigurations( I )is measured along a single line of sight through the
plasma centre in the middle of module 4. This line of sight intersects the beams of both neutralheating injectors (NBI-EastzCo, NBI—Westtr). Since our line of sight is directed against theco—injector a blue shift results for coAruotation. Toroidal rotation is inferred from Doppler shift ofcharge exchange excited 07+ (5291 A, n:8~>7) relative to a Ti (5350 A) reference line from aspectral lamp which is recorded simultaneously. The detection system and the data analysis isthe same as for our poloitlal rotation measurements, see references [3, 4].
2.3 Experimental results: After plasma startup with 400 kW ECRH at 70 GHz (Bo=1.27T. t/27tzl/3) alternated heating by a co— and ctr—beam is applied, fig.2. The resulting iontemperatures for the standard case (Si) are around 200 eV. The co-rotation of Va; = 15 kms‘1 isclearly found to be about a factor of 3 higher than the counter one, partly due to a better beamcoupling for co~injection where a more peaked density profile leads to better absorption. Due toa low density around <ne> : 1.3“k1019m‘3 beam absorption is very low (order ofS 30%)
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In case Of high ripple toroidal rotation is strongly damped, as shown in fig.3. The rotation

velocity is reduced by a factor of about 3, v¢ (R.) S 5 kms", and of about 2, Vq) (A.) S 8 kms‘

1 respectively. In both cases the ripple strength Y is the same (7 (Ar) = 0.179 m‘], y (R.) =

0,174 m‘l). However, the energy content of the three configurations significantly differs:

Wdia(Ri) = 0-35 k1, Wdia(5‘.) = 0.50 k], Wdia(A1) = 0.65 k] while the ion temperature variation

is within 25 %.
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2.4 Estimate and calculation of neoclassical parallel viscosity: The equation of

motion gives the basic relation between the flow velocity v. of a particle species, the electric

field E. the diagonal (Vpi) and off diagonal (EB alaxg [1043) terms of the pressure tensor and an

external force F:
8V} 3 i

——+v.~Vvi :CZi[E +v.XB)-Vp.-Z——HGB+F

at B aXBHim;

In the following we assume steady state, toroidal symmetry of poloidal flow and poloidal

symmetry of toroidal flow, no net current and neglect the collision term between electrons and

ions. The resulting force balances in toroidal. poloidal and radial direction are

1 8Pi
eZiEr = n. a

rF... :(V. 11)., +(v.- n)... Fe = (V... r09 + (v. n).; - CzaivqebBel

The viscous stress tensor H in general has three components with five independent viscosity

coefficients 00—4: parallel (no), perpendicular (“1.2) and ge- (”14) viscosity, with respect to

the magnetic field [ 5, 6}. The parallel viscosity is due to a velocity gradient parallel to the

flow velocity while the gyro and perpendicular viscosities originate from velocity gradients

perpendicular to the velocity. The damping force due to viscosity is generally expressed as the

' divergence of the viscous stress tensor.
In W7—AS mirror configurations the toroidal field ripple on axis is high enough to significantly

damp toroidal rotation. To compare the measured velocities with theoretical estimates we take

the neoclassical parallel viscosity from Shaing [7] which can be expressed as
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t1u(Shaing):2ilf72 RIM vm with major radius R and module number M (= 5 for W7-ASFurthermore, we calculate finite beta VMEC equilibria for our discharges and calculate theparallel viscosity in the plateau regime with an extended VMEC code [8].l u... mun-L. 10 "r...“ .. .t.~.......r..s...,.-,0000WWW m
----- y : 0,74 + 0.1M R: 0, >9
— >y=-D,7l +0.88xR: a, 3D

5 my = 4112 f 1.6m R: o. o —3 a
E
‘5 O
> . D /‘,

g /
-5 > v ~u--27604(sn -g Ego — a -27615 (Ri)

A we ~~17627 (Ai)
-l0 ' _._.d__._u_>10 —5 0 5

v (km/s) [Nakajima].0‘05 m: _lm '|'[\ Is urlmut .- "mm-"751x51,

[0 » A—o~-27EDJ (SI) ——s—27615(R1) 30,04 5 «2717627 (A1) 3 ,--§‘
:8 E 0 . 'uflv .2 _5 s ‘/ ‘ ,5003 s_ (Nakajirna) - R‘ (Shaing) V. ‘ El1.: . 5. (Shaing) A A_(Nnka,rma, > -10 r o ‘O 0] Rl (Naknjima) A A‘ (Shajngt _]5 a 2% ..... y: 074 + 0,23,; R: 099 ,~ 7 o — — -y = .0“ + 0.35 R: 0.93*0 ’ y :70.12+ 1.60 R: 0,90 ‘_7 . . . .0.00 ‘5-80 -60 .40 .20 0 200 0'2 0'4 p 0'6 0-8 ' v. (km/s) [Nakajima]
Fig.4: Neocl. parallel viscosity Fig.5: Comparison ofexp. and theory

Fig.4 shows the toroidal parallel viscosity in our three configurations for the (20— (open ) andctr-NBI cases (filled). llTll is found to increase by a factor of about 10
- 15 in the mirrorconfigurations compared to the standard case.

Furthermore, HT” is roughly constant inside a 5000 2mmnormalised minor radius of p = 0.5. Comparison of .liTII / vlh calculated for the centre from Shaings 4000’ €45? .‘ ’model and the extended VMEC calculations by 3000. §,' uni _Nakajima yields a reasonable agreement within a game Q‘IEfactor of about 1.5. “a” i I i * ‘
Comparing our measurements with neoclassical > 1000" a"; 51'theory in terms of Nakajimas VMEC plateau o 3;“.3 "'"m 5rcalculations, fig. 5, “we find for the high ripple W y" f.' | j, . 1mirror configurations areasonable agreement within 0 0.2 0.4 0‘6 M I .2 Li, I,a factor of 2. In these cases torordal parallel viscosity Timets)is the dominating damping mechanism due to the WW”high ripple. In the standard case, however, the
expected toroidal rotation velocity is by a factor of 4-
5 higher than the measured one. This means that
neoclassical parallel viscosity is not the dominating
damping mechanism in this configuration since the
ripple on axis is very small (7(Si) : 0.058 m‘l) and
contributions from perpendicular viscosity have to be
taken into account. There is still an uncertainty in the
beam absorption and momentum deposition due to 0 07 04 06 03 Ithe low density of the target plasma so that the " Iranian). ‘absolute values in comparison between experiment _ i _ _and theory may have large errors. However, the clear FIE-65 V001L‘HandL‘H'L‘m’ISmD"
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[rend between the low ripple standard and the high ripple mirror configurations found in the
experimental data is also clearly obvious in the theoretical calculations.

3, Poloidal rotation:

3.1 W7-AS H-mode: The H~phase is defined by the characteristics of the L—H transition. A
pica] H—mode configuration is B(CI>=36°) = 2.53 T, ta = 0.53 and full plasma aperture where

the last closed flux surface forms a separatrix around 15 cm inside the limiter radius. Poloidal
rotation in W7—AS is inferred from DOppler shift of
53+ (2825 A) line emission along a single line of 15 mania—M
sight through the periphery of the plasma around an ' ' 5.. . '
effective radius 0f reff = 12 cm, where the maximum 1 0 - A.
of the B3+ ionic shell resides.
3,2 Experimental results: Poloidal rotation 3
shows an strong increase at the L — H transition and 05
we find also a very clear signature of a forward and
back transition, L - H , L, as a consequence of a 0,0

density ramp up and down, as shown in fig.6.
Additionally, we find a small increase of the poloidal
retation in advance of the transition which can also '0’5 0 0:5 1 1:5 2
clearly be seen on the back transition. Time (norm, L-H)

During L-mode we find poloidal rotation velocities in Fig. 7: Pol. Mach number at L-H trans
electron diamagnetic direction v14? 5 1 kms1 which
increase to 1 kms1 5 Va S 5 kms- , corresponding to negative radial electric fields of -2 k-
l 3 E1 S -10 kAl in the H-mode. In order to compare our results with tokamaks we normalise
the poloidal rotation in terms of a poloidal Mach number Upm = ve / Vth * Ed) I B9. Fig.7
shows U m for several L—H transitions as a function of time normalised to the transition, tnorm
= t-tL_H.pVV6 find the L-H transition at 0.5 s U m < 1 and Upm S 1.5 during H«mode. Thus, in

contrast to tokamaks, L-H transitions in W7—A occur at Upm < 1.

E:1.

Conclusions
1: Toroidal Rotation:

- W7—AS mirror configurations exhibit a strong toroidal field ripple on axis
- Neocl. calculations yield high toroidal parallel viscosities for these configurations.

- Measured toroidal rotation is strongly clamped in the strong ripple configurations
— Comparison with neocl. theory shows reasonable agreement in cases of high ripple
=> Parallel viscosity is the dominating damping mechanism in these configurations.

2: Poloidal Rotation + H—Mode:
- W7—AS H-mode shows all known characteristics
- Poloidal rotation strongly increases at the onset of the transition
- A small increase of rotation is found already before the transition
- Upm in W7-AS is < 1 at L-H transition :3. smaller than in tokamaks.
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Confinement and Fluctuations at «r x 1/2
for Discharges with and without net Toroidal Currents

in the WENDELSTEIN 7-AS Stellarator

R. Jaenicke, H.—J. HartfuB, A. Weller, H. Zohm and W7-AS Team

Max—Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, D-85748 Garching, Germany
EURATOM Association

In the W7-AS stellarator the profile of the rotational transform r(r) can be varied
over a wide range. The shear of the vacuum field is low, and the absolute value
of r can be changed by the superposition of a toroidal field component. Fm
finite plasma pressure bootstrap currents up to 10 kA were measured. With the
aid of electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) this current can be increased up
to about 17 kA. The ohmic heating transformer can be used to control the toroidal
currents in different ways. Either the current can be compensated to zero (net
current free plasma), or the current can be further increased to produce a toka-
mak-like shear. Thus plasma confinement and fluctuations can be studied under
various conditions e.g. concerning shear and plasma current distribution.
This paper compares the experimental findings for discharges with r(a) in the
vicinity of 1/2 where vacuum field islands and/or current driven instabilities can
perturb the confinement. Four different cases are studied:

1) Net current free plasma: Due to the low shear vacuum field islands are
expected to perturb the confinement. In Fig.1 the results of flux surface mea-
surements in the vacuum field [1] are compared with the dependence of the mea-
sured diamagnetic energy content Wdia on the vacuum field rotational transform.
Fig.1a) indicates the size and radial position (vertical bars) of vacuum field is-
lands together with the radius of the last closed flux surface. Discharge condi—
tions for Fig.1b) are: B0 = 2.5T, constant line density and electron cyclotron res-
onance heating power (ECRH). The average beta is rather small (43> S 0.1%).
Evidently, the energy content is reduced whenever magnetic islands are close to
the plasma boundary. Probably they simply reduce the plasma radius (for further
effects see [2]). An additional direct dependence of Wdia on r cannot be ex-
cluded [1]. Similar to the findings for t = 1/3 the perturbation of the energy
confinement due to islands within the plasma is small or even negligible as long
as the line density is kept constant [1]. This is true even for r = 1/2 where large
islands should be expected. according to the flux surface measurements.
However, it has to be taken into account that the shear close to the magnetic axis
is no longer very small in the experiment due to the ohmic current component.

2) Uncompensated bootstrap current: If the plasma current is not con—
trolled by an external loop voltage toroidal currents up to about 10 kA develop
with a time constant of almost Is in ECRH discharges at BO 2 1.25T. Because of
the agreement with neoclassical calculations these currents are considered as
bootstrap currents [3]. With the external rotational transform adjusted such that
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the total transform (sum of vacuum field transform and contribution by the

lasma current) at the plasma boundary 1((a) approaches 1/2 fluctuations can be

observed eg. with Mimov coils (Fig. 3) and sX—ray diodes. At about 550ms m=2
modes can be identified. Since the plasma pressure is rather low the modes are
probably driven by the plasma current. Their influence on energy or particle con-
finement is small, but the current rise seems to be slowed down.

3) Bootstrap current increased by ECCD: By launching electron cyclotron
waves with an appropriate component parallel to the magnetic field the total cur—

rent can be further increased up to about 17 kA. Again the observed currents
agree quite well with code calculations [3]. Large amplitude m=2, n=1 fluctua—
tions were measured with frequencies in the low kHz range. They could be
identified as tearing modes [4]. The ECCD current component is concentrated

close to the magnetic axis, central r values are estimated as 2 to 3. Therefore, the
modes at r = llcm must be essentially driven by the bootstrap current compo-
nent. Small sawteeth are observed in the sX-ray signals [5]. By means of the old
W7AS Thomson scattering diagnostic (1 radial point per shot) a clear flattening
of the temperature profile around the t = 1/2 flux surface was found at 450ms in
a series of reproducible discharges. At 1.83 where the [11:2 mode is disappeared
the Te profile has attained its usual shape (Fig.2). Nevertheless, the time depen-
dence of the energy content Wdia does not indicate a deterioration of the global
energy confinement by the modes (Fig.4).

4) Bootstrap current increased by small external loop voltage: Also the
ohmic heating transformer can be used to increase the bootstrap current further.
Due to the high electron temperatures of the ECRH "target" plasma the additional
ohmic heating power is negligible. Now the current distribution is similar to
tokamaks, and the unstable MHD behaviour approaches that of tokarnaks. Bursts
of large amplitude m=2 fluctuations (probably tearing modes) connected with a
significant reduction of the energy confinement are observed for {(a) S 1/2
(Fig.5). However, since the poloidal component of the stellarator vacuum field

provides sufficient horizontal position stability, no current disruption occurs, The
plasma current can further increase and the MHD stability is regained even with
constant vertical field. The perturbation of the particle confinement leads to
stronger gas puffing driving the density into electron cyclotron resonance cut-off
at 300 ms. Thus the available loop voltage is consumed, and the plasma current
decays toward the bootstrap current.
Conclusions: In net current free operation no detrimental fluctuations were ob—
served so far in W7-AS even at high B operation [4]. With significant toroidal
currents current driven instabilities have been found similar to tokamaks.
However, they do not lead to current disruptions. Furthermore, they can be

avoided by properly adjusting the external rotational transform.
[1] R. Jaenicke et al., Nuclear Fusion 33 (1993) 687
[2] P. Grigull et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 196-198 (1992) 101
[3] V. Erckmann et al., Proc. 20‘h EPS Conf., Lisboa, 1993, Vol. 17C, 1021
[4] R. Jaenicke et al., Proc. 14‘h IAEA Conf., Wfirzburg, .1992, Vol. 2, 483
[5] R. Biichse et al., Proc. 20th EPS Conf., Lisboa, 1993, V01. 17C, 365
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EXTENDED PARAMETER RANGE IN W 7-AS EXPERIMENTSAT VARIOUS VALUES OF THE MIRROR RATIO
F. Ran , C.D. Beidler, R. Brakel, .l. Geiger, P. Grigull, E. Harmeyer, G. Herre7J. V. Hofmann, M. Kick, J. Kifilinger, G. Kiihner, W. Mandl, H. Niedermeyer,H. Ringler, H. Walter, H. Wobig, W7-AS Team, ECRH Group, NBI Group

Maz-PIanck-Institut fzir Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM AssociationD-85748 Garching bei Mdnchen, Germany

Initial results of ECRH plasmas in W 7—AS at two values of the mirror ratio7 MR 2(3(36") —B(0))/(B(36°)+B(U)) : amplitude of the toroidal magnetic field variatiOn onaxis, were given in /1/ in comparison to standard low-r operation with B(36°) = 1.25 Tat the location of ECRH power input in W 7—AS. The standard configuration, S, hasMR z -1 %. In the two configurations with increased mirror ratio, :l: 10 %, themagnetic field at «p : 36° has a maximum in the configuration R, and a minimumin A, respectively, and the toroidal averages of |B| differ by about 20 %. Anotherdifference, relevant to neoclassical transport and possibly also to stability, is the fractionand location of trapped particles: from the standard case S to A and R, the trappedparticle fraction near the magnetic axis increases from about 25 to 45 %. The majorityof the trapped particles is shifted to a region of unfavourable magnetic field curvature,when changing from R to A. The efficiency of electron cyclotron current drive andthe magnitude of the bootstrap current depend clearly on the type of the mirrorconfiguration for limiter-dominated plasmas, see /2/.
This paper gives global results of experiments in the three configurations types, thusproviding a basis for more detailed investigations:
— for ECRH plasmas by varying z(a) between 0.29 and 0.41 in R and A,
- using NBI-heating at moderate power with co— and counter—injection at r(a) = 0.34,- using full NBI heating power at high densities, in order to study the attainablefl—values of the three types of configurations.
ECRH plasmas are used to study the dependence of Wang, the stored plasma energy,on r(a) for the two configurations with increased mirror ratio, see Fig. 1. The plasmais produced at 1.25 T with 0.4 MW power at 70 GHz in onraxis deposition. Thegross behaviour is similar to that known from the standard case of W 7-AS, or fromthe former ’classical’ stellarators W 7-A and W 11—21. The observed minima had beenassociated with rational r—values at the edge. The new results in R Show a reductionof Wdia by a factor of about two near :- = 0.38, compared to values near r m 0.34.For the configuration type A we see some reduction at r = 5/14, but definitely moreShots are required to establish the minimum and its width. Furthermore, the signal ofWdiu in A was blurred by noise from the energy supply. Several shots in R and A areWith free development of a residual plasma current Ip < 3 kA. The small additional
rechange by this current is taken into account in the figure, using 5, or Ip/aZ. Such
discharges can lead to some larger or reduced value of Wdiu. than in a discharge whereI}, is compensated by an Ohmic current. This depends on the initial r—value. Notethat without a free development of IF, the densities of its components, i.e. those of thebootstrap and the Pfirsch—Schliiter currents, are influenced by an external loop voltage.Discharges with free development of their internal currents require sufiiciently long pulsetimes for stationary conditions, however, and a careful ’aiming’ to achieve the desiredr<value, e.g. for maximum stored energy, or to investigate the confinement at rationalvalues of r(a).
in earlier experiments at r : 0.34 two density values are investigated, using for eachinput powers of 0.4 and 0.2 MW with pulse times up to 1.5 s. Diamagnetic energies in Rand A range between 0.5 and 1.6 kl, depending on the heating power and its depositionregion, the density, configuration type and r—value, and on the limiter radius. Peakelectron temperatures, Te(0) z 1 keV, are obtained in A and R from the Thomson
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rofiles at 712(0) z 2 - 1019 m”. At half of this density, a non-Maxwellian electron

distribution: as discussed in /3/, cannot be excluded near the center of R, see Fig. 2,

uppflr profile: the peak electron temperature seems to be below the 2.4 keV indicated

b the raw data, Whlch exhibit large error bars. This indication has to be substantiated

by measuring the ECE—temper-ature. Thomson profiles in A appear to be normal at a
comparable densxty. Characteristics of Ip versus V100,, lead to experimental values of the

volume—averaged plasma resistance, see Fig. 3, around 50 all for the Reconfiguration.

This value increases by about 20 % at half of the density. Then there is less loop voltage

required to balance the reSidual current. In A we see smaller IP—values than R. require

less voltage to balance it, and derive a slightly larger resistance at a comparable density.

NBI plasmas have been studied in centered and inward~shifted configurations at rather

low density, in order to study the toroidal rotation /4/ caused by unidirectional NBI.

This section gives remarks on the discharge conditions in general. After ECRH—start-up
at 0,4 MW for 0.1 s, the discharge is continued by co~injcction during 0.25 s, followed by

Counter—injection of the same duration. or vice verso. in other shots. The density is kept

constant during the pulse time of 0.6 s, at about (2.5 to 4) ~1019 m‘3 on axis. Density

rofiles seem to be broader with counter— than with co-injection. A novel diagnostics

/5/ is used in W 7-AS to determine Z8“. Ion temperatures near the axis are slightly
lower than electron teperatures. Quantitative results for these experiments with inward—

shifted configurations are given in the upper part of Table 1. Heat loads at the limiters

depend on the configuration type and the NBI direction. During these discharges,

between 30 and more than 60 kJ are deposited on the two main limiters, at two of the 9

new inboard limiters lower values are measured. The trends of the respective numbers

agree with the different sizes of the flux surfaces in the three configuration types. An

energy balance of these shots has not been attempted. One has to keep in mind that

the gross NBI heating efficiency is small at the low densities which are required for

density control in this experiment. Values of W45“ are between 0.3 and 0.7 kJ, and may
be correlated with the average fields, which increase from R to S to A. Results on the

toroidal rotation and estimates of the viscosity in these plasmas are given in /4/.

Configuratlon R S A H S A

Inlectlon <= co => <= ctr =>

Inward axls posltlon, Réav = 2.04 m, w‘dia constant

B_zG 60 80 100 60 80 100

shot 27612 27502 27624 27615 27504 27627

w‘clla H 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.6

T_e(o) kev 0.15 0.27 0.27 0.18 0.23 0.20

T_1(-o) kev 0.15 0.23 0.25 0.12 0.17 0.17

Z_em(-o) 2 1 .. 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Integrated heat measured at IImlters kJ
Top+bonom 27 42 64 30 46 64

2019lnner 23 22 11 22 18 9

Centered axls poshlon, B_z = 0
shot 27282 27254.55 27297.98 27292 27265.66 27303

w_dla N 3 3.6 2.8 2.5 2.5 3

density ' " “ Fig.4, top ' Fig.4. Don.

T_e(o) kev 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.35 0.35

T_I(-o) kev 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 .. 0.35

2 Hal , 'balanced', W_dla translenl
Configuratlon R s A Table! : MEI-plasmas

shot 27293 27268-70 27305.07 at Thomson measurement

W_dla kJ 4.3 4.5-5.3 6 Iota_a = 0.34 ; a = 16.4 cm

density ' ' ' density: ' increase,

T¥e(o) keV 0.3 0.4 0.2 " constant

Thomson late
H_alpha 1
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Other shots at increased density yield more substantial, but in general timerdependentplasma parameters, see lower part of Table I. This is due to a continuous densityincrease, above 723(0) % 1020 111—3 near the end of the discharge. Counter~NBI Causes
temperatures of {11(0) 3 12(0) 2 0.22 keV in R, and about 50 % larger values inA, maxima in d are around 25 kJ and 3.5 kl, respectively. Residual plasmacurrents depend on the NBI direction via I; : I], j: INBI) for co and counter.injxtion, respectively. Fig. 4 gives examples of counter-injection. The currents developdynamically. The initial ECRH pulse leads to a positive current followed by a SWinto a negative value. The trace of I; seems to saturate in R at lINBll : 1 kA. In ,5
we see a comparable beam current which increases until the end of the discharge. TwoNBI injectors with ’balanced’ injection introduce transient maxima in da between 4and 6 kJ. The lowest value is in R. Discharges in 3 show a remarkable change betweentwo energy states at about 4.5 and 5 kJ, accompanied by a burst in the Hu~signal, seeFig. 5 as clearest of several similar events. Another shot in S with a small increase ofr stays at about 5 k3.
In earlier NBI experiments performed at fulllNBI power, the measured stored plasmaenergies of initially inward-shifted configurations increase from 8 to 10 and 11 kJ, whenchanging from R to S to A. Average diamagnetic ,B—values, between 1 and 1.2 %1are derived form these data, see Fig. 6. Mar inally larger fi-values are obtained in R:where the average magnetic field is about 10 0 smaller than in the S-configuration. Thelowest values result for A, which has the highest average field value. For the electrons,B(O)/ < H > = 3 has been deduced from Thomson profiles. The experimental conditiOnsneed to be improved for the R—configuration of these discharges, since an increasedimpurity radiation level was found. Stability properties of the three configuration typesare analyzed in /6 / . The attained fl-values of the above experiments seem to be limitedby the heating power.
Summary and conclusions. The operation regime of W 7-AS with mirror ratiosMR : i10% has been extended with respect to the attainable r—values at 1.25 T inlimiter—dominated plasmas. The diagnostics has been improved.
ECRH plasmas with center deposition of 0.4 MW input power yield axis temperatures11(0) = 1 keV for peak densities 75(0) = 2- 1019 III—3 in R and A at r33) = 0.34.NoneMaxwellian electron distributions mi ht be present near the axis of at abouthalf of the density, and need to be studied in further experiments. The r—dependenceof Wdia has been studied in R and A, and yields similar phenomena as known for S, orfor earlier classical loweshear stellarators.
NBI-heated plasmas have been studied under various conditions at r(a) = 0.34. Manyaspects require further analysis and more experiments. This paper gives experimentaldetails. Low stationary densities provide the basis to study effects of unidirectionalNBI on the toroidal rotation /4/. Other discharges with increased density often yieldtransient parameters. Beam—induced currents of about 1 kA are observed. Substantiali011 and electron temperatures, around 0.4 keV in A, and about 0.25 keV in R, aremeasured with co~injection; counter-injection yields smaller values. Many details andtheir trends are in line with the differing shapes of the flux surfaces in the threeconfiguration types, e.g. the observed limiter loads. A power balance requires moreinput from theory and further experiments.
In an initial high-power NBI experiment at densities well above new) : 1020 III—3,stored lasma. energies between 8 to 11 kJ are observed. Volume—averaged fl-values upt0 12 o are derived for S and R.
Thus, these results provide the basis for an intensified experimental programme toanalyze details of the three configuration types.

/1/ CD Beidler et 3.1., EPS 1993/1 341. /4/ J. V. Hofmann et al., these Proc./2/ V. Erckmann et al., Toki Conf., 1993. /5/ W. Mandl et a1., these Proceedings./3/ G. Kiihner et al., these Proceedings. /6/ J. Geiger et al., these Proceedings.
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REFLECTOMETRY MEASUREMENTS DURING L- TO H- TRANSITION IN
THE W7-AS STELLARATOR

T. Estrada*, M. Hirsch, T. Geist, H. I. HartSS
Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass, 8046 Garching, Germany

J. Sénchez, E. sanchez, C. Hidalgo, B.Van Milligen, E. de la Luna
ASOCIACION EURATOM/CIEMAT 28040 Madrid, Spain.

Abstract

Fluctuation measurements have been conducted by means of a-broadband X~mode
heterodyne reflectometer operatingin the frequency range 75-110 GHz covering the decade of
electron density from 5 1018 to 5 1019 m3. The radial range from 0.8 cm outside to about 3 cm
inside the separattix position of purely ECRH heated plasmas has been investigated. For radial
locations more than 1 cm inside the separatrix a sudden decrease of the phase fluctuation level
is observed at the L~H transition. This corresponds to a reduction of the density fluctuation
level from about 9% to 3%. Bicoherence spectral analysis has been performed in order to
search for the existence of three-wave coupling of the density fluctuations during the L and H
phases. At the plasma edge the bicoherency shows high values for the H phase and decreases
to almost the noise level during the L phase. The bicoherency does not change at the L—H
transition for the most external radial locations where no H-mode features are observed.

An Amplitude Modulation system has been included in the reflectometer. This allows for
a simultaneous measurement of the density profile and fluctuation characteristics by using the
same mm-wave signal.

Reflectometer description

The broadband x-mode heterodyne reflectometer used at W7-AS permits unambiguous
phase determination over the whole frequency range). In addition an Amplitude Modulation
system, measuring the time delay of the microwave signal, has been installed. It shares
oscillators, antennas and receiver front-end with the phase sensitive system, i.e. the envelope
of the amplitude modulated mm-wave is used to measure time delay while phase fluctuation
information is obtained from the mm-wave carrier. The combined action of both measurementsallows for simultaneous determination of the density profile and fluctuation characteristics. A
profile is measured within 25ms. This time resolution is limited by the maximum sweep
velocity of the power supply for the backward wave oscillators.
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As an example Fig.1 shows a density profile obtained during ECRH heating, L—mode

discharge- "Ihe Thomson profile measured at the same time is included for comparison.

Results and discussion

During H-mode experiments2 the reflectometer was operated at different fixed

frequencies during a series of reproducible discharges. The corresponding radial positions have

been obtained from Thomson profiles (there are no AM profiles for H-mode plasmas so far).

At the L—H transition a drop of the fluctuation level, in the frequency range up to 500

kHz. as fast as 300 its is measured3. The clearest reduction in the fluctuation level, 5n/n, is

observed around 15.5 cm (about 1 cm inside the separauix), where 5n/n = 9% for the L phase

and 5n/n = 3% for the H phase. On the other hand, only a slight reduction is observed for the

outer radii. The change in the fluctuation level is more pronounced for the low frequency

components, thus the frequency spectrum broadens at the transition.

To characterize the nonlinear nature of the density fluctuations during the L and H phases

bicoherence spectral analysis4v5 has been used. This analysis allows to discriminate between

waves spontaneously excited by the plasma and those generated by the nonlinear coupling

among the existing ones.
The integrated bicoherency, b2(t), represents the fraction of the fluctuation power at a

frequency f which is coupled through three—wave interactions. b2(f) before and after the L—H

transition for a radial location at about 15 cm is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 displays the radial

behaviour of the density fluctuation level (a), mean frequency of the spectra (b) and total

integrated bicoherency (summed over the different frequency components) for the L and H

phases. No modification in the bicoherency is observed for the most external radii,

corresponding to the zone where the H-rnode features (decrease in the fluctuation level and

increase in the average frequency ) are not observed. For radial locations close but inside the

separatrix location (rs'= 16-17 cm), the bicoherency shows high values for the H phase and

decreases to almost the noise level during the L phase. In this fluctuation suppression zone the

bicoherency changes at the transition for all frequency components (see Fig. 2). The fact that

the fluctuation level is smaller when the fluctuations are in the nonlinear regime supports the

idea that the high degree of nonlinear coupling can be interpreted as a damping mechanism and

therefore as a possible cause for reduced fluctuation levels and transport.

Similar correlation between the fluctuation level and the degree of three—wave coupling has

been observed during the rotational transform scan experiments in L-mode discharges. In those

experiments, reduced confinement is associated with low order rational values of the rotational

transform at the boundary (1/3, 1/2) and optimum confinement is found close to these values.

I“ Fig. 4 the plasma diamagnetic energy, phase fluctuation level and total integrated
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bicoherency are represented for the different values of iota at the boundary (NBI--hcated
discharges at B: 1.25 T). The phase fluctuations were measured for a fixed incident frequency
(radial position~= constant). obtaining a clear correlation between fluctuation level, 1035 of
optimum confinement and low degree of three wave coupling.

During the H phase the mean frequency of the phase fluctuation spectrum Shows a
maximum around r = 16 em (see Fig. 3.b), probably due to a localized increase in the plasma
rotation speed. This result is consistent with the observations during H—mode discharges in
DHI-D: a local increase in the plasma rotation speed appears just inside the separan-ixs
However, as it has been observed in other machines7, the shape of the fluctuation Specu'um
could also be modified in the range of frequencies where the degree of nonlinear coupling is
significant

During the ELM-like bursts, seen also by the HQ, SoftX Rays and Mimov signals, the
fluctuations return to L-mode like conditions in amplitude and spectral shape. Due to the fact
that the bicohercncy spectral analysis needs to average over an ensemble of many independent
realizations, what means long time records and a very low time resolution (several ms), the
nonlinear nature of the density fluctuations can not be evaluated during and between ELMs. 11
might be done using bicoherency based on wavelet analysis, whose implementation is presently
under progressg.
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r (m) f (kHz)

Fig. 1: Density profile measured by the AM Fig. 2: Integrated bicoherency during
refleewmeter (Lmodc, ECRH discharge). the L and H phases at r=150m.
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Energetic Particle Destabilized Global Alfvén Eigenmodes
in the Stellarator W7-AS

A. Weller, DA. Spong*), M. Hirsch, R. Jaenicke, M. Kick, C. Konrad,
F.P. Penningsfeld, S. Sattler, W7-AS Team, NBI Group

Max-Plarick-In.rtitutfi'ir Plasmapltysilc IPP—EURATOM-Association, D-85748 Garching,
Germany

*) Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

Introduction — The MHD stability in net current-free stellarators is mainly determined by
pressure driven resonant modes (interchange, ballooning), which are localized around low
order rational values of the rotational transform 1‘: 11/12: Where k“ : 0 (kn = (mt — n )/R )_
Therefore, the concept of the WENDELSTETN configurations is to avoid those resonances, to
establish a magnetic well for stabilization because of weak shear, and to reduce pressure
driven secondary currents to provide a good equilibrium with small Shafranov Shift.
However, in the presence of fast particle populations marginally stable global modes in the
shear Alfvén branch with k" i O are potentially destabilized by wave particle resonances. In
tokamaks TAE modes inside toroidieity induced gaps of the Shear Alfve'n continua have been
found1’3. This effect has to be expected also in stellarators with sufficent shear, but GAE
modes with frequencies inside gaps below the shear Alfvén continua with O < COGAE S ku-vA
are the favoured modes in W7-AS4‘5. Thus the investigation of GAE modes in W7-AS are
supplementary to TAE studies in tokamaks. In particular, if the tokamak q»profile becomes
flat or inverted by significant bootstrap currents, low 1:” GAE modes could be of importance
as well.
Results - The characteristics of neutral beam (NBI) driven GAE modes have been studied in
more detail with various diagnostics (X~ray, ECE, Mirnov coils, reflectometer, u—wave
scattering). In particular, investigations concerning the frequencies, the direction of
propagation and mode helicity, the radial and poloidal mode structure, the saturation

35 , , , A amplitudes, the excitation and
: ' t ,9 damping mechanisms, the

30t'_.....,, I 'i i...._'_ particle resonance conditions
including sideband excitation
with v « vA and the evidence for
particle destabilization were
continued.

Fig. 1: Dependence of the observed
(m, n)=(3, 1) GAE frequency on the

, , mean Alfvén velocity (changed by
1 0 1 _ 2i 2 5 0 3 5 magnetic field variation in the range

3 B=0.7-2.5 T). The data are plotted
fGAE 6&t measured} versus the estimated shearAlfvén

threshold frequency {~ VA).
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The observed GAE - frequencies (10 SfS 40 kHz ) are relative to the plasma; the Doppler

Shift by toroidal plasma rotation is comparably small as inferred from plasma rotation

measurements and from balanced injection cases. The frequencies depend almost linearly on

the Alfvén velocity VA as found by a magnetic field scan in the range 0.7-2.5 76. Good

agreement with values expected for global Alfvén waves ((DGAE SlkH-VA),,,,-,, ) is obtained

(fig. 1).

Informations about the radial mode structure and poloidal mode numbers are obtained by

model Simulations. where calculated magnetic equilibrium surfaces (and the average X~ray

emissivity profile) are displaced according to a function 6: §(r)-e"(“")‘ei("19‘"¢) and
#25589I m=S| Ampllitudep #25?!” ml=5 Phases ‘

“~ 1-2 : . . _
E 1 ——->— Amplitude (expr) fi 2300 —°—Phnse (ep
g ._..,... Amplitude (Sim) 5° 0" m amnion ““°— Phi“: (sim) ‘

" 0'8" “’3 200" (dimmed !) ~-
g 0.6-- - -u 0.- 4' _-
= m
:5 0-4» .2400.— _ , __
E. glufi . 5_D'-400~»pl_~;l '

4: o . b't ' ‘ l -600- . . . . . —
_, 1'0 1'5 2‘0 2'5 30 35 .3 1'0 1‘5 2t) 2'5 3'0 35

Diode Diode
#25589l m=8| Amplitudes | #255I89 ml=8 Phases .

E 1'2 , 600 . _
g. 1 _ —<r- Alnplltude (exp.) 4” 400 —4)— Phase (CH-L)

g —->—‘ Amplitude (sim.) a“ " Inn-direction ~0— Phnsc (slm.) “

H 0'8— t #5; 200" (Binvenedl) _L
ag 0.6—— A. “a 0__ /fl' . V—

E 0.4-» 1 “£400-- ' __
g- o.2- ch400—. -_
< o . . . -600-- . . . . . —

.) 1‘0 115 2'0 2'5 3'0 3 5 . 1‘0 1'5 2‘) 2'5 3'0 3 5
Diode Diode

Fig. 2: In the GAE frequency spectrum 2 peaks (21, 24 kHz) are found . The simulation analysis ofX

ray modulation amplitude and phase proffi/es yields poloidal mode numbers m=5 and rn=B. The

direction of po/oidal propagation follows from the slope of the phase profile.

simulated X-ray signals are obtained, which are fitted to the experimental signals by varying

6. In fig. 2 measured and simulated profiles of the line integrated X-ray modulation

amplitude and phase are shown for a case, where 2 different modes with slightly different

frequencies appear at the same time in the spectrum. For this case the estimated cylindrical

shear Alfvén continua corresponding to the observed poloidal mode numbers (toroidal mode

numbers used, which give the lowest k”) are shown in fig. 3. The observed frequencies of

both modes appear to be consistent with the corresponding GAE gaps. In many cases also 2-3

adjacent peaks in the frequeny spectrum are found, which belong to modes of same poloidal

mode number, but which can differ in their radial eigenfunction as derived from ECE

modulation data. The ECE measurements also confirm the global mode structure, which can

extend over half the plasma radius. This observation also seems to be compatible with GAE

calculations6.
‘The direction of propagation (poloidal) is always in the direction of the fast beam ion

dIlill‘rlagnetic drift frequency (orb as determined from the slope of the X—ray phase profiles

(direction opposite in case of inverted magnetic field, same for co- and counter—injection).
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CSlhear Alfvén Continua #25589
5 t t _.i-__ _i.

~ I —-(5,2)
I ——(8,3)

. / — — -(7.3> -
: / —----(3.i; :

100-;- — - - , ------- - (9,3) :.

Fig. 3: (Cylindrical ShearA/fvén
continua of low order (m,n). In
the experiment 2 modes with
different poloidal mode
numbers {m,n)=(5,2), (8,3)? are
observed simultaneously. Tne
experimental lrequencies are
inside gaps below the
corresponding continua.
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This is expected from theory”. since the excitation of the global Alfvén waves is due to the
poloidal drift motion of the fast particles in the presence of a sufficently steep spatial gradient
with an], > (00,15. The mode helicity corresponds to that of the equilibrium field (equivalent
with n/m > O and small k”) as inferred from phase relations of X—ray signals from arrays,
which are located at different toroidal locations. This is different from the usual tokamak
case, where this branch does not exist and only high frequency GAE's with n/m <0 are
predicted.
The evidence of the energetic ion drive is derived from transient discharge phases where the
neutral beams are switched off or on. The change of the mode amplitude changes on a much
faster timescale as compared with the full slowing down time and the energy confinement
time (the timescale in which the pressure driven MHD activity is observed to decay).
Concerning the issue of fast particle losses and correlations with the GAE mode activity
measurements of slowing down spectra were started. First results indicate, that the observed
spectra differ from the expected ones (particle depletion in the spectrum below 10 keV ). It is
concluded, however, that this is not due to GAE induced losses but rather due to CX-losses
under unfavourable NBI conditions. The observation. that the GAE mode activity
preferentially occurs at relatively low B, where such CX—losses seem to be present, could then
be explained by velocity space drive effects (or reduced velocity space damping). Such an
effect is also observed sometimes just after NB! switch on, when the transient slowing down
distribution exhibits a positive slope. In many of the cases, where GAE modes are present, the
parallel NBI ion velocity (45 keV full energy protons) is below VA (in particular at
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B s 2,5 T.).Theref0re, the particle excitation occurs mainly via in i1 sideband resonances at

comparably low ion velocities Vb z (1n5 /k||,mil (k||,mil » kn," because of weak shear).

Another effect of the flat iota profile is to cause different resonance conditions for co- and

cGunter—injected ions”), as confirmed by experiments. The resonance condition can he

expressed in terms of the resonant iota value 1‘: n/(m i 1) + R /vb-mGAE/(m i 1), which

depends on the sign of Vb-
Numerical linear and nonlinear MHD calculations coupled with a gyrofluid model

description for the fast particlesl11 give good agreement with the experimental data (mode

structure, frequencies, thresholds,

saturation amplitudes). In particular, the

00’] absence of GAE’S at higher [3 due to

0.06 “—238332; inceased electron Landau'damping

__n=, H7916) _ (dominant damping mechanism, weak

0.05 --——— n22 (17916) . continuum damping) and shear (fig. 4)

Yr“ ' ' and the low resonance velocities are

P predicted by the code.
0.03 '—

' Fi . 4: Non-nalizedlinear GAE rowth rates

0.02 >GAE observed 9 g
(e=R/VA(0)) calculated as a function of the330“

. GAE‘S not observed
0 01 W fast ion beta with the gyro/luid model. In the

' calculation experimental profile data for
cases with [3(0) varying by a factor of 10
are used. In the high fl case flO)=2.5%) the
fast ion 13 remains below the GAE threshold
in agreement with the observations.

Conclusions - Low frequency GAE modes are weakly clamped in low shear devices. In the

parameter range presently accessible in W7-AS, no evidence of GAE induced fast particle

losses are found so far. Within the simplified theoretical model, extrapolations to effects on

the confinement of faSt ion populations in future machines (W7-X and reactor) are difficult.

GAE'S may be of minor concern because of the low resonance velocities. Furthermore, they

are stable at high B in W7—AS; in W7—X the reduced curvature drifts threshold could raise the

instability threshold.
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Density fluctuations in low—collisionality, low-beta ([3 ~ 0.1%), currentless plasmas
produced with electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)
torsatron, a large stellarator—type device, have been studied using a 2—mm microwave
scattering diagnostic. The plasma parameters for these experiments were ECH power (PECH
= 300400 kW at 53.2 GHz). The magnetic field in this experiment was Bo = 0.95 T (second
harmonic ECH), the chord-average density varied in the range fie = (4-8) X 1012 cm'3, and
the central electron temperature was
TAO) = 650—900 eV.

Pulsed gas puffing was used
to perturb the density profile and
change the fluctuation levels. Figure
1 shows the temporal evolution of
the line-average density fie, plasma
stored energy W5, , central electron
temperature Te(0) , and gyrotmn ATFshot19685
power PECH during a typical density
step. External gas puffing at t = cn - 325 kW
0.26 5 increases the average density
from the lower stationary level (4.5
X 1012 cm‘3) to the higher one (8 o
x 1012 cm'3). During the density ~rise, Te(0) decreases from about 900 2M2eV to 650 eV. The stored energy -.
shows some decrease during the gas
puff, followed by an increase with
density. The remarkable feature of 0 0this regime is that at the stationary 0-15 02° 0-25 03° ”~35 0-40density levels, the density profiles Time (s)
are flat or Slightly hollow at Fig. 1. Discharge waveformfar density step experiment.
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normalized radii p S 0.85. During the
transition from lower to higher 10 _

density. the n¢(p) profiles become A
more peaked at radii p 2 0.65, as E 3
shown in Fig. 2 The onset of the g 6 _

negative density gradient in the 5;:

confinement region corresponds to the '= . 4 '

time interval 0.3 s < t < 0.35 s. The Te 2 _
profile remains peaked throughout the o

ensi ste rturbation (Fig. 2). . . . .

d tyThtlz)ti)eensity step also results in o 0‘2 0“ 0'5 0‘8 1
a transient change in the energy p

confinement time relative to that 1°°°
expected for L-mode stellarator dis— am ‘ ‘ ' 0'25 s h o 28 5
charges. Figure 1 includes a trace of '

the instantaneous energy confinement 600 f
time TE: W5, /PECH normalized to the g t. 0.30 s

confinement time expected for the .3 400 _ t- 0.32 3

Large Helical Device (LHD) scaling
used in bench marking L-mode zoo - " °-35 5
confinement in stellarators [1]. During
the density step, the normalized ° - - . .

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 on 1
confinement time falls from about 1.2
times the LHD confinement time for
the initial fiat density profile to 0.3 Fig. 2. Evolution ofprofiles during density step.

times the LHD value, after which it
recovers its original value as the density profile relaxes to a flatter shape. However, the drop
in plasma stored energy is comparable to the energy required to ionize and heat the additional

gas added during the gas puff. We thus conclude that no significant change in intrinsic global

energy confinement is observed during the step.
A four-channel, 2—mm microwave scattering system is used to study density fluctua-

tions in ATP. A steerable transmitting antenna is mounted in a port on the inside (small-

major-radius side) of the toms. and four receiving antennas are mounted on outside ports.

The scattering volume can be spatially scanned over the plasma minor cross section. The
range of accessible fluctuation perpendicular wave numbers is 3 cm‘1 S kJ_ S 20 cm—1 and
varies with the location of the scattering volume. The spatial resolution of the system varies
with the scattering angle (95 S 40°) and with the location of the intersection of the incident
and scattered microwave beams, but typically it is better for higher ki (larger 95 ). In practice.
to resolve the contributions to the scattered wave from the plasma core (p < 0.5), the confine-

ment region (0.5 S p S 0.85) and plasma edge (p > 0.85), only signals with kl > 6 cm'1 are
used in the data analysis. When the scattering volume is located above or below the plasma
center (i.e., at R = R0), fluctuations with kp >> k9 scatter the incident beam. If the scattering
volume is close to the equatorial plane of the torus (z -- 0), fluctuations with Ice >> kP
contribute to the scattered beam.

A microwave generator with frequency f= 135 GHz and output power P = 0.5 W is
used. The incident microwave beam polarization is chosen to be ordinary mode; i.e., the
electric field vector of the incident wave is parallel to the main magnetic field on the

p



magnetic axis. Homodyne and dual-homodyne measurements are used to find the intensitifiS
and the propagation direction of the fluctuations.

During the density step, the scattering diagnostic shows that the fluctuations inCrcaSe
in the region of the plasma where the density gradient changes sign. Figure 3(a) compares
two signals with k.L = 17 cm‘1 but with different scattering volumes. In one case the scattering
volume clearly excludes the plasma edge (Pmax = 0.67), while in the other it extends all the
way to the edge (pmax = 0.99). Both of these scattering volumes include the region where the
density gradient changes sign during the density step (see Fig. 2). The time behavior of the
signals is similar—both of them rise and then fall during the density step. The spectral powgr
density for the larger scattering volume which extends to the edge is ~2 x that for the smaller
volume that excludes the edge; this factor is comparable to the ratio of the two volumes.
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Fig. 3. Time histories ofscattering signals.
The situation is quite different when we compare signals for which one of the

scattering volumes excludes the region where the density gradient changes during the
perturbation. Figure 3(b) compares the time behavior of two signals having kt = 12—13
Cm“. The signal for the scattering volume which extends into the region where the gradient
changes during the density step again shows the characteristic form of the signals in Fig. 3(a),
while the signal from the scattering volume that extends only to pmx = 0.41 (excluding the
region where the gradient changes sign) changes little during the density step.

' Similar comparisons for lower wave numbers (6 cm-1 < kl < 12 cm-l) show the same
trends. These results suggest that the rise in fluctuations is associated with the change of
gradient in the region p = 05—085 and are not due to edge turbulence.

Combining measurements for different wave numbers allows us to estimate a wave
number spectrum. Figure 4 shows such a spectrum at the time of maximum fluctuation
amplitude (and maximum negative density gradient) during the density step. For comparison
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election m°de (DTEM) 6 --
driven by helically
trapped electrons, as
computed for the para-
meters of this experiment
using the theory of
Dominguez et a1 [2]. The

rise in spectral amplitude
at k > 12 cm—1 (kilos: I)
seen in the experiment
coincides with the trend
in the growth rate as a

function of k. One might
speculate that additional

feature at low k could be
evidence of coupling of the helical DTEM to the toroidal version of this instability, but

te5ting this hypothesis requires better spatial resolution and higher temperatures than in this

series of experiments.
Additional analysis of the scattering data shows additional support for a drift wave

origin for the fluctuations. The frequency spectra of the density fluctuations are generally
consistent with expectations for drift waves. The observed density fluctuations propagate in

the electron diamagnetic direction. The bulk plasma rotation (diamagnetic plus E x B)

contributes to the measured frequency shift. The fluctuation amplitudes measured with
scattering are asymmetric across the mid plane: the amplitudes are much higher on the inside,

R < R0, than on the outside, R > R0. This correlates well with expectations for the distribution

of the confined helically trapped particles along R in ATF.
We have used the scattering data to estimate the relative level of the density

fluctuations in the confinement region to be fi/n < 0.7% when the density profile is flat and
fi/n = 1.5% when the density profile is steepened; this is compatible with other measure-
ments of fluctuation amplitudes in ATF [3], and coincides roughly with the mixing length
estimate.

These observations suggest that trapped—electron instabilities may play a role in
constraining the shape 0f the density profile in ATF, but have little effect on global energy
confinement.

This work was carried out as part of the U.S.—Russia exchange program in fusion
research and was supported in part by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of
Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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Introduction

In helical systems, the increase of beta values and confinement studies in the low
collisionality regime are the most important subjects. In order to obtain high beta plasmas the
magnetic field strength is often reduced and the electron density is increased. These plasmas can
be severely restricted by radiation collapse. In the low eollisionality regime low density, high
temperature operation is essential and the reduction of recycling is necessary. For the above
purposes, a new boronization with low H/B atomic ratios has been applied to Heliotron E since
July in 1993. After this boronization, the operational region in the density and temperature
extended widely and the reproducibility of plasmas was greatly improved due to the reduction
of the light impurities[1]. In this paper the confinement study of plasmas heated by the neutral
beams after boronization is presented.

Global Confinement Study

Heliotron E is one of the largest helical systems with 1:2 and m=19[2]. In the standard
magnetic configuration, the major radius is 2.2 m and the averaged minor radius of the plasma
column is 0.21 m. A currentless plasma is initiated by high power gyrotrons and further heated
by neutral beam injection. The maximum injected power of the neutral beam is 3.5 MW and the

acceleration voltage is 23~26 keV. The electron density is varied from 1 x1013cm'3 to 10 x

1013cm'3. The stored energy reached about 25 k] in the high density region. Figure 1 shows
the time behaviors of the typical beam heated plasma at 3:19 T. A neutral beam of 3.2 MW is
injected from 295 ms to 480 ms in succession to the ECI-I pulse of 400 kW. The ion
temperature measured by a neutral particle energy analyzer has a maximum value of about 0.9

keV at 380 ms, where the electron density is 2.5 x 1013cm'3 and the electron temperature is
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about 0.7 c The plasma stored energy is measured by a diamagnetic loop and 14 H is

obtained at 400 ms. The rapid increase in soft X-ray emissions is due to the accumulation of

impurities and peaking of the electron density profile. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the ion

temperature on the average electron density. The input power of the neutral beam injection was

3 ~3_5MW. In this figure, the positions of the magnetic axis were at 2.16, 2.17 and 2.2 m.

The ion temperature is sensitive to the position of the magnetic axis and higher ion temperatures

were obtained with the magnetic axis located 3 cm inward from the standard configuration. The

plasma stored energy also shows the same trend to the ion temperature. At an electron density

of 8 x 1013 cm‘3, a plasma energy of 20~25 it] was obtained. This value corresponds to the

average beta value of 0.6 % at 8:19 T. The global energy confinement time was about 5~15

ms. Figure 3 Shows the comparison of the global energy confinement time to the empirical

LHD scaling[3]. The vertical axis is the ratio of the experimental to the predicted values by the

LHD scaling and the horizontal axis is the average electron density. [n the low density region

less than 4 x 1013 cm'3, the experimental energy confinement time exceeds the LED scaling by

30~50 %.

Local Transport Study

Recently the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS)[4] has provided the

ion temperature and poloidal rotation profiles, by which the precise analysis of the local ion

transport has started. Figure 4 shows the ion temperature profiles at the electron densities of

2.3 x 1013 cm'3 and 7.9 x 1013 cur-3, respectively. The profile is more peaked in the high

temperature case. The normalized ion collisionality at the half radius ranges from 0.01 to 0.1,

from helical ripple to plateau regimes. Figure 5 shows the poloidal rotation velocity profiles.

The positive axis is the ion diamagnetic direction and the negative axis is the electron

diamagnetic direction. A radial electric field on the order of a hundred volts per cm is estimated

in the beam heated plasma. The radial electric field is directed inward. Local transport analysis

was performed by using the 1D PROCI‘R- Mod code[5]. The measured central ion temperature

Was predicted with a thermal diffusivity enhanced by one to three times the neoclassical value.

The predicted ion temperature profile, however, was estimated to be much broader than that of

the experimental one. The discrepancy between the experimental profiles and the neoclassical

prediction requires a large ion energy loss in the outer region.



Conclusion

In Heliotron B, after boronization the light impurity decreased greatly and low density
and high ion temperature plasmas have been obtained. The ion collisionality ranged from the

plateau to the helical ripple regimes at the half radius. The energy confinement time of the high
temperature plasmas exceeds the LHD scaling values. The high density plasma has a large
stored energy of 20~25 U and the average beta value reached about 0.6 % at B=1.9 T. For the
local transport analysis, the neoclassical thermal diffusivity enhanced by a factor of one to three
predicts the central ion temperature, but precise investigation on ion energy loss is necessary to
understand the ion temperature profiles.
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Figure captions
Fig.1 Time behavior of the typical beam heated plasma.
Fig.2 The ion temperature and the average electron density. The injected neutral beam power is

3~3.5 MW. Open symbols are measured by a neutral particle energy analyzer and closed
diamonds by CXRS (0 VIII).

Fig.3 The electron density dependence of the ratio of the experimental to the predicted energy
confinement time by LHI) scaling.

Fig.4 The ion temperature profiles measured by C38 at the electron densities of 2.3 x 1013

cm‘3 and 7.9 x 1013 cm'3.
Fig.5 The poloidal rotation profiles. The positive axis is the ion diamagnetic direction and the

negative axis is the electron dial-magnetic direction.
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Introduction

Magnetic measurements are invariably an important part of plasma diagnostics in
tokamaks and stellarators. In particular, knowledge and control of the plasma column shift is
essential for sustaining toroidal plasmas. The magnetic measurement techniques cclOpcd f0!-
tokamaks can also be applied to stellarators. Essentially one must measure the poloidal
magnetic fields related to the plasma Pfirsch~Schlfiter current in a stellarator. The MHD
aspect of the stellarator/heliotron/torsatron has been reviewed [1, 2].

In this paper, we present the external magnetic diagnostics to determine the free
boundary plasma shift in the stellarator/heliotron plasmas. We describe the experimental
setup and magnetic diagnostics on the Heliotron 13 high beta experiment , which was perfonncd
during Iun1993-Marl994. We study the change of the free boundary plasma shift as a function
of the initial plasma position and the rotational transform .

1. Experimental Setup and Magnetic diagnostics in the Heliotron-E high beta experiments
Heliotron —E is a toroidal helical plasma confining device( major radius R=2.2 in,

average minor radius ap~0.2 m , magnetic field Bs 2T) [3]. The 1:2 /m:19 helical coils can
produce an asymmetric toroidal system with large rotational transform( L(0)’2.rt~0.53,
L(ap)2n~2.8) and high shear. The experiment was performed at 0.62T, 0.94T, 1.26T and 1.9T
to match the electron cyclotron —resonance heating(ECRH) power available at 53GHz and
35GHz. Neutral beam injection of up to 3.5 MW provides additional heating of the ECRH
plasma. The injection angles of neutral beams are 0", 11' and 28° from perpendicular
direction to the toms. We have done experiments in co-injection ( the direction of neutral
beam is in the same as that of equivalent current of the helical field).

The principle behind
determining the free boundary plasma a
shift in a stellarator is to interpret the L)
Change of the poloidal magnetic field
due to the plasma induced dipole(
Pfirsch-Schlfiter) current Figure I
shows a schematic poloidal cross
section of Heliotron E , indicating the — + m \‘
psi-loops and the cosine coil used in
this work. We have used one pair of
polordal magnetic flux loops which
are set in the equatorial plane. One (Hm-l9)
pan of cosine coils are separated by a
half helical period. A theory to RD
analyse the neutralized free boundary 11m
plasma shift rs given by Pustovitov[4]. .
We have also measured the stored Figure 1: Poloidal cross section of Heljotmn -E and magnetic
energy with a diamagnetic 100145]. diagnostics.
. Figure 2(a) shows the resulting free boundary plasma shift(Ab/ap sl_3x10'2), where 3?
Is the average plasma radius . Ln this discharge the hydrogen plasma is produced at 0.61T by
35GHZ microwave power source and NBl (0.65MW at 28 ° and then 3.2MW at 0°,11°, 28°)
beams heat the plasma further . The diamagnetic measurement shows that the volume
averaged beta value is 0.95% and the stored energy is 5 k] as shown in Fig.2(b) and(c).
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Figures 2(a) and (b) show good proportionality betWeen the measured free boundary

plasma shift and the volume-averaged diamagnetlc beta. Figure 2(d) shows the magnetic flux

from the psi —loop , which are connected in series thereby giving the poloidal flux in the

plasma. Figure 2(e) shows the one of the cosine coil signal. The toroidal current Ip (s ZkA)

was measured by a Rogowski coil located inside the vacuum chamber[6] as shown in Fig.2(f),

where negative Ip means the direction of heating beam. The total radiative power

1035(700kW) is measured with a bolometer. The line-averaged density increases linearly with

time from 1x1013cm'3 to 6x1013cm'3 . The central temperatures are 190-210 eV at 400 ms.

2. Free boundary Plasma Shift for different magnitudes of the confining helical field.

Free boundary plasma shift was A 5‘32“???)

measured for a confining helical magnetic . _ _ d com-“ratio: r l( . )

field of 0.62T, 0.94T, 1.26T. and 1.9T. 0.02‘
The magnetic configuration was kept in ‘
the standard magnetic configuration in
Heliotron E, with Ro=2.2 m, ap:0.21m,

vacuum rotational transforms
l(0)/ZJD~0.53 and (am/23174.8. This
magnetic configuration is realized with a
helical heliotron coil only, with heliotron

parameters a*=0.0 (no toroidal coil) and _ . . _

52-0.1235 (no additional vertical field). ’ -'_ _. --- “' » mac—c
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3. Dependence of the free boundary plasma shift on the initial plasma position R and a
rotational transform .

The measured free boundary plasma shift strongly depends on the initial plasma
position R and the rotational transform. We have studied the free boundary shift(Ab/3p) bychanging the initial position of the plasma column(R=2.21m ~ 2.14 m) with changing umauxiliary vertical field coil current, shot by shot. This configuration scan also changcs the
vacuum rotational transform at boundary(l/2:rt(ap)=2.4 —-3.2) . The operational control
parameter in this configuration study was the heliotron parameter 5* EBv/tx): -0,182 ..
-O,206, where By the vertical field on minor axis and Bhtpo the toroidal component 0f the
helical coil field. Plasma was produced at magnetic field of 0.94T by ECRH with three 53GHz microwave sources and then heated by NBI.

Figure 4(a)-(c) shows the free boundary plasma shift and the average beta in theoutward-shifted configuration. The vacuum magnetic field configuration in the outward-shifted
case has the parameters ( R=2.21m, AR=+1crn, V23!(ap)22.6, I/Zn(ap)20.57; firt- —0.182,
a*=0.0 (without toroidal field coil),). This data shows us that for the outward shifted cage,
the free boundary shift (Fig. 4(a)) is larger (30%) than that of the standard configuration(Fig.3) at the same average beta.
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Figure 4: Free boundary plasma shifts in the outward~shiftcd Figure 5: FT“ [’0d plasma Shifts in the inward-shiftedConfiguration with the edge rotational transforms of 2.6 and configuration with the edge rotational transforms of 2.4 and AR:AR=+1cxn.. The confining magnetic field is 0.94T. —6crn.. 7116 confining magnetic field is 0941‘.

Figure 5(a)—(c) shows the measured free boundary plasma shift and the average beta
in the inward-shifted vacuum magnetic configuration with parameters( R=2.14m, AR=-6crn
t/ZJr(ap)32.4, I/ZJE(O)EO.51, 5*: —0.206, C1*=0.0 ). This data shows that the magneticallymeasured free boundary plasma shift remarkably decreased in the inward—shiftedCCmfiguration. In fact, the plasma induced vertical field, which was monitored by the psi-loops, also decreased. This result indicates that the inward-shifted configuration is aConfiguration with reduced Pfirsch -Schlfiter current in Heliotron~E device.

1
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4. Conclusion
We have applied poloidal magnetic diagnostics to determine the free boundary

plasma shift in a stellaiator/heliotron toroidal plasma . The typical measured plasma

b0undary shift Ab/ap in the standard Heliotron E configuration is (8-12)):10'3 ,when the
volume averaged beta is 0.50%. Measured normalized plasma boundary shift is nearly
prOportional to the diamagnetic volume average beta which has the highest value up to 0.95%.

The magnetically determined plasma boundary shift Ab is less than 3 mm . We compared the

experimental observation of the shift(Ab/ap versus <B>dia ) with the theoretical calculation

on the plasma boundary shift . The measured shift is in the range in-between the expected
upper limit (Ab/3p = B(0)/2l3¢q ) and the lower limit (Ab/ap = <l3>/2fleq ), where c =

(Wk(ap))2(ap/Rp)~0.77 for the standard Heliotron E configuration.
We find that the measured plasma boundary shift strongly depends on the initial

vacuum magnetic configuration parameters such as the horizontal position of magnetic axis
and the rotational transform. When the vacuum magnetic axis is shifted inward toward the

major axis, we observed a significant decrease of the normalized plasma shift (Ab/ap) and the
plasma induced vertical field, due to a reduction of Pfirsch-Schlfiter current.
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Abstract
MHD instabilities accompanied with the sawtooth oscillations on the soft X-ray and FIR signals were ObServed
when the limiter was inserted into the Heliotron E standard magnetic configuration plasma at high magnetic
field ( 8:1.9T ) and low beta value ( MO) < 1.0% ). The poloidal m and toroidal n mode numbers m/n =
2/1,3/2,4/3,5/4,1/1 are identified by the Mirnov coil arrays, Some of the instabilities are thought to be
destabilized by increasing the local pressure gradient near the rational surfaces in front of the limiter. In the
smallest sized plasmas ( (a)..,,, ~ 9cm, ‘im. ~ 0.7 ), the highly coherent, high frequency magnetic fluctuations
with mode numbers of m : 2 and n = l are found without the resonance surface ( e = 0.5 ) in the Plasma,

1. Introduction
In the experiments of limiter insertion into the standard magnetic configuration NBI plaSmas,
the sawtooth oscillations in the soft X-ray and FIR signals synchronized with the bursts on the
Mirnov signals and charge exchange (CK) flux signals were observed [1]. These instabilities
occurred in the plasmas under the following conditions, namely, (a) standard magnetic config.
uration with a weak magnetic well at the center of the plasma, (b) relatively strong magnetic
field ( B:1.9T ) and relatively low value of beta ( fi(0)gl% ) and (c) limiter configuration (
9cm < (alum < 21cm ), which were different from the past ones, (a) relatively low magnetic
field ( B:O.94T ) and relatively high value of beta ( (3)3 2 70 ) [‘2] and (b) relatively strong
magnetic field ( 13:1.9T ) and magnetic hill configuration [3].

This paper begins with a brief description of the diagnostics and an explanation of the
method of mode analysis from Mirnov coil arrays (Sec.‘2). In Sec.3, characteristics of the
MHD instabilities and the results of the mode analysis in the limiter insertion experiments
are described. And in Sec-'1, (a) the effects of the local pressure gradients on the instabilities
and (b) the highly coherent, high frequency magnetic fluctuations which were observed when
the limiter was inserted deeply ( (a)i;m 29cm ) are discussed. Finally, the summary will be
given in Sec.5.

2.Experirnental set-up and the method of mode identification
The Heliotron E device is a non-axisymmetric toroidal system ( major radius R:‘2.2m, average
minor radius (a) ~0.2m ) with large rotational transform ( c020.55, c0225 ) and strong shear
( On:O.5 ). Eight of the soft X-ray diodes are used and the FIR interferometer has seven
measuring chords along the major radius with three of them used during one discharge. The
laser Thomson scattering system can measure the electron temperatures at three different
positions at one discharge in this experiment. 23 Mirnov coils in the same poloidal cross
section and 4 Mirnov coils located on the midplane outside with different toroidal angles are
used to identify the poloidal mode number m and the toroidal mode number 21, respectively.
The unstable modes are identified by the same method as Mirnov has used [4], that is, by
calculating the cross phases of the frequency band of interest between a signal from one of 26
Mirnov coils and the reference coil which is chosen to be located at 0:0° and ¢=0°, where 9
and (17 are the poloidal and the toroidal angle, respectively.

3.Description 0f MHD instabilities
In the natural divertor configuration without applying any additional vertical and toroidal
fields, it has been found that NBI plasmas with peaked density profiles are stable when the
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central beta value [3(0) is below 1 % [5]. When the limiter was inserted for 21;,"522 cm into a

low beta plasma ( fi(0)50.4 % ), plasmas became unstable. Here Z5," is the distance between

the limiter head and the midplane at the vertically elongated cross section. For the case of

16cm Szmg 22cm, sawtooth oscillations were observed on FIR, soft X-ray and other edge

diagnostic signals. Figure 1 shows the relation of the fractional amplitude AA/A at a sawtooth

crash, which is monitored with the central soft X—ray signal, with the limiter position. The

ampfitude AA/A increases from ~ 4% ( Zigm=22cm ) to ~ 17% ( Zum=20cm ) and decreases

down to ~ 8% ( Zumlcm ). In the case of Zigm=16cm, strange oscillations like ‘inverted’

sawtooth oscillations ( AA/Ag 17% ) ( indicated with the closed diamonds in Fig.1 ) occur on

the central soft X‘ray signal. The repetition time period of the sawtooth oscillations reduces

from 10 - lSmsec ( Zum=20cm )to ~2msec ( 21,-". =16cm ). For Ziimgldrcm, no considerable

sawtooth oscillation occurs, but low frequency ( ~5kHz ) sinusoidal oscillations ( 1;]/ml54% )

are observed on the central FIR signals.
Figure 2 shows the relation between the rotational transforms c, = n/m, which could be

identified by the mode analysis, and the rotational transforms ted“ at the limiter positions.

In this analysis, it is clear that the rational surfaces inside of the limiter become unstable

and any mode structures outside of the limiter (limiter shadow) are not confirmed to exist.

Furthermore, the mode structure of m=2/11:1 is found in a wide range and this mode will be

discussed later.
In Fig.3, the phase inversion radii (r)um of the soft X—ray profiles are plotted against the

average radii (a)i.~m of the limiter position in order to know the relation between the internal

disruptions and the unstable rational surfaces. Figure 3 shows that the positions of phase

inversion of the sawtooth oscillations are highly related with the rational surfaces of a: 3/4,

4/5 and 1/ 1. And sinusoidal oscillations with low frequency bands were also observed on the

soft X-ray and the FIR signals. These oscillations from the central chord and the adjacent

chords are found to be out of phase which may mean that the poloidal mode with the even m

numbers existed.

4.Discussion
(a) Effects of the pressure gradient and the resistivity on the MHD instabilities
Onset conditions for MHD instabilities in limiter plasmas are investigated from the viewpoint

of the change in V1: at rational surfaces ( e, = 2/3,3/4,4/5,1/1 ) through the comparison

betWeen the macroscopically stable plasma in the case of Zi;m=24crn and the unstable plasma

with sawtooth oscillations in the case of Zn," =20cm, which are depicted in Fig.4 (a) and Fig.4

(b). Figure 4 (a) shows the time evolution of the magnetic fluctuations measured by a Mirnov

coil at the midplane outside, FIR signals and soft X-ray signals in the case of Z1;m=24cm and

it also shows no sawtooth oscillation on FIR and soft X—ray signals, which means that consid-

erable MHD instabilities did not occur. Figure 4 (b) is the case of Zigm220cm and it shows

large sawtooth crashes on both FIR and soft X-ray signals and these sawtooth oscillations are

accompanied by sudden bursts of magnetic fluctuations. The fractional amplitude AA/A at

a sawtooth oscillation is about 3 ~ 17% on the central soft X~ray signals mentioned in Sec.3

(Fig.1) and it shows that large instabilities broke out for Ziim=20cm.
Figure 5 is the profiles of the parameter which is proportional to TCVne ( 1x VP: ) against

the normalized average minor radius for the stable plasma in the case of Zum=24cm and for

the unstable plasma in the case of Zum=20cm. It indicates that the pressure gradient near

the e = 2/3 ~ 1/ 1 surfaces is significantly increased in the case of Zigm=20cm compared with

the case of Zum=24cm and the region where the pressure gradient is large agrees well with

the region where the phase inversions occur in Fig.3. So it is thought that the increase in the

pressure gradient at these rational surfaces is the cause of the sawtooth oscillations.
In the case of the low (7 plasmas, the change in the resistivity is also thought to be a
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possible cause of the sawtooth oscillations. By limiter insertion, the plasma was cooled dow“from Te(0) ~ 500eV to about 200eV. S parameters defined as S = TR/TA cx aBTea/z/fi arecalculated with ne(0),T¢(O) and (ohm, in both cases of Zfim=24cm and Zum=14cm and thesevalues are found to be about 5.3 x 106 and 1.9 x 105, respectively. From this, the plasmas inthe cases of 12cm gZigmg 22cm are thought to become unstable more easily than plasmas foremz 24cm with respect to the same or similar fl values.
Unfortunately, in the case of ZI,-m:20cm, triggering modes for sawtooth oscillations COUldnot be identified by using the Mirnov coil arrays. Judging from the low values of S andconsidering that these sawtooth oscillations occurred suddenly and they had neither precursornor postcursor oscillations, it is thought that these instabilities are the resistive ones which cangrow rapidly ( linear growth rate '7, which is normalized with respect to the poloidal Alfvéntransit time ( S :106 ) is calculated to be 0.5 X 10‘2 for [3(0) ~ 1 ‘70 [3]) by the increase inVp and that can be the possible reason why the triggering modes were not identified.(b) High frequency MHD mode

In the smallest sized NBI plasmas ( (a)nm z 9 cm, 45 ~ 0.7 ), highly coherent ( '7 ~ 1 ) andhigh frequency (about 60 kHz ) magnetic fluctuations are found. And the lower frequency( 3 ~ 5 kHz ) magnetic fluctuations are also coherent and are well correlated with the lowfrequency ( 3 ~ 5 kHz ) sinusoidal oscillations observed on the FIR signals. In the range from40 to 60 kHz, the coherence of the magnetic fluctuations is about unity in both the poloidaland the toroidal direction and the mode structure is identified to be m=2 and n21.In this frequency range, fluctuation signals from the Mirnov coils have good correlationwith signals from the central and two of the adjacent FIR chords and no correlations withsignals from four of the edge FIR chords. This is thought to show the region Where them:2/n=1 mode exists. Figure 6 shows the configuration of the poloidal cross section ofHeliotron E plasma and FIR chords. In the hatched region in Fig.6, the m:2/n=1 mode isthought to exist. Considering that there is no resonant surface ( e : 0.5 ) in the HeliotronE plasma, this mode might be the non»resonant mode [6], but it could not be determined forthis paper.

5.Conclusions
The internal disruptions with the sawtooth oscillations on the FIR and soft X-ray signalsoccurring in the cases of 16cm gZiimg 22cm are found to be caused by the increase of thepressure gradient near the e = 2/3 ~ 1/1 surfaces.

For Zlgm=12cm, a highly coherent and high frequency m=2/n:1 mode is continuouslyfound to exist in the central region of the Heliotron E plasma without the rational surface (320.5 ). The clarification of the relation between that mode and the non-resonant mode isleft to future work.
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Abstract
Jane confinement of deeply trapped particles has been studied in Heliotron B. By the use of a 35GH
gyrotron, the currentless target plasma can be generated at BT : 0627‘. In this low 37- Plasma, “I:
behaviour of the fast deeply trapped ions is analyzed with a neutral particle allalyzer(NPA), From an
analysis of the flux decay, it is clarified that the article 1055 is enhanced with the reduction of B
This loss is enhanced nonlinearly with respect to tie linear increase of the Larmor radius, which is “aexplained by the simple Larmor radius effect. This loss depends on the magnetic axis shift, howeVer this
characteristics is not consistent with the guiding center orbit theory.

1. Introduction

The high beta study, which has been usually performed at lower 37 is one of the
important items in helical systems. It has been reported that below BT : 0.94T, both the
energy confinement and density limit deviate from the so—called LHD scaling[1]. From the
point of view of high energy ion confinement, two kinds of the experiment are conducted
to clarify the BT dependence of both the loss cone and the slowingrdown process,

In section 2 the experimental setup is explained, in section 3 the experimental results
is shown, and in section 4, a discussion and summary are presented, respectively.

2. Experimental Setup
The Heliotron E device is a nou—axisymmetric toroidal system , of which the major

radius is 2.2 m and the averaged minor radius is 0.2 m (l = 2, m : 19).
By the use of the 35GH2 and 536112 gyrotrons, a currentless target plasma. can be

produced at four different toroidal magnetic fields (BT : 0.62,0.94,1.26,1.90T). Neutral
hydrogen beams with 2 ~ 2.5MW are injected into these target plasmas. As 37 is
reduced, the performance of the plasma deteriorates gradually. The typical parameters
are as follows: T40) = SUOEVJI‘E : 3 X 1013C'm#3,PNB, = 21l/IW at 87- : 1.90T and
T40) = 250mm. = 3 x 1013m‘3,PN/3; : 2.4MW at B, : 0621‘. Three beam lines of
NBI of injection angles 62°, 79°, and perpendicular to the magnetic axis are utilized. The
power injected by the perpendicular NBI accounts for about half of the total NBI power.
The injection energy is 23keV.

A charge exchange neutral particle analyzer (NPA) is used to study the behaviour of
the perpendicularly injected fast ions. The NPA is set on the horizontal plane and its’
sight line is along the major radius. Therefore the NPA can selectively detect only the ions
with a pitch angle from about 85° to 95", which are deeply trapped in the helical ripple.
The sampling time for data acquisition is 0.11115.

3. Experimental Result
The decay of the fast C.X. flux after the NBI pulse is turned OH is measured to inves-

tigate the particle loss and slowing down process. Two kinds of experiments are carried
out under two different conditions with flux decay times ”rd N T, and rd << 7,. The first
experiment has been done at different ET in the beam heated plasma, in which T, is on
the order of several milliseconds.

In Fig.1 raw data are plotted for the case (a) : v : 1.90T and (b) : BT = 0.62T. The
estimated decay times TAB), defined as the e—folding time of the C.X. flux at the energy
E, are 3m; and 0.3ms, respectively. The energy decreases from the injection energy E
to Ed“ is described as follows.

inj
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where T5 0( Tgl‘é’file is the Spitzer's slowdown time, and Ec is the critical energy[2] .
Nd“ strongly depends on r, in the energy range of E, < Edd. When the particle loss is
dominant in the flux decay process, observed Td might be shorter than Atde‘

Fig-2 shows the energy dependence of Td, which is compared with the simple prediction

based on Eq.(1). By adjusting T!" to 10.1ms, we can fit the experimental data taken at

Br : 1.90T. In this case 7‘!“ is 1.8 times < Ts > (averaged value of T5). This may indicates
that measured fluxes emanate mainly from a region in which the local r, is higher than
< T5 >. Since the initial beam ionization profile mainly depends on the density profile,

and is independent of BT, the ratio (gm/ < T5 > will be applicable to other cases. The

calculated Aide: for BT : 126T, agree well with the measured one, Thus, the difference of
T{,(E) between the Br 2 1.90T and BT : 1.26T discharges is explained by the difference
in 75, In other words, at both values of BT, the particle loss does not dominate the
decay process. In the BT = 0.62T discharge, however, the measured Ta is about 1/2 of

the expected one. This means that the difference in 74 between the BT : 0.62T and

Br 2 1.90T cases is not explained only by the difference in T5 between them, but that the
particle loss is the dominant decay process in the BT : 0.62T discharge in contrast to the
BT = 1.90T discharge.

In the second experiment, the decay process is investigated in a discharge with a much
longer r, A target plasma is made by ECR heating for 30 ~ 100 ms and the 0.6MW
perpendicular N81 is injected into it for only 10ms as test particles. In this plasma
fie : 1 ~ 2 X 1012cm'3,Te ~ IkeV and T, is long enough to exclude the contribution of
the electron Coulomb drag in the flux decay process. (r53600ms). Because of the longer

7,, the injected particles can remain at high energy for a long time. When the particle
loss is dominant, however, the particle are lost quickly, and it affects the fast ion energy
spectrum more clearly than that in the case of short 7,. In Fig.3 the energy spectra at
firms after the beam particles are injected are shown at various BT. For BT : 1.90T
and 37 = 0.94T the spectra are almost flat between Einj and E,,,j/2. It means that a
certain part of the injected fast ions of Em, slowdown to Einj/Q without being lost, and

the flux diffuses from E > Egnj/2 to E < Bin/2 in Velocity space. On the other hand,

the spectrum at ET 2 0.62T has a large depletion between Em and E,,,j/2, and at the
bottom of the depletion the C.X.flux is less than 1/10 of that at E = EM. There is a

large particle loss for EzEgnj/2 , and injected fast ions with Em,- can be hardly slowed

down to the EW- /2 due to the particle loss[3]. This depletion is also seen in the energy
range of Egg/2 2 E Z E,,,j/3 and E S Einj/3, which are denoted by arrows in the figure.
So the large particle loss exists in the wide energy region of E g Elm/‘2 and EzEmj/‘Z. In

order to study the decay process of the ions with strongly depleted energy spectrum, the

time evolution of the energy integrated flux I‘cx(t)(E fay/2 ¢CX(E,t)dE) is evaluated.

As the flux which flows below E,,,,-/2 is very small, the decay of Fox“) after the N81
is turned off can represent the decay of fast ions by the large particle loss. In Fig.4,
cét; normalized at t = O is shown, where t = 0 is the time when the NBI is turned off.
Fox t at 37 = 1.90T and BT : 0.94T decay at almost the same rate, however, that at
BT = 0.62T decays much more quickly. The estimated loss times, 7,0”, are 0.8 ~ 1.0ms
for BT = 0.62T, 2.7ms for BT = 0.94T, and 3.4ms for BT : 1.90T. For ET 2 1.90T and
3T = 0.94T cases, as the spectrums are flat, there is flux flowing out below E,,,,~/2. As this
part of flux is included in the experimental fitting, T10“ for 31 = 1.90T and BT : 0.94T
cases are underestimated. The correction to the rosestimation lead to 7 N IDms for both
cases. Thus, from the energy spectrum with the depletion and reduced loss time, it is clear
that the particle loss is enhanced non linearly below BT ~ 0.94T.

In order to study the nature of the particle loss at BT = 0.62T, the configuration efiect
(magnetic axis shift A") is investigated. The spectra Show depletion for #8071 < Au <
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+6cm, and 7-10,, have a dependence on A”, which is shown in Fig.5. For A" > 07 the 10
is more significant, but even for A” < 0, the loss is not reduced compared with that if
AU = 0cm. On the other hand, the Ho emission is almost constant for both shifts, The
neutral density in the edge region does not vary largely, which suggests that this Particle
loss does not relate to the OX. loss.

4. Discussion and Summary
The non-monotonic BT dependence of the fast ion loss is experimentally found, Sev‘

eral loss mechanisms for deeply trapped ions are examined. Although the reducticm in
BT leads to an increase in drift loss time (= 0/11,; (x BT), this has linear dependence 011
BT. Furthermore, since the guiding center orbit for the deeply trapped particles follow the
trace of mod-B, and deviates from the magnetic surfaces by e, < a > /2€h [4], Which is in-
dependent of ET, in the zeroth order approximation, the loss will have a linear dependence
on 87' from the prospective of the guiding center orbit. On the magnetic axis, the Lam-,0r
radius for a particle of El : 20keV increases linearly from about 7mm to 22mm with 'a
decrease from BT : 1.90T to By- : 0.62T. This increases the deviation from the guiding
center orbit, which can induce the particle loss. But this Larmor radius efiect also has a
linear dependence on B-p, and can not explain the non-linear particle loss. In the second
experiment, if the enhanced loss is proportional to the Larrnor radius of the fast ion, it
is expected that the loss of the fast ion decreases in the low energy, which is inconsistent
with the experimental result. This also supports the existence of the 1035 independent of
the simple Larmor radius effect.

In the Heliotron E device, the excursion from the flux surface by the helical banana
or the super banana orbit is well known, but it does not cause problems in the case of
this nearly perpendicular pitch angle because vi >> 1;”. The resonant orbit loss [5,3] can
make the deeply trapped particle lost. However, this loss mechanism sharply depends
on the loss particle energy, which does not agree with the experimental result. In the
37 = 0.62T discharge, Ha emission is about two times larger than in the 37 = 1.901"
discharge, this means there is an increase in the OX. loss. But the particle loss measured
in the BT = 0.62T discharge is 7 ~ 10 times larger than that of the B1 : 1.90T discharge.
This increasing factor is inconsistent with that of Ha. The rise of the neutral density in
the edge region is not responsible for the increase of the particle loss. This is supported
by the loss time and Ha dependencies on the magnetic axis shift.

From the magnetic axis shift experiment, the particle loss is clearly enhanced by the
magnetic axis shift to both sides of the torus , which is inconsistent with the guiding center
orbit theory 6 . At 0.94T, the behaviour of the deeply trapped particles agreed with the
orbit theory 3]. This suggest that below ET 2 0.94T, the nature of the particle loss is
changed as well as the enhancement of it.

In the discharges below BT : 0.94T, the fast ion loss is enhanced non—linearly. With
the guiding center theory or simple Larmor radius effect, this non-linear BT dependence
of the fast ion loss is not explained. In the ET 2 0.627" discharge, the fast ion loss is
enhanced with the magnetic axis shift to the both sides of the torus. This is not consistent
with the guiding center orbit theory.
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1.1ntr0duction
Recently, H—mode discharges have been found not only in tokamaks but also in

heliotron/torsatron stellarator [1, 2, 3]. An H—mode is now going to be more important and
general phenomena to improve confinement and to understand transport mechanism in toroidal
plasmas. In neutral beam heated plasmas of Compact Helical System (CHS), the H-rnode
transition was obtained by modification of the rotational transform profile with a small ohmic
heating current[l, 2]. In order to investigate the particle transport in the H—mode plasmas,
measurements of temporal evolutions of electron density profiles before and after the transition
are required For this purpose, a two channel HCN laser interferometer has been installed in
CHS. In this paper, we prment temporal evolutions of electron density profiles and their
characteristics related to the improvement of the particle confinement.

2.Experimental Apparatus i '

An HCN laser is used as a probing light. Its wavelength is 337 pm, the output
power is 30 mW and the beam width is 20 mm (llez intensity full width) in the plasma. This
interferometer has two channels. One is fixed at the center and the other is scannable shot by
shot in the region 0.35 g p (flas)§0.91, where z is the measured position relative to the
equatorial plane and a,J , which is the vertical half width of the last closed flux surface (LCFS),

is 15.0 cm. The signal is detected by Schottky barrier diodes and acquired every 200 psec.
Elliptic Abel inversions are performed to obtain the radial density profiles by the

following procedure. At first, the line dmsity profiles are fitted by the 4th order polynomial
function,
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Here, ncL is the measured line density and m1. m2 are fitfing parameters. It is assumed that the 5‘
line density at LCFS, and the derivative of line density with respect to 1 at z = O, are equal to ‘
zero. Then the fitted curve is Abel inverted analytically and the following equation is obtained 7

- V l — 2 + 4 2 + 2S(p)= p (311131 mzp m2)
30"

Here, p=1'/a, a is the average minor radius, and
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aL(20.8 cm) is the horizontal half width of LCFS. In this procedure, it is assumed the density

has the same value on the similar ellipse to the one which has agiaL of the ratio of shorter and

longer radius of ellipse.

3.Results and Discussion

Figures 1 (a), (b) and (c) show the temporal evolutions of the plasma cunent, 1):"

inmnSity and line density respectively. Figure. 1 (c) is obtained from 5 reproducible shots. A
deuterium plasma is initially produced by ion Bernstein wave (IBW) and is then heated by co-

jnjected neutral beam (NBI) of about 500kW and ohmic heating (CH) of less than 30kW. The

ohmic current is induced to increase the rotational transform produced with the variation of the

poloidal coil currents during discharges. The L—H transition occurs at t=115msec, which is

defined as the time at which there is a sudden reduction within ~ 0.5 msec in Do intensity, and

the H—L transition occurs at t=l42 msec, which is defined as the time at which there is a sharp

drop in edge (pd).77) line density and the rise in Dar intensity.

The temporal evolutions of line density are characterized by 4 different phases as shown
in Figs 1 (c). Phase I continues until 75msec. In phase I, the line density of the central

chord increases continuously, while outer chords show saturation. Therefore the density

profiles are peaked as shown in Fig.2 (a). Phase H continues from 75msec until llSmsec. At

75msec, the central line density dips once and starts to increase again until 90msec, so the
density profile is further pmked as shown in Fig.2 (a). From 90 msec till 115msec, the density
profile is remains almost unchanged, although gas puffing and NBI are continued. This
suggests that parficle confinement is becoming worse in this time period.

Phase III is the H-mode phase and phase IV is the decay phase after the back transition.
During phase 1.1] (the H-mode phase), the density profile becomes broader and the density

Wars from the central region as shown in Figs. 2 (a), (b) During phase IV, the density

profile becomes peaked, as shown in Figs. 2 (b). These are understood more clearly from
Fig.3

Figure 3 (a) shows the temporal evolutions of volume average density <nc> and central

density nc(0) and Fig. 3 (b) shows the corresponding pealo'ng factor which is defined as

nc(0)l<nc> . The parking factor decreases continuously during almost whole time period of

phase HI. This indicates that density profile becomes broader in H-mode phase. In spite of
continuous gas puffing and NBI heating until 130msec, the volume average density increases
from 110 msec until l30 msec. This suggests that the particle confinement is improved from
110 msec until 130msec. Although <n5> decreases from 130 msec to 142 msec, the peaking

factor remains at the low level and , as shown in Fig. 1 (c), the edge (p = 0.77, 0.91) line

density decay slowa' than other internal chords. Therefore, this suggests the particle
confinement is improved from 130 msec tol42 msec also.

In the NBI hated plasmas without ohmic currents, the peaking factor shows a quite
different time evolution. As shown in Fig. 4, the peaking factor lasts to increase continuously
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until it reaches at a certain level. The density profiles is never broadened during Clansity rise
phase unlike H—mode discharges.

Since the transition timing varies shot by shot by 26 msec, it is difficult to discuss
the rapid change of the profiles from Figs. 2 - 4, because these figures are deduced from 5
different shots.

In order to see the more detailed fine time behavior, we have plotied the data of Central
(p=0) line averaged density (figcenter) and edge (9:10.77) line averaged density (meager) as a
Lissajous figure in Fig. 5. This figure is obtained from a single shot, which is one of Fig_ 1
(c), and is plotted from 100 msec until 145 msec. The solid and dashed line represent the lines
of F’fi=l.6 and 1.4 respectively, where PE is defined as the ratio offiEcenter and ”‘eedge Pm
becomes large for a peaked profile. From point TLH (113 msec) to point D (132msec), the data
move from line A to line B and this indicates the profile become broader during density rise
phase in H—mode phase. Pfi increases (the profile becomes peabd) from point D to point B
(139.6 msec), however, it becomes broaden again from point B to point THL(142 msec)_

From point E to point THU @9096 is kept constant, while Warmer decreases. This indicates
that the outward particle flux decreases and suggests the formation of a transport barrier.

Some interesting changes of the profiles before the LB transition are observed in Fig,
5. One appears during from the point A (100 msec) to the point C (108 msec). n_e-center dips
once from point A to point B (105 msec), but ”—66098 is kept almost constant in this time
period. This dip occurs only in the central region, because the dip is not observed at the other
internal chord as shown in Fig.1 (c) (at p=0.36, 0.49, 0.62). Another change appears during
point C to point Tm. Wedge decreases although h:cenler increases gradually. This indicates
that the second dip occurs in the edge regions. These dips might be correlated to the MHD
instability in the core and edge region.

4.Concl'usion
The temporal evolutions of electron density profiles in H—mode plasmas of CHS were

measured using an HCN laser interferometer They are characterized in 4 phases. During the
H-mode phase, the volume average density increases unda' constant gas puffing and NBI and
the density profiles is kept broad even after the turning off of the gas puff. This suggests the
particle confinement is improved during H—mode phase. These characteristics are similar to
those of a tokarnak H-mode discharge.
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Fig. 2. Temporal evolutions of electron
density profiles by elliptic Abel inversion.
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Experimental Study of Magnetic Islands on the H-1 Heliac

M.G.Shats, D.L.Rudakov, B.D.B1ackwell, L.E.Sharp, R.Tumlos and
S.M.Hamberger

Plasma Research Laboratory, Research School ofPhysical Sciences, The Am. . . [Talia];National University, Canberra, ACT, 0200, Australia

INTRODUCTION

Experimental and computational studies of the magnetic structure in the newly built
H—l heliac [1] are essential for successful plasma operation. Flexibility of the H—1 heliac gives
access to a broad range of rotational transform (016 < t— < 1.9). Since the number of Iow~order
resonances in a heliac is high (due to its high rotational transform ) they become potentially
dangerous even in the presence of small error fields. Higher-order resonances should be
avoided as well because of their potential effect at finite betas in a low shear heliac
configuration. Study of the magnetic islands gives information about the field errors and their
sources allowing then to reduce the size of an island or to avoid unstable configuration. In the
present paper we focus on the experimental study of the magnetic islands in the H—1 heliac in a
wide {urange and demonstrate the effect of small error fields on the low-order resonances

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The H-l heliae (major radius R=1 m , mean minor radius <a> S 0.2 m, 3 field periods,
rotational transform at the magnetic axis 0.6 S +0 S 1.9) is a device in which magnetic surfaces
are produced with a set of 36 toroidal field (TF) coils whose centers follow the helix around
the central conductor which creates the poloidal field (PF). An 1 = 1 helical winding (HW)
wrapped around the PF coil in phase with the TF coils [2] allows the rotational transform to be
changed in a wide range as well as changing the shear. In addition, two pairs of vertical field
(VF) coils (inner and outer) control the position of the magnetic surfaces and the variation of
the magnetic field along the major radius. We use parameters H : (amp-tums)Hw/(amp—
turns)“: and V = (amp-tnrns)OVF/(amp-turns)pF to describe magnetic configurations produced
at different currents in the helical winding (H) and vertical fields (V).

The flux surfaces are mapped using directed electron beam (250 eV) and movable
fluorescent target [3]. Images of the poloidal projections of the drift surfaces (that contain up
to 200 intersections of the electron beam with the fluorescent target for a single position of the
electron gun) are recorded and analysed.
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MAGNETIC MAPPING RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the

comparison of the computed and

measured flux surfaces in the standard

magnetic configuration (no current in

the helical winding H = 0, vertical
field parameter V = 0.222).

Experimental results demonstrate the

existence of closed nested surfaces

with no resolvable magnetic islands

Fig. I. Computed (a) and measured (b)fiux muffle“ (experimental resolution ~3 mm) and

in the standard magnetic configuration. agree well with the computed

surfaces both in shape and the position of the magnetic axis (discrepancy is less than 5 mm).

The location of the magnetic axis is within 3 mm along the major radius in all 3 toroidal

periods (measured also with an electric probe). This suggests conservation of the toroidal

symmetry of the magnetic structure. The rotational transform in this configuration varies

within the range of 1.1 < -1.- <1.2. The computed t- agrees with the measured one to an

accuracy of less than 2 %.

10: (at I I | (b) I I The magnetic islands
observed in 11-1 are those inherent

to the magnetic configuration (due

to the 3-fold toroidal symmetry of

the magnetic field) as well as the

islands caused by a resonance of
0.1 the rational surfaces with field

0.2 ‘-. - . 1r errors. An example of the low-

. . . 3 . t . order intrinsic island is shown in
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 R m

Fig. 2. In the configurations Fig. 2

‘ ‘ (a) and (b) for H = 0.11 a change

1-5 ‘5 ------ - - . - in the vertical magnetic field leads

to the increase in rotational

1,45 ' . 1.45
- . _ . _ . transformfrom +0=1.45to+0=

1.4 , 1.5. The exact resonance of the
”a

1.28 1.3 132 1.34 126 1.28 1.3 1.32 1.34 . -

“J“ nm rotational transform {- = 1.5 With

Fig. 2. Bifurcation of the magnetic surfaces at l- : 3/2 .'
measured magnetic surfaces (0) and (b ) and
corresponding computed rotational transforms (c) and
(d). (Fig. 2(a)) leads to a bifurcation of

n = 3, m = 2 field component when

the magnetic shear is almost zero
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the magnetic surfaces to a O-X-O island structure as shown in Fig. 2(b). This result is
confmned by a computer model, when no additional field errors are introduced.

At higher values of rotational transform (s = 1.8) we observed an n = 9, m = 5 island
(Fig. 3(a)) which is also inherent in the H-1 configuration.

A magnetic island that Occurs
1, m . . . m)" - v - - due to the breaking of the 3-fold field
0'“ kg,“ F symmetry is shown in Fig. 3 (b). This

‘“ I i '7 island is found at the t— = 1.25 surface0.1—

and is due to the resonance of the
unknown perturbation field with the
n = 5, m = 4 rational surface.

The strongest (lowest-order)
.02» .- 7 symmetry-breaking resonance that

in 1:1 112 {.3 lfl“ it 1.2 in t “in occur 15 n = 1' m = 1' It appears
Fig. 3. ExampIes of measured magnetic islands: n = as a result Of a small error field m the

9, m = 5 island at ’c = 1.8 surface (a) and n = vicrnity ofthe + = 1 surface. The
5, m = 4 island at J: = 1.25 rurface (b). deVC'C’Pmem 0f “‘6 magnetic

structure in course of the helical
current scan is observed when t- changes from t- > 1 (Figs. 4 (a) - (c)) to 1— < 1 (Figs. 4 (g) -
(h)). In this sequence the direction of the current in the helical winding is opposite to that in the
central ring conductor. Initially a small m 2 1 island develops inside the bean-shaped surfaces
and eventually occupies the entire poloidal cross-section. The m = 1 structure is toroidally
asymmetrical: the location of the island is different in all 3 toroidal periods. We observe it to be
almost in the midplane at <1) = 1200 cross-section (where the fluorescent target is located) when
the electron gun (¢ = 2400 ) is placed 4 cm below the midplane At the same time the electric
probe response (probe is located at (1) : 00) is measured when it is positioned at z : + 4 cm.
Since this configuration is the most sensitive one to the coil misalignment, it was used to
computationally search for the field errors leading to the observed surface structure. It was
found that unique displacement of the central ring conductor (2 mm outwards and 1.5 mm
upwards) causes the field perturbation consistent with the observed effect. Fig. 5 presents the
results of the computation for the configuration corresponding to that of Fig. 4 (f). The
computed surfaces agree well with the measured ones for (i) = 120° as well as with the poloidal
asymmetry of the m : 1 island at (i) 2 0° and q) = 240°.

The development of the flux surfaces in the vicinity of the n = 1, m = 1 resonance is
very sirrtilar to the theoretically suggested magnetic reconnection during sawtooth oscillations.
Since the shear in the H—1 is low, this analogy might be used to experimentally study this
phenomena with quite low currents involved (as in [4]).
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Fig. 4. Change in the magnetic structure during the helical winding current scan. Rotational

transform changesfrom i->1t0 +<1. (a) - H=0; (b) - H=-0.042; (c) - H:-0.048;

(d) - H=~0.052,‘ (e) - H:--0.062,' 0) ~ H=-0.095. Verticalfield parameter V=0.3

z. rn -
0'2 _ (a) _(c)'

0.1

.0'1 .

-O.2 .

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 R, m

Fig. 5. Computedflux surfacesfor the configuration as in Fig. 40") (Ih=0.04810) in three

toroidalfieldperiods: (a) - 4) = 0", (b) - 4) =1200 and (c) - ¢ = 2400
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STABILITY OF THE NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED
PLASMA IN THE CUSP-ANCHORED GAS-DYNAMIC

TRAP.

Anikeev A.V., Bagryansky P.A., Deichuli P.P., Ivanov AA.)
Karpushov A.N., Maximov V.V., Pod’rninogin A.A., Shichovtsev I_V_)

Stupishin N.V., Rogozin A.l.
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, RuSSia

I. Experimental Description

The gas-dynamic trap (GDT)is an axisymmetric high mirror ratio open trap ifor confinement of a collisional plasma. A schematic of the CDT experiment 2 is shownin Fig.1. The experiment consists of a 7m long axisymrnetric central cell bounded onboth ends by axisymmetric MHD anchors. At the midplane of the central cell themagnetic field was 1.8-2.2kG. Mirror ratio can be varied in the range from 12.5 to 100.An additional coil set in one of the end tank has been recently installed to form a cuspanchor cell. The ring cusp radius was 53.5cm, the magnetic field in the ring cusp wasup to 1.76T.
The initial plasma was produced in the central cell by a washer stack plasma»gun located in one of the end tank beyond the mirror throat (Fig.1,4). Within 3ms1the plasma density reached 5 ~ 7 x 1013cm’3 after that the gun current was terminatedand the plasma began to decay. To create sloshing ions and heat the plasma 2‘: 250-A-equivalent 14715l<eV neutral beams were injected at 45° to the machine axis. Plasmadensity in the cusp endecell can be independently varied by making use of the plasmagun located near the outer point cusp.

1 5 ‘

fl —\fl}Wei.

/.

Figure l: The GDT layout: 1 — solenoid coil, 2 — mirror coils, 3 — cusp coils, 4 ~ plasma gun, 5 7NB-injector, 6 »- probe, 7 — diamagnetic loops, 8 — plasma dump.



II. Measurements of the stability boundary.

To study the stability boundary we varied the plasma density in the cusp by

changing the magnetic field in the linking mirror and using the additional plasma gun.

Since just a rigid 111:1 response is allowed by the strong FLR effects 3- “, the stability

boundary is to be determined by the ratio of the energy perturbations corresponding

to this mode in the central cell and in the anchor. In Fig.2 Q stands for this ratio.

Ia It
7p ll 3 75 ll

1 O i l I i I I

O . I I I | | l

O. 1.2 2.4 3.6 48

Q
Figure 2: Normalized plasma lifetimes vs calculated ratio of the energy perturbation in the cusp

and in the central cell (Q).

Note that the lifetimes presented on the Figure are normalized to those determined by

the longitudinal collisional losses and calculated according to l. The perturbation of

the plasma energy in the cusp was calculated by using the results of 5. For the central

cell we used the results of KruskatOberman 6 which were reduced using a long—thin

approximation. In the stability analysis, according to the probes data, we assumed

the plasma density to be constant along the field lines in the cusp. Energy lifetime

shown in Fig.2 was calculated by dividing the maximal energy content of the plasma

by the heating power transferred from the sloshing ions to the bulk plasma electrons.

The heating power was inferred from the data on the trapped neutral beam power,

Chargevexchange losses and temporal variation of the sloshing ion energy content. Rate

at which the plasma density decreased near the maximum of the plasma energy gave us

value of the particle lifetime. The results presented on Fig.2 show that at certain ratio

of the energies of perturbation for m=1 flute mode the plasma confinement significantly

degraded. These experimental results are consistent with the theoretical stability limit
which occurs at Q=1.
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III. Power Balance of NB-heated plasma

We have measured local energy balance 7 of the heated plasma in order to iden-tify main mechanisms of the energy losses. The results are shown in Fig.3. In the MHDstable regimes, the local heating power in the plasma core was almost counterbalancedby collisional plasma losses through the mirrors. When the plasma was driven unsta—ble (cusp coils were not energized). these losses were much smaller than the heatingpower. As this being the case, the energy balance could be then explained by longitu-dinal electron heat flux on various parts of diagnostics inserted into the plasma in thenear mirror region. In MHD stable regimes the inserted parts were mapped along thefield lines on the mid-plane having relatively small total area. Thus one can concludethat in the case when large scale movements of the plasma column was disallowed,power deposited on these parts by electrons was negligible. Whenever the plasma isdriven unstable, a strong radial stirring of the plasma occurred effectively increasingthese losses (see below in Table 1). This hypotheses was confirmed by a comparison ofmeasured losses with those calculated on the assumption that electrons can carry theheat flux from the region occupied by the sloshing ion to the near mirror region wherethe temperature was supposed to be sufficiently smaller (see Fig.3). We cross-checkedthe data of global and local balances by comparison of the total heating power of elec~trons calculated from the local energy balance‘and the sloshing ions energy loss ratemeasured from the global balance. Both values agreed with a reasonable accuracy.
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l Table 1: Global enerwy balance in different regimes.
r Parameter l Stable H Unstable ll

Input NB~power 550kW 180kW
Energy losses
through mirrors 280kW 45kW

l Calculated electron
l heat flux 1500kW' 140kW‘
' Radiated power 70kW SQOkW

Losses to limiters 30kW 57kW
Peak electron
temperature ~4SeV ~20eV
Plasma density ~ 4.5 1013cm‘3 ~ 10‘3cm‘3
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First stage experiments at the end system of antisymmetric
tandem mirror AMBAL—M.

T.D.A1rhmetov, V.S.Belkin, E.D.Bender, E.A.Gilev, V.I.Davydenko, G.I.Dimov,
A.N.Dranichnikov, A.A.Kabantsev, V.M.Karliner, Yu.V.KoValenko,

V. YaSavkin, V. G.Sokolov, S. Yu.Taslraev, V.N.Filippov

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia.

Development of completely axisymmetric tandem mirror AMBAL—M hasbeen continued in Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics 1- 2. At the present time
experiments at the separate end system (Fig.1) of this device have been started
in order to obtain MHD-stable, dense, hot plasma in the end mirror. For accom~
plishment of MHD stabilization it is supposed to use stabilization by high pressureplasma with hot particles in a conducting shell. In the end mirror with the magneticfield in throats up to 60s, mirror ratio 4, distance between throats 147m there is
a possibility to create a population of hot electrons by means of double-frequency
ECR heating with the power up to 0.8MW and population of hot ions by neutral
beams injection with the power up to 5MW. For MHD stabilization of plasma in
transient regimes it is suggested to use semicusp with hot ions as an anchor or toprovide an effect of line-tying.

For execution of scheduled experiments on creation of hot particles popula-
tions it is extremely important to have hot target plasma. In the device wellvstudied
gas discharge plasma gun with the annular channel with washers 3 situated in the
expander region is used for production of hot target plasma. The gun is placed
inside of a pulse solenoid in order to provide conformity of initial size of plasma
stream with the size of plasma in the end mirror. Pulse duration of discharge cur—
rent of the gun is 1.8 ms. The presence of transverse electric field is an essential
feature of plasma stream generated by the gun. This electric field is responsible
for development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 4 which'produces ions heating and
subsequent electrons heating. Hence the plasma flowing out of the gun with the
density N 2 - 10”crn"3 and temperature 106V heats up considerably downstream
from the gun.

As a result of performed measurements it was found out that produced target
plasma is really hot. Probe measurements have shown that the electron tempera:
ture in the centre of the end mirror is 506V. Measurements of ion temperature
using Dopler broadening of line H, gives the magnitude 300eV. Ion temperature
determined from diamagnetic measurements is estimated at 3506V. The reason of
plasma heating is the development of mentioned instability caused by significant
negative potential drop in plasma ~ 350V. Fig.2 ShOWS the radial profile of poten-
tial measured by Langmuir probe. Development of instability leads to appearance
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Figure 1: Schematic view of separate end system.

of fluctuations of potential and density with wide spectrum and with the maximum
near 30 kHz. The maximum of the spectrum corresponds to the frequency of the

first mode of instability.
Fig.2 shows radial profiles of density and electron temperature in the end

mirror measured at the end of discharge in the gun . These profiles were obtained
by probe measurements and they agree with those gained from multichord measure-

ments of attenuation of diagnostic neutral beam. In presented profile central cavity

is filled owing to diffusion of plasma. In experiments density profiles in various

cross sections of the stream were studied. Numerical simulation of diffusive stream

shows that diffusion coefficient providing agreement of calculated density profiles
with those obtained experimentally is evaluated at ~ 2 - 105m12/sec.

In the stage of plasma decay with the gun switched off, fluctuations of po-

tential in the stream decrease considerably which involves reduction of diffusion

coefficient by 1-2 orders and is manifested in conservation of plasma density profile

appropriate to the moment of plasma gun switching off. Measurements of plasma
potential and electron temperature are performed along the axis of the device. These

measurements show in particular that negative potential of plasma dictated by the

operation of the gun is maintained up to the end mirror but vanishes at the plasma
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Figure 2: Radial profiles of potential, density and electron temperature of end mirrorplasma.

reciever and electron temperature achieved in the and mirror remains up to the endreciever of the semicusp.
Fig.3 shows the signals of diamagnetism in the end mirror. From the stageof decay it is clear that the energetic lifetime of ions is about ~ lms in magnitude,This time is determined by confinement of ions in the end system. The energeticlife-time of ions is determined by the time of scattering into the loss-cone and bythe time of deceleration of ions on electrons 1/1" = 1/71e +1/Tc. In conditions ofexperiment Tc ~ Tie ~ 2ms and T ~ lms which is in agreement with experimentand points to the classical behaviour of ions in the end system.

U, V
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0,1 4/
we l

J
O l 2 3 l, ms

Figure 3: Diamagnetic signal of end mirror plasma.

In the device there is a set of probes positioned equidistantly from each otherin azimuthal direction. This set is placed at the conducting shell. There are also
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azimuthal and radial sets at the end plasma reciever. Besides the radial position

of plasma in the end mirror can be defined from attenuation of diagnostic neutral

beam, as well as from registration of HC, radiation of the plasma. The measurements

by these diagnostics show that there is no global displacement of plasma both during

plasma gun Operation and in the stage of decay. Target plasma obtained in the end

system is macroscopically stable. In the stage of filling with the gun switched on,

MHDstability of plasma can be provided as by line-tying effect, so by the pressure

of plasma in the anchor. In the stage of decay MHD-stability of plasma appears

to be provided by the pressure of plasma in the anchor. With the help of the set

of fast manometers of magnetron type located near the plasma of the end mirror,

pulse measurements of gas pressure were accomplished. These measurements show

that increase of the gas pressure in the end mirror begins after the stage of plasma

decay and is about ~ 10‘2Pa.
Thus, produced target plasma has high temperature, sufficient density and

acceptable gas pressure outside and hence, allows to proceed to experiments on

injection of neutral beams and input of microwave power.
At present the experiment on injection of powerful pulse neutral beams into

the target plasma has been started. Two beams of hydrogen atoms at the energy

of 17keV , total power of 2MW, duration 0.2ms are injected into the end mirror

from the opposite sides. With such injection population of hot ions with density

~ 5 - loucm"3 and lifetime ~ Ims was obtained. Existence of such population

increases electron temperature at the stage of decay and does not cause MHD-

perturbations of plasma. Moreover with asymmetric injection of only one beam no

displacement of the target plasma was observed, which points at the considerable

safety factor of MHD-stability of plasma. In the future it is planned to come to

long—term injection of powerful beams of neutral atoms.
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ELECTRON ACCELERATION USING HELICON WAVES
IN THE LINEAR MIRROR MACHINE LISA

C.da C.Rapozo and A.S.de Assis
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal Fluminense
243240.130 — Niteréi. RJ, BRASIL

It is well known that helicon waves (whistler waves) are
very efficienty to produce plasmas with very high degree of
ionization ' ' These modes have also been used for technological
applications such as plasma etching. However. the mechanismresponsible for driving the beam like tail, observed during theexcitation of an Argon magnetoplasma by RF (helicon) without an
electron beam inJectlon , is still not clear. A helium plasma wasproduced by a microwave generator , which uses the oscillator
SFSORA (Toshiba) that produces a RF power of 350 H at thefrequency of 28 MHz Close to the antenna, it was created a
quasi-electrostatic electric field of 1.8 V/cm, which is larger
than the Dreicer critical field for LISA parameters. E0 = 1.28
V/cm. The antenna was placed closer to the glass cover and the
beam propagated_from the antenna center to that side. The working
pressure was 10 Torr. The beam density was around 5 x 10 cm .In this paper. we would like to report the excitation of a similar
nonthermal beamllke structure during helicon wave plasma
production in the machine LISA, and give some possible
explanations on how this beam can be produced.

Figure 1 shows the LISA machine and the experimental
apparatus . The helium plasma produced with the helical array isconfined in a mirror magnetic field of maximum 1200 Gauss andminimum of 200 Gauss. We remark that our experiment is different
from the one presented in helium since our tube is metallic,closed on the left hand side by a metallic cover and on the
antenna side by a glass cover. The antenna. is placed inside thetube and not outside as in ref.[1]. In relation to ref.[2] they
also use, as in ref. [1]. a glass tube, stronger RF power and alsoa confining magnetic field. In ref.[3], they used a pyrex vesselfilled with Argon but the magnetic field configuration was not ofa mirror type.

The dispersion relation and eigenmode equation forhelicon waves can be obtained considering a cylindrical plasmacontained in a conducting cylinder. The mode equation is

(l/r)(6/ar) [[ r/(KZ-kzl] [aBz/arn + + {1 —' (me/r2) [MHz-1(2)] +

+ (m/r)(8/6r) [ii/KZJ/(Kz-kz)“ B2 = o (1)
”he”? K = enew/(kBO), m is the poloidal mode number, k is the
axial wave number, and B2 is the wave field aligned magnetic
field, respectively. The solutions of eq.(2) have been alreadyobtained in ref. [1]. For an uniform plasma column of radius a, itis the mth order Bessel function of the first kind Jm(p), where p2 2" a (K ~ k2). Considering the boundary conditions we obtain thefollowing dispersion relation
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k/K = — m(p)/m(p) (2)
where Jm is the derivative of Jm with respect to its argument. Due

to the antenna features and the working frequency we expect to

excite more easily lower poloidal m-modes. in this way, it is
possible to use the approximated dispersion relation presented in
ref. [1]. that is, w/k= (A/aepo )(Bo/ne ) which is valid for the m =

0, 1 modes‘. The collisional and 2Laindau2 damping rates are,

respectively, Im(k)/k = (”eff/w) (c2/w )(A /a) and Im(k)/k —
1/2 2

2n (Vth/UceHw/kvth) (A/a) exp(- wz/kZvih)’ where A. woe' wpe'

Ueff’ c and Vth are the argument which gives the first zero of

J1(pl. the electron cyclotron angular frequency, the electron

plasma angular frequency, the effective collision frequency (”eff

= v + 1) en)' the light speed, and the electron thermal velocity,
ei

respectively. Ngte that in the low density regime that we operate,
ne < 10 cm , the collisional damping is not effective ;

therefore we are left with only the possibility of Landau damping.
However. for LISA parameters, the Landau damping of the helicon
mode seems to be also ineffective, unless the spectral gap

phenomenon, that occurs in lower hybrid current drive
a LISA LISA

experiments , occurs also here, since w/kllhellcon >> Vthe

The second possibility is the runaway electron
production by a DC electric field. It is well known that when an
uniform DC electric field E is acting on an uniform plasma, a

certain fraction of electrons will run away [6]. These are called
runaway electrons and the critical 2velocity for occuring this
effect is given by vC = (ED/BBC)“ vt , whelne2 EDC is the

applied DC electric field, Vthe = t(ke/me) and ED —

neveffvthe/Ze ;here ED is the tell known Drelcer field, with ”eff:

e1 + "en a ”an a 2.8 x 10 s ,

electron-ion and electron—neutral collision frequencies.
respectively. Using LISA data, the critical electric field is [7]

ED 2 1.0 V/cm ; (03)
that is smaller than the applied field EDC a 1.8 V/crn. The runaway

where v . and v are the
el en

(beam) density can be estimated using the following expression'3 r1P

— ne exp(- ED/ZEDC).

Figure 2 shows the radial profile of the measured

perpendicular power. It is clear that an axisymmetric mode m = 0
was excited. This is consistent with the expectation that this
mode is preferentially excited for our conditions. The power was
measured using a linear wattmeter. Figure 3 shows the radial
profiles of the wave field, measured by a double floating
electrostatic probe. We see that the amplitudes of £2 and Er peak

at the center of the plasma whereas the one of E6 has a minimum

there. In our experiment 11 << woe and |E9| is small close to the
RF

plasma center; therefore cyclotron damping is not an effective
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mechanism of wave absorption close to the plasma center.
Figure 4 shows the density profile. It can be Clearly

seen that the maximum density is achieved at the center and that
it starts to increase around r = t 4, in agreement with the pom”.
absorption profile shown in Fig. 2. Around the plasma center,
where the beam is supposed to be generated, the density is around
5.0 x 10 cm . as can be seen in Fig.4. This number is very Close
to the obtained runaway density given by eq.(03) using the LISA
parameters nr 2 4.8 x 10 cm_ . This information by itself alone

does not garantee that a runaiay electron beam was created.
However. corroborating with this coincident density number we also
have verified that the energy analyser (Faraday cup) used to
measure the parallel electron energy. had its grid melted by the
energetic electronic population, what we did not expect. Also. as
a strong evidence for the energetic electron beam. the glass cover
was burned Just around the center where the beam was supposed to
be as inferred from the energy analyser break down. In order to
show that energetic ions did not melt the analyser. we have
polarized the cup so that ions could not reach it. The density was
measured using a movable plane Langmuir probe. Figure 5 shows the
temperature profile measured using cylindrical and plane movable
Langmuir probe in order to access both the parallel and
perpendicular electron temperatures. The value of the parallel
electron temperature was also measured using a movable energy
analyser (Faraday cup) and agrees well with the results from the
Langmuir probe. It can be seen the following important features in
this profile: At r = 1 5.0 cm a temperature peak can be observed.
Examining the wave electric field profiles, it is possible to see
that EB has also a peak in amplitude around r = 5.0 cm which means

that this field’s component might increase the electron
perpendicular energy around this point. Subsequently this energy
might be thermalized via collisional effect. We have not observed
strong visible energy emission from this region as the one that
could be seen from the plasma center. of course, this peak might
also be associated with more plasma ionization rather than real
electron heating. He have not tried to solve this possible
ambiguity. From r = i 5.0 cm toward to the plasma center, one can
see'that the temperature decreases and exactly at the plasma
center it has a secondary peak. The plasma heating via the E2

component can also put continuously electrons in the loss cone
region and they can also be accelerated in the direction of the
glass cover. but the high degree of colimation. that we have
found. might be dificult to explain if this mechanism is to be
used to explain the beam formation.
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Behaviour of electron density profiles on RFX

S. Martini. V. Antoni, L.‘Garzotti, P. Innocente, G. Serianni

Gruppo di Padova per Ricerche sulla Fusione
Associazioni EURATOM—ENEA-CNR-Universita di Padova

Corso Stati Uniti,4 - 35020 Padova (ITALY)

Introduction
Electron density on the RFX reversed field pinch experiment [1] (R = 2m, a = 0.46 m) is

presently measured with an 8vchord two»color C02 interferometer [2] with resolution of
2 l - 10'8 m4 and bandwidth >200 kHz and, in the edge region up to 1 cm into the plasma, by
insertable Langmuir probes [3]. This paper presents an analysis of the density profiles on a set
of discharges with current of =05 MA, average density between 2 and 6-1019 m'3, and UN
parameter (I/N = plasma current / line density) ranging between 2 and 610‘14 Am. The
density was determined mainly by the panicle recycling from the graphite first wall, which Was
in turn controlled by preepulse glow cleaning and. mainly during the RFP setting-Lip phase, by
some gas puffing.

Main features of the density profiles
In most cases the 8 measurements of the interferometer are similar to those of fig.1, that 15,

except for the effect of the plasma toroidal shift, all the line average densities are nearly equal,
indicating that the profiles are rather flat. This is confirmed when the local density profiles are
computed using an inversion algorithm [4], as shown in fig.2. The profiles are flat or even
edge peaked, particularly for the high density discharges obtained when a large hydrogen influx
is released by a heavily loaded first wall. The density actually varies significantly only in the
outermost 2+3 cm of the plasma cross section as shown by the Langmuir probes measurements
which give a steep density gradient, the decay length being 510'3 in close to the wall (see
fig. 1). Only by performing extensive He glow cleaning of the vacuum vessel it is possible to
operate at UN ratio 26-10‘l4 Am, in which case slightly peaked profiles are observed. To
highlight this in fig.3 a profile peaking factor, defined as the ratio of the central/edge chord
measurements, is plotted versus W. The factor is '<l for UN < 3.5-10'M A-m, which
corresponds to edge peaked profiles, whereas at UN = 6-10‘14 A-m it increases up to = 1.2
which corresponds to a profile need—(#206.

l-D transport simulations
The behaviour of the profiles during the current flat—top has been simulated with a 1—D

particle diffusion code for the hydrogen‘ions. The code solves the continuity equation :
a .% = —v-ri +S(Te)n0 ne —Dt(Te)ni n6

where ni, ne, and n0 are the ion, electron and neutral density respectively, TC is the electron

temPCYEIU-IIE, S(Te) and ot(Tc) are the ionization and global recombination rate coefficients [5]
and 11 is the ion radial flux. We have assumed ne=llj and we have taken into account the
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experimental electron temperature profiles [6] and the Langmuir probe edge temperature

measurements. The neutral density profile is determined [7] computing the probability that a

neutral particle, incoming from the wall with a given thermal velocity (consistent with T in the

range l+10 6V), reaches different points of the plasma without suffering charge—exchange or

ionization. Assuming different models for the radial flux, 1”; and comparing the results with

the experimental profiles some information about the diffusion processes at work can be

obtained.
Similarly to previous modelling of the impurity profile behaviour [8], some simulations have

been performed assuming a classical transport model with an enhancement factor =100 in the

outer plasma region (r/a>0.8+0.9). In this way (see fig.4.A) it is possible to obtain profiles

similar to the measured ones, although with less steep gradients and lower fluxes in the outer

region. Better agreement with the experimental data is obtained with a Bohm—like diffusion

coefficient or assuming a particle transport determined by diffusion along stochastic magnetic

field lines. In particular the best agreement has been achieved with a particle diffusion

coefficient given by:

D = (—SBEY LC Vth

where SB/B is the fluctuation level, LC is the fluctuation correlation length, determined from the

hamiltonian form of the magnetic field line equation [9], and m, is the ion thermal velocity. In

the case of RFX we assumed 5B/B=O.5% [10], Lc=0.5 m and vth consistent with the local ion

temperature [4] so that typically D=2+3 rn2 5‘1. Imposing a recycling coefficient R of 1.0, the

density converges on time scales of 10«20 ms toward a stationary profile independent on the

initial condition. In figure 4.A the results of the simulation are shown which now reproduce

quite closely the experimental data of fig. 1. The steep density gradient near the wall is driven by

the ionization of the H neutral atoms coming from the wall which occurs within a few

centimetres from the plasma edge. The neutral influx in fact must increase until a balance

between ionising incoming neutrals and outgoing ions is reached. This occurs when the ion

outflux is :1022 rrr2 5'1, a value in agreement with the one derived from Langmuir probes.

The small dependence of the experimental profiles on UN shown in fig.3 can be explained by

relatively little differences in the recycling coefficient. Indeed simulations performed with

R=1.03 or R=0.97 (see fig.4.B) show that respectively hollow or slightly peaked profiles

persist on time scales comparable to the RFX current flat-top with very small changes in the

total particle content.

Summary and Conclusion
On RFX the electron density profiles has been analysed for the first time in a reversed field

pinch combining the measurements of an 8echord interferometer and of Langmuir probes. The

present range of operation of the experiment is limited to high density regimes, which may be

related to the graphite first wall as well as to the need of operating in highly collisional regime to

reduce the parallel field losses due to large magnetic field perturbations [11]. In these regimes

the ne profiles are always flat or even hollow, although some slight peaking is seen at low

density. In any case the profiles show significant gradients only in the outermost 2-3 cm.
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A study with a 1—D diffusion code explains these results as mainly due to transport by
diffusion along stochastic magnetic field lines consistent with the present experimental magnetic
fluctuation amplitude. A relatively small reduction of the magnetic field lines stochasticity (6g.by halving the magnetic fluctuation level), which should come along by reducing field errorsand mode locking, is then predicted to allow the attainment of discharges with more peaked
profiles, less steep gradients in the edge region and lower particle outfluxes.
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1. Introduction
The Reversed Field Pinch experiment RFX (R0=2m. a:0.46m) is presently operated at
approximately 500 kA of plasma current to establish confinement properties at low levels of
energy and power. The magnetic configuration is presently characterized by rather large
distortions that, like in other RFP experiments [1], play an important role in determining energy
losses. Active control of the poloidal field configuration has been one of the main experimentaI
objectives so far, and plasma behaviour has been improved by centering the plasma column and
by reducing the stray field at the poloidal gaps; nevertheless, unstable MHD modes grow during
the pulse and lock to the first wall. producing highly localized heat fluxes on it,

First. the paper deals with horizontal plasma equilibrium. that has been controlled by means of a
bias vertical field. since the long time constant of the stabilizing shell prevents fast control during
the pulse. Then the field perturbations are analyzed and the characteristics of mode locking are
described. Finally. the origin of mode locking and the effect of field errors on plasma
confinement are discussed. More details are given in ref. [2].

2. Toroidal equilibrium

For the present pulse length S 0.1 s, the toroidal equilibrium is determined by the shell and by
the bias vertical field applied prior to the discharge. that is limited to <9+lO mT because of gas
breakdown problems. The position of the last magnetic flux surface fully contained by the first
wall is computed using local magnetic field and global poloidal flux measurements. In particular
it is possible to measure the plasma horizontal and vertical shift in 6 toroidal positions. evenly
spaced around the torus. The horizontal position can also be estimated from the density profile
using the 8 chord interferometer measurements [3]. Magnetic and interferometric shift
measurements are in good agreement and show that the plasma equilibrium position is consistent
with the applied bias vertical field: at 0.5 MA of plasma current, with = 8 mT the shift is = 1 cm.,
with no vertical field it is = 3.7 cm.
The toroidal 100p voltage on axis. V[(O), is clearly correlated with the horizontal shift (figl).

3. Field errors and mode locking

3.1 Sources of errors
The main sources of deviation from axial symmetry in RFX are:
1 ~ the 48 toroidal field coils, giving rise to an almost steady m:0. n=48 radial field =1.5 mT
2 - the 72 vessel poloidal stiffening rings; they produce an m=0. n=72 radial field that. during a
fast aided reversal. can reach =30 mT; during flat top it vanishes if flux is conserved;
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Fig. 1: toroidal resistive loop voltage Vt(0) as. . , Fig.2: statistical distribution of the toroidal position ofa function of horizontal shift TF perturbations.
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3 , the two vertical gaps in the shell; they produce an m=l radial field at the plasma, having a wide
n spectrum and going down from 20 to 2 mT when applying an optimum control.
In the presence of magnetic fluctuations from plasma instabilities. eddy currents are created on
conducting structures surrounding the plasma so further errors are produced by electrical
discontinuities in the shell wall, mainly the two vertical and the two equatorial gaps.

3.2 Magnetic field locked perturbations: space and time analysis

RFX is equipped with a set of 508 probes located inside the shell [4]; the toroidal magnetic Field
(1‘1?) component is measured by two toroidal arrays of ~72 TF probes, located near the internal and

extemal horizontal gaps and by eigth poloidal arrays of 8 (or 16) TF probes. Due to the presence

of the metal vessel between plasma and probes. the cut off frequency is less than 5 kHz. The radial
field at the two gaps is measured by four saddle coils, and by two new sets of 16 probes each,

measuring the Br component in 16 poloidally equispaced locations.
In all the pulses, the toroidal magnetic field exhibits large distortions along the toms; in most
cases the distortion locks to the wall after the beginning of the RFP phase and remains at the same
1ocation and with the same shape for tens of ms. There are preferred locations for locking, as

Shown in fig. 2 that refers to 350 unselected pulses; locking at gaps is more frequent in poorly
controlled pulses. Fig. 3 shows measurements near the inner equatorial gap for a pulse whose
plasma current waveform is shown in fig.6.
Moving along the toroidal direction, the perturbation is typically seen as a double swing of the TF
and is always of opposite sign at the two horizontal gaps. The distribution in poloidal direction.
measured by the poloidal arrays. always displays a prevailing m=1 mode, so the TF perturbation
consists of a helical pattern along the torus with total length of 30 to 50 degrees in the toroidal
direction and typically two turns in the poloidal direction.

B tor 1

25.00
0.00

~ 2500
0.00 3000 60m 9000 120.“) |50V00_ ‘80.“) . 210.00 240.00 270.00

torordal posttton [deg]

Fig.3: toroidal field deviation from average field at different times: perturbation locked on gap 1; pulse nr 3507

300.00 330(1) 360.

The perturbation amplitude can be as large as 15% of the poloidal field and 100% of the TF at
the wall; sometimes. in the perturbed zone. the TF does not reverse at all. The local equilibrium
position of the plasma is severely affected by these phenomena: a preliminary estimate gives, for
a 20 mT TF perturbation. a plasma shift of =2 cm (confirmed by local electron density
measurements) and a radial field of =4 mT.
As far as the two vertical gaps are concemed. fig 4 shows the radial field component from the 16
probes; when a perturbation locks far from the gaps (left), the radial field is almost equal at the
two gaps, unlike when modes lock at gap 1 (right). In any case. modes with m>l are present at the
gaps, whose origin is attributed to the controlling action of FS amplifiers. that are driven to

. compensate for the m=1 field error. The radial field at plasma edge is typically 1/3 of that
measured at the gap.
3.3 Applied field corrections
Active control of the cunents in the sixteen FS coils allows the magnetic configuration to get as
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Fig. 4: radial field on the vertical gaps at t=50 ms

close as possible to axisymmetry, with a typical delay of 20 ms. It is apparent that loop Voltagedepends on stray field at the gap Bv [5]: the loop voltage increase is typically 10V for Bv:20 mTOn the other hand, if the horizontal shift is larger than 2 cm, the local stray field does misignificantly affect the loop voltage.
To reduce Bv during the first 20 ms, we superimposed to the natural FSW currents a currentdistribution which produces in the poloidal gap regions a field opposite in sign to the field errorby inserting in series to each FS coil an inductor or resistor of proper value. Two equivalent.groups of shots. before and after the insertion of passive elements, have been compared over thefirst 10 ms of plasma current: the correction reduced the maximum field error Bv, measured bthe saddle coils on the two gaps. from 30 i 8 mT to 8 i 2 mT and reduced the plasma Wallinteraction on the gap region. as observed by CCD cameras.
34 Magnetic mode analysis
The deformation of the toroidal field configuration has been analysed in terms of Fourier modes,From Fourier analysis of the sums and differences of the two toroidal arrays of probes, thedeformation results to be made up of modes with odd m and with n=7 to 15, with prevalence ofthe mode n=8. A typical spectrum is shown in fig.5; the main features of it are common to allpulses. Mode n=24 is associated to the combined effect of TF windings and vessel rings. Signalsfrom the poloidal arrays of probes show that the poloidal mode number is m=l. and that themodes are resonant inside the reversal surface: the sharp variation of amplitude between n=6 andn=7 suggests an on~axis q value between If] and 1/6.
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Fig. 5: Amplitudes of the modes from “:1 to ":35 Fig. 6: Time behaviour of the amplitudes of the modes(odd m), averaged over the flat—top phase; pulse n=8 and n=ll (odd m), superposed to the plasmanr 3507_ current waveform; pulse nr 3507.The spectrum and the time history shown in fig. 5 and 6 can in general be described in thefollowing way:
a) before the reversal, the passage of q through the rational values causes the excitation andsubsequent rapid decay of the corresponding resonant modes with (m=l,n=l/q). and sometimesalso (m=2,n=2/q) and (m=3,n=3/q). As F approaches 0, many resonant surfaces develop in theplasma. so that many modes are excited simultaneously, and then decay when the RFPconfiguration is established. When the reversal happens at high levels of plasma current. this event15 correlated with a transient drop in plasma current.b) once Lhe configuration is established. the localised deformation grows, and so do the modescomposing it. This growth is usually strong before the plasma current reaches its maximum;
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subsequently the time history depends on various parameters, such as pulse programming and
field error correction. In general, phase in is not directly affected by the events in phase a. The
mode phases are almost constant (locked at the wall) from the onset of the RFP onwards.

4, Discussion

41 Mode locking

The presence of large wall-locked magnetic disturbances is an indication of quite a strong

interaction of plasma dynamics with the imposed boundary conditions.
The fact that this localized disturbance appears preferentially located at one of the poloidal gaps,
together with the observation of large amplitude radial magnetic field at these positions. suggests
that its origin is due to poloidal gap field enors as already observed in the MST experiment [1].
Theoretical considerations support this explanation because poloidal gap field errors are
characterized by the same kind of spectrum as the fluctuations typical of RFP dynamics [6]. Thus
tearing modes can be directly fed by this kind of magnetic field error.
Moreover, the effects of the 8 cm wide vacuum region which separates plasma from the shell
might play a role in explaining the fact that such disturbances never appear to rotate in the
laboratory frame. as is most typical in other experiments [7][8][9][10][11]. In fact, this kind of
boundary condition could be responsible both for slowing down of rotating tearing modes and
for destabilizing on-axis internal ideal modes locked in the laboratory frame [12].

4.2 Effects on loop voltage

The plasma horizontal shift reduces plasma crossvsection: for instance. a 30 mm shift in RFX
produces a 15% increase in Joule losses, i.e. a 3 MW increase in input power and a 6V increase in
loop voltage, that is less than measured (fig. 1). The further loss may be attributed to shift
enhanced pertubations.
As far as magnetic perturbations are concerned, when locking is at gap, by means of an
electromagnetic model of the shell [13] it is possible to calculate the total flux (Dg through a gap
as a function of the measured m=l radial field at the gap Bv. For a wide frequency range (5 to 50
Hz), they are proportional and the "effective plasma—wall interaction area" is

Ag: 2 mg [lg/39(21): 0.35 By / Be(a)
For instance, a 10% stray field corresponds to Ag 2 .035 In2 and by taking the measured parallel

fluxes at the plasma edge (approx. 300 MW/m2 and 100 MW/m2 respectively on the electron and
on the ion drift side [14]). a power loss of 7 MW is calculated. corresponding to a loop voltage
increase of 14 V. to be compared to =10V from experimental data [5].

5. Conclusions
Magnetic measurements in RFX, supported by many other diagnostics, evidence that MHD
unstable modes lock to the wall in every pulse. The preferred locking position is at the two vertical
gaps. where relatively large radial fields are present and are enhanced by the locking itself. A
tendency for better behaviour is observed when the modes lock away from the gaps (now only =
30% of pulses); to avoid locking at gaps, feedback control of the poloidal magnetic field and gap
shielding are planned to allow further optimization studies and to spread the distribution of the
heat flux onto the wall, so that higher currents can be reached on a regular basis.
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In this paper the power balance of the plasma of the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) experiment RFX
(R=2m. a=0.457m) [1. 2], at toroidal current l¢~SDOkA and in the range of density 2-l019<ne<5'1019
m‘3 . is analysed comparing the input power with the losses, including the effect of magnetic field line
distortions due to plasma perturbations.

MEASUREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The profiles of the plasma quantifies are measured by different diagnostics: the electron density profile is
reconstructed by a eight chord interferometer, combined with the data of Langmuir probes at the edge,
showing a flat profile with a steep gradient at the edge [3]. The radiated power is measured by at eight
chord bolometer and combining with the spectroscopic measurements of impurity influx [4] the total
power lost by radiation and the profile of effective charge Zeff are obtained. The inner wall is monitored
by 4 CCD cameras viewing through 4 equatorial ports [4] .The charge exchange losses are measured by
a system of two Neutral Particle Analysers [5]. Langmuir and calorimeter probes are used to measure the
energy and particle fluxes at the edge [6]. The magnetic field profiles inside the plasma are reconstructed

from the externally measured magnetic quantities applying an analytical model for the u profile
u=tt(0)[l~(r/a)a] where 11:110.] -B/BZ. The electron and ion temperature are measured respectively by a

triple SiLi detector and by NPA diagnostics and by Doppler broadening of C and 0 lines [2]. Ti and T:
are comparable and can be approximated [4] by the analytical expression T(r)=[T(0)—T(a)]-[1-(r/a)‘1]+T(a)
with (1:3 at l¢=500kA and the edge temperature Tc(a)~20eV being measured by Langmuir probes. Fig.1
shows the waveforms of toroidal current, applied loop voltage V¢, average toroidal magnetic field and
toroidal field at the wall for a 520kA discharge well Centered and wiLh reduced errors at the gaps. In the
same figure the electron density ne. the temperature Te, the energy confinement time I}; and the poloidal
beta Be are also reported. It is seen that [39 ~8% and TE—lms. whereas for such discharge Zeff is

estimated to be 2.

POWER INPUT
From the external electromagnetic measurements the Pointing vector has been calculated. Separating the
magnetic energy stored in the plasma. the dissipated power is then obtained as

'— — dWm
IE Jdv I¢V¢ IQVQ dt

where Wm is the magnetic energy and V¢l¢~VeIe is the input power Pin (V9 is the poloidal voltage at

the plasma surface and 19 is the toroidal winding current). In fig.1 the waveforms of Pin and dissipated

power Pdiss are presented, showing that Pdi55~20MW at l¢~500kA, corresponding to an applied loop
voltage V¢~40V. This value of V¢ has been related to the global sustainment of the configuration. the



so—called dynamo. This process is expected to result in some enhancement of the loop voltage because of
the transfer of magnetic energy from the poloidal to the toroidal magnetic field component [2]. The loop
voltage required to sustain the configuration is then given by the helicity balance according to which the
loop voltage is Vk = ¢"JF-§dv [7] where o is the toroidal flux and EaPJ with the Spitzer
resistivity nsp obtained from the profiles of electron temperature and Zeff. Equating Vk to the
experimental V4) an equivalent on axis resistivity 11km) can be computed so that a Zk can be defined as
Zk=nk(O)/nspz=](0), where nspz=1(0) is the on axis Spitzer resistivity with Zeff=l. In this case 2k
:3, which is higher than Zeff :2 from impurities. showing that a residual anomaly up to 30% of V4,
could be related to other causes.

POWER LOSSES
In stationary conditions the input power must equal the power lost by radiation, charge exchange and
transport. In RFX, Carbon and Oxygen are the dominant impurities accounting for most of the radiated
power[4]. The power lost by radiation is almost constant in time and the total Prad during the current
sustainment is 15%i5% of Pdiss, depending on the radiation profile at the edge [4]. In fig. 1 the
waveform of Pmd is presented, showing no increase in time and thus confirming that the impurity
content does not change during the discharge. For the same discharge the power lost by charge exchange
c has been estimated to be 5% of Pdiss The power lost by transport Ptransp can be estimated locally
by the edge probes, measuring the parallel energy flux q// incident on an insertable limiter and its decay
length in the shadow of the limiter itself, and then deriving the perpendicular energy flux q_|_ according
to q//1q=qJ_L where L is the collection length of the limiter. In fig. 2, q// measured by insenable probes
in discharges with l¢~520kA and n(=,~4-1019m'3 is shown, The values measured on the electron drift
side are about 3 times larger than on the ion drift side. The energy flux decay length Aq on the shadow of
the limiters is Xq=2i02mm on both sides. When the probes, mounted on a limiter, are inserted into the
plasma, the collection length of the limiter L can be taken L=7ta~l.5m, since the magnetic field is
mainly poloidal at the edge of a RFP. Thus from the average value qj/«ZOOiZOMW/m2 the
perpendicular flux is derived to be q_]_~0.28j:0.06MW/m2 corresponding to Ptransp"50%110% of Pdiss-
This estimate can be affected by the fact that the data refer to one poloidal location. However the energy
flux expected from particle global balance is consistent with this estimate. The energy flux at the edge
exhibits an asymmetry 3 between the electron and the ion drift side, so that it has been estimated that
about 50% of Ptransp is lost by suprathermal electrons [2]. Equating all the losses to Pdiss. a residual
30% of Pdiss is left to other losses.
It is observed that all the discharges are affected by locked modes [9] which are located preferably at the
two vertical gaps. According to the magnetic measurements [9] the surface of the first wall invested can
be estimated to be 31/40 of the total surface Stot in agreement with the simultaneous observation made
by the CCD cameras [4]. The effect of these modes. and in general of any misalignement of the
magnetic field lines, is an enhancement of the power losses. A simple estimate of the power lost to the
wall can be obtained for a locked mode as Ptock=Sq// b/B where S is the surface intercepted by the field
lines, b/B is the radial magnetic penurbation amplitude b normalized to the average field B, and EU] is the
energy flux parallel to the magnetic field lines. Using the maximum amplitude b/B—2% [9] of the
perturbation when the modes are locked far from the gaps and taking an average q//—-200MW/m2 as
measured by edge probes when invested by locked mode [10], the fraction of power intercepted by the
wall results Flock—ZMW/mZ, i.e. Flock/Pdiss”10% which could account for part of the missing fraction
of power in the balance. It is worth noting that the temperature on the surface S rises by ATW, which is

proportional to w/fi where At is the duration of the RFP phase of the discharge. With the parameter
of the graphite tiles of RFX this increase is found to be ~600°C, Le, below the threshold for enhanced
processes of impurity release. The temperature measured by CCD cameras confirms this estimate [4].
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The maximum ATW. the reduced area invested by the locking and the efficient screening of the edge [3]
are consistent with the fact that no increase of the impurity content is observed during the discharge, so
that the assumption of stationary conditions is proved also for the impurity content and then nf,

DENSITY DEPENDENCE OF LOSS PROCESSES
The loss processes have been investigated varying the density. Fig.3 shows the average values of Pdiss
c and Prad as a function of the density for fixed current I¢=520kAi40kA Increasing the density, the
Pdiss and Prad increase whereas c slightly decreases. In fig. 4 is shown [39. taken as twice the electron
value.whose optimum value (I39~8%) is obtained at higher density. Fig. 4 shows also the power left to
transport and other losses including the power lost by locked modes obtained subtracting Fax and Prad
from d53. It is about 85% of the total dissipated power at low density, decreasing to 75% at high He
Comparing Vk with V4), 2k is found to be 3 almost independent from nc. This behaviour seems to
suggest that the contribution to the power balance from locking and field errors at the gaps and
misalignment of field lines at the edge in general is independent from nc and can account for up to 30%

of Pdiss

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the power balance of RFX discharges shows that:
- The radiated power is about 15% of the dissipated power at low density rising up to 25% at high
density regimes. constant during the sustainment phase.
- The power lost by charge exchange is 3-5%. slightly decreasing with the density.
- The power lost by transport is ~50% of Pdiss; the fraction of this power lost by suprathermal electrons
is about 50%. decreasing with the density.
— About 10%, depending on the amplitude of the perturbation, is lost directly to the wall by effect of a
magnetic disturbance produced by locked modes far from the gaps.
These features must be interpreted noting that the largest energy confinement Lime and the highest beta
are obtained at high density, whereas the higher temperature and the lower loop voltage are obtained at
lower density. In conclusion the present confinement is reduced by the occurrence of disturbances related
to locked modes. field errors and in general misalignement of the magnetic field lines. which can result
in losses up to 30% of the dissipated power. This estimate is fairly in agreement with the maximum
anomaly of the loop voltage which according to present results is up to 30%. this estimate being
dependent on the temperature profile. Improving the magnetic field configuration at the edge could then
result in a comparable enhancement of the confinement parameters.
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Introduction - In a Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) device impurities may degrade the plasma
performance through direct energy losses and also affecting the relaxation phenomena by the
change of the plasma resistivity profile, especially at the edge where the highly radiative
ionization stages locate, ultimately causing an enhancement in the loop voltage. This paper
summarizes the analysis of the radiation measurements performed on RFX [l]in 0.5 MA
discharges in terms of impurity content, total radiated power and effective charge.

Experimental techniques - Impurity concentration measurements rely on absolutely
calibrated spectrometers [2] which are used to monitor the hydrogen and helium like states of
carbon and oxygen. The calibration of these instruments has been performed against a standard
tungsten ribbon lamp in the visible and a deuterium lamp in the VUV and it has been transferred
by means of the branching ratio technique in the XUV region. One of the spectrometers
observes the plasma along nine vertical chords in order to study the radial emission profile of
various ionization states while the others have standard equatorial views. The total power lost by
radiation is measured by bolometer arrays at two toroidal locations. A triple Si(Li) detector and
two neutral particle detector systems yield electron and ion temperatures respectively. Other
electron temperature data are obtained from temperature sensitive line intensity ratios of C V and
O V and from the Langmuir probe data in such a way that an electron temperature profile may be
reconstructed. Impurity and hydrogen influxes are monitored by means of interference filters
and a devoted spectrometer coupled via fiber optics to telescope lenses.

Impurity concentrations and radiated power -The analysis of the emission spectrum
shows that the impurities present in the RFX hydrogen plasma are mainly carbon and oxygen,
Nitrogen is generally below Significant levels once the first wall has been adequately
conditioned (less than 0.1%), while the emission spectra from 20 to 7000 A are free of metal
lines as a consequence of the extensive coverage with graphite tiles of the inconel vaCuum
vessel. Also the soft x-ray spectra collected with the PHA technique have never shown metal ka
peaks. With reference to 0.5 MA discharges, carbon concentration ranges typically from 1 to 3
per cent of the electron density for UN values between 2 and 5 10 '14 Am respectively. Oxygen
concentrations have shown larger fluctuations during the experimental campaign according to the
various wall surface cleanliness conditions. Here we will mainly refer to a situation characterized
by 1 to 2 per cent of oxygen in the same I/N range as above. The error associated with these
concentration values, taking into account calibration and computing procedures may not be
considered better than 30%.
Within the experimental precision, the carbon relative concentration has not been found to vary
Significantly among discharges characterized by different field programming. During the flat-top
phase carbon reaches approximately the same levels regardless of the way the maximum current
has been reached, either by fast or slow ramp up, starting from high or low toroidal magnetic
fields. Even the presence of a large number of arcs sometimes occurring during the current
setting up or field reversal phase does not seem to compromise significantly the carbon content
Ln the remainder of the discharge.
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Little correlation has been found between carbon concentration and the amplitude of the field
rmrbations associated to modes locking [3] which cause strong local plasma wall interactions,

with impurity influxes higher than elsewhere but in a relatively small fraction (~1/40) of the

entire wall surface (36m2), as observed by the CCD cameras equipped with C I and C11
interference filters. There is also little correlation between carbon relative concentration and

[asma shift for outward displacements up to 2 cm. In fact the poloidally distributed filter
monitors show an increasing asymmetry in the impurity influxes with the plasma radial shift
whereas the total infiuxes remain fairly constant. This is qualitatively shown in Fig. la where
the ratio between the oxygen influxes measured at the innermost and outermost sides of a
poloidal section is plotted as a function of the horizontal plasma displacement to be associated
with the average infiuxes of Fig. 1b. The spread of the data, which refer to UN values

comprised between 2.5 and 3.5 10‘ 14 Am, is mainly to be ascribed to the strong localization of
the plasma wall interactions. The reason for this behaviour is that in RFX the plasma touches

everywhere the large graphite surface in such a way that enhanced interactions on one side may
be compensated by a reduced influx on another one. It is worth mentioning that from CCD
observations only seldom the graphite surface temperature reaches IOOOOC during the current
flat—top so that enhanced sublimation processes may be excluded.
Fig.2 shows the behaviour of C V + C VI and O VII relative concentrations with UN. An
increasing trend is observed for 0 V1] concentrations, while those of C V + CVI show a weaker
dependence; actually, since the electron temperature increases with UN (Fig.3), also the
contribution of the fully stripped ions increases with IIN and so the total concentration. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 where the total carbon and oxygen concentrations computed for two I/N
values by an impurity diffusion model are also indicated. The experimental data of Fig.2 are
characterized by a degree of scattering which depends on the assumption of a fixed radial
distribution in the plasma of the involved ion species and on the electron temperature used in the
atomic coefficient calculations. Carbon and oxygen influxes decrease with UN (Fig.4) but with a
rate which is consistent with the behaviour of the correspondent impurity content in the main
plasma.
As far as the impurity production mechanisms are concerned carbon influxes have not been
found to be strictly correlated with the oxygen ones. In some circumstances following a filling
gas contamination with water, an increase of a factor four of the oxygen influx did not affect the
carbon one suggesting that carbon self sputtering or hydrogen induced sputtering are important
for producing carbon more than the oxygen related processes.
The fractional radiated power decreases with UN (Fig.5) and shows a radiation barrier below 2
10’14 A m while in general remains around 10—15 % of the ohmic input power.

Effective charge evaluation — On RFX 25ff is evaluated from the ion abundances computed
by means of a time dependent collisional—radiative l—D transport code which simulates the
absolute intensities and the profiles of the emission lines measured from a number of ionization
states. The experimental impurity influxes and electron density and temperature profiles are used
as input data. The standard technique to evaluate Zeff from visible bremsstrahlung radiation
measurements, performed by means of interference filters centred at 5235 A, has been found to
be unreliable in our experimental situation, probably due to the presence of molecular bands,
recombination radiation and/0r unresolved lines in this spectral range. To study the emission
lines by means of the 1-D code, a flat density profile determined from the interferometer [4] has
been used. As to the temperature profile, the data deduced by tilting the Si(Li) detector of i 15°
on a shot to shot basis have been added to the intensity line ratios and Langmuir probe data,
averaging over several similar discharges. In Fig. 6 the experimental data are compared to two
analytical curves. The horizontal error bars on the line intensity ratio data refer to the width at
half maximum of the related ion emission profile measured or self consistently estimated by the
code. Within the experimental uncertainties, both the curves may approximate the data. In any
case, as to the results of the diffusion code, the choice between these two curves is not relevant
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In fig.6 the ion temperature profile, derived from the neutral particle analyzers measuremeans of a Monte Carlo simulation, is also drawn , showing values quite similar to Lhtern erarure ones. The experimental situations correSponding to two values of UN (
10‘ 4 Am) have been analyzed by the diffusion model assuming the same tem
The results in terms of Zeff profiles are shown in Fig.7. Moving from low to
the central effective charge increases from about 2 to 2.5.
In order to verify the presence of an anomalous contribution to the plasma resistivity theestimated Zeff could be compared with that deduced by an helicity balance model
Zk=nk(0)/Ti(0)8pitzer 2:1 [5,6]. However the results of the comparison are so dependent on
the temperature and Zeff profiles used to calculate Zk to require an experimental precision Whichgoes beyond the one associated to the present data. As an examplesupposing a cubic-like profilefor Te and a flat profile for Zeff, Zk results 30% higher than the spectroscopic Zcff implying an
anomalous contribution of about 30% to the resistivity and therefore to the loop voltage.

merits by
C clecu-(m
2 and 4.5

perature profile.
high UN Values

Conclusions - Carbon and oxygen line emission absolute intensities and profiles have beenmeasured in REX. leading to relative concentrations of 1-3% for carbon and 1-2% for oxygen.Impurity influxes and electron temperature profiles have also been measured, allowing thesimulation of the impurity behaviour by means of an impurity diffusion model for two differentUN valueS: the resulting 0n~axis effective charge ranges from about 2 for the low I/N example to2.5 at high I/N. These relatively low Zeff values are consistent with the measured level of theradiated power, that in this UN range has been found to be about 10 to 15% of the total inputpower. No pronounced correlations have been found between the impurity carbon contentduring the current flat-top with the plasma column outward shift as well as with the magnitudeof the field perturbations caused by the locking of the modes.
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GLOBAL CONFINEMENT IN THE EXTRAP—Tl REVERSED-FIELD PINCH

1H. Brzozowski, J.R. Drake, G. Hedin, P. Hotling*, G.X. Li, S. Mazur, P. Nordlund
and K-D. Zastrow“

Division ofFusion Plasma Physics, Alfvén Laboratory, * Department ofPhysiCS 1Royal Institute of Technology, 5-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden, ’** JET Joint Undertaking, Abinga'on, UK.

Introduction
The global confinement performance of high current density plasmas in the ExtJI‘l re-

versed—field pinch has been studied over a broad parameter range for plasma Current, Pinchparameter and electron density. The ranges were: density, 0.4 x1020 m'3S n5 $2.0 x1020 m‘3
current, 40 kAS hp 5110 kA and pinch parameter. 1.6 S (E) = Be(a)/<B¢> S 2.4. The measure:
ments were performed during flat top IQ, and G) conditions. Results concerning the response in
confinement properties to variation in plasma current and pinch parameter has been reported
earlier [1,2]. In the present work the focus is on the density scan at constant current, I¢ a 501m
and constant (E) = 1.7. Two main results can be extracted from the density scan. First is that the
energy confinement time TE improves with UN when varying the density and keeping the plas-
ma current constant. Second, a very strong correlation of the confined ion energy (product ofion temperature and ion density) with magnetic field fluctuations. This result is somewhat djffe_
rent than earlier observations of ion heating on RFP experiments where a correlation has been
observed between ion temperature alone and magnetic fluctuation amplitude. In the study repor-
ted here, the ion energy content is the better scaling parameter, which is an indication that a po.
wer balance for the ion heating channel can be studied. Thus a step is taken toward the possibi.
lity of studying the ion energy confinement.
Experiment and diagnostics

Extrap-Tl is a high aspect ratio (R/a = 8.8, R 2 0.5 m) device that can be run at very high
current densities (<j¢> 2 ll MAm'2 ). In order to study confinement, an extended experimental
data base has been acquired. In addition to electron density and temperature (Ta) the parameters
include ion temperature (Ti) from Doppler broadening of C4+ [3], radiated power (Prad) and
impurity content (Zeff) from calibrated VUV spectroscopy, particle confinement time (IP) from
calibrated Ha line intensity and edge magnetic field fluctuation amplitude between 20 and 200
kHz from magnetic diagnostics. Calculation of confinement parameters requires model profiles
and these were derived for each discharge using the, best fit to a three parameter model
(F,®,B(:)), assuming a pressure profile of p(r) : p(0) (l—(r/a)4)2. A triple Langmuir probe at the
plasma edge was used to measure the edge electron density, electron temperature and plasma
potential as well as their fluctuation levels and spectra [4].

In the density scan, nc was varied by varying the filling gas pressure between 1 and 10
in'Forr and conditioning the vessel walls. The base vacuum was kept very low, in the range of
10'9 Torr. For every experimental point. 20 plasma discharges were run, while maintaining
nearly identical conditions, first without the edge Langmuir probe and then l0 discharges with
the probe positioned at the plasma edge. As there was no noticeable difference between the
shots with and without the probe the ensemble averages within the nc scan are based on all 30
plasma shots.
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Dicussion of results
. In Fig.1 a summary of measured and calculated parameters for the density scan is shown.

The ion and electron temperatures and Zeff are decreasing with plasma density, but the magnetic

fluctuations at the edge increase for higher densities. Beta increases from the level of 15% to

slightly over 20%, although both particle and energy confinement times decrease at higher nc.
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Fig.1. Density scan obtained at fixed plasma current, IO = 60kA. and fixed pinch parameter,

9 = 1.7. Left from top to bottom: ion temperature, Ti. electron temperature, Te , effective ion

charge, Zeff and edge toroidal field fluctuation level, BBIB. Rigth from top to bottom: Poloi-

dal beta, 89, particle confinement time, 1p, and energy confinement time 15.

In Fig.2. we show T1 and Te versus UN for the density scan. The ion temperatures are about

20 to 40% higher than the elecuon temperatures, indicating the presence of a non«ohmic heating

mechanism which is responsible for heating of the ions. Anomalous ion heating has been ob-

served in other RFP experiments. There are different mechanisms proposed for this anomalous

ion heating. The common view is that the fluctuations that drive the dynamo electric field requi-

red to sustain the RFP configuration are clamped by some mechanism which leads to ion hea—

ting [5,6]. Alternative ion heating mechanism by ion cyclotron resonanses has also been sug-

gested [7].
As shown in Fig.3. we find a remarkable correlation between toroidal field fluctuation level

5B/B and the ion energy density (nyT-l). The correlation is equally clear as the fluctuation level

increases at high 9. Recall from Fig.1 that there is an anti»correlation between Ti and aB/B for

the density scan data. The conclusion is that fluctuations are responsible for the ion heating and

that a power balance between fluctuation driven heating and ion energy density can be

estimated.
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It is informative to compare the scaling of the confinement with W from the present density
scan with the previous data from the current scan. In Fig.4. the energy confinement time “:5 is
presented as a function of UN for the two cases. Different trends can be observed for the densi-
ty scan as compared to plasma current scan. The most straightforward way to vary UN has been
to vary the plasma current by changing the primary power supply and letting the density level
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remain uncontrolled. In the new series, with a more controlled density, we can see that IE is
quite independent of IQ, variation at constant ne, but shows variation with ne at constant I¢. It

mus appears that UN, as a global parameter, does not contain sufficient information to get un—
ambiguous scalings when current and density are varied independently. It has been suggested
that this can be the result of profile effects [2].

The edge Te measurements show that Te decreases with increasing 1., although the bulk Te in-

creases [4]. Thus there is evidence that the electron temperature profile is more peaked at higher

10 and the degrading of IE seen in Fig.4 for the UN scan by varying current can be a result of

this peaking.
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Con c 1 us io n s
The confinement data base on the Extrap-Tl reversed—field pinch experiment has been exten-

ded by a plasma density scan at constant In; = 60 kA and G) = 1.7 parameters. A strong correla-

tion is observed between the magnetic field fluctuations and the ion energy density (mi-Ti) sug—
gesting that the dynamo related non—Spitzer input power is responsible for heating of the ions
and that the ion temperature equilibrates through ion-ion collisions. Furthermore, two different
trends in energy confinement time as a function of W are obtained depending if the results are
taken from the density scan at constant L), or from the current scan at constant ne. Profile ef-

fects may be responsible for this ambiguity.
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Measurements of the impurity ion temperatures
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1 Introduction

In the EXTRAP-Tl Reversed Field Pinch, the ion temperatures (T.) of several impurity species
have been measured via Doppler broadening from emission lines (of C4+ , 04+ , 03+ , 01+ 1
C” ions) in the quartz UV region. Scans of T,- have been performed vs. toroidal plasma current
and time history. Simple radial profile measurements of the 04+ temperature have been done,
indicating a peaked TI profile, to be compared to the electron temperature profile. Together
with a oneedimensional transport code for these impurities, the impurity ion density profile of
EXTRAP-Tl has been estimated, and a simple reconstruction of the Ti profile is possible.

2 Instrumental

EXTRAP-Tl[1] is a high aspect-ratio (RD/a : 8.8), high-current density (up to 50 MA/m2
on-axis) Reversed Field Pinch experiment with a resistive shell. The major radius is 50 cm, and
the minor radius is 5.7 cm. Among the spectroscopic diagnostics, the experiment is equipped
with a grazing incidence VUV spectrometer with a toroidal 450 l/mm grating recording the
wavelength range 12031200 A, and a visible 1 m focal length spectrometer with a 2400 l/mm
plane grating recording approximately 100 A wide spectra in the range 2250 A to 7000 A.
The visible spectrometer is coupled to the experiment via fibre optics, where the fibre can
be tilted 0, 10 and ‘20 degrees off the plasma symmetry axis (corresponding to 0, 1.2, 2.4 cm
oil the center of the plasma column) to get a simple radial resolution of the emission. The
visible spectrometer is typically positioned to study the line profiles of carbon and oxygen
spectral lines in the quartz-UV region, so the impurity ion temperatures can be studied from
Doppler broadening[2]. The intensity calibrated VUV spectrometer is used to measure the
electron temperature from line ratios of 05+ , measure impurity ion densities and radiated
power from radiation in the VUV, and estimate 25]]. Both spectrometers are equipped with
optical multichannel analysers, gated simultaneously during the discharge.



3 Experimental results

The ion temperatures of the time scan are shown in Fig 1 together with the time development
of plasma current, electron temperature and density. It can be seen that the temperature
rise of C” is much quicker than that of 0“" which rises more slowly. The temperature of
03+ , O2+ show a behaviour similar to that of 0“+ , but having lower temperatures, emitting
fight preferrably in the outer parts of the plasma. Recent measurements on C4+ temperature
show a clear correlation between ion pressure T,- - n.- and magnetic fluctuation 1evel[3]. The ion
temperature itself does not show such a correlation. Theoretical works point out the possibility
of fluctuation energy dissipating to the ions[4]. Temperatures of 03+ and 02+ are consistently
seen to be well below (less than 50% of) the 04+ temperature.

For the scan of T, Vs. plasma current, a plot of T, vs. the ratio of current to electron
line-density is shown, see Fig. 2. The CJ‘+ temperature seems to keep constant at low I/N. For
oxygen and C“ the trend is decreasing.

4 Transport calculation results

The transport code combines 0-dimensional ionisation balance assuming a fixed electron and
ion temperature and density profile with l-dimensional (radial) particle transport via diffusion
and collective pinchevelocity. It is based on the magnetic field configuration from the PFM
model by Sprott[5]. It takes into account the finite-Larmor radius effects important in RFP’S
(minor radius 5.7 cm, on-axis toroidal field 0.6 T), which gives rise to parallel ion losses over a
large edge volume. Also, rate»coefiicients are averaged over the gyroradius. Thus, gradients in
electron temperature and density within the gyroradius are averaged out.

In these simulations, electron temperature and density are assumed to have the same profiles
with on-axis values of 715 = 1014 cm'a, Tc : 250 6V, T; = 350 eV typical for EXTRAP-Tl 80
kA discharges. The diffusion coefficient D is assumed to be radially constant, and the pinCh-
velocity upmchh) is falling off linearly with minor radius. It is often written using the pinch
velocity factor a = a - Upl'flch(a)/D. Calculations have been performed for C” and 04+ with
the diffusion coefficient varying between 5000 and 150000 cs and for an edge inwards pinch
velocity between 3 and 20 km/s. A hydrogen particle confinement time of around 30 us has
been measured experimentally[1], and is reproduced in the model using a, D of about 100000
cm'i/s and a a 2 ~41.

For C“+ , normally having a temperature above the electron temperature, the C” density
peaks on axis for 0250000 cmz/s which justifies the use of Doppler broadening measurements
on the C“ 2271—2278 A multiplet for probing central temperatures. At D:10000 cmZ/s, the
emission is beginning to be hollow, and at D=3000 cs, the peak intensity lies at r = 0.7a,
being about 5 times stronger than in the centre. Radial profile measurements on C4+ are
difficult, since the line intensity is too weak.

For 04+ , a clear T,- (280 to 220 eV) gradient between 7' 2 0 and r = 2.4 cm distance of
closest approach to the plasma centre of the line-of—sight is seen. This requires a peaked ion
temperature profile, consistent with the assumption of large ion edge—losses in the transport
model, and puts a lower limit on the diffusion coefficient of 100000 cm2/s and of the pinch
velocity factor a 2 »4 in order to move the emission shell closer to the plasma center. A lower
diffusion coefficient requires a larger 0:, which however leads to too large particle confinement
times. In thehtransport model, 03+ and 02+ get temperatures closer to the 04+ temperature
compared to experiment, which could point in the direction of decreasing diffusion coefficient
with plasma minor radius, resulting in better confined O4+ than 03+ and 02+ . However, the
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measured Doppler broadening at low temperatures tends to underestimate the temperatures
because of a larger difference between the width of a Gaussian line shape at the spectral line-
intensity weighed average temperature over the emission shell, and the width of the line-ofisight
integrated spectral line. For the "coldest” line investigated — C2+ — the difference between these
temperatures (or Line widths) is very large, 100 eV for the Gaussian with corresponding to the
average temperature, and 50 eV for the width of the real line shape.

5 Conclusions

Experimental results point to fluctuation heating of ions in the plasma centre. This is mogt
prominent on C4+ ions. Comparison of experimental and transport code results have put a
lower limit on the particle diffusion coefficient to D : 100000 cm2/s. Also, it shows that
the ion temperature profile has to be peaked to explain the results. Discrepancies between
experimental and simulated temperatures of 03+ and 02+ might point in the direction of a
radially dependent diffusion coefficient.

However, more experimental data and transport code simulations are required to confirm
these results, since the database they rely on is not very large.
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Figure 1: The time history of the ion temperatures. Error bars represent. the standard de—

viation of the ensemble averages over 10—15 discharges with 75i3 kA plasma current. Also

included are a typical time history of the plasma current, electron density from interferometry

and electron temperature from 05+ line-ratio in the VUV. C4+ reaches its peak concentrations

in the plasma centre, where fluctuations are strongest. This can explain the fast increase in

the C” temperature.
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Figure 2: T.- plotted vs. current-to-ljne-density ratio for all ion species investigated. T; of

C4+ shows a. different behaviour compared to the other species. The magnetic fluctuation level

is found to increase with both I and N in EXTRAP-Tl, and the fluctuations are thought to

dissipate energy to the ions, causing the ion temperature to be raised. C4+ is most dominant

in the plasma centre, and should therefore be most sensitive for fluctuation heating.



Toroidal phase locking phenomena and modal interactions with themean fields in the Extrap T1 reversed-field pinch
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Results from a study of the nonlinear dynamics of tearing modes and their
interaction with the current profile in the Extrap T1 reversed-field pinch [1], (R /a = 0,5
m /0.057 m = 8.8), are reported. Arrays of edge coils and an insertable magnetic probe
are used to study the Fourier mode structure of the magnetic field fluctuations and the
associated evolution of the magnetic field profiles over the range 0 = Bd<B¢> = 1.6 -
2.4.

We find that phase locking of the dominantm = 1 and m = 0 modes, due to strong
nonlinear interaction, introduce toroidal asymmetries which tend to dominate the global
plasma dynamics at all 9. These m = 1 / m = 0 mode loclcings rotate around the toms in
the electron drift direction, and give rise to large oscillations in local measurements of the
toroidal flux and edge field. The strong asymmetry in the toroidal flux is illustrated in
Fig. 1 where we show a comparison of the amplitude of oscillations in the axisymmetric
flux [(m, n) = (0, 0)], and the amplitude of the non—axisymmetric flux perturbations, as a
function of 6, time averaged over 0.1 ms during the sustainment phase. Clearly, the
generation of net axisymmetn'c (0,0) flux (dynamo) in T1 generally persists as a nearly
continuous process, in the presence of the higher amplitude non—axisymmeuic flux
perturbations [2]. In particular, we observe no clear separation between a diffusion phase
and the onset of subsequent MHD relaxation, giving rise to axisymrnetric sawtooth like
oscillations.
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The toroidal structure of the flux perturbations can typically be represented by

phase locking of (m, n) = (0, 1...5) modes, which in turn are locked to and rotate

together with a phase locking of the dominant m = 1 modes. typically (m, n) = (1, -16...-

21) in medium E) plasmas. This is consistent with the m = 0 modes being nonlinearly

driven by the dominant m = 1 modes. In Fig. 2 we show an example of a rotating m = 1/

m = 0 mode locking, indicated by peaks in the 0'01), 2‘)1 surfaces. Here (1) is the toroidal

angle and C(91)) is the dispersion in the distribution of phases evaluated as:

__1_""“ "w {papal}
0(¢)=1+2+—l—=2i2.+N. ,k=j+ls

where (PM) and (15,501)) are the phases of the Fourier modes examined [in these cases: a)

(1, -15..—22), and b) (0, 1.5)], and N = "max- nmh, - 2.
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of the inverse dispersion in the distribution of phases for a) the (1. -15..-22) and

b) the (0, 1.5) modes, during the sustainment phase of a 9 = 2.0 discharge.

Generally, single and multiple peaked m = 1 spectra alternate during the

sustainment phase in T1 in an apparently random fashion. At higher 9, however, the m =

1 spectrum often tends to develop a more robust double peaked structure [3]. In Fig. 3

we show an example of a contour plot of the time evolution of the m = 1 helical spectrum

during the sustainment phase of a high G (G = 2.2) discharge. The dominant activity (1,

-16..-18) corresponds to modes resonant near the axis. The amplitudes of these modes

oscillate in a quasi-cyclic fashion (remaining at significant amplitude throughout the

sustainment phase). Correlated with peaks in the amplitude of the near axis resonant

modes we observe second peaks at higher I n I, in this case around (1,-20..~22). In

addition to this dominant activity there is a tendency for further broadening both on the

low and high I n | side of the dominant modes. In particular, at the times indicated r1, r2
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and t3 the m = 1 power peaks and the spectrum is broadened with a predominant double
peaked structure.

1 o
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Fig. 3. Contour plot of the time evolution of the Fig. 4. Time evolution of the associated experimental
m = l helical spectrum for a 9 = 2.2 discharge. ya = uoaj-B/B2 profile (same discharge as in Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4 we show the time evolution of the experimental p profile during this
period. We find a clear correlation between the profile dynamics and the associated m = 1
activity. Around the times 11, t2 and t3, during periods of multiple peaked m = 1 spectra,
a clear suppression of j“ in the core and the corresponding j” drive off axis is observed
resulting in an off axis peak in the u w NB profile. Specifically at :1 and around t2 the
ratio MB on axis is strongly reduced as indicated by the time evolution of MO), which has
been shifted vertically in Fig. 4 for the benefit of clarity. In Fig. 5 we show the time
evolution of the spatial minimum am" of the dispersion in the distribution of phases 0(4))
evaluated for the (l, -16..~22) modes during the time interval in question. The degree of
phase locking varies in time and appears to synchronise with peaks in the m = l modal
power and with m = 1 spectra] broadening. In particular, at the times t1 and t2 the (1,-
16..-22) modes are strongly phase locked in the vicinity of the insertable probe. In this
context we emphaSise that the evolution of the profile in Fig. 4 is partly non-
axisymmetn'c. Nonetheless, the correlation between the m = 1 activity and the evolution
of the current profiles provide insight in the nonlinear dynamics of the plasma.

An estimate of the mean (0,0) [,1 profile corresponding to the situation in Fig. 3 is
shown in Fig. 6. Due to the nonlinear nature of these plasmas this profile has been
obtained by averaging the probe data in time and over several similar discharges. This
method also allows fitting higher order polynomials to the fields, and hence improved
resolution of the radial structure.
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Fig. 5. Spatial minimum of the dispersion in the Fig. 6. Estimate of the mean (0. 0) u profile,

distribution of phases. 0mm. for the (1. ~16..-22) averaged over several discharges similar to

modes corresponding to the case in Fig. 3. that shown in Figs. 3 - 5.

The mean it profile is hollow near the axis with a local flattening at the reversal (m = 0

mode resonance) surface, likely resulting from the quasilinear effect of the fluctuations on

the mean field [3]. The location of the resonances of the dominant modes are marked in

the figure. Linear stability calculations on this profile indicate instability for tearing modes

resonant on the outside of the off axis peak in p, with the leading growth rates for mode

numbers roughly coinciding with the modes in the second peak in the m = 1 spectrum.

Hence, the predominant double peaked structure of the m = 1 spectrum at high (E) (cg.

Fig. 3) indicate that the m = 0 modes effect the m = 1 spectrum dynamics not only

through nonlinear spectral broadening but also quasilinearly by modifying the mean field

in the vicinity of the reversal surface.
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Introduction. Under normal operating conditions in a reversed field pinch
(RFP), magneticfluctuation-induced transport dominates other loss mechanisms. A
typical fluctuation amplitude of 1% of equilibrium field is sufficient to account for
the observed global energy flux caused by stochastic magnetic field diffusion. The
majority of the fluctuations result from the instability and nonlinear coupling of
several core-resonant m=1, n~2R/a tearing modes. Tearing fluctuations stem from
the gradient of normalized parallel current density (ju /B ) and is an essential element
of fluctuation-dynamo sustainment of the RFP equilibrium. In this paper, we report
on the results of direct measurements of the fluctuation-induced transport, its
controlled reduction in a transient current profile flattening experiment, and a study
of poloidal current profile control by the use of lower hybrid current drive.

Transport Measurements. We measure the local magnetic-fluctuation-
induced electron energy [1] and particle [2] fluxes in the MST experiment (major
radius R=1.5 m, minor radius a=0.51 m , plasma current Ip<0l7 MA) over the minor
radius range r > 0.75:1. The measurements are performed in low-plasma—current
(120 RA S 117 $220 kA) discharges tolerant to the edge diagnostics. The radial electron
heat flux carried by electrons traveling parallel to the magnetic field is obtained from
correlation between the fluctuations in the parallel heat flux measured by a fast
pyrobolometer [1] and the radial magnetic field measured by a proximal magnetic
probe coil. Independently, we measure the radial particle flux of fast electrons (E >
50 eV ) by correlating fluctuations of fast electron current and local radial magnetic
field using an electron energy analyzer - magnetic probe combination [2] under
similar plasma conditions.

The summary results of both measurements are shown in Fig. 1. Total radial
fluctuation-induced heat flux (open symbols) is measured by the pyrobolometer, and
the radial heat flux convected by fast electrons (solid symbols) is calculated from the
particle transport flux 1";- tirnes the average particle energy, Qrc=Fr(T,//2+T_L) . The
results are consistent with all of the measured heat flux being convected out of the
plasma by the fast electrons. At the plasma edge the heat transport is low, but inside
the reversal surface (r<0.85a ) it accounts for essentially the entire energy loss.

Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive (PPCD). Transport studies of MST plasmas
imply that the natural way to improve the RFP confinement is to reduce the
magnetic fluctuations by active control of the parallel current density gradient. In
order to flatten the poloidal current profile in the outer ( 0.61; _< r 511 ) region of the
plasma, a small capacitor bank drives a fast current pulse in the toroidal field circuit
to induce a poloidal electric field 59. Fig. 2 summarizes the PPCD experiment [3].
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The applied toroidal and poloidal voltages V¢ and V9 (Fig. 2a) produce the poloidal
and toroidal plasma currents I 4; and 19 (Fig. 2b). For the direction of the driven
current to be consistent with the current profile flattening, the volume average
toroidal field (Hg) ) and the toroidal field at the wall B¢w must decrease as in Fig. 2c.

By flattening the current profile, PPCD slows the growth of m=1 fluctuations
and suppresses their associated sawteeth activity. The maximum amplitude of
toroidal magnetic field fluctuations is about three times the minimum amplitude
between sawtooth crash events; PPCD maintains this minimum value for several

milliseconds.
PPCD doubles the energy confinement time by halving the Ohmic input

ower while the stored thermal energy is somewhat increased. The solid line curves
in Fig. 3 show shot-averaged waveforms of the central cord electron density 113 ,
charge-exchange ion temperature Ti and POhmic (E 9 included ). The dashed line
waveforms are for a reference set of eight discharges with PPCD not energized.
These were operated identically to PPCD shots except for a short gas puff at t=10 ms
to mimic a modest density increase during PPCD. The most pronounced effect in
Fig. 3 is a dramatic decrease of the Ohmic input power during the PPCD pulse.
During that time the soft X-ray flux increases by more than three—fold while the total
radiated power slightly decreases. The confinement results are summarized in
Table 1. PPCD results strongly encourage the program of fluctuation and transport
suppression using current profile modification techniques in the RFP. Clear
correlation exists between current profile flattening, partial suppression of magnetic
fluctuations, and improved confinement.
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PPCD N0 PPCD
384 RA 1¢ 400 1<A
250 eV T50 200 eV

150 eV Ti (CXA) 150 eV

1x1013 cm‘3 (fie) 1><1013 cm'3
7v V100,, 15 V

2.2.133 TE Dims

1.6 2" 3.1

Table 1: Comparison of energy confinement parameters for the discharges
with and withOut PPCD. The electron temperature T3 is estimated from a
self-consistent analysis of the density 71g, Si(Li) detector X-ray energy spectra,
and two different Be-foil filtered X—ray measurements.

Lower-Hybrid Current Drive for Fluctuation Reduction. To optimize and
sustain an improved confinement state as that observed in the PPCD experiment, it is
desirable to utilize a nontransient, noninvasive, and flexible current-drive technique

for the poloidal current profile control. One promising candidate for MST plasma
conditions is lower hybrid (slow wave) current drive (LHCD) in a frequency range of
2”3“’LH-

The feasibility of LHCD is examined using a tokamak—inspired theoretical
approach [4] with appropriate modifications made to account for the differences in
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magnetic topology and plasma parameters in the RFP. The distinct features of RFPs
that affect LHCD include: i) large (ope / a)“ ranging from 3 to 10, ii) large magnetic
shear with a reversal layer typically located near r=0.8 a , and iii) a small fraction of
trapped particles. Because of the large cope / cote ratio, the parallel refractive index 11 II
of the LH wave must be set larger than that in a comparably sized tokamak to ensure
accessibility. In a frequency range of 2~3wLH, the slow wave branch of the cold
plasma dispersion relation leads to the propagation condition n“2 2
[(1-r cope / cecal/2 + cope / wce]2. The propagating LI-I wave is predominantl
electrostatic with the wave vector k almost perpendicular to the equilibrium
magnetic field. The wave energy and momentum propagate almost parallel to the
magnetic field (mostly in the poloidal direction), but a small radially inward
component will cause the wave to spiral into the plasma. The radially inward
penetration of the wave is facilitated by an upshift of k”.

The damping of the wave is estimated by calculating the imaginary part of the
warm plasma dielectric tensor. To maximize the effect on the poloidal current
profile, one needs to select 71/, such that the wave energy is mostly absorbed b
moderate to high energy electrons in the target zone. This is accomplished by an
appropriate antenna design to ensure Uphll/ mm; = 2 ~ 3 in the target zone. This
kinetic constraint imposes an upper limit on n” for wave energy accessibility and
precludes the undesirable possibility of penetration to the core of the RFP plasma.

For a typical MST discharge with [p = 400 kA and central electron density 0f
8x1012cm'3, the electron temperature in the target zone r : 0.7 a is about 200 eV. The
LH wave at C0/27t= 250 MHz with n” = 10 at the edge (El/I = 12 cm) will travel mostly
in the poloidal direction as it spirals radially into the target zone where it is electron
Landau damped. The analytical calculations for the typical MST discharges are
confirmed by using an extended version of Brambilla’s ray tracing code [5]. Figure
4a shows the ray trajectory projected on a constant toroidal angle plane. The LI-I-
wave driven-current—density profile is shown in Fig. 4b. It peaks at r = 0.7a in good
agreement with the analytical predictions.

The stabilization effects of a driven auxiliary current (such as in Fig. 4b) is
studied by using the 3-D, nonlinear, resistive MHD code DEBS [6]. The auxiliary
current drive is modeled by incorporating an assumed additional electron force.
Puncture plots of magnetic filed lines from simulations without and with the
auxiliary drive are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. Sb, respectively. The current profile
modification reduces fluctuations and restores nested flux surfaces in the core.

‘ This work supported by US. Dept. of Energy grants DE-FGOZ—85ER53198 and
DE-Fv35ER53212, and contract DEACCB—S9ER51114
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SpectIOSCOpy and Titanium gettering in SPHEX
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SPHEX is a spheromak wherein the toroidal and poloidal currents are generated and
sustained by direct current injection from a. Marshall gun, and organised by the effect of
magnetic relaxation. In the past it has not achieved high temperature (Langmuir probes
indicate a flat profile of about 20eV), and this was thought to be due to radiation from
impurites originating in the Marshall gun. For this paper, titanium has been applied to
the plasma—facing surface of the flux conserver in an attempt to reduce impurity levels
and plasma density. Calibrated spectrometers were used to measure plasma properties
and impurity levels, both before and after application of titanium.

The titanium is also found to have a surprisingly large reflect on the magnetic proper-
ties, which gives some evidence regarding the relaxation mechanism.

Instrumentation

A 1m Czerny Turner with unintensified PDA covers 2200A to 8000A. This instrument is
calibrated against a standard tungsten-halogen lamp.

A 1m normal incidence VUV with scintillator/PMT covers 600A to 3000A. This is
calibrated using the ‘branching ratio’ technique; however to date only the Ba and Lyg
lines of neutral hydrogen have been identified as suitable, so it has been assumed that the
quantum efficiency remains constant from 600A to 1500A.

A Bolometer and a He detector also fitted. The bolometer is a. SXR/UV photodetector
of known sensitivity, and the HO detector is calibrated against a tungsten lamp.

Base conditions; impurity content; ionisation balance
A complete survey shows carbon to be dominant impurity, despite the absence of carbon
in the wall materials! .

In terms of density, Cu < Cm 2 Cw.
We have made an extensive study of line ratios for the Be—like ions Cm and 0v, but

find that they indicate values for Te which are less than 10eV, inconsistent with Langmuir
probe data, and they remain very constant during the experiments described below. Since

'Strathclyde University and JET Joint Undertaking
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our diffusion model does not find these ions to be localised in cooler regions, we are unable
to explain these results. We intend to make these ratios the subject of further study, and
do not discuss them further here.

By using a diffusion code we are able to compare the observed intensities for the
resonance lines of the dominant ionisation states with those predicted by the model. A
previous measurement [7] gave a particle confinement time 7,, = 200/45, which is equivalent

to D; = 2Xlflscmzs"; the rate of decay of Nc when the Marshall gun is turned off (below)
gives Tp ~ 300/45. However, this model gives a better fit with somewhat faster difiusion.
We find that the observed ionisation balance fits TC = 25eV and Di = llOscmzs‘l (table

1).
There is significant reduction in all Carbon and the lower ionisation states of Oxygen

when titanium is used, but Ovr increases. To persuade the model to reproduce this, it is

not sufiicient to reduce the recycling coefiicient (from 0.9 to 0.1); it is also necessary to

increase Ta to about SOeV, or reduce Dr to 1X106. The former seems more likely.

Magnetics. (figure 1)
The n:1 mode ‘Cuts outI intermittently during gettered operation, and the poloidal field

(and hence toroidal current) decays during these quiet periods. This would imply that the

n:1 mode drives toroidal current, and that the current profile has changed, stabilising

n=1 mode. [1]

Low density operation (figure 2)

The absolute impurity levels are reduced by gettering from about 1% to about 0.4%, and

it will be difficult to reduce them further. To reduce the radiated power it will be more

productive to reduce Ne; NJ: 2' 1.0X10'14Am, on the threshold of what is acceptable [6].

Since it is impossible to run the Marshall gun with reduced gas flow, we can only reduce

N, by turning off the Marshall gun in mid-shot. The results from this exercise now follow.

Ni. is successfully raised by 2 x4.
The rate of decay 'of Bpoiaidai reduced from 120Ts" to 60Ts‘1, which is similar to the

best achieved by comparable machines (50 Ts" E 37 MAs'l on CTCC, [3], SSIVIAS'l on

CTX, [‘2] Since spheromaks are usually observed to decay linearly, Jarboe has proposed

that % is a more resonable measure of‘quality’ than a time constant [5]. This is somewhat

controversial since the change in p profile which one expects during decay can create an

edge field which decays linearly when the toroidal current is decaying exponentially. In

fact all these machines have a plasma duration between 0.6 and 1.4ms, despite having

edge fields varying from SDmT to 1.2T.
Also during the decay phase, an n=2 mode appears, which is indirect evidence of a

shift to a more peaked current density distrubution. Knox et. al. [4] have shown that a

spheromak with a peaked p profile is unstable to ideal n22 kink instability, and have also

observed such a mode in CTX.
The Ovr level substantially increased, and %‘$1 increases during decay phase. The

plasma behaviour is much less consistent during low density operation, and we have not
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yet collected a full set of results under consistent conditions. However the OVIIO32A/ 0v
629.3. ratio has increased from 0.25 to 0.47 (photons), typically.

Conclusions

We find that application of titanium reduces recycling to near-zero, for both oxygen
and carbon and probably increases T significantly, with concomitant changes 1n current
p1ofile. Low density operation can be achieved, but not while the Marshall gun is in
operation. There are a number of indirect indications of further increases in temperature
(luring low density operation.
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Table 1: Comparison of observed and modelled ionisation balance
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The Central Column Structure in SPHEX
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Introduction
SPHEX is a gun injected spherornak in which a magnetised Marshall gun generates and
maintains an approximately axisymmetric toroidal plasma within a topologically spherical
flux conserving vessel [l—3l. The central column has been defined as a region of high
mean floating potential, ((1);) up to ~ 150 V, aligned with the geometric axis of the device
[1]. It has been suggested that this region corresponds to the open magnetic flux which is
connected directly to the central electrode of the gun and links the toroidal annulus (in
which ((1),) 2 0V). Poynting vector measurements have shown that the pOWer required
to drive toroidal current in the annulus is transmitted out of the column by the coherent
20 kHz mode which pervades the plasma [1]. Measurements of the MHD dynamo in the
column indicate an ‘antidynamo’ electric field due to correlated fluctuations in v and B
at the 20 kHz mode frequency which is consistent with the time-averaged Ohm’s Law [4]

On shorting the gun electrodes, the density in the column region decays rapidly leaving
a ‘hole’ of radius RC ~ 7cm. This agrees with the estimated dimension of the open flux
from mean internal B measurements and axisymmetric forceafree equilibrium modellingy
but is considerably smaller than the radius of ~ 13cm inferred from the time-averaged
potential. In standard operating conditions the gun delivers a current of [G x 60 kA at
VG :3 500V for ~ lms, driving a. toroidal current of I, z 60 kA. Ultimately we wish
to understand the mechanism which drives toroidal current in the annulus; the central
column is of interest because of the crucial role it plays in this process.

Mapping and Interpretation of Column Structure
The observed 20 kHz oscillation has toroidal mode number n : 1 and its rotation origi<
Dates in the gun. it is highly coherent over the entire plasma [1] which allows us to map
the potential and other quantities using a variation of the boxcar method [5]. A magnetic
field probe at the plasma edge is used as a reference signal to which the phase of all other
measurements is referred. Representative waveforms are constructed by averaging over
five mode periods as a function of the reference phase. Similar signals at a number of
radii are then plotted on a polar diagram and displayed as a contour map. The result is
approximately equivalent to a spatial map of the quantity at fixed phase.

Figure 1 presents the floating potential in the plane 28 cm from the front face, as
Viewed towards the gun, constructed from 13 radial measurements. The longitudinal
Column current is out of the page, It is anticlockwise and the mode rotates clockwise. The
region of high potential has a radius of ~ 9 cm consistent with the Open flux estimates, but
it is shifted by about 7 cm away from the geometric axis. The peak potential is ~ 300 V.
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Similar potential maps at eight positions along the column are shown in figure 2.

The peak potential remains above 300V to within 7cm of the front face. The highly

distorted structure gives broad time-averaged profiles and the increasing displacement

along the column results in the decreasing mean potential reported by Browning et al

[1], In the main body of the flux conserver the high potential region is helically distorted

with a wavelength of A ~ 75 cm. By comparison,.the pitch of the mean magnetic field -

2WR(B,)/(B¢) where (8,) and (3,) are mean longitudinal and toroidal field components -

is limited by the similar value of ~ 70 cm (figure 3). The helical distortion is in the sense

expected for a current driven kink mode. ‘

On the basis of these results we propose that the n = 1 mode is a nonlinearly satu-

rated kink of the central column which is maintained close to marginal stability by the

longitudinal field of the toroidal current I, in the annulus. Thus, a feedback mechanism

on the driving instability limits the attainable 1;. A column of radius Rc with stabilising

field B2 is unstable to an n = 1 kink if the field pitch is less than the kink wavelength A.

Assuming A is limited by the length of the column, the condition for instability is

ZWRCBI
1A8,: < (1)

where Bic = pole/(217123 is the toroidal field at R 2 RC due to the column current 1;.

Assuming B1 = [Jolt/(2R0) where R0 is a mean annulus radius, the limiting I, is

Ito/Va
I: < W (2)

Using Rc = 9cm, /\ 2 75cm, 30 = 23 cm (mean radius of annulus) and IC = 60 kA

(standard conditions, assuming Ic : [6),

I. < 1.11: z 65 kA (3)

This rough calculation compares well with an experimental Ii z 60 kA in these conditions.

Helical Equilibrium
These results indicate a state of approximate helical symmetry. We use the helical flux

function ¢'(R,u) for fields with wavenumber k where u 2 mi) — k2, defined by [6]

adj-(12,11) 61/2‘(R,u)“B" =T "Br ”“232 = ‘71? (4)
Figure 4 presents the experimental helical flux function, assuming 71 = 1 and wavelength

21r/k = 75 cm, derived from a map of the magnetic field in the plane 26.5 cm from the

.front face; this plane is chosen since the mean radial field (BR) is close to zero. The
helical axis (HA) and geometric axis (GA) are indicated with white dots — the HA shows
a large displacement of ~ 10 cm away from the GA. The contour at 1,1" = —2.0 m/m
which has a radius of ~ 10cm contains a longitudinal flux of 3.0 m. Since the gun
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flux is 3.2 m, this contour indicates the maximum extent of the open flux tube, The
displacement and size of this open flux is similar to that of the high potential region in
figure 1, but there is an apparent phase lag between the magnetic and potential Surfacag'

Since the rotation speed of the column is significantly suvlfVéniC, the magnetic field
should be approximately force—free and hence #J = #B~ Within a rigid conducting
cylinder the minimum energy state (for given magnetic helicity) is helical if pal-EC > 3.11
[7]. This gives a critical pc it: 34 mil whereas the observed field line pitch corresponds to
#c = Ila/0.70 : 17m“. However the column is actually surrounded by annulus plasma
with M: < pt; hence helical equilibria will appear at significantly lower ,u. Taking an
average p m 11m—l over the entire plasma, helical states develop for a container radiu5
% 28 cm, corresponding well to a. representative liux conserVer radius. Force-free equilibria,
for such a system have been modelled taking a high value of [1,; to represent the column,
prescribed to have a combination of axisymmetric (1n = 0) and first helical modes (m = 1)
surrounded by a field of lower p which must be calculated as a sum of helical modes [8]
Helical flux surfaces shown in figure 5 correspond well to the experimental surfaces; field
lines on a typical helical flux surface are shown in figure 6.

Discussion and Conclusions
We have previously shown [4] that the electric field along the GA is consistent with the
time-averaged Ohm’s Law E = rm} -— (5A5) in which the dynamo term GAE) dominates.
We have demonstrated here the way in which this electric field arises from the structure
of the n : 1 mode; it is due mainly to the increasing displacement of the column.

The electric field along the helical axis is about 200 V m“, significantly larger than the
Spitzer field estimated to be nju z 40Vm‘1 in [4]. This implies a non-zero 'U A B which
implies in turn the existence of a. phase shift between magnetic and potential surfaces.
The phase shift shown between figures 1 and 4 may be evidence for this.

The SPHEX central column is helically distorted with an n = 1 structure. The power
to drive toroidal current in the annulus is transmitted outwards as a result of the rotation
of the distorted column through the plasma. The toroidal current is limited to It fie Ic (in
standard conditions) .by a feedback process which maintains the column close to marginal
n. = l kink stability.

[1] PK Browning, G Cunningham et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 1718 (1992).
[2] G Cunningham et al, this conference.
[3] SJ Gee and MG Rusbridge, this conference.
[4] A al-Karkhy, PK Browning et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1814 (1993).
[5] EJ Daly, GI Williamson et al, Plas. Phys. Contr. Fusion 27, 761 (1985).
[6] JW Edenstrasser, J. Plas. Phys. 24, 299 (1980).
[7] JB Taylor, Rev. Mod. Phys. 58, 741 (19%).
[8] LJ Palumbo and AM Platzack, The Astrophysical Journal 416, 656 (1993)
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Operation of SPHEX in helium and deuterium

S.J.Gee and M.G.Rusbridge

Pure and Applied Physics Department, UMIST,

Manchester M60 1QD, United Kingdom

Introduction

In the SPHEX spheromak [1—3] a. magnetised Marshall gun generates a toroidal
plasma with embedded toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, figure 1. The resulting
spheromak plasma is almost entirely governed by the programmed gun flux, We. Sur-
prisingly then following ejection, the voltage VG between the gun electrodes attains a.
value which is largely independent of ‘113. The SPHEX power supply acts as an ap—
proximate current source [1], consequently V3 is entirely determined by the non linear
load presented to it by the plasma, for any given gun current. Figure 2 shows typical
gun current and voltage traces using hydrogen as the fill gas. The signature of initial
gas breakdown in the gun is a period of low VG (~ 140 V) called the pedestal. This
is interpreted as the electrode sheath voltage, and persists throughout the discharge.
After the initial gas breakdown, the gun voltage remains at this pedestal voltage as
the gun current builds up, until the instant of plasma ejection when it starts to rise
rapidly. Ejection is governed by a simple force balance at the gun muzzle, occurring
when the internal azimuthal field due to the gun current exceeds the external radial
field from the gun solenoid. The sharp rise in Va continues until it reaches some

critical value when it abruptly stops, suggesting that a breakdown of the ‘magnetic
insulation’ occurs, which is then subsequently maintained at a finite VG throughout
the discharge. This implied breakdown cannot be ‘gas like’ which would tend to
reduce VG to the pedestal voltage and would divert all of the gun current from the
spheromak, neither of which are seen. Nor can it be due to ‘short flux’ linking the
gun electrodes (effectively bypassing the spheromak) since this would short out the
electrodes at any voltage.

We propose that the observed gun voltage is limited by breakdown of the azimuthal
magnetic insulation between the gun electrodes, by ions which acquire enough energy
so that their Larmor diameter equals the inter electrode gap.
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Model of the gun voltage

The maximum excursion of an ion starting from rest in a. crossed E,Bg field is the

Larmor diameter evaluated at the Er/Ba speed,

where E, is the radial electric field, Be is the azimuthal magnetic field and m.- is the

mass of the heaviest ion present in sufficient quantity to carry the current. Both E,

and Ba vary across the gap, but we will use mean values throughout. If the ions just

cross the inter electrode gap D, the gun voltage required is ErD, namely

VG : eBgD2
2m,

We now estimate 39 as the field due to an infinite straight conductor, leading to the

VG 6D: (P010)2
= 2m, 27rr

voltage limit given by

where 10 is the gun current. For a standard hydrogen discharge with [G = 60 kA and

independent of the gun flux, this gives 440 V (assuming Hi), which is in reasonable

agreement with the observed value of 500 V from figure 2. In order to test this idea

further, we have made measurements in hydrogen, deuterium and helium for a range

gun current and flux.

Results

Figure 3 shows the measured (solid circles) and calculated (open circles) gun

voltage for a series of discharges in helium as a function of gun flux. For comparable

conditions to the above example the gun voltage has now fallen to ~ 350 V which

again is in good agreement with the ~ 300 V predicted, and immediately demonstrates

the mass dependence. We can also see the clear independence of Va from \115- up to

the ejection limit (where the internal azimuthal magnetic field can no longer match

the external radial magnetic field [1]), at N 3.4 m for this gun current. Up to this

limit there is good agreement with model. Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing [G

at constant pg (pa = ng/lIlg). Here we see that the observed gun voltage rises

more slowly than suggested by our model, and that the close agreement of fig. 3 was

due in part to our initial choice of- gun current. This discrepency is not surprising

when we consider that we have used mean field values only and that the model is

a single particle picture. Once the ions start to carry a significant fraction of the
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gun current, they will inevitably interact with the simple magnetic field structure

envisaged in the gun, so raising the question of self consistency. Also the effect of the

field structure in the entry region cannot be ignored. By considering the variation of

)1 along the geometric axis of SPHEX [5], we know that current can be diverted in

the entry region, away from the spheromak configuration itself. Ideally the net axial

current in a spheromak should be zero, but in SPHEX a large proportion of the gun

current is lost to the flux conserver walls by a mechanism which is uncertain.

We also find the model is qualitatively consistent with rodomak data [4] where a

current carrying conductor was placed coaxially with the Marshall gun. Here for fixed

gun current and flux, the gun voltage limit increases as the conductor current I,“

(and effectively the azimuthal magnetic insulation) increases. However the implied

dependence (10 + Lad)2 is too strong to match observations.

Although the current carrying ions proposed by the model have not been detected

directly, the presence of accelerated ions has been inferred from NPA measurements

[6], and more recently from a gridded energy analyser [7]. These results are consistent

with the model and confirm that ion acceleration up to the gun voltage is possible in

SPHEX.

Conclusions

A model has been proposed that the observed gun voltage in the SPHEX sphero—

mak is limited by ions which acquire enough energy to cross the inter electrode gap

in the Marshall gun and so bypass the magnetic insulation. We have demonstrated

that the gun voltage limit is inversely proportional to the mass of the heaviest ion

present in sufiicient quantity to carry the current. Furthermore rodomak data shows

that the voltage limit increases with conductor current indicating it is connected with

the azimuthal magnetic field within the gun. Quantitatively the voltage predicted is

in good agreement with observations.
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DYNAMICS OF A DENSE CLOUD AT A TWO—STAGE PLASMA
HEATING IN THE GOL-3 DEVICE

V.T.Astrelin, A.V.Burdakov, V.S.Koidan, S.V.Lebedev, K.1.Mekler,
P.I.Melnikov, V.V.Postupaev, M.A.Sheheglov and S.G.Voropaev

G.I.Bttdker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

ABSTRACT. The experiments on two-stage heating of the plasma cloud with 1016-10l7

cm‘3 density and ~0.5 m length due to energy transfer from a low density background

plasma in long solenoidal trap GOL~3 are discussed. The temperature of the cloud reaches
70—100 eV in its central region and ~300 eV in periphery. Longitudinal nonuniformity of

plasma pressure causes the cloud expansion and formation of waves, which propagates

along the entire device length. The pressure in the wave is several fold greater than

preceding one of the background plasma. The calculations of the two‘stage heating and

dynamics of the dense plasma cloud are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION. The researches of collective plasma heating by relativistic electron beams

have shown, that in the case of moderate current density (jb~l kA/cmz) the maximal density of

efficiently heated plasma is (2-3)‘1015 cm'3. To raise the plasma density accessible for this heating
technique, a so—called "two-stage" heating scheme was proposed ll ], in which hot plasma electrons were

supposed to serve as a secondary source of heating of the dense plasma cloud, placed in the low density

plasma (where an effective beam-plasma interaction is observed). The first experiments on two—stage

plasma heating in GOL—3 device have shown the feasibility of this idea [2]. The efficiency of energy
transmission due to collective beam interaction with 5'10” cm’3 background plasma was ~30%. The
dense plasma cloud acquired approximately the half of this energy via absorption of fast electrons and
longitudinal thermal conductivity. The main feature of discussed experiments is the use of a new gas

puffing system, which enables to get short cloud with ~0.5 m length and maximal density of 2'10”) cm‘a.
In this case'the temperature of the cloud should be higher than in previous experiments. The goal of the

experiments and simulations described is to find a conditions for getting fi~l in a high—temperature

dense cloud.

II. DEVICE AND DIAGNOSTICS. The experiments were performed on GOL~3 facility which is
a 7 m long mirror trap with a 5.5 T uniform magnetic field and an 11 T field in the end mirrors. After the

discharge chamber was filled with hydrogen of 1014-1015 cm‘3 density, a gas cloud was created by gas

puffing. Then preliminary gas ionization was produced by a linear discharge. The electron beam (0.8
MeV, 40 kA, 3-5 us) was injected into this plasma with a controlled delay time with respect to the gas
puff that allowed the cloud length to be varied. The parameters of plasma were measured by
diamagnetic loops, placed in different points along the vacuum chamber. The new system of gas puffing
was located in the same point with Thomson scattering diagnostics at .r = 2.67 in, so this enables the

parameters of plasma in the densest central part of the cloud to be measured in contrast from previous
experiments. The total beam energy losses were ~25 ‘Z, that for different shots corresponds to the

absolute losses of 10—15 kJ.
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Fig.1 Layout of the COL—3 experiment.

III. TWO—STAGE DENSE PLASMA HEATING. The plasma pressure nT measured in several

points is shown on Fig.2 (labels a). Near the cloud center (x = 2.4 m) the growth of plasma

diamagnetism is monotonous during the heating pulse and afterheating by thermal flux from the

background plasma, then plasma pressure decreases. The two—stage heating results in the considerable

(3-5 times) excess of plasma pressure in the cloud over the reference one of uniform plasma with

optimum density.

Two electron fractions can be schematically considered in the dense cloud heating: the

Maxwellian electrons with temperature ~l keV and suprathermal ones with typical energies above 10

keV. Their energy deposits correspond to their ranges. In the experiments [2] the longitudinal density

of the cloud nL was ~10” cm'z, therefore the heating of cloud center was provided by suprathermal

electrons only, and Maxwellian ones left their energy on cloud periphery. In described experiments the

cloud density was chosen so, that even thermal electrons of uniform plasma heat up the most fraction of

15 3 the cloud. Therefore the pressure distribution on

nr-ID , keV/tx
15 I

1 ””IIIIHHHHI 11% the device length is peaked in the cloud location

X: 1.3 I“ X: I.” I_ after the end of heating. The plasma pressure in

‘ the uniform part has typical second maximum (see

'5 0.5 Fig.2, x= 1.30 in), which corresponds with arrival

of pressure wave in point of registration. The

pressure in the wave is comparable with maximum
lllllllllllllll

0 10 t pl 20 o m t”- 3 of plasma pressure during the beam injection.
1

Is 3 5 3 Thomson scattering data agreed in general with

1 “1'10 I keV/u nflO I ”I“ diamagnetic one (taking into account that nearest
Illlllllllllllll llllllllllllllllll

X=Mfll ” X=5Jl n: diamagnetic loop is 30 cm apart from the cloud

H

‘ ' center). Typical final temperature in the cloud

< center is 60-70 eV at ~lO'6 cm'3 density. The

- plasma density after heating is less than initial

one, that can be accounted for the cloud expansion

II II . .

0 1. 1:," 20 o 10 t,|- 2° along the magnetic field caused by pressure

Fig.2. Plasma pressure nT at different distances gradient. Fm?” plasma temperature m the cloud

from beam input a _ experiment b _ center in several times exceeds the ionization rate,
. ,

calculations. that enables the power balance to be established.
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-3 IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION. The
simulation was performed in frames of 1-D

n, c.-
12 rllllllllllll‘lllllIllllllllllllr

r a
hydrodynamical model. Model also uses few
phenomenological parameters, estimated from
the experiment. The set of equations includes
heat balance in plasma [3]:

36nT a 67‘
571+ 61(ZHTU) +11”Ta—:2EKE-FQO’

where n and u are a density and velocity of

plasma, T is a temperature of plasma electrons
(ion temperature was set to zero), coefficient of
longitudinal thermal conductivity:

= tem T—n’g
where 1- is classical electron collisional time, ;
is a coefficient of thermal conductivity
suppressing during beam pulse [4]. A heating

power density Qo Consists of a plasma heating
[JillIlllllllllllllllllllllJllllll

4 1,. 6 7 efficiency 77')“ and its dependence on coordinate
Fig.3. Time evolution ofdense cloud parameters. and density [5 l1

_ A P(t) 177‘ max 0,!g [nc/n(x) l E l ,
90W) _ SL (AG +x/la) —A9 + at _ all"El ~50).

here P is the beam power injected into plasma column with cross section .5 and length L, AG) is an initial

beam angular spread, 10 is the relaxation length, m: = 3‘10” cm'3, A is a normalization constant. The

second term in right side accounts an additional heating of main plasma by "tail" of fast plasma electrons

with typical "temperature" Th ~ 10 keV and efficiency 77h:

1515.?" .21)
6 at H gig/1'2“mhlllé Tmzz) Cxp(~z) dz,

and last one describes ionization losses in neutral gas: at is an ionization rate per one electron-ion pair

and so is an initial energy density. in last equation Fs/Th is a dimensionless energy of fast electrons,
1

2mm - energy for which an electron range R0 is equal to r11 = f0n(x) dx, §=nl/Rg and ill is an electron

energy dissipative function in plasma. A plasma motion and continuity is described by equations

fl Bu Ba Ba +B=§nut
31+"E= TMax(”T ’2m a_x) at 3.:

where his minimal wave front length, M is an ion mass.

The initial background plasma density was n == 7‘10l4 cm"3 and density. position and the length of

plasma cloud were n = 1016 cm‘3, x = 2.67 m and dx ~ 30 cm, respectively. Plasma heating efficiencies

were: 7n = 0.04 and m, = 0.l. The dynamics of plasma parameters is shown on Fig.3. The temperature
of the cloud during the beam pulse remains much less then in uniform plasma. The pressure in the cloud
grows and at t = 71,—4.4 p5 exceeds background one as a result of heating by fast electrons. After the

beam pulse end the cloud temperature grows due to restoration of thermal conductivity so the plasma
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pressure in cloud exceeds background level at 5—10 times. It causes generation of two waves in plasma

(see Fig.4). Their phase velocities being close to local ion sound velocity became grow after the beam

pulse at 1.5—2 times during a plasma temperature decrease. it may be explained by acceleration of

background plasma towards cold edges.

A time dependence of calculated pressure nT in selected points is shown on Fig.2 (labels b). At

the edge of the cloud x = 2.4 m the first maximum of nT- is connected with direct beam heating and

second one - with beginning of plasma wave formation. The shape of this curve depends strongly on

details of initial plasma density distribution. As for experiments, the shape of correspondent

diamagnetic signal varies sufficiently and sometimes it is two‘humped-like too.

The second maximum of calculated signal for x = 0.4 m corresponds to arrival of plasma wave and

it is in a good agreement with experimental signal. As for other coordinates (.1: = 4.6 and 5.7 m), an

agreement is not so good but the basic tendency remains. The corresponding maximums in experiment

are hardly detectable. Then, one must pay attention to difference between final levels of pressure for

input side of system. It may be caused by ion heating that is not taken in consideration in numerical

model.

V. CONCLUSIONS. The main results of experiments on two—stage heating of dense plasma in

COL—3 device are:

1. During the heating of the 0,5 m cloud the temperature of up to 75 eV in center with ~10” CM'3

density is achieved. The thermal energy of dense plasma is several times higher than the ionization rate.

The effect of concentration of plasma energy in the

dense cloud due to the heating hot plasma electrons

and classical thermal conductivity is achieved. This

enables to get [kl in further experiments.

R
W

W
M

W
-.

2. The dynamics of dense plasma expansion

is investigated. the hydrodynamical model of this

process is advanced.

3. Results of numerical simulation are in

reasonable agreement with experiment. The

development of waves with phase velocities, close to
on:

. 0’ ‘ ‘ > - l
F134. PlotofnT(z,x); nTnmx=2.5'1015keV/cm3 ton sound is observed both in expenmen and

calculations.
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Plasma Flow in the Edge Region of Heliotron E
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ABSTRUCT
The plasma flow in the edge region of Heliotron E has been studied by using a multi-
faced Langmuir probe The perpendicular flow in the nay of the ion-diamagnetic drift
is obsened for ECH currentless plasma for <r/a > 2 0 9 For NBI plasma however the
perpendicular flo“ is directed in the electron-dianiagnetic drifl direction The parallel
flow is also observed for ECH- and NBI»plasmas in both sides of the last closed mag-
netic surface. The dependence of the parallel flow on the confinement field direction is
qualitatively consistent with the observed up~down asymmetry of the divertor flux

1. Introduction
The plasma flow is one of the important parameters not only for the edge plasma

physics but also for the improvement of plasma confinement. In Heliotron E, a
heliotron/torsatron device with €=2lm=19 helical coil (R = 2.2 m. <a > ~ 0.2 in, BO 5 2 T),
the previous experiments with surface analysis probes indicate the existence of asymmetric
flow of impurities in the separatrix regionh, 2]. Moreover, the observed up-down asymmetry
of the divertor heat load and the divertor particle flux[3, 4] suggests the asymmetric plasma
flow in the divertor region. On the other hand, the plasma rotation in the inner region (<r/a >
< 0.9) has been measured by Doppler shift of the impurity line spectra[5, 6]. Therefor, in or-
der to understand the plasma flow in the whole region, the data for the region between
<r/ap> 2 0.9 and the separatrix region are required. Since it is not easy to apply the spec-
troscopic methods for this region, we have installed a multi-faced Langmuir probe.

In this paper, we discuss the basic properties of observed plasma flow in this region.
Experiments are performed for currentless plasmas produced by ECH and/or Net

2. Multi-faced Langmuir Probe
The multi-faced Langmuir probe used in this experiment consists of a circular array

of 12 collecting probe-tips mounted on the circumference of the cylindrical probe-head (3.4
cm in the diameter) and one set of a triple probe on the flat end of the head The probe tips
are biased negatively enough (~ —250 V) against the chamber wall to collect the ion satura-
tion current. The probe scans the radial direction on the equatorial plane. For ECH plasma
discussed here, we could insert the probe up to <r/a > ~ 085 without any significant
changes of the plasma performance and damage on the probe. For NBl plasma, however,
the probe insertion radius was limited to <r/ap> ~ 0.95 mainly due to the power limit of bias
circuit The triple probe is used to estimate the plasma density, n, the electron temperature,
TB ,and the plasma potential, VS (a V) + 3 x Te; Vf is the floating potential). The bias voltage
for the triple probe was usually fixed at ~ 250 V The triple probe data were occasionally
checked by analyzing the probe characteristic curves with sweeping bias voltage.

inside the LCFS, the components of the plasma flow, v” = M// x c5 and “L = Mi x Cs
are estimated based on the MacLatchy's method[7, 8] from the azimuthal distribution of the
ion saturation currents to the circular array, 3:“. M//(i) and cs are Mach number of the flow
parallel (perpendicular) to the confinement field direction and the ion sound speed, respec-
tively. Here, as is calculated with the electron temperature measured by the triple probe.
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Outside the LCFS, how-
LC (l3*=0.185) ever, this method cannot

be applied since the con-
nection length of the field
line is not long enough
and strongly depends on
the position of each
probe tip in this region.
Figure 1 shows the "map"
of the connection length
from the probe tips to the
wall, LC, on (r, e)-plane for
the standard configura-
tion of Heliotron E, where
r is the radial position of
the probe tips and 6 is the
angle along the cylinder
of the probe head. (No. 1

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 “p .5 at e = 900) The
angle ((129).; radial position of the

LCFS, rLCFS is 28.5 cm.
As in fig. 1, there are two
stripes outside the LCFS
where the connection
length is longer than the

other region. These correspond to the divertor field region (so~ca|led "fish-tail" region of the

divertor fie|d[9]). Outside the LFCS, taking account of this "LC-map", we can estimate some

characteristics of the parallel flow or the particle flux from the I+(r, 9) distribution.

sr
(c

m
)

Fig. l The connection length from the probe to the wall for the standard

configuration, where r, E) is the radial position and the azimuthal angle
of the probe tips, respectively. (ILCFS a 28.5 cm)

3. Properties of the edge plasma flow
Figure 2 shows examples of the

azimuthal-distribution of 1+ for ECH plas-
mas (fie ~ (0.4 - 0.7)x1013 cm'3, PECH ~
130 kW / 35 GHz and — 400 kW 153 GHz)
at B = 11.26 T. in fig. 2, the solid line cor—
responds to the azimuthal-distribution of 1*
at r = 26.5 cm for B = -1.26 T. As shown in
this figure, an asymmetric profile of 1+ is
observed. The dashed line in fig. 2 is a e-
distributions of I+ for almost the same dis-
charge condition except for the direction of
the confinement field (B = +1.26 T). It can
be seen the asymmetric pattern of I+ de-
pends on the field direction.

a#645BS(B<0) ___#53805(5>0) The characteristics of the plasma
flow for these ECH plasmas are discussed

Fig. 2 Typical B—distributions of 1+ (mA) at r = in [10} A5 in [101' the Perpendicular flow, V
26.5 cm for ECH plasmas at B = :126 T . i, is always flowing to the ion~diamagnetic—

drift direction. The magnitude of vi is in the

same order of the E x B drift and Vp drift that are estimated from the measured radial
profiles of V5 and p e n x Te- Theses observations suggest that the origin of the

perpendicular flow would be the drift due to the electric field and the pressure gradient. The

direction of the phase velocity of the potential fluctuation for ECH plasma is also consistent
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240

with the perpendicular flow,
As for the parallel flow.
however, the reversal of
the field direction change5
the flow but its
dependence on the field
direction is not so Simple
Careful comparison of both
cases suggests that v”
consists of two different
flows. One is an almost
constant flow that is inde—
pendent of the field direc-
tion. Another one is the
anti-parallel flow (VI/(0)
which increases its speed
as the radial position.

Outside the LCFS,
B-distribution of I+ sug~
gests an asymmetric flow
that depends on the field
direction. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) show the I+ distribu-
tion in the (r, a) plane for
both directions of the con-
finement field Higher I+ is
observed in the "fish-tail"
region for both field direc-
tions. It should be noted,
however, that the ratio of
1+ for the upper “tail" (0“ <
B < 180°) to that for the
lower "tail" (180° < 8 < 360°
) changes when the field
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direction is reversed. This asymmetry and its dependence on the field direction can be

qualitatively explained if the plasma is flowing to the same direction as the parallel flow

inside the LCFS. This change of the ratio of the flux due to the field direction is consistent

with the up-down asymmetry of the divertor particle flux and its dependence on the field

direction
For NBI plasma, asymmetric profiles of I+ are also observed. As mentioned before,

the probe could be inserted inside the LCFS for only limited cases. The estimated flows for

the NBI plasma (fie ~ (2 - 2.5) X 1013 cm‘3, PNBl ~ 0.5 MW) show strong radial dependence
than that for the ECH plasmas. it should be noted that the direction of v_L is reversed from

the ion—diamagnetic drift direction to the electron diamagnetic drift direction for r < 27 cm.

Recently measurements of the poloidal rotation have been performed at the different toroi—

dal position with more detailed space resolution for <r/ap> < 0.9[6] for NBI plasmas. This

shows reversal of the poloidal rotation at a radius depending on the plasma parameters.

The radial profile of the perpendicular flow in fig. 4 is qualitatively consistent with the rota-

tion measurements.

5. Discussion
In the previous poloidal rotation measurements with a spectroscopic method[5], we

found that the plasma rotation at 0.7 < <r/a > < 0.9 is a function of the core plasma density.

For he < 2 x 1013 cm'3, the plasma is rotating in the ion-diamagnetic—drift direction. Forfie >
2 x 1013 cm‘3, however, the plasma is rotating in the electron-diamagnetic—drift direction.

The observed perpendicular flows for ECH and NBI plasmas in this experiment seem to be

consistent with this density dependence. Therefore, it is not clear only from this experiment

whether the difference of the heating method (ECH or NBI) affects on the perpendicular

flow or not. We need experiments with the same density plasma for NBI and ECH cases.

As for the parallel flow, it is necessary more detailed study to identify the driving

mechanism of the directional parallel flow in both sides of the last closed flux surface.

6. Summary
The plasma flow in the edge region of Heliotron E has been studied by using a multi-

faced Langmuir probe. The perpendicular flow in the way of the ion-diamagnetic drift is ob-

served both for ECH plasmas for <r/ap> 2 0.9. For NBI plasma, however, the flow to the

electron—diamagnetic-drift direction is observed. The asymmetry of the particle flux in the

separatrix region and its dependence on the confinement field direction are qualitatively

consistent with the characteristics of the parallel flow in the LCFS and would explain the ob-

served up-down asymmetry of the divertor flux for ECH plasmas.
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